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INTRODUCTION 
The Djinang language is the westernmost member of the Yolngu language group. It is spoken by 
approximately 200 Aboriginal people living in the vicinity of Ramingining (the government spelling -
the phonetic spelling is Raman.giQing), a settlement on the mainland, about 20 kilometres south of the 
Crocodile Islands. Most Djinang speakers live either at Ramingining or at one of several outstations, 
all of which lie within about 30 kilometres of Ramingining. A few Djinang speakers live at 
Maningrida and at Milingimbi, and a few Djinang women have married Elcho Island men, so live 
there. Djinang is not mutually intelligible with any of the other Yolngu languages or dialects. 
The Yolngu language most similar to Djinang is the Djinba language, situated to the south and east 
of the Djinang area. It is difficult to place a figure on the number of Djinba speakers, but it is 
probably between 60 and 90; an unknown number of Djinba and Walmapuy (a dialect) speakers 
living in the Katherine region makes a reliable figure difficult to obtain. 
Djinang and Djinba are approximately 60 percent cognate, but independent phonological changes 
in each language have caused the two languages to appear to be more different than comparative 
reconstruction indicates. These two languages are very definitely not mutually intelligible; 
nevertheless, speakers of both languages mix freely and interlinguistic marriage is common, so that 
most older Djinang speakers have a good command of Djinba as a second language. There are also a 
considerable number of people in the Djinang area who speak as their first language one of the other 
Yolngu languages, the most commonly spoken ones being Dhuwal and Dhuwala. Multilingualism is 
the norm for a majority of the Aboriginal people, whether Djinang or not, in the Djinang area. 
Several maps are included, which show the traditional Djinang territory and the location of the 
territories of the various Djinang and Djinba clans. 
The language name 'Djinang' is an archaic form of the Proximate Deictic form djining(iJ. The 
older form is still retained in the Wulaki dialect, in alternation with the modem form. In the literature 
the name is sometimes given as Yandjinang. The latter is actually a phrase yan djinang meaning 
'Djinang language'. (Similarly, the language to the north, Yanhangu, is a contraction of an earlier 
*Yan-Nhangu meaning 'Nhangu language'.) 
Although this book aims to describe the grammar of Djinang, with historical notes included where 
pertinent, some attention will also be given to the Djinba language, which is the only other major 
Yolngu language not yet adequately researched. All Djinba materials are from my own fieldwork, 
and similarly for the Djinang materials - with the exception of some c. 1941 Wulaki sentences and 
texts, and some further sentences and texts in another Djinang dialect, collected by A. Capell. (Some 
use is made of Capell's material in the Appendices, but the main body of the book is based on my 
own collection of Djinang language data.) 
xiv 
xv 
Socially, the Djinang people still maintain much of their traditional way of life. The ceremonial life 
of the people has been maintained. Kinship privileges and obligations are still the basis of 
interpersonal relationships. The vernaculars are viable, and likely to remain so for a considerable 
period. (However, the advent of satellite television reception may be expected to have a profound 
effect, both socially and linguistically.) Although a number of people (both Djinang and other 
language groups) live in houses of European construction, their construction having been funded by 
the government, such people use them mainly for storage of goods and for sleeping in at night. 
Cooking and all social activities are carried on outside. Some aspects of European culture have been 
adopted. Vehicles, guns, tape recorders and European clothes have an established status as items of 
value. With the advent of child endowment and pensions, together with a limited amount of local 
employment, the people are moving rapidly from a hunting and gathering economy, although those 
who have restricted access to sources of Government funding engage in hunting and gathering 
according to need. Otherwise, hunting and gathering has become largely a 'fun' activity to be 
engaged in on weekends if vehicular travel permits. 
The Djinang people have had mission contact for a period of approximately 40 years; until the mid 
sixties they were largely to be found living either at Milingimbi (the former Methodist mission station 
in the Crocodile Islands) or at the Government settlement, Maningrida. Although only a (growing) 
minority of Djinang and Djinba people are adherents of Christianity, the people have a very high 
regard for the mission staff of former years (the mission stations are now Government-run 
settlements), and are grateful for the mission presence in the past. The reason for this is that revenge 
killings were a common and greatly feared occurrence in the days before the advent of the missions. 
People have explained how they used to live in fear, particularly at night, because of real or imagined 
sorcery and revenge parties. There is very little evidence that sorcery is still practised, though people 
still speak fearfully of it. Revenge killings are now almost unheard of. Both police and missions 
have contributed to this improved state of affairs. However, there are new problems now, as the 
white man's values and materialism increasingly penetrate the lives of the people. The present is a 
time of rapid social change for the Aboriginal community in the Rarningining area. 
The Djinang language is a suffixing language. There are two stop series, fortis and lenis, and 
lengthening of fortis stops is a common feature of Djinang (and Yolngu) phonology. (It should 
properly be called lengthening rather than gemination, see Jaegar 1983.) Djinang does not have a 
lamino-dental order of sounds and neither does Djinba. (Lamino-dentals were certainly present in 
proto- Yolngu.) There are three vowels, and non-contrastive vowel length may occur in the primary­
stressed syllable, which is usually the first syllable of a word. Djinang (like other Yolngu languages) 
has fewer constraints on consonant clusters than do many other Australian languages. Case is 
signalled by nominal suffixes, with pronouns inflecting in a nominative-accusative paradigm, and 
other nominals in an ergative-accusative paradigm. There are three major verb classes, each with 
numerous subclasses. The verb suffixes indicate tense, mood and aspectual contrasts. Word order is 
relatively free for clauses in isolation. However, there are strong constraints on word order in the 
verb complex, and the distribution of information in a clause appears to conform to a pattern which 
can be described in functional terms, for clauses studied in a textual context. 
There is very little literature on the Djinang and Djinba languages. Anthropologists such as Wamer 
and Thompson have studied the culture and ritual of the people, but little of substance of the 
languages themselves can be learnt from their published works. Capell elicited a hundred or so 
sentences, and collected a few texts, probably in 1941 (he thinks, personal communication). More 
recently, A. Borsboom has studied one of the song cycles and its ritual, but again there is little of the 
xvi 
language in his published dissertation. I have previously published an account of Djinang verb 
morphology, and also of Djinang phonology, and hence this book will not deal at length with these 
topics. I have also published (in the SIL Work Papers B series) an interim dictionary of Djinang, 
representing the state of my knowledge of the lexicon as at late 1982. That work contains over four 
thousand forms, with reversals by English keyword, and Roget Thesaurus semantic category 
number. 
Five appendices are included in this book. The first deals with dialect differences in Djinang. The 
second deals with diffusion in the western Y olngu area. The third is a comparative dictionary of 
Djinang and Djinba, with extensive verb paradigmatic detail. The fourth is a reversal of the Djinang­
Djinba dictionary. The fifth gives some Djinba text and sentence data so that the Djinba suffixes 
mentioned in the body of the book can be seen in context, and comparison made with Djinang. 
The (typed, unglossed) textual database on which this book is based has been lodged with the 
Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies. The stories are numbered and the text lines are numbered. 
Audio tapes containing the stories have also been lodged with the AlAS. All of the material is fully 
accessible. 
This book is based on eight years of field work when my family and I customarily resided at 
Ramingining. I and my wife work under the auspices of the Summer Institute of Linguistics. Our 
address for correspondence is now S.I.L., P.O. Box 103, Ukarumpa via Lae, Papua New Guinea. 
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CHAPTER 1 
PHONOLOGY 
1.1 PHONEMES AND FEA TIJRES 
Because I have published previously on Djinang phonology (Waters 1980b), the scope of this­
chapter will be restricted principally to those aspects of the phonology which either were not dealt 
with earlier, or need revision in the light of subsequent field work. Recapitulation of some 
information is inevitable, such as phoneme charts and syllable patterns. 
Although this work deals primarily with Djinang, the closely related Djinba language to the 
southeast will also be discussed, though in lesser detail. The two languages are not mutually 
intelligible. A cognate count based on an earlier (and less complete) compilation of the data in 
Appendix 4 yields the value 61.5 percent (plus or minus 0.5 percent). 
TABLE 1.1  
DJINANG AND DJINBA PHONEMES (ORTHOGRAPHIC REPRESENTATION) 
peripheral apical laminal 
labial velar alveolar post-alveolar post-alveolar 
stop: fortis p k t 1 tj 
lenis b g d g dj 
nasal m ng n 1) ny 
liquid: lateral 1 1 
rhoric rr r 
glide w y 
vowels 
high front i 
high back u 
low a 
Glottal stop occurs sporadically, only at a morpheme boundary, in both Djinang and Djinba. In 
Djinang, its incidence is far less frequent than in other Yolngu languages. As a general rule, where a 
glottal occurs in another Yolngu language's word, the Djinang cognate will have a fortis stop -
although there are exceptions to this general statement. Glottal stop is slightly more prevalent in 
Djinba. It is not included in Table 1.1 because it is a prosodic segmental feature, is non-contrastive 
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2 
and is often omitted in normal speech (see Wood 1978 and Morphy 1983:17-18, who indica
te that 
glottal stop may be treated as a prosodic feature of the syllable). A s�all number of Dj.inang and 
Djinba words have been spelt with a glottal stop (1) included, provIded the glottal IS usually 
articulated. 
While Yolngu languages typically have a lamino-dental order of stops and nasals, both Djinang 
and Djinba lack such an order. This is an areal feature due to the influence of prefixing languages to 
the west of these two languages. Both Djinang and Djinba once had a contrastive series of lamino­
dental phonemes and their loss is dealt with in Appendix 2, which is a study of the diffusion of some 
linguistic features between Djinang and Djinba, and the neighbouring prefixing languages. I mention 
in passing that the Yanhangu language, spoken by landowners of the Crocodile Islands to the 
immediate north, is closely related (genetically) to Djinba and Djinang, and that Yanhangu has lamino­
dental phonemes occurring both word initially and non-initially. 
Stops in both languages are never lenited to phonetic fricatives. The phonological opposition of 
fortis versus lenis is manifested primarily by the relative length of the stop. An intervocalic lenis stop 
is quite short, with minimal interruption of voicing. In word-initial position, there is neutralisation of 
the fortisllenis opposition, the articulation usually being that of a lenis stop. However, in word-initial 
position the onset of voicing is sometimes delayed, giving the impression of a voiceless stop (but 
without extra duration). Neither fortis nor lenis stops are ever aspirated, in any position in the word. 
Word and syllable finally, the fortisllenis opposition is again neutralised. In this case, there is no 
extra duration, there is no voicing and the stop is unreleased. Fortis stops occur only intervocalically. 
Such stops are considerably longer in duration than lenis stops, and are always unvoiced. 
Two Djinba words were found to contain a voiced apical retroflex tap, which speakers distinguish 
from both the alveolar rhotic trill rr and the lenis retroflex stop g, although it is phonetically similar to 
both these sounds. The words are: marrkugu 'hair' and bakaga 'stone' where the sound in 
question is the final consonant of each word, written here as g. 
The distribution of phonemes in the word, in Djinang, has been dealt with in my earlier work. In 
that work I claimed that the lenis/fortis (i.e. voiced/voiceless) contrast in the stops was not neutralised 
word initially. My early data did support that claim, but subsequent experience in the language has 
shown that word-initial position is a neutralising environment for stops, in most cases. One 
exception is that the verb giri 'go' has two contrastive forms when used as a verbal auxiliary marking 
habitual aspect versus progressive aspect. The former meaning is encoded by giri, while the latter 
one is encoded by kiri. Further environments which strongly condition the manner of articulation of 
word-initial stops are the following: 
1. breath-group initial- usually the word-initial stop will be lenis; 
2. as non-initial word in a close-knit construction - frequently the initial stop will be 
fortis. (Examples can be found in the texts.) 
This brings Djinang into line with the rest of the Yolngu languages with respect to the 
neutralisation of the fortisllenis opposition in word-initial position. In what follows, I often use the 
terms voiced and voiceless rather than lenis and fortis. This avoids confusing lenis stops with a stop 
lenition sound change which historically has caused lenis stops to become glides. It must be 
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remembered, however, that a native speaker of Djinang does not perceive the opposition as a voicing 
contrast, but probably as a length contrast. I also mention that the Djinang dictionary, the data in the 
appendices and all vernacular forms in this study are cited with the symbols for voiced and voiceless 
stops, reflecting the voicing and unvoicing of the cited stops rather than their lenis versus fortis 
values. This is consistent with the long-established 'Yolngu' orthography used in Education 
Department bilingual programs in some schools in the Yolngu area. 
To refer to groups of phonemes I largely follow the phonetic features used in my earlier work 
(Waters 1980b), though I make some changes as follows: I have abandoned the 'narrow' feature and 
instead use 'rhotic' for rand rr, while glides may now be characterised by negative values of other 
features; instead of 'voiced', I now use 'long' to distinguish fortis and lenis stops. This is also 
attractive for the reason that phonetic length occurs on sonorant consonants as well as on vowels in 
certain environments; this feature captures a significant generalisation of Yolngu phonologies. Dixon 
(1980:194) cites the feature with reference to vowel length only, but in Yolngu languages it is just as 
apt for consonants. 
I have also abandoned the feature 'distributed' in favour of Dixon's feature 'lamina!' (1980:184). 
One of the main reasons for this change is to be able to use the features 'laminal' and 'peripheral' for 
the vowels as well as the consonants, as Dixon suggests (1980: 187). In both Djinang and Djinba it 
commonly occurs that a laminal non-continuant will condition the occurrence of a preceding i vowel, 
and the peripheral glide will condition the occurrence of a preceding u vowel, while neither 
environment seems to strongly influence an a vowel. Finally, I retain the feature 'anterior' because it 
does seem to capture the important generalisation that there exist both front and non-front members in 
each of the laminal, apical and peripheral series, despite Dixon's claim to the contrary (1980: 185). 
This brings the inventory of necessary features to ten: syllabic, laminal, peripheral, anterior, 
sonorant, continuant, nasal, lateral, rhotic and long. Table 1.2 displays the phonemes in terms of 
feature oppositions. 
TABLE 1.2 
PHONEME OPPOSITIONS 
-peripheral 
+peripheral -laminal +laminal 
+anterior -anterior +anterior -anterior (+anterior) -anterior 
+long p k t J tj 
-sonorant 
-long b g d rj dj 
-syllabic +nasal m ng n !I ny 
+lateral 1 1 
+sonorant 
+rhotic rr r 
-lateral w y 
-rho tic 
+syllabic u a i 
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1.2 PHONEME FREQUENCIES 
Table 1.3 gives a list of phoneme frequencies word initially, medially, and finally, and also the 
total frequency of each phoneme. The table is based on an analysis of the current Djinang lexicon 
(Waters 1983). The first four columns of figures give the number of occurrences, the next four 
columns give the respective percentages. In counting phonemes, the dictionary was edited so that 
each unique word occurred only once, eliminating homonyms. Words which enter productively into 
close-knit constructions (these are usually hyphenated forms in the dictionary) will be often cited in 
the dictionary, and therefore will be counted a number of times. Hence, for example, the word 
bumiri 'forehead' occurs in over fifty compound forms. Body-part terminology, which is highly 
productive in forming such compound words, causes the figures for word-initial b, g and m, to be 
relatively high. Word-initial vowels are rare; initial i occurs primarily in enclitic reduced pronominal 
forms. 
The table quantifies some interesting features of Djinang phonology. Firstly, consider the vowels 
(and compare with the frequencies of Djinba vowels in Table 1.4). Word-initial vowels are rare, as 
mentioned above. For initial a and u vowels, there are only the words ama 'mother' (child speech), 
a 'and' and u 'or' (English loanword). Other instances of vowels are either word medial or final. Of 
interest are the relative frequencies of the three vowels. The i is more than twice as frequent as the a, 
and three times as frequent as the u. This reflects the diachronic fact that the majority of closed class 
Djinang morphemes have undergone a sound change in their a and/or u vowels, as follows: *a > i 
and *u> i, while most open class roots resisted the change - although unstressed andlor root-final a 
or u vowels quite often also changed to an i vowel. I refer to this historical change as the 'Djinang 
vowel shift'. How this change came about is discussed in Appendix 2. The synchronic result of this 
change is that the 'unmarked' vowel in Djinang is the i, whereas it is a in Djinba, the latter not having 
undergone this sound change. 
Secondly, the low frequency of apical stops, particularly the alveolar apicals d and t, is 
noteworthy. This is a feature of Yolngu languages generally, rather than of Djinang in particular. 
Word-initial apico-alveolars typically occur as the initial segments only in loanwords, either of 
English or Austronesian origin; there is a general constraint that a rhythmic segment (normally two 
syllables) must not commence with an apical consonant. This is dealt with at some length in my 
previous work (Waters 1980b), wherein I used the term 'stress group' for a rhythmic segment. Such 
rhythmic segments are typically disyllabic, but can be trisyllabic or even monosyllabic, provided the 
syllable is closed. 
From the table we also observe that, of the apical consonants, retroflex apicals are more frequent 
than the equivalent alveolar apicals (except for the class of liquids), and in the case of cj and d the 
ratio is of the order of 20 to 1. What this represents is a tendency for retroflexion to be the least 
marked artic lation of apical sounds. In word-initial position there is typically neutralisation of the 
retroflex versus non-retroflex distinction in the class of apicals, but the traditional orthography uses 
the retroflex symbol in this environment. Word initially, the two rhotics do not contrast, since only r 
occurs. (A few exceptions exist, such as rrupiya 'money' which is an Austronesian loan.) One of 
the clearest examples of this is in Djinba, where the 1sg pronoun ngarra 'I' is pronounced ra when it 
occurs in reduced form (the initial syllable is dropped). 
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TABLE 1.3 
DJINANG WORD INITIAL, MEDIAL AND FINAL PHONEME FREQUENCIES 
Number of occurrences Frequency (per cent) 
initial medial final total initial medial final total 
p 8 567 15 590 .028 2.00 .053 2.01 
t 1 39 11 51 .004 .14 .039 .18 
1 0 113 33 146 0 .40 .17 .52 
tj 1 391 36 428 .004 1.38 .13 1.51 
k 12 569 81 662 .042 2.01 .27 2.34 
b 609 645 0 1254 2.15 2.28 0 4.43 
d 1 20 0 21 .004 .071 0 .074 
g 99 280 0 379 .35 .99 0 1.34 
dj 416 1043 0 1459 1.47 3.69 0 5.16 
g 544 1236 0 1780 1.92 4.37 0 6.29 
m 516 782 130 1428 1.82 2.76 .46 5.05 
n 5 356 73 434 .018 1.26 .26 1.53 
!J 58 639 29 726 .21 2.26 .10 2.57 
ny 121 351 43 515 .43 1.24 .15 1.82 
ng 350 617 401 1368 1.24 2.18 1.42 4.84 
1 19 713 42 774 .067 2.52 .15 2.74 
1 52 651 67 770 .18 2.30 .24 2.72 
II 3 1233 155 1391 .011 4.36 .55 4.92 
r 115 810 66 991 .41 2.86 .23 3.50 
w 294 342 25 661 1.04 1.21 .088 2.34 
Y 152 340 56 548 .54 1.20 .20 1.94 
i 44 4904 1815 6763 .16 17.33 6.42 23.90 
a 2 2827 233 3062 .007 9.99 .82 10.82 
u 1 1978 112 2091 .004 6.99 .40 7.39 
7 0 45 6 51 0 .16 .021 .18 
Total words 3423 
Total phonemes 28292 Average word length 8.27 
CC clusters 2886 
CCC clusters 164 
ecce clusters 11 Ratio of consonant clusters 
Total clusters 3061 to total phonemes .108 
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Clusters of form CCC are possible across a syllable boundary. It is also possible to get a CCCC 
cluster in certain circumstances. Such clusters always arise from underlying forms with the shape 
... VCCNiCV ... where N is a nasal. If the i vowel is elided, the cluster CCNC will result. In this 
case, the nasal always becomes syllabic. Two examples are ngidjirrkngban 'close now' and 
wurpmpili 'one-PL' (i.e. 'ones'). 
The only other syllabic consonants that I have encountered are rand w, in word-initial position 
preceding glottal stop when a verb stem is partially reduplicated to indicate durative aspect. Normally 
the first vowel of the stem is included in the reduplication, but in these two examples it was omitted: 
rl'-ra-ny 'kept on entering' 
DUR-enter-TPC 
w7- wati-ny 
DUR-swear-TPC 
'kept on swearing' 
Since the table is based on dictionary data, the average word is longer than it is in natural text (the 
latter varies from about 5.2 phonemes per word, to about 5.5, depending on the dialect or idiolect). It 
is the high incidence of reduced pronouns and small particles in text data which accounts for the lower 
textual word lengths. 
A point can also be made about rhythmic units. A typical shape for such a unit is CVCV. The first 
consonant of such a unit is non-apical, and is usually one of the peripheral or laminal stops, or 
peripheral or laminal nasals. However, the second consonant is typically a liquid or a nasal. This is 
clearly related to rhythm; the rhythmic unit's stress occurs on the first syllable, making the first 
syllable more. prominent. Syllables which are not prominent typically have a liquid or nasal onset. 
These tendencies have been dealt with earlier (see Waters 1980b). Nasals are ambivalent in that, being 
non-continuants, they can function like stops to form the onset of a rhythmic unit; as sonorants they 
are suitable medial consonants in a rhythmic unit. 
Table 1.4 is an equivalent table of frequencies for the Djinba language. This table is based on my 
field data, as represented by Djinba entries in Appendix 4. The Djinba table should be used with 
caution, because I have systematically obtained Djinba equivalents only for Djinang words which 
begin with phonemes a, b, d .. .1, and 1; lack of time prevented me from obtaining a similarly large set 
of equivalents for words which begin with the phonemes m, n . . .  w and y, although I have obtained 
quite a numbt:r of words in this portion of the lexicon. Thus the word-initial figures for Djinba m, n, 
T) ... w, and y will not be quite as high as would be the case if I had had time to complete the collection 
of data. The effect will be minimal in so far as no conclusion of any significance hangs upon the 
system of word collection for the latter part of the lexicon. 
Consider the vowel frequencies in the table. As noted previously, the least marked vowel in 
Djinba is a, it being as frequent as both i and u together. Furthermore, i is the least frequent of the 
three vowels. These relative frequencies are more typical of Yolngu languages. The predominence of 
the i in Djinang is due to sound change. The table shows that while both a and u in Djinang have 
historically changed to i, the change has affected a larger proportion of a than u vowels. 
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TABLE 1.4 
DJINBA WORD INITIAL, MEDIAL AND FINAL PHONEME FREQUENCIES 
Number of occurrences Frequency (per cent) 
initial medial final total initial medial final total 
P 1 171 5 177 .009 1.60 .047 1.66 
t 0 4 1 5 0 .038 .009 .047 
1 0 24 7 3 1  0 .23 .066 .29 
tj 0 93 19 112 0 .87 .18 1.05 
k 0 289 462 751 0 2.7 1  4.33 7.05 
b 269 159 0 428 2.52 1.49 0 4.0 1  
d 0 6 0 6 0 .056 0 .056 
g 75 150 0 225 .70 1.4 1  0 2.1 1  
dj 229 1 19 0 348 2.15 1.12 0 3.26 
g 284 116 0 400 2.66 1.09 0 3.75 
m 126 530 22 678 1.18 4.97 .2 1 6.36 
n 4 295 42 341 .038 2.77 .39 3.20 
!J 15 165 63 243 .14 1.55 .59 2.28 
ny 54 100 45 199 .51  .94 .42 1.87 
ng 101 188 71 360 .95 1.76 .67 3.38 
1 9 254 18 281 .084 2.38 .17 2.64 
1 30 218 36 284 .28 2.04 .34 2.66 
rr 0 480 90 570 0 4.50 .84 5.35 
r 36 177 21 234 .34 1.66 .20 2.20 
w 86 164 7 257 .8 1 1.54 .066 2.41 
y 54 3 10 62 426 .51 2.91 .58 4.00 
i 0 858 183 1041 0 8.05 1.72 9.77 
a 0 2000 139 2139 0 18.76 1.30 20.07 
u 0 1043 80 1123 0 9.79 .75 10.54 
? 0 32 1 33 0 .30 .009 . 3 1  
Total words 1373 -
Total phonemes 10659 Average word length 7.76 
CC clusters 1027 
CCC clusters 28 
ecce clusters 0 Ratio of consonant clusters 
Total clusters 1055 to total phonemes .099 
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We shall now compare the phoneme frequencies of the two languages word initially, final�� and 
medially (Table 1.5). The figures in the different columns give the difference between the DJ1nang 
and the equivalent Djinba figures, rounded off to the nearest percentage points. The figures for each 
position have also been rounded off, so the columns don't necessarily total exactly 100 per cent. 
TABLE 1.5 
RELATIVE FREQUENCIES OF PHONEMES IN DJINANG AND DJINBA 
Initial Medial Final Total 
Djn Djb Djn Djb Djn Djb Djn Djb 
% % diff. % % diff. % % diff. % % diff. 
Peripheral stops 34.22 40.30 +6 14.06 9.29 -5 2.67 34.00 +3 1 15.07 16.46 +1  
Peripheral na.sals 25.29 16.54 -9 6.52 9.07 +3 15.54 6.83 -9 9.89 9.74 
Glides 13.06 10.25 -3 3 . 18 5.99 +3 2.38 5.01  +3 4.28 6.7 1 +2 
Laminal stops 12 .18 16.70 +5 6.69 2.68 -4 1 .07 1 .40 6.67 4.3 1 -2 
Laminal nasal 3.55 3.96 1 .64 1 .26 1 .24 3 .26 +2 1 .82 1 .87 
Rhotics 3.48 2.64 -1 9.52 8.30 -1 6.45 8.08 +2 8.42 7.55 -1 
Apical stops 2.95 5 .44 +2 2. 1 1  2.33 1 .73 0.58 - 1  2. 1 1  2.50 
Laterals 2.04 2.83 +1  6.36 5.96 3.22 3 .96 +1  5.46 5.30 
Apical nasals 1 .88 1 .38 - 1  4.64 5.82 -1 2.98 7.61 +5 4 . 10 5.48 +1  
Vowels 1 .4 1  0 - 1  45.26 49.30 +4 63 . 15  29.28 -34 42. 1 1  40.38 -2 
The most common initial phonemes in Djinang are peripheral stops and nasals (57%), while the 
next most com on phonemes are glides and laminal stops (25%); the laminal nasal, all apicals and 
vowels make up the remainder. As far as manner of articulation is concerned, the respective 
percentages are: peripherals 68. 11 %, larninals 20. 19%, apicals 10.35%, which represent ratios of 
7:2:1 in initial position. 
In the Djinang data sample, there are 2 1446 medial phonemes (75.8% of total phonemes), so the 
relative frequencies are very accurate. In terms of manner of articulation, the percentages of medial 
consonants are: apicals 22.62%, peripherals 22.18% and larninals 9.91  %. 
The discussion above about rhythmic units is born out by the figures for the frequencies of 
Djinang word-final phonemes. In this position, sonorant phonemes are expected to predominate, 
which is indeed the case. Vowels are most frequent (65.15%), then nasals ( 19.76%), liquids 
(9.67%), stops (5.47%) and glides (2.38%). The apparently anomalous infrequency of glides is 
largely due to the fact that they tend to be lost from word-final position with the passage of time. 
Thus, in word-final position, the ratios are vowels:nasals:liquids:stops 13 :4:2: 1. In terms of manner 
of articulation, the percentages of word-final consonants are: peripherals 18.94%, apicals 14.38% 
and larninals 3.96%. Peripherals are still the most frequent class of consonants, while apicals are 
nearly as common, due to the high incidence of liquids in this position. 
Most of thl! differences in frequencies in Djinba word-initial position, when comparing with the 
Djinang frequencies, are due to the fact that elicitation of Djinba equivalents was discontinued when I 
was halfway through the list of words beginning with 'm '. This has resulted in the word-initial 
figures for ng. m, glides, and the r rho tic being less than would otherwise be the case. Thus further 
elicitation would certainly have caused peripheral nasals to be the second most common phoneme 
class, and rholics possibly would also then precede laterals, as is the case in Djinang. In view of this, 
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it appears that the only truly significant difference between the two languages for this word position is 
that Djinba has a slightly higher percentage of roots which begin with an apical stop. 
In terms of manner of articulation, the relative percentages of Djinba word-initial consonants are: 
peripherals 63.21 % [-5], laminals 24.62% [+4] and apicals 12.29% [+2], which represent ratios of 
5 :2: 1. The relative order of the classes is the same as for Djinang. 
Djinba word-final frequencies differ markedly from the Djinang values, and there is considerable 
variation in the order of the classes as well. In terms of manner of articulation, the percentages of 
word-final consonants are: peripherals 41.34% [+22], apicals 20.23% [+6] and laminals 9.16% [+5]. 
The order of these three classes is the same as for Djinang. Examination of Appendix 3 permits the 
following explanations of the various differences. 
Firstly, like Dhuwal (Morphy 1983), Djinba strongly prefers to elide word-final vowels, provided 
the resultant forms are phonologically well formed and non-ambiguous. This is particularly so in the 
class of suffixes (both nominal and verbal). In their dictionary citation forms, verbs have future 
inflection; this applies to both Djinang and Djinba. However, there are formal differences in the 
future allomorphs for each language which significantly affect the word-final frequencies of the vowel 
i and the consonant k. Djinang verbs, in the dictionary citation forms, end either in -gi, -ngi or -dji, 
while Djinba verbs in their citation forms end either in -(n)mak or -rrak. Since approximately one 
third of each dictionary is comprised of verbs, we expect the difference between the two languages in 
the frequencies of both word-final peripheral stops and word-final vowels to be about 33%. This is 
indeed the case, the actual differences being 31 % and 34%, respectively. 
A further consequence of the fact that Djinba elides word-final vowels is that the incidence of 
word-final apical nasals will be higher than is the case in Djinang where the same elision does not 
occur as regularly. A number of frequently occurring suffixes in both languages either take the form 
of an apical nasal followed by a vowel, or end in that sequence of phonemes. Thus, when the final 
vowel is elided the resulting suffix form will have a final apical nasal. Since this elision is more 
regular in Djinba, the incidence of word-final apical nasals is greater. 
Secondly, Djinba has significantly fewer word-final peripheral nasals. Comparison of Table 1.3 
with Table 1.4 shows that it is primarily due to a much lower incidence of word-final velar nasal ng. 
The following historical explanation accounts for perhaps two thirds of the difference. It has been 
noted by researchers in Yolngu languages (e.g. Heath 1980b:24) that there is an archaic suffix -ngu 
commonly appearing on nominals (e.g. yol-ngu ' person',  Djinang yul 'person' ,  Djinba yul-ngi 
' person') .  In Djinang, the u vowel of this suffix has become i, and very commonly has been 
dropped. Djinba, on the other hand, appears never to have productively used this archaic suffix. 
Consequently, many Djinang nominals and suffixes end with a velar nasal, while cognate forms in 
Djinba end with another consonant (e.g. Djn -giging 'having' cf. Djb -gag ' having ' ;  Djn 
gadjira-pi-ng 'yesterday'S one' cf. Djb ripurrum-birriy 'yesterday'S one ' ;  Djn djini7-djini-ng 
'now' cf. Djb djinir-pany ' now' ;  Djn djini-ng 'this' cf. Djb djini-ny ' this') .  The other third of 
the difference may well be accounted for by the fact that a significant number of the Djinang verbs 
which have -ngi FUT are cited in the dictionary with the final i elided (because they are commonly 
pronounced this way). The equivalent Djinba verbs end in the -mak FUT suffix, discussed above. 
There are differences in the frequencies of Djinba glides, rhotics, laminal nasal and apical stops as 
well. For the most part, these differences are small and correlate with differences in morphemic 
shapes between Djinang and Djinba, for example, y and ny occur slightly more often in Djinba, in 
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word-final position. However, the most interesting comparisons between the two languages can be 
made from the word-medial frequencies, and it is these we shall now examine. 
In terms of manner of articulation, the relative percentages of Djinba word-medial consonants are: 
apicals 22.40% [0), peripherals 20.43% [-2) and laminals 7.86% [-2). Notice that not only is the 
relative order the same as in Djinang, but the variations from the Djinang figures are quite small. 
There were 7913 medial Djinba phonemes in the data base, representing 74.2% of the total 
phonemes, so these figures are quite accurate. Since lenition does not affect the composition of these 
three classes, this close correlation with Djinang is what we would expect, even though the two 
languages are only 61 % cognate. 
However, although the major classes compare closely with Djinang, there is variation within the 
classes that needs to be explained. The first thing to consider is the class of apicals. As can be seen, 
there are no significant variations between the frequencies of medial rhotics, laterals, apical nasals and 
apical stops. The 1 point increase in Djinba of apical nasals is probably due to the n which precedes 
the -mak FUT inflection on a large proportion of Djinba verbs. Also, we must note that while the 
Djinba and Djinang frequencies of rhotics differ by only 1 point, Djinba has a high ratio of alveolar 
(rr) to retroflex (I) rhotics, with a ratio of nearly 3 : 1. The high frequency of II is due to the -IIak 
FUT suffix in inchoative verb forms, and also to the -BirIiy OR suffix (-Bi in Djinang). Thus far 
we have been able to account for variations on the basis of frequency of certain morphemic shapes. 
However, if we consider the peripheral and laminal classes, we see that there are systematic 
differences from the Djinang values. Stops are fewer (peripheral stops are down 5%, larninals are 
down 4%) and glides are more frequent (peripheral w is up .86%, laminal y is up 2.72%). In the 
class of nasals, the variation is only in the peripherals which are up 3%. The first thing to be 
accounted foJ' is this increase in the frequency of peripheral nasals. Turning to Tables 1.3 and 1.4, 
we see that the increase in Djinba is due to a marked increase in the frequency of medial m. There is a 
partial morphological explanation for this: as explained before, there are a large number of Djinba 
verbs cited with -mak FUT inflection. The m in this morpheme accounts for the increase in the 
frequency of Djinba medial m and for much of the decrease in Djinba medial peripheral stops (since 
the equivalent Djinang verbs have a -gi suffix, so that the g contributes to the Djinang medial 
peripheral stops frequency). There is, however, an unexplained residue. Laminal obstruents are 
down about 4%, laminal glide is up about 3%. This shows that a historical process of lenition has 
taken place, and in fact, these figures are a quantification of the extent to which that process has 
affected the Djinba lexicon. 
Turning to Appendices 3 and 4, we observe the following facts. Firstly, in word-initial position, 
peripheral an laminal stops are never lenited in Djinba. Secondly, many derivational affixes and case 
markers have been lenited, and some examples follow. (Note that capital letters representing 
archiphonemes are used at positions of morphophonemic alternation.) 
DJINANG DJINBA PROTO-FORM 
-Bi OR -WiIIiy OR *-Buy ASSOC 
-Oi DAT -wu DAT *-Ou DAT 
-DJi- FACT -ya- FACT *-DHa- FACT 
(-dja- often in Dabi) 
-DJi- THEMSR -yu- THEMSR *-DHu- THEMSR 
(-dji- often in Dabi) 
-DJi- INCHO -yi- INCHO *-THi- INCHO 
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It i s  clear that Djinba has undergone a selective lenition process, peripheral stops being lenited to 
W, laminal stops to y. (This is covered in more detail in Appendix 2.) The important point is that the 
lenition process discussed above occurred only in non-initial position, and primarily in the (closed) 
class of affIXes. This is significant, and is discussed in the next paragraph. 
These facts permit two typological observations. Appendix 2 details how a vowel fronting/raising 
process in the prefixing language to the west of Djinang (i.e. Rembarrnga) diffused into Djinang, 
starting with reduced pronominal forms, and extending through the classes of derivational affixes, 
case forms and tense/aspect suffixes, and also to unstressed vowels in root forms (though with less 
regularity). This process in Djinang, and the lenition process in Djinba, are quite dissimilar - except 
that the morphemes affected are typologically similar, namely, the small closed classes of affixal 
forms. The lenition process is an innovation which spread from the east (e.g. Gumatj,  in the north­
east tip of Arnhem Land has undergone this lenition process exhaustively throughout the lexicon). 
The typological observations we can make are: 
( 1) in Yolngu languages it is the affixal forms which are most susceptible to sound change; 
(2) there is a precedence hierarchy to the diachronic order in which forms are affected: affixes are 
at the high precedence end of the hierarchy, lexical roots at the low precedence end. 
Concerning the frequency of word-medial vowels, the Djinba values are four points higher. In 
Djinang, the high incidence of i permits more elision. For example, the i is always elided from a 
/ . . .  djiny . . ./ sequence. Thus, from girradji-gi 'eat-FUT' the nominalisation is formed as follows: 
girra-dj-nyir-bi 'the eating' 
eat-THEMSR-NMLSR-OR 
Elision of medial i vowels, of which the above is one type of example, creates consonant clusters, 
which accounts for the greater incidence of clusters in Djinang. 
Comparing Djinba with Djinang for all positions in the word, we see that vowels are slightly less 
frequent due to Djinba having fewer word-final vowels. The relative order of the first four classes is 
the same in both languages; thereafter glides have moved up due to lenition in Djinba - at the expense 
of laminal stops which have moved down. Apical nasals are also slightly increased, due primarily to 
the common occurrence of the alveolar apical nasal (n) before the -male FUT suffix. The slightly 
higher figure for Djinba peripheral stops is probably due to the lack of systematic elicitation of Djinba 
equivalents for Djinang words begining with m, n, . . . w and y, since there are no words beginning 
with peripheral stops in that portion of the lexicon. 
1.3 DJINANG DIALECTS 
There are dialectal varieties of Djinang. These are discussed at length, with the results of an 
analysis by computer, in Appendix 1. This section will therefore outline the main findings only. 
Dialects are summarised here because some of the more significant dialect differences are of a 
phonological nature. 
Dialectal variations correlate closely with clan membership, although the computer analysis 
demonstrated that variation of some dialectal features could be as significant within a clan as it is 
across clan boundaries. The following are the Djinang clans, with their moiety affiliations: Marrangu 
(Dj), Murrungun (Dj), Manyarring (Dj), Wulaki (Y), Djadiwitjibi (Y), Mildjingi (Y) and Balmbi (Y). 
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Wulaki is actually a dialect name rather than a clan name, however Djinang people use i t  a s  a cover 
term for people speaking that variety, and so it serves as a default clan name. This is not uncommon. 
A leader of the Manyarring clan gave me 'Manyarring' as the name of the clan, and of the dialect 
spoken by the clan. However, some other clans distinguish dialect names from clan names, for 
example, Wulkabi is one dialect name for some people of the Murrungun clan. 
Djinang takes its name from the archaic form of the proximate deictic form djiningi. In pre­
Djinang, the pronunciation of this was *djinang (or possibly *djinangi). Only Wulaki still uses 
the older fonn, in free variation with the modern form. Interestingly, Marrangu people call their 
dialect ' Djinang', and their dialect is very similar to Wulaki. 
There is a 'native theory' concerning certain perceptual features of the dialect differences. I have 
coined the terms 'smooth' versus 'disjunctive' to characterise what appears to be a cline. 
Phonologically, a smooth dialect has less elision of vowels, particularly the i vowel, and therefore 
fewer consonant clusters. In word-final position, i is also elided much less frequently, producing 
fewer clusters across word breaks. This speech style is thought of as being 'slow' by native 
speakers. Also, a smooth dialect is more likely to use a lenis stop when variation is pennitted. (Lenis 
versus fortis is a sociolinguistic marker in a small set of words, serving to indicate clan affiliation.) 
On the other hand, disjunctive dialects elide vowels (especially i) more often, particularly in word­
final position. In such dialects, stops are more likely to be fortis when free variation is possible, and 
in some words a fortis stop is always used where a smooth dialect would have a lenis one, for 
example, the smooth form ngidjirrgi 'close' versus the disjunctive form ngidjirrkngi. (The latter 
form is more recent, being a fossilisation of the former form together with the now unproductive 
nominal marker -*ngu. In this formation, the stem-final vowel has been lost, resulting in obligatory 
hardening of the velar stop.) 
It is not a simple matter to reduce several co-varying linguistic parameters to variations along a 
linear gradie t. Dialects vary in the individual 'mix' of the various parameters. For example, 
Murrungun is a disjunctive dialect, similar aurally to Manyarring (which is also disjunctive). 
However, the Murrungun speech which was analysed statistically was found to be disjunctive 
primarily because the speaker had a high incidence of fortis stops, while elision of i vowels was not 
of comparable significance. More recently I have had contact with his sister, a woman in her late 
fifties who has spent much of her adult life in another community (not a Djinang speaking 
community), and her speech was very clearly much less disjunctive than her brother's, approximating 
the 'smoothness' of Marrangu speakers. It appears that disjunctiveness versus smoothness is as 
much an idiolectal variable as a dialectal one. 
On the other hand, in comparison with the male Murrungun speaker mentioned above, one 
Manyarring speaker (Milurrurr) had a much lower incidence of fortis stops, but a very high incidence 
of elision of i vowels. Even so, the computer results do show that there is a valid statistical basis for 
the 'native theory' . It turned out that Murrungun and Manyarring are of disjunctive type, Marrangu is 
smooth and Wulaki is also smooth.t The little data I have for other dialects indicates that Balmbi and 
t(I have only one recent Wulaki text, which has not been statistically analysed, but it clearly shows Wulaki to be a 
smooth dialect The statistical analysis of Wulaki was done before I obtained the text, and I had to rely on reconstructed 
(by me) texts and elicited sentences recorded by Capell (c. 1941), which made the characterisation of Wulaki more 
smooth than is actually the case. Wulaki is virtually identical to Marrangu in its phonological properties, though the 
analytical results would indicate it is ultra-smooth.) 
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Mildjingi are disjunctive, and Djadiwitjibi is smooth. There is no correlation of smoothness with 
DjuwingIYirritja moiety affiliation. 
Other significant variations involve pronouns, deictics and negatives. Correlation of these 
variations, together with the smooth-disjunctive cline and the geographical location of the dialects, 
shows that the disjunctive dialects are the ones which have innovated. The smooth dialects are 
generally more conservative, sharing more linguistic features with Yolngu languages to the east than 
the disjunctive dialects do. The conservative dialects lie, interestingly, to the west of the Djinang 
area. Between them and the Yolngu languages to the east is the kernel area for the innovative 
changes. Geographically, this area correlates closely with the coastal area near the mouth of the 
Glyde river and along the lower reaches of the river. I have not been able to establish a clear source 
for the innovations, either internally or externally. It does appear that the source was not the prefixing 
languages to the west (see Appendix 2). Djinba may have been the source, but conclusive evidence 
was not forthcoming from the present study. 
There are also sociolinguistically important variations in lexically open classes (nouns and verbs). 
Diffusion of forms across clan boundaries has served to obscure the systematisation of the variations. 
However, it appears that many of the lexical variations correlate with moiety distinctions. Also, of 
those words manifesting dialectal variants, Wulaki quite often has a form which is not attested in the 
other dialects. (Examples can be seen towards the end of Appendix 1.) 
It also needs to be stated that dialectal differences are extremely important as tokens of political 
affiliation. Mixing features of different dialects in one's speech is considered to be in poor taste, and 
marks a person as socially inept in the area of maintaining solidarity with one's father's clan. 
1.4 CONSONANT CLUSTERS 
The computer was used to search the dictionary data for consonant clusters, both intramorphemic 
and intermorphemic clusters. The results are sufficiently different from the previously published 
table of clusters (Waters 1980b:27) to warrant a revised account. 
Firstly, the data base is now considerably larger, so that a number of new clusters have been 
observed. Secondly, using automated methods has enabled a comparison of intramorphemic and 
intermorphemic distribution of clusters, the result of which has been to show that intermorphemic 
clusters exceed intramorphemic ones in the ratio 2: 1. With only a small number of exceptions, each 
intramorphemic cluster is also represented in the set of intermorphemic clusters. The exceptions will 
be dealt with below. 
Thirdly, the results show that a claim in my previous work needs elaboration (1980b:27). I had 
claimed that apical sonorants (n, 1], 1, 1. II and I) may not follow another consonant. Whether this 
claim is accepted or not depends on one's analytical viewpoint: specifically. whether or not one 
considers that the morpheme boundary between the body-part noun and following noun or verb stem 
in certain complex nouns or verbs is a word boundary. A list of such complex nouns and verbs 
(which includes reduplicated forms) occurs below. The boundary is marked by the hyphen. In all 
other analyses of Yolngu languages, such boundaries have been treated as morpheme boundaries. 
However, for Djinang at least I believe the boundary is better viewed as a word boundary. For 
example, cross-referencing reduced pronouns sometimes may optionally occur between the body-part 
nominal and the following morpheme, instead of in the more usual position preceding the body-part 
nominal. Thus the above claim regarding apical sonorants holds true only if the boundary is indeed a 
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word boundary, the only anomalies being the first three items in the list and the use of allative case 
allomorph -li where otherwise the less common allomorph -ili would have been expected. If the 
boundary is not a word boundary, then the forms below are counter-examples to the above claim 
concerning the distribution of apical sonorants. 
tn bitn (abbreviation of bipna 'seemingly';  the n is syllabic) 
ITl murr]ambirring 'pelican' (this is likely to be a compound of ]ambirring 'wide' and 
murr an archaic form meaning 'stomach', the compound form having a connotation like 
the colloquial 'greedy guts' ) 
bl blik 'exit, arrive' (Austronesian origin?) 
The following are attested across morpheme boundaries: 
pg gllmp-gum 'small mud wasp' (reduplication) 
k1 djarrk-]anggarr yiITpigi 'wear a septum-bone' 
kr nlk-rakng 'lightweight',  rarrak-rarrak 'toasted cycad flour cake' (both are 
reduplications) 
I1J!1 gam-gam 'high up' (reduplication) 
mr rum?-rumdjigi 'be apprehensive' (reduplication) 
ngl ngidjiITkng-li-tji-dji near-ALL-INCHO-FUT 'to make it come close' 
D1J lurrkin-girrpmiygi 'goad to do' 
nr mungin-ran.girri 'grandchild' (periphrastic, lit. back-spear) 
1r djal-rani 'plant food' 
IT] bllndirr-]a]tjigi 'be deep' ,  ngurr-]anggarrgiging 'having a septum-hole' , 
rarr-]ambirridjidji 'be open-mouthed', rarr-]apmiygi 'open the mouth of something' 
ITg budjirr-girrmiygi 'surprise', 'scare', yagirr-ginini 'unimportant' 
IT.r burr-rirrtjigiging 'pebbly ground surface', murr-rani 'promise', ngurr-rani 'insert 
nose ornament', rurr?-rurrdjigi 'throw up repeatedly' (reduplication) 
r] bumir-]i]ingi 'bald', bumir-]updjigi 'moon rising' 
1!.1 bir-gami 'higher than normal', bir-gunydjirri 'run around busily' 
r.r bumir-rirrkiyan 'rocky prominence', gar-rirrirr 'around the edge' 
Table 1.6 displays the intramorphemic consonant clusters, while Table 1.7 gives the 
intermorphemic clusters, for clusters of two consonants. The tables show that the second consonant 
of a CC cluster is overwhelmingly likely to be a non-continuant (i.e. a stop or nasal), and moreover 
that the most likely subclass of non-continuants will be peripherals, the next most likely subclass will 
be laminals, and fmally (rarely) apicals. 
Yolngu languages permit a wider variety of consonant clusters than is the norm for most 
Australian languages (Morphy 1983:22), and Djinang is perhaps an extreme example of this. The 
two principal sources of the atypical clusters are reduplication, and verb derivation by compounding a 
verb stem with a body-part. There are numerous instances of both in the examples given above. 
TABLE 1.6 
DJINANG INTRAMORPHEMIC CONSONANT CLUSTERS 
second member 
p k tj t J b g dj d g m ng ny n g 1 1 rr r w y 
first 
member 
p pm pw 
k kdj km kng kw 
tj tjp tjk 
t tdj 
J tp u '  _ J  14 1m my In 
m mp mk mb mg mny 
ng ngk ngb ngg 
ny nyk nytj nyb nyg nydj nym nyng 
n np ntj nt nb n,g ndj nd nm nng 
g gp !)k gb gg gdj ill gm gng 
1 lp lk ltj lb 19 ldj ld 1m lng lny lw 
1 lp jk ltj lb jg ld ' - !J k! 1m lng lw 
rr rrp rrk rrtj rrt TI1 rrb rrg rrdj ron rrng rrl rrw 
r rp rk rtj 11 rb rg rdj rrj nn rng rw 
w wng 
y yp yk ytj yb yg ym ynj! yw 
TABLE 1 .7 
DJINANG INTERMORPHEMIC CONSONANT CLUSTERS 
second member 
p k tj t 1 b g dj d g m ng ny n V 1 1 rr r w y 
first 
member 
p pp pdj pm pny PV pw 
k kp kk ktj kb kg kdj kg Jan kng kny kJ 1£ kw ky 
tj tjp tjk tjtj tjb tjg tjdj tjm tjng tjny 
t tp tk tb tg tdj tIn 
1 1P 1k 1tj 1b tg 1dj Jd pn Jng Jny 
m mp mk mtj mb mg mdj mj mm mng mny 111[1 mr mw 
ng ngp ngk ngtj ngb ngg ngdj ngg ngm ngng ng1 
ny nyk nytj nyb nyg nydj nyg nym nyng nyny 
n np nk nb n.g ndj ncj nm nng nr 
V VP 1)k Vb Vg vdj vm vng ony !JT) gr OW Oy 
1 1p 1k 1tj 11 1b 19 1dj kj 1m lng 1ny 1r 1w ly 
1 1p Jk 1 t"  -U 1t 1b Jg Id ' - r.J 14 1m jng 1w Jy 
rr rrp rrk rrtj rrb rrg rrdj rrg rrm rrng rrny rrv rr1 rr.r rrw rry 
r rp rk rtj rJ rb rg rdj rrj TIn rng my 11] r1 rI rw ry 
w wtj wb wg wdj � M1l wng w1 ww 
y yp yk ytj jib yg ydj yg yrn yng yny Y!J y1 yr yw yy 
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Two 'status suspect' clusters not shown in the Table 1.6 are gw which occurs in gwu (an 
abbreviation of guwa 'come here') and bJ which occurs in bJik 'exit through an opening'. 
The following clusters occur only intramorphemically: ntj (bintji 'do thus'); nt (birintiii 
fossilised allative form based on the stem biri 'chest' with meaning 'back towards'); marintiJi 
fossilised allative form based on the stem mari 'trouble' with meaning 'towards trouble' - both these 
forms are probably stem + epenthetic, n + tiii, and therefore may perhaps be better placed in Table 
1 .7); nd (balngunda 'yam species', rindigi 'cut off' and several other forms); IJg (b8IJgany 'dry',  
baIJcjiri 'lengthwise', baIJgarr 'pain in groin area' and several other forms); In (biJn 'seemingly' -
abbreviation of biJma); rrt (murrurrt 'bunch', 'bush'); rrt (makarrJa 'organised vengeance 
fight', ngurrJatjigi 'be near the end of the wet season'). 
The list of CC clusters in the coda of CVCC syllables is almost identical to that previously 
published (Waters 1980b:26), with the following clusters needing to be added to that list: Jtj (ngiJtj­
nyi 1du.inc-ACC 'us two') and Ing (galngbuy 'meat prohibition'). CCC clusters arise by the 
juxtaposition of a CVCC syllable with another syllable, or by elision of an i vowel. The latter 
morphophonemic process has been dealt with in my previous work (1980b:25). Indeed, the elision 
of the laminal vowel between a laminal stop and laminal nasal is obligatory, irrespective of morpheme 
boundaries (e.g. djama-dj-ny(i) work-THMSR-TPC 'was working', never *djama-dji-ny(i) ) 
and irrespective of the complexity of the consonant cluster thereby derived. 
Finally, the following CCCC clusters are attested. In each case, they result from an underlying 
structure of ... CVCC + Ni + CV ... where N is a nasal which is homorganic to a peripheral stop 
which immediately precedes it. In these circumstances, the i is always elided, and the nasal becomes 
syllabic. There is no constraint on the last C of such a cluster. 
rkng-C mirkng-djidji 'be bad', mirkng-pili 'bad ones' 
rrkng-C ngidjirrkng-iitjidji 'cause to come close' 
rpm-C wurpm-djidji 'be one', wurpm-pili 'ones', wurpm-ban 'one now' 
rrpm-C midjirrpm-djidji 'be just dust', mirrpm-ban 'now very much' 
CHAPTER 2 
WORD CLASSES AND CASE 
2. 1 DESCRIPTIVE MODEL 
Before embarking on a description of the morphology and syntax of Djinang, some prior 
discussion of the descriptive model that will be used herein, and also the display devices, is apt. It is 
primarily the case system with which I am concerned, and the discussion below is confined to the 
view of case that I will be using. 
In a very important paper for Australianist linguistic research, Goddard (1 982: 1 67 - 1 96) offers a 
new interpretation of case in Australian languages. I will presume the reader is familiar with his paper 
in some detail, and will only summarise his main points here. Basically he claims that Australianists 
have confused 'case' (as a morphosyntactic abstraction) with (surface) 'patterns of marking'. In 
particular, three core cases are to be distinguished, ergative, nominative, and accusative, even though 
this leads to homonymy for some classes of nominals (principally nouns and pronouns). He 
contends that if homonymy is entertained, then the need for a concept of 'split' ergative/accusative 
case systems disappears. The essential point in this is that capturing generalisations concerning 
agreement of cases in phrasal constructions leads to a unified view of a language's case system. The 
price that is paid for this unified view is a certain amount of non-isomorphism with the patterns of 
marking. However, this non-isomorphism is not random but is, rather, quite predictable by rules 
sensitive to fu ctional and syntactic criteria. While he admits that a small number of Australian 
languages may be analysed as having just two core cases, he claims that the best analysis of the 
majority of Australian languages is that they have the three core cases mentioned above. Finally, he 
claims that the often-used 'case' called absolutive is not really a case at all, but rather a pattern of 
marking in which the surface realisation of accusative case is formally indistinguishable from the 
nominative form. 
His analysis is appealing and well argued. I intend to follow his approach in my description of 
Djinang, particularly so because I believe it makes sense, in an insightful way, of the complexities of 
case marking in Djinang. In this language there is sometimes marking of each nominal constituent of 
an NP with the same case, and at other times there is not - usually just one nominal being marked for 
case (often not the head nominal). But it sometimes happens that other case forms will appear in the 
NP and that these forms will not agree in case value with that of the NP as a whole. This is a 
problem which I will comment further on below, but I remark here that Goddard's analysis is helpful 
because it conceptually separates the case system from the patterns of marking. Using his analysis, 
the former permits useful generalisations to be made, but the marking patterns are not so conducive to 
neat generalisa tions. 
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Before moving on, I wish to make two observations of my own. The first concerns core cases. 
Contra Goddard, I believe that some Australian languages should be analysed as having four (not 
three) core cases, including dative case as the fourth core case. Morphy ( 1983:8 1), in discussing 
Djapu, describes how dative case has both core-like properties (e.g. it is obligatory on the object 
nominal for the class of semitransitive verbs, in order to 'complete the sense' of the clause) and 
periphery-like properties (e.g. it may occur with both intransitive and transitive verbs, marking quite a 
variety of semantic functions). Her solution to the paradox of whether it is 'core' or 'peripheral' is 
that it is neither. Instead, she defmes an in-between category of 'Outer Core ' .  Personally, I prefer to 
treat it as a case which has dual membership, each instance of a dative-marked nominal manifesting 
either a core function or a peripheral function. Therefore I have just the two categories: 'core' versus 
'peripheral ' .  The evidence for this dichotomy centres on semantic criteria rather than morpho­
syntactic criteria. (This is reasonable since the core-peripheral distinction is heavily based on 
semantic criteria, see Dixon 1980:294,378.) In brief, a core dative has quite minimal semantic 
content (a logical consequence of its obligatoriness with semi transitive verbs), while a peripheral 
dative has fairly transparent semantic content, given the semantics of the verb which governs it and 
given the textual context. 
The other point I wish to make is that surface case marking (Goddard's 'patterns of marking') is 
used to mark two semantically distinct syntactic patterns. One pattern is the well-known one in which 
a verb governs its dependent nominals - the latter being marked for case (in Goddard's theory, this 
marking may often be covert). The other pattern is when a nominal marked by surface case is 
governed not by a verb but by the head nominal of the NP of which both nominals are constituents. 
When this occurs the dependent nominal (or nominals - there are often several in an NP) may take a 
surface case marking which bears no relation to the case of the NP as a whole. Usually such 
dependent nominals are marked for dative or genitive. This type of marking pattern is typically that of 
adnominal modifiers to head nominals in noun phrases. 
The distinction between the two patterns of marking is important, because for some cases the 
semantic function being marked depends on whether the marked constituent is governed by the verb 
or by a noun. The dual marking pattern is a problem for Goddard's theory of case systems. To put it 
briefly, we are forced to predicate that double case marking sometimes occurs at the abstract level of 
the case system, while, at the level of surface realisation, overt double case marking is quite rare (and, 
in fact, is avoided as much as possible). Some examples would be helpful here. 
( 1 )  ga ingki djin marnggi ngunung God-ang yan-gi 
and NEG 3plNOM know [thatUNM God-GEN word-DAT]DAT 
. . .  and they did not understand God's Word . . .  (32: 1 9) 
In ( 1 ), the head of the NP is the unmarked deictic; however, the verb obligatorily governs a DAT 
NP. In the NP itself, only one of the three constituents is overtly marked DAT, the others being 
GEN and UNM. The notational convention I am using is that whenever systematic case on a nominal 
or NP differs from the overt marking in some way, then the nominal or NP will be placed within 
labelled brackets, with the external labelling indicating the underlying case. In terms of Goddard's 
analysis of case, ngunung is formally UNM and covertly marked for DA T case, God is formally 
marked by the GEN case marker, and covertly marked for DAT case, and only yan is formally 
marked for DAT case. This notation permits the generalisation that this particular verb takes an NP in 
DAT case, while permitting the internal morpho-syntax of the NP to mirror the functional relations 
obtaining there. Internally, this NP is an example of a Generic-Specific construction, the Generic 
deictic as the head of the NP and the qualifying nouns comprising an appositional NP. 
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According to the typical Australianist analyses of such a clause as (1), the deictic would be labelled 
as taking either NOM case (-0), or ABS, either of which would make it impossible to capture the 
generalisation that the object complement of the verb marnggi must take OAT case. But what of the 
NP internal adnominal markings? These markings are formally indistinguishable from case 
markings, although marking grammatical relations with governing nouns, as, for example, OAT in 
the following rather complex structure. 
(2) Gel larr-ban bil gir-ali ngunung gurrbi-li ngunung 
And set.off-TF 3duNOM go-RPA [thatUNM place-ALL thatUNM 
gurrbi dji-tjarri God-ang bala? ngunung prayer-gi 
placeUNM DIST-stand God-GEN houseUNM thatUNM prayer-OATJALL 
And setting off, they then went to that place, to (where) God's house stands, the 
one for prayer ... (32:12, 13) 
Verbs of motion often take a peripheral NP marked for ALL case. But in (2) ALL case overtly 
occurs only once. Clearly prayer does not stand in the same relationship to the verb as does the noun 
gurrbi 'place'. The last two words of the NP are an embedded descriptive NP which is governed by 
the noun bal�l ? 'house'. Thus surface case marking is used to mark two quite different kinds of 
semantic roles: firstly, to mark various functions of the arguments of a governing verb; and secondly, 
to mark adnominal relations within an NP. Because of this, we need a descriptive device which is 
capable of differentiating these two functions of surface case marking. Goddard's theory provides a 
theoretical framework, and the use of labelled brackets as explained above provides the necessary 
descriptive device. 
Having said the above, Goddard's analysis is still not without its problems. Considering (2) 
again, we must say that prayer is marked overtly with OAT, and covertly with ALL case. The 
examples that Goddard discusses are not of this type. His treatment makes use of the fact that covert 
case marking is frequently formally unmarked at the level of surface representation. He is then able to 
claim that the unmarked nominal is a realisation of the underlying case-marked nominal at the 
systematic level. This approach does not, however, work for examples like OAT in (2) above: it is 
not possible to view OAT marking as an allomorph of ALL case, which would be required if we wish 
to maintain that the surface marker is a realisation of a more abstract 'case'. Thus we must assume 
that this nominal is marked twice, overtly with OAT marking (not 'case' in the systemic sense) and 
covertly by ALL case. 
It becomes especially difficult to formally distinguish a 'pattern of marking' (such as OAT in (2) 
above) from systemic 'case', because at the level of surface representation they are indistinguishable. 
The labelled brackets used in this book are an attempt to make the distinction. Within a bracket we 
have 'patterns of marking', while the labelling of the bracket itself is systemic 'case'. When brackets 
are not used, the surface pattern is isomorphic with the underlying representation. In this way we 
make Gcxldard's analysis generally applicable. Having said this, I will not hereafter try to keep 'case' 
strictly separated from 'patterns of surface marking', except in cited examples; to do so would lead to 
much tedious and unnecessary pedantry. 
One interesting point can be made before we leave examples (1) and (2). The use of an UNM 
deictic in examples like these is a strategy for avoiding dual (overt) case marking when the speaker 
wishes to qualify a case-marked nominal using a descriptive phrase; by making the head an unmarked 
generic nominal (e.g. the deictic ngunung 'that') agreement rules within a NP do not require the 
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more specific nominals to be overtly marked. If this were not so, we  might expect to find forms like 
*prayer-gi-li noun-DAT-ALL, which in fact never occur. 
Wherever possible, examples used in this book are taken from natural text. Elicited sentences are 
used as sparingly as possible. The examples above are taken from a text retelling the story of Paul 
and Silas and the conversion of the Philippian jailer. Examples from texts are given with the text 
number and line number in parentheses, or alternatively in braces, after the free translation. Since the 
texts are lodged with the Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies, the text numbers are given as they 
are found in the copies sent to the Institute. Only four of these texts are reproduced in this book, and 
only in part, due to their length. Some minor variations of spelling in this book vis-a-vis the texts 
lodged with AIAS reflect corrections made on the basis of further fieldwork. 
If a text cross-reference is given in parentheses, it signals that the relevant text is included in this 
dissertation; braces { . . .  } are used when a reference is to a text not included here. The texts numbered 
66, 67 and 68 are not really texts, but are a collection of interesting clauses and sentences, some of 
them elicited, from my recent field notes and from some short natural texts. In the interlinear glosses, 
- is used when a morpheme may be segmented reliably, + is used when the segmentation is tentative; 
no - or + delimiter is used when a category is inherently a part of the form cited. 
2.2 WORD CLASSES 
Morphy ( 1983:3 1 -32) has described the formal word classes, their various functions and the 
criteria used to identify the various classes, in her account of Djapu. Because Djinang and Djapu are 
both Yolngu languages, an equivalent description for Djinang does not vary greatly from her account, 
except in a few small closed classes of particles. Hence in this section I will merely state the word 
classes for Djinang and give a table showing the various functions that each class may realise. 
Wherever possible in this book I use the same labels as Morphy in order to facilitate comparison. 
TABLE 2.1  
WORD CLASSES IN DJINANG 
NOMINALS 
noun, derived noun 
pronoun, reduced pronoun 
interrogative pronoun 
deictic 
VERBS 
verb, auxiliary verb 
non-thematic verb 
predicate nominal 
PARTICLES 
adverb 
temporal 
locational 
directional 
orientational 
interjection 
reciprocal/reflexive/mutualis 
modal 
linkIrelator 
negative 
perfective 
As in Djapu, there is no formal category of adjective, although the adjectival function exists. The 
only open classes are nouns and verbs; all other classes have closed membership. The class of non­
thematic verbs is distinguished from other (thematic) verbs on the grounds that non-thematic verbs do 
not inflect, and they have restricted distribution - typically occurring with or instead of thematic 
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verbs, and adding stylistic nuances. When they occur without an accompanying inflected verb, they 
describe actions which are highly predictable from either the textual or the situational (real world) 
contexts. Su �ect and Object NPs are omitted, being recoverable from the context. Usually non­
thematic verbs are suppletive, but in a small number of instances in my textual database a non­
thematic verb occurs preceding the thematic (i.e. inflected) verb with which it is synonymous. Thus, 
expressions such as gubuk min-ali carry carry-TPA 'he carried him', bat ngu-li throw throw-TPA 
'he threw him' , bal marr-ngili pick.up pick.up-TPA 'he picked him up' and blik yulgung 
come.back come. to/arrive 'come back to' are attested in natural text. At least some of these non­
thematic ver s are of Austronesian origin; for example blik 'come back' , 'arrive' ,  'return' is 
probably cognate to Malay balik 'return',  'come back' etc. (Alan Walker, personal communication.) 
Morphy distinguishes three different classes of non-inflecting verbs (1983:65,92-93, 103): fIrstly, 
a set of non-inflecting verbs (most of which are Austronesian loans, see Walker and Zorc 1981) ;  
secondly, a set of root forms, some of which may sometimes occur in inflected form as thematic 
verbs; and thirdly, a small set of adjectival nominals which may function as verbs (such as marnggi 
'know',  djal 'desire') .  Some of the latter set may optionally be inflected. 
The Djinang situation is slightly different. Austronesian loans such as wukirri 'write ' ,  and 
djama 'work' typically occur as thematic verbs (Le. they are inflected), based on a verb stem formed 
by the addition of the TIffiMSR fIrst-order verb suffIx to the loan form. This is the normal strategy 
for deriving thematic verbs from, say, nominal stems, so there is no good reason for treating these 
loans as a unique word class within Djinang. 
The words marnggi 'know' ,  djal 'desire' ,  'want' (often pronounced djalng in Djinang) and 
djunga 'ignorant', ' silly ' may occur within Djinang as nominals or as verbs. As verbs, they govern 
DA T case for the Object NP. And they may also be used as derived thematic verbs using either the 
THEMSR or INCHO fIrst-order verb suffIxes. These three words are best viewed as a subclass of 
nominals and, because the behaviour of these forms is identical to the same forms in Djapu, I call 
them a class of 'predicate nominals' .  Only these three are attested in Djinang, though some other 
Yolngu languages have additional forms in this class. 
Morphy's <:lass of root verb forms is comprised of two subclasses: a subclass of non-inflecting 
mono-morphemic roots and a subclass of root forms which may optionally be inflected. Morphy's 
fIrst subclass, the class of root verb forms, is to be identifIed with the class of Djinang non-thematic 
verb roots and, indeed, many of these forms in the two languages appear to be either identical or 
related, e.g. Djapu dhut 'sit', Djinang djut ' sit'; Djapu gutj 'return', Djinang gutj 'return' .  
The other of Morphy's subclasses has a parallel in Djinang also, though within Djinang the 
relevant group of verb roots is best viewed as a subclass of the category 'verb' ,  because the roots 
only very infrequently occur in text in uninflected form. What is distinctive about this subclass is that 
from it transitive verbs are derived using the -miy- CAUS verb suffix (-mir- in some Djinang 
dialects), while intransitives are derived by suffixation of -dji- THEMSR. The CAUS morpheme is 
used only with this subclass of roots. Some roots in this class are lap 'open' ,  mala 'moor',  gul 
'cease' ,  muk ' silent ' ;  there are dozens more in the lexicon. Verbs from this subclass take overt 
Subject and Object NPs in the normal way, provided they occur as inflected verbs rather than as 
uninflected root forms. 
Djinang has a class of cross-referencing pronouns, which are phonologically reduced forms 
derived from the corresponding full-form pronouns (see section 3. 14, or Appendix 1 section 2.3. 1 ,  
where the full paradigms of the cross-referencing pronouns are given). Djinba has a similar set of 
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cross-referencing pronouns, likewise derived by reduction of Djinba full pronouns, but space does 
not pennit their reproduction here. Both Djinang and Djinba developed this class as a result of 
diffusion of a non-Yolngu pattern from prefixing languages to the west (see Appendix 2 for a detailed 
account). I refer to this class as 'reduced pronouns' (concentrating on their fonn rather than their 
function). In Australian languages which have fonns of this type, they are often called clitic 
pronouns because their cross-referencing function gives them a clause-wide scope, while 
phonologically they are bound to either a preceding or following fonn. In Djinang and Djinba, 
however, only the one-syllable, vowel-initial reduced pronouns are often bound to non-pronominal 
fonns and, if bound, always to immediately preceding fonns. Moreover, these reduced pronouns 
quite often occur as free fonns, especially after pauses. The consonant-initial reduced pronouns are 
almost never bound to a preceding fonn. For these reasons it is not quite accurate to call cross­
referencing pronouns clitics, so I prefer to call them 'reduced' pronouns. (A vowel-initial reduced 
pronoun, if preceded by another reduced pronoun, will always be bound closely to it - sometimes the 
two become a portmanteau free fonn.) 
The other major difference from Morphy ( 1983:3 1 -32) is the large number of types of particles. I 
have merely chosen to cut up the 'particle' category somewhat more fmely - into the divisions which 
can be justified on distributional and functional grounds. In Table 2. 1 ,  labels which are separated by 
slashes refer to a fonn or fonns having a variety of functions, where none of the functions can be 
reasonably inferred to have a priority status. Later in this book each of the particle categories will be 
described in the section appropriate to its function(s), and so I shall not develop the discussion of 
them here any further. 
It remains to give a table of fonn-function relationships for the various word class categories. 
Table 2.2 does this, and may be compared with the equivalent table in Morphy (1983:3 1 ). 
TABLE 2.2 
WORD CLASSES - FORM AND FUNCTION 
FuNcrION FORM 
Head of NP noun, derived noun 
pronoun, reduced pronoun 
interrogative pronoun 
deictic 
negative wirr 'nothing' 
predicate nominal 
Modifier of NP head noun, derived noun 
pronoun, reduced pronoun 
clause 
Determiner within NP deictic 
Predicator verb 
non-thematic verb 
predicate nominal 
Table 2 .2 continued . . .  
�-----------------------------------------------------------------
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. . . continued 
TABLE 2.2 
WORD CLASSES - FORM AND FUNCTION 
RJNCfION FORM 
Modifier of Predicator adverbial particle 
noun (functioning as adverb) 
auxiliary verb 
non-thematic verb 
verb used adverbially 
reciprocaIJreflexive/mutualis 
'hither' bi ' thither' minydji/ 
body-part noun 
a·oss-referencing salient reduced pronoun 
participant 
Modification having clause-wide deictic 
scope (defining temporal, temporal particle 
locational, directional setting etc.) locational particle 
directional particle 
negative 
perfective 
linkIrelator 
modal 
Inter-clausal linkage link/relator 
deictic 
semblative particle mID 
S�ylistic intetjection 
non-thematic verb 
The occurrence of 'verbs used adverbially' as modifiers of a predicator bears further comment 
here. It is not known how many thematic verbs can be used as modifiers in this way, and I know of 
only four at the time of writing. Two of these are the verbs djirridji ' stand' and nyinidji 'sit', each 
of which belong to the class of auxiliary verbs as well as to the class of thematic verbs. The other 
two (neither of which are auxiliary verbs) are the verbs gurrkungi 'come together' ,  'join together', 
'add to a group' and maJtjirrdji ' situate transversely' ,  'block' ,  'obstruct' ;  used adverbially these 
two mean 'additionally' and 'crossways' (or 'horizontally'), respectively. 
Adverbial modification may precede or follow the main verb, while auxiliary verbs always 
immediately follow the verb. Any of the four verbs mentioned above, when it occurs with the 
function being discussed, may occur preceding the main verb (though not necessarily so) - if the 
latter is present. Auxiliary verbs do not have this freedom of distribution.  The examples below 
illustrate this. (Remember that the fortis-lenis stop opposition is neutralised word initially in all but a 
handful of verbs. So throughout this book I spell an initial stop according to how the speaker uttered 
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it, as in (4) below, rather than using a 'spelling rule' as is common practice for Europeans writing 
other Yolngu languages.) 
(3) djining yaglrn yul gurrku-ny Djabal 
[thisUNM nameUNM]NOM [manUNM add.to-TPC DjabalUNM]NOM 
.. .  (and) this name (is) additionally a man's name, Djabal. 
(4) nyani tjarri-ny wangi-ny in.ga 
3sgNOM stand-RPC speak-RPC 3sg+DAT 
He stood talking to him. (34:269) (lit. he standing spoke to him) 
(5) lim mili-ngili, tjarri-� libi nya-ngiIJi, 
IplincNOM look.around-RPA, stand-PRES IplexcNOM see-RPA 
We looked around, standing we looked, . . .  { 34:292-293 } 
(6) nyumi nyini-� djama-dji-m 
2duNOM sit-YPA work-THEMSR-YPA 
You two were sitting working. 
One further thing worth mentioning here is the occurrence of a body-part noun as a modifier of a 
predicator. Normally such nouns may be viewed as closely bound to the verb stem (since the reduced 
pronoun precedes the noun), but occasionally a body-part noun will precede the reduced pronoun. 
When this happens, very commonly the body part will take INSTR (or ERG) inflection - though not 
always. INSTRJERG inflection on nouns is sometimes used to derive adverbs, and body-part nouns 
occurring withiri the verb complex before a reduced pronoun may signal adverbial modifications of 
the activity denoted by the verb, as in (7) below. However this is not true in every instance. A body­
part noun followed by a verb stem is a common means of deriving a compound verb (see the end of 
section 3. 10), and the meaning of the compound is typically not the simple semantic sum of each part. 
(When the body-part noun is part of such a compound verb, inflection of the body-part noun never 
occurs.) It is possible also for bound pronouns to occur between the body-part noun and the verb 
stem without affecting the meaning of the clause as a whole; that is, the body part noun occurring 
before a reduced pronoun does not always signal an adverbial function. And it is often true that an 
ERG-marked body-part noun occurring pre-verbally is in a part-whole relationship to the Agent, 
where the latter may or may not be realised overtly in the clause. 
In the following example a suffix is shown with two periods after it. I use this notation when the 
speaker utters the word-final syllable with a temporally lengthened vowel - which may continue for a 
second or more. This lengthening has semantic content and indicates that the activity signalled by the 
verb took place over a long period of time. I call this durative marking. While the lengthened vowel 
is being articulated, pitch usually is fairly constant (or drops slowly) till near the end, where it falls 
off more rapidly. 
(7) Manymak, marr-dji bil nyml-na . .  , wirr. 
Okay, soul-INSTR 3duNOM sit-RPA+DUR NEG 
Well, they sat expectantly for a long time, (but) nothing (happened). (24: 102) 
2.3 CASE MARKERS 
Case marking in Djinang is quite complicated when compared with the comparatively ' tidy' 
marking system of, say, Djapu (Motphy 1983). The Djinang system is more complex for several 
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reasons, most of them historical. Firstly, the oblique marker has merged with ergative on some 
nominal classes, and no longer is used as a case in its own right. Secondly, allomorphs of several 
cases in Djinang are not only conditioned by phonotactic criteria, but also by nominal class. Thirdly, 
sometimes the conditioning breaks down in 'performance' so that a form may occur when not 
expected, or be omitted when expected. Lastly, the change to an i vowel in many Djinang suffixes 
has caused loss of some cases due to merger on account of homophony, and some cases have been 
functionally maintained only by adopting suppletive forms. 
Table 2.3 gives the Djinang case markers in a summarised form. It must be remembered that the 
table is a summary only; there is insufficient room for the many variants to be stated there. A fuller 
discussion of each case is given in the sections which follow. The table should be compared with the 
equivalent table (3.2) in Morphy ( 1983:34). OBL is not listed in the table as a case, although its 
reflex continues to be used as a 'carrier' of case inflection in certain noun classes. OBL survives as a 
case only in the paradigm of OBL pronominal forms, these having either a locative or comitative 
function. Andl even with these forms the OBL paradigm is formed by morphemes which are formally 
identical to ERG marking. 
OBL has many allomorphs, which derive historically from an earlier -*Gara OBL, in contrast to 
the -Gala fomls in many Y olngu languages. Here the morphophoneme G may be realised as g, k or 
w in other Yolngu languages; but as ng (mostly), g (mostly on kin nouns) or k (infrequently), in 
Djinang. The most commonly occurring allomorphs in Djinang are -gir(i) and -ngir(i), but reflexes 
occur with forms as diverse as -gira, -gir, -wir, -ngira, -ngi, -ki, -kir, -ra, -ara and -ar(i), 
depending on the class of nominal and, to some extent, on the preceding phonotactic environment. 
Some exampks of OBL on DAT-marked kin nouns are: bapip-wir-ki FaSi-OBL-DAT, gaQi-wir-ki 
S i-OBL-DAT, wuw-gir-ki OlderBr-OBL-DAT, and gurrung-ngir-gi FaSiDaChild-OBL-DAT. 
OBL will be discussed further in sections 2.4, 2.7 and 2.9, as well as in the current section. 
Before proceeding, some comment about the earlier form -*Gara is warranted. It does appear that 
several northern Yolngu languages had this form either as an allomorph of -*Gala, or instead of the 
latter. I do n.ot have enough data to give a comprehensive statement, but what I have are the 
following OBL forms: 
Djinba 
Golpa 
Wangurri 
Yanhangu 
-nguri 
-ngir 
-kar, -gar, 
-kara, -wara, 
- WUIU 
-kara 
djini-nguri-ny this-OBL-ACC 
yul-ngir-ka-ny man-OBL-??-ACC 
on pronouns 
on pronouns; -wara on one kin noun 
ba:pa-wuru-murru father-OBL-PERL 
nhung?kara 2sg-0BL 'with you ' 
These forms show that the retroflex rhotic here is not an innovation in just Djinang or Djinba, but 
is a reflex of an older - *Gara which may have had a wider distribution than in just Nhangu 
languages, as the Dhangu (Wangurri) example suggests. This is one of the evidences that Djinang 
and Djinba belong to a 'Northern Yolngu' group of languages, suggested by Heath ( 1980a:6) and 
also by Tchekhoff and Zorc (1983). 
In Table 2.3, the morphophoneme G in DAT case may be realised as either g or k. Which is used 
depends on a number of factors, such as the preceding phonotactic environment, the dialect of the 
speaker (whether smooth or disjunctive), the nominal class to which it is suffIxed, and the form of the 
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preceding OBL (if it occurs). When all these factors are known, the actual form can often be 
predicted. For example: if OBL is -gir, then OAT will be -ld for all dialects; if OAT occurs on a 
pronoun, it will be -ld; after OBL -ngir, it will be -gi for ' smooth' dialects (see Appendix 1 )  but 
'disjunctive' dialects will sometimes use -ld. A full statement of all the possibilities would take many 
paragraphs and be very boring, so suffice here to say that in all morphophonemic variations of 
suffixal forms, the above four conditioning factors, or a subset of them, will be relevant. The 
suffixes in the table are cited without any of the final vowels elided. After a rhotic or nasal an i vowel 
is often elided. 
Originative case exhibits the morphophoneme B, which may be realised as either b or p. The -bi 
allomorph is the more common of the two, but when the OR suffix is reduplicated (in some contexts 
this can add an EXCL nuance, translatable by English 'only'), the reduplicated form is usually -pibi, 
although -bibi is the usual form on a pronoun which ends in i. The EXCL nuance may sometimes 
obtain even when the OR affix is not reduplicated. It therefore seems best to gloss the reduplicated 
form as a reduplication, rather than as an independent EXCL affix. 
TABLE 2.3 
OJINANG CASE MARKERS 
Type of noun 
+HU -HU Kin Personal Place 
names names names 
ERG -dji/-ri/-li -dji/-ri/-li -dji/-ri/-li .- -
INSTR/CAU -dji/-ri/-li -dji/-ri/-li - - -
NOM � � � � -
ACC -(OBL)-nyi -(OBL)-nyi -OBL-nyi -nyi -
OAT -OBL-Gi -Gi -OBL-Gi -Gi -
OR -Bi -Bi - -Bi -Bi 
GEN -(OBL)-angi -(OBL)-angi -OBL-angi -(a)ngi -
LOCI -ri -mirri -ri -n � 
L<:X::z - -ngi - - -
ALL -Ii -Ii -OBL-Ii -Ii -Ii 
ABL -ngiri -ngiri -THPRO-ngiri -ngiri -ngiri 
-ngira-ri-KINPROP 
PERL -mirrpmi -mirrpmi - - -
ERG case has three main allomorphs, -dji, -ri and -Ii. The second of these often occurs without 
the final vowel. Elision of word-final vowels is a stylistic feature in Ojinang; different dialects do it to 
varying extents (see Appendix 1 ). It is not as rigorous as in Ojapu, where 'final' versus 'non-final' 
forms for suffixes can be posited on the basis of whether a word break or another suffix, 
respectively, follows the suffix in question (see Morphy 1983). There are a further two allomorphs 
of ERG which are not shown. They both became reflexes of OBL after the latter merged with ERG 
in early Ojinang, and have quite restricted distribution. The forms are -ngir(i), which is often used 
after plural marking, and -ar(i), which is common on kin nouns which end in an i vowel in their 
UNM forms. Full details are reserved for the later discussion of ERG marking (section 2.7). 
The infrequency of the -Ii allomorph occurring on +HUman nouns appears to be an accidental 
phenomenon, rather than systematic. There are few nouns which take this allomorph; they appear to 
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be mostly -HU, and end in the vowel i or in the sequence iy, e.g. butjiy 'dog',  guyi 'fish' ,  mani 
'river', djunggi 'flre', ngalbirki 'hunger' . A +HU example is the kin noun walkiri 'child of male 
ego',  the ERG form of which is walkir-li. The phonetic conditioning of the allomorphs has been 
historically weakening for a considerable time. The strongest conditioning factor is the noun class, so 
that kin noun s regularly take the -ri allomorph. (The stem-flnal vowel is realised as the a vowel 
when ERG follows, which suggests that the rhotic-initial allomorph was conditioned by the low 
vowel before the sound change a >  i took place.) Furthermore, except for kin nouns, the -dji 
allomorph seems to be establishing itself as the least marked allomorph, for it is the only one that 
speakers feel an be used as a substitute for either of the other two on a given nominal stem. 
Some Yolngu languages have a temporal case, which typically is formally identical to 
ERG/lNSTR marking, but which has the meaning 'at the time of X',  where X is the nominal marked 
by the TEMP case. Djapu has such a case (Morphy 1983:34,39). Djinang lacks TEMP case, but 
although it does not obtain, the TEMP function still obtains in the language; sometimes it is marked 
lexically and sometimes it is marked by PROM, as we shall see later (mainly at the beginning of 
section 2.7, but also section 2.6, section 2.5 after Table 2.6, and ( 1 8» . A form such as walirr-dji 
'sun ' ,  'time',  as in (8) below, should be analysed as sun-PROM. However, TEMP case is formally 
distinguished from ERG case in Djinba, where it is -djang. The Djinba TEMP marker is cognate to 
the Ritharrngu marker -thang? (see Heath 1980a:4 1),  and Heath's comments regarding the use of 
Ritharrngu TEMP are equally apt for Djinba. The equivalent Djinang form is not -dji (except on the 
deictic stem llya- 'what' - see section 2.5), but rather the noun bil(i)djirri 'at the time of X'  where 
X is the referent of the preceding nominal, as in wurrki bildjirri 'flower season' .  The equivalent 
Djinba expression is wurruki-djang flower-TEMP 'flower season' .  Very probably pre-Djinang lost 
TEMP case marking at the time of the Djinang vowel shift. 
(8) girr nguJi-kima waJirr-dji nyan inydji birrin-djingi-n 
then there-EMPH sun-PROM 3sgNOM RECIP turn-CAUS-RPA 
then right there at that time he repented { 33 : 1 10} 
The prominence marker is not shown on the chart, since PROM is not a case. The PROM marker 
is -(ny)dja in several Yolngu languages (Djapu has -tja and -ny, Morphy 1983:50). In Djinang (but 
not in Djinba) the PROM affix has merged with ERG due to the Djinang vowel shift. Subsequent to 
this merger, Djinang has reanalysed PROM as formally marked the same as ERG, and hence all the 
allomorphs of ERG marking may be used to signal PROM. Prominence in Djinang, however, 
pertains to making a participant prominent in a non-contrastive sense. In other Yolngu languages 
PROM not only has this function, but often has a contrastive function. In Djinang (and Djinba) the 
latter function is marked by a clitic -tja, which is also a reflex of early Yolngu PROM marking. This 
is discussed further in section 3.7. The following Djinang PROM forms are attested in the database: 
-dji and -rei) on +HU nouns, -dji -rei) and -Ji on -HU nouns, -rei) and -Ji on kin names, but 
PROM is unattested on personal names and place names. 
PROM is easy to distinguish from ERG when the verb is intransitive or semitransitive, but is 
indistinguishable formally from ERG when the verb is transitive or ditransitive. One of the 
consequences of PROM being formally identical to the ERG case allomorphs is that portmanteau 
forms involving ERG case will be homophonous with equivalent portmanteau forms indicating 
PROM. This will add a further set of PROM pronoun forms homophonous with ERG and NOM 
pronoun forms. Thus, for example, the pronoun ngarri ' I '  may be glossed as 1 sgNOM, 1 sgERG or 
1sgPROM, depending on the context in which it is used. This homonymity is a direct consequence 
of the Goddard theory of case marking discussed in section 2. 1 .  
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Another interesting feature of Table 2.3 is the two LOC markers. The second form, -ngi, is an 
archaism; the only forms it regularly occurs on are nyaJi 'which' (in order to form 'where'), mani 
'river', gadjigarr 'road' ,  'track' ,  and burri 'backbone' 'hill' ,  'ridge' .  (Even on some of these the 
-mirri form sometimes occurs instead.) The allomorph -ing(i) occurs after consonant-final stems. 
There is no semantic difference between -mirri and -ngi. Interestingly, the Dhangu dialect, 
Wangurri, has the LOC form -nga (e.g. ngirrima-nga camp-LOC 'in the camp'), which is cognate 
to the Djinang form. Yanhangu has the same LOC form (e.g. dhungupaJ-nga nguy-nga rock­
LOC under-LOC 'under the rock' ,  gurtja-nga rITe-LOC 'at the rITe') .  Schebeck ( 1967b) lists the 
-nga form as LOC in the Dhangu, Djangu and Nhangu dialect (i.e. language) groups. This would 
suggest retention of an older form from a common proto-language, which appears to be at least co­
extensive with 'Northern Yolngu' .  The Djinang vowel shift again accounts for the loss of an earlier 
*-nga LOC marking, since the archaic nominaliser *-ngu would have been homophonous with LOC 
marking, after the shift. 
Comparing the occurrence of OBL in Table 2.3 with Morphy's Table 3.2 ( 1983 :34) illustrates 
how OBL has weakened in modem Djinang. Firstly, it occurs sometimes as a carrier of case in 
contexts where it would not be expected. Though it is not expected with -HU nouns taking ACC 
case, it sometimes does occur (examples may be seen in sections 2.9 - 2. 15 ,  where each case is 
described in detail). Also, although Table 2.3 does not show it, OBL sometimes occurs with -HU 
nouns taking DAT case, particularly if the stem ends in a velar nasal. 
Secondly, where it is expected, it sometimes does not occur; for example, +HU nouns (not kin 
nouns) in ACC case usually take OBL, but not infrequently OBL is omitted . .  
Thirdly, OBL has been lost in some environments, and its function taken over by a case having a 
more concrete sense. Thus, on +HU nouns in Djapu, OBL is a marker of ALL, COMIT (i.e. 'with 
X') and INSTR/CAU, and a carrier of case for ABL and PERL. But on +HU nouns in Djinang, 
ALL is marked by the ALL marker -Ii, while COMIT is marked by ERG (the -ri allomorph) because 
ERG and OBL have merged (in Djinang). ERG also occurs on nouns in Djinang LOC phrases -
agreeing with a LOC-marked noun. (Djapu marks LOC on +HU nouns with OBL case.) Djinang 
does not use OBL for INSTR/CAU, but uses INSTR marking. Also ABL and PERL on +HU nouns 
do not take OBL in order to carry the case marking, which is not the case in some Y olngu languages, 
like Djapu, Dhuwal and Dhuwala. 
Fourthly, while Djapu uses OBL to mark ALL on kin nouns, Djinang requires OBL plus ALL 
marking. 
Finally, a speaker may use OBL marking preceding a case marker at any time he feels that its 
absence would result in awkward phonotactics. For example, Djinang-?ang Djinang-GEN (with a 
glottal stop) occurs in my data, and so too does the (preferred) form Djinang-ngir-ang Djinang­
OBL-GEN 'for Djinang' . 
The ABL marker is -ngiri, which is cognate with Yolngu -nguru; the suffix-final i is often 
elided. Only on kin nouns does ABL marking exhibit unusual forms. Examples (44) and (45) in 
section 2.7 illustrate the two alternatives given in Table 2.3. The thematic prominence (THPRO) 
morpheme may precede ABL, or ABL may be followed by -ri- (possibly an allomorph of OBL or 
possibly a dummy formative having a disambiguating function) and then by the other KINPROP 
allomorph -mi. 
The final comment about Table 2.3 concerns GEN and OR case markers, and the omission of an 
ASSOC case marker (found in all other Yolngu languages except Djinba). In other Yolngu languages 
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ASSOC case marking is typically -Buy and OR is typically -Gung(u); other Yolngu languages do 
not have GEN case. The Djinang GEN case marks possession, but it has wider functions than that, 
and is a reflex of earlier Yolngu DA T marking, as we shall see in section 2.4. OR case is formally 
quite unrelated to typical Yolngu OR case forms; in fact, OR case in both Djinang and Djinba is a 
merger of earlier ASSOC case (both its form and function) with the Originative function. See section 
2.4 for more details. Finally, while Djinang and Djinba both have lost an ASSOC case, both retain 
the Associative function as one of the functions that formal OR marking may signal. In Djinba, the 
Associative function is used to productively derive possessive NPs, whereas Djinang uses GEN case. 
The Djinang vowel shift resulted in the earlier *-Buy ASSOC marker becoming *-Bi, which for 
some obscure: reason was also merged with the Originative function to obtain the modern marker of 
OR case (see section 2. 1 3  for corroborative comments); this form merged with the homophonous 
INTENS morpheme -Bi which occurs only on pronouns (see Morphy 1983:54). Nowhere in my 
data is there a clue as to what the pre-Djinang OR case's formal shape was, so I cannot speculate on 
how the ASSOC and OR cases merged. So in modern Djinang the -bi/-pi suffix marks either OR 
case, the Intensive function on pronouns or the Associative function. 
It remains to briefly give the cases, with their principle allomorphs, for Djinba. ERG and INSTR 
have the fOIDls -r after i and -y after u; after alveolar stop -eli may occur but -nyir is more common. 
PROM forms are -ma (most common), -amdja, and occasionally -andja or -imdja; -ny occurs on 
the COL maJa 'group' .  TEMP is -djang. ACC is -ny and is sometimes preceded by a 'carrier' 
formative -J(a- (which may be a reflex of OBL, but -ka- and OBL can co-occur) : e.g. 
Djilminy-ka -ny man's name-??-ACC, yu1-ngir-ka-ny man-OBL-??-ACC. DAT is -wu, -w 
following u, but -Guru on pronouns, and I have one instance of -nguru as well. OR is -wirriy 
after a vowel, otherwise -birriy, but -kung on pronouns. LOC is -murr; both Djinang and Djinba 
derived the LOC form from an earlier -*murru, which was a PERL marker (e.g. -murru is PERL in 
modern Wangurri). I have not encountered in Djinba a reflex of the -*nga LOC form, up to the time 
of writing. On place names, LOC is -�, which is typical of Yolngu languages. ALL is nearly always 
-ril, although -eli1 is attested after alveolar n and -t}i1 after !J. (Historically, it derives from -*Lili, 
which is supported by similar allomorphy in Yanhangu.) ABL is -ngur. PERL is -pani, but not 
every instance of the suffix -pani can be considered to be PERL; there is probably a homophonous 
suffix to PERL with as yet unknown functions (see Appendices 3 and 5). 
Case marking on pronouns and deictics in Djinang is somewhat different from that on nominals, 
and so a separate treatment of these is given in the next two sections.  Section 2.4 deals with 
pronouns and section 2.5 with deictics. The other sections in Chapter 2 detail the behaviour of each 
case and the functions marked by each case form. 
2.4 PRONOUNS AND CASE 
In this section I give the pronoun paradigms in the Djinang case-marking system. Table 2.4 gives 
the case marking on Djinang pronouns. (Note: 'reduced pronouns'  are not cited here; for these see 
section 3 . 14.) For a comparison with another Yolngu language, the table may be compared with 
Djapu (see Tables 3 .7 and 3.8 in Morphy 1983 :51 -52). Table 2.4 gives the forms for conservative 
dialects (Man:angu, Wulaki and Djadiwitjibi clans). Below each column, the forms which are 
different in the innovative dialects (these are also the 'disjunctive' dialects - see Appendix 1)  are 
given. The conservative forms are the older forms. 
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Table 2.4 also includes the GEN forms. GEN i s  used for various functions (see section 2. 1 5),  the 
most common one being to mark possession. In Djinang, possession is typically marked by GEN 
case on the possessor noun or pronoun, but it can also be marked by DAT reduced pronouns as 
possessors following the possessed noun. The reason for this will become clear from the discussion 
to follow. Most other Yolngu languages use DAT marking to indicate possession. Djinba uses OR 
case. 
One of the functions GEN may have when it occurs on a pronoun is to mark a contrastive 
'reference switch' .  This function is marked by DAT on nouns and deictics, but always by GEN on 
pronouns. For example, when occurring clause initially and followed by pause, nyanng-angi 3sg­
GEN means 'as for him/her', and the participant so marked becomes the new topic of discourse. I 
deal with this later in detail, with examples (see the early part of section 2. 15), but I mention it here 
because of the light it throws on the etymology of the modern GEN pronominal forms - which 
comprise a paradigm of pronoun forms unique to Djinang amongst Yolngu languages. 
In Gupapuyngu (Lowe 1960, lesson 14), possession is marked by DAT pronominal forms, e.g. 
ngaJitjalanggu I duinc-DA T, ngalinyalanggu Iduexc-DA T, ngalimurrunggu 1 plinc-DAT. 
The Gupapuyngu DAT forms all end with DAT -guo (Probably the proto-affix was -*nggu on the 
pronominal stems - though Morphy (1983:53) treats the velar nasal as epenthetic - the initial velar 
nasal subsequently, in pre-Djinang, being reanalysed as part of the stem.) In Djapu the -gu suffix is 
optional in the DAT pronoun paradigm. 
The Djinang GEN paradigm was formed (allowing for other changes to vowels) by omitting the 
-gu suffix entirely and reanalysing the preceding phonemes as marking the functions formerly 
marked by the longer DA T forms. There was no semantic change involved; the GEN and DAT 
paradigms in modern Djinang are largely synonymous; for example, nyanki 3sgDA T and 
nyanngangi 3sgGEN both mean 'for him/her/it' ,  even when the latter form is used in a possessive 
construction. But the development of the new GEN paradigm allowed some of the functional load of 
YOlngU DA T case marking to then be taken over by GEN marking - thereby reducing the functional 
load of DAT marking. Possession was the most common function to shift to the new marker, but 
there were others as well (see section 2. 1 5). The formal similarity of Djinang GEN pronouns to 
Djapu and Gupapuyngu DA T pronouns is therefore easily explained. 
In pre-Djinang, the GEN form thus derived would have been *-ng(i) on pronouns, with the 
position of the morpheme break therefore unchanged. Hence there would have been a paradigm of 
a-final pronominal stems. (In the case of the second person singular pronoun, the stem is u final, 
preserving a vowel harmony with the stem's initial vowel.) After this, in the case of the possessive 
pronoun forms, the paradigm of a-final stems was reanalysed so that the stem-final a became the 
initial segment of the GEN marker in modern Djinang, namely -ang(i). So, for example, 
*ngarra-ng IsgDAT became ngirr-ang I sgGEN. (The modern GEN case marker has an optional 
final i vowel, which would have been an analogical development because with several cases final i 
vowels are optional; the vowel change in the stem is due to the Djinang vowel shift.) Finally, the 
distribution of the new -ang(i) GEN form was extended to nouns and deictics, which gives us the 
modern situation. 
Incidently, the a-final pronominal stems survive as the base forms for pronouns taking OBL, 
EXCL (i.e. reduplicated OR case), ALL and ABL cases, but without resegmentation to incorporate 
the final a as part of the case marker following. 
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Interestingly (similarly to Djapu in which the final -gu formative may be omitted, and yet the 
resulting pronominal form is still DA T in function), Djinang also permits the optional elision of the 
-ng(i) portion of the -ang(i) marker as a colloquialism, without changing the meaning. Hence, for 
example, nyanng-a 3sg-GEN is a colloquial variant of nyannga-angi 'for him' ,  'for her',  'for it' . 
This optional elision of -ng(i) only occurs with pronouns, not with GEN on nouns. 
Thus the etymology of modern GEN marking explains the apparent anomaly that contrastive 
reference switches are marked by DA T on non-pronouns, but by GEN on pronouns. 
One further comment before leaving the discussion of DA T versus GEN concerns the etymology 
of DA T reduced pronoun forms mentioned at the start of this section. These have been diachronically 
derived by initial consonant dropping, vowel changes and other reshapings, starting not from DAT 
pronominal forms as we would have expected, but from GEN pronominal forms. This is clear from 
the fact that the DA T reduced pronouns all end with an a vowel. Thus, for example, irra 1 sgDA T 
has been derived not from a former *ngarra-ku I sgDAT (to which modern Djinang ngirr-ki 
I sgDAT is cognate) but from *ngarra-ng I sgGEN. This permits the observation that the 
development of the GEN paradigm must have taken place before the development of the paradigm of 
reduced pronouns. It also explains why ngirr-ang wali I sg-GEN food, is synonymous with wali 
irra (phonetically [wa1dirraJ ) I sgDAT food, both meaning 'my food' or, more literally, 'food for 
me' ,  and similarly for other persons and numbers. 
Turning to the OBL forms, we see these are different from what would have been expected when 
compared with other Yolngu languages such as Dhuwala, Dhuwal and Gumatj .
· 
Comparison with 
Djinba shows that the OBL marker on pronouns in modern Djinang was derived by loss of the initial 
Ga sequence of a protoform which was *-Gara in both Djinang and Djinba. Thus, from the pre­
Djinang OBL form *ngarra-kara I sgOBL was derived *ngarra-ra, which by the Djinang vowel 
shift became modern ngirra-r(i). Incidently, this loss of initial Ga (or an initial G consonant) is 
independently attested elsewhere in Djinang, for example in the paradigm of TPA/RP A class 1 verb 
inflections which have the modern form -ali, from an earlier *-Ga1a - itself an allomorph of an 
inflection which in many Yolngu languages is cited as *-NGa1a. Also, quite a number of Djinba 
noun and verb roots have Djinang cognates which differ in that they lack a k consonant or k V 
sequence, where V is most commonly an a vowel. (Some examples can be found in Appendices 3 
and 5.)  
In Table 2.4 the forms are given with final i. However, in normal speech most of these forms are 
uttered with the final vowel elided, except when this would produce a word-final stop. ACC, GEN 
and OBL are particularly likely to occur without the final i. The NOM forms rarely have the final i 
elided, and never with ngil(i)dji 2pl. 
The NOM forms are also used for ERG and PROM; that is, according to the Goddard analysis of 
case, there is homonymy of ERG, NOM and PROM marking for pronouns. The a-final stems (note 
2sg) discussed earlier (ngirra- I sg, ngilinyila- Iduexc, ngilitja- Iduinc, nginibila- Iplexc, 
ngilimila- Iplinc, nyungu- 2sg, nyumila- 2du, ngilidja- 2pl, nyannga- 3sg, bilinga- 3du, and 
djannga- 3pl) also function as stems for further suffixation by ALL, ABL, or OR case (the latter 
always in the reduplicated form -Bibi ), e.g. nyannga-ngir 3sg-ABL 'from him' ,  nyannga-li 3sg­
ALL 'to him' ,  ngirra-pi-bi gingi-nyir-bi I sg-OR-OR think-NMLSR-OR 'from my thoughts ' .  
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TABLE 2.4 
CASE MARKING ON OJINANG PRONOUNS 
NOM ACC OAT GEN OBL 
1 sg ngarri ngirrinyi ngirrki ngirrangi ngirrari 
1duexc ngilinyi ngilinyilinyi ngilinyiliki ngilinyilangi ngilinyilari 
1duinc ngili ngilitjnyi ngilitjiki ngilitjangi ngilitjari 
1plexc nginibi ngini bilin yi nginibiliki nginibilangi nginibilari 
1plinc ngilimi ngilimilinyi ngilimiliki ngilimilangi ngilimilari 
2sg nyuni nyuninyi nyunki nyungungi nyunguri 
2du nyumi nyumilinyi nyumiliki nyumilangi nyumilari 
2pl ngilidji ngilidjnyi ngilidjiki ngilidjangi ngilidjari 
3sg nyani nyaninyi nyanki nyanngangi nyanngari 
3du bilingi bilinginyi bilingki bilingangi bilingari 
3pl djani djaninyi djanki djanngangi djanngari 
Innovative dialects: 
1duexc nginyiliki nginyilangi nginyilari 
1duinc ngiltjnyi ngiltjiki ngiltjangi ngiltjari 
1plexc nginbilinyi nginbiliki nginbilangi nginbilari 
1plinc nginmilinyi nginmiliki nginmilangi nginmilari 
2pl ngildji ngildjnyi ngildjiki ngildja1.lgi ngildjari 
3du bilngangi bilngari 
One final comment about the pronominal stems. Notice that the ACC and OAT forms use similar 
stems to those in the OBL paradigm, except that the stem-final vowel is i. These stems resulted from 
the sound changes of the Ojinang vowel shift. There is no indication in modem Ojinang that proto­
Ojinang ever had the complex pronominal stem forms involving OBL and a dummy formative -ngu­
which are used for local cases in many modem Yolngu languages. This argues for the Ojinang vowel 
shift having occurred at a significant time depth. Moreover, the Ojinang vowel shift did not affect the 
GEN or OBL paradigms, presumably because at the time of the shift the final a vowel in the ang and 
ar formatives of these two paradigms was an important perceptual cue, and therefore resisted the 
sound shift. If this is the case, then we should place the Ojinang sound shift as taking place after the 
development of the GEN case marker. 
The GEN forms may also be used as stems, taking further marking by either OAT or OR case (or 
EXCL), e.g. nyanng-ang-pi-bi 3sg-GEN-OR-OR 'from your own' .  The GEN marker always 
lacks the final i if further suffixation follows. If inflected for OAT case, then the OBL marker must 
precede the OAT case marker. (Some young speakers of Manyarring dialect do not use OBL between 
GEN and a following OAT suffix.)  GEN pronoun forms inflected for OAT typically occur in 
possessive NPs which are in OAT case (at the systematic level) ,  e.g. nyanng-ang-ngir-gi 
djama-gi 3sg-GEN-OBL-OA T work-OAT 'for his own work' .  Quite often the possessor nominal 
will occur by itself, without a head noun. In these circumstances, the head noun is 'understood' from 
the context 
Modern Ojinang OR case is a merger of Yolngu -Buy ASSOC, -Bi INTENS (see Heath 
1980a:47 and Morphy 1983:54) and the Originative function. Wulaki dialect still occasionally uses 
the -pi form of the INTENS (I have been told), but other dialects use the lenis form -bi. The Yolngu 
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OR case form is -Gung(u), but Djinang has no trace of this form in its modem morphology; it occurs 
in the Djinba pronoun paradigm however. What the shape of the early Djinang OR case marker was 
is unknown at present. Modem OR case is marked by -Bi, where the allomorphs are -bi and -pi. 
Djinba underwent a somewhat similar merger, losing AS SOC case by merger of the Associative 
function with OR case, but maintaining the INTENS affix as a unique suffix in the morphological 
system. 
In Djinang, OR case has several functions on pronouns. Firstly, it adds a slight emphasis (i.e. the 
Intensive function). When used this way, -bi is added to the UNM pronoun form (i.e. NOM form). 
An example occurs in { 52:42-43 } :  ingki ngilimi-bi bil bubalikiIJing nyi?nyini yul, 
bardjininga mulngi 'not just we (Aboriginals) but everyone kept living (there), both Whites and 
Blacks' .  Secondly, OR case may be reduplicated (on any nominal, not just pronouns), which 
strengthens its illocutionary force to give a meaning 'one's own' ,  that is, an EXCL sense as in the 
example above. (The reduplicated OR suffix often occurs with the initial consonant as fortis p; this is 
a morphophonemically conditioned hardening of the stop, rather than a retention of an earlier -*pi 
form.) Thirdly, OR case is used to mark the referent of the pronoun as the 'source' or 'origin' of 
something. Thus it may mean 'from' or even 'due to' - these two senses are just the Originative 
function and a figurative extension of this function, respectively. Finally, OR may be used to indicate 
the Associative function, as in a clause like: inma-rr bultji-nmi djanguny yidjipili-bi 2sgDAT-
1 sgERG tell-YPA storyUNM child-OR 'I told you a story about a child' .  Thus, while Djinang and 
Djinba have lost ASSOC case marking, both have retained the Associative function - marking it by 
OR case. 
In Djapu (Morphy 1983 : 1 44- 145) and Gupapuyngu (e.g. see Lowe 1 960, lesson 26), OBL­
marked pronouns are used to signal the comitative function: X-OBL ' with X ' ,  where X is a 
pronominal stem. OBL functions the same way with the Djinang pronouns, recalling that this is one 
context where OBL marking and INSTR marking are indistinguishable due to merger. However I 
believe that, in modem Djinang at least, the English 'with X' function is seen as a locative function by 
Djinang speakers; that is, it is seen as ' at the location of X' ,  e.g. the expression ngidjirrkng 
ngiJitja-r near I duinc-OBL 'near us ' .  Further, OBL pronominal forms may occur in noun phrases 
which are LOC or ERG/INSTR/CAU. Consider (9), ( 10), ( 1 1 ) and (12), where the OBL pronoun is 
in covert agreement with the LOC noun which is the head of the NP. In ( 10), the NP is 
discontinuous .  
(9) djina butjalmi-dji God-nyi marrga djani nyannga-r gumbirri-mirri 
3plDAT ask-FUT God-ACC so.that 3plNOM [3sg-0BL hand-LOClLoc 
They will pray to God so that they will belong to him (lit. (be) in his hand). { 65:5 } 
( 10) nyungu-r mutika djarri-� gm-mi gumbirri-mirri 
[2sg-0BLlLOC motor.carNOM stand-PRES HABIT-PRES [hand-LOClLoc 
The car is always in your control/possession. { 65:7 } 
( 1 1 )  biling bil nyini-ny ngidjirrkng nyannga-r gurrbi-wi 
3duNOM 3duNOM sit-TPC [nearUNM 3sg-0BL camp-SPEClLoc 
They were sitting near his camp. { 66: 144 }  
( 12) nyani bali-ni-ban nyannga-r-pm gurrbi-wi mutjing-mirri 
3sgNOM die-RPA-TF [3sg-0BL-THPRO place-SPEC father's.country-LOClLoc 
He died then at his own place in his father's country. 
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In (9) to ( 1 2), a Comitative interpretation of OBL marking would not make much sense 
semantically, but a Locative interpretation does make good sense. However, when an OBL-marked 
pronoun occurs without accompanying LOC-marked nominals, it may alternatively be viewed (at least 
from an English speaker's perspective) as having a Comitative function. Except for LOC and 
ERG/lNSTR/CAU noun phrases with OBL-marked possessor, the possessor is typically a GEN­
marked pronoun or noun. 
In ( 1 3),  there is CAU case (which is marked the same as ERG) on an NP. As in the previous 
examples, the OBL-marked pronoun has possessive function in this construction, but is in covert 
agreement with a CAU-marked noun. This is parallel with Djapu and Gupapuyngu, where an 
OBL-marked pronoun is used in examples such as these. 
( 13) nyannga-r djal-dji giri-O 
[3sg-0BL desire-CAU]CAU go-FUT 
Due to his desire, (he) will go. { 65:9}  
Space does not permit me to cite here all the forms for the pronoun paradigms in Djinba. I will 
limit my discussion to the NOM case, and to the 'root' forms to which are added suffixes to produce 
the DAT, OR and OBL paradigms. Djinba also exhibits dialectal variations, and pronoun forms for 
Ganalbingu and Qabi clans are given. The Walmapuy clan forms are the same as for Ganalbingu, 
with the exception that they do not elide the flnal i in the third person singular form nyani. 
Walmapuy is a Djuwing moiety clan. Qabi territory closely adjoins Djinang territory at the upper 
reaches of the Glyde river, while Ganalbingu territory is to the east of Qabi territory. Walmapuy 
territory is at the southern extremes of the Djinba area. The differences between Qabi and Ganalbingu 
NOM pronoun forms are consistent with the geographical proximity of Ganalbingu to lenition 
influences from the east. The Qabi forms are more similar to Djinang forms, showing the vowel 
change *a > i in several forms. 
TABLE 2.5 
DJINBA PRONOUNS 
Ganalbingu Qabi Ganalbingu Qabi 
NOM NOM 'root- ' 'root- ' 
I sg ngarri ngarri ngarr- ngarra-
Iduexc ngalinyi ngilinyi ngalinyal- ngilinyil-
Iduinc ngali ngali ngalitjal- ngilitjil-
Iplexc nganuwi nganabi nganiwal- nganabal-
Iplinc ngalimi ngilimi ngalimal- ngilimil-
2sg nyuni nyuni nyu- nyu-
2du nyumi nyumi nyumal- nyumil-
2pl nyuli nyurruli nyulu- nyurrul-
3sg nyan nyani nyan- nyan-
3du bala bala bali- bali-
3pl djani djani djani- djani-
To the root forms are added -Guru DA T, -Gung OR, -Gar OBL, where the morphophoneme G 
is g after n, and k elsewhere. Qabi lacks the -gur, -gung, and -gar allomorphs. Also, Qabi has an 
alternative form ngali-kar Iduinc-OBL, as well as the more correct ngilitjil-kar. 
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Both Ganalbingu and I)abi mark possession with OR case, presumably utilising the Associative 
function which that case may be used to mark. There are, however, two sets of allomorphs for OR 
case in Djinba. One set is -Gung, clearly cognate with OR in other Yolngu languages; the other set is 
-Birriy, which is probably cognate to Yolngu -Buy ASSOC. The former set is used on pronouns 
and the latter set is used on nouns. Both sets may occur on a pronoun together, but only in the order 
stem- Gung-Birriy, as in nyu-kung-birriy 2sg-0R-OR 'from your own' .  Evidently the stem and 
first-order affix are then equivalent to a noun stem, and hence take further OR suffixation with 
-Birriy. In constructions of this type, the fIrst instance of OR marking signals Possessive function, 
and the second signals Originative function, analagous to the Djinang equivalent forms 
nyung-ung-pi-bi 2sg-GEN-OR-OR (or 2sg-GEN-EXCL) and nyungu-pi-bi 2sg-0R-OR, both of 
which can mean 'from your own'. 
The Djinba Possessive function being marked by OR case rather than by DA T case is diffIcult to 
account for. The development of Djinang GEN marking is unlikely to have motivated such a 
fundamental Tt�alignment of the case-marking system. However, the fact that the Associative function 
of OR case was used for possessives makes good sense semantically. It is not a major semantic jump 
from 'the food for the child' (Le. food child-DAT) to 'the food associated with the child' (Le. food 
child-ASSOC), where the latter diachronically became food child-OR as unique ASSOC marking 
was lost. What we don't know is why this kind of realignment occurred in the first place. 
Another comment to be made about the pronoun system is the observation that while proto-Yolngu 
certainly had unique forms for second person dual and plural pronouns, a number of Yolngu 
languages subsequently lost the plural form - using the earlier dual form as a second person non­
singular form instead. Evidence for this that the DhuwallDhuwala languages have only the form 
nhuma for the second person dual and plural categories. The other Yolngu languages have separate 
second person plural forms, and these exhibit quite an amount of variation, although forms based on 
NHurrul V and NHurralV are fairly common, being characteristic of Nhangu languages, and also 
occurring in Madarrpa - a southern Dhuwala language. (Second person plural forms of this shape are 
found elsewhere in Australia, so these forms may be cognate with a proto-Yolngu plural form.) 
Ritharrngu (Heath 1980a:44) has developed a unique dual form nhumada by adding the formative 
da to the fonner second person non-singular form nhuma; the latter now is just used for plural. 
Djinba retains the typical Nhangu form, Ganalbingu nyuli being a contraction of nyurruli - the 
I)abi form. The Dhangu and Djangu language groups (Schebeck 1967b) use nyeli (e is the long 
vowel [i:J); and this is likely to be cognate with NHurrulV. An archaic nhurruwa- stem survives 
as an alternative second person non-singular DA T pronoun in Djapu. These facts suggest that proto­
Yolngu had a second person plural pronoun form, possibly with the shape *NhurralV, and that 
some Yolngu .languages subsequently lost the plural form and extended the range of the dual form to 
derive a second person non-singular pronoun form. 
Djinang is quite aberrant with respect to its second person plural pronoun form, since ngilidji has 
no known cognate in other Yolngu languages nor in suffixing languages to the west. It is 
phonetically very similar to 'root' form ngilitji- I duinc. Therefore the most likely hypothesis is that 
it developed from this form, or at least from *ngili-, for these refer to both first and second persons. 
Dixon has hypothesised (Dixon 1980:329-56) that the modern singular/dual/plural pronoun systems 
may have arisen from an earlier minimal/augmented system. This may well be the reason for the 
variation in Yolngu second person non-singular pronouns. 
Finally, the difference in the Djinba and Djinang second person plural pronoun forms suggests that 
these two languages developed from different parent languages in the ' northern Yolngu' group, 
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because the Djinba forms are clearly a retention of the early Nhangu plural pronoun, while the 
Djinang form is quite unrelated. This conclusion is also supported by the differences in the DA T 
paradigms, and between Djinang GEN forms marking possession and Djinba OR form marking the 
same function. 
2.5 DEICTICS AND CASE 
Djinang has four basic deictic categories, which may be classified according to the relative 
proximity to the semantic Subject or to the speaker . .  The categories may be labelled Immediate­
Proximate, Near-Proximate, Near-Distant and Distant. The first and last are used extensively in 
discourse, while the Near-Proximate and Near-Distant are much less frequently used. 
In discussing Djapu deictics, Morphy ( 1983:56-62) distinguishes two functions: 'context deixis 
(pointing to things in the real world) and discourse deixis (pointing to things which are mentioned in a 
speech act, . . .  ) ' .  While Djinang deictics also signal these two functions, Djinang has a third major 
function of temporal deixis (either pointing to the time at which an event took place or temporally 
orienting one event to another). The spatial versus temporal functions of deictics rely on an 
underlying semantic equation: 
the distribution of events in space is the paradigmfor the distribution of events in time. 
Thus, if a given deictic form is used to mean 'at that place' ,  then the parallelism of time and space 
means that the same form can be used for 'at that time' ,  or if an ABL deictic form signals the meaning 
'from that place' ,  then the same form can be used to mean 'after that time' ,  and so forth. (But note: 
the ALL deictic form does not have a temporal parallel.) 
Motion in space may be either ' to' or 'from' some reference point, but time is constrained in the 
real world - it only increases. Hence once a reference point on the time line has been established, 
time only increases from that reference time. Deictics (marked with ABL) may be used to indicate a 
time which is later than a reference time; that is, 'from some reference time' may be signalled by a 
deictic. We would expect that deictic forms may be used to express 'up to the time X' (particularly an 
ALL-marked deictic), but this does not occur. (Particles or auxiliary verbs are used to convey the 
notion of 'until time X'.)  
The discourse deixis mentioned by Morphy may therefore be viewed as an extension of temporal 
deixis to the universe of discourse, since anaphora implies pointing to a referent previously identified. 
This becomes even more obvious when the COMPL marker -Girri is suffixed to an ABL-marked 
deictic, but discussion of this is reserved for the discussion of the functions of COMPL (section 3.7). 
Djinang has even further extended the range of functions for deictics taking ABL case. ABL with 
motion verbs implies motion originating from a beginning point as a 'source' .  This notion of source 
has been extended to cover the situation of a directed activity originating from a source (cf. OR case 
which marks source of a non-directed activity) and the situation when one event logically arises out of 
another. 'Directed' is here not used volition ally, but only in the sense of emanation from a reference 
point as source. Thus an ABL-marked deictic can be used to mark the source of a directed activity 
and also the notion of logical contingency (i.e. 'because of that'). Examples will be given below. 
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TABLE 2.6 
DJINANG DEICTICS 
IMM-PROX NEAR-PROX NEAR-DIST DISTANT 
ERG djiI}i - - nguI]i 
INS1R djiI}i - - nguI]i 
NOM djini(ngi) djinimi ngunumi ngunu(ngi) 
(Wulaki: djinangi djinami ngunami ngunangi) 
ACC djini-OBL-nyi - - ngun(u)-OBL-nyi 
DAT djin-OBL-ki djinim-OBL-ki ngunum-OBL-ki ngun(u)-OBL-ki 
djini-ki djinim-ki ngunum-ki ngunu-ki 
OR djin-OBL-pi djinim-OBL-pi ngunum-OBL-pi ngun-OBL-pi 
djin-OBL-pibi djinim-OBL-pibi ngunum-OBL-pibi ngun-OBL-pibi 
WC dji]i djijimi ngu]imi nguji 
ALL bapi]i - - ngunyili 
ABL djin(i)-ngiri djinim-ngiri ngunum -ngiri ngun(u)-ngiri 
PERL djini-mirri - - ngunu-mirri 
djini-mirrpmi - - ngunu-mirrpmi 
(Wulaki: djina-tjarri - - nguna-tjarri) 
GEN djini-OBL-angi - - ngunu-OBL-angi 
Table 2.6 shows the Djinang deictic forms for each case. There is considerable variation in some 
forms - especially in the OBL marker. Some of the variation is dialectal, while the rest involves 
performance variables such as vowel or syllable deletion, and regularisation of a paradigm (such as 
the omission of OBL before DAT which, although it does happen, is rare). The Near-Proximate and 
Near-Distant forms are clearly based on the Immediate-Proximate and Distant forms, respectively, by 
the addition of a mi formative. (This formative is possibly a reflex of an earlier PROM allomorph -
cf. -rna PROM allomorph in Djinba. Certainly the mi formative cannot be viewed as a morpheme, it 
has no discern able meaning in modem Djinang.) 
I have not been able to find any clear evidence that +HU and -HU categories are marked distinctly. 
Possibly they once were, but in modem Djinang both categories are marked alike. The Djapu 
evidence for lhe distinction relies heavily (see Morphy 1983 :57-8) on the distribution of OBL 
marking, but in Djinang presence versus absence of OBL is governed by case; ACC, DA T, OR and 
GEN must take OBL preceding the case marker, while ABL and PERL never do so, and ERG, 
INSTR, LOC and ALL use suppletive forms. These facts are consistent with the historical 
weakening of OBL as a case marker, as discussed already for nouns. Because of the variation in the 
OBL forms, such forms are not given in the chart, but rather in a paragraph below. 
As the table shows, some case values are unattested in my data. Also, the Wulaki dialect has 
preserved older forms, at least in the NOM and PERL paradigms. This is why the language is called 
'Djinang ' (or Yan-djinang 'Djinang language') even though the modem form of the Immediate­
Proximate deictic is djining(i) in all other dialects. Wulaki also uses the ngunung, djining etc. 
forms in free variation with the older forms. Forms from each paradigm occur in Capell's ( 1941 )  
field notes. The only non-NOM form i n  his fieldnotes which i s  different from the forms i n  other 
dialects is the ABL form djina-ngiri this-ABL 'from here' ,  'after this' etc. 
Some of the variation not shown in Table 2.6 follows. I will confine examples to just 
the Immediate-Proximate and Distant categories. ACC case forms which are common are: 
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djini-giri-ny(i), djini-gi-ny(i) (Marrangu dialect often uses this form), djini-kiri-ny(i); 
ngun u-giri-ny(i), ngunu-gi-ny(i) (Marrangu), ngun -giri-ny(i) and ngun u-kiri-ny(i) . 
Common DA T forms are: djin-gir-ki, djin-gira-ki, djin-ngir-ki, ngun-ngir-ki, ngun-gir-ki 
and ngunu-gir-ki. 
The OR forms are djin-gira-pi and ngun-gira-pi (more commonly as the reduplicated OR 
forms djin-gira-pi-bi and ngun-gira-pi-bi, with same meanings) , although other forms 
of OBL may occur - such as on the possessive plural form with reduplicated OR case, 
ngunu-wila-ngir-ang-pi-bi that-PL-OBL-GEN-OR-OR 'belonging to those ones only' .  The 
second row of OR forms in Table 2.6 are synonymous with the equivalent forms in the row above, 
but sometimes the -pibi forms give an Exclusive sense, e.g. djin-gira-pi-bi this-OBL-OR-OR 
' (only) from this one' .  In most contexts, however, there is no semantic difference between the form 
with single OR case and the one with reduplicated OR case. 
The variation in ABL forms is confined to the elision of the stem-final vowel (this is frequent in 
disjunctive dialects) or the suffix-final vowel, but rarely both. 
Suppletive forms are common. ERGIINSTR use the forms djiIJi and nguIJi, which are of 
obscure derivation. The same modem ERGIINSTR forms also mark the Prominence and Temporal 
functions. The ngi formative in the NOM forms, which is often deleted (especially preceding a 
governing noun), is quite likely a reflex of the archaic -*ngu nominaliser which occurs within such 
non-Djinang forms as yoJngu 'man' ,  'person' .  The deictic stems are therefore likely to be djini­
and ngunu- (compare the Djinba forms given below, which have a final ny formative). Possibly the 
ERG forms may once have been ?*djini-ri and ?*ngunu-ri, with retroflexion subsequently being 
anticipated in the nasal in each form, prior to eventual loss of the suffix. In the ALL paradigm, the 
similarity of ngunyili 'to there' ,  'to that place' ,  ' to that one' etc. to Djapu LOC form ngunhili 
'there' is too obvious to miss. The *nh > ny change is well-attested for Djinang. It appears that 
Djinang borrowed this form, with an appropriate semantic shift, by reanalysing the final li syllable as 
the Djinang ALL case marker -li. The Immediate-Proximate ALL form, bapiji 'to here' ,  is 
etymologically obscure. 
The LOC paradigm is of interest for another reason. Considering the deictic stems and the modem 
LOC marker -mirri leads us to expect that the LOC deictics should be djini-mirri and ngunu-mirri 
instead of the forms cited. However, these two forms do occur, but not with the expected locative 
meanings; they mean ' this way' and 'that way' respectively and, in fact, are just (synchronically) 
reduced PERL forms (loss of the final syllable of the PERL suffix). Etymologically, these PERL 
forms are probably retentions of earlier PERL marking (see below). 
Wulaki is the only dialect with different forms for these two PERL deictics, using djina-tjarri 
and nguna-tjarri instead. This -tjarri marker is probably a retention of an old Yolngu PERL 
marker, since Djambarrpuyngu, for instance, exhibits a PERL form dhuwaJatjarryin 'this way', in 
which the first-order -tjarr morpheme marks PERL (-yin marks anaphoric Definiteness - see section 
3.6, while dhuwala is the non-final form of the Immediate-Proximate deictic in Djambarrpuyngu). It 
is unlikely that the Wulaki -tjarri form is cognate to the -tjarra 'having' affix found, for example, in 
Pitjantjatjarra. The expected Djinang PERL forms djini-mirrpmi and ngunu-mirrpmi are very 
rarely heard, and probably they are the result of regularising the PERL paradigm, as we shall see 
below. 
Consider the PERL forms. Schebeck ( 1967b: 14) gives -murru as the modem PERL form in 
Nhangu, Dhangu and Djangu dialect groups of the Yolngu language family. Thus a form such as 
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?*djini-murru probably meant 'through this (place) ' ,  that is, a Perlative semantic function. Pre­
Djinang derived the modern PERL form -mirrpmi (used on non-deictic stems) by adding the 
THPRO morpheme (*-pma) as a second-order suffix following the PERL suffix *-murru. (The 
modern THP 0 suffix is the reflex of earlier PROM marking - see section 3 .3.) We know that at 
some time in early Djinang the -*murru PERL form became the modern Djinang -mirri LOC form 
(Djinba has the LOC form -murr), and we assume that, while this change was in progress, 
*-murr(u)-pma was reinterpreted as the PERL affix - leading to the modern Djinang PERL marker. 
The deictic PERL forms did not change (other than the vowel change due to the Djinang vowel shift) 
because presumably the deictic LOC forms (djiJi and nguJi) were already marked uniquely, so that 
there never was any danger of djini-mirri or ngunu-mirri being misinterpreted as LOC forms. We 
may therefore. conclude that the Djinang PERL marker -mirrpmi is more recent in derivation than the 
LOC forms djiJi and nguJi, and that the occasional use of the -mirrpmi PERL marker on deictic 
stems is a sporadic modern regularisation. 
Djinba uses the PERL affix -pani, e.g. djiniku-pani 'this way' .  
Finally, we note that PROM forms (and also NOM forms) may occur in  contexts where a different 
case would ha.ve been expected. Typically, a deictic marked for PROM may occur instead of a deictic 
marked for LOC, and an UNM deictic (which, of course, is formally identical to a NOM deictic) may 
commonly occur instead of one marked for ACC or LOC, and less frequently for ERG, DA T or ALL. 
A couple of examples are given below. The first, ( 14), shows an UNM deictic used in an ERG NP 
(commas show pauses in examples and texts); (15)  shows both UNM and PROM forms used with 
LOC function. The context of ( 15) is that two warriors are taunting each other to fight using spears. 
( 14) nyimila-rr galbi-dj-nyir-dji-mi guyi, 
2duDAT- l sgERG many-THEMSR-NMLSR-THEMSR-YPA [fishUNM]ACC 
ngarri ngunungi, wugiJi-ri 
[ lsgERG thatUNM spirit-ERG]ERG 
I, that spirit, caused the fish to become many for you two. { 49:58 } 
( 15) nyani djini ran+a, nyani djil)i, a wirr 
3sgERG [thisUNMlLoc spear+FUT+NF 3sgERG [thisPROMlLoc and NEG 
Hel speared here, and h� (speared) there, and neither (hit the other). { 28:3 1 }  
TABLE 2.7 
DJINBA DEICTICS (KNOWN FORMS ONLY) 
IMM-PROX NEAR-PROX NEAR-DIST DISTANT 
Ganalbingu 
ERG djinirpany - - ngunurpany 
NOM djininy baJiny nguniny nguniny 
LOC - - - ngunuku 
ALL guwang - - bini 
ABL - baJipungur - ngun ungur 
I)abi 
ERG l)ikanmi - - -
NOM l)ikirrmany - - ngun ukurrmany 
LOC - - - ngunuki 
ALL guwabi - - banbala 
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I do not have data for the full paradigm of Djinba deictics, except for NOM case. Table 2.7 gives 
the forms that I do have for the Ganalbingu and I)abi clans. Djinba and Walmapuy appear to follow 
the Ganalbingu paradigm and Manydjalpingu possibly follows the I)abi paradigm, but the data is not 
reliable enough to be included here. 
The origin of the I)abi I]i- stem for the Immediate-Proximate deictic forms is unknown. 
(Manydalpingu also uses the I]ikirrmany and ngunukurrmany stems.) Otherwise, all dialects 
exhibit the djini- and ngunu- stems, as for Djinang. I)abi uses both the ngunukurrmany form 
and the nguniny form, according to my informants. The ALL stem guwa- occurs in Djinang as a 
free form meaning 'come here' .  The ku/ki formative on the Distant deictic LOC forms may be a relic 
of the ku formative in the same position on NOM Distant deictics in some other Yolngu language 
groups, including Nhangu, Dhangu and Djangu (see Schebeck 1967b: 19). One elderly Djinang man 
(Wulkabi dialect, Murrungun clan) regularly uses PL deictic forms such as ngunuku-wili- that-PL­
and djiniki-wili- this-PL-. I have only heard this one man use these stems for the plural Immediate­
Proximate and Distant deictics. 
FUNCTIONS OF DEICTICS 
In the remainder of this section I give examples of deictics used in various ways to illustrate a 
number of the remarks made in the preceding paragraphs. 
As a determiner in an NP: 
( 16) ngunung djanguny bil katji-nm ngunung 
[thatUNM storyUNM]ACC 3duERG hold-PRES [thatUNM 
wanngir-nya-kiI]ing 
save-NMLSR-PROP]ACC 
.. .  they possess that story - the one which saves (32:32) 
As head of an NP: 
( 17) dji1)i walkiri-marr-ngili 
thisERG child-get-TPA 
This one begat this (other) one. 
Marking Temporal function: 
djini-gi-nyi 
this-OBL-ACC 
{ 65 :  I }  
( 1 8) ban djiI]i, ingki wari marri dji-tjalng-dji-yi 
however now NEG whoNOM probably DIST-desire-THEMSR-PRI 
On the other hand, nowadays probably nobody wants (it). {43:80} 
The next two examples illustrate the use of ABL to mark temporal sequence 'after that' . The 
temporal focus clitic is nearly always used to highlight the temporal sense unambiguously, but is not 
necessarily on the deictic form (though it often is) as the next two examples show. Example (19) was 
chosen because the sense of ngunu-ngiri may only be temporal sequence in this context. On the 
other hand, (20) was chosen because it illustrates the parallelism of time and space so well - 'from 
that place' or 'after that time' are equally good translations of the ABL deictic. 
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(19) djivi, malkarri-dji ga-ngili, ga ngunu-ngiri 
thatTEMP [spear]Acc-PROM take-RPA and that-ABL 
a wurpm-ban djarak ga-ka-ny kiri-ny+a 
and [oneUNM-TF wood.spearUNM]ACC DIST-take-RPC PROG-RPC+NF 
buVc)uk 
[ woomeraUNM]ACC 
At that time (he) bore (several) spears, and after that he kept on bearing one wooden spear 
(and his) woomera. { 34:343-344} 
The context of ( 19) is that a man who was bearing several spears expended them all, except for 
one, in spearing a buffalo. The time reference for the deictic 'that' is the time of his spearing the 
buffalo, and 'after that' he had just the one spear. Since there was no change in location, only a 
temporal interpretation will fit the context. 
(20) w'urwarr nguJi bil batji-djini, 
move.fast thatLOC 3duERG cook-RPA 
ngun-ngiri bil W1nJ-ny kiri-ny-ban 
that-ABL 3duNOM return-RPC PROG-RPC-TF 
Moving off, there (in the bush) they cooked (it), after that they then returned. (24:84-85) 
In the next two examples, ABL is used to mark the notion of 'source' .  Example (21 )  illustrates 
ABL marking logical contingency (Le. 'because of' or 'due to'), while (22) illustrates how ABL can 
mark the 'souree' in the context of a directed activity. 
(21 )  lim c)ubu-c)ubu-tji-m giri-m+a, girr 
1plincNOM REDUP-twitch-THEMSR-PRES HABIT-PRES+NF COMPL 
inydji lim bultji-n giri-m-ban ... ngun u-ngir 
RECIP 1plincERG tell-PRES HABIT-PRES-TF . . .  that-ABL 
djanguny-giging 
story-PROP 
We: twitch, then we tell each other ' . . .  ' because of that omen. (Note: the actual quote is 
omitted for brevity, it reads 'later tomorrow people will arrive' .) (32:24,26,28) 
(22) gu··kurri-ny-ban, manymak, nyan ngun-ngir-kim 
DIST-ride.the.top-RPC-TF okay 3sgNOM that-ABL-EMPH 
wangi-n-ban 
speak-RPA-TF 
Okay, while in the tree top, from there he spoke. { 24: 167- 168 }  
There are a few other functions of deictics that should be explained here to complete the picture. 
The forms djin(i)-ngir-pm(i) this-ABL-THPRO and ngun(u)-ngir-pm(i) that-ABL-THPRO do 
not mean * 'just from this place' and * 'just from that place' ,  as would be expected, except when used 
with motion verbs. Instead, with non-motion verbs, they have a locative sense, meaning 'on this 
side' and 'on that side', respectively. (It is possible that ABL is here really a reflex of OBL, but there 
is no proof. Compare OBL used to mark LOC on +HU nouns in other Yolngu languages.) The other 
common use of the deictic stems, particularly ngunu-, is as a carrier of the FRAME affix -bilang(i), 
giving the meaning 'if', as in (23). 
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(23) ngunu-bilang nyani bali-dji in.ga-rr ngadji-dji kiri-@ 
that-FRAME 3sgNOM die-FUT 3sgDAT-1sgNOM cry-FUT PROG-FUT 
If he dies I will mourn for him. { 65:57 } 
2.6 IN1ERROGATIVE/INDEFIN11E PRONOUNS AND CASE 
In this section we examine the paradigms for interrogative/indefinite pronouns inflected for case. 
These forms, used as interrogatives, express such meanings as 'who' 'what' 'which' 'why' ' when' 
and 'how' ,  but as indefinites they may be used to express such meanings as ' whoever', 'whatever' , 
' whichever',  ' for whatever reason ' ,  ' whenever' and ' however' .  There is usually no formal 
difference between these two functions, and often only the context can give sufficient clues as to 
which function is being used in a given instance. However, suffixation of -pila(ng(i)) INDEF is 
common with deictic stems in order to signal indefiniteness unambiguously, typically in phrasal 
constructions such as wiji ngunu-pilang who+ERG that-INDEF ' whoever' (as Agent), 
wari-ngun u-pilang whoNOM that-INDEF 'whoever' (as Subject), nyabini ngunu-pilang 
how.manyUNM that-INDEF 'however many' ,  nya-dji ngunupilang what-TEMP that-INDEF 
'whatever time' and nyim ngunu-pilang whatUNM that-INDEF 'whatever'. The INDEF affix is 
treated in detail in section 3.6. 
There is an alternative way of indicating indefiniteness unambiguously, and that is by 
reduplication, hence the forms nyaJi-nyali whereUNM-whereUNM ' wherever' { 32 :  1 24 } ,  
nyim-nyim whatUNM-whatUNM 'whatever' { 33 : 107,43:72 } and nyibirri-nyibirri what+LOC­
what+LOC 'at whatever place' { 32 : 124 } .  The +HU indefinite pronouns apparently do not undergo 
this reduplication, the ngunupilang construction being preferred. 
Table 2.8 gives the known interrogative/indefinite pronouns for each case. The paradigms are 
based on four root forms:  wira- for +HU referents; and three other forms for -HU referents, nyim(i) 
'what', nya- 'what' and nyali- 'where/how/which' .  The table may be compared with the equivalent 
Djapu table (3. 1 1 )  in Morphy ( 1983:55), with Gupapuyngu forms in the Lowe dictionary, with the 
Djinba forms given below in Table 2.9 and with Ritharrngu forms in Heath ( 1980a). These sources 
reveal that the -HU root, nya-, is cognate with the nha:- 'what' root in other Yolngu languages, but 
while other Yolngu languages have a further root wa-/wanha- 'where' ,  Djinang and Djinba lack the 
latter form, having instead two basic forms, nyaJi 'where' ,  'which' (and the related form nyaliki 
' how') and nyim(i)!nyami 'what' .  This latter form (nyimi in Djinang, nyami in Ganalbingu 
dialect of Djinba and nya-/nyagi in I)abi dialect) probably is also cognate to the Yolngu root nha:-; 
both Djinang and Djinba have developed a paradigm based on it. Furthermore, this new paradigm is 
the means of expressing 'what', while other Yolngu languages continue to use forms based on the 
root nha:-. The Djinba forms show the most diversity in this paradigm, so possibly Djinang 
borrowed the nyimi form from Djinba. 
The question remains as to the origin of the root nyali, which is used to express the meanings 
'where' or 'which',  with an apparent DAT case to express the meaning ' how' (see (25) and (26) 
below). The 'DAT' form, nyaliki, functions as a stem in its own right, and does not have a meaning 
derivable from the known functions of DA T marking. It is quite possible that the ki formative is 
unrelated to DA T. The Djinba forms which correspond to the nyali root also begin with nya (see 
Table 2.9), so it is reasonable to assume that these forms (and Djinang nyali) were likewise 
developed from the Yolngu root nha:-. In fact, the form may be a borrowing from Yanhangu. 
Wood ( 1973) obtained the Yanhangu word nhala 'where' ,  however this form does not appear to 
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occur in Alpher's 1977 data, where baypi occurs instead, while in Wood's data the latter is glossed 
as 'here' .  Both Wood and Alpher worked with the same Yanhangu speaker. Schebeck (1967b: 19) 
also obtained the form nha1a 'where' in Golpa, another Nhangu language. This nha1a form 
probably was derived from an earlier *nha:-1a what-LOC, where the -la suffix is an old LOC form 
common in Pama-Nyungan languages. However, the etymology of the form would have long been 
opaque at the time it diffused into Djinang, and the Djinang sound changes (see Appendix 2) would 
have then produced the modern nyali 'where' root. The modern Djinang INSTR form, nyili, is a 
reflex of an e:arlier form *nha-1i what-INSTR. The modern Djinang form, nyaliki 'how' ,  is 
difficult to explain; it may somehow have developed out of a conflict between the earlier forms, 
*nya1a 'where' and INSTR *nya-li 'with what' ,  in the period when the vowel change *a > i was 
taking place. 
TABLE 2.8 
DJINANG INTERROGATNE/INDEFINITE PRONOUNS 
+HU 'who' -HU 'wherelhow/which' -HU 'what' 
ERG wiji - -
INSTR - nyi-li -
TEMP - nya-dji -
OBL wira-r - -
NOM wari - nyim(i) 
ACC wiri-ny(i) - nyim(i) 
DAT wir(a)-ki nya1iki nyim-ki 
OR wira-pibi nyaling-OBL-pi nyim-pi 
LOC (OBL used) nyali-ngi nyibirri 
(Wulaki : nyimbirri ) 
ALL wira-li nyanydjili nyimi-li 
ABL wira-ngiri nyali-ngiri nyim-ngiri 
PERL wira-mirrpmi nyali-mirri nyim-mirrpmi 
GEN wir+ang(i) - nyim-OBL-ang(i) 
Other forms : 
nyabini 
nyaliki-dji-dji 
war+ngarri(ny) nyali-bilang nyim(b )irr( a)+ngarri 
nyimi-ni 
nyimay 
nyim-gi1}ingi 
nyim-nyirrin.d 
In Table 2.8, points in each paradigm for which no form is known and which would not be 
expected to occur for semantic reasons, are marked by -. In each column there are some additional 
derived forms, which are given at the bottom of the table - these are discussed later in this section. 
The PROM form is identical to the ERG form. PROM is rare; I have only one clear instance of it -
see (24) below, where it occurs with a semitransitive verb (such verbs do not take ERG-marked 
semantic Subjects). A similar effect to PROM may be obtained using the suffix -Gima EMPH, as in 
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wari-gima whoUNM-EMPH 'who' and nyim-gima whatUNM-EMPH 'what' .  TEMP marking is 
included in the table; the form nya-dji what-TEMP 'when' is a reflex of former TEMP case marking. 
(24) wiji nginmili-ki wangi-dji 
who+PROM 1plinc-DAT talk-FUT 
Who will talk to us? { 22:252} 
The root form wira- (NOM wari) is evidently a reflex of an earlier root *wara 'who' (see 
below). Djinba lacks this root in Ganalbingu, Djinba and Manydjalpingu clans; Qabi has it (probably 
as a retention, rather than a borrowing) and the Walmapuy form is unknown. The Ganalbingu, 
Manydjalpingu and Djinba form, nyaJung, was probably historically derived from the Yolngu root 
nha:- 'what ' .  Yanhangu (Alpher 1977) has the forms war a whoNOM, wuri-li who-ERG, 
wara-nyi who-ACC and wara-wala who-PAUC. The Ritharrngu forms are wara and wara-li in 
the NOM and ERG cases respectively (Heath 1980a:57). Schebeck ( 1967b: 19) gives yolngu as the 
Nhangu form for 'who' ,  which suggests that Yanhangu may have borrowed the root *wara. 
However I think this is less likely than the possibility that the root *wara- is the original Yolngu 
+HU relative pronoun form, with that root being lost as girramu 'man' became the normal form 
marking 'man ' ,  allowing yol and yolngu to shift in meaning to become the modem +HU relative 
pronoun forms in Y olngu languages to the east. The root *wara is found in Djinang, Ritharrgnu and 
Yanhangu, with Djinba having it in at least one dialect. The modem Djinang ERG form wiji is 
clearly a contraction of either *wuri-li or *wara-li, the former being more likely. 
The OBL form wira-r 'with whom' (Le. Comitative function) is the only instance in modem 
Djinang where OBL functions as a case marker; in all other instances it functions only as a carrier of 
case or of other suffixes. The wira-r form is historically derived from *wara-kara who-OBL, by 
loss of the syllable ka. This ka syllable loss is attested in a number of Djinang forms, when 
compared with their Djinba cognates. Good examples are the Djinang and Djinba words for 'dance', 
which are compounds of wakal 'fun' ,  'gambol about' , and the verb meaning 'lie down' (Djinang 
ngurridji, Djinba ngurrak) .  In Djinang we have walngirridji 'dance' and in Djinba 
wakalngurrak; it is evident that Djinang has lost the ka syllable. A similar loss occurred regularly 
in the paradigm of Djinang verbs which take today past inflection, -ali in modem Djinang. The 
Djinba cognate inflection is -gal(i)/-kaJ(i), e.g. Djinang gir-aJi 'went' ,  Djinba gar(a)-kaJ(i) 'went' 
(see also the comments on OBL pronoun forms in section 2.4.). With respect to this loss of ka in 
some environments, no evidence for a series of gradual changes has survived in either of the modem 
languages; diachronically this syllable loss appears to have been fairly abrupt. 
The OR form based on the root nyali- is nyaJing-gira-pi, which obligatorily includes the OBL 
marker preceding the OR case marker. A more common form, with the same meaning, is 
nyaling-gira-pi-bi 'from where' ,  in which the OR case occurs in reduplicated form. Otherwise 
OBL does not occur with interrogative/indefinite pronouns except when marked for PL or preceding 
GEN. With PL marking, OBL often occurs, though not always. Notice also that the preferred +HU 
OR form is wira-pibi rather than wira-pi, although the latter does occur, but very infrequently. 
There is also some variation in the PL forms in the DAT case, including double DA T 
marking in one form. The PL forms recorded up to the time of writing are wira-pil-ngir 
who-PL-ERG, wira-pili whoUNM-PL (Le. NOM form), wira-pil-ngiri-ny who-PL-OBL-ACC, 
wira-pil-ngir-gi who-PL-OBL-DAT, wir- wil(i)-ki who-PL-DAT, wir-ki-wili-ki who-DA T­
PL-DAT and wira-pil-ngir-ang who-PL-OBL-GEN. Notice that the ERG allomorph after PL is 
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-ngir(i), which is formally identical to the OBL allomorph in the same environment. OBL and ERG 
have merged, after PL marking, as we saw also in the discussion of deictics in section 2.5. 
The OR a d LOC forms for the root nyali- are based on a stem nyali-(ng(i)), in which the 
formative ngi is the archaic LOC suffix discussed in section 2.3 (see Table 2.3). The LOC forms 
nyibirri and I1yimbirri (the latter is Wulaki) are derived historically from *nyim-mirri what-LOC, 
where *m > b following m, and all dialects except Wulaki subsequently lost the m. The Marrangu 
dialect retains the nyimbirri form as a stem in the form nyimbirr(a)+ngarri ' so-and-so place' ,  
'what-is-its-(place)-name?' ,  while Murrungun dialect uses nyimirr+ngarri, a contracted form. The 
+HU equivalent of nyim(b)irr(a)+ngarri is, for all dialects, war+ngarri(ny(i)) ' so-and-so 
person' ,  'wha.t-is-hislher-name?' (cf. nhawi in other Yolngu languages). These Djinang forms are 
clearly based on the roots wari and nyimi. The formative ngarri is homophonous with the first 
person singular pronoun, but apparently is not cognate. Djinang speakers regard these words as 
un analysable morphemes. 
The ALL form nyanydjili needs some explaining. This appears to be a reflex of an earlier form 
*nyam-Lili what-ALL. The suffix -*Lili is cognate with the ALL case marker -lili in many 
modern Yolngu languages. The morphophoneme *L is posited on the following grounds. Firstly, 
Wood's Yanhangu data ( 1973) includes the ALL-marked nouns gurtha-li fITe-ALL, bambitj-dhili 
tree-ALL, Maningrida-lili Maningrida-ALL and nguy-thiJi dhungupal-lili u nder- ALL 
rock-ALL. Secondly, Djinba ALL allomorphs -ril and -dil are attested in  my data. The hypothesis 
is that pre-Dj inang resegmented *nyam-Lili as *nyamLi-li identified the final *li with the modern 
ALL marker ··li, and assimilated the m to the realisation of L after a nasal (which, in Djinang, would 
have been d}) to obtain the modern form nyanydjili. 
Other nyimi forms follow. nyimi-ni means 'what is there?'  or, alternatively, 'whatever is there';  
I have no ide of the origin of the -ni suffix - it occurs nowhere else in Djinang. The form nyimay 
appears to simply be a stronger form of nyimi, and is often used as a single-word utterance meaning 
'What?' or 'What's going on? ' .  The PROP and PRIV suffixes may occur with the nyimi root, e.g. 
nyim-giIJing (or nyim-kiIJing) meaning 'what kind? ' ,  'in what condition?' or 'whatever kind', ' in 
whatever condition' ;  nyim-nyirring meaning ' lacking what?' or ' lacking anything' .  The formative 
ny(i) on the word warngarriny(i) is unrelated to ACC case. This nyi may be a reflex of the PROM 
allomorph ny found, for example, in Djapu (Morphy 1983:50); it occurs nowhere else in Djinang, 
although word-final ny is common in Djinba (see Tables 2.7 and 2.9). 
The remaining forms to discuss are nyalikidjidji, nyalibiJang(i) and nyabini. The first is a 
verb based on the form nyaliki which means 'how' ,  as in (25). The verb form nyaliki-dji-dji 
how-INCHO-FUT (formally inchoative, but not semantically so) means 'do how?' or 'do however'; 
(26) illustrates the former meaning. (Note in this example that the full pronoun and synonymous 
reduced pronoun co-occur.) The form nyali-bilang(i) where-FRAME is used to ask if someone has 
something, and is functionally equivalent to the English 'have you any . . .  ? ' .  
(25) djulam lrn-ny ku-ny kiri-nyi maypil-gi 
dense.bushUNM I sg-ACC give-RPC PROG-RPC animal-DAT 
nyaliki djugap-dji-g+a, a ran+a . . .  
how sneak. up-THEMSR-FUT +NF and spearFUT +NF 
In the dense bush he was giving me (instruction) on how to sneak up on animals and 
spear them... { 34:593 } 
(26) nyum nyim nyaliki-dji-rri BaJanda-mirrpm 
2duNOM 2duNOM how-INCHO-PRES European-PERL 
How do you two (say it) in English? { 22: 1 2 }  
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The form nyabini means either 'how much?' ,  'how many?' ,  'however much' ,  'however many' 
or 'what about (doing . . .  )? ' .  That is, it either questions quantity (or expresses indefiniteness of 
quantity) or is used to put forward a proposition for consideration by others. Other Yolngu languages 
apparently use two different forms for these functions: Djapu nha:-mirr and Gupapuyngu 
nha:-mirri 'how about (doing)?' ;  Djapu nha:-muny and Gupapuyngu nha:-munha 'how many? ', 
'how much?' .  The formative bini in nyabini is etymologically obscure, but possibly it is cognate to 
the INDEF marker -pilang. This is suggested by the :pabi form nyabilkang 'how much' etc. ,  in 
which the formative bilkang is used elsewhere in :pabi as an INDEF marker, in contexts where 
Djinang uses the ngunu-pilang that-INDEF form. (Note that Djinang -piJang is probably cognate 
with Djinba bilkang, and recall the discussion above concerning the loss of either a ka syllable or k 
segment in Djinang.) 
Table 2.9 gives the known Djinba interrogative/indefminte pronouns for the Ganalbingu and :pabi 
clans only. 
TABLE 2.9 
DITNBA ThITERROGA�EHNITE PRONOUNS 
+HU 'who' -HU 'wherelhow' -HU 'what' 
Ganal. :pabi Ganal. :pabi Ganal. :pabi 
ERG nyalung warinyun - - - -
INSTR - - nya-yi - nya-yin nyagi-dji 
TEMP - - nyi-nuk nya-dji-nuk - -
NOM nyalung wan - - nyami nyagi 
ACC nyal-nguru-ny - - - nyami -
DAT nyal-ngur-ku - - - nyamu-wu nya-kuru 
OR nyal-ngur-kung-birriy - - - nyami-wirriy -
OR nyal-ngur-kung - - - - -
OBL nyal-ngur-ka - - - - -
LOC - - nyirri nyirri nyarrka nyibirrik 
ALL nyal-ngur-ka - - - nyiyin -
ABL nyalu-ku-ngur - - - nyamu-ngur -
PERL nyal-ngur-ka-pani - nyarrpani nyarrpan nyarr:p"'anani -
These Djinba forms (mostly from Ganalbingu dialect) are quite different from the equivalent 
Djinang ones, for example an OBL marker occurs in many of them, particularly the +HU forms. The 
OBL is mostly -ngur(u), but seems to be -ku in the +HU ABL form nyaJu-ku-ngur 'from whom'.  
Djinang interrogative/indefinite +HU forms do not use OBL, except after a suffix like PL. Also, 
Djinba has a special PERL form -pan ani occurring on the root form nyarr- 'what ' .  (Possibly 
-pan ani is a reflex of a former *-pani-pani reduplication.) Also, while Djinang has distinct +HU 
ALL and +HU OBL forms (the latter with Comitative function), Djinba uses the same form for both 
functions, which is the pattern in other Y olngu languages. 
Also of interest is the Djinba form which corresponds to Djinang wira-pi-bi who-OR-OR 'from 
whom' in which modern -pi-bi is analysed as a reduplication of OR case. The Ganalbingu 
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equivalent is nyalu-ngur-kung-birriy, which is analysed as who-OBL-OR-OR, since -kung is OR 
case on pronouns, and -birriy is OR case on nouns. However, comparison between the two 
languages (e ,g. place names) shows that the morpheme -Birriy is to be identified with (and is 
probably cognate with) the Yolngu ASSOC morpheme -Buy. It is known that -kung is the common 
Yolngu OR case form. The second OR row gives the normal marking for Possessive function 
(corresponding to Djinang GEN). 
The Djinba form corresponding to Djinang nyaliki 'how' (treated as formally DAT) is 
nyarrpan(i) : how' .  In Table 2.9 the latter must be placed in the PERL paradigm, since it is 
apparently PERL in both form and function and can be glossed as 'which way' (i.e. perlative), which 
is clearly synonymous with 'how'. 
The equivalent terms for Djinang nyabini are nyakalng (Ganalbingu) and nyabilkang (l)abi) . 
Corresponding to Djinang warngarri(ny) is the Ganalbingu form nyaJiyukany; the forms for 
other Djinba dialects is not known. For Djinang nya-dji ngunu-pilang ' sometime' ,  Ganalbingu 
uses nyi-nuk ngunu-pilak and l)abi uses nya-dji-nuk bilkang. Comparison of Tables 2.8 and 
2.9 in the light of the preceding discussion suggests that Djinang and Djinba have independently 
innovated extensively in the class of interrogative/indefmite pronouns, and neither language has forms 
which closely parallel those of their immediate Yolngu neighbours, especially Yanhangu. This 
suggests that the split of Djinang and Djinba languages from a northern Yolngu group occurred quite 
early. 
2.7 ERGATIVE MARKING 
In this and the remaining sections of Chapter 2, I will discuss each of the cases, concentrating on 
the different f nctions marked by each case form. In the present section, I deal with ERG marking; 
this includes not only true ergatives, but also any case or non-case marking by suffixes identical in 
form to ERG. Hence I discuss INSTR and CAU case markers, and also PROM, OBL and TEMP 
marking here. I will not deal with the typical use of ERG to mark the grammatical Agent of a 
transitive or ditransitive verb, since examples are numerous in the texts. 
FREQUENCY 
First we shall consider the frequency of ERG marking on Subject nouns or deictics in clauses 
having transitive or ditransitive verbs. A check of a narrative of over a thousand clauses reveals the 
following facts. Firstly, Agent nouns and deictics in transitive clauses are quite infrequent. (I am 
using transitive to include ditransitive also, unless specific note is made to the contrary.) This is due 
to the system of cohesion, where nouns and full pronouns are absent from surface structure when 
reference is unambiguous. When an Agent noun does occur, it is nearly always marked for ERG 
case, though very occasionally the ERG marker is omitted - as in (27) below. 
(27) nyani djulam lrn-ny ku-ny kiri-ny, 
3sgERG [dense.bushUNMkoc I sg-ACC give-RPC PROG-RPC 
malu, 
[daddyUNM]ERG 
He was giving me (instruction) in the dense bush, daddy (was). { 34:592 } 
Omission o:f ERG, as in (27), may occur when the noun is in an 'afterthought' construction, that 
is, an NP juxta.posed to the end of a clause, after pause, in which the head noun further specifies a 
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participant previously referenced in the clause - in this case an Agent referenced by the third person 
pronoun. 
However, the omission of ERG in afterthought constructions is by no means obligatory. The 
following example illustrates. 
(28) biling batji-djini-ban, bininggili marrngu, wagirri-r 
3duERG cook-RPA-TF [twoUNM possumUNM]ACC crow-ERG 
They cooked the two possums, the (two) crows (did). { 20:94 } 
TEMPORAL 
TEMP marking was mentioned in sections 2.3, 2.5 and 2.6. TEMP marking (it is not a case in 
modem Djinang) occurs only on the deictic stem nya- 'what' (see section 2.5). Also the deictic 
stems ngugi and djigi can have a temporal function. Otherwise, the temporal function is marked 
lexically by the noun bil(i)djirri 'the time of' . There are additional ways of expressing temporal 
categories such as 'now' ,  'then' ,  'today' .  For example, to express the meaning 'now' ,  ' today' ,  
'here' or 'this one ' ,  very often the reduplicated Proximate deictic form djini?djining i s  used in 
preference to djigi. Another way of expressing 'now' or a contextually defined time ' then' is by the 
Temporal Focus (TF) clitic -ban (see section 3.20). 
PROMINENCE 
Prominence is basically a discourse level function and pertains to the system of interclausal 
cohesion, especially participant tracking. There are two basic mechanisms in Djinang for making a 
constituent prominent: ( 1 )  fronting of the constituent, and (2) marking the constituent by the PROM 
affix (which is formally identical to ERG marking). (There are other 'prominence' affixes, such as 
THPRO and EMPH, which likewise are involved in interclausal cohesion, but not in participant 
tracking. They are discussed in sections 3.3 and 3.5 respectively.) One of the most common uses of 
prominence is to indicate a change of participant focus, such as a new actor. Fronting is the more 
commonly employed strategy for indicating prominence. Indicating prominence by means of the 
PROM suffix is less frequent, but this method does not require the prominent constituent to be 
fronted - as in (29). However, both fronting and affIxation by PROM may occur together. In the 
case of fronted full pronouns, which is the normal construction for switching reference, there is no 
possibility of formal marking of prominence since NOM, ERG and PROM forms of pronouns are 
homophonous. Fronting alone marks prominence in the case of pronouns. It would therefore be 
reasonable to indicate covert PROM marking of such fronted pronouns, but in general I have not done 
so because of the problem of validating such an analysis. PROM marking may be used in contexts 
other than switching reference. PROM marking has the effect of drawing the hearer's attention to the 
word so marked. PROM marking most often occurs on nouns and deictics, but in the database I have 
at least one instance each of PROM marking (using the -dji form) on a reduced pronoun and on a 
verb. 
One example of PROM was given in section 2.6, example (24). Another example is (29) below, 
this time on a proper noun in an afterthought construction. That it is PROM rather than ERG is clear 
from the verb, which is intransitive. The underlying case of a noun marked by PROM is not 
necessarily NOM as in (29), but could be one of a number of cases. Example ( 19) shows PROM on 
a noun which is covertly ACC, and ( 15) shows PROM on a deictic which is covertly LOC. Thus it 
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certainly can occur on nominals which are covertly ERG, NOM, ACC and LOC; further research may 
indicate an even wider distribution. 
(29) nyani pirrmirri-ny, Warpurr-dji 
3sgNOM sing-RPC Warpurr-PROM 
He sang, Warpurr (did). { 20:20} 
CAUSATIVE 
CAU marking occurs on -HU nouns (I have no deictic examples). I also have some +HU 
instances, but only for deictics, as in (30). As described by Morphy ( 1983:38), 'CAU (marks) the 
cause of a state ' .  Another example occurs in ( 13) of section 2 .4, and some -HU examples follow; a 
further one occurs in (37). 
(30) ngarri in- marnggi-dji-dji ngunu- wiJa-r ngu1i 
1sgNOM 1 sgNOM know-INCHO-FUT that-PL-CAU thatLOC 
I will ieam from those (people) there. {67 :73 } 
(31)  yarim ngu1pirri-dji ITTl-ny pu-nyi, heavy one 
just egg.white-CAU 1 sg-ACC hit-RPC heavy one 
Just (eating) one (emu egg) finished me off. {34: 1 138 } 
(32) nguy-djunggi-Ji-pm JinyiJi-ny bari-mi 
intemal-frre-CAU-THPRO 1duexc-ACC be.upon-YPA 
We were just consumed with anger. { 66:90} 
However, the most common means of expressing a Causative function is to use OR case 
(especially in reduplicated form, as -pibi); this is very common with pronouns. Semantically, the 
use of OR as a causative expresses the notion of indirect causation - the person or thing to which an 
event may be causally linked, though not necessarily the actual Agent 
INSTRUMENT 
INSTR marking has two functions. The most common function is to mark the instrument used to 
accomplish an action, such as in (33). Example (34) shows that INSTR may sometimes be required 
where English might lead us to expect another case, such as ABL. 
(33) galmi-ni, nginibi-tja gaJiyirr-djini JipaJipa-dji 
land-RP A I plexcNOM-CONTR paddle-RP A dugout. canoe-INSTR 
He landed (the plane), but we paddled (there) by dugout canoe. { 22:249 } 
(34) bina bulaJ gapi in- cjirra-dji-gi 
INTERR good [waterUNM]ACC 1sgERG drink-THEMSR-FUT 
nyungu-r dandanga-dji 
[2sg-0BL container-INSTR]INSTR 
May I have a drink from your container? 
The other major function of INSTR is to form adverbial clause modifications. Typically, though 
not exclusively, body-part nouns and nouns expressing emotional states are used to derive such 
adverbial words. However, nouns such as gapi 'water', munatja 'ground', varni ' above' ,  ' sky' 
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are also used to form adverbial modifications. Often the resulting adverbial forms assume 
metaphorical senses. Thus, for example, gumbirr-dji hand-INSTR can be used to mean either 'by 
hand' or 'gently' ;  and in (35) the latter meaning obtains. Example (36) illustrates a metaphorical 
sense of the form galngi-li body-INSTR, meaning 'as a human being' (rather than the literal 
meaning 'bodily'), since the speaker is contrasting life as a spirit being with life as a human being in 
the physical world. 
(35) girr ngunu gumbirr-dji-pm bili-ny ka-ny 
COMPL [thatUNM]ACC hand-INSTR-THPRO 3du-ACC take-RPC 
Then (a soldier) took those two away gently. { 32: 1 60}  
(36) galngi-li i1 gukirri-@ 
body-INSTR 1duincNOM walk.about-PRES 
As humans we (Y olngu and Balanda) live. {67 :61 } 
Other forms include the following - notice that some are quite figurative, while others are 
transparently instrumental: I)u1i-dji 'on foot' (I)u-li is a fossilised INSTR form itself, from I)U 'foot' 
and -li INSTR) { 22:232,34: 196 } ;  galngi-li marrngi-n body-INSTR perceive-RPA 'felt' (note this 
is a standard metaphor for 'feel' ,  the verb marrngirrdji in other contexts is used to mean 'hear') 
{ 24: 1 43 } ;  gaI)ga-li thigh-INSTR meaning 'striding quickly' { 34:994 } ;  marr-dji soul/power­
INSTR meaning 'expectantly' (see (7) in section 2.2); ganydjirr-dji strength-INSTR meaning 
'powerfully' { 32: 1 17 } ;  gugi-r shame-INSTR meaning 'shamefully' { 65 : 8 } .  
The following are some - HU  examples - notice that nouns marked by OR have i n  some cases been 
used as stems which take further INSTR marking to form an adverbial expression. gapi-li 
water-INSTR 'by water' (this occurred in a sentence which reads 'he showered them with water') 
{ 32 : 1 37 } ;  munatja-bi-ri ground-OR-INSTR 'by land' (as in 'we journeyed by land');  I)am-pi-ri 
above-OR-INSTR 'by air'; gapi-bi-dji water-OR-INSTR 'by sea' .  
ERGATIVE ALLOMORPH -ngir(i) 
Now we shall consider the -ngir(i) allomorph of ERG. This is formally identical to the most 
common allomorph of OBL and also to the ABL case marker, but is nevertheless used to mark ERG 
case, as in (37) and (38). This allomorph is used if the PL marker precedes. 
(37) girT nyim-pi djama-giI)-pil-ngir djin bultji-djin-ban 
COMPL what-OR work-PROP-PL-ERG 3plERG tell-RPA-TF 
Then straight away the workers told (the boss) what (it was) about. (32:47) 
(38) yidjipil-pili-ngir u gapi-li inma rindi-gi 
child-PL-ERG or water-CAU 2sgDAT sever-FUT 
u wana-pili-mirringi+ri 
or big-PL-ARCHE+ERG 
Children or water may sever (the mooring rope), or adults. { 66:39 } 
Example (38) is of further interest Consider the segmentation of the last word. We could just as 
easily have segmented it as follows: wana-pili-mirring-ngiri big-PL-ARCHE-ERG. A ng-ng 
sequence becomes phonetically just a lengthened ng, making it hard to decide what the correct 
segmentation should be. Thus, ERG after a stem-final ng or ngi will always be -ir(i) or -rei), 
respectively, never -dji or -li. For this reason it is highly likely that the alternative segmentation 
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posited above is correct, so that we should extend the statement of the distribution of the ERG 
allomorph -ngir(i) to include the latter environments. Another common example is the word for 
'each ' ,  when inflected for ERG: bubali-ki!Jing-ngiri random-PROP-ERG and bubali-ki!Jingi-ri 
random-PROP-ERG being equally viable segmentations. 
The only other occurrence in my data of this -ngir(i) allomorph is with the word nyibi ' some' 
'other' . Example (39) illustrates its use. 
(39) djani nyibi-ngiri, yarraman djin ga-ngil+a 
3plERG some-ERG [horseUNMJACC 3plERG take-RPA+NF 
Some took the horses. { 34: 197 } 
Etymologically, this allomorph of ERG is a reflex of OBL case. As the latter's function as a case 
marker weakened, OBL was reinterpreted as a new allomorph of ERG marking. The PROM marker 
(itself a merger of an earlier PROM form with ERG) also exhibits the -ngir(i) allomorph after PL, as 
shown by (40). 
(40) dj,lDi butjiy-pili-ngiri, djin !Junydjirr-ali 
3p:tNOM dog-PL-PROM 3plNOM run-RPA 
The dogs ran off. { 34:905 } 
KIN NOUNS 
When the KINPROP marker (KINPROP is dealt with in more detail in section 3.4) is suffixed to 
kin nouns, there are two forms: -ngim(i) is used when the underlying case is NOM: and -ngirim(i) 
is used when the underlying case is ERG, the ERG allomorph -ri occurring with the KINPROP 
marker. The second form is glossed as KINPROP+ERG in examples. This treatment of -ngirim(i) 
as a portmanteau form of KINPROP and ERG marking allows us not to have to posit a discontinuous 
morpheme for KINPROP (Le. *-ngi+mi ), or to suggest that the -ngi formative is in fact a 
realisation of OBL marking. The latter possibility is entertainable because there is a (rare) allomorph 
of KINPROP of the form -mi (see (45»; but the argument that the -ngi formative is OBL is very 
weak because then kin nouns would be the only nominal class which takes OBL marking and ERG 
case marking a.t the same time. Some examples illustrating these forms are given next. 
(41) ngarri dji-nyi-rr nya-ngl!Jl wu w-wili-ngimi-pm 
1 sgERG 3pl-ACC- 1 sgNOM see-TPA [o.brother-PL-KINPROP-THPROJACC 
I saw (my) older brothers. { 66: 1 19 }  
(42) WLrw-ngmm dji-ny djaga-dji-gi 
o.brother-KINPROP+ERG 3pl-ACC help-THEMSR-FUT 
Older brother will help them. {66: 126} 
ABL and ALL case on kin nouns are equally complicated. In the case of ALL marking, the word 
structure is kin .noun-OBL-ALL. In the case of ABL marking, one potential word structure is to use 
the -pm(i) THPRO marker preceding the ABL case to give kin.noun-THPRO-ABL; the other 
potential structure uses the -mi KINPROP allomorph to give the structure kin.noun-ABL-ri­
KINPROP. Example (43) illustrates the ALL structure, (44) the first ABL structure, and (45) the 
second ABL structure. In (45), the infix -ri- is formally the same as ERG, but cannot possibly be 
ERG in this context. It is probably a transition syllable having zero meaning. 
(43) ga-wi ngambirri-gira-li 
take-IMP mother-OBL-ALL 
Take it to mother! { 66: 127 } 
(44) nyan inydji birrin-djingi-ni gunydjirri-pm-ngiri 
3sgNOM RECIP turn-CAUS-TPA father-TIIPRO-ABL 
He turned himself away from (his) father. { 66: 132}  
(45) nyan inydji birrin-djingi-ni gunydjirri-ngira-ri-mi 
3sgNOM RECIP turn-CAUS-TPA father-ABL-ri-KINPROP 
He turned himself away from (his) father. {66: 133}  
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Further research is needed into the complexities of kin noun inflections. Forms of the kind and 
complexity illustrated in this discussion of kin nouns are quite rare in natural text, in fact examples 
(4 1) to (45) were elicited. We shall meet forms of a similar nature and complexity when I later 
discuss DAT marking. Fortunately, this complexity is limited to the class of kin nouns, and to a 
lesser extent to the noun yuJ 'man' ,  'person' .  
ERGATIVE FORMS WITH FINAL -m(i) 
The noun wurpi (cf. Yolngu wiripu) 'another',  'different' takes ERG -li in preference to -dji, 
although the latter obtains occasionally. The word wurpm(i) 'one' is etymologically related to the 
wurpi stem, possibly as a fossilisation involving this stem and the *-ma ·allomorph of the earlier 
PROM marker. However, the ERG form is wurpi-li+m one-ERG, the ERG marker being an infix 
(though young adult Manyarring speakers prefer wurpm-dji one-ERG instead). Also, while 
wurpm-ipm one-THPRO is the NOM or ACC form meaning 'just one' ,  the ERG form with the 
same meaning is wurpi-li-pm(i) one-ERG-THPRO; again the ERG marker is an infix. (The latter 
form may also be used as an adverb with the meaning 'together' .) The m(i) which occurs in the 
forms with the meaning 'one' is a reflex of the early PROM allomorph mentioned above. 
Another unusual ERG form, again with final m(i), is the paucal marker. The PAUC marker is' 
-mirrpili 'a few'  (cf. Yanhangu mirribulu PAUC, Alpher 1 977:7) with NOM and ACC cases. 
However, the ERG form of this suffix is -mirrpili+m(i). No other Djinang suffix has a suppletive 
ERG form, except perhaps KINPROP - providing we treat -ngirimi in (42) as a portmanteau 
KINPROP+ERG suffix. Again, the final -m(i) syllable in the ERG form of the PAUC affix is a 
reflex of the earlier PROM affix mentioned before. 
What is significant here, and also in the discussion of kin nouns, is that the unusual forms and 
complex patterns of marking occur when word-final -m(i) is present. (Even the TIIPRO marker, 
-pm(i), occurs in similar quite complex patterns of marking, and is probably also a reflex of the 
earlier PROM allomorph *-ma; -ma is one of the PROM allomorphs in Djinba, for example). 
Apparently, when *-ma ceased to be a productive marker of PROM in Djinang it became associated 
with whatever stem or affix preceded it in certain common formations, such as wurpi+li+m and 
-mirrpili+m, and in the latter suffix form it became the carrier of ERG marking. Therefore wurpmi 
oneNOM is probably a backformation. The following examples illustrate some of the forms 
discussed. 
(46) l}angugu-mirrpili+m irri-ny djin marr-ngili 
sister-PAUC+ERG 1 sg-ACC 3plERG get-RPA 
A few sisters picked me up. (34:254) 
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(IJangucju literally means 'useless' and can be used for unmarried women, especially nursing 
sisters or nuns.) 
(47) wurpi-li+m yul-dji bu7-butjalmi-ny bumiri-maIJbi 
one-ERG man-ERG DIST-ask-TPC forehead-hard 
One man kept on asking relentlessly. { 67:76} 
(48) yiJi Jitja-nydji bil gurrpi-n wurpi-li-tja 
again IduincDAT-RECIP 3duERG chase-RPC different-ERG-CONTR 
Once again we were chased, (but) by each of (two) different (buffalo). {34:955}  
2 .8  TRANSITIVITY AND SEMANTIC ROLE 
In this section we shall consider patterns of ACC marking, and especially how ACC marking 
interacts with DA T or ALL marking. The only ALL marking to be considered in detail in this section 
is when ALL marks a noun which would have been expected to have been marked by ACC or DA T; 
we shall delay a discussion of ALL in its capacity as a peripheral case till later (section 2. 10). Other 
aspects of ACC and DAT marking will be treated in section 2.9. 
The traditional understanding of 'core' cases is that they have minimal semantic content, but serve 
rather to mark different syntactic roles within a system of transitivity relations. However, if we view 
ACC, DAT and non-local uses of ALL in this way only, then we lose insights which enable us to 
explain DA T or ALL case used in certain contexts versus ACC in others. What I am claiming is that 
ACC, DA T and ALL (in its non-local function) have definite semantic content What I say below is 
not new, though the concepts have yet to be applied sytematic ally in the analysis of a Yolngu 
language. 
There is a fundamental dimension of 'choice' (in Halliday's sense, see Kress 1 976) :  whether an 
event is goal-directed (G-DIR) or goal-terminative (G-TERM). This dimension has been mentioned 
by others. Consider the following quote from Blake ( 1977:36): ' If a predicator refers to an activity 
that actually affects or impinges on a patient, this will normally be expressed by a transitive verb. In 
other cases the predicator may appear with a complement in the DATIVE or in some instances the 
LOCATIVE or CAUSAL. ' Blake recognised that there is some semantic content to the patient 
marking (ACe in Goddard's terminology) and that DAT or other cases are used when the patient is 
not impinged or affected. Likewise, Morphy ( 1983:94-96, 1 14- 1 16) recognises a semantic contrast 
when, say, DAT is used in a context where otherwise another core case would be expected, such as 
marking an indirect object. 
Djinang occasionally uses ALL marking on a core participant within a clause. When this happens, 
it is a highly marked marking pattern, and as we shall see, it signals the G-TERM grammatical 
relation. That is, it is functionally a highly marked variant of the G-TERM relation in a suppletive 
relationship to ACC marking. 
What I hope to do is to give more substance to these ideas, to show that there is an underlying 
system of choice that is part of the linguistic competence of Djinang speakers, and that the categories 
involved are the ones given above. My purpose now is to demonstrate that the semantic categories G­
DIR and G-TERM are crucial for an adequate understanding of patterns of marking in the transitivity 
system. 
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GOAL-1ERMINA TIVE VERSUS GOAL-DIREC1ED 
To appreciate the difference between these categories, let us consider an activity expressed by a 
verb as a locus in event space, with the activity represented as a curve. The activity, if transitive, 
could be described by a curve beginning at the semantic subject and terminating at the semantic goal 
(or patient). Verbs such as 'hit',  ' see' ,  'accept', 'remember' ,  'report' are of this kind. Semitransitive 
verbs would be represented differently; there is still a semantic subject as the beginning point of the 
activity locus, and there is still a goal towards which the locus is oriented, but the locus does not 
actually terminate at the goal. (Orientation of the locus towards a goal must not be confused with 
directionality, if any, in the physical activity within real space; there is no connection between the 
two.) Verbs of this kind involve activities which are directed or oriented towards (or from) a goal 
which 'maintains its distance' from the directed activity of the subject. In terms of our analogy, the 
goal maintains sufficient distance in event space for the locus of activity to not succeed in making 
terminative connection with the goal. Verbs of this kind are 'talk to', 'tell' ,  'look for' ,  'desire', 'trust 
in' ,  'lie' ,  'miss' ,  'deny' ,  'deviate towards', 'join in with', 'hope for' etc. 
Ditransitive verbs have two loci emanating from the subject; one locus makes terminative contact 
with the direct object (ACC if +HU, usually UNM if -HU) and the other may or may not make 
terminative contact with the indirect object, depending on whether the verb is inherently G-DIR or G­
TERM. No analogy is perfect and this one is no exception. I am trying to convey an impression, 
rather than give a formal definition. As a definition, it does not work in all instances; for example, 
why is 'ask' G-TERM (i.e. takes ACC object) but ' tell' G-DIR (i.e. takes DAT object)? (The verb 
'tell' ,  when it takes ACC marking, means 'report',  'blame' etc.,  which does make sense in terms of 
our analogy.) Even so, the analogy makes sense in a sufficiently large number of cases for it to 
provide the framework for understanding marking contrasts and the meanings conveyed by such 
contrasts. 
One of the telling arguments for the G-TERM versus G-DIR distinction is the pattern of marking 
on indirect objects of some ditransitive verbs. Very often the indirect object will have ACC case, 
indicating a G-TERM semantic relation to the verb. In terms of our analogy, it is immediately 
apparent why ACC may mark an indirect object; such verbs typically involve the transfer of 
something to or from the indirect object as termination point of the activity locus. Verbs such as 
'give' ,  'deprive of' (as in X-ERG deprives person Y-ACC of thing Z-UNM) and ' show' (as in X­
ERG shows Y-UNM to Z-ACC) are of this type. It is possible for a ditransitive verb to be inherently 
G-DIR, so that the verb normally takes a non-ACC case (typically DAT) on the indirect object. Two 
such verbs are 'tell' and 'send'. All examples of 'send' in my database, except for three, exhibit a 
DA T indirect object. (The exceptions took an ALL 10, which will be explained later, and a couple of 
elicited examples had ACC indicating G-TERM.) The use of DAT on the indirect object is again 
consistent with the above analogy; the goal of an act of sending is typically remote from the subject, 
so that the activity of ' sending' is a directed one. Termination of the transfer may (or may not) later 
take place, but the act of sending is not inherently terminative in itself. This allows a case other than 
ACC to be used as the goal of the transfer, thereby adding an extra nuance. In the case of DA T used 
in such a context, the nuance is typically Benefactive. That is, X-ERG sends Y-UNM for Z-DAT. 
(ACC is less marked in this context and is used on the 10 if the speaker wishes to merely indicate that 
the object reached the intended destination without any extra nuance obtaining.) 
Each verb, therefore, has a set of case frames which characterise the verb's potential for 
expressing various nuances as a function of differences of semantic roles for its arguments, according 
as surface case markings may be varied within the limits defined by the set of case frames. Each verb 
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has a semanti ally 'least marked' case frame, and the variations of case marking permitted for each 
argument mark different nuances of the unmarked meaning that speakers may choose to express. 
Thus, for example, the verb 'give' usually takes an ACC indirect object as goal, but a Benefactive 
nuance obtain s if the goal is marked instead by OAT. Or the verb ' talk to' or 'speak' in hundreds of 
occurrences takes a OAT-marked object as goal, but in a few clauses the object is marked by ACC ­
highlighting the object as the person who specifically received the speech directed to him. Or the verb 
'hit' , which takes ACC objects, may take a OAT object to express the nuance 'hit at' (but not succeed 
in making contact). Similarly 'see' normally takes an ACC object, but OAT is used instead when one 
is looking dir(!ctly at something without actually 'seeing' it (e.g. when looking at a well-camouflaged 
animal). 
Now we shall consider examples which illustrate some of the points made in the discussion up to 
this point. Since examples are taken from text, nouns are often omitted from surface structure. In 
fact, there is not one instance in the natural texts of a noun overtly marked by ACC as 10, and only a 
handful of examples of a noun marked by OAT or ALL as 10. Such constituents in 0 context are 
much more frequent; many examples of nouns marked by ACC or OAT in 0 context can be found, 
though ALL is rare in 0 context. However, even though overt nominals are often lacking, the cross­
referencing p ronouns reveal the case that would obtain if the nouns were present on the surface. 
Examples (49) to (55) illustrate ACC marking the G-TERM role with transitive verbs. 
(49) bili-ny yali-nya-nyi-pm-ban Peter-nyi ga John-nyi-ban 
3du-ACC leg-see-RPC-THPRO-TF Peter-ACC and John-ACC-TF 
He then just followed after Peter and John. { 33: 1 12 }  
(50) nyabin mi-mili-wi malu-ny nya-ngi 
how. about OIST-look.around-IMP daddy-ACC see-FUT 
biJang bi wiI)i-dji kiri-@ 
FRAME towards return-FUT PROG-FUT 
How about you look around to see if daddy is returning to (us)? { 34:358-360} 
(5 1 )  nyani djini-mirr ngurr-gim bi-piI)i nganaparra-dj+a 
3sgERG this-PERL PERF-EMPH struck-RPA buffalo-ERG+NF 
gurrtji-ngi-ny+a yul-ngi-nyi 
tree-OBL-ACC+NF man-OBL-ACC 
The buffalo struck the tree and the man in this same way. { 34:840-841 } 
(52) iIi, bili-nyi-rr bagili-ban 
IduincNOM 3du-ACC- l sgERG fetch-TF 
Let's (go), I will fetch them (two women) now. { 34:876 } 
(53) ngunyili-ban irri-ny djin ga-Ii, gurrbi-li 
tha.tALL-TF Isg-ACC 3plERG take-RPA camp-ALL 
They took me then to (their) camp. { 34:253 } 
(54) ngunyili-pm Irn-ny djin wiI)i-djingi-n WiI)gu-li 
thatALL-THPRO I sg-ACC 3plERG return-CAUS-RPA Lefthand-ALL 
They returned me straight to Left-Hand (a nickname). (34:257) 
The next example shows covert ACC on a -HU noun; the verb is transitive. Notice how the word 
for 'sweat' is treated as inalienably possessed, hence the use of GEN case would be incorrect here. 
(55) girr bunggan libili-ny nyumirr-djini 
COMPL [sweatUNMJACC Iplexc-ACC smell-RPA 
Then (he) smelled our sweat. { 46:73 } 
Now let us consider ACC marking the G-TERM role for the indirect object of ditransitive verbs. 
(56) bil buJtji-djini Burralang-ili bunggawa-nyi 
3duERG report-TPA section. name-ALL boss-ACC 
They reported Burralang to the boss. {66:3 }  (lit. They told on Burralang to the boss.) 
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Example (56) should be compared to (75) below, where the case marking is reversed. The 
difference between the two examples is to be explained in terms of markedness. In (75) the use of 
ALL for the goal of 'take' is the least marked case in this context, and similarly ACC for the object 
taken. However, in (56) ACC is appropriate for both 0 and 10; the act of reporting is G-TERM and 
so 10 should be marked by ACC. And 0 would be marked by ACC if there was no explicit 10 in the 
clause. (It is the ACC-marked 0 function for the verb bultjigi which gives it the sense of 'report 
on' ,  - if DAT was used the verb would mean 'tell ' .)  But marking 0 and 10 both with ACC case 
leads to ambiguity as to who is being reported. Therefore, a more marked case (i.e. ALL) may be 
used for the 0 function, to unambiguously mark who is being reported. ALL is used because it is a 
case in which the relation of G-TERM is more semantically concrete. Our English speaker's 
intuitions are violated here; English speakers would mark 10 with ALL and 0 with ACC in order to 
avoid the ambiguity. 
Example (57) needs to be given because it illustrates how information may be divided between 
clauses to avoid overloading the semantic content of a clause. It also shows how the verb bultjigi 
can mean either 'tell' or 'report' ,  depending on whether the 0 context takes DAT or ACC marking, 
respectively. The cross-referencing reduced pronouns repeated after the verb indicate that there is an 
adjoined clause, with the same verb obligatorily deleted from the surface structure, but taking the 
extra argument nyuni-ny 2sg-ACC 'you' as direct object. Thus this sentence means ' I  am going to 
tell something to my father, for him I will report you' .  I had asked Manbarrarra how I would say ' I  
will tell my father about you' .  The first time he gave his reply, he  used just one clause (i.e. in.ga-rri 
not articulated after the verb), but then immediately changed it to the form in (57). 
(57) gunydjirr-gir-ki in.ga-rr bultji-gi in.ga-rri nyuni-ny 
father-OBL-DAT 3sgDAT- lsgNOM tell-FUT 3sgDAT- l sgERG 2sg-ACC 
I will tell my father about you. 
(58) ngarri irr yani-0 wali gagi-giri-nyi 
I sgERG I sgERG send-FUT [foodUNMJACC sister-OBL-ACC 
I will send food to (my) sister. { 66: 1 1 8 }  
(59) nganaparra-ban-dirri-ny bil miljirrpi-ni kiri-ny 
[buffaloUNMJACC-TF- lsg-ACC 3duERG show-RPC PROG-RPC 
yarraman 
[horseUNMJACC 
They were then showing buffalo and horses to me. { 34:47 } 
(60) djambaku bili-ny djin gu-li 
[tobaccoUNMJACC 3du-ACC 3plERG give-RPA 
They gave tobacco to them. {34: 1 62}  
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Of thirteen clauses similar to (60), each with the verb 'give' and +HU 10, ten take ACC marking 
for the pronoun cross-referencing 10, and the other three take DA T marking for the equivalent 
pronoun. The ACC marking is the least marked semantically. The use of DAT gives a Benefactive 
nuance. (DAT has other functions, such as Malefactive and A versitive, but when marking 10 with 
the verb ' give' ,  only the Benefactive nuance obtains in the data to hand.) 
(61 )  djini-gi-nyi biri+ntili-pm lrTl-ny gaypi-li 
this-OBL-ACC chest+ALL-TIIPRO I sg-ACC take.from-TPA 
He snatched this from me. { 65:6} 
Examples (49) to (61 )  help validate the norms for ACC marking the G-TERM role. Now we shall 
consider a number of examples in which DAT forms are used to indicate a G-DIR role. Some of the 
verbs are inhe:rently G-DIR (e.g. 'call out', 'hope for', ' search for') and so must take DAT when the 
semantically least marked meaning obtains. One example has already been given in (48), for the verb 
'chase', 'run after' which normally takes ACC for the thing chased, but which takes DAT in (48) 
obligatorily, since the RECIP particle there signals Mutualis function (see 3 . 17  for details of the 
latter). 
(62) belt-pan in.ga djin ngu-li 
throw-TF 3sgDAT 3plERG throw-RPA 
TIley then threw (the flrebrand) towards him. { 24: 137 }  
(63) in.ga yarrarra-miy-ngili, dul? 
3sgDAT aim-CAUS-RPA pow! 
(He) aimed (the spear) towards him, pow! (he hit him). { 34:322-323 } 
(64) malu djundi-n in.ga 
daddyNOM descend-RP A 3sgDAT 
Daddy walked down towards him (the wounded buffalo). { 34:447 } 
(65) ga1Jga-li Jidja nibi djugadjuga-mi-ny kiri-ny 
thigh-INSTR 2plDAT IplexcNOM try.catch.up-CAU-RPC PROG-RPC 
Striding out we tried to catch up to you. { 34:994} 
(66) wllrrp81J limila mlmgl-m kiri-m 
[emuUNM]ACC IplincDAT carry-PRES PROG-PRES 
(He) is carrying the emu to us. { 34: 1 100} 
(67) guVgi libi baJtj-ny miri, wali-gi-ban 
[headUNM]NOM IplexcNOM climb.up-RPC like food-DAT-TF 
We confldently anticipated/hoped.for the food then. { 43:38 } (lit. We raised our heads 
furltowards the food then.) 
Note the use of semblative miri 'like' in example (67). Its function here is to draw attention to the 
fact that the predicate is to be interpreted in a figurative rather than literal sense. They did not literally 
'raise their heads' ,  but rather 'confidently anticipated'. Raising of the head towards a G-DIR referent 
is a way of expressing trust in that referent with the expection of receiving something (when the 
referent is +HU) or of expressing confldent expectation of receiving the -HU referent itself, as in 
(67). miri is quite often used this way, to make a flgurative interpretation unambiguous. 
(68) libila witji-l+a 
1plexcDAT call.out-RPA+NF 
(He) called out to us. { 34:9 12}  
(69) Maningrida-li-ban djina-nydji nibi garrkarrpi-ni kiri-ny 
Maningrida-ALL-TF 3plDAT-RECIP 1plexcNOM search.for-RPC PROG-RPC 
We searched for them on the way to Maningrida. { 34:747 } 
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The verb in (69) may take ACC on the object, to express a G-TERM role under the following 
circumstances: if the subject must move his head from side to side to look past someone in order to 
see someone else, then the latter person is marked with ACC case, as in (70). Consider how hard 
this would be for us to understand without perceiving the difference between G-TERM role and 
G-DIR role. 
(70) inydji-rr garrkarrpi-ni nyuni-ny 
RECIP- 1 sgNOM search.for-TPA 2sg-ACC 
I looked around (him) (to catch sight of) you. (lit. I searched to you.) 
Examples (7 1 )  to (73) show DAT on 10 with a ditransitive verb. Many examples could be given 
of this type, but three will suffice. In (72) the DAT adds a Benefactive nuance to the G-DIR role; 
compare (72) with ACC marking for 10 in (60). Also compare (7 1 )  with ACC marking for 10 in 
(59); in this latter comparison, the use of DA T in (7 1 )  follows from the fact that the RECIP particle 
reduces the verb's valency by one, and in this context DA T is the least marked case for the 10 
function (i.e. no Benefactive nuance obtains). 
(7 1 )  ingki limila-nydji+n milJirrpi-gi 
NEG 1plincDAT-RECIP+3plERG show-FUT 
They (totemic spirits) will not show themselves to us. { 66:26} 
(72) wall, diy, ... libila djin ku-ny kiri-ny-ban 
[foodUNM teaUNMJACC . . .  1plexcDAT 3plERG give-RPC PROG-RPC-TF 
They were giving food and tea �. (34:25 1 )  
(73) girr bilingga yan-il-ban mir warngarriny 
then 3duDAT send-RPA-TF like what's.its.name 
girrilirri bili-ny parrtji-ni kiri-ny 
[thornsUNMJcAU 3du-ACC pierce-RPC PROG-RPC 
Then (he) sent to/against them thorns which would pierce (them). { 53 :40-41 } 
I have given quite a number of examples thus far in this section. This is deliberate, for I wish to 
place the analysis on a firm footing. The semantic contrast of G-DIR versus G-TERM is crucial for 
understanding the semantics of the marking patterns for 0 and 10, and likewise for the semantic roles 
which may be expressed by a DAT cross-referencing pronoun (to be dealt with later). Next we shall 
consider the function of ALL marking on 0 and 10, to which we have already given some attention in 
an incidental way. 
ALLA TIVE USED AS A CORE CASE 
A few clauses in the database exhibit an ALL-marked noun or ALL deictic (or both) in either 0 or 
10 context. This is a context where we normally expect either ACC (which may be realised as UNM 
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in many instances) or OAT. The meaning being conveyed by ALL marking in these circumstances is 
simply a more marked way of indicating the G-TERM function. Because of this it is also useful to 
disambiguate between +HU 0 and 10 referents of a single verb, as we have already seen in (56). 
In normal ircumstances Ojinang uses ALL in peripheral local extensions of the clause and it is 
also used instead of locative when the referent marked by ALL is distant from the subject referent 
(compare Morphy's example 1 50, 1983: 100). Example (74) is of this kind. 
(74) gllrrpu]u-li-ban libili-ny djin nya-ngigi, munuymunuy-li 
open.plain-ALL-TF 1plexc-ACC 3pdERG see-RPA paperbark.tree-ALL 
They saw us among the paperbark trees across the plain { 34: 1 1 80}  (lit. They saw us to 
th,e paperbarks on the plain.) 
Example (75) is a further example of ALL as a peripheral extension of the clause. Here the 
destination is +HU. The verb ' take' is transitive and always uses ALL marking for the destination. 
Another example was (53). Example (76) is interesting; is ALL being used here to mark a core 0 
function (as our English intuitions might suggest), or is it being used as a peripheral extension of the 
clause? I believe the latter is the case, since 'climb' always takes ALL on the object climbed. That is, 
ACC is grammatically incorrect in this case frame, so that ALL cannot here be viewed as being in a 
suppletive relationship to a less marked ACC marking. 
(75) nyani ngunu dji-ny ga-ngili, Paul-nyi ga 
3sgERG [thatUNM]ACC 3pl-ACC take-RPA [paul-ACC and 
Silas ngunyili, bunggawa-li-ban 
SilasUNM]ACC thatALL boss-ALL-TF 
He took those ones, Paul and Silas, to the boss then. (32:54) 
(76) ngarri djunggi-l-dirr baltji-li 
1 sgNOM tree-ALL- l sgNOM climb.up-RPA 
I climbed up a tree. { 34:65 } 
Now let us consider clear instances of ALL marking core arguments of the clause. The next two 
examples exhibit ALL marking O. The verb 'accept/place one's faith in' is semitransitive, normally 
taking OAT for the 0 nominal, while 'praise' is transitive, taking ACC for the 0 nominal. The first 
example literally reads ' If you set your soul on the Lord', where the underlining is the emphasised G­
TERM function signalled by the use of ALL instead of OAT in this context. The ALL in the second 
example emphasises Heaven as the recipient of the praises. I emphasise that these are not elicited 
sentences; they occurred in the retelling of a Bible story. A third example is in (56); two more occur 
in (32:7) and { 33:66 } .  
(77) ngunu-bila nyuni marr inydji yirrpi-gi, Garray-ili 
that-FRAME 2sgNOM soul/powerUNM RECIP set-FUT Lord-ALL 
If you place (your) faith in the Lord. { 32: 122}  
(78) a Djesu-ng-ban gami-li-ban wuk-ny kiri-ny-ban 
- Jesus-GEN-TF above-ALL-TF praise-RPC PROG-RPC-TF 
(He) was praising then to Heaven for Jesus. { 33:67 } 
The next examples give ALL marking on a noun in (80) and on a pronoun in (79), as 10 for 
clauses having ditransitive verbs. Notice that if the 10 is +HU, usually it will be cross-referenced by 
the OAT reduced pronoun, even though the case on the 10 is ALL. This does not mean that ALL is 
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an allomorph of DAT marking; it is just that there is no ALL paradigm of reduced pronouns - the DA T 
paradigm is used supp1etive1y instead. Such examples are the only ones I know of in which the case 
on the reduced pronoun does not agree with the case on the cross-referenced nominal. In fact, I 
suspect that this apparent anomaly is really a strategy for increasing the semantic content of the clause 
without adding much in grammatical complexity. Here, I believe, the DAT cross-referencing 
pronouns may be viewed as signalling a Benefactive nuance, while the ALL-marked noun (or full 
pronoun) emphasises the Goal-Terminative function. This is brought out in the glosses for each of 
these examples. 
The verb 'bring'  in (79) takes an overt nominal 10 only when the referent of the 10 is other than 
the semantic subject. In (80), the equivalent Gupapuyngu clause has OBL on 10 yagaJay. The use 
of OBL in other Yolngu languages obscures our perception of the underlying G-TERM function in 
those languages, for, while OBL is the surface marking, the underlying function is G-TERM, which 
will appear on the surface as ALL case only when the 10 is -HU. With the weakening of OBL case, 
Djinang has normalised the surface marking of +HU to conform to the underlying pattern. Some 
further examples may be found in { 66: 141 } ' send',  { 66: 143 }  'bring', (34:268) ' send' with -HU ro, 
{ 32: 1 5 1 }  'pray to'( loanword), { 43:25 } 'insert'. 
(79) djina wangi-dji djining nyumil-a pirru-ma waH nyumila-li 
3plDAT say-FUT [thisUNM]ACC 2du-DAT bring-YPA [food]ACC 2du-ALL 
(He) said to them, "For you she brought this food to you two". { 66: 1 39 }  
(80) ngarri in.ga-rr yan-ili djurra yagaJay-ili 
1 sgERG 3sgDAT- 1sgERG send-TPA [bookUNM]ACC name-ALL 
For him I sent the book to so-and-so. { 66:140}  
I t  should be clear now how the system operates. Each verb has a semantically least marked case 
frame for core cases. However, the 0 or 10 contexts may have more-marked cases occurring, in 
which instance a nuance of meaning obtains. When ALL is used instead of ACC, it is to emphasise 
the G-TERM relation in an 0 context or in an 10 context. When DA T is used in the context of verbs 
of motion or transfer (where ALL or ACC might otherwise have been expected), a nuance such as 
Benefactive usually obtains. When ACC is used where DA T is normally expected, the sense of the 
verb shifts from an 0 context with G-DIR function to an 0 context with G-TERM function (e.g. the 
verb bultjigi 'tell ' ,  'report'). However, it is only possible to perceive the various nuances against 
the background of the underlying distinction of G-TERM versus G-DIR semantic roles, and the least 
marked case frame for each verb. Without the G-DIR versus G-TERM dichotomy it is impossible to 
explain why DA T marking is a core function for some verbs but a peripheral function for others, nor 
to explain why Allative-like functions may be marked by DA T forms, nor why ALL marking on core 
participants in 0 or 10 contexts may be grammatically correct (where otherwise ACC or DAT would 
have been expected). Nor would we have a semantic framework for understanding the meaning 
shifts signalled by varying the case marking of 0 or 10 referents. 
2.9 ACCUSATIVE AND DATIVE CASES 
In this section we consider further the behaviour of ACC and DAT case marking, and also the 
functions of ACC or DA T reduced pronouns. First we deal with ACC, then with DA T. 
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TABLE 2. 10 
FREQUENCY OF OBLIQUE AFFIX PRECEDING OVERT ACCUSATIVE 
CASE MARKER 
Category Per cent 
kin noun 100 
+HU proper noun 0 
+HU interrogative/indefmite pronoun 0 
pronoun 0 
other +HU nouns (including spirit beings) 77 
-HU nouns 75 
deictic 100 
Firstly we consider the frequency of the OBL marker before ACC case marker. Table 2. 10 gives 
the frequencies for various classes of nominals. 
In other Yolngu languages (such as Djapu, Djambarrpuyngu and Gupapuyngu), OBL occurs just 
with peripheral cases; in particular, ACC case does not occur with OBL. In fact, ACC case is typical 
only with +HU nouns and comparatively rare with -HU nouns. Deictics do not take ACC (though 
they do take OBL), and the ACC form of deictics is homonymous with NOM forms (i.e. UNM). 
The Djinang situation is somewhat different. Firstly, OBL has a wider distribution: obligatory 
with ACC-marked kin nouns, nearly always on other ACC-marked +HU nouns, never on ACC­
marked +HU proper names, and may even occur on ACC-marked -HU nouns. Secondly, ACC has a 
slightly wider distribution: being able to occur on deictics - although the UNM deictic forms are by 
far the most common ACC forms (paralleling the situation in other Yolngu languages). Table 2.10 
shows only the percentages of OBL marking when ACC is overtly marked. Thus it would be 
incorrect, for example, to assume from the percentage for deictics that in 0 context deictics always 
take the form stem-OBL-ACC; rather, what is meant is that if ACC occurs overtly on a deictic, then 
OBL will precede it in all instances. Similarly with -HU nouns, which are common in text in UNM 
form; of the few which do occur with ACC marking, OBL also occurs in 75% of those instances. 
These facts are entirely consistent with the loss of OBL as a case in Djinang. The category of +HU 
proper nouns includes the words maju 'daddy' (Djuwing moiety) and muri 'daddy' (Yirritjing 
moiety), whic we otherwise would have expected to belong to the class of kin nouns. 
Body parts (including secretions and emotional or psychic states) are inalienably possessed. When 
a possessed body part occurs in, say, 0 context a typical Australian construction is used - the 
possessor and the body part are marked alike since they are in a part-whole relationship. Instead of a 
possessive pronoun form (GEN) together with an ACC-marked noun, the possessed noun is UNM 
(covertly ACe) and the possessor is indicated by an ACC reduced pronoun in normal pre-verbal 
position. The possessed noun usually precedes the reduced pronoun, though not necessarily so. 
Some examples of this construction are given below. Some further examples are found in (55), 
{ 46:65,73 } ,  and { 50: 333 } .  A similar construction is used in Subject or Agent contexts, as in (67), 
and in other contexts - such as with concrete cases like ALL, ABL, LOC or PERL - as in (145). 
(8 1 )  gapi . . .  biri-gajmirr linyili-ny katji-ni kiri-ny 
[waterUNMJcAU .. .  [chest-cicatriceUNMJACC 1duexc-ACC reach-RPC PROG-PRC 
The water reached the level of our chest-scars. { 34: 101 8 }  
(82) ngunu-ngir libili-ny nyumirr-djin 
that-ABL 1plexc-ACC smell-RPA 
After that he smelled our sweat. {46:87 } 
bunggan 
[sweatUNM]ACC 
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Finally, in verbless clauses, ACC-marked nominals do not occur unless a transitive verb is 
'understood' ,  though not appearing in surface structure. There is only one example of this nature in 
the database. 
Now we shall go on to consider OAT case. Table 2. 1 1  gives frequencies of OBL marking 
preceding overt OAT marking on some nominal classes. The classes of 'other +HU nouns' and 
'+HU interrogative/indefinite pronouns ' ,  are not given with numerical figures, due to a lack of 
sufficient occurrences to make figures indicative of the actual situation. In the database, neither 
category of nominal has OAT occurring with OBL, but only four forms are represented. I do know 
from experience in the language that OBL can occur with OAT on both these classes, though 
infrequently; the most commonly occurring examples are when other suffixes (such as PL or GEN) 
obtain on the OAT-marked form. 
TABLE 2. 1 1  
FREQUENCY OF OBLIQUE AFFIX PRECEDING OVERT DATIVE 
CASE MARKER 
Category Per cent 
kin noun 100 
+HU proper noun 0 
+HU interrogative/indefmite pronouns low 
pronoun 33 
(see discussion below) 
other +HU nouns (including spirit beings) low 
-HU nouns 10 
deictic 17 
Comparing Table 2. 1 1  with Table 2. 10 suggests that OBL marking before OAT has not widened 
its distribution as much as has OBL marking before ACC. Of the few forms in which OBL occurred 
with OAT on a -HU noun, the noun had a stem-final ng phoneme, which strongly conditions the 
occurrence of OBL. 
Consider now the pronoun forms (see Table 2. 1 1) which take OBL with following apparent OAT 
marker. These are special forms, and their functions are quite different from the functions of OAT in 
all other contexts and on all other nominal classes. On these pronouns, OBL takes the form -r- and 
OAT -ld then follows. The resulting OAT forms are generally functionally similar to an English 
reflexive pronoun. The apparent OAT form may be used in phrases which are NOM, ERG or ACC at 
the systematic level. A reflexive gloss does not always accurately indicate the semantics of the use of 
these forms; the sense is sometimes 'by itself' or 'he only' or 'just himself' rather than simply 'itself' 
(in the case of a 3sg pronoun). Examples (83) and (84) below illustrate this. These are further 
examples of OAT being used as Agent (or Subject) in an Australian language (see also Blake 
1977:35, in which he cites an example from Ojingili). It should be noted that the actual frequency of 
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occurrence of these forms in text is far lower than Table 2. 1 1  suggests. By accident it happened that 
my shorter databaset included nearly every instance of these forms in my total database. 
(83) iii, bili-nyi-rr bagili-ban, djini djam 
1d.uincNOM 3du-ACC- I sgERG fetch-TF [thisUNM]NOM later. today 
nyannga-r-ki bali-dji yili-mirri 
3sg-0BL-DAT die-FUT again-PERL 
Le:t's (go), I will fetch them (2 women) now, later this (buffalo) will die afterwards by 
itself. { 34:876-877 } 
(84) bilay-pilay lim gubi-yi, nyannga-r-ki guJi-tji-dji 
far-far IplincERG leave-IMP 3sg-0BL-DAT rotten-INCHO-FUT 
Le:t's leave it (the buffalo) far away, it can get rotten all by itself. (or Let's leave it far 
away, he himself will become rotten.) { 34:974-975 } 
Further examples may be found in text 22: in a verbless clause { 22:278 } ,  and in a transitive clause 
{ 22:279 } .  Djinba has this function but uses a free form gana 'just' (equivalent to Djinang yarimi 
'just ' ,  Dhuwala yana and Dhuwal yan). The form gana in Djinba is used following pronoun forms 
inflected for OR case, e.g. ngarra-kung gana l sg-OR 'just' meaning 'I alone' or 'I myself'. I am 
unaware of pronominal forms with a DAT-like inflection having this function in any other Yolngu 
language besides Djinang. 
The next topic we shall consider is ' switching reference' .  Djinang usually uses the overt 
occurrence of a full pronoun (sometimes with a co-referential noun) having ERG or NOM case to 
signal a switch of reference to a new semantic subject. However, there is another means of switching 
reference using DAT marking on a nominal (except that GEN is used instead on a pronoun - see the 
beginning of section 2.4 where this is explained to be the result of historical change; formerly the 
pronominal form would have been DA T). This should be glossed 'As for X .. . '  where X is a 
participant previously identified in the discourse. (This gloss was suggested to me by a Djinang 
speaker with some command of English.) Some instances of it could better be thought of as 
topicalising s mething or someone referred to in the preceding context; (86) is such an example. 
(85) djin-gira-ki gurrbi, Manguw, kukunat mir ngili nyini-/O 
this-OBL-DAT place Manguw coconut like l duinc sat-YPA 
As for this place Manguw, we sat (there at) the coconut (palms). { 22: 1 80}  
(86) ingki djinim girra-dji-w, djining+a mirkng 
NEG [thatUNM]ACC eat-THEMSR-IMP [thisUNM+NF]NOM [badUNM 
wali, djinim-ki 
foodUNM]NOM that-DAT 
bultji-djini 
tell-RPA 
ngunung-ngu biligi nyimila-rr 
[thatUNM-DE1C]DAT long. ago 2duDAT- l sgNOM 
Don't eat that, this is bad food. As for this (food) I told you both about it long ago. 
{ 5:3:28-30} 
tThis book has been based primarily on a computerised database comprising thirteen Djinang texts, a large number of 
sentences (some elicited), an extensive dictionary and my Djinba field notes (including two texts). Apart from this, I 
used as backup re.sources a number of other Djinang texts, Capell's field notes and my own Djinang field notes, to check 
my claims against further data and to supply additional examples when the shorter database proved inadequate. The sum 
of all this material was the total database. 
(87) djunggi-gi 
tree-OAT 
wirr 
NEG 
As for the trees, there weren't any. (22:215) 
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OAT -marked reduced pronouns also occur in verbless clauses. The most common function of 
OAT-marked pronouns in verbless clauses is to mark Possession. However, other functions are 
possible. Of the 17 examples of a OAT reduced pronoun in a verbless clause, 1 3  mark Possession 
(76%), 2 mark Beneficiary, 1 marks Purposive and 1 marks Topicalisation. 
(88) nyani gulmi-ngim bilngga 
3sgNOM [younger.brotherUNM-KINPROP 3duOAT]NOM 
He is their younger brother. (34:245) 
(89) nginibi lidja wuw-wili-ngim 
1plexcNOM [2plDAT older.brother-PL-KINPROP]NOM 
We are your older brothers. { 67:  12 }  
The following illustrates Purposive; the verb 'go' is understood: 
(90) nyabini, djiji nyimi, ngiliny maypil-gi ngunyili-ngu 
how.about here 2duNOM 1duexcNOM meat-OAT thatALL-OEIC 
How about you two (stay) here, (and) we (will go) for meat in that direction? { 34:591 } 
In what follows, we shall be discussing the various functions of OAT reduced pronouns. Several 
of the functions have already been discussed in this or previous sections. The functions will be 
enumerated now, with examples given later - one example per function. Although the examples have 
only OAT reduced pronoun forms, it is quite permissible for a coreferential OAT -marked noun or an 
NP, to occur with the OAT reduced pronoun. In text, as has already been stated, such nominals are 
normally deleted from surface structure because in most clauses their referents are 'old' information. 
Functions of OAT reduced pronouns: 
1 .  marking goal of G-DIR activity 
2 .  marking Benefactive or Malefactive function 
3. marking 0 of semitransitive verb 
4.  marking 10 of ditransitive verb 
5 .  marking Possessive function 
6. marking Aversive function 
7 .  marking 'on account of . . .  ' ,  'with respect to . . .  ' 
when a participant has only an indirect 
relationship to the activity 
maintaining salience of a participant 
section 2.8 
( 14), (38), (92) 
(93) 
(72), (73), section 2.8 
(93) 
(95) 
(23), (91 ), (96) 
(97), (34:258) 8. 
(9 1) a ngarri djining, wali nyi-rr gu-ng 
and 1sgPROM [thisUNM]PROM [food]ACC 2sgACC- 1 sgERG give-FUT 
in.ga, mundjarr 
3sg0AT [presentUNM]ACC 
and I (will do) this: food I will give to you for him (as) a present (34:274) 
(92) gadjigarr in.ga mi!Jibi-li 
[pathUNM]ACC 3sg0AT close-RPA 
He (the buffalo) closedlblocked the path to him (the man). {34:809} 
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(93) in.ga-rr ya wngi-nyi 
3sg0AT- 1sgNOM afraid-RPC 
I was afraid of it (the buffalo). { 34:317}  
(94) nguji-pan gapi-mirr-ban bil nyini-ny, gurrbi bilngga 
thatLOC-TF water-LOC-TF 3duNOM sit-RPC [areaUNM 3duOATlLoc 
1l1ere in the water they lived then, in their country. { 19:96} 
(95) djunggi-mirr in.ga pirrgili-nyi 
tree-LOC 3sg0AT take.cover-RPC 
(He) took cover in the trees for fear of it (the buffalo). { 34:851 } 
(96) g<llng ngunungi litja gubi-ni 
[bodyUNM thatUNM]ACC 1duincOAT leave-RPA 
gim bilay-pilay, gapi-nyirring 
because far-far water-PRIV 
He left that carcass on account of us, because (it was) far away in dry country. { 34:964} 
(97) nguji-ban-gima libila balnggi-dji-ni 
thatLOC-TF-EMPH 1plexcOAT afternoon-INCHO-RPA 
When we (got) there it was the afternoon. { 34: 1085 } 
A count reveals there are at least 17 examples in the database of the type illustrated by (96). In 
such instances, all that the OAT marking indicates is that there is a participant implicated in the activity 
in some respect. The ways that participant is implicated may vary widely and are not signalled in any 
way by the morphemes obtaining in surface structure. The hearer must supply the additional 
components of meaning to make proper sense of the clause. In examples such as (97) the semantic 
role is still that of an 'implicated participant' ,  but the implication is so vague that an English gloss for 
libila 1 plexcD AT is not possible. The OAT reduced pronoun in (97) seems only to indicate that the 
participants in the story are still salient in the viewpoint of the narrator. In Possessive examples like 
(88), (89) and (94) the OAT form is used adnominally within an NP to express a head-possessive 
qualifier relation. Examples of this nature are numerous. 
The final use of OAT marking is in PURP constructions. With motion verbs, constructions of the 
form 'go meat-OAT' are common examples of PURP. Less common are examples in which OAT 
occurs on a nominalised verb form. The latter construction is more prevalent in other Yolngu 
languages, but in Ojinang it is used infrequently and may possibly be losing ground to an alternative 
PURP construction which uses ALL case marking (see section 2. 10). 
The NMLSR affix derives a noun from a verb, and the affix is homophonous with the TPIIRPI 
inflection - from which it derives historically. The PURP takes the form stem-NMLSR-DAT; some 
examples follow. Notice that in (98) the word bunggul is a dependent of the PURP-marked verb, 
from which we observe that the Purposive constituent is an embedded clause rather than just a 
nominalised verb. 
(98) ngarri giri-0 bunggul nya-nyir-gi ga (jutj 
1sgNOM go-FUT [ [corroboreeUNM]ACC see-NMLSR-OAT]DAT and return 
I will go to see the corroboree and return (afterwards). {65:32} 
(99) djan ra-gili-ban ngurri-nyir-gi-ban 
3plNOM enter-RPA-TF lie.down-NMLSR-DAT-TF 
They entered (the hut) then in order to sleep. (24: 1 17) 
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A historical note is of interest here. In DhuwallDhuwala, some verbs form PURP as 
stem-nha-raw. This is a resegmentation of an earlier form *stem-nhara-wu, where -*nhara is 
an old NMLSR form (see Heath 1980b:41 and Morphy 1983:77), and -*wu is an allomorph of DAT 
-*Gu. The Djinang segmentation in (98) and (99) corroborates this. 
Djinba forms PURP similarly to DhuwallDhuwala. For example, the. verb ngar7-ya-nmak 
breathe-FACT-FUT forms PURP as ngar7-ya-na-ruw breathe-FACT-NMLSR-PURP ' in order to 
breathe' .  
2 . 10  ALLA TIVE CASE 
This section will review the functions of ALL case marking. ALL typically marks the goal of 
motion, but it has other functions as well. The use of ALL to mark 0 or 10 in certain circumstances 
has been dealt with at length in section 2.8. Those uses of ALL relied on the fact that the function of 
ALL (as 'goal of motion')  is semantically similar to the Goal-Terminative function for ACC case, 
allowing ALL to be used suppletively for ACC case when a more marked G-TERM function was 
desired. And in section 2.3 ALL marking on different classes of nominal was discussed. 
The following examples illustrate ALL in its normal function of marking 'goal of motion' .  A 
Possessive NP is illustrated in ( 102) where the 'place' is viewed as inalienably possessed. ALL 
marking a +HU noun can be found in (75), marking a +HU proper noun in (54), and with the verb 
'climb' in (76). With verbs of placement (e.g. yirrpigi ' set in a definite place' ,  galbungi 'put 
down') ALL case expresses the meaning 'on ' .  
( 100) ngunung ngunyili-pm-ban liny gurrpi-gi gurrbi-li-ban 
[thatUNM]ACC thatALL-THPRO-TF IduexcERG chase-FUT place-ALL-TF 
We will chase that (buffalo) now to the place. { 34:792} 
(101)  djin yagJ-m gm-ny djirrk-il+a garrung-il+a, 
3plERG insert-RPC HABIT-RPC string.bag-ALL+NF flour.bag-ALL+NF 
batjparra-l+a 
large. string. bag-ALL+NF 
They used to put it into string bags or into flour bags. { 43 :25 } 
(102) mir gurrbi-li ngilitja-li i1 wil)i-dji 
like place-ALL 1duinc-ALL 1duincNOM return-FUT 
And so we will return to our own place. { 49: 1 3  } 
ALL case marking may be used to derive purposive verbs. In Yolngu languages, DA T marking 
the nominalised verb form is the normal purposive construction. Djinang still occasionally uses this 
construction (see (98) and (99) of section 2.9), but also has an alternative Purposive form. (Djapu 
seems to have the same construction; see Morphy 1 983: 1 3 1 -2,  example 261 . )  The construction 
involves adding ALL to the nominalised form of the verb; the resulting form may (or may not) itself 
be used as a stem in a further verbal derivation. An example in which the purposive is derived from a 
locative particle 'near' is ngidjirrkng-li-tji-dji near-ALL-INCHO-FUT 'to make it become close' 
(Locational sense), 'to make it happen soon' (Temporal sense). Further examples are given below in 
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which the stem is derived from a verb. Example ( 104) has a reduced pronoun cross-referencing the 0 
participant and preceding the purposive predicate, which shows that the verb is being used as a 
purposive predicate 'to show me' rather than as a derived nominal '*to the showing'. 
( 103) lim giri-@ yigili-nyir-1i 
1plincNOM go-FUT swim-NMLSR-ALL 
We will go for a swim. (lit. We will go to the swim.) 
(104) irri-ny gUI}djirr-pirru-ngili maju-r 
( 105) 
l sg-ACC arm-bring-RPA daddy-ERG 
irri-ny mi1jirrpi-nir-1i 
l sg-ACC show-NMLSR-ALL 
Daddy led me by the arm to show me (the wounded buffalo). { 34:422-423 } 
a djini-ngiri 
and this-ABL 
yigili-gi guyi gurrpi-gi 
swim-FUT [fishUNM]ACC chase-FUT 
gar-gurriyili-dj-nyir-1i-dji-gi 
groin-to.outside-INCHO-NMLSR-ALL-THEMSR-FUT 
Swimming from this side, he chased the fish to cause them to come into the open. 
{ 34:554-555 } 
The final topic to be discussed is the use of ALL to mark 'spatial deixis' .  The idea here is that 
ALL may be used to orient an activity in some direction; all instances of this function in my database 
also involve a body-part noun connoting 'facing' or 'pointing' ,  and several use the name of a 
seasonal wind to indicate the direction. 
( 106) ir.r nyini-@ biri-tja1atjang-ili 
l sgNOM sit-PRES chest-south. wind-ALL 
I am sitting facing the south. { 66:7 } 
( 107) ngambuj-barra-1i in- giri-@ 
eye-north.west.monsoon-ALL 1 sgNOM go-FUT 
I will go in a north-westerly direction. {66:9} 
(108) gl I}gi bukij in.ga-rr bar-ngili, 
[headUNM embankmentUNMJLoc 3sgDAT- 1sgNOM lie.f1at-RP A 
n/jurri-djirridjirri-1i gapi-1i 
nose-downwards-ALL water-ALL 
I spread myself on the edge of the embankment for fear of it (the buffalo), headfirst 
towards the water. { 34:424-425 } 
2. 1 1  ABLATIVE CASE 
This section will discuss the various functions of ABL case marking. ABL typically marks the 
point away from which motion occurs, but like ALL case it has a variety of other functions. The idea 
of 'motion from a spatial point', which characterises ABL in its normal local function, has been 
extended to the idea of 'source' of a directed activity, and in logical space to the notion of 'logical 
contingency' - where a subsequent event is viewed as being logically contingent on the prior 
occurrence of a preceding event, from which it arises as a logical consequence. Motion is, of course, 
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a directed activity, and so it is not difficult to see how the local function of ABL marking was 
generalised to events which do not involve motion. Time changes are also inherently directional, so 
that ABL is used to indicate temporal sequence, translatable in English as 'after that ' ,  'afterwards', 
and so forth. 
Several of these functions have already been dealt with in the previous discussion of deictics in 
section 2.5. Temporal sequence was illustrated by (20) and (21); (23) illustrated ABL as 'source' of 
a directed activity (alternatively, in that context it could have a Temporal interpretation, namely 'after 
that') and (22) illustrated 'logical contingency'. 
At the end of section 2.5 the use of ABL followed (nearly always) by THPRO on deictics, to 
indicate 'on this side' and 'on that side' ,  was discussed. If the stem is not a deictic, then the THPRO 
morpheme is often omitted. Example ( 109) illustrates this sense of ABL marking on the words 'left' 
and 'right' .  The only other words which may take ABL with this sense are wurpi 'other' , as in 
wurpi-ngir-pmi one-ABL-THPRO 'on the one (hand) " 'on the other (hand) ' or even 'on the other 
side' (this form is often used in counting expressions such as gumbirri wurpi-ngir-pmi hand 
one-ABL 'on one hand' 'five')  and the root mal 'part' (which otherwise occurs only in compound 
stems) as the form mal-ngiri part-ABL 'part way' ,  'half way' .  
( 109) wiggu-ngir gu-gunydjirri-nyi ban djunupa-ngiri, 
left-ABL DIST-go.fast-RPC on.the.other.hand right-ABL 
irr rindi-ngil in.gi-rri 
1 sgERG sever-RPA 3sgDAT-l sgERG 
On his left side he (the wallaby) kept running, but on his right side - I had severed it for 
him. { 34:640-641 } 
Now we continue the discussion of ABL used with the sense of ' source' .  The following two 
examples illustrate further how ABL marking may be used to indicate the idea of logical consequence 
(or contingency), translatable as 'because of' or 'due to' .  (Note, the more typical way to express 
'due to' is with OR case.) The ftrst example involves a conversational exchange between two totemic 
men who had speared each other, and their respective sons ask them for what reason their ftght had 
come about. The sons speak ftrst, then the fathers, then sons, then fathers. 
( 1 10) "Wiy! Nyim nyaliki-dj-nyi?" "Ngil inydji-l 
hey! 2duNOM how-INCHO-TPC 1duincERG RECIP- l duincERG 
parrti-ni" "Nyim-ngiri?" "Miyilk-ngiri" 
spear-TPA what-ABL woman-ABL 
"Hey! What did you do?" "We speared each other." "Because of what?" "Because of a 
woman." { l9:70-73 } 
The next example is from a text in which the narrator had just speared his fIrst wallaby. He had hit 
it in the leg, severing the main tendon. The wallaby escaped temporarily, dragging its disabled leg 
from which the broken spear protruded (also see (109) above). 
( 1 1 1) maJu marrngl-m ngunu-ngir, 
[daddyUNMJNOM hear-RPA that-ABL, 
ngunung djarak 
thatUNM spearUNMJABL 
gapiJi-dj-nyir-bi 
[break-THEMSR-NMLSR-OR 
Daddy could hear it due to that broken spear shaft. { 34:645 } 
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The following example illustrates ABL in its local function of marking 'away from' with motion 
verbs. 
( 1 1 2) Wamut djining gi?-kiri-mi Walanggat-ngiri 
[WamutUNM]NOM thisUNM DIST-come-PRES Walanggat-ABL 
Wamut is now coming from Walanggat. { 34: 1 1 87 } 
The difference between ABL and OR marking ' source' needs further explaining. OR case marks 
the source of something when no directionality is involved (see section 2. 1 3  for details), while ABL 
marks the source of something when there is directionality involved. Directionality (or lack of it) is a 
function of thl! main verb of the clause, rather than being inherent in the meaning of OR or ABL case; 
it is the inherent directionality value of the verb which governs the case marking. Thus ABL marks 
the function of ' source' of a directed activity. (Compare the examples following, and in section 2.5, 
with the examples for OR case in section 2. 1 3.) The directionality inherent in this use of ABL 
reminds us of the Goal-Directed function of DAT case, as discussed in section 2.8. Those interested 
in the Whorfian hypothesis may find these facts to be of considerable interest. There is a semantic 
contrast of 'directed' versus 'non-directed' which emerges in the transitivity system (as G-DIR versus 
G-TERM role), and in the peripheral case marking system (as governing ABL versus OR marking). 
This is not a coincidence. 
( 1 1 3) g�1 lim gUl}gi-marrayar-dji-m gm-m+a, galngi-ngir 
and 1plincNOM head-bristle-THEMSR-PRES HABIT-PRES+NF body-ABL 
And our hair bristles (with fright) from our body. (32:25) 
( 1 1 4) a nyani ngunu-ngiri l}am-ngm Gunydjirr in.ga 
and 3sgNOM that-ABL above-ABL [FatherUNM]NOM 3sgDAT 
wangi-n-ban 
speak-RPA-TF 
And the Father then spoke to her from on high. { 53:27 } 
If ABL marking 'source' of a directed activity occurs on a noun which is inherently temporal, then 
the resulting form indicates an event which is 'temporally directed' (i.e. from a past time towards a 
future time) and may be translated by English 'since' or 'ever since' .  An example follows - an NP 
with an embedded temporal clause - where the temporal noun is 'dreamtime' ,  that distant past time 
when totemic beings walked the earth. 
( 1 1 5) ngilimil-angi mirrkun.galing-ngir bultji-ni djanguny 
1plinc-GEN dreamtime-ABL tell-RPA [storyUNM]ACC 
... our story (which) has been told ever since the dreamtime { 42:40} 
Similarly, ABL marking on the Distant deictic stem ngunu- often takes the temporal sense of 
'after that' (on djini- it can mean 'after this '). This use of ABL is quite common. This is not 
different in principle from the 'temporally directed' sense discussed above; however, in this case, the 
nominal to which DA T is affixed is always a deictic, and often the deictic is preceded by rirri-ngir 
mouth-ABL or djabiri-ngir mouth-ABL, meaning 'after' .  Very commonly the ABL-marked deictic 
will take the COMPL affix - which reinforces the temporal sequence of the two events involved. 
Example (20) in section 2.5 illustrates this function of ABL marking, with only the deictic form 
occurring; with either or both rirri-ngir and COMPL, it is extremely common in text as a marker of 
temporal sequence. 
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However, temporal sequence i s  only one of its possible senses. The form ngunu-ngiri that-ABL 
can mean 'from that place' ,  'from that person' ,  'as a consequence of that' or 'after that time' .  As 
mentioned above, a related word is formed by adding the COMPL affix -Girri, where G is realised as 
either k (in disjunctive dialects) or g (in smooth dialects), hence ngunu-ngir-kirri that-ABL­
COMPL, for example. When this word takes a temporal sense, the COMPL morpheme indicates that 
the preceding event has concluded and a new event now follows in temporal sequence. This form 
therefore explicitly excludes any temporal overlap of the successive events. The ABL+COMPL word 
also has non-temporal functions for example, it may take a local sense, meaning 'from the person(s) 
back there behind' or even be used to mark anaphora (i.e. something which is 'behind' in the sense of 
'previously mentioned').  A full discussion is left till the discussion of COMPL in section 3.7. 
Corresponding to ngunu-ngiri and ngunu-ngir-girri, are the forms based on the Proximate deictic 
djini- 'this ' ,  djini-ngiri and djini-ngir-girri. These two forms are used similarly to the forms 
based on ngunu- ' that' ,  though they are not used as frequently. 
The following rather lengthy example illustrates the use of ngunu-ngir-kirri having the local 
sense, 'from back there' ,  or 'left bebind' .  
( 1 16) manymak, biling ngunu-ngir bil gir-ali, bininggili, 
okay 3duNOM that-ABL 3duNOM come-RPA [twoUNM 
yul-mirrpili girri, Mil)inyili, a warngarriny Rurri, 
man-PAUC COMPL Mininyili - what's.his.name Rurri 
ngunu-ngir-kirri djani mala 
that-ABL-COMPL 3plNOM COL]NOM 
Okay, two people, Mininyili and Rurri, who were also men, came from that (group) ­
that group who were back there. { 19:24 } 
The next example features the same form indicating temporal sequence without temporal overlap. 
The example comes from the story of Adam and Eve, when they had just donned clothes for the first 
time. 
( 1 17) girr ngunu-ngir-kirri, inydji bil 
COMPL that-ABL-COMPL RECIP 3duNOM 
gUl)i-dji-n-ban 
shame-INCHO-RPA-TF 
Then after that, they each became ashamed. { 53:59} (or, Then after that they became 
(sexually) shy of each other.) 
Finally, ABL may be used to mark 'spatial deixis' ,  similarly to ALL (see the end of section 2. 10). 
However, ABL orients the activity away from some direction or point. Similarly to the ALL 
instances, a body-part noun may occur, having the sense 'facing' or 'pointing' ,  and the names of 
winds may be used to indicate the direction away from which the activity is oriented. 
( 1 1 8) bumiri-barra-ngir irr giri-� 
forehead-north.west.monsoon-ABL 1 sgNOM go-FUT 
I will go towards the south-east. { 66: 1 1  } 
The following is a brief summary of the various functions of ABL marking that we have 
discussed: 
1 .  local function: (motion) 'away from' 
2.  source of a directed activity: 'from' 
3. logical contingency: 'due to', 'because of' 
( 105), ( 1 12) 
( 1 1 3),  ( 1 14),  (44), (45), (23) 
( 1 10),  ( 1 1 1) ,  (22) 
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4. source: of a temporally directed activity: 'since' , 
'ever since' 
5. temporal sequence: 'after that', 'after this' 
6. anaphora, using COMPL affix: 'the previously 
mentioned' 
7. expressing the local sense 'left behind' ,  using 
COMPL affix 
8 .  temporal sequence, without temporal overlap, using 
CO:rvlPL affix 
9 .  with a Locative sense on some words: 'on that side', 
'on the left' etc. 
10.  spati deixis: 'pointing away from' 
2. 12  LOCAT1VE CASE 
( 1 15) 
(20) 
( 1 1 6) 
( 1 17) 
(109) 
( 1 18) 
This section reviews the functions of LOC case marking, and also deals with suppletive LOC 
forms encountered in our previous discussion. The archaic LOC form -ngi deriving historically from 
an earlier -*nga LOC was discussed in section 2.3 and will not be discussed further in the present 
section, except to give an example of its use in ( 1 19) and also ( 1 23). Examples ( 1 1 9) to ( 121) 
illustrate LOC used in its local sense, meaning 'at ' ,  'on' ,  'in ' ,  'within' and so forth. Example ( 121)  
illustrates that LOC marking is  -0 for place names. Notice also that in  the English free translation of 
( 1 2 1 )  the LOC is given an ALL-like interpretation - this will be explained later in this section. 
Although place names do not take LOC marking as a rule, very occasionally the speaker will include 
the -mirri LOC suffix (in 6% of instances in the shorter database). 
(1 19) mani-ng-ban libi yuJgu-li 
river-LOC2-TF 1 plexcNOM arrive-RP A 
We then arrived at the river. { 34:543 } 
(120) minimbirri-mirri bi tjarri-0 
jungle-LOC HITH stand-PRES 
(He) is standing over there in the jungle. { 34:785 } 
( 121 )  djudju-ga-ny kiri-nya . .  , djudju-ga-ny kiri-ny+a, 
dI'Ove-take-RPC PROG-RPC+DUR drove-take-RPC PROG-RPC+NF 
Murwan.gi-0 
Murwan.giUNM-LOC 
(We) were driving (the cattle) along, driving (them) to Murwangi. (22: 197) 
In section 2.8 we discussed the semantic contrast of Goal-Directed activity versus Goal­
Terminative activity, describing how, amongst other things, the former is typically marked by DAT, 
and the latter by ACC. We also discussed how these categories interacted with the transitivity class of 
verbs. In section 2. 1 1  we briefly discussed how the contrast of directed versus non-directed activity 
accounted for the distributional differences in ABL versus OR marking having the function of 
'source' .  In the present section, we discuss how the G-DIR versus G-TERM distinction emerges 
once more in patterns of surface marking. In the present" instance, we are concerned with the use of 
ALL marking versus LOC marking of a nominal functioning as 'destination of motion' . Example 
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( 121 )  is one such instance, where the destination of motion is marked as LOC rather than, as we 
would have expected, by ALL case. 
The destination of motion may be marked by either ALL case or LOC case, but the choice is 
certainly not random. The choice of marking depends on what is salient to the speaker. If he is 
interested only in stating the destination of the motion he will use ALL case. On the other hand, if he 
is interested rather in events which are to occur once the destination is reached, he will use LOC 
marking. In the latter instance, the LOC-marked nominal functions as the 'termination point' of the 
motion, and as the 'locational setting' of events which occur after having reached the destination. The 
semantic parallelism of 'termination point' with the G-TERM category is obvious. Examination of 
the sentences following ( 121 )  in text 22 reveals that the following context deals only with events at 
Murwan.gi. Example ( 12 1), however, does not include an overt LOC marker, so some examples are 
now given illustrating LOC marking the termination point of motion towards a destination. 
( 122) "Guwa nyumili-nyi-rr ga-ng-ban " 
come.here 2du-ACC-1sgERG take-FUT-TF 
Bili-ny ga-ngili-ban. .  gambigi bala ?-mirr 
3du-ACC take-RPA-TF+DUR [insideUNM house-LOClLoc 
girr bili-ny rurrtjirrmi-n-ban 
COMPL 3du-ACC wash-RPA-TF 
"Come here, I'll take you both (home)." (He) took them then to the inside of his house, 
(and there) he washed them then. { 32: 1 34- 1 36 }  
( 123) Jarr-ban libi kiri-ny nyInl-ny 
set.off-TF 1plexcNOM walk-RPC PROG-RPC 
kiri-ny nyInl-ny+a mani-ng djut 
walk-RPC PROG-RPC+NF river-LOC2 sit.down 
We set off, walking all the way to the river (and there we) sat down. { 34:73-74} 
(1 24) djari-ngili, biling minigi-ny kiri-ny+a, gurrbi-w 
chop-RPA 3duERG carry-RPC PROG-RPC+NF [place-SPEClLoc 
(They) chopped (the log, then) they carried (it) to (their) camp. { 20:8 } 
Now we must consider the SPEC suffix -wi, which occurs in ( 1 23). This affix is only used with 
the words gurrbi 'place' ,  'camp' and ganba 'deserted camp' ,  'empty place' (see section 3 . 19, 
example (296) for an instance of the latter). When this affix occurs with the noun gurrbi, the stem­
final i is always phonetically assimilated to the following w, and thus is pronounced as [u] , i.e. 
[gurrbuwi] . When the -wi SPEC form is used, the speaker has either a specific locality in mind or a 
specifically named locality (cf. Djapu -ngumi which has the same function, Morphy 1983:33). If the 
SPEC affix occurs, no other LOC form may occur with it. This would be grounds for treating it as 
an allomorph of LOC case, but I prefer to treat it as a separate morpheme, since neither the Djinang or 
Djapu forms appear to be cognate with any Yolngu LOC affix. Thus gurrbi-wi appears to belong to 
the paradigm of place names, which also do not take LOC marking. To corroborate this analysis, we 
note that just as place names may take ABL case marking, so too may gurrbi-wi, as in ( 125). Of 
sixteen instances of gurrbi-wi in the database, six (38%) occur in conjunction with a place name. 
Another example occurs in (32:91).  
The Djinba affix having the same function is -li, e.g. ngirri-li place-SPEC 'camp'. In my data, 
the form only occurs on the word ngirri 'place' ,  'camp' .  In view of the wide variation of forms 
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used in different Yolngu languages for this function, it is unlikely that the Djinang form is 
etymologically related to DAT -gi. 
( 125) a ngunu-ngir yagalay-ngir gurrbi-w-ngiri giri-@ 
and that-ABL name-ABL place-SPEC-ABL go-FUT 
and from so-and-so's camp (I) come { 46: 198 } 
In Table 2.6 (section 2.5) the LOC deictic forms were shown to be based on two suppletive forms: 
djiji thisLOC and nguji thatLOC. These are rarely, if ever, used with a Temporal function (at least I 
know of no unambiguous examples of such use); instead they always have the local sense of 'here' 
and ' there' ,  respectively. The Near-Proximate and Near-Distant forms are djijimi and ngujimi, 
respectively, where the final syllable of each is probably a reflex of the earlier *-ma PROM 
allomorph. 
The apparently LOC-marked forms djini-mirri and ngunu-mirri, based on the deictic stems 
djini- 'this' and ngunu- 'that', are in reality PERL forms 'this way' and 'that way' ,  respectively. 
The etymology of these forms was discussed in section 2.5. These forms can also be used in a non­
local sense to mean 'this way of doing it' and 'that way of doing it' ; the former meaning occurs in 
(5 1 )  in section 2.8.  The interrogative/indefinite pronoun corresponding to these two forms is 
nyali-mirri where-PERL 'which way? ' ,  'whichever way ' rather than the expected 
*nyali-mirrpmi. 
The following examples illustrate the preceding comments. Example ( 127) not only illustrates 
nguji, but also another instance of gurrbi-wi and a further instance of a LOC form marking the 
termination point of motion towards a destination. 
( 126) "I1yum djiningi, rum mirkng nyim 
2duERG [thisUNM]ACC [way.of.lifeUNM badUNM]ACC 2duERG 
djama-dji-m djiji nginbil-a gurrbi-w" 
work-THEMSR-PRES [thisLOC 1plexc-GEN place-SPECJLoc 
"You (are doing) this: you are instigating bad practices here in our area." (32:58) 
( 127) W<lrrwarr nguji, biling nyini-ny gurrbi-wi 
move.fast thatLOC 3duNOM sit-RPC [place-SPECJLoc 
They went quickly there, (and) sat at the place. { 20:87 } 
( 128) dJini-mirri minydji lim walmi-dji 
thi s-PERL THITH 1plincNOM ascend-FUT 
We will go up from here this way. {34:507 } 
( 129) biJing bil gir-ali, bininggili wulgaman, 
3duNOM 3duNOM go-RPA [twoUNM old.personUNM]NOM 
ngunu-mirr-pan-gima 
that-PERL-TF-EMPH 
The two old men went that way then. { 19:35-36} 
The adverbial particle yili 'again' ,  'once more' is used to indicate succession of similar events. 
This particle may also take apparent LOC marking, yili-mirri, which in fact is a reflex of earlier 
PERL marker *-murru (as for the deictic stems and the nyali- stem discussed above). The 
yili-mirri form may be used in either a Temporal sense or a local sense. The Temporal sense may 
be translated by English 'afterwards'. The local sense is 'coming/following behind' when motion is 
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involved, or 'occurring behind' (see (83) in section 2.9) when no motion is involved. Thus this 
word is used when a sequence of events is involved, and it points to the event which 'follows' .  
These facts suggest that the original suffix was probably PERL *-murru, since the meaning would 
have been 'again-PERL', with PERL signalling traversal of a locus through time or space (see section 
2. 14); such a collocation of meanings is consistent with the senses 'afterwards' and 'following 
behind' .  
Note that ngurrwakng 'before' i n  ( 130) i s  used to indicate remote future time. (This probably is 
due to a retention of an earlier division of the time line in which there was symmetry of categories in 
both past and future times: 'earlier today' versus ' later today' ,  'recent past' versus 'recent future' and 
'remote past' versus 'remote future' .  Some Yolngu languages (e.g. Gupapuyngu) retain this system 
of categories in their modern grammars, but it is absent from Djinang and Djinba.) 
( 130) ngurrwakng yili-mirri djin yulgu-ng 
before again-PERL 3plNOM arrive-FUT 
They will arrive a long time after (the present). {66: 1 3 }  
( 1 3 1 )  djani yili-mirri-ban buluki djin ka-ny kiri-ny 
3plERG again-PERL-TF [cattleUNM]ACC 3plERG take-RPC PROG-RPC 
Following after (us) they were taking the cattle. (34:214) 
In ( 120) and ( 1 28) the DIRECT particles bi HITH 'towards', 'hither' and minydji THITH 'away 
from' ,  'thither' ,  'from here' occurred. (The former is cognate to Djapu be, see Morphy 1983:62.) As 
may be expected from our discussion thus far in Chapter 2, these two particles actually may be used 
in a variety of functions; furthermore, these functions involve directed versus non-directed activity 
and also local senses, and, in the case of minydji, temporal senses also. However, a full discussion 
of these particles is beyond the scope of this section, and is reserved till the next chapter. 
The particle bi can be used in three ways (see section 3 . 15  for details): 
1 .  marking indefinite (non-remote) location: 'over there' , 
2 .  marking motion towards a salient participant or place, 
3 .  marking directed activity (non-motional) towards a salient participant or place. 
In this section, we shall consider only the first of these. An example of this usage already 
occurred in ( 1 20). 
I shall give just one more example, ( 132), in which bi occurs three times - each instance marking 
indefinite non-remote location, where a suitable gloss is 'over there' .  The context of this example is 
as follows: the speaker's companions had earlier speared a buffalo on the other side of a creek and left 
it to rot. The speaker has just climbed a tree, but all he can see from there is live buffalo. Example 
( 132) continues the narrative (note the relative clause) : 
( 132) bil gujing ngunu bi+nydji bil parrti-ni, 
but [rottenUNM thatUNM HITH+RECIP 3duERG spear-TPA]NOM 
ngunu ngunu-ngir-pm, ngunu-ngir-pm bi nyini-nyi, 
[thatUNM that-ABL-THPRO that-ABL-THPRO]NOM HITH sit-RPC 
bi ngurri-nyi 
HITH lie-RPC 
But the rotten one that they had each speared over there, that one was on the other side, 
over there on the other side it was sitting [sic] , it was lying over there. { 34:353-355 } 
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Further instances of bi are common in the texts. Examples having various functions may be found 
in (22:202,225), (32:69, 105) and (34:238). 
In this sec:tion we have discussed LOC case, forms of PERL case marking that are formally 
identical to LOC marking, and two ways of signalling locative functions by morphemes other than 
LOC, namely the SPEC affix and the particle bi. The functions of LOC discussed in this section 
were: 
1 .  locative function: 'at', ' in' ,  'on', 'within' etc. ( 1 19)-( 121)  
2.  marking tennination point of motion: ( 122)-(124). 
2. 1 3  ORIGINA 11VE CASE 
While all Y olngu languages appear to have an OR case, the Djinang form for this case is unrelated 
to the typical Yolngu form, -Gung(u}. The Djinang form for OR is -Bi. The modern form of OR 
case marking resulted from a merger of the Yolngu >It-Buy ASSOC case marker with the OR case 
marker, at the time of the Djinang vowel shift when the change >It-Buy > -Bi took place. We do not 
know what the form of the early Djinang OR case marker was; there is nothing in the modern 
language to suggest what it may have been. It may well have been different from the typical Yolngu 
OR case's form cited above, as would be expected since ASSOC and OR have merged in modern 
Dj in ang. Djinang retains an Associative function, however, though it is now marked by OR case. 
Because th,e modern form of OR case resulted from merger of the Yolngu ASSOC affix with early 
Djinang OR marking, merging with the INTENS affix -Bi as well, it follows that, in modern 
Djinang, OR case marking is used to mark semantic roles which in other Yolngu languages are 
marked by other affixes. For example, Yolngu languages may suffix the NMLSR-marked form of a 
verb (itself a nominal form) with ASSOC marker -Buy, fonning a further nominal stem. However 
Djinang regularly nominalises verbs by suffixing the OR marker -bi to the NMLSR-marked form of 
the verb. See the discussion preceding (9) in section 2.4 for more details of functions marked by OR 
case. 
Like the local case markers, temporal and non-temporal senses obtain for OR marking, depending 
on the semantic features of the word marked by OR case. The most common temporal example is the 
word ngurrwagi/ngurrwakngi 'before' ,  ' long ago' ,  ' the beginning' ,  which when it takes OR 
marking means ' from the beginning' ,  ' since the beginning' ,  ' since before' and related meanings. 
That is, OR used in a temporal sense marks a state which originates existentially from an event or 
state at an earEer time. 
However, u sed non-temporally it marks a referent (which may be a person or place) as the point of 
origin for an item. This sense pennits OR case to be used in verb nominalisations in which an item or 
state comes into existence by means of the activity expressed by the verb. And since modern OR 
marking is a reflex of earlier ASSOC marking, the use of OR marking for verb nominalisations 
whereby the referent of the derived noun is something 'associated with' the activity expressed by the 
verb makes perfectly good sense, e.g.nyini-nyir-bi sit-NMLSR-OR 'a seat ' ,  baltj-nyir-bi climb­
NMLSR-OR " a  step' (as in a flight of stairs). Hence nominalisations involving earlier ASSOC 
marking maintained their general form during the merger of ASSOC case with OR case. 
In fact, with a large class of nouns OR may be used with a clear Associative function, e.g. 
guggi-bi head··OR 'hat' ;  ngawirrka-bi tobacco-OR 'ashtray' ;  gageji-bi thigh-OR 'shorts ' or 'a part 
of'; bir-bi chest-OR 'shirt' or 'front', 'before' ;  mil-bi eye-OR 'one's sight'. Nouns like this can be 
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coined at need, showing that this is still a productive derivational strategy. In these cases, the earlier 
function was retained while the form of the marker underwent change. 
In section 2. 1 1  the difference between ABL marking ' source' of a directed activity and OR 
marking ' source' of a non-directed activity was discussed. I now give a number of examples 
illustrating OR case used in this sense. The fIrst group of examples illustrates OR used to denote a 
(non-temporal) source in the context of a non-directed activity. The examples include both +HU 
nouns, and -HU nouns (usually places) as the 'source' .  Words marked by OR may be used 
adjectivally, as in ( 133),  still with the sense of a non-directed ' source' .  However, in the latter 
instance whether the main verb involves directed or non-directed activity is irrelevant, since here OR 
marks an adnominal relation to the noun 'resin'. Example (1 34) is a coordinate NP in which there is 
embedded a relative clause: 'that were sitting right there' .  The fInal constituents of the coordinate NP 
illustrate OR case used to indicate 'source' in the context of a non-directed activity (i.e. of existing). 
( 1 33) nyani bunyin-ba1pi-gi djidji-li ngagitjali-bi gaJanyan 
3sgERG buttock-pound-FUT crack-ALL [ironbark.tree-OR resinUNM]ACC 
He will press resin from the ironbark tree into the crack. { 66:2 } 
( 1 34) . . .  ngunung, miyilk-ang, djama-gil)-piJi, 
. . . [thatUNM woman-GEN work-PROP-PL 
ngunu ngu1i-kim djin nyIDI-ny, 
thatUNM thatLOC-EMPH 3plNOM sit-RPC 
ga bungga wa ngun-gira-pi gurrbi-bi 
and bossUNM that-OBL-OR place-OR]ERG 
. . .  the woman's  workers that were sitting right there and the boss from that place 
(32:44-46) 
( 135) a ngilim djini-wiJ-tji ingki-ban Jim rrupiya 
and IplincERG [this-PL-DEFJOR NEG-TF IplincERG [moneyUNMJACc 
marr-gi wana ngunu wurpa-pi yul-bi 
get-FUT [bigUNM]ACC [thatUNM other-OR man-OR]OR 
and we won't now get lots of money from those other men (32:51-52) 
(1 36) wali libi ka-ny mitjin-bi 
[food]ACC IplexcERG bear-PRC [Mission-OR]ACC 
We were bearing food originating from the Mission. { 34:22 } 
The next three examples illustrate OR used to denote temporal source in the context a non-directed 
activity. Incidently, the reduplicated OR case on the [mal word of ( 1 37) could, in this environment, 
be viewed as functionally Associative, which fIts the context here better than Originative. This 
follows from the fact that the second OR case in such -OR-OR case reduplications is a reflex of earlier 
*-Buy ASSOC marking. 
( 1 37) nyani ngurrwagi-pi ngunung, 
[3sgUNM beginning-OR thatUNM 
yuJ-ang-pi-bi 
[Aboriginal-GEN-OR-OR]NOM 
Murrumbitj, 
MurrumbitjUNM]NOM 
It, that (place) Murrumbitj, from the beginning has been Aboriginal's only. (34:218) 
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(1 38) miJgaji libi girra-dj-nyi ngurrwagi-pi 
[cycad.nut]ACC IplexcERG eat-TIffiMSR-RPC beginning-OR 
We have been eating cycad nuts since long ago. {43 :2 }  
( 139) yil-dirr bultji-gi djanguny, ngurragi-pi girri 
once.more- l sgERG tell-FUT [storyUNM beginning-OR COMPL 
mirrkun.galingi-bi, buJtji-nir-bi
· 
djanguny 
dreamtime-OR tell-NMLSR-OR storyUNM]ACC 
Once again I will tell (you) a story which comes from the beginning also, a traditional 
story from the dreamtime. { 42: 1-2 }  
Example ( 1 39) also contains a nominalisation of the verb ' to tell' ,  which means literally 'a telling' 
and is used adjectivally to mean 'traditional' (i.e. cannonised by repeated tellings over a long period 
of time). F rther examples of this nature are: gingi-nyir-bi 'thoughts' from gingi- 'think' ;  
manya-nyir-bi 'ficticious '  from manya- 'find' ,  ' try out ' ;  wukirri-dj-nyir-bi 'written ' ,  
'a  writing'  :from wukirri-dji- 'write ' ;  bunduk-patji-nir-bi ' semicooked (meat) ' from 
bunduk-patj.i- 'half-cook' ;  djama-dj-nyir-bi 'a  fabricated object' from djama-dji- ' work ' ,  
'fabricate' .  We saw other examples of this nature earlier in this section. A n  older way of 
nominalising, now no longer productive, was to add the archaic nominaliser suffix -ng(i) to the 
nominalised form of the verb, e.g., bali-nyiri-ng 'dead one' from bali- 'die' .  
A further sense of OR marking is to convey the meaning 'about' in constructions of the type: 'a 
story about X',  where X will be marked by OR case. This, of course, is the Associative function 
mentioned above. Example ( 140) is an example of this type. 
(140) . . . djanguny, mir YaJurr-bi, yuw, biJapiJa djanguny 
. . .  storyUNM like Yalurr-OR yes its.like.that storyUNM 
. . .  the story about Yalurr, yes, (it's) such a story as that { 20:37 } 
Finally, OR case (often in reduplicated form) may also be used to indicate the Causative agent for a 
situation that has come into being, when the situation arises as an indirect consequence of the agent's 
actions, or when a non-agentive nominal is the indirect cause of an event, such as in ( l 35), ( 141)  and 
( 142). OR case used this way may usually be glossed 'due to' or 'because of' ; such constructions are 
the productive way of marking indirect causation. In ( 141)  miri is used to indicate that the OR 
function is not here marking Originative function, but rather the more semantically marked function of 
Causative. Note that in ( 142) there is also suffixation with ABL indicating logical consequence, 
thereby stating the proposition that not only have their actions resulted in them all becoming bad, but 
that this was also a logical consequence of those actions. 
( 141)  mllnatja inma mirgi-dji-dji-ban gima 
[soilUNM]NOM 2sgDAT bad-INCHO-FUT-TF because 
mir nyungu-pi-bi 
like 2sg-0R-OR 
Thl� soil will become bad for you because of you. 
( 142) girna djannga-pi-bi-ngir djin mirgi-dji-ni-ban 
because 3pl-OR-OR-ABL 3plNOM bad-INCHO-RPA-TF 
bukmak mala 
[allUNM COL]NOM 
... because due to them(selves) they have all become bad now 
2. 14  PERLATlVE CASE 
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The etymology of PERL -mirrpmi was discussed towards the end of section 2.5. In what 
follows we are concerned just with its functions. PERL case, in its local sense, indicates that an 
activity occurs through a locus in physical space. It is typically used to express motion 'through X',  
where X is an extended medium such as the sky, bush, water, or 'along X',  where X is a long thin 
entity, such as a road, beach or river (bank). Example ( 143) illustrates PERL used locally. 
( 143) mawurrk-mirrpm, minydji nibi djundi-dji, 
casuarina.tree-PERL TIIITH 1plexcNOM descend-FUT 
Gugatjirri 
[GugatjirriUNMlLoc 
We went away down to Gugatjirri through the Casuarina trees. { 34: 1 148 } 
A figurative extension of the function of PERL marking is Instrument-like. It conveys the sense of 
' through the medium of' or 'enabled by' ,  with nominals representing non-manipulable or non­
wieldable entities. Such entities are language, persons and attributes. It can even be used on a noun 
representing a wield able entity, but when so used the speaker has in mind its enabling function. 
Examples ( 1 44) to ( 146) illustrate the sense 'though the medium of', used with non-manipulable 
nouns. In ( 1 44) yan-mirrpm language-PERL 'through language' is understood, though not 
expressed overtly; a similar example occurs in (27). 
( 144) Balanda-mirrpm in.ga wangi-@ 
European-PERL 3sgDAT speak-YPA 
(He) spoke to him in English. { 22: 167 }  
( 145) yaku-mirrpm Djesu-mirrpm, a yulgu-w-ban budjirri-ngiri 
name-PERL Jesus-PERL - come.out-IMP-TF belly-ABL 
.. .  through the name of Jesus, come out now from her belly. (32:39-40) 
( 146) nyuni wanngi-pm gi?-kiri-@ nyanng-a ganydjarr-mirrpm 
2sgNOM alive-THPRO DIST-go-FUT 3sg-GEN power-PERL 
You will continue still living (i.e. live eternally) through his power. { 32 : 125 }  
A further figurative function of PERL marking i s  to indicate a span of similar activities, which in 
English would be expressed as 'from one to another' ,  ' thoughout' or 'in one after another'. The span 
can be either temporal or spatial. Because the intention of PERL marking is to indicate a span of 
activity, it can be used to express a single participant doing a span of activity (i.e. the same activity in 
a variety of places) or, alternatively, to express one activity done by a number of participants within 
an extended area. The examples below illustrate both these possibilities: ( 147) illustrates one activity 
repeated over an extended time; (148) illustrates one activity done by many people at the same time 
but over an extended area. 
( 147) nyani ngurri-dji 
3sgNOM lie.down-FUT 
She will sleep with many men. 
galbi-mirrpm 
many-PERL 
yul-mirrpm 
man-PERL 
----------------------------------________ __ I 
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( 148) a lim ngurri-dji garray-mirrpm bala ?-mirrpm 
and IplincNOM sleep-FUT good-PERL house-PERL 
And we shall sleep in many fine houses. { 52:20}  
The similarity of PERL marking in (147) and (148) to the DIST reduplication of the initial syllable 
of a verb stem is worthy of comment here. DIST reduplication will be discussed in detail in section 
3 . 10. Some examples of DIST reduplication may be found in ( 1 1 2), ( 109), (23) and ( 1 8) above. 
Briefly, DIST signals that the activity represented by the verb is 'distributed' across a span of time or 
across a group of participants (who are each doing the activity at the same time). The similarity to the 
last-discussed function of PERL marking is apparent. The difference between them is minimal, as far 
as I can discern, when the 'span' encompasses a number of different participants acting 
simultaneously. 
However, there is a difference between them when the activity spans an extent of time or space: 
PERL indicates a discrete activity repeated across a span of time or space; 
DIST indicates a non-discrete activity which continues uninterrupted across a span of time or 
space. 
There is also DUR vowel lengthening, which has similar meaning to DIST. It signals continuity 
or repetition of action through a span of time until an end point is reached. If motion is involved, then 
it has the added. component of meaning that the participant is changing his physical location as a result 
of performing the activity. It is clear from these facts that temporal and spatial spans are a basic 
category in the Djinang semantic system. PERL case is but one point in the semantic system where 
the category of 'span' is realised morphologically. 
Finally, the Djinba PERL case marker is -pani, e.g. djunggu-pani tree-PERL 'through the trees' 
and yulngi-pani man-PERL 'by means of a man' .  
2. 1 5  GENITIVE CASE 
Formally, GEN case is marked by -ang(i) on nouns and pronouns. The etymoloogy of Djinang 
GEN case marking was dealt with in section 2.4. Some dialects (e.g. Manyarring) often elide the 
-ng(i) formative of the GEN marker, so that GEN often occurs merely as an -a allomorph. Actually 
all dialects exhibit this elision, though disjunctive dialects do so more frequently. An example occurs 
in (1 46). 
In Djinang, GEN may be used in one of three different contexts. The most common context is to 
mark Possessivle adnominal relations, a number of which have already occurred in ( 1 ), (2), ( 1 1 5), 
( 126), ( 1 34), ( 1 37) and ( 146), so just two more will suffice here. Note that GEN marking, when 
used adnominal1y in a Possessive context, may take further case suffixation, as in ( 1 50). 
(149) ngambirri, nyanng-ang ngambirri, ... ngiy, 
[mmherUNM 3sg-GEN motherUNM]PROM yes 
ngunu-kir-angi mirr-angi, 
[that-OBL-GEN devil-GENJpROM 
A mother, his mother ... yes, that devil's (mother) . . .  { 50:26,30} 
( 150) IJ u-IJunydjirri-"-ban gurrbi-ngir ngirr-ang-ngir 
DIST-run-FUT-1F camp-ABL 1 sg-GEN-ABL 
He will keep running away from my place. { 66: 82 } 
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A second context for GEN marking has been discussed already at the beginning of section 2.4. 
On pronouns GEN may occur with the function of signalling a contrastive reference shift, but other 
word classes use DA T marking for this function. When used this way the pronoun is fronted in the 
clause, and usually a pause separates the fronted element(s) from the main body of the clause, as in 
the following examples. 
( 1 5 1 )  nyanng-angi mir warngarrinyi, bu-m gm-mi yul-ngi-nyi, 
( 152) 
3sg-GEN like so-and-soUNM, kill-YPA HABIT-YPA man-OBL-ACC 
As for him, whatever his name was, he used to kill men. 
ngilitj-ang, ngurri-nyin 
1 duinc-GEN lie-RPA 
ngurri-nyin+a, djadaw, 
lie-RPA+NF morning.light 
nginibi gir-ali-ban, Yurrwi-li-ban 
1plexcNOM go-RPA-1F Milingimbi-ALL-1F 
As for us two, we slept. (Having) slept, at fIrst light we all went to Milingimbi then. 
{ 22:83-84 } 
Lastly, GEN case may be used to mark those clause participants which stand in a semantically and 
grammatically peripheral relation to the event encoded by the core grammatical relations. The most 
typical of such relations is a Benefactive one, as in nyani bulai ngirr-angi 3sgUNM goodUNM 
1 sg-GEN 'He (Jesus) is good for me' (taken from a local Christian song). Besides such Benefactive 
contexts, other semantically peripheral functions may obtain, such as 'with respect to' or 
'concerning' .  There can sometimes be some overlap with the Associative function, as in (29 1)  in 
section 3 . 1 9, where the word for woman would normally be marked with OR case (having 
Associative function). See also (78) in section 2.8. Clause-peripheral occurrences of GEN marking 
may also be Aversitive, as in ildji bir-maIJbi-dji-ni-ban nginbil-angi 2plNOM chest-hard-
1NCHO-TPA-1F 1plexc-GEN 'you have become too strong/problematical for us'. 
The latter uses of GEN marking occur in the clause's grammatical periphery; GEN marked nouns 
do not normally occur suppletively where DAT-marked nouns realise a core grammatical relation such 
as G-DIR with a semi transitive verb. Nevertheless, there are exceptions to this generalisation. For 
example, the clause ngarri djalng-dji-rri nyanng-ang 1 sgNOM want-1NCHO-PRES 3sg-GEN 
can mean either 'I  want it for herlhim' or 'I  want herlhis one' or 'I  want/desire herlhim'. The last of 
these, but not the other two, is synonymous with the clause ngarri djalng-dji-rri nyan-ki 
1 sgNOM want-INCHO-PRES 3sg-DAT, in which the nyan-ki 3sg-DAT realises a core grammatical 
relation. 
Finally I give two more examples. These are slightly problematical because there is potential for 
ambiguity. The GEN-marked noun ( 'Lord (Jesus)' in both examples) may be in a semantically 
peripheral relationship, probably Benefactive, admitting a gloss something like 'for the Lord',  which 
in the context would be meant to be understood in the sense of 'because that's what the Lord would 
want' or a similar idea. Alternatively, the GEN-marked noun may be in an adnominal relationship to 
the head of the Object NP, realising a Possessive function. I consider the second alternative to be 
better, and gloss them accordingly, but I think the question is somewhat open. 
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(1 53) djin prayer-dj-ny-ban, wurpmi-li ngunyili 
3plNOM pray-THEMSR-RPC-TF one-ALL thatALL 
!J<lmi-li-ban, Garray-ang-ban 
above-ALL-TF Lord-GEN-TF 
They were then praying to the One above, the Lord's (One). { 32: 1 5 1 } 
( 154) inydji liny marr-yirrpl-gl ngunung Garray-ang 
RECIP IduexcNOM soul-set-FUT [thatUNMJDAT Lord-GEN 
We can put our trust in that (One), the Lord's (One). { 33 :87 }  
This compl.etes our discussion of case and the functions which may be signalled by case marking. 
In Chapter 3 we shall consider the form and functions of non-case suffixes. Djinba forms will be 
given as well, where known. 
CHAPTER 3 
NON-CASE MORPHOLOOY AND MINOR WORD CLASSES 
The aim of this chapter will be fIrstly to deal with those aspects of nominal morphology not 
discussed in the chapter on case; secondly, to describe the functions of the minor word classes; and 
lastly, to describe non-suffIxal verbal morphology. Thus, by the end of this chapter, we will have 
covered the inflectional resources of Djinang, except for the tense/aspect/mood verb suffIxes. The 
latter will be dealt with in Chapter 4. In discussing the functions of minor word classes, it is 
inevitable that some of the syntax of clauses be included. 
3. 1 PROPRIETIVE, ALIENABLE AND PRIVATIVE AFFIXES 
( 1 )  Proprietive -gil)ingi, -kil)ingi 
The PROP affix derives nominal stems with the meaning 'having X',  where X is the referent of 
the form to which PROP is affIxed. PROP therefore indicates possession, and is used in the context 
of inalienable possession. (The related affIx, ALIEN, is used for alienable possession of the type 
'having X' .) PROP is very commonly affIxed to nominalised verb stems to signal meanings of the 
type 'one who does the action X', where X is the meaning of the verb stem. 
The derived PROP-marked nominal may be used as the head of an NP, adjectivally, as a verbal 
stem (in which case it takes further affIxation) or as a predicate nominal (in which case it takes 
no further affixation). PROP may be affixed to the following word classes: noun, loanword 
(mostly Austronesian or English loans), deictic, adverbial particle, nominalised verb and 
interrogative/indefInite pronoun. 
The unshortened form of the PROP affIx is -Gil)ing(i), where G is g or k. Which phoneme 
occurs in any one instance will depend on several factors: the preceding phoneme (whether vowel or 
consonant - k is more common after a consonant), the dialect of the speaker (g is slightly more 
common in smooth dialects), the word class to which the stem belongs (k is more common with 
adverbial particles and nominalised verbs) and the length of the stem (k is more likely if the stem is 
long). 
The shortened form of the PROP affIx is -Gil)(i), with the archiphoneme G realised as above. The 
short PROP form typically occurs when further suffIxation follows, and if the suffIx which follows 
begins with a stop consonant, then the form -Gil) will be used more frequently than the -Gil)i form. I 
have only one example of -Gil) occurring in word-fInal position. There is one possible exception to 
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the rule 'if suffixation follows the PROP affix then PROP takes the short fonn' :  the unshortened fonn 
of PROP is used when the allomorph -rei) of ERG, PROM, CAU or INSTR follows, or when OBL 
-ngir(i) follows, for example ]ayki1)-gi1)ingi-ri healing-PROP-ERG and djama-gi1)ing-ngimi 
work-PROP-KINPROP, where the ng-ng sequence is phonetically a lengthened ng. However, 
these apparent exceptions may be re-analysed as ]ayki1)-gi1)i-ngiri healing-PROP-ERG, and 
djama-gi1)i-ngimi work-PROP-KINPROP, since -ngiri is known to be an allomorph of ERG 
marking - see section 2.7. Either analysis is viable, though the lengthening of ng makes the former 
more appealing. 
Examples ( 1 6) and (22) include wanngir-nya-ki1)ing save-NMLSR-PROP ' saving one' ;  (37) 
includes djama-gi1)-pil-ngir work-PROP-PL-ERG 'the workers' .  Further instances of PROP can 
be found in the cited texts in the following places: fossilised PROP (22: 1 78); on a noun stem 
(32:23,28,74, 1.00); on a noun stem and followed by PL (32:44,47). 
One PROP form of frequent occurrence is bubali-ki1)ing(i) indiscriminate-PROP, which takes a 
variety of meanings, depending on context. It may refer to persons or things meaning 'everyone', 
'each one,' 'everything' ,  to location meaning 'everywhere' or to time meaning 'every time' .  The 
form bubali-kiI)(i)-mirri indiscriminate-PROP-LOC means either 'at any time' or 'at any place' .  
The Djinba PROP affix i s  -1)al). The etymology of the Djinang -Gi1)ing PROP marker i s  difficult 
to trace. PROP in other Yolngu languages is usually -mirri or fonns related to -mirri, such as -mirr 
or -mi. However we are not without some clues as to the origin of the Djinang PROP marker. 
Consider the Gupapuyngu word nyumuku1)iny ' small (singular) ' (plural forms nyumukiny or 
nyumikiny). The Djinba clan of the Djinba language uses nyumugi1)iny ' small' ,  which is clearly 
cognate to the Gupapuyngu form. Also, some Djinang and Ganalbingu (dialect of Djinba) cognates 
differ in that Ganalbingu has word-final ny where Djinang has word-final ng(i), e.g. Djinang 
ngunu+ng(i) ' that' versus Ganalbingu nguni+ny ' that ' ;  Djinang djini+ng(i) ' this '  versus 
Ganalbingu djini+ny 'this' .  This suggests that Djinang PROP marker -Gi1)ing(i) is cognate to the 
Djinba formative +gi1)iny in the word for ' small ' ,  which in turn suggests that, historically, 
-Gi1)ing(i) < *-Gu1)iny, assuming that the Dhuwal/Djuwala form nyumuku1)iny was once 
segmentable as *nyumu+Gu1)iny. Possibly *-GU1)iny was a very early PROP marker. Further 
research in oth'er Y olngu languages is needed to see if such a formative is preserved in other words of 
the modern languages. 
(2) Alienable -gi1)imi, -ki1)imi 
The ALIEN affix appears to be derived from the short fonn of the PROP affix, to which is added 
the formative -mi. ALIEN expresses 'having X',  except that in many contexts it contrasts with 
PROP in that the ALIEN affix indicates alienable possession. A Djinang man explained the difference 
for me as follows: ( 155) expresses inalienable possession - the food intrinsically belongs to the area ­
while (156) expresses alienable possession - the food does not intrinsically belong to the plate. 
( 1 55) djiJ1ing gurrbi, wali-gi1)ing 
[thisUNM placeUNM]NOM [food-PROP]NOM 
This place is a food-bearing (place). 
( 1 56) djining plate, wali-gi1)im 
[thisUNM plateUNM]NOM [food-ALIEN]NOM 
This plate has food on it. 
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In ( 1 57), ALIEN occurs with noun stem yuwiridja- meaning 'new' .  The ALIEN form means 'a 
new experience',  and ALIEN is appropriate here because the same experience will cease to be 'new' 
for the rest of the narrator's life, its 'newness' is not a characteristic of the experience itself. 
( 1 57) gUIJdjirr inydji-rr manya-ngi miri, 
[armUNM]ACC RECIP- l sgERG try-FUT like 
yuwiridja-kiIJimi, nganaparra 
new-ALIEN [buffaloUNM]PROM 
I will try my ability with a buffalo, (it will be) a new experience (for me). { 34:399 } 
However, some instances of ALIEN are hard to account for if we assume this meaning in every 
instance. For example, bubali-kiIJim(i) indiscriminate-ALIEN has a range of meanings: 'anyone' ,  
'anything' ,  'next time' ,  'anytime' and 'anywhere'. With the exception of 'next time' ,  these meanings 
seem to be like the meanings with PROP. Moreover, ( 158) illustrates ALIEN used where PROP 
would have been expected: as a buffalo chased the narrator and his father, they climbed into a tree 
having a forked branch (djiJ-giIJim instead of the expected *djiJ-gi1)ing) rather than spear it so far 
away from their destination. It is probable that the -m(i) formative in the ALIEN marker is a reflex of 
Northern Yolngu PROM clitic -*ma, which has subsequently been shifted in meaning to mark 
alienable possession when contiguous to the -giIJi- formative. 
( 1 58) wirr ngiliny djiJ-giIJim liny baltji-li 
NEG fduexcNOM forked.branch-ALIEN IduexcNOM climb-RPA 
(We did) nothing, we climbed up to a forked branch. { 34:787 } 
(3) Privative -nyirring(i) 
The PRN affix means 'lacking X' ,  where X is the referent of the stem to which PRIV is affixed. 
Like PROP, it forms nominalS which function either as the head of a NP or as modifiers of a head 
e.g. miyilk-nyirring woman-PRIV 'unmarried' .  gUIJgi-nyirring head-PRIV ' thoughtless ' ,  
' inconsiderate' ,  mayali-nyirring idea-PRN 'impolite '. For an  example of its use with modifying 
function see (3 1 5) in section 4.5. It may also be used in negative existential constructions to indicate 
' there is not X' .  Several instances of its use with this function occur in ( 1 59). The narrator's party 
had just been asked 'How many cattle did you see somewhere over there?' and ( 159) was the reply. 
( 159) wirr, ngununga. . buluki-nyirring+a, 
NEG [thatUNM+DURlLoc cattle-PRN+NF 
yarraman-nyirring, nganaparra-pm libi 
nyim-nyirring+a, 
whatever-PRIV+NF 
horse-PRN [buffalo-THPRO]ACC 1plexcERG 
kurr-kurrpi-ni 
REDUP-chase-RPC 
kiri-ny 
PROG-RPC 
None, (while) moving through that place, there were no cattle, no horses, nothing at all; 
we were busy chasing just buffaloes. { 34: 141-142}  
Like PROP, PRIV may take further suffixation (e.g. by  case), as  in  bupiIJi-nyirringi-li 
mosquito-PRIV-ALL 'to a place lacking mosquitoes' { 34: 1047 } .  In my database, this occurs only 
on nouns or verbs. However, on verbs it usually acts as a strong Prohibitative, e.g. baltj-nyirring 
climb-PRIV 'don't climb! ' .  PRN in other Yolngu languages is used in this way also. It can also be 
used on verbs to derive the antonym of the PROP-marked verb, to give the sense 'one who does not 
do the action X',  where X is the meaning of the verb stem. The affix is not used a great deal, and I 
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believe that a wider sample of data would reveal that it may occur on stems from the same word 
classes as PROP occurs on. 
The Djinba PROP affIx is -gag; it is uncertain whether or not it is cognate with Djinang -GiI)ing(i) 
- probably not. The Djinba PRIV affix is -nyarrang, which is cognate to the Djinang form. I 
believe Djinba. does not have an ALIEN affIx; I have not yet found evidence of one. The Yanhangu 
PROP affix is -way (e.g. ngarr-way camp-PROP 'married man'). 
3.2 PLURAL, PAUCAL, EXCESSIVE AND DYADIC AFFIXES 
( 1 )  Plural -pili, -wili 
The Djinang productive PL affIx is -Pilei), where the archiphoneme P is usually realised as p, but 
with some nominals is obligatorily w. The occurrence of the w phoneme may also be conditioned by 
a preceding peripheral glide or vowel (w or u), but only for certain nominal stems: wuw- 'older 
brother' and deictic ngunu- 'that' .  The -wili allomorph always marks the function PL; however the 
-pili allomorph marks PL everywhere except on the deictic stems djini- 'this' and ngunu- ' that' -
on these stems it marks PAVC (or DV when the reference is to two participants). Examples 
containing the -pili allomorph are (37) and (38); examples having the -wili allomorph are (41) ,  (89) 
and ( 1 35). The former allomorph, having DV reference, occurs in { 22: 3 } :  ngunu-pili-ngu that­
PAVC-DElC 'there they(du) are ! ' .  
The -wili allomorph occurs on some two-syllable forms obligatorily, with no apparent possibility 
of phonological conditioning - these stems all end with the vowel i. (The -pili allomorph occurs 
with other stems ending with i.) The stems which take the -wili allomorph are nyibi ' some' ,  
'other' ,  gulmi- 'younger brother' ,  galbi 'many' ,  wurpi 'other',  djini- 'this' and nyabin(i)- 'how 
many'. A wider sample of data could be expected to produce a few more. 
PL is typically used on nominals (but not on pronouns), although occasionally it is found on other 
parts of speech. For example, the particle guyumi 'later on' can take PL affIxation as guyum-pili 
'much later on ' ;  similarly djaming 'later today' can occur as djam-pili 'much later (in the future)
,
. 
Also the deictic form nyim-pili what-PL 'which things' is attested. 
The use of -Pili to signal PL compares with the COL noun mala 'group' ,  which is also used to 
signal plurality . The difference between them is only a nuance. -Pili is used when a relatively large 
number is involved - these being but a portion of those who could be involved. On the other hand 
mala is used when one wishes to indicate that all participants of a definable group are involved. The 
-Pili morpheme: is therefore semantically closer to PAVC, which gives us an important clue as to its 
etymology. Other Yolngu languages use mala as the productive PL marker, even though some have 
alternative suffixal PL forms available, but Djinang prefers the -Pili form as the least marked plural 
marker. Djinang allows both COL and PL marking in the one phrase, but PL may not be suffIxed to 
the COL noun itself. 
Historically, the Djinang PL is cognate to the PAVC or DV marker found in Djinba. The 
productive Djinba PAVC affIx is -yarr (I)abi dialect apparently uses -barr), but a few forms in my 
Ojinba data have an obscure affIx -pul. Considering the fact that the cognate form in Djinang marks 
PAVC on the deictic stems, it is most likely that the Djinba form is a relic of an earlier PAVC affIx 
- *puIV. Corroborating this is the fact that Liyagalawumirr clan's dialect of Dhuwal uses -pulu PL 
as a productive plural suffIx (e.g. yindi-pulu big-PL 'big ones')and the rarely used Gupapuyngu 
plural suffix -WUITU (Lowe 1960, lesson 83) is cognate to it. Both are of course cognate to Djinang 
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-Pili, the Djinang forms being due to the Djinang vowel shift. It is therefore very likely that the 
proto-Yolngu PAUC suffix was either - *pulu or -*Bulu, and from such a form the -*pulu PL 
suffix was derived, which underwent subsequent changes independently in some of the daughters of 
proto-Y olngu. 
The proto-Yolngu PAUC morpheme may have been - * Bulu (rather than - *pulu) for the 
following reasons. The +bulu formative in the Yanhangu PAUC marker mirri+bulu 'few' ,  ' two' 
may be cognate. Also, Ritharrngu (Heath 1980a: 1 8 1 )  has a morpheme -bula1 which is used to 
convey the sense 'having two of X' , and Dixon (1980:356) cites the same form as a third person dual 
pronoun of wide distribution in non-prefixing languages. This may perhaps then be explained as 
common retention. (Incidently, the Yanhangu mirri+bulu form may have been derived from the 
Yolngu PROP form -mirri 'having' and an early third person dual pronoun form as mentioned 
above, giving the sense 'having them two' ,  which later became fossilised as the above PAUC 
marker.) 
As stated above, many Yolngu languages use mala COL 'group' as a PL marker. Yanhangu is 
one of these. Djinba uses mala similarly to Djinang and, corresponding to the Djinang use of -Pili, it 
uses an affix -mirring PL. 
The Djinba -mirring PL suffix is cognate to the Yanhangu -mirringu KINPROP affix (see 
Morphy 1 983 :45). Djinang also has a -mirringi formative, but it is unproductive and therefore 
probably is just a relic of Yolngu KINPROP marking (see section 3.3). This cognate Djinang form is 
difficult to gloss, and seems to have a meaning shifted from that of the Kinship Proprietive function; 
it certainly is unrelated to PL. Thus of Djinang and Djinba only Djinba has productively retained the 
-*mirringu form, but with shifted meaning, preferring to mark the Kinship Proprietive function 
differently; Djinang also marks the Kinship Proprietive function differently (see section 3.4). 
The formal identification of Djinba -mirring PL with Yanhangu -mirringu KINPROP is quite 
certain, for example Djinba takes ERG allomorph -y after u. Now when ERG and PL occur together 
on a noun stem in Djinba the form of the PL suffix is different, and thus we observe 
noun-mirringu-y noun-PL-ERG to be the Djinba noun form. 
PL may occur with a number of other nominal affixes. The relative positions of the affixes 
generally conform to one of the structural descriptions given below. The KINGRP affIx is slightly 
fluid in its distribution. A few speakers will use it as a first-order suffIx. All affixes are optional, and 
nearly all are mutually independent. If KINGRP occurs, then the nominal stem must be a kin noun 
and PL will not occur with it; if KINPROP occurs, then the nominal must be either a kin noun or a 
+HU noun such as yalimirring 'stranger', djama-gil)ing work-PROP 'worker' etc. In the third 
structural description, observe that KINPROP may occur as a portmanteau combination with case. In 
the structural descriptions, the nominal stem may be a noun, derived noun, deictic or 
interrogative/indefmite pronoun. The braces { } indicate a disjunctive choice. Each of these forms 
may also take enclitics such as THPRO, TF and/or EMPH. If all three occur on the one nominal, 
then the typical order will be THPRO + TF + EMPH, and similarly if any two of these three occur 
together. 
<stem> + PL + mirring + { Case, KINPROP} 
<stem> + PROP + PL + OBL + Case + KINGRP 
<stem> + PROP + PL + OBL + { Case, KINPROP, Case+KINPROP } 
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The first structure is illustrated in examples ( 161)  and 1 62) in section 3.4. Some examples of the 
second are djama-giI)-pil-ngir-gi work-PROP-PL-OBL-DAT 'for the workers ' ,  wuw-gir-k-uw 
older.brother- OBL-DAT-KlNGRP 'for the group of my older brothers' and wuw-uw-gira-li 
older. brother·-KINGRP-OBL-ALL 'to my group of older brothers ' .  Some examples of the 
last structure are ngambirr-ngira-li mother-OBL-ALL 'to mother ' ,  djama -giI)ing-ngimi 
work-PROP-KINPROP 'one's workers ' ,  wuw- wili-ngimi-pm older.brother-PL-KINPROP­
THPRO 'just my older brothers' ,  wuw-ngirimi-pm older.brother-KlNPROP+ERG-THPRO 'older 
brother' and gulmi-wila-ngir-angi-m younger.brother-PL-OBL-GEN-KINPROP 'of my younger 
brothers' .  
Since clities may also occur, as in some of the above examples, theoretically it  is possible for 
some quite complex nominal forms to occur, such as djama-giI)-pil-ngir-gi-mi-pm-ban-kima 
work-PROP-PL-OBL-DAT-KINPROP-THPRO-TF-EMPH 'just for my workers now' - a form 
which I have ever actually heard uttered spontaneously, but which is perfectly well formed and quite 
meaningful in an appropriate context. Fortunately such complex nouns are infrequent; if one were to 
load consecuti ve clauses with a smattering of such complex forms, then one would not be speaking in 
good Djinang style - the information load would be too great. 
(2) Paucal number -mirrpili 
The PAUC affix is used to express either a true paucal number 'a  few' or a dual number 'two'.  
Example ( 1 60) illustrates PAUC used with DU reference. As was stated in section 2.7, there is a 
suppletive PAUC+ERG form -mirrpili+m(i). Example (46) illustrates its use. 
( 160) balanda-mirrpili, nyabin-wili bin.gili, a miyilk-mirrpili 
[European-PAUC how.many-PL twoUNM - woman-PAUC 
bin.gili, a nyun+a, Ngarritjan, ngilim nylnI-ny 
twoUNM and 2sgUNM+VOC section.name]NOM 1plincNOM sit-RPC 
How many Europeans? Two men, two women, you and Ngarritjan, we were sitting. 
{ 22: 174- 176} 
(3) Excessive -biI)i 
The EXCE affix is similar to the PROP affix, except that the referent is deemed to have the 
indicated quality or item to excess, meaning 'having X excessively' (where X is the referent of the 
nominal) or 'very much of X '  etc. The connotation is not necessarily a bad one, e.g. wakal-biI)i 
fun-EXCE 'a :funny fellow ',  'happy' .  Some other examples are djarrma-biI)i lies-EXCE 'vicious 
liar' ,  'nasty r mour-monger' ,  gUI)i-biI)i shy-EXCE 'very shy person ', gUI)gi-biI)i head-EXCE 
'person with over-large head' and mapal-biI)i hair-EXCE 'bushy-haired person' .  
Djinba does not have this affix, nor any other affixal form with this function. Instead, Djinba uses 
the adjectival free form gagung 'big' in post-nominal position. I do not know what the Yanhangu 
form is, nor have I been able to trace the -biI)i form in any other Yolngu language. 
(4) Dyadic (kin dyadic) -manydji 
This is not a very commonly used affix, but I do have instances of it in my data. It marks 
reciprocal kinship relationships, such as MoMoBr-SiDaSo which is the form midji-manydji 
MoMolMoMoBr-DYAD. I have also heard the fonns wuwi-manydji 'mutual brothers ' and 
gagiJi-manydji 'mutual sisters ' .  When the relationship of each person to the other is not identical, 
the senior of the two referents is the term which takes the DYAD suffix, in so far as my data shows. 
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It can also be used in an extended sense, when reciprocal relationship is involved without such 
relationship being a kinship one, e.g.mil-manydji eye-DYAD 'lovers' (mil is being used here itself 
figuratively with the sense 'object of desire'). I do not know the Djinba DYAD form, if any exists. 
The DYAD affix is of particular interest because from it Djinang has historically developed at least 
one particle (possibly two) with a quite different function to the kin Dyadic function. The particle is 
inydji, the RECIP/reflexive/mutualis/intransitiviser particle. (The other particle possibly derived 
from the same protoform is minydji TIllTH 'thither' which marks motion ' away from' some 
reference point or person. The latter also has Temporal functions, but a full discussion is reserved till 
section 3 . 17.) For convenience, I refer to the particle inydji as RECIP only, 3.lthough this is but one 
of its four functions. 
Yolngu languages mark the Reciprocal, Reflexive and Mutualis functions by a verbal suffix -mi­
(Yanhangu uses a suffix -ma-, e.g. nyina-ma-na ' sit together' ,  which is the Mutualis function of 
RECIP). However, both Djinang and Djinba have developed a pre-verbal particle having this 
function, and have entirely lost the suffixal form. The Djinang particle form is inydji. The Djinba 
form corresponding to Djinang inydji is niy. The Djinang and Djinba forms occur preceding the 
NOM or ERG reduced pronoun; if there is a DA T reduced pronoun, it will precede the RECIP form. 
RECIP may thus function as a carrier for the reduced pronouns, and often occurs as a portmanteau 
form with the latter, in either language. 
The common thread of meaning between DY AD and RECIP is the notion of reciprocation. 
Probably the DYAD affix was once a particle which occurred following the noun it modified (which 
is the normal position for adnominal modifiers). What must have happened diachronically is that a 
noun + DYAD particle (possibly at the time of the Djinang vowel shift) came to be reinterpreted as 
noun + reciprocal marker for the clause; that is, the Reciprocation function was shifted from the 
nominal to the predicate which followed. The initial m was lost as well, or possibly reanalysed as a 
KINPROP suffix on the noun. 
The other form potentially cognate with the DY AD affix, minydji lllTH 'hither',  is so similar to 
the DYAD affix that the Djinang vowel shift would account for the derivation of the lllTH particle 
from a proto-particle *manydji - at least in so far as its form is concerned. Also, both RECIP and 
HITH particles have mutually exclusive distribution, both occur pre-verbally, and both precede any 
NOM or ERG reduced pronoun (but DA T reduced pronouns and minydji rarely co-occur). The 
problem with the etymology of the lllTH particle is that there is no apparent semantic connection 
between the Dyadic function and any of the functions of minydji (see section 3. 1 5  for details). 
Because of this I would not wish to claim that the lllTH particle is cognate with the DYAD affix 
without having further supporting evidence. At this time the issue must be left open. (In some other 
Y olngu languages, a particle bala is used to indicate 'motion away from'. Djinba has neither a suffix 
nor a particle for such a function.) 
3.3 ARCHETYPAL, INHABITANT AND THEMATIC PROMINENCE AFFIXES 
( 1 )  Archetypal -mirring(i) 
This affix is unproductive in Djinang. It occurs regularly as a fossilisation in the form 
wana-pili-mirring big-PL-ARCHE 'the truly important people' .  It is clearly cognate to the Yolngu 
-mirringu KINPROP affix and, indeed, I have an instance of it occurring on a kin noun - but 
KINPROP also occurred with it. It is therefore not appropriate to call it KINPROP. I have decided 
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to call it Arche:typal, suggesting a gloss along the line of 'a true or proper representative of' the class 
of real-word objects denoted by the nominal. Thus, it may be glossed as an English adjective with a 
meaning such as 'proper' ,  'actual' or 'truly' .  The Djinba equivalent of wana-piJi-mirring was 
given as giJarr-pul-nguy, which is an ERG PL fonn. In all my time in the language I heard this 
Djinang -mirring affix so rarely that I am inclined to believe it is merely a non-productive 
fossilisation. 
However, there may be some substance to the gloss given it above. In the previous section we 
saw that the fonn of this affix is cognate with the Y olngu KINPROP affix -mirringu, that the latter 
occurs in Yanhangu marking KINPROP, and that Djinba uses the fonn to indicate PL rather than 
KINPROP. The claim was made there that Djinang and Djinba have retained the fonn of the Yolngu 
KINPROP affix, but shifted the meaning; Djinba shifted it to mark PL, while Djinang may have 
shifted it to indicate something like 'actual' .  Heath ( 1 980a:28) states that -mirringu is used in 
Ritharrngu specifically in the sense 'actual ' ,  and it appears to be used in a similar way to Djinang's 
ARCHE affix. The shift in meaning from KINPROP to ARCHE is not a great one if the noun stem 
on which it occurred was a kin noun; 'one's brother' (Kinship Proprietive function) is not 
semantically very distant from 'actual brother'. 
( 161)  bal1 nyan+a, warngarri Bin ala ny, 
on.other.hand 3sgPROM+NF [so.and.soUNM BinalanY]ERG 
guupi-n+a wup/, gurrpi-n+a wup/, nyanng-a 
chase-TPC+NF whack! chase-TPC+NF whack! [3sg-GEN 
wu w-mlrnng-ngim pu-ny kiri-nyi 
older.brother-ARCHE-KINPROP]ACC hit-TPC PROG-TPC 
On the other hand, Binalany was chasing his actual brother about, (and when he caught 
him) Whack! he would hit him. { 22: 103- 1O5 } 
( 162) wana-pili-mirringi-ri �fi?-4irra-dj nyml-nyi 
big-PL-ARCHE-ERG DIST-eat-TIIEMSR EXIST-RPC 
wana-pili-mirring galkngu miyilk-pili 
[big-PL-ARCHE such. as woman-PL]ERG 
The truly important people used to eat (it), truly important ones such as women. 
{ 43:75-76} 
(2) Inhabitant -mimigi 
This affix may be added to a place name, or to any nominal which refers to a place (e.g. wana 
'big' ,  referring to a big place or town), to give the meaning 'person(s) from X' or 'inhabitant of X'.  
The usual Yollllgu affix for this function is -puyngu (see Morphy 1983:45), based on the Yolngu 
ASSOC affix -Buy. Both Djinang and Djinba have lost the -Buy fonn (see 2.3, 2.4 and 2. 1 3). 
Both Djinang and Djinba have developed (or borrowed) quite different fOnDS to express this function. 
I cannot trace the Djinang INHAB fonn -mimigi in other Yolngu languages. The Djinba fonn, 
which tentatively is -pulung, appears to be based on the old Djinba PAUC morpheme -*BulV. In 
( 163), notice the use of epenthetic p preceding the INHAB affix in a context where other Yolngu 
languages would use a glottal stop. (Homorganic unreleased stops are used in this way in Djinang in 
preference to gllottal stop, although the latter does occasionally occur.) 
( 163) nyini-ny nginib+a, nyali-ng ngunu, Yurrwip-mimigi 
sit- RPC 1plexcNOM+NF [where-LOC thatUNMkoc Yurrwi-INHAB 
MUTwan.gip-mimigi 
Murwangi-INHAB 
9 1  
Where was that where we were living, w e  (were) inhabitants of Milingimbi and 
Murwan.gi. { 22: 1 } 
(3) Thematic Prominence -pm(i),-ipm(i) 
This affix functions similarly to word stress in English. For example, ' I  saw the m a n ' 
emphasises the word man and implies a contrast such as 'the man (rather than something else) '.  That 
is, what was seen is delimited to just the referent of the noun in this example. ,Word stress in English 
may occur on many different parts of speech. The Djinang TIIPRO affix behaves similarly. 
It is called Thematic Prominence for several reasons. Firstly, its function in the most general sense 
is to make prominent some word or phrase that the speaker wishes to draw specifically to the attention 
of the hearer. Such items are typically thematically important in the speech event. Secondly, it often 
has a slightly contrastive nuance in a Delimitative sense (which may be glossed as either 'still' or 
'just' according to context - this will be explained further below). Thirdly, it is a reflex of the earlier 
PROM allomorph *-ma occurring in several Yolngu languages (including Djinba). 
PROM in most other Yolngu languages is marked by -ma, or -(ny)dja and its allomorphs, and 
such forms are used for reference switching as well as the other Thematic Prominence functions 
which are marked by the Djinang THPRO morpheme. But in Djinang, the reference switching 
functions are now carried entirely by the PROM afIIX, fronting, and pronominalisation strategies (e.g. 
full versus reduced pronouns), so that TIIPRO is never used for switching reference. The same 
comments apply to Djinba. The Djinba THPRO affix is -pim, which is cognate to the Djinang form, 
and we may safely assume it diffused into Djinba from Djinang. 
Thus earlier PROM marking has been split into several different kinds of prominence, two of 
which are modem PROM (which has merged with ERG) and TIIPRO which is typically Delimitative 
in function. (Further elements of the Prominence system in Djinang are the EMPH marker discussed 
in 3.5 and the CONTR marker discussed in 3.7.) It would be a misleading oversimplification to treat 
modem Djinang PROM and THPRO afIIXes as allomorphs of one affix; PROM is used mainly in the 
system of interclausal cohesion (see section 2.7), while THPRO is used mostly to emphasise a word 
or NP in a Delimitative sense. While PROM is comparatively rare, TIIPRO occurs very often. 
In the majority of contexts, TIIPRO can be characterised accurately by an English gloss. Its basic 
function is to limit the scope of reference to just the item(s) or person(s) it marks, to limit the activity 
to just the one signalled by the verb, or to limit the goal of motion to just the location specified, and so 
forth. Hence it can be glossed by English 'just' or 'only' in many contexts where it occurs on a 
participant-referencing expression (typically a nominal). Often with nominals the best gloss is given 
by English contrastive stress. On nonparticipant-referencing expressions (typically verbs, particles, 
adverbs and nominals used attributively) it takes the sense 'still ' .  That is, there is existential limitation 
of some event to the one marked with THPRO, rather than some other obtaining. For example, a 
woman who saw a former European inhabitant of Ramingining after an absence of many years said 
nyani butal-ipm 3sgNOM good-THPRO 'He is still good (healthwise) ' .  We shall now consider 
THPRO marking in some detail. 
A. Thematic Promince on verbs. 
The functions of TIIPRO when affixed to a verb may be reduced to the following: it may express 
the meanings 'just do X', 'do X only' or, more commonly, ' still do X', where 'do X' is lexicalised 
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as a Djinang verb. The idea is that there is an implied contrast of potential activities (the potentialities 
are contextually defined), and the THPRO affix limits the activity to the marked one as the only one 
obtaining at the time. The contrasting potentiality may, or may not, be expressed; if expressed it will 
typically be expressed by the next clause(s). 
When THPRO expresses the meaning 'still doing X', the inflection of the verb must be compatible 
with the feature [+continuous] ; this means that the inflection must be one of FUT, PRES, YPC, TPC 
or RPC. All i stances in my database conform to this. When THPRO is affixed to a NEG particle, 
meanings such as 'still not doing X', ' still did not do X', ' still had not done X' obtain. 
THPRO is affixed to verbs (and to non-verbs) following any inflectional affixes, and only the TF 
clitic -ban may follow the THPRO affix and/or the EMPH affix. The only exception to this so far 
appears to be that ABL may follow THPRO when the stem is a kin noun (see Table 2.3). The next 
two examples illustrate THPRO used with a verb to indicate 'do just X' or 'do X only' .  The first 
comes from the Bible story of the healing of a crippled man. In this example the implied contrast is 
explicitly given in the following clause; note that this clause contains a double auxiliary verb 
construction. The second example is taken from a story in which the narrator's party had come to a 
clear pool full of fish, but to avoid supernatural sanctions they did not spear any straight away for fear 
of repercussions (this was expressed in the text's preceding context). 
( 164) nyabini ngunu-pila mayurrk, ny1Dl-n+a ran.gu 
how.many that-INDEF rain.seasonUNM sit-RPA+NF moonUNM 
bil1i-ny ngurrum nY1Dl-nyi-pm, ingki giri-nyir 
do ,thus-RPC PERF sit-RPC-THPRO NEG walk-RPI 
nyini-nyir giri-nyir 
PROG-RPI HABIT-RPI 
For an indefinite number of months and years he had always just sat, not walking around. 
{ 33:20-22} 
(165) bil ngunung yarim libi nya-nyi-pm+a, libi 
but [thatUNMJACC just 1plexcERG see-RPC-THPRO+NF 1plexcERG 
giyka-ny mulitji-r 
net-RPC fish.net-INSTR 
But we just only watched those (fish), we caught them with a net. { 34:525-526} 
The following example is one further instance of THPRO expressing 'just did X'.  It is included 
here because it is representative of a class of examples in which the verb takes [-continuous] tense, 
time is in focus (either -ban TF 'now' ,  'then' or a temporal noun) and the directional particle 
minydji is used. to express existential continuity of the result of the activity into the indefinite future. 
Here THPRO :indicates that the buffalo fell down right there and then, when speared, rather than 
staying on its feet wounded. 
( 166) dja.rak-dji ran.gi-rri, yarim minydji 
spe,ar-INSTR spear-YPA just away. from 
galmi-ni-pm-ban, ngu 'l-ngurri-nyi 
fall .. down-RP A-THPRO-TF DIST-lie-RPC 
(He) speared (the buffalo) with a spear, (and it) just fell down then and kept lying still. 
{ 34:326-328 } 
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In the next group of examples, THPRO is used to express 'still doing X' .  This use of THPRO is 
consistent with the notion of Delimitation, for the meaning being expressed is that event X still 
continues existentially in a context where event Y is possible or expected. Example ( 1 67) is taken 
from the story of the Philippian jailer, at the point where he is about to take his own life - thinking 
that the prisoners had escaped in the earthquake; (167) is what Paul then said to him. Example (168) 
comes from a story in which the narrator states that many of the present generation have lost the 
knowledge of how to prepare cycad nuts for eating. Clearly, in these examples the only possible 
meaning for THPRO is ' still ' .  Example ( 1 69) illustrates THPRO, still with the meaning 'still' ,  
occurring on the locative particle bilay 'far away' used predicatively. A fourth example occurs in 
( 146), where 'still living' expresses the idea of etemal life. 
( 167) djini nibi warrpam wanngi-pm 
[thisUNMlLoc 1plexcNOM [allUNM]NOM alive-THPRO 
nibi nyini-0 
1plexcNOM sit-PRES 
We are all here (and) still alive. (32: 1 15) 
( 168) bil marri djin gingi-0-pm miyilk-pili 
but possibly 3pINOM remember-PRES-THPRO [woman-PL] NOM 
galkngu 
such.as 
But possibly they remember, some of the women for example. { 43: 103 }  
( 169) bit ngunung ngidjirrkng-ban libi yulku-ny 
seemingly [thatUNM]DAT close-TF 1plexcNOM come.to-RPC 
kiri-ny, bil nyani marri bilay-pm 
PROG-RPC but 3sgNOM somewhat far. away-THPRO 
Seemingly we were getting close then to that (place), but we were still somewhat far way. 
{ 34:5 1 -52 } 
B. Thematic Prominence on nouns and other non-verbal parts of speech 
Several examples of THPRO have already been illustrated in previous sections. Example ( 1 59) in 
section 3 . 1  illustrates the affix on the noun nganaparra 'buffalo' .  In that example, THPRO 
expresses the meaning that 'only buffalo' were chased, rather than cattle, horses or anything else. 
This is perhaps the most common sense of THPRO on nominals: to express 'X only' or 'just X'  
where X is  the referent of  the noun marked by the affix. Another instance occurs in  (35) in  section 
2.7 .  
The THPRO affix can sometimes best be translated by English contrastive stress, or left 
untranslated. Example ( 170) is a case in point. It does not make much sense to say that the two 
women came * 'just to their husband' or *'to their husband only' .  Rather, they came to the husband 
specifically, and did not just return to the general camp area where their husband was. In English, no 
contrastive stress is needed here for the sentence to make good sense, but in Djinang THPRO keeps 
attention on the tension between the women (who were looking for their children) and the husband 
(who had murdered them). It is clearly a discourse-level function being marked and so does not 
always translate neatly into English categories. 
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( 170) gurrbi-li-ban bil wlm-ny kiri-nya. .  biling 
camp-ALL-1F 3duNOM return-RPC PROG-RPC+DUR 3duNOM 
yulgu-ngili, nyan-ki-pm-ban, bilnga ngmlpl-ngim 
come.to-RPA [3sg-DAT-THPRO-1F 3duDAT husband-KINPROP1DAT 
They returned all the way to camp, (and) came to their husband. (24:87-88) 
In some instances THPRO is untranslatable, as in (32) where 'internal-fIre' is marked with 
THPRO, which appears to not readily admit an English translation. This example is typical of a class 
of examples where THPRO is used to mark an adverbial constituent - often a body-part nominal used 
figuratively - -in which the function of Delimitation is not readily apparent (if indeed it is there at all). 
In this context its function seems to be to mark the fact that the word is to be interpreted figuratively 
or adverbially . Another example of this nature is ( 17 1 ), where the body part gari 'groin' is used 
figuratively to express 'low down'. Other similar uses of THPRO are on budjirri ' stomach' to give 
a figurative sense 'in the middle' ,  'amongst' { 66:31  22: 1 18 }  and on gumbirri 'hand' to express the 
figurative meaning 'gently' { 32:159 } .  
( 171 )  gar-pm liny kiri-ny nyini-ny 
groin-THPRO 1duexcNOM go-RPC PROG-RPC 
W,e went along (bending) low (so as not to be seen). { 34:61 1 }  
The next example is a further instance where THPRO is not easily translated. There is DUR vowel 
lengthening, which indicates that the event of telling was taking place while they were going along the 
road. But THPRO on the word 'road' here seems to have no function other than drawing attention to 
the fact that thl� event occurred while 'on the road'. 
( 172) gadjigirr-pma. . irra bil bultji-n "Djini-ban 
road-THPRO+DUR IsgDAT 3duERG tell-RPC [this-TFlLoc 
eh? Murrumbitj, Maynuru dji?-tjarri-f}" 
INTER] [MurrumbitjUNM1NOM [MaynurruUNM1NOM DIST-stand-PRES 
While on the way, they were telling me, "Here now, eh, is Murrumbitj , (where) Mainoru 
is." (34:2 16-217) 
On deictics, THPRO usually has a clear Delimitative meaning. Firstly, on the ALL deictic forms 
bapiji ' to here' and ngunyili 'to there' THPRO limits the activity expressed by the verb to the 
terminal goal, rather than there being the possibility of intermediate goals obtaining during the course 
of the activity. To take a concrete example, if the verb 'come' occurs with bapiji-pm to.here­
THPRO, the meaning is that the subject will come straight here, rather than via one or more different 
places along t.he route. (This was how mother-tongue speakers described it to me.) Similarly, 
ngunyili-pm to.there-THPRO means 'straight to there' .  Examples we have already encountered are 
(54) and (100). On a LOC deictic, such as djiji 'here' or nguJi 'there' ,  the meaning expressed by 
THPRO is 'just here',  'right here' (and not anywhere else) or even 'still here',  or 'just there' ,  'right 
there' (and not: anywhere else) or 'still there', respectively. Example (173) illustrates the latter; the 
narrator had just arrived at a deserted camp near a large inland lake, and was being attacked viciously 
by mosquitoes - at other places there were comparatively few mosquitoes. 
(173) ganangarra, Jitja nguji-pm ngurr-wangi-ni 
[mosquito.speciesUNM]NOM IduincDAT thatLOC-THPRO nose-speak-RPA 
Mosquitoes buzzed at us just there (but not elsewhere). { 34: 1037 } 
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Finally, we mention that several instances of the occurrence of THPRO seem to be fossilisations, 
and that the Delimitative sense in these examples has simply been lost. Two common examples are 
the ABL-marked deictics djini-ngir-pm this-ABL-THPRO 'on this side' and ngunu-ngir-pm that­
ABL-THPRO 'on that side' ,  discussed at the end of section 2.5. What is unusual here is that there is 
ABL marking rather than LOC. (ABL used to indicate relative location occurs in other languages, 
such as Latin, (Koch personal communication).) One tentative solution is that these are relic forms, 
and that -ngiri is a reflex, not of ABL - *nguru but of LOC -*ngura, which is the modern LOC 
case in many Yolngu languages. A similar word, to which the same explanation would apply, is 
wurpi-ngir-pm other-ABL-THPRO 'on the other side ' .  Instances of these forms occur in ( 132), 
{ 34:202 } ,  (34:22 1 ,229), { 34:381 ,460,61O,639 } .  However, I think it is more likely that the -ngir is 
ABL case. For example, expressions like djunupa-ngir right-ABL 'on the right' ,  and wiIJgu-ngir 
left-ABL 'on the left',  which speakers believe to be instances of ABL marking, argue for -ngir being 
ABL. 
A further unusual example is yarimi-pm just-THPRO 'until ' ,  where the stem is a marker of 
collateral information. Collateral information specifies further details about propositions already 
uttered; the particle yarim(i) typically introduces such information. (The particle with the same 
function in some other Yolngu languages is yan(a).) With THPRO affixed, however, the collateral 
particle usually means 'until' ,  as in (174). This use of THPRO on the yarimi particle is perhaps not 
as semantically opaque as it first appears, provided we understand THPRO in its Delimitative sense 
here. That is, the clause ' the sun sets ' is collateral information, and -pmi limits the span of time of 
the event of sitting to the time at which the sun sets. (Some other Yolngu languages express 'until' 
using yan(a) followed by a COMPL particle, showing that delimitation of a span of time is the 
underlying idea.) 
( 174) ngarri nyini-dji djiJi waJirr bunyin-dji 
1 sgNOM sit-FUT thisLOC [SunUNM]NOM buttock-INSTR 
yirrpi-gi yarimi-pmi 
set-FUT just-THPRO 
I will sit here until the Sun sets. { 65:29 }  
3 . 4  KINSHIP PROPRIETIVE, KIN GROUP AFFIXES AN D  PARTICLE gudjuw 
( 1 )  Kinship Proprietive -ngimi,-ngirimi,-mi 
In this section we shall consider affixes which are used with kinship nouns, and other forms 
which are used in the context of kinship. In the Djinang dictionary (Waters 1983) I called the 
KINPROP affix 'ESSive case', because at the time of compilation of the dictionary the function of the 
KINPROP affix was not clear (mainly because it could occur on some non-kin nouns). However, an 
analysis of all instances of the relevant affix showed that the affix always occurred on nouns which 
denoted relationship to the speaker, or to a second or third person. Comparison with Djapu then 
showed its function to be identical to KINPROP. One difference from Djapu is that there appears to 
be only the one basic form -ngimi for first, second and third persons, whereas Djapu has a unique 
second person form (Morphy 1983:45). 
There are three forms of KINPROP: the NOM or UNM form -ngim(i); a related ERG form in 
which the ERG allomorph -ri is embedded, that is -ngirim(i); and an allomorph -mi encountered 
following GEN case, on ABL-marked kin nouns as in wuw-ngira-ri-mi older.brother-ABL-ri-
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KINPROP where the -ri formative has unknown meaning (if any), or on DAT forms (which may 
also contain the -ngimi KINPROP allomorph as first order suffix) as in (175) below. 
When affIxed to a kin noun, KINPROP indicates a relative of the nominated type in relation to an 
ego who is contextually defined. Often the ego is the speaker, in which case KINPROP denotes 'my 
father' ,  'my mother' etc. when added to 'father', 'mother' etc. The ego may be the addressee, in 
which case 'your father' ,  'your mother' etc. would obtain. Otherwise, the ego is defined from the 
textual context, being usually third person, 'his father', 'his mother' etc. See sections 3.2 and 3.3 for 
comments on the relationship of KINPROP to the marker of this function in other Yolngu languages. 
The Djinba f01ID is -pani. 
A number of examples including the KINPROP affix have already been given: (41) ,  (42), (45), 
(88), (89), ( 161 ), ( 170). These examples do not have both KINPROP and overt case on the same 
constituent, though it is possible for overt case marking and KINPROP to co-occurr, as in the next 
two examples. 
( 175) bu{ki-dji mir ngunungi, in.ga yuJgu-ng miri 
dre:am-FUT like thatUNM 3sgDAT come.to-FUT like 
mum-ngim-ngir-gi-m+a u nyunynyuny-ngir-gi-mi 
mother-KINPROP-OBL-DAT-KINPROP+NF or father-OBL-DAT-KINPROP 
(She) will dream so that (the spirit-child) will come to either his mother or to his father. 
{ 49:5 1 -52 } 
(176) ngmlpl-ngir-gi-m in.ga wangi-dji 
hus.band-OBL-DAT-KINPROP 3sgDAT say-FUT 
(She) will say to her husband . . .  { 49:62 }  
(2) Kingroup ··uw(i),-aw(i) 
The KINGRP affix is added to a kin noun (normally following any case affixation, but some 
speakers use it as a fIrst order suffix) to indicate a group of people who have the nominated kinship 
relationship to' ego, where ego could be either speaker, addressee or a third person - as for 
KINPROP. The group so delineated is regarded as plural. Examples ( 177) and ( 178) illustrate its 
use. The affIx-final i vowel rarely occurs. The -aw aUomorph is used when the noun stem 
immediately precedes the KINGRP affix; the noun stem ended in *a before the Djinang vowel shift 
took effect. The -uw allomorph is used if a case suffix immediately precedes the affIx - as in 
(178).  Further examples are wuw-gir-k-uw older.brother-OBL-DAT-KINGRP { 66: 1 1 5 }  and 
wuwa-r-uw older.brother-ERG-KINGRP { 65 :4 1 } ,  gunydjirr-a w fatherUNM-KINGRP in 
{ 65 :55 } ;  and wuw-a w older.brotherUNM-KINGRP { 67 : 1O, 1 4 } .  The KINGRP affix does not 
occur very often in the texts I have collected; the examples here have been elicited. 
(177) ngarri dji-ny+irr nya-nglI)1 wuw-aw 
IsgERG 3pl-ACC+ l sgERG see-TPA [older.brother-KINGRP]ACC 
I saw the group who are my older brothers. { 67 :5 }  
( 178) ngarri bi-piIJi wuw-gm-ny-uw 
I sgERG hit-TPA older.brother-OBL-ACC-KINGRP 
I hit each of my older brothers. { 67 :  17 }  
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(3) gudjuw 
If one wishes to speak of a group of people who all have the same kinship section membership, 
one may use the particle gudjuw 'group of'. Both Djinang and Djinba have this particle, and it may 
only be used with section names, such as Burralang, Balang and Ngarritjan. It occurs pre-nominally, 
in expressions such as gudjuw Burralang 'a group of people who are each Burralang' .  I do not have 
any instances of this particle occurring in text, and I have heard it used spontaneously by Djinang 
speakers only a couple of times. Probably the circumstances appropriate for its use rarely obtain. 
3.5 DEICTIC AND EMPHASIS AFFIXES 
( 1 )  Deictic -ngu 
, 
The DEIC affix is used to add extra deictic force. Probably the affIx is historically related to the 
modern Distant deictic ngunung(i). In my data, the affix is found on deictics, nouns and verbs; the 
next three examples illustrate each of these occurrences. The most frequent use of DEIC is when a 
speaker wishes to point to an object or place to which he is referring, which is usually either in the 
field of vision of the hearer or in a certain direction. The speaker will often use DEIC in such 
circumstances with a pronounced rounding of the lips, which is a typical deictic gesture, in the 
direction of the item or place. The gesture is simultaneous with the articulation of the -ngu 
morpheme. Further examples can be seen in (86) and (90). 
( 179) "Djambaku djini-pilang-ngu ? 
[tobaccoUNM]NOM [this-INDEF-DEIClLoc 
Batjikali, djayina bi lidji marri-wi" 
[pipeUNM pipe.cleanerUNM]ACC HITH 2plERG pick.up-IMP 
"Is there tobacco somewhere here? Go pick up (any) pipes and pipe cleaners around 
here!" { 34: 1 l 55- 1 l56}  
(1 80) a mir ngunu gadjigarr-ngu ngurri-@ kiri-mi, 
and like thatUNM [road-DEIC]NOM lie-PRES PROG-PRES 
gadjigarr, nguJi-gima 
[roadUNM thatLOC-EMPH]NOM 
Like that road situated there, the one right there. { 34:350} 
( 18 1 )  Djining ngu 7-ngurri-@-ngu 
[thisUNMlLoc DIST-lie.down-PRES-DEIC 
(He) is sleeping right here. { 22:259 } 
(2) Emphasis -gim(a),-kim(a) 
The EMPH clitic adds emphatic force to the word it marks. It is similar to PROM marking, except 
that EMPH is quite independent of the system of interclause cohesion (PROM is used in interclause 
cohesion), and while PROM is usually added to a noun, EMPH may be added to any part of speech, 
and may occur with case marking. It differs frum THPRO in that the emphasis it gives is non­
contrastive. In my data, there are instances of EMPH occurring with nominals marked for ALL, 
ABL, OR, LOC and NOM. EMPH is always last on any form it marks; it even follows the TF clitic, 
which indicates that EMPH should be analysed as a clitic. Indeed, it must properly be viewed as an 
element of the discourse level functions of prominence/emphasis/focus of one kind or another. It is 
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quite possibly etymologically related to earlier Yolngu PROM marking, and it is used in some of the 
contexts where, say, Gupapuyngu or Djambarrpuyngu would use the -(ny)dja PROM clitic. Also, 
speakers feel there is no clear difference in meaning (considering the words in isolation) between 
forms such as birral-pmi true-THPRO and birral-kima true-EMPH. The meaning of EMPH 
definitely falls within the prominence area. 
There is some variation in the phonetic shape of the medial vowel. The medial vowel, because it 
occurs between two peripheral consonants, is often phonetically indeterminate, being articulated as a 
high central unrounded vowel quite often, and therefore often heard incorrectly by English speakers 
as [u] . 
The clitic occurs mostly on deictic forms (60% of instances), less frequently on verbs (1 8%); 
infrequently on nouns (7%) and occasionally on adverbs, interrogative/indefinite pronouns, 
interjections, temporal nouns and on the COMPL and PERF particles. On the particles, girr-gima 
COMPL-EMPH is a stronger way of indicating either 'finished' or ' also' (the form girri COMPL 
may have either meaning - providing it is not clause initial). However, on the PERF particle 
ngurrum(i), t e resultant form ngurrgim(a) PERF-EMPH has a quite different meaning, namely 
' the same' ,  ' s:imilarly' etc., and occurs often in the phrases such as ngunu ngurrgima 'the same as 
that ' ,  ' similarly' and bintji ngurrgima 'do thus always', 'for ever' .  The former phrase is used to 
form a semblative NP, often in conjunction with the particle miri 'like' .  The Semblative function is 
an affix in some Yolngu languages (e.g. Ritharmgu -?wanydji, Heath 1980a:42). There is no 
semblative affix in Djinang or Djinba, a particle is used instead. 
The Djinba EMPH form is marked by the PROM marker -amdja. This then suggests that the 
Djinang -Gima EMPH clitic may be etymologically related to the -ma PROM marker in Djinba and 
Yanhangu. In fact, corresponding to the Djinang form nguji-kima thatLOC-EMPH is the Djinba 
form ngunuki-mdja thatLOC-PROM (phonetically heard as [ngunuku-mdja]). This raises the 
possibility that a form such as Djinang ngunu-kima that-EMPH may have arisen by borrowing and 
resegmenting a Djinba form such as ngunuki-PROM where, perhaps, the PROM marker was the 
-ma allomorph rather than the -mdja allomorph (both occurring in modern Djinba). Thus, 
tentatively, we may say that Djinang innovated a separate EMPH suffix to bleed off some of the 
functions of PROM marking to a unique marker, since PROM marking in Yolngu languages has a 
large number of distinct functions leading to diachronic pressure to simplify the system - reducing the 
number of functions signalled by each of the prominence markers by increasing the number of unique 
markers. 
Some examples of EMPH have already occurred in (8), ( 129), ( 134) and (1 80). These involve the 
emphatic forrn nguji-gima thatLOC-EMPH 'right there' ,  except for ( 1 29) which has the form 
ngunu-mirr-pan-gima that-PERL-TF-EMPH 'right that way then '. Three more examples are 
given below: ( 1 82) to ( 184) illustrate EMPH occurring on a verb, an adverb and a noun (actually, on 
the final noun in an NP). Further examples can be found in the cited texts in the following locations: 
(24:77,89,103,106,109, 1 14); (32: 17,45,75, 100); and (34:238,240). 
( 1 82) wira-r bilidjirr-gim ngunu 
[who-OBLlLoc the.time.of-EMPH [thatUNM]NoM 
In whose era was that? { 34: 1 196}  
(1 83) a birral-gim bugi djiningi 
and truly-EMPH [bloodUNM]NOM (thisUNMlLoc 
Truly here (is) blood.!fruly this (is) blood. { 34:653)  
( 1 84) yakirri warrngguwili-gim liny ngurri-nyini 
sleepUNM few-EMPH IduexcNOM lie.down-RPA 
Wiggu, ngirr-a wuw-nglml 
[Left.handUNM I sg-GEN older.brother-KINPROP]NOM 
For a few days we slept (there, me and) Left-hand, my older brother. (34:278) 
3.6 DEFINITE AFFIX, INDEFINITE AFFIX AND FRAME PARTICLE/CLITIC 
( 1 )  Definite -tji,-tjini 
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The DEF affix marks anaphoric definiteness. The most common form of the affix is -tji, while 
-tjini occurs usually as a first-order suffix on a unique Distant deictic stem, nguni- ' that'. If another 
case or PL suffixation occurs preceding the DEF suffix, then the short form of the suffix normally 
occurs instead, and if the stem also happens to be the Distant deictic stem then the cannonical form, 
ngun u-, is used. Hence we have nguni-tjini that-DEF, but with PL we get ngunu-wili-tji 
that-PL-DEF. Also, the -tjini affix, but not the -tji affix, is inherently Plural in function, and is 
therefore inappropriate in contexts where the referent is singular. 
DEF is used typically with deictic, noun or pronoun stems, and it indicates that the referent (which 
may be a person, thing, place or time) is to be identified with a previously mentioned referent. The 
affix is used somewhat infrequently. The Djinba DEF affix is identified tentatively as -yirri. The 
Djinang form is cognate with the Ritharrngu form -dhi, which has the same function (Heath 
1 980a:54-5). Dhuwal uses -yin (e.g. nguringi-yin thatERG-DEF) for this function (see below). 
Both of these forms are cognate with the Djinang allomorphs. The proto-form may possibly have 
been *-Dhin V. 
We must note that not every instance of -tji is an occurrence of DEF marking. The morpheme -tji 
occurs on the words madjirri 'again' and yili 'again' ,  but only with Emphasis function (equivalent 
to the EMPH affix -Gima). Thus Djinang madjirr-tji and yili-tji both mean 'again' or 'once more' 
- a stronger form than the uninflected form. Here the -tji morpheme is really a fossilisation of an 
earlier -*thu suffix having the same function; consider f:.iyagalawumirr buJu-thu again-DEF, which 
has the same meanings as the Djinang equivalents (buJu is the common Y olngu word for ' again' ). 
An example of the use of -tji DEF occurred in ( 1 35). Notice that in ( 1 85) it is used cataphoric ally. 
The definite location marked by the affix is not made explicit until the following clause. For this 
reason, I call the affix DEF (rather than anaphoric), since it always indicates definiteness, but may or 
may not be anaphoric. Most instances of its use, however, will be anaphoric. 
( 1 85) nginibi mir djiji gurrbi-li libila djin-ngir-pmi, 
IplexcNOM like thisLOC camp-ALL IplexcDAT this-ABL-THPRO 
ga nyani rarri-ngunu-ngir-tji galmi-n, mir gadjigarr 
and 3sgNOM mouth-that-ABL-DEF fal1.down-RPA like [roadUNM]NOM 
bi tjarri-� 
HITH stand-PRES 
It was like this; we were here, on this side towards the camp, while it (i.e. the buffalo) 
collapsed there on the other bank, (a distance away) like (where) the road is over there. 
{ 34:381 -383 } 
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A common phrase is the expression nguni-tjini mala that-DEF COL ' that group' or ' those ones' . 
This is the cor ect way to say ' that group' when reference is anaphoric definite. Comparison with 
Djambarrpuyngu (e.g. translated Scripture portions) reveals forms such as nguringi-yin thatERG­
DEF ' that one' ,  for which Djinang nguni-tjini is a translation equivalent. The -tjini formative 
therefore appears to be a fossilisation of an earlier DEF affix -*thin Vor -*DHin V which may have 
been a proto-Yolngu form. A similar Djinang expression occurs in (32:6): ngunu-kirri-tjini mala 
thatUNM-CO;MPL-DEF COL ' that aforementioned group' or ' that group back there' .  
(1 86) ngunI-tJIDl mala irri-ny djin bi-piQi 
[thatERG-DEF COL]ERG Isg-ACC 3plERG hit-RPA 
That group hit me. {65: 10} 
(2) Indefinite -Bila(ng(i)) 
The INDEF affix is used to indicate indefiniteness, and usually is affixed to either a deictic stem or 
an interrogative/indefinite pronoun. The archephoneme B may be realised as either b or p. 
However, when the stem is the Distant deictic ngunu- ' that' , the -pila(ng(i)) form regularly occurs, 
giving ngunu-pila(ng(i)), since the similar form ngunu-bila(ng(i)) has a different meaning (see 
the discussion of the FRAME particle/clitic below). The latter is used regularly with the meaning 'if' 
or ' suppose' ,  and almost invariably occurs at the beginning of its clause, while the former form is 
used as an INDEF word, and occurs post-positionally with respect to the word for which it signals 
indefiniteness. Other than these two forms, there apppears to be no meaning contrast between the 
two allomorphs,-pilangi and -bilangi. Elision of the final vowel, i, or even the final syllable ngi, 
is fairly common in natural speech. 
Probably the most common use of the INDEF affix is to form the INDEF word ngunu-pilang, 
which is most often used following an interrogative/indefinite pronoun. Thus, corresponding to wiji 
whoERG, w�lri whoNOM, nyabini 'how many' ,  'how much' ,  'how about' , nyimi ' what' etc. 
are the INDEF expressions wiJi ngunu-pilangi-r whoERG that-INDEF-ERG 'whoever' ,  wari 
ngunu-pilang whoNOM that-INDEF ' whoever ' ,  nyabini ngunu-pilang ' however many ' ,  
'however much' ,  'how about maybe' ,  nyim ngunu-pilang 'whatever' .  The second last of these 
expressions occurred in ( 1 64); examples ( 1 79) and ( 1 87) illustrate others of these expressions. 
Example ( 1 88) illustrates the -bila(ng(i)) allomorph, this time on the interrogative pronoun nyi-li 
what-INSTR 'by what means' or 'how'. (It is possible to analyse -bila with the latter meaning as the 
FRAME clitic. If we do this ( 1 88) would either have the same sense or it could be glossed 'How 
then can we do likewise? '.) Another form of this kind is nyali-bilang where/which-INDEF used to 
ask for something, as in nyali-bilang mi!Jim wali ngurri-� where-INDEF small.amountUNM 
foodUNM lie··PRES which literally means 'where somewhere does a little bit of food lie?' but is 
functionally equivalent to the English 'Do you have a little bit of food at hand?' .  
(1 87) mid 
like 
wiji ngunu-pilangi-r irri-ny manya-ngi 
whoERG that-INDEF-ERG Isg-ACC find-FUT 
irri-ny bu-ngi 
I sg-ACC kill-FUT 
So whoever finds me will kill me. {66: 103 } 
( 1 88) ny.i-li-bila ngunu pintji-�-kim ili 
what-INSTR-INDEF [thatUNM]ACC do.thus-FUT-EMPH IduincERG 
Somehow we can do that too. { 33: 129} 
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Example ( 1 89) illustrates the reduplicated form bila-pilang FRAME-INDEF used to express the 
meaning 'it is like that' or ' such a one ' ,  or with a list to express ' and so forth '.  It is also used with 
the semblative particle miri to signal a comparison. The bila-pilangi particle is typically used when 
the speaker wishes to make an example of behaviour or an event. It is highly likely that the first 
morpheme is the FRAME particle/clitic, and clearly the meaning is similar to both Frame and 
Indefinite functions (see below). For this reason it is fairly certain that the INDEF affix and the 
FRAME particle have split from a single proto-form. 
( 1 89) ga bila-pilang djinim-kirri djanguny bila-ldji 
and FRAME-INDEF [that-COMPL storyUNM]ACC FRAME�2plERG 
nya-ngiI), ngurrum ildji marrngi-n wukirri-dj-nyir-bi, 
see-TPA PERF 2plNOM hear-RPA write-THMSR-NMLSR-OR 
And it's such a story as that (which) you should have seen (already), you have already 
heard the Scripture. { 33 : 1 3 1 } 
The Djinba INDEF affix is -bilak; I do not have sufficient data to know if Djinba also has a 
-pilak allomorph. The Djinang -Bilangi affix, and also the bilangi FRAME particle, are cognate 
with the Dhuwala balang(u) particle which has a Frame function also. 
(3) Frame bila(ng(i)) particle, -bila(ng(i)) clitic 
This particle can be glossed in a wide variety of ways in English, seemingly with little or no 
common thread of meaning running though the various glosses. Various meanings it may take are 
'if', ' suppose ' ,  'while ' ,  'with respect to' ,  ' should (have)' and 'then ' .  With great insight Morphy 
writes about 'Framing Clauses' thus: 'The function of this type of clause is to provide a frame for the 
activity, state, or event described by the main clause' ( 1983: 1 28). In Djapu however, one of three 
different particles (bala, yurru or nguli) may be used in conjunction with framing clauses, each 
particle being used in a unique way. Djinang is different in that there is only one particle (sometimes 
realised as an enclitic), and its function is to delimit the word, phrase or clause that the speaker wishes 
to 'frame '.  Therefore it is appropriate in Djinang to speak of a FRAME particle and, for the suffixal 
form, a FRAME clitic. The Djinba FRAME particle is bilak. 
The FRAME particle may occur in the main clause as well as in the subordinate clause. When this 
happens, the FRAME particle in the main clause typically takes a modal interpretation, either 'should' 
or ' then . . .  should' (as in (286) of section 3 . 19) .  
At clause level, the FRAME particle usually occurs first i n  the clause being framed, a s  i n  (190) and 
( 1 9 1 ). Alternatively, it may occur suffixed to the deictic stem ngunu- ' that' ,  which usually occurs 
first in the clause (or possibly following a clause-linking particle).  Two examples of the 
ngun u-bilang form meaning 'if' or ' suppose' are in (23) and (77). In such constructions, the 
ngunu- 'that' morpheme refers generically to the propositional content of the clause being framed. 
Thus at clause level the FRAME particle sets up a propositional frame, with respect to which another 
clause makes a statement. The framing clause usually occurs first, but not necessarily so. 
Protasis-apodosis constructions of this type commonly involve conditionality or hypotheticality, as in 
(190) and ( 191)  below. Thus the FRAME particle at clause level typically expresses meanings such 
as 'if', ' suppose' ,  or temporal senses such as 'while' in (192) or 'when' ( 193). (Note that the usual 
way to express the meaning 'while' or 'when' in the sense of a simultaneous event is with the PROP 
suffix on the FRAME particle, that is, bila-kiI)ing FRAME-PROP 'while' . )  In ( 1 93) the verb is 
inflected for irrealis because there is doubt that the subject actually saw any cattle. 
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( 190) bilang lim guJ-miyi-wi nyi+rr milJirrpi-rri 
FRAME 1plincNOM stop-CAUS-YPI 2sgACC+1 sgERG show-YPI 
If/suppose we had stopped, I would/could have shown (it) to you. { 67:35 } 
( 191)  galngbuy, bilang galbi- wili nyumili-nyi-rr gaypi-nyir, 
meattaboo FRAME [lots-PL]NOM 2du-ACC- 1 sgERG take.from-TPI 
bil djining ngicjawa nyimi, marri-ban 
but thisUNM aloneUNM 2duNOM must.be-TF 
nyim 
2du.ERG 
cjirra-dji-gi 
eat-THEMSR-FUT 
(It's) taboo meat; if there were lots (of people) I would deprive you of it (i.e. the meat), 
but here you are alone, (so) never mind, you can eat it. { 34:7 1 5-7 1 6 }  
(192) ngllnum bilang nyim ngildji nya-ngiIJi 
over.thereLOC FRAME what 2plERG see-TPA 
While (you were) over there, what did you see? 
(193) ngunum bila nyabini buluki lidji nya-nym 
over. there FRAME [how.manyUNM cattleUNM]ACC 2plERG see-RPI 
When (you were) over there, how many cattle did you see? { 34: 140}  
At the phrase level, the FRAME particle sets up a referential frame and typically occurs post­
positionally with respect to the word or phrase it is framing. A suitable English gloss would be 'with 
respect to X',  where X is the element being framed. This function is rather similar in behaviour to the 
function that a comma (or pause) has in English clef ted constructions. For example, we could treat 
the instances of FRAME in ( 192) and (193) as phrase-level occurrences and gloss these examples as 
'Over there, what did you see?' and 'Over there, how many cattle did you see� Alternatively, we 
could gloss them using 'then' in the main clause, in a construction of the type: 'X obtains, then Y (is 
its result) " hence ' (You were) over there, then what did you see?' and so forth. 
Example ( 1 94) is a clear example of bilang used at phrase level. The context of this example 
comes from the ftrst chapter of John's gospel; a party of religious leaders had been sent to John the 
Baptist to ask him if he was one of several special persons they were expecting on account of 
prophecies written down hundreds of years previously. John replied in the negative to all their 
questions, so they then asked (194). Clearly they were asking him to deftne himself, asking what his 
intrinsic or deftning characteristic was (this is what nyim-kiIJing means in this context), though this 
is not easy to bring out with an English gloss. A good gloss for bilang in this example is 'then'. 
( 194) nyim-kiIJing bilang, nyuni-bi+nydji bultji-rri 
what-PROP FRAME 2sgNOM-INTENS+RECIP tell-IMP 
inb.i1a-nydji 
1plexcDAT-RECIP 
What kind of person are you then? You yourself confess it to us! 
(lit. You report on yourself for our beneftt.) 
Finally, there is one function of the FRAME particle which is not a Framing function, but rather 
expresses a mood contrast, which I alluded to earlier, e.g. nyuni bilang giri-fJ 2sgNOM FRAME 
go-FUT 'You should go'. Used this way bilang occurs just preceding the verb complex. In such a 
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context bilang expresses the meanings 'should do' or 'should have done' .  Another example occurs 
in ( 1 89) above. 
Clearly, if we were to try to characterise this particle without perceiving its Framing function, we 
would not only have extreme difficulty doing so but we would also miss out entirely on seeing the 
generalisation which gives unity to the diversity of functions of the particle within the Djinang 
semantic system. 
3.7 CONTRASTIVE CLITIC AND COMPLETATIVE AFFIX/PARTICLE 
( 1 )  Contrastive -tja 
The CONTR clitic is added to a word when there is a contrast (either implied or overtly stated) 
between the referent of the word and some contextually-defined different referent enumerated in the 
immediate context (usually preceding). The affix is best treated as a clitic for two reasons: ( 1 )  its 
scope extends beyond the immediate clause in many instances; and (2) it may be added to a variety of 
parts of speech, and it appears that there is no grammatical restriction on its distribution. In my data, 
it occurs on verbs, auxiliary verbs, nouns, pronouns, deictics and adverbs. It always signals a 
contrast, but the type of contrast depends on the part of speech to which the clitic is bound. Thus, on 
verbs it contrasts the event expressed by the verb with another event; on nouns and pronouns it 
contrasts participants in events, and so forth. When the contrast is vague, a 'good' versus 'bad' 
contrast is assumed, and the clitic then marks the 'good' pole of the implied contrast. The latter 
situation can be glossed in English either by contrastive word stress or as ' It's better (that) . . .  ' .  I give 
examples below. 
Djinba has the same clitic form, -tja, and the suffix is cognate with the Ritharrngu clitic -ya (see 
Heath 1980a:47-8). The proto-form may have been ?-*tha, although it cannot be ruled out that it 
may be cognate with the PROM clitic -(ny)dja of DhuwalaIDhuwal, since DhuwalaIDhuwal has 
-(ny)dja but apparently nothing similar to the former tentatively identified form. Moreover, some of 
the functions of PROM in DhuwallDhuwala are identical to that of -tja. 
The most common use of the CONTR clitic is to contrast participants in events. We have seen two 
examples already of this nature: in (33) there is a contrast between Shepherdson (the missionary pilot) 
and the Y olngu party - the former travelled back to Milingimbi by plane, the latter by canoe; in (48) 
the buffalo is contrasted with another buffalo which had chased them earlier. Three more examples 
of this type are given below: ( 195) has CONTR on a pronoun; (1 96) and ( 197) have it on a noun. 
Notice that it is not possible to give a single consistent English gloss for CONTR. In ( 195) the 
appropriate gloss is 'your tum ' ; in (196) 'old' meat is contrasted with 'fresh' meat - the only English 
gloss suitable here is 'and' with contrastive stress. In ( 197) no English gloss is suitable except 
perhaps contrastive stress, though it is clear that a contrast obtains between the two clauses. 
(195) a ngunung nyi+rr ka-ng kira-�, ngidjirrkng-ngir 
and [thatUNMkoc 2sgACC+ I sgERG take-FUT PROG-FUT near-ABL 
rani-�, nyuni-tja 
spear-FUT 2sgERG-CONTR 
And there I will take you to it, and from close proximity it will be your turn to spear it. 
{ 34: 406-407 } 
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(196) a wanim ngunung djanggu minydji nibi 
and [oldUNM thatUNM fleshUNM]ACC THITH 1plexcERG 
kali-ni-pm, a yu wiridjini-tja 
have-RPC-THPRO [and new-CONTR]ACC 
And we still were from then on keeping that old meat, and the new (meat). { 34:967 } 
(197) nyibi- wili djin yulgu-li, djina lim 
[some-PL]NOM 3plNOM arrive-TPA 3plDAT 1plincNOM 
marrka-ng nyibi-wili-ki-tja 
wait-FUT other-PL-DAT-CONTR 
Some have arrived, (and) for the others we shall wait. { 65 :  183 } 
CONTR on a verb, to contrast the action with another action, is illustrated in example ( 198). Here 
the pounding and pulverising of cycad nuts is contrasted with the nuts having been immersed to 
soften the shells (which was stated in the preceding context). It is very hard to come up with an 
adequate gloss for CONTR in this context; probably contrastive word stress (indicated here by bold 
type) conveys the intent correctly. (Note that, while CONTR occurs on the auxiliary, the English 
gloss requires the stress on the main verb.) 
( 198) djill wl!Jl-ny djin bajpi-ny giri-nyi-tja 
3pll�OM return-RPC 3plERG pound-RPC HABIT-RPC-CONTR 
bUl'tjil-dj-ny ngambuj ngunungi 
sofl.-THEMSR-RPC [nutUNM thatUNM]ACC 
They returned (to camp). They used to pound (them) - pulverising those nuts. 
{ 43:21-23 } 
CONTR can be used when there is no apparent context to define the nature of the contrast that is 
being signalled. In such a circumstance, a contrast of felicitous versus non-felicitous action obtains. 
This can be translated by an English expression of the form 'It's better (that) X',  where X is a clause. 
(This explanation was given me by Joe Gigarri.) Contrastive word stress here would also be a good 
English translation equivalent, but I retain the original glosses given me by Gigarri. 
( 199) gar-gurriyili- tja il ngurri-dji 
groin-outside-CONTR 1duincNOM lie.down-FUT 
It's better we sleep outside. { 65 :  14}  (or We'll sleep outside.) 
(200) malipmalir-tja il giri-0 
tomorrow-CONTR 1duincNOM go-FUT 
It's better we go tomorrow. { 65: 1 5 }  (or We'll go tomorrow.) 
(201)  nyibi-wili-tja djin djama-dji-gi 
[other-PL-CONTR]ERG 3plERG work-THEMSR-FUT 
It's better that others do the work. { 65 : 16 }  (or Others can do the work.) 
When CONTR occurs on a full-form pronoun which is being used to mark a change of 
participants, it can be glossed as 'But... ' .  The CONTR clitic may also be used to indicate 'contrary to 
expectation' .  For example, my family and some Djinang children were about to climb into our 
vehicle to go off for a swim. Everyone was climbing in when my daughter suddenly turned and went 
into the house to get something. One of the children then said nyani-tja ra-gili 3sg-CONTR enter­
TPA 'But she entered (the house) ! ' . These then are two contexts in which the clitic may be suitably 
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glossed as 'But. . . ' .  And it should be remembered that while the clitic necessarily is bound to a single 
word of a clause, it quite often obtains that the contrast pertains to the clause as a whole rather than 
just to the word carrying the -tja clitic, as some of the preceding examples illustrate. 
(2) Completative afftx -girri, -kirri and COMPL particle girri 
The COMPL particle and the COMPL afftx signal a variety of functions - all of which are related 
to the basic meaning of COMPL, which is 'finished'. The COMPL afftx derives historically from the 
particle form, such that a former post-positional COMPL particle has become bound to the preceding 
word as an affix. The afftxal form has subsequently undergone various semantic extensions which 
may be traced to the basic function of the particle form. I will first discuss the particle girri, 
enumerating its functions, and then I will discuss the afftx and its functions. The functions marked 
by COMPL -Girri interact with case in quite complex though systematic ways and, as we observed 
for various cases, COMPL may be used in a spatial, temporal or textual (anaphoric) sense. The basic 
function of the COMPL afftx is to 'refer back',  where the referral process may be either spatial, 
temporal or textual. Details will be given below. 
The functions of the COMPL particle may be reduced to just two: Sequence and Completative (in 
the sense 'ftnished').  These functions are distinguished syntactically: Sequence obtains when 
COMPL occurs clause initially (or at least pre-verbally); for post-verbal occurrences (mostly clause 
final) Completative has the sense 'ftnished' .  How COMPL came to mark SEQU is easy to explain. 
Consider a sentential structure of the kind [X, girri] . Y, where X and Y are consecutive clauses, and 
comma and period mark pauses. This type of structure occurs quite often in Djinang; the function of 
girri here is to indicate that the event X has terminated and event Y occurred later (or it may indicate 
that the speaker has terminated his discussion of a topic, so that the Y clause will be the first clause of 
a new topic). In such a structure, the COMPL particle is considered part of the X clause, and Y 
begins a new sentence (as the bracketing indicates). 
Consider proto-Dijinang. This pattern certainly would have occurred in the proto-language. From 
this basic pattern a new pattern emerged whereby the pause after girri was shifted to precede it, so 
that COMPL became the ftrst element of the second clause. That is, the structure became X, [girri 
Y J. Because event Y followed event X, this new structure was used to mark temporal Sequence 
overtly. This is the modern situation, whenever girri occurs clause initially. In such a construction 
girr(i) a/ways is to be translated ' then' .  
I t  i s  not obligatory to use COMPL having the Sequence function whenever there i s  temporal 
sequence between two consecutive clauses; it is used only when the Sequence function obtaining 
between the two clauses is to be made prominent - and therefore needs to be marked explicitly. 
The next two examples illustrate these comments. The [X, girri] .  Y structure is illustrated in 
(202). Notice that COMPL functions as a terminator of a set of related events (the provision of food 
and various goods to the narrator), and Y occurred later on. In such a situation, the COMPL particle 
is best glossed 'later' and included in the translation of the following clause. Example (203) 
illustrates the X, [girri YJ structure. Further examples of the former structure may be observed in 
the texts as follows: (22:200,208,2 14); (24:83, 1 1 8);  (32:68,95). Further examples of the latter 
structure may be observed in (24:72) and (32:26,30,41 ,47,79). 
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(202) nguji wal-dirr cjirra-dji-la . .  , blanket 
thatLOC [foodUNMJACC- 1 sgERG eat-THEMSR-RP A+DUR [blanketUNM 
nyim-gunyirri girri IrrI-ny djin gu-li, 
what-kindUNM goodsUNMJACC 1 sg-ACC 3plERG give-RPA 
gIn"I. Ngunyili-pm IrrI-ny djin wiI)i-djingi-n 
COMPL thatALL-TIIPRO 1 sg-ACC 3plERG return-CAUS-RPA 
Wi.r]gu-li. 
Left.hand-ALL 
There I kept eating food, (and) they gave me blankets and all kinds of goods. Later they 
returned me directly to Left-hand. (34:255-257) 
(203) nYllni ngunu net marr-ngil, girr garrpi-n-ban. 
3sgERG [thatUNM netUNMJACC pick.up-RPA COMPL tie.around-RPA-TF 
He picked up that net, then tied it (closed). (24:7 1 -72) 
There is one further function which the COMPL particle may mark, and that is to indicate the sense 
' also ' .  This is a subcase of the structure [X, girriJ. Y above. When COMPL is used at the end of a 
list of items or a series of events, often without a pause preceding the girri particle (that is, in a 
structure X .. .  Y girri.), then girri acts as a terminator of the list. Usually this occurrence of COMPL 
can be translated as ' also' or 'too',  but sometimes it is best just left untranslated. This construction is 
typically used when the speaker adds a clause as an afterthought, having the sense 'Y also' ,  where Y 
is the afterthought clause. In example (204), Paul and Silas have just been stripped and lashed, to 
please the managers of the girl who was possessed, and as an afterthought the narrator adds (204), 
indicating that Paul and Silas were led before the assembled audience. (Note that he paused in the 
middle of the compound verb ngurri-djiti- nose-drag ' lead forcibly' .  Pause in such a position is 
quite uncommon.) 
(204) ngurri-, djiti-ngil dji+ny djina gun. 
nos,e- drag-RP A 3pl+ACC 3plDAT COMPL 
He forcibly dragged!led them in front of them (i.e. the audience) also. (32:68) 
COMPL, with the sense 'also' or 'too', can also occur within a clause. Also, the COMPL particle 
often takes the EMPH affix -gim(a). Thus the form girr-gim(a) COMPL-EMPH signals a slightly 
more emphatic sense of 'fmished' or 'also' .  The EMPH affix never occurs with COMPL when the 
latter occurs c lause initially marking SEQU. Some dialects (e.g. Marrangu) seem to prefer the 
girr-gima fonn to the girri form to signal 'finished' or ' also' .  Another common pattern for girri 
occurring clause internally is when it is used to express 'also' or 'too' with a phrasal constituent of 
the clause, e.g. nyuni girri pu-wi 2sgERG COMPL hit-IMP 'You too hit (it) ' .  In such instances it 
is best to analyse girri as being the final constituent of the NP, thereby paralleling the syntax of 
girri, when it means ' also', at the level of the clause. 
(205) bil girr-gima djini-gima i1 wiI)i-djingil kiri-0 
but COMPL-EMPH [this-EMPH]ACC 1duincERG return-CAUS PROG-FUT 
marrga, djibu 
so.that be.okay 
But also this (dead wallaby) we will take back so that all will be well. { 34:693 } 
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Djinba appears not to have developed a clause-initial equivalent of Djinang girri 'next' ;  when 
transliterating a Djinang story into Djinba, the Djinang COMPL particle was consistently translated by 
0. Nor have I yet found any trace of a COMPL affix in Djinba; however there is a COMPL particle 
form, banbim, which is never used clause initially. The closest equivalent to Djinang girri in other 
Yolngu languages appears to be bili (see Lowe 1960, lesson 89). In DhuwalalDhuwal the bili 
particle is used not only as COMPL but also as PERF. Djinang, on the other hand, uses a distinct 
form for PERF, namely ngurru(m(i)). 
The remainder of this section is devoted to a discussion of the -Girri COMPL affix. The 
archephoneme G is strongly conditioned by the speaker's dialect. In my computerised database, there 
are 70 occurrences of the affix, 52 were articulated by speakers of disjunctive dialects and 1 8  by a 
smooth dialect speaker (Joe Gigarri). There was 100% correlation with dialect; Gigarri used only the 
-girri allomorph, and the disjunctive dialect speakers used only the -kirri allomorph. (Yililpawuy, 
who speaks Djinang as a second language, used the -kirri form only.) 
In order to understand the semantics of the COMPL affix, I offer the following as an explanation 
of how it developed semantically from the COMPL particle having the sense 'finished' .  Consider 
again the [X, girri] .  Y structure, where X and Y are clauses. If we consider event X from the 
reference point of event Y, then this involves a backwards-directed referential process. Firstly, X 
occurs before Y in the stream of speech, which possibly led to the modem textual use of the COMPL 
affix for anaphoric reference. Secondly, event X often occurs before Y, so that X and Y events are in 
temporal sequence, which possibly led to the modem temporal use of the COMPL affix to refer to a 
previous time. Thirdly, X and Y often would be events involving motion, so that event X would 
occur at a different location to event Y. In fact, since an event is often at the location of the semantic 
subject, event X is often the subject's locale at an earlier time. This possibly led to the modem spatial 
use of the COMPL affix to refer to a location 'behind' or motion 'back to' a place. It can be seen that 
the common thread of meaning in these functions is 'referring back'.  As the affix form developed, its 
distribution widened so that it was added to whatever deictic was appropriate for the required sense, 
irrespective of the position of that word in the clause. 
The COMPL affix is added only to deictic stems. The deictic stems usually occur in their 
unmarked forms, but they can also occur with overt case marking. The COMPL marker is generally 
the final affix, whether other affixes occur or not, a common exception being that the TF clitic may 
occur following COMPL affixation. Example (209) exhibits COMPL followed by both PROP and 
PL affixes, which rarely happens. 
Table 3 . 1  summarises the various functions of the COMPL affix that are attested in the shorter 
database. Some combinations of case and COMPL are unattested: those which I expect would 
actually occur in a wider sample of data are marked as 'unattested' ,  while those I doubt would ever 
occur are marked with a hyphen. Referent, time, place and event are each specified by the textual 
context, and correlate with NPs in the clause which defines the referent, time or place; the event is 
defined by a previous clause. In general, the UNM deictic stems (i.e. ngunu-, djini-, djinim- and 
ngunum- if it occurs) require a coreferential NP in the clause to make the reference unambiguous; the 
case-marked deictic forms do not require a coreferential NP in the clause. This, however, is not a 
rigid rule, but rather the general pattern. 
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TABLE 3.1  
FUNCTIONS OF THE COMPLETATIVE AFFIX 
'referring back -' 
Case Deictic Stem - in text - in space - in time 
ERG ngunu- 'that previously mentioned - -
referent' 
PROM ngunu- 'that previously mentioned - -
referent' 
djinim- 'that previously mentioned 
referent' 
ngunu- 'that previously mentioned 'that referent there behind' 
referent' 
NOM djinim- 'that previously mentioned unattested -
referent' 
djini- 'this previously mentioned 'this referent there behind' 
referent' 
ngunu- ' that previously mentioned unattested 
referent' 
ACC djinim- 'that previously mentioned 'that referent there behind' -
referent' 
djini- 'this previously mentioned unattested 
referent' 
OR ngunu-OBL-OR unattested unattested 'originating from that previous 
time' 
ux:: ngunu- 'at that previously mentioned unattested 'at that previous time of the 
referent' event' 
nguJi 'at that previously mentioned 'there behind the referent' 'at that previous time 
place' 
ALL ngunu- unattested 'back to that referent' -
bapiJi unattested 'back to this place' 
ABL ngunu-ABL unattested 'from that referent back 
there' 'after that event' 
When a COMPL-marked deictic having a discourse anaphoric function occurs, it occurs 
contiguous to its coreferential NP. Sometimes it precedes the NP; usually it follows it. If the NP is 
realised as a pronoun (not a reduced pronoun), it follows the pronoun, and very often one or more 
coreferential :r-..rps are juxtaposed following the COMPL-marked deictic - as in (206) and (207) 
below. The ABL deictic form marked by COMPL usually is ilrst in its clause, though a linking 
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particle or episode-marking particle (manymak) can precede it. It can occur post-verbally, although 
this is rare (an example occurs in ( 19 :25 } ). The LOC and ALL instances display a greater 
distributional freedom, consistent with their peripheral case status, so that wherever a LOC or ALL 
NP occurs it is possible for a COMPL-marked deictic to occur as well. 
The cases listed in Table 3. 1 are the cases (either covert or overt) which occur on the NPs which 
are coreferential with the COMPL-marked deictic form. Generally, no case occurs on the deictic 
form, the exceptions to this being ABL, OR, and the suppletive ALL and LOC forms bapiji 'to 
here' ,  'to this locale ', and nguji 'there' ,  'at that locale'. The ALL form ?*ngunyili-girri thatALL­
COMPL did not occur in the data; it is probably an illegal semantic collocation� The column of deictic 
stems lists only those stems in the data sample. A wider sample might yield more: for example, there 
is no semantic reason for the Near Distant deictic stem ngunum- being absent (since I have heard it 
uttered from time to time), other than that the appropriate conditions for its use did not obtain in any 
of the texts. 
The most common function of the COMPL affix is to mark anaphora in discourse; of the 70 
instances of the COMPL affix in the database, 47 were marking anaphoric reference, 1 3  had temporal 
reference (9 of these were the ABL form ngunu-ngir-Girri 'after that (event) '), and the remaining 
10 referred back in space. There is also some stylistic variation in the frequency of use of these 
forms. In story 22, comprising over 320 clauses and dealing with subject matter ideally suited to the 
use of the COMPL-marked deictic forms, there is not a single instance of such forms. The speaker, 
Manbarrarra, has a very colloquial style and relies a lot on gesture and onomatopoeia. I suspect that 
the use of the COMPL-marked deictics is more a function of good discourse style rather than dialect, 
so that Manbarrarra's lack of use of these forms is a function of his personal speech register for story­
telling. On the other hand, in Milurrurr's two texts (32 and 33), together totalling only about 300 
clauses, there were 30 instances of such forms - nearly half the total in the database! 
I will now give a series of examples to illustrate the functions of COMPL marking on deictics. I 
have only one ERG example, (206), and ERG marking is covert in this particular instance. One point 
that needs to be explained is the use of nyani 3sg pronoun in a context of plurality of reference. 
Whenever the referent is a group, (e.g. a group of people or a number of members of a species), the 
third person singular pronoun may be used. This always obtains when referring to fish and animals. 
In (206) ngunu-kirri refers anaphorically to the Jews, last mentioned sixty clauses previously. 
(206) nyani ngun u-kirri ngunung, Jew mala, 
[3sgERG that-COMPL thatUNM JewUNM COL 
mala bapurrurr, djin nya-ngi!J-ban 
COL lineageUNM]ERG 3plERG saw-RP A-TF 
ga wurpi 
and anotherUNM 
Those aforementioned Jews and people of a different race looked at (him) then. 
{ 33:69-70} 
In the next example, djinim-kirri 'that aforementioned ... ' occurs between the pronoun and the 
NP with which it is coreferential. There is covert PROM marking here, which later appears on the 
surface in the deictic form ngu!Ji thatPROM. Notice that this is PROM rather than ERG, since the 
referent is in a Patient relationship to the action of the verb. Notice, too, that THPRO on the verb 
does not here take the sense 'still' as would normally be the case, but rather is used similarly to the 
EMPH marker to emphasise the act of saving which took place (see sections 3.3 and 3.5), since that 
is what is thematic at this point in the story. 
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(207) manymak, nyani djinim-kirri lapitji-gil)ing yuJ, 
okay [3sgPROM that.near-COMPL leprosy-PROP manUNM]PROM 
ngunung, balnggili ngun ungi, ngul)i bil 
thatUNM afternoonUNM thatUNM [thatPROMJACC 3duERG 
wanngir-ngili-pm 
save-RPA-THPRO 
Okay, this leprous man, it was on that afternoon that they saved that (man). 
{ 33 : 108- 109 }  
The next two examples illustrate NOM case. The flrst is similar to (207) and needs no further 
comment; however, the context of (209) needs explaining. The narrator's party was trying to catch 
up with another group travelling to Maningrida. When they began to get close, a member of the other 
group looked back, saw the narrator's party back where they had just come from, and then said 
(209). Here the COMPL affIx can only have a spatial interpretation, in the sense of 'back there 
behind P' where P is the speaker's locale. djini-girri-gil)-piJi this-COMPL-PROP-PL literally 
means 'these ones having the property of being back behind' . Further instances of the COMPL afflx 
together with NOM case may be found in the cited texts: (32: 1 8,29,79,100). 
(208) manymak, ga nyani ngunu-kirri, ngunung prisoner 
okay and [3sgNOM that-COMPL thatUNM prisoner 
djt:rka-gil)ing, nguli-kim dji?-tjarri-ny 
care-PROP]NOM thatLOC-EMPH DIST-stand-RPC 
Okay, that prisoner supervisor was standing right there. (32:74-75) 
(209) djini-girri-gil)-pili wira-pili 
[this-COMPL-PROP-PL]NOM [who-PL] NOM 
Who (are) these people back there behind (us)? { 34: 1 182 } 
An ACC example follows, where COMPL has the Spatial sense 'back behind' .  Discourse 
anaphoric ACC examples do not occur in the cited text portions, but can be found in: { 24:42} , 
{ 32: 1 62, 163 } ,  { 33 :3, 1 3 1 } ,  { 34:6oo, 1 1 37}  and { 53:45,46,49,5 1 -52 } .  
(210) nyuni djinim-kirri, bilny Silas ga Paul, 
2sgERG [this.near-COMPL 3duACC SilasUNM and PaulUNMJACC 
bil'ny-ildji ga-ng-ban 
3duACC-2plERG take-FUT-TF 
You now go take away (from here) Paul and Silas who are close back here. {32 : 154}  
I have only one instance of OR case occurring with the COMPL afflx. In this instance, a Temporal 
sense obtains because the coreferential NP contains the temporal noun mirrkun.galing 'the 
dreamtime' . 
(2 1 1) nyani nyurrwakng mirrkun.galing-ngir ngurrwak litja 
[3s,gERG firstUNM]ERG dreamtime-ABL before 1duDAT 
giyka-nyi, ngun-gira-pi-bi-girri 
net-RPC that-OBL-OR-OR-COMPL 
The flrst (people) have been netting (flsh) from the very beginning, from back there in the 
dreamtime. {34:562-563 } 
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I will now deal briefly with the local cases. ABL deictic ngunu-ngir occurs with COMPL 
sufficiently often with the Temporal sense 'after that (event)' that another example is unnecessary. 
Instances can be observed in the cited text portions: (32:64,69), and further examples can be found in 
the wider database in: { l9:25 } ,  { 53 :9,59 } and { 34:474,538,625,993 } .  In ( 1 1 6), section 2. 1 1 , I 
gave the one instance I have of COMPL on an ABL deictic and having probably a Spatial sense 'from 
R back there' ,  where R is a group of people contextually identified. 
The ALL examples which I have involve the stems ngunu- thatUNM and bapiJi thatALL ' to 
here' .  Taking COMPL affixation, in each case a spatial sense obtains, either 'back to referent R' (in 
the case of the former form) or 'back to this place P' (in the case of the latter form) where P is the 
locale of the speaker. Additional examples may be found in { 34:88,766,1 147 } .  
(2 12) bapiJi-ban bi nibi kiri-ny ngunu-glrrl, 
thatALL-1F lllTH IplexcNOM come-RPC [that-COMPL 
Maningrida-li-ban djina-nydji nibi garrkarrpi-ni 
Maningrida-ALL-TFJALL 3plDAT-RECIP IplincNOM search.for-RPC 
kiri-ny 
PROG-RPC 
Back towards here we then came, back towards Maningrida in order to look for them. 
{ 34:746-747 } 
(2 1 3) ngunung inydji nibi wayku-li-ban bapiJi-girri-ban, 
thatUNM RECIP IplincNOM get.up-RPA-TF thatALL-COMPlr1F 
nyimbirringarri-li, Bunyinbagay-ili 
what's.the.place-ALL Bunyinbagay-ALL 
At that time (or, There) we awoke (and went) back to this locale, to what's-it's-name, to 
Bunyinbaqay. { 34:983-984} 
The fmal three examples are for LOC case. For this case I have instances of COMPL marking 
which exhibit all three senses: discourse anaphoric, Spatial and Temporal. I will give one example of 
each. In (214), nguJi-girri refers anaphorically to the location of the trunk of the cycad palm, from 
which the cycad nuts sprout. In (21 5), the woman is ' there behind R' ,  where R is the group of men 
identified in the immediately preceding clauses. In (21 6), the COMPL-marked deictic refers back to a 
previous time, which is made explicit in the clause which follows. Further anaphora examples may 
be found in { 32:278-279 } ,  { 32: 144 } ,  { 33:32-34} and { 34:504,97 1 } .  Further spatial examples are 
found in (32:23) and { 53 : 1 2 } .  
(214) ga djakirr in.ga djiningi, waH ngunu-girri 
and [trunkUNM 3sgDA T]NOM [thisUNM]NOM [foodUNM that-COMPL]NOM 
minydji giri-ny+a, nguJi-girri milgaJi-dj-ny-ban 
TlllTH come-TPC+NF thatLOC-COMPL cycad.nut-INCHO-TPC-TF 
And this (is) its trunk, the aforementioned food comes out from there, at that afore­
mentioned place it then becomes cycad nuts. {43:9-1O}  
(2 1 5) ga nyan nguJi-kirri nyini-ny miyilk, 
and 3sgNOM thatLOC-COMPL sit-RPC [womanUNM]NOM 
and a woman was sitting back there (behind them) (32:21)  
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(21 6) Mr Draysi} bi gir-ali ngunu-girri, 
[Mr DraysilUNM]NOM IllTH come-RPA [that-COMPLlLoc 
settlement miri yirrpi-ni-ban 
[seltlement]ACC like set-RPC-TF 
Mr Draysil (i.e. Drysdale) came here at that previous time, when he founded the 
settlement (Maningrida). { 34: 1 198- 1 199}  
3 .8  WORD-FINAL a;  DURATIVE AND VOCATIVE 
In this section we discuss the functions of a word-fmal change of vowel from an underlying i to a 
surface a. There is no change in stress pattern and often no change of intonation. If intonation 
changes, it simply involves word-final falling pitch becoming steady (i.e. not falling). The vowel 
change nearly always occurs word finally, and in many instances it has semantic content. The change 
can occur other than word fmally only in certain circumstances, and even then it is limited to the 
vowel of the final syllable. See the discussion below. 
( 1 )  Vocative 
When a rela.tionship nominal, such as a kin kerm ending in a vowel (in Djinang such a vowel is 
always i), is used as a term of address, the final vowel is changed to a. In some cases there are 
phonetic reductions in the stem as well. The following are some VOC forms of kin terminology, in 
which final i becomes a: gunydjirra 'father' and its abbreviated form djirra 'father'; ngambirra 
' mother';  wuwa 'older brother' , 'brother' ;  migira 'grandchild' (DaCh); ngatjitja 'grandparent' 
(opposite moiety, Fa is linking relative);  midja 'grandparent' (same moiety, Mo is linking relative). 
The following are some VOC forms which not only have word-fmal a, but other changes as well (the 
non-VOC fonns are given in parentheses): giga (gagip) ' sister';  mina (minini) 'wife' and 
MoBrSo; and :!In exception to the rule that the vowel change occurs only word finally, gimnyarr 
(gimnyirri) 'grandchild' (SiDaCh). Personal names, and familiar forms such as muri 'daddy' 
(Yirritjing) and. maju 'daddy' (Djuwing), do not change their fmal vowel; the above change is limited 
to kin terms. 
When kin terms take ERG or PROM marking -rei), the stem form ending in a is used, e.g. 
gunydjirra-r father-ERG and wuwa-r brother-ERG. The a-final forms are, in many instances, 
identical or similar to the non-VOC kin forms in other Yolngu languages, e.g. Djinba gunydjarra 
'father' and ngambarra 'mother'. Presumably, at the time of the Djinang vowel shift, the historical 
change of word-final *a to i on kin nouns permitted word-final a to be used to mark another 
function. VOC was one such function. For nominals other than kin terms, verbs and other parts of 
speech, other functions came to be marked by word-final a where an i otherwise would occur (or be 
elided). We consider these functions below. 
(2) The synchronic change i --> a word fmally 
One of the functions of this change is to enable DUR marking, which will be discussed next. In 
what follows in this subsection, I am concerned with those instances of the change to a word-final a 
vowel which are manifestations of neither VOC nor DUR marking. For the sake of economy of 
discussion, I will speak of 'final a ' ;  it should be borne in mind that I do not mean all instances of 
word-final a vowels, but only those in which there has been a change from an underlying i. 
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Final a is a fairly frequent phenomenon. Of the thirteen texts used in my shorter database, there 
were almost 300 instances of the change. All speakers do it. Analysis reveals that in some 
circumstances it has very clear semantic content, but in many cases (probably about half the total 
instances) there is little or no semantic content, and the change becomes a performance-related stylistic 
device. I will deal with the instances which have semantic content fIrst, and then with the rest. Final 
a seems to be a purely Djinang phenomenon; there is no evidence of VOC, DUR or fInal a in Djinba, 
in so far as my collection of Djinba materials reveals. This is entirely expected, since Djinba did not 
undergo the Djinang vowel shift. 
Final a is used in lists to mark the non-fInal constituents of the list - at least on those which may 
end in i in their citation form. It combines with intonation: the pitch falls on the last member of the 
list and remains level on the preceding members of the list. The last member reverts to i word-fInally, 
provided the word has a fInal i in its citation form. This sometimes does not happen, as in (219) 
below. The members of the list do not have to be nouns but can be other parts of speech, such as 
deictics or verbs; only very rarely do other parts of speech undergo this vowel change. On nouns, the 
change commonly indicates a list of items or a list of participants of an event. On verbs, it indicates a 
list of events which, taken together, have semantic coherence (such as would be involved in verb 
chaining in Papuan languages). On deictics, it may be used to mark members of a list ; on a list of 
deictics marked with ALL, ABL or LaC case it indicates a multitude of directions, sources or 
locations, respectively. On other parts of speech I have only two examples, so I cannot ascertain if 
there is any defmite nuance of meaning being signalled. (I suspect not.) 
It will be apparent from the following examples that fInal a is independent of any nominal or verbal 
inflection. It is the word-fmal vowel which is lengthened, irrespective of inflection. Because it often 
has semantic content, it is treated as a morpheme as far as illustrative examples are concerned. It is 
marked by a plus (+) preceding the a vowel, with an NF (Non-Final vowel change) gloss. Example 
(2 17) illustrates fInal a on a list of nouns inflected for ERG case; (2 1 8) illustrates it with a list of 
PERL-marked nouns (the repeated nouns indicate that the action took place over a large spatial span, 
as is indicated also by DUR marking on the verb). Example (219) illustrates fInal a on a list of ALL 
deictic forms (the repeated deictics indicate that the action was taking place in a multitude of directions 
- implying a multitude of participants). Example (220) illustrates it on a list of verbs which comprise 
a coherent set - the word bukiJ-mirri-ban cliff-LOC-TF terminates the sequence of coherent 
actions. 
(217) bil ngambirra-r+a gunydjirra-r+a mar?mingi-r+a, 
but mother-ERG+NF father-ERG+NF grandfather-ERG+NF 
gada-r+a, galiykaliy, wuwa-r, gayka-r, 
sister-ERG+NF [husbandUNM]ERG brother-ERG uncle-ERG 
djanguny djin bultji-ni, ngurrwagi-pi 
[storyUNM]ACC 3plERG tell-RPA the. beginning-OR 
But (my) mothers, fathers, grandparents, sisters, uncles, husbands, brothers, and uncles 
told me (this) story which comes from the beginning times. {42:38-39 } 
(21 8) Warrwarr .. , milJimilJi-mirrpm+a, milJimilJi-mirrpm+a 
go.quickly+DUR paperbark-PERL+NF paperbark-PERL+NF 
milJimilJi-mirrpm+a, 
paperbark -PERL+ NF 
(We) went quickly along, through an endless forest of paperbark trees. { 34: 1 177 } 
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(219) ga butjiyi-li ngunu gu?-kurrpi-ni, ngunyil+a 
and dog-ERG [thatUNM]ACC DIST-chase-RPC thatALL+NF 
ngunyi1+a ngunyi1+a ngunyil+a 
thatALL+NF thatALL+NF thatALL+NF 
And the dogs were chasing those (buffalo) in all directions. { 34:3 1 8 }  
(220) libi kiri-ny nyini-ny+a, nibi baltji-l+a, 
1plexcNOM go-RPC PROG-RPC+NF 1plexcNOM climb.up-RPA+NF 
Jibi djundi-n+a, bukil-mirri-ban . . .  
1p),excNOM descend-RPA+NF cliff-LOC-TF 
We went along, we climbed up, then we climbed down at the cliff ... { 34:30-33 }  
Termination is important for lists. As noted above, intonation is one signal of termination, 
reversion to word-final i is another and use of girri COMPL particle is another. One of the ways of 
terminating a list of semantically coherent verbal actions is the use of non-thematic verbs. This verb 
class occurs in all Yolngu languages (though some Yolngu languages, for example Ojinba, have used 
these verbs ex.tensively as stems to form canonical verb forms). However, typically this class of 
verbs is not inflected, usually occurring alone (Le. without an accompanying synonymous inflected 
verb in the sanle clause) or occasionally with a synonymous inflected verb (see section 2.2). 
Some verbs of this class are: 
larr set off djut sit djip stand still 
rarr spill bur arrive bat throw 
bal get, pick up blik come back bay? leave, ignore 
but stand up gak snap gap touch, join 
gap chop, cut gil spear garrk eat, bite 
Example (221)  illustrates the use of a non-thematic verb to terminate a set of coherent actions. In 
this example, a party of people had just arrived by canoe at the river bank. OUR marking signals a 
length of time during which they moved the stores to the top of the bank; the loan verb larr ' set off' 
signifies the termination of the implied sequence of actions. 
(22 1)  nginiba . .  , nginib+a, walmi-n+a, lar -ban 
1plexcNOM+OUR 1plexcNOM+NF go.up-RPA+NF set.off-TF 
We repeatedly went up (the river bank), then we set off. { 22:250 } 
We must now consider the large number of instances where final a occurs, but there is no apparent 
list either of nominals or verbs. Inspection shows that final a is very common preceding pause. Of 
288 instances, 184 (64%) occurred immediately before pause. Those instances not occurring before 
pause were mostly semantically coherent groupings, such as a list of nouns or deictics, or a set of 
coherent actions, as discussed above. If we ignore these, then the frequency of final a occurring 
immediately before pause, with apparently no semantic function, would rise markedly. 
Pause is velY much a performance variable, since a large proportion of pauses in any speech event 
represent breaks for purposes of encoding the next section of speech. Final a here apparently is used 
to indicate nonjina/ity in a string of encodings. That is, final a indicates to the hearer that the speaker 
has more to say on this topic. This is clearly parallel to the use of final a in lists and coherent action 
sequences. To support this contention, I cite the following facts : the COMPL particle girri 
'finished' ,  which acts as an event terminator, never occurs with a final a; final a never occurs at the 
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end of quoted speech; and final a never occurs at the end of a logically complete set of events. All of 
these contexts have in common that there is a semantic termination of an event (or events); as can be 
seen from the discussion above, semantic termination is incompatible with the function of final a. 
Hence, we can summarise these instances of final a as marking a non-terminal point in the speech 
event. Some examples in the texts are (22: 197, 198,201 ,209,220 and 24:49,92,95,99,103). 
(3) Durative vowel lengthening a .. 
DUR has consistent semantic content, and must be regarded as a morpheme. It involves the 
change i --> a in the word-final vowel of a verb (usually the main verb, b.ut if an auxiliary verb 
follows, it occurs only on the auxiliary verb); the a vowel then has temporally extended articulation, 
for up to two seconds. It may occur on a non-verb (see 221 above), but still signify duration of the 
activity. As a descriptive device, I use two periods following the a vowel in order to indicate length 
of articulation. If the final syllable of a word contains an a in its citation form, and the word ends in a 
sonorant consonant, then the final syllable's a can be lengthened. Sometimes, when this obtains, the 
word-final consonant is lost. I use two periods following the fmal consonant to indicate length of the 
preceding vowel. Thus, warrwarr .. is phonetically [warrwaaaaaaaaaaaarr]. 
Semantically, DUR indicates duration of the activity represented by the clause. The duration is 
always temporal (as in (7) in section 2.2 and (202) in section 3.7), but it may also involve an added 
component of meaning; namely, that the semantic subject is changing its location as a function of 
doing the action which is signified by the verb (as in ( 121 )  in section 2. 12, ( 1 57) in section 3.1  and 
( 170) of section 3.3). 
Like non-final a, termination is important for DUR marking. In fact, in approximately 80% of 
instances of DUR marking, there is some means of explicit termination of the event so marked. Of 
the remaining 20%, the termination is implicit. DUR cannot be used to mark an event of indefinite 
duration, either in space or in time. (The THITH particle minydji, DIST marking, verbal inflection 
or verbal auxiliaries are used for indicating indefinite duration.) There are five ways of explicitly 
indicating the termination of an event marked by DUR, as below, (method 5 is comparatively rare): 
1 .  by the COMPL particle girri; 
2. by another event which is either semantically incompatible with the continuance of the 
DUR-marked event, or which involves an expectation of its termination; 
3.  like 2,  except that the terminating event is  implied but not stated; 
4. by an interjection 'good' (indicating successful completion of the event), or by the 
negative particle 'nothing'; 
5 .  by restating the DUR-marked constituent, but without DUR or final -a marking. 
I shall give an example of each of these. The first illustrates termination using the COMPL 
particle, which is a very common means of termination (dozens of instances in the database). The 
COMPL particle does not necessarily occur immediately after the DUR morpheme, but further 
amplificatory information (sometimes involving another instance of DUR, as in (222)) may occur 
between the DUR morpheme and the terminating COMPL particle - as in (202). DUR is not easy to 
translate into English; often it must be left untranslated, though sometimes it can be represented by an 
expression such as ' till done' ,  as in (222). 
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(222) nginibi gutji-la. . cookim-dji-la . .  , glrn. 
IplexcERG squeeze-RPA+DUR cook-THEMSR-RPA+DUR COMPL 
We kneaded (damper), and cooked it till done. (22:207-208) 
The next example illustrates how a DUR-marked event may be terminated by a following clause. 
Semantic incompatibility follows from the fact that it is not possible to continue coming after one has 
arrived at one's destination. 
(223) bil kiri-ny nyini-nya. .  muri in.ga bil 
3dllNOM walk-RPC PROG-RPC+DUR [daddyUNM]DAT 3sgDAT 2duNOM 
yulgu-ngili 
come.to-RPA 
They walked all the way to (the boy's) father. {24: 16- 17 }  
The next example illustrates implicit termination of the DUR-marked event. There are numerous 
instances of this type, where a terminating event has occurred but is not represented by a verb in the 
surface structure. In (224), 'arrival' is assumed, though not stated. It can be inferred from the LOC 
marking of the place name. That is, X-LOC is all that remains of an underlying clause 'we arrived at 
X-LOC', the pronoun and verb having been deleted because in the context they are both redundant. 
(224) nginibi ga-ngili-ban, ka-ny kiri-nya . .  , 
IplexcERG take-RPA-TF take-RPC PROG-RPC+DUR 
djiningi, Nginggilali-@, bat-pan nguli 
[thisUNM Nginggi!a!i-LOCJLoc throw-TF thatLOC 
We then took (the tools) all the way to Nangalala and threw them down there. 
{ 22: 141-143 }  
The next example illustrates manymak 'good' used as a terminator of DUR marking. The 
narrator's party was making an airstrip at Murwan.gi. Example (7) in section 2.2 has wirr 'nothing' 
used as a terminator. 
(225) a madjirri, nibi buyubuyu-dji-li-tja . .  
and next IplexcERG smooth-THEMSR-RPA-CONTR+DUR 
garrkuluk-dji-l+a, manymak 
clear-THEMSR-RPA+NF good 
And next, we completely smoothed and cleared (the airstrip) till satisfactory. 
(22:229-230) 
Example (226) illustrates termination by means of restating the DUR-marked constituent - in this 
case, a deictic. In this example, the narrator is describing how one may stand at the edge of a certain 
clear waterhok and see a very long way through the water. The DUR marker here indicates the long 
span through which one's vision may penetrate the water. 
(226) mir djini-ngira . .  , mir djini-ngir+a, 
likl;: this-ABL+DUR like this-ABL+NF 
djay- wuywuy-dji-m+a 
bel.ow-to.and.fro-THEMSR-PRES+NF 
So from this (bank) for a long way (one) sees to and fro below (the water). {34:550} 
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Finally, DUR marking temporal duration is synonymous with DIST marking temporal continuity, 
with the exception that DIST does not require termination. DIST is vague as to the time of 
termination of an event, whereas DUR requires either explicit or implicit termination. The following 
example comes from a story where a boat is being loaded with tools and provisions. The two clauses 
are synonymous. 
(227) ngunyili mitjiyang-ili r7-ra-ny kiri-ny-ban, 
thatALL boat-ALL DIST-enter-RPC PROG-RPC-TF 
mitjiyang-ili ra-ny kiri-nya . .  , girri 
boat-ALL enter-RPC PROG-RPC+DUR COMPL 
(He) kept on entering the boat then, he entered repeatedly till done. { 22: 137- 138}  
3.9 OWNER, BEYOND, -miny AND -ping(i) AFFIXES 
This section deals with the nominal inflections not dealt with up to this time. Some of these affIxes 
are rare, and appear to be no longer productive, but not the Owner affIx. 
( 1 )  Owner -watangu 
The OWN affIx is used to indicate possession by inherited right, or to indicate rightful possession 
for some reason. It is most commonly used with the noun gurrbi ' land',  'camp' ,  'place' etc. to 
indicate the rightful owner of an area of land (by inheritance patrilineally). This affIx occurs in 
several Y olngu languages (Zorc 1979). I do not yet know if it occurs in Djinba. 
(228) biling ngun u-kirri gurrbi- watangu-mirrpili, 
3duNOM [that-COMPL place-OWN-PAUC]NOM 
Those two aforementioned land owners ... { 19:92 } 
(2) Beyond -atjuy 
biling . . . 
3duNOM 
This affIx appears, as far as I know, on only one form - the Distant deictic ALL form ngunyili 
thatALL 'to there',  deriving ngunyil-atjuy that-BEY 'go further on' .  Historically, this affIx was 
derived from a particle *gatjuy 'go on' (not found in modem Djinang, which uses djibuy ' shoo' 
instead) by loss of the initial consonant, which resulted in the form being bound to the preceding 
constituent. Dhuwa1lDhuwala has the form gatjuy 'go on' (Morphy 1983: 141  and also in Lowe's 
Gupapuyngu dictionary). The BEY affIx means 'beyond X' ,  where the reference point X is 
contextually defIned. As we may expect, it can be used in either a Spatial sense or a Temporal sense. 
Used spatially, it means that something is 'further beyond' some reference point, or with motion 
verbs, that the motion continues 'further beyond' some stated goal. Used temporally, it indicates that 
something occurs at some time 'beyond' with respect to a time defIned in the context. I have heard it 
used in two ways: for a time earlier than the reference time, and for a time after the reference time - as 
in (230) below. In (229), the Spatial sense is illustrated, and the Temporal sense in (230). In the 
latter example, the narrator is describing how people are born and later die only to 'cycle around' for 
rebirth, and so on continuously. An irrealis tense is used because the narrator is exemplifying 
normative behaviour, rather than actual events. It is clear from the context that ngunyil-atjuy in 
(230) can only have a Temporal sense. 
(229) libi kiri-ny nylm-nya . .  , Bulman-0, ngunyil-atjuy, 
IplexcNOM walk-RPC PROG-RPC+DUR Bulman-LOC thatALlrBEY 
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(230) 
bapim-ban, djina nibi yulgu-li 
midway-TF 3plDAT 1plexcNOM come.to-RPA 
We: walked all the way to Bulman, and further on still, till midway we came to them. 
{ 34:89-90 } 
ga bi?-pali-nyiri, 
and DIST-die-RPI 
ngurrwakng pal+a-@, a 
[the.beginningUNMlLoc die+NF-YPA and 
ngunyil-a tjuy pal+a-@, u djini?-djining minydji 
thatALL-BEY die+NF-YPA or this-this TillTH 
pal+a-@, a ngunu-ngir . . .  
die+NF-PRES and that-ABL 
And (people) would keep on dying, in the beginning they died, and after that they died, or 
these days they continue to die, and after that . . .  { 50:340-343 } 
(3) Affixes -miny and -ping(i) 
These are two very rare affixes. The -miny affix appears to mean 'in the middle of'. It occurs, 
for example, on the body-part noun budjirri ' stomach', which may be used figuratively to indicate 
centrality; th(: form budjirr(i)-miny is a way of saying 'midstream' or 'in the middle' (of 
something), as in budjirr-miny djunggi-mirri stomach-miny wood-LOC 'in the middle of the 
trees' .  
The -ping(i) affix is actually a frozen combination of two affixes: Yolngu ASSOC affix *-Buy 
and the archaic Yolngu nominalising affix -*ngu. (The cognate suffix combination -puyngu is still 
found in other Yolngu languages but not Djinba.) The only examples I have of this form are on the 
temporal noun gadjiri 'yesterday' ,  'recent definite past' ; the adverb ngurrwagi 'before' ,  'first' ;  and 
the adverb yiH 'next' .  Thus gadjiri-ping means 'yesterday's one' ,  ngurrwagi-ping means 'the 
first one' ,  while yila-ping means 'the next one',  ' the last one (in sequence)' .  The affix is evidently 
now unproductive. 
3 . 10 DERNED VERBS AND DISTRIBUTIVE REDUPLICATION 
In the remaining sections of Chapter 3 we shall consider various small word classes, as well as 
nominal and verbal derivations. The present section is devoted to the topic of verbal derivations and 
DIST reduplication. 
( 1 )  Inchoative -dji-, Factitive -dji-, Thematiser -dji-
Before we procede further, a historical digression is necessary in order to explain the difference 
between INClIO, FACT and THEMSR morphemes, since they are formally identical in Djinang. 
INCHO forms a verb having the meaning 'become X' .  Often INCHO can be glossed as 'be X' ,  
though sometimes another way of expressing such a meaning is  available, using the verb nyini- ' sit' 
in a construction X nyini-. Whether the INCHO marker is to be glossed as INCHO 'become' or 
EXIST 'be'  depends on context; Djinang does not distinguish these categories morphologically. 
In pre-Djinang, FACT formed a verb having the meaning 'cause to become X' or 'to make X'. In 
modern Djinang, FACT and THEMSR have almost completely merged, with THEMSR now marking 
both the Factitive and Thematisation functions. THEMSR has minimal semantic content - it is just a 
verb augment which derives an inflecting verb stem (usually transitive) of class 1 .  
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In Djinba, these three morphemes are fOlmally distinct, and each is cognate with the Djinang form 
-dji-. For example, the following are three Djinba verbs, each illustrating one of the morphemes of 
which the most common allomorphs are -yi- INCHO, -ya- FACT and -yu- THEMSR; the verbs are 
'believe' ,  'inundate' and 'work' .  
Djinba 
marr-burral-gag-yi-rrak . . .  -INCHO-FUT 
baJanga w-ya-nmak . . .  -FACT-FUT 
djama-yu-mak . . . -THEMSR-FUT 
Djinang 
marr-pirral-kig-dji-dji . . .  -INCHO-FUT 
baJangaw-dji-gi . . .  -THEMSR-FUT 
djama-dji-gi . . .  -THEMSR-FUT 
There are numerous examples of each Djinba morpheme in Appendix 4, for the interested reader. 
Comparison of I)abi and Ganalbingu THEMSR, FACT and INCHO morphemes, together with the 
cognate Djinang forms and the cognate Ritharrngu forms (Heath 1980a:60- 1 ,  73), reveals that the 
proto-forms were -*DHi INCHO, -*DHa FACT and - *DHu THEMSR. (I have borrowed Heath's 
terminology in using THEMSR for what he called a 'Thematizing Increment' - although he uses the 
latter terminology for any segmentable verbal formative having the shape -Cu-, rather than just for 
those cognate with -*DHu.) Where Ganalbingu has -yi-, -ya- and -yu-, I)abi often has -dji-, -dja­
and -dju-, respectively; to be correct we should characterise the modem Djinba morphemes as -DJi­
INCHO, -DJa- FACT and -DJu- THEMSR. (The explanation of the I)abi dj-initial forms is simple: 
due to early contact with Djinang, I)abi palatalised *DH earlier than the time of the stop lenition 
historical change which caused *DH > y in Ganalbingu. Details are in Appendix 2.) However 
Ganalbingu usually retains the dj-initial allomorphs -dji-, -dja- and -dju- when a lamino-palatal 
consonant immediately precedes them. 
The Djinang vowel shift regularly changed a and u vowels in these morphemes to i (see 
Chapter 1). Consequently, only the functions THEMSR and INCHO can now be separated by 
morphological criteria (with just a few exceptions): firstly, by the conjugation class of the verb; and to 
a lesser extent, by the word class of the verbal stem. 
There are two allomorphs, -dji- and, less frequently, -tji-, for each of these morphemes. The -tji­
allomorph occurs after stops; for example, from mugitj ' secret' is derived the verb mugitj-tji-gi 
secret-THEMSR-FUT 'do secretly' .  Sometimes it occurs after a vowel, as in gungga-tji-gi help­
THEMSR-FUT 'help' .  Instances such as the latter appear to be related to rhythm; for example, the 
pronunciation of the latter is [gung + gatj + tjigiJ, having three pulses, while if the -dji- allomorph 
were used we would have only two pulses [gungga + djigiJ which changes the aural shape quite 
significantly. Similarly, from muJitj ' smooth' ,  'calm' we have inchoative muptj-tji-dji calm­
INCHO-FUT 'become calm (weather)
,
. There are instances, however, where the -tji- aUomorph 
does not occur after a stop, and where rhythm is not affected by the choice of one allomorph over 
another. Such an example is milwar-tji-dji ?dawn-INCHO-FUT 'become dawn';  this is always 
pronounced with [tj) rather than [dj) .  The reasons for this probably are diachronic and not accessible 
to us unless we know the etymology of the verb roots in question; all we can say at present is that 
there are a number of verbs which have a received pronunciation using allomorph -tji- in the absence 
of any clear conditioning factor. 
Djinang has three major verb classes (as does Djinba): class 1 has mostly transitive verbs, and 
verbs formed by THEMSR all fall into this class; class 3 has mostly intransitive verbs, and verbs 
formed by INCHO all fall into this class. Class 2 is more complicated; this class has a mixture of 
transitive and intransitive verbs, and the equivalent class in Djinba is similar. Djinba verbs formed 
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with the FACT morpheme fall into Djinba's class 2 conjugation, which is a conjugation class 
equivalent to Djinang's class 2. But the cognate Djinang verbs fonned with FACT fall not in 
Djinang's class 2 but in Djinang's class 1. Also, the Ritharrngu FACT paradigm (Heath 1 980a:72) 
shows that, in hat language, FACT verbs also belong to the verb class which in Djinang is labelled as 
class 1 .  Therefore, it is appropriate to assume that the earlier Djinang FACT morpheme was 
conjugated as a class 1 verb, rather than that it switched conjugation class at the time of the Djinang 
vowel shift. This is fairly conclusive evidence that Djinang and Djinba are descended historically 
from different branches of a 'Northern Yolngu' proto-language. 
In Djinba, FACT may possibly be still viable semantically; certainly it is quite 'visible' 
phonetically. In Djinang, however, FACT appears to have almost lost its semantic viability. There 
are only a handful of instances where Djinang FACT, forming a transitive verb, contrasts with CAUS 
or THEMSR. One example is the verb stem guJ 'cease' ,  ' stop' .  This stem fonns intransitive and 
transitive inflecting fonns in two different ways. The common way is: 
Intransitive guJ-dji-gi cease-THEMSR-FUT (conjugation class 1);  
Transitive guJ-miy-gi cease-CA US-FUT 
However, there is a less common way: 
Intransitive 
Transitive 
guJ-dji-dji 
guJ-dji-gi 
cease-INCHO-FUT 
cease-FACT -FUT 
(conjugation class 1) .  
(conjugation class 3);  
(conjugation class 1 ). 
That the latter way uses INCHO and FACT is revealed by the Djinba cognate verbs, which are 
guJ-yi-rrak ce.ase-INCHO-FUT (class 3) and guJ-ya-nmak cease-FACT-FUT (class 2). Thus, in 
Djinang, there is ambiguity in the fonn guJ-dji-gi, which could be either transitive, or intransitive. 
The other fOIms, guJ-dji-dji and guJ-miy-gi, are unambiguously intransitive and transitive, 
respectively. 
In the last :pair of examples immediately above, it can be seen that the transitive fonn may be 
derived from the intransitive fonn by replacing the underlying INCHO morpheme with an underlying 
FACT morpheme - thereby changing the conjugation class for the inflectible stem. This is no longer 
a productive schema for deriving transitives from intransitives in Djinang. Apparently it is still 
productive in Ritharrngu (see Heath 1980a:60), and possibly also in Djinba, although this has yet to 
be investigated systematically. The Djinang vowel shift has caused the FACT morpheme to weaken 
vis-a-vis the 1HEMSR morpheme, so that the fonner no longer enters into productive strategies for 
the fonnation of transitive verbs from intransitive verbs. Hence, modern Djinang speakers have 
almost merged FACT with THEMSR, and only a few isolated instances such as discussed above 
have resisted the merger. 
There is some evidence that FACT has similarly weakened in Djinba as well. For example, nouns 
such as gatjung 'big' fonn transitives using the THEMSR morpheme rather than the FACT 
morpheme, hence gatjung-yu-mak big-THEMSR-FUT 'cause to become big' .  This would be due 
to diffusion of the Djinang pattern into Djinba. 
(2) Semantic Contrasts Between Use of Thematiser and Inchoative 
Although there are a few intransitive verbs having THEMSR and therefore belonging to class 1 ,  
the great majo:rity of intransitive verbs take INCHO and thus belong to class 3 .  The label INCHO is a 
'convenience',  in that a semantic function of Inchoative commonly occurs in Australian languages, so 
that it makes good sense typologically to use this label. And certainly, very often the function marked 
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by INCHO is just Inchoative, so that an appropriate translation is obtained using the English verb 
'become' .  
Nevertheless, the distinction of THEMSR versus INCHO misses a very important functional 
contrast made consistently by Djinang speakers, particularly when coining new words or verbalising 
nominals. The distinction is between 'Agentive' and 'Experiential ' functions. When one wishes to 
coin a verb in which the semantic Subject is the doer (in an Agentive sense) of the action, THEMSR 
is used (hence class 1 inflections follow it); on the other hand, if one wishes to coin a verb in which 
the semantic Subject is undergoing or experiencing a state or action, then INCHO is used (hence class 
3 inflections follow it). 
An example which is unambiguous is the following. The noun butjbutj means 'uncircumcised 
boy' .  The verb meaning 'be an uncircumcised boy' uses INCHO butjbutj-dji-dji uncircumcised­
INCHO-FUT. Clearly it is semantic nonsense to try to view INCHO here as signalling Inchoative, 
since one cannot 'become' uncircumcised; one is born that way, and only the possibility of becoming 
circumcised obtains. In fact, a circumcised man or boy is called gurrmal (literally 'mid penis'), and 
the transitive verb 'make a man' ,  'circumcise' uses THEMSR, being the form gurrmil-dji-gi 
circumcised.person-THEMSR-FUT. Thus what INCHO signals, at a more general level, is an 
Experiential or Existential function; this is best translated by the English verb 'be' ,  except in contexts 
where an Inchoative function obtains. 
The THEMSR morpheme therefore functions, by way of contrast, to signal the Agentive meaning. 
However, this breaks down at one point as discussed earlier. Root verb fonns typically fonn 
Agentive versus Experiential senses with CAUS -miy- versus THEMSR -dji- (with class 1 
inflections), respectively. Such root verb fonns number perhaps several dozen, and so are a 
relatively small closed class. The more productive Agentive versus Experiential contrast is as above, 
using THEMSR versus INCHO, respectively. 
(3) Verbs Derived From Non-Verbs 
There are three productive means of deriving a verb from a non-verb: the first is by means of 
INCHO - deriving an intransitive verb of class 3; the second way is by means of CAUS -miy-, 
which derives a transitive (never a ditransitive) verb of class 1 ;  the third way is by means of 
THEMSR, which usually derives a transitive verb of class 1 ,  but may occasionally derive an 
intransitive verb of class 1 (guJ-dji-gi cease-THEMSR-FUT discussed above is an example). I shall 
briefly discuss each in turn. 
INCHO always derives an intransitive verb. The affix is added to a stem which may be a nominal 
stem (adjectival nominals are the most common class of nominals which behave like this), a loan 
noun or loan verb, or a NEG word such as wirr 'nothing', 'no ' .  Some examples are wana-dji-dji 
big-INCHO-FUT 'become big' ;  yul-dji-dji man-INCHO-FUT 'become a man' ;  marnggi-dji-dji 
knowledge-INCHO-FUT 'become knowledgeable' , 'learn ' ;  wirr-dji-dji nothing-INCHO-FUT 
'become nothing' ,  'die ' ;  ingki-dji-dji not-INCHO-FUT 'be nothing' ;  and mirgi-dji-dji bad­
INCHO-FUT 'become bad' .  
THEMSR usually derives a transitive verb and, irrespective of the transitivity value, the resulting 
form will belong to the class 1 conjugation. (It is not possible to derive a verb belonging in 
conjugation class 2 from either nominal or verbal base forms. All derived verbs belong to either class 
1 or class 3. Class 2 is therefore the smallest of the three verb classes.) The THEMSR affix is added 
to a stem, which is usually a noun, but can also be an adverb, NEG word or a loan noun or verb. 
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Examples of derived intransitive verbs using THEMSR are flrst, with the adjective bumir-wurpm 
forehead-one 'one time',  'once' ,  where bumir-wurpm-dji-gi forehead-one-THEMSR-FUT means 
'do once' ;  an second, with the noun wukirri-dji-gi write-THEMSR-FUT 'write' .  However, 
intransitives dl!rived by THEMSR are not common. Some transitive examples are wana-dji-gi 
big-THEMSR -FUT ' make big ' ;  yul-dji-gi man-THEMS R-FUT ' cause to become a 
man ' ;  marnggi-dji-gi knowledge-THEMSR-FUT 'cause to become knowledgeable' , ' teach' ;  
mirgi-dji-gi ba.d-THEMSR-FUT 'make bad' ;  and butjurru-dji-gi count-THEMSR-FUT 'count' . 
The last example and the verb 'write' above involve well-known Macassan loan verbs wukirri 
'write' and butjurru (cf. GUP bothurru) 'write' .  
CAUS always derives a transitive verb of class 1 .  I t  is added directly to a root form. This follows 
the Gupapuyn,gu pattern (see the comment in Morphy 1983:76) and Djinba behaves similarly. 
Whereas Djapu and Ritharrngu add the CAUS to the UNM inflection of verbs in a certain conjugation 
class, Djinang, Djinba and Gupapuyngu add CAUS directly to the stem. However, CAUS cannot be 
used indiscriminately in either Djinang or Djinba. It occurs only on stems which appear to be root 
forms (that is, not internally segmentable), or on certain reduplicated root forms. Hence, jap 'open' 
forms the trans,itive inflecting stem jap-miy- open-CAUS. (See section 2.2 for more details about 
root verb forms.) Note, root forms taking CAUS, deriving thereby a transitive verb stem, always 
derive the com�sponding intransitive using THEMSR, for example jap-dji-gi open-THEMSR-FUT 
'become open', 
There is one clear example of a noun being used to derive a transitive verb using CAUS. The 
noun buj7warr means 'nest ' ;  the CAUS-derived verb is buj7warr-miy-gi nest-CAUS-FUT 'cause 
to take shelter' , More research is needed in order to ascertain exactly what the conditioning factor is 
for the use of CAUS, since there are certainly many instances where an indivisible root form (such as 
wana 'big ' )  takes THEMSR rather than CAUS. At present, CAUS appears to be lexically 
conditioned. Loans from English always use THEMSR, never CAUS. The class of root verbs is a 
closed class, and the members of it appear to have the same form (allowing for some sound changes) 
in each Yolngu language. They are possibly very old forms. 
One further point while on the topic of loans. While in Canberra I met a student from Indonesia 
(Hamzah Machmoed) who had no knowledge of Yolngu languages. While discussing Austronesian 
loans, I asked if he knew the word marnggi. He did know it, and said it means 'shaman' or 
'knowledgeable person' .  Unfortunately he did not tell me the source language. This raises the 
possibility that marnggi may be an Austronesian loan; the other possibility is that it is a pure 
coincidence. The latter is perhaps unlikely because of the rather unusual phonetic shape of the word. 
The possibility of it being a loanword needs further investigation. 
A digression is apt here before leaving the CAUS morpheme. Firstly, the form -miy- in Djinang 
often becomes -mi- when a nasal-initial sufflx follows; it is -miyi- (phonetically [-miyu-]) before 
IMP sufflx -wi, Secondly, the CAUS morpheme in other Yolngu languages yields some interesting 
facts. Schebeck ( 1967a) gives -miyana- CAUS in the Nhangu language group, on the basis of 
Golpa data (thl! only Nhangu language he sampled). Capell's 194 1  wordlist gives the Yanhangu 
CAUS morpheme as -miya- (e.g. dha war7-miya-ma finished.up-CAUS-UNM 'cause to be 
flnished up' ,  ' tire out') .  In most Yolngu languages, it appears to be -mara (e.g. DhuwalalDhuwal, 
Ritharrngu, Dhay?yi). The Dhangu form appears to be -ma-. The Djinang Manyarring clan uses 
CAUS -miri- (see text 32:94,96), which is cognate to the common Yolngu form -mara-, while other 
Djinang clans use -miy- which is cognate with the Nhangu forms. Also, the Djinba form is -miy-, 
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with allomorphs -miyi- and -miyu- occasionally attested. These facts would support the contention 
that Djinang and Djinba are both descended from a 'Northern Yolngu' proto-language. 
There is an archaic CAUS morpheme in both Djinang and Djinba. It is no longer productive. (For 
purposes of genetic groupings, it would be very helpful to know the distribution of this morpheme in 
Nhangu, Dhangu and Djangu languages - if it occurs in any of these. Unfortunately, these languages 
are as yet insufficiently documented.) The Djinang morpheme is -djingi(l)- CAUS; where the final 1 
is retained only before FUT -gi. Verbs inflected with this CAUS morpheme belong to conjugation 
class 2. A common example is wiI}i-djingil-gi return-CAUS-FUT 'cause to return' ,  compared with 
wiI}i-dji return-FUT 'return' - which belongs to class 3. The Djinba morpheme, which is cognate 
with the Djinang morpheme, is -djunga- in one instance, either -djungul- or -djungurr- in some 
other instances and either -nga- or -ngul- in still other instances. Verbs which take this morpheme 
belong to conjugation class 2 in Djinba. These archaic CAUS morphemes do not, in general, occur 
on the same Djinang and Djinba stems, showing that these languages have independently retained an 
earlier CAUS morpheme. Variations of the morpheme in Djinang and Djinba imply that the proto­
form may have been segmentable as - *DHu-ngVL. (Western Desert has a verb form DHu 'put' 
which is also used in compounds - Koch personal communication) There are probably less than a 
dozen instances of the use of the morpheme in each modem language. 
A few verbs exhibit the formative -pin i- (occasionally -bini-) which appears to have been a 
causative derivational affix. It is cognate with the archaic causative affix -punu- in Dhuwal/Dhuwala 
(Morphy 1983:46). Four Djinang verbs of this type are mutjpini-gi 'build' ;  mutpini-gi 
'assemble' ,  ' muster' (note, the latter two are definitely distinct verbs); gaI}gapini-gi 'make fish-trap 
weir';  and mungbini-gi 'not reciprocate' (i.e. not give a gift in return), 'for good' (i.e. an event 
resulting in a state which obtains permanently). These verbs belong to conjugation class 1 .  The 
formative is no longer productive in Djinang and must be treated as part of the modem stem. 
(4) Verbs Derived from Verbs: transitives from intransitives 
Yolngu languages uniformly use the NMLSR affix to derive a nominal stem from a verb. Djinang 
and Djinba are not exceptions. Also, in both languages a transitive verb is typically derived by adding 
the THEMSR morpheme to a nominal stem. It follows, then, by combining these two facts, that 
intransitive verbs can productively be used to derive transitive verbs by first nominalising the 
intransitive stem, and then thematising the resulting nominal stem. This schema has been described in 
every grammar of a Yolngu language written thus far. The structure of such derived transitive verbs 
is stem-INCHO-NMLSR-THEMSR-. 
Not all intransitive verbs have an INCHO morpheme; for example, nyini-dji sit-FUT, djirri-dji 
stand-FUT, walma-dji go.up-FUT, giri-@ go-FUT and many other inherently intransitive stems 
lack INCHO. At the time of writing, while these verbs may certainly be nominalised using the 
NMLSR affix, I have not yet observed these verbs transitivised. Forms such as *nyini-nyir-dji-gi 
*sit-NMLSR-THEMSR-FUT ' *cause to sit' are grammatically deviant. All attempts to elicit 
grammatical instances of such forms have been unfruitful. 
Some examples of transitive verbs derived from intransitives having INCHO are: wana­
dj-nyir-dji-gi big-INCHO-NMLSR-THEMSR-FUT 'cause to become big' ;  mirgi-dj-nyir-dji-gi 
bad-INCHO-NMLSR-THEMSR-FUT 'cause to become bad' ;  and birraldj-nyir-dji-gi true­
INCHO-NMLSR-THEMSR-FUT 'find',  'discover',  'bring to light',  'expose' ,  ' cause to become 
true' .  
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At the beginning of this section I stated that meanings such as 'be X' could be expressed by using 
the verb ' sit' .  Another method, less productive, is to use THEMSR with an adjectival nominal, 
forming a class 1 verb. However these verb forms are potentially ambiguous. For example, the 
forms wana-dji-gi big-THEMSR-FUT and mirgi-dji-gi bad-THEMSR-FUT can mean either 'be 
big' or 'make ig' ,  and 'be bad' or 'make bad',  respectively. This ambiguity has arisen from the 
merger of FACT with THEMSR. 
The other ways of deriving transitive verbs from intransitives have been dealt with above. That is, 
with some verb roots, INCHO may be replaced by THEMSR, changing the conjugation class to class 
1 and the transitivity value to 'transitive' .  And some other intransitive verbs having THEMSR may 
replace THEMSR with CAUS, to derive a transitive verb of conjugation class 1 ,  provided the stem is 
a root verb fonn. 
(5) Verbs Derived From Verbs: intransitives from transitives 
In Yolngu liillguages, the productive way to derive intransitive verbs from transitive ones is to use 
the RECIP affix. This affix has the effect, when used either with the 'reciprocal ' ,  'reflexive' or 
'intransitiviser' functions, of reducing a verb's valency by a value of one. Thus, a three-place verb 
(i.e. ditransitive) becomes a two-place verb, or a transitive verb becomes intransitive. All Yolngu 
grammars describe this process. In Djinang and Djinba the RECIP form is a pre-verbal particle, not 
an affix as in other Y olngu languages. 
In the case of three-place verbs (i.e. those involving an Agent, Object and Indirect Object) with 
RECIP, the 'place' which is lost may be either 0 or 10. Which one is lost in any one instance 
depends both on the meaning which is to be conveyed and on grammatical factors (see section 3. 17). 
In example (23 1 ), RECIP with the verb bultji- 'tell' results in loss of DAT-marked 10. In example 
(232), RECIP indicates reflexivity, but of the Agent and Object, the Agent and Object being 
coreferential. The same verb can be used with RECIP indicating a reciprocal relationship between 
two participants, in which case there is loss of an explicit ro, as in example (233). 
(23 1)  dj�lnguny inydji-rr bultji-gi ngarri-bi-bi 
[storyUNM]ACC RECIP- 1 sgERG tell-FUT 1 sgERG-OR-OR 
1 myself will report/confess the/my story. { 65 :26 } 
(232) miJigidji-pili-ngir ingki limila-nydji+n miljirrpi-gi 
totem.hero-PL-ERG NEG 1plincDAT-RECIP+3plERG show-FUT 
Totemic spirits will not show themselves to us. {66:27 } 
(233) bambuji inydji bil miljirrpi-nmi 
[bark.paintingUNMJACC RECIP 3duERG show-YPA 
They showed each other (their) bark paintings. 
The RECIP particle may sometimes be used to derive an intransitive verb phrase from a transitive 
verb. Thus, for example, corresponding to transitive malim-dji-gi finish.off-THEMSR-FUT 
'finish off' is the intransitive phrase inydji malim-dji-gi RECIP finish.off-THEMSR-FUT 'be 
finished off' . Although there are dozens of examples like this in the Djinang lexicon (Waters 1983), 
only a small subset of verbs permit this construction. 
It is not possible to form an intransitive verb by first nominalising a transitive verb and then adding 
INCHO. This is true in all Yolngu languages. 
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The other means of deriving intransitives has been discussed above, that is, the interchange of 
THEMSR with INCHO on some roots and of CAUS with THEMSR on other roots. 
INTRANSITIVE 
stem/root-INCHO­
stem/root-THEMSR­
root-INCHO­
root-INCHO-
RECIP + transitive verb 
TABLE 3.2 
SUMMARY OF VERB DERIVATIONS 
TRANSITIVE 
(class 3) <--> stem/root-INCHO-NMLSR-THEMSR 
(class 1 )  <--> stem/root-CA US-
(class 3) <--> root-THEMSR-
(class 3) <--> root-FACT- (non-productive) 
<--> transitive verb 
(6) Verbal reduplication and Distributive reduplication CV?-
(class 1 )  
(class 1 )  
(class 1 )  
(class 1 )  
(any class) 
The properties of verbal reduplication discussed by Morphy ( 1983 :78-80) for Djapu, are equally 
apt for Djinang. For this reason, I do not intend to devote much space to a discussion of 
reduplication. The essential effect of reduplication is to quantitatively increase the activity signalled 
by the non-reduplicated verb form; to put it a different way, it indicates 'lots of the action' .  
This increase of activity is  realised in various ways, according to the semantics of the non­
reduplicated verb. For inherently punctiliar verbs, the reduplicated form indicates repetition of the 
action or distribution of the action over a number of participants, e.g. djarribi-dji-gi quieten­
THEMSR-FUT 'quieten someone' and djarribi-djarribi-dji-gi REDUP-quieten-THEMSR-FUT 
'repeatedly quieten someone' ;  and gilgirr-gi hide-FUT and gil-gilgirr-gi REDUP-hide-FUT 
'many (people) hide' .  Another example is galbi-gima w?-walngirri-ny many-EMPH DIST-dance­
RPC 'very many people were dancing'. Further instances of repeated activity occur in ( 1 59), (227) 
and (230). For inherently durative verbs, reduplication can signal distribution of the action over a 
number of participants, or continuance over time. For examples, see the next paragraph. 
There is one major difference between Morphy's account and the Djinang pattern. In 
Dhuwal/Dhuwala, reduplication of the full stem is quite common. In Djinang, reduplication of the 
full stem is comparatively rare (though if the stem is a closed syllable the reduplication is likely to be 
of the whole of the closed syllable); usually merely the first consonant and vowel of the stem are 
reduplicated (and the vowel is usually centralised to schwa or fronted/raised to i, while following w 
or r it may be omitted entirely - see above). Following the reduplicated initial consonant and vowel, 
a glottal stop regularly occurs in order to mark the boundary between the reduplication and the stem. 
This initial-syllable type of reduplication I have called distributive reduplication. It has been 
mentioned briefly in sections 2.14 and 3.8. 
When more than the first open syllable of a verb root occurs as the reduplication, I use the label 
REDUP rather than DIST. There is sometimes a semantic difference between the two kinds of 
reduplication (see the next two paragraphs), but usually not. Examples of DIST indicating temporal 
distribution of an inherently durative event can be found in ( 1 8), (22), ( 109), ( 1 1 2), ( 1 66), ( 172), 
( 1 8 1 )  and (208). Example (219) illustrates distribution over a number of participants for an 
inherently durative event. Example ( 1 12) could also be considered as duration over space as well as 
time; however, since an inherently durative action continued across space will also necessarily be 
continued across time, it is not necessary to set up a spatial category in this instance. 
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As in DhuwallDhuwala, there is sometimes a shift of lexical meaning between the reduplicated and 
non-reduplicated fonns, rather than one of the distributive functions obtaining. Fonns exhibiting 
lexical shifts all appear to involve REDUP and never DIST, e.g. inydji garrpi-gi RECIP tie.up­
FUT 'be tied up' ,  'tangle' versus inydji garr-karrpi-gi RECIP REDUP-search.for-FUT 'search 
for'; girrbi-gi be.named-FUT 'be named X '  versus girr-girrbi-gi REDUP-twist-FUT ' twist' ,  
'rotate' ;  and jiw-miy-gi turn.round-CAUS-FUT 'turn a corner' versus jiw-jiw-miy-gi REDUP­
turn.round-CAUS-FUT 'encircle ', 'enclose'. 
Finally, as in DhuwallDhuwala, reduplicated fonns (verbs and other parts of speech) for which 
there are no corresponding non-reduplicated fonns are quite common. These likewise seem to be 
restricted only to REDUP forms, never occurring with DIST, e.g. bit-bit-dji-gi REDUP-twist­
THEMSR-FUT 'twist hair string'; bur-bur-dji-gi REDUP-ascend-THEMSR-FUT 'rise straight 
up' ;  buyu-buyu-dji-gi REDUP-smooth-THEMSR-FUT ' smooth over' ;  and galng-galng-dji-gi 
REDUP-hunt-THEMSR-FUT 'go hunting' . 
(7) Verb compounding by means of body-part nouns 
All Y olngu languages productively expand their lexical inventories of verbs by forming compound 
verb stems of the fonn [body.part] -[verb.stem]-. Body-part nouns are certainly the most productive 
word class in forming compounds of this nature (both verbal compounds and nominal compounds); 
but other word classes may also be used. For example, the NEG word wirr 'nothing' fonns a 
compound with bultji- 'tell' ,  so that wirr-pultji-gi NEG-tell-FUT means ' to say nothing' ;  another 
involves an unknown fonnative bulu- '??' with the root ngurri- ' throw' ,  forming bulu-ngurri- ??­
throw- 'banish' .  Compounds involving djay- and djuy- are similar, and the meaning of these 
fonnatives is somewhat obscure: the fonner seems to mean 'below' or 'within', the latter as a free 
fonn means ' that's it! ' (it occurs in a compound djuy-pultji-gi ??-tell-FUT 'forgive' ,  'overlook' ,  
' say never mind'). 
The reason for the prevalence of body-part nouns in forming (noun and) verb compounds lies in 
the Whorfian concept of a cryptotype. In Yolngu world view, the human body (including psyche 
terminology) :is the paradigm for the expression of figurative meanings. That Yolngu people, 
independently of the language spoken, all have the same crypotypes is illustrated by the following 
facts. Body-part nouns are not, in general, fonnally identical (nor even cognate) across many Yolngu 
internal language divisions, e.g. Gupapuyngu jiya 'head' and Djinang gUI}gi 'head' ;  and 
Gupapuyngu ljiltji 'backbone' and Djinang burri 'backbone' .  Nevertheless, a compound in one 
language is not borrowed intact by speakers of another language; instead, the body-part noun is 
replaced by the fonn for the same body part in the borrowing language. Furthennore, speakers of 
Yolngu languages productively coin new compound fonns as the need arises. These facts show that 
the body provides a semantic paradigm which functions to generate compound words having 
figurative meanings. 
The generation of figurative meanings is the most common function of compounding with body­
part nouns, bu t occasionally a compound may be used with its literal meaning, e.g. gUI}gi-bajpi-gi 
head-pound-FUT 'hit on the head' .  More commonly, a compound will have a literal or semiliteral 
meaning, and one or more figurative meanings as well. For example, guraki 'nape of neck' is used 
figuratively w),th the sense 'back' or 'rear', and the compound guraki-wiI}i-djingil-gi nape-return­
CAUS-FUT may have the semiliteral meaning 'cause to return back' or figurative meanings such as 
'reciprocate in kind', 'change one's mind' ,  'rewind', 'have a ceremony in memory of someone' .  
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A full study of figurative meanings must wait until I have a deeper understanding of Djinang world 
view, and further discussions about figurative meanings associated with body parts. However, I can 
illustrate some of the figurative senses which obtain for the noun bumiri ' forehead' .  The list of 
figurative 'senses for this noun is not exhaustive, it is merely a selection of those which I know of at 
the time of writing. It can be used to express 'number of times' :  bumir- wurpm-dji-gi forehead­
one-THEMSR-FUT 'do once' .  It may express direction o f  orientation : bumir-ngunyil-a tjuy 
forehead-thatALL-BEY 'facing further on' .  It may express mutuality of interaction : bumir­
pangari-gi forehead-pass.by-FUT 'pass by each other', 'exchange something (e.g. words) ' .  It may 
express the state of the will: bumir-magbi-dji-gi forehead-hard-THEMSR-FUT 'be stubborn ', 'be 
resolute ' ;  bumir-biJbaJ-dji-dji forehead-soft-INCHO-FUT 'be weak-willed ' ,  'be irresolute' .  It 
may express remoteness, either of perception or of an action: bumir-nya-gi forehead-see-FUT 
'observe part of something in the distance' 'be uninterested' (i.e. keeping oneself at a distance 
because of disinterestedness); bumir- witjigi forehead-call.out-FUT 'call out over a long distance', 
'make a telephone call ' .  Inflected by PROP it expresses focusing of one's mind or thought on 
something: bumir-gig-dji-gi forhead-PROP-THEMSR-FUT 'concentrate on' ,  ' pray to ' .  It can 
indicate approach of participants with implied escalation or climax: bumir-mirrpili-dji-dji 
forehead-PAUC-INCHO-FUT 'come together in an argument' ,  'come to blows';  bumir-baJpi-gi 
forehead-pound-FUT 'crash together' ,  ' hit head-on' .  And it can express the edge of something: 
bumir-par-gi forehead-be.on-FUT 'stand on the edge of', ' stand on the end (e.g. of a pier) ' .  There 
are other senses too, but this list should be sufficient to illustrate not just that the phenomenon occurs, 
but something of its complexity as well. It is certainly not the case that each such compound must be 
learnt holistically by mother-tongue speakers, for then there would be no possibility for speakers to 
productively coin new compounds. 
Finally, there is evidence that certain monosyllabic verb roots have, in the past, been used as stem­
forming suffixes. This is no longer a productive process, and is of no significance for a synchronic 
grammar of Djinang. One example is the verb galbu-ngi place.down-FUT ' place down' .  This 
verb, and the synonymous ma{1bu-ngi, are fossilised compounds of the unknown formatives *gal­
and *ma{1- with the common Pama-Nyungan verb bu- 'hit' .  The evidence for this is that the Djinang 
and Djinba TPA or RPA inflection for the verb ' hit' is unique; in Djinang it is bi-pigi hit-TPA/RPA, 
while in Djinba it is the cognate form bi-pag hit-TPAJRPA. In both languages the stem is bu- for 
other inflections. For both of the above Djinang words, the -pig(i) allomorph for TP A/RP A obtains: 
galwu-pig place.down-TPA/RPA 'placed down ' ,  and magwu-pig place.down-TPA/RPA 'placed 
down ' .  There are other verbs where *bu- can be tentatively identified as a stem-forming suffix ­
mainly on comparative grounds using Djinba cognates; however, the TPA and RPA inflections have 
been levelled to the modern -(ngi)li allomorphs, thereby making their identification difficult to 
validate. 
3. 1 1  DERIVED NOUNS AND NOMINALISER 
There are two common ways of deriving nouns. The first way is to derive compound nouns using 
body-part nouns as prefixes. This method forms nouns which have mostly figurative meanings, or 
which refer to abstract entities such as emotions, although this method also derives nouns which refer 
to concrete entities - provided there is a semblative link between the concrete entity and the body part. 
The other way is to derive nouns from verbs using the NMLSR suffix appropriate to the conjugation 
class of the verb. 
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( 1) Derived nouns 
Some examples of nouns derived from body-part nouns are given in the next paragraph. The list 
is not exhaustive and contains a mixture of abstract and concrete derived nouns.  Many more can be 
found in the Djinang lexicon (Waters 1983), especially in the sections where the following body-part 
nouns may be found: bumiri 'forehead' ;  bunyan 'buttocks' ;  burri 'backbone' ;  butjiri 'ear' ; 
djabiri 'mouth' and rarri 'mouth ' ;  galngi 'body' ;  gU1]djarr ' arm ' ;  gumbirri 'hand' ;  gU1]gi 
'head ' ;  jurrkall 'waist'; mani 'oesophagus' ,  'neck';  marr ' soul' ;  mil 'eye' ;  mungan ' lower back'; 
ray 'temple'; yap 'lower leg'; way 'upper limb'.  All Yolngu languages use body-part nouns in this 
way; it is certainly a proto-Yolngu feature. 
Examples are bumir-rirrkiyan forehead-rock 'rocky prominence';  bumir-mala -gi1]ing 
forehead-COL-PROP 'group having mixed social affiliations' ;  bumir-ma1]bing forehead-hard 
' stubborn person' ;  bumir-yabuju forehead-serene 'kind' ,  ' self-controlled' ,  'impartial ' ;  bunyin­
djanguny-gi1]ing buttocks-story-PROP 'newsmonger' ; bunyin-garrpi-na-ki1]ing buttocks­
wrap-NMLSR-·PROP 'ceremonially dressed person' ;  burri-ngirki backbone-bone 'mainland' (i.e. 
burri in sense 'high ground' and ngirki in the sense 'foundation');  butjir-bagatj ear-fail 
'disobedient ' ;  butjir-balpiri-gi1]ing ear-visit-PROP 'companion' ;  butjir-bijbaj ear-soft 'easily 
persuadable' ;  butjir-djumijing ear-blunt 'deaf' , 'hard of hearing' ,  'disobedient' ;  butjir-marnggi 
ear-knowledge 'overheard' ;  djabir-mar-gi1]ing mouth-trouble-PROP 'estranged friend' ,  'enemy';  
djabir-murrurrt mouth-bunch 'mutually cooperative group of people' ;  galngi-wakal-gi1]ing 
body-fun-PROP 'healthy' ;  gumbirr-nga1]gi-gi1]ing hand-spear-PROP 'male' ;  gumbirr-ga1]i­
gi1]ing hand-d.igging.stick-PROP 'female' ;  gU1]gi-bijbajing head-soft 'weak headed' ,  'kind', 
'compliant person' ;  gU1]gi-bukij head-cliff 'cliff-top' ;  and gU1]gi-djarrkul head-sharp 'person with 
pointed head', 'clever thinker' .  This list should be sufficient to illustrate the point. 
(2) Nominalise:r -nyir(i), -nir(i) 
To nominalise a verb, the NMLSR verbal suffix is used. The actual form of the suffix varies with 
the conjugation class of the verb: verbs of class 1 or class 3 take the allomorphs -nyir(i)- or -nyira­
and verbs of class 2 take the allomorphs -nir(i)- or -nira-. The first allomorph in each pair of 
NMLSR inflections is identical in form to the today-past-irrealis and remote-past-irrealis verbal 
inflections (Morphy calls the equivalent Djapu inflection 'past non-indicative') .  The second 
allomorph in each pair is a cognate older form, as the next paragraph indicates. All Yolngu languages 
nominalise verbs using the NMLSR suffix. 
The Djinba NMLSR forms are -nya for Djinba classes 1 and 3, and -na for Djinba class 2. It 
would also be helpful here to indicate the relationship between the Djapu conjugation classes given by 
Morphy ( 1983 :63-69) and the Djinang/Djinba conjugation classes. Djinang class 1 inflections 
correspond to Djapu class NG inflections; Djinang class 3 inflections correspond to Djapu class 0 
inflections; and Djinang class 2 inflections correspond to Djapu classes N and L (these two classes 
have merged in Djinang and Djinba). (Djinang classes 1 -3 correspond to Djinba classes 1-3.) 
Consideration of the Djapu forms and Schebeck's data ( 1979b) indicates that the proto-Yolngu 
NMLSR forms were - *nhara and - *nara, corresponding to Djinang classes 1 and 3, and class 2, 
respectively. Thus, the allomorphs -nyira- and -nira (which some dialects of Djinang, such as 
Marrangu, shorten to -nya- and -na- before the PROP affix) are older forms which have partially 
resisted the Djinang vowel shift. These forms typically occur before the PROP affix. 
In Djinang, nouns formed from verbs using the NMLSR affix require further affixation following 
the NMLSR affix. A form such as *gingi-nyir *think-NMLSR is deviant (as a noun). Two 
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common ways of forming a noun using NMLSR are to further add the OR case following NMLSR, 
or to further add the PROP affix following NMLSR. (Recall that earlier ASSOC case - *Buy 
underwent a vowel change, and the new form was merged with OR case to become mcxiem OR case. 
Thus while some Yolngu languages may affix the ASSOC marker following NMLSR, Djinang 
affixes OR following NMLSR.) 
Of these two constructions, OR is used when the derived noun refers to an entity which arises 
existentially out of the action denoted by the verb, thus wukirri-dj-nyir-bi write-THEMSR­
NMLSR-OR 'a writing ' ;  gingi-nyir-bi think-NMLSR-OR 'a thought ' ;  marr-pirral-kil)-dj­
nyir-bi soul-true-PROP-THEMSR-NMLSR-OR 'a  belief' ; and mil-guJtji-gil)-dj-nyir-bi eye-fat­
PROP-THEMSR-NMLSR-OR 'a  lust' ,  'greed' .  Because of the etymology of modem OR case in 
Djinang, it is also used when the derived nominal has an associative relationship to the action denoted 
by the verb, thus nyini-nyir-bi sit-NMLSR-OR 'a  seat ' ;  baltj-nyir-bi climb.up-NMLSR-OR 'a 
step' ;  and midjirr-dj-nyir-bi dust-THEMSR-NMLSR-OR 'a duster' .  
On the other hand, PROP is used when the derived nominal represents an action or property 
possessable by a referent. Thus wanngir-nyira-kil)ing save-NMLSR-PROP means 'one who 
saves' ,  and mil-guJtji-gil)-dj-nya-kil)ing eye-fat-PROP-THEMSR-NMLSR-PROP means ' lustful 
person' ,  'greedy person' and rum-gapiji-dj-nya-kil)ing law-break-THEMSR-NMLSR-PROP 
means 'a lawbreaker' .  
If a noun takes a case suffix, then the case suffix may occur immediately following NMLSR, as  in 
rirrkiyan bari-nyir-mirri rock be.on-NMLSR-LOC 'at the place where rocks form a ford' .  
However, although nominalised verbs may potentially be inflected for case or other affixation, they 
seldom are inflected. Instead, speakers prefer to use them in descriptive appositional NPs. In such 
NPs, case is unmarked (except for adnominal NP-internal functions). (ERG may occur after PROP 
on a nominalised verb, since such nouns usually refer to +HU referents and thus may be Agents. 
However, nouns derived using OR case are seldom +HU, and therefore usually occur as Objects, so 
that overt ACC case marking is unnecessary. In these ways, excessive complexity is avoided.) 
A further post-NMLSR affix which was once productively used in the formation of nominalised 
verbs is the archaic nominaliser affix -*ngu, for which the Djinang reflex is -ng(i}. It is no longer 
productive in Djinang. There are few nominalisations which prefer this form rather than the more 
usual -bi OR marker. The verb wij-dji-gi crooked-THEMSR-FUT (-dji here was probably once 
FACT) 'make crooked' forms the nominal wiJ-tj-nyiri-ng crooked-THEMSR-NMLSR-ng 
'crooked' ,  which occurs in (249), section 3. 1 3. Other forms are bali-nyiri-ng die-NMLSR-ng 
'dead' and gapiji-dj-nyiri-ng break-THEM S R - NMLS R -ng 'broken'  (the equivalent form 
gapiJi-dj-nyir-bi is also used). 
3 . 12  ADVERBS 
There is a relatively small closed class of true adverbs. True adverbs do not take case suffixation, 
although one particular adverb, yili 'again' ,  'next' , can occur with PERL case. This however 
generates an idiomatic adverbial form yili-muri next-PERL 'next in succession' ,  'following after' ; it 
is not a productive process. Other than this one example, true adverbs do not take case suffixation. 
Some of the true adverbs identified thus far are wawu 'unsuspectingly' ;  munguy 'continually' ;  
ngiga wa ' singly' ,  ' alone ' (and variant form ngiga wirrka ); bajdji ' slowly' ,  ' less ' ;  djayaj 
' slowly',  'less ' ;  giga-giga REDUP-quick 'quickly' ;  bagatj 'fail to' ;  madjirri 'again' ,  'next' (this 
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form does not take PERL suffixation like yili ); rungili 'while on the run' ;  bu baJi 
' indiscriminately' ;  djugitj 'following after' (cognate to GUP dhucji 'buttocks') ;  yalkuy 'for a 
while', ' temporarily ' ;  mUl}itj ' silently' ,  'hidden' ;  gigidjirrimi ' together' ; giliwilimi ' together';  
yungal} ' secretly ', 'unobserved' ;  baman 'a  long time interval' ;  gicjidjirringi 'huge' ,  'eno�ous';  
gumbala 'empty-handed'; yipi ' in one direction' .  There are undoubtedly others, but certamly the 
class of true adverbs is not large. Some of these can be used as stems to form verbs using THEMSR 
and/or INCHO. 
Two Intensifiers are commonly used adverbially. One is the word pirr 'very ', which usually 
occurs in the expression baman piIr long. time.interval INTENS 'a very long interval of time'; it can 
occur by itself, though rarely. A more common adverbial INTENS morpheme is the particle 
miIrpm(i), which is formally identical to the PERL case affix, though mirrpm(i) 'very ' ,  'at the 
height of' , is a free form having no connotations related to the PERL function. This particle 
intensifies the activity, and may also be used adjectivally to intensify a noun, e.g. wana mirrpm 
'very big ' .  Though miIrpm(i) often may be translated 'very',  this is not adequate in all instances, 
for example with the season noun rarranydjarr ' south wind',  'cold weather season' ;  the expression 
rarranydjarr mirrpm means 'at the height of the cold season' (Le. at the very coldest time of the 
year). Another example is (234) below, where the particle indicates deepness of sleep. 
(234) nyan ngurri-nyina .. , nyani ngurri-nyin miIrpmi, yul 
3sgNOM sleep-RPA+DUR 3sgNOM sleep-RPA INTENS [manUNM]NOM 
The man fell into a very deep sleep. (24: 126- 127) 
Certain nouns and certain verbs may be used adverbially. Of the class of nouns which may be 
used adverbially, most are body-part nouns. Only a couple of verbs have been observed with 
adverbial functions. The stem of the verb balpar-gi come.to-FUT 'come to' ,  'visit ' ,  may be used as 
an adverb me,aning ' in company' ,  as in (235). The verb ngurri-dji lie.down-FUT can be used 
adverbially (see 236) with ABL to express the meaning 'from a lying position' (do an action), and the 
locative partic le ngidjirrkngi 'near' can similarly be used with ABL to express 'from close at hand' 
(do an action). Thus this use of ABL is probably quite productive, although I have only a couple of 
examples in the collected texts. The most common adverbial verb is djirri-dji stand-FUT, which, 
when used adverbially, has meanings such as 'erectly', ' standing', 'with head raised' and 'straight­
legged' ,  depending on the verb which it modifies. Examples (4) and (5) illustrate the first two 
meanings: in (4) the meaning is ' standing' ,  in (5) it is ' standing erect' (i.e. to get one's head as high 
as possible). 
(235) ba.lpiri lim ka-ng kiri-� 
in.company 1plincERG take-FUT PROG-FUT 
We will take him in company with us. { 65:44}  
(236) ngurri-nyi-ngir dji7-tjaltji-bi-n tjarri-� 
lie ,down-TPC-ABL DIST-ground-OR-PRES EXIST-PRES 
From a lying position he keeps on lifting it. { 67:71 } 
Body-part nouns may be used to derive adverbs. They usually take either the THPRO affix 
-(i)pm(i) or the INSTR case marker -dji, though occasionally a marker is lacking. Adverbial phrases 
are possible, using body parts. A common adverbial phrase is bumiIi X forehead X, where X is a 
number such as wurpm(i) 'one' or bininggili 'two' .  Such a phrase means 'one time' ,  'two times' 
etc. according to the number which X, represents. Reduplicated body parts may be used adverbially; 
for example, biIi-biIi chest-chest means 'face-to-face' or 'facing each other' or even 'side by side' .  
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Example (237) illustrates gumbirri 'hand' used with both INSTR and THPRO marking, to express 
the meaning ' (by the hand) gently' . Further examples may be observed in ( 1 7 1 )  and (61). In the 
latter, the body part biri 'chest' is fused with what may have been an allomorph of ALL case; in any 
case, the form birintili- is now used as an adverb indicating 'springing forth from a person' .  
(237) girr ngun u gumbirr-dji-pm bili-ny ka-ny, 
SEQU [thatUNM]ERG hand-INSTR-THPRO 3du-ACC take-RPC 
Then those (people) took them gently (away). { 32: 1 59}  
The following nouns, none of which are body parts, have been observed as adverbs: wurpm 
'once' ,  'only' ;  djunupa ' straight' - used in the sense 'straight away' or 'directly ' ;  wurpi 'other', 
'different' - used in the sense 'differently' ;  mirgi 'bad' - used in the sense 'badly' ;  warrarri 'red 
clouds (at sunset) ' - used in the sense ' (set) redly'. Example (238) illustrates birral 'true' used in 
the sense 'truly' and (239) illustrates the noun garray 'good' ,  'excellent one' used with INSTR 
marking as the adverb 'well' or 'excellently'. 
(238) yarim nyani, marr-yirrim-kiIJ-dji-n birral, 
just 3sgNOM soul-true-PROP-THEMSR-RPA trueUNM 
He just truly believed. { 33 : 1 15 }  (or He believed it to be true.) 
(239) nyuni garray-dji giri-� 
2sgNOM good-INSTR go-FUT 
You will do/live really well. { 53 :20} 
The adverbial item, irrespective of its word class, may occur either before or after the verb 
complex. Clause-initial position seems to be slightly favoured. Adverbs formed from body-part 
nouns most commonly occur preceding the verb complex. 
3 . 13  AUXILIARY VERBS 
Yolngu languages use a closed set of motion and stance verbs as auxiliary verbs in order to 
express durative aspect, with varying nuances according to the actual auxiliary verb used. Morphy 
( 1 983:89-90) lists four such verbs in Djapu: yukurra ' lie down' ;  dharra ' stand' ;  nhina ' sit'; and 
marrtji 'go' .  In Djapu, yukurra is the most commonly used. Djinang likewise has a set of 
auxiliaries, except that the Djinang inventory includes a few verbs not in Morphy's set. The Djinang 
set is, exhaustively, and in order of frequency, kiri-� go-FUT 'go'; nyini-dji sit-FUT ' sit' ,  'be'; 
giri-� go-FUT 'go' (note the word-initial voicing contrast); (the following occur infrequently) 
djirri-dji stand-FUT 'stand' ;  ngurri-dji lie.down-FUT ' lie down' ;  IJunydjirri-� go.quickly-FUT 
'go quickly' ,  'run' ;  wali-ki crawl-FUT 'crawl about' ;  and gukirr-dji walk.about-FUT 'walk 
about' .  The Djinang inventory thus numbers eight auxiliary verbs. 
The full number of auxiliary verbs in Djinba is unknown, but is unlikely to be greater than 
the number of Djinang auxiliaries. The following auxiliary verbs are attested in my Djinba data: 
gar(a)-mak go-FUT used as either a PROG or HABIT auxiliary; djarra-k stand-FUT, the archaic 
form of the verb 'stand' ,  used as an EXIST auxiliary (this form is not used as a main verb); and 
nyina-k sit-FUT used as an auxiliary with Durative function, though the precise nuance is as yet 
unknown. 
Auxiliary verbs, in Djinang and Djinba, always immediately follow the main verb and always 
agree in inflection with the inflection of the main verb. Auxiliary verbs are of frequent occurrence. In 
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my shorter database, there are 3 1 5  auxiliary verbs, with the following frequencies of occurrence: 
kiri-� 63.5%, nyini-dji 1 8%,  giri-� 12%, djirri-dji 2%, ngurri-dji 2%, I)unydjirri-� 1 .5%, 
wali-ki 1 %,  and gukirr-dji 0% (the last does occur in my total database). 
While the basic function of each auxiliary is to denote OUR aspect, various different nuances are 
obtained by varying the auxiliary used in the construction. The actual nuance depends on the 
unmarked lexical meaning of each auxiliary when used as a main verb, at least for the less frequently 
used auxiliary verbs. On the other hand, the frequently used auxiliaries have very precise meanings, 
and the meaning relationship of each to the same verb used as a main verb is not so direct. For 
example, the only example I know of where gukirrdji is used as an auxiliary is dirra-dji-m 
gukirri-� eat·THEMSR-PRES walk.about-PRES 'are walking about eating' - which was used to 
describe the behaviour of a couple of local pigs. 
The PROG auxiliary kiri-� is glossed by speakers who have some facility in English as 'all the 
way' (i.e. continuitive). This is to be interpreted either spatially or temporally (i.e. 'all the time till 
done'),  according to context. With motion verbs, this auxiliary indicates that the motion is taking 
place along a l,ocus in space, typically until a goal is attained. The goal of the motion is defined by the 
context, usually overtly but not necessarily so. (This auxiliary is very commonly used in conjunction 
with OUR vowel lengthening, being synonymous in such a context.) With non-motion verbs, it 
indicates that the event is taking place over a span of time, until some contextually determined 
completion obtains. Example (240) illustrates a common phrase in which the PROO auxiliary is used 
temporally in this way. 
(240) djin ngurri-ny kiri-ny djagaw 
3plNOM sleep-RPC PROG-RPC [daybreakUNMJLoc 
They slept till daylight. { 34: 149}  
From the preceding paragraph, i t  is clear that termination of the activity i s  compatible with the use 
of this auxiliruy. The termination of the activity is very often the next clause in the stream of speech, 
so that the PR()G auxiliary may be used in a context of sequential action - where the departure point 
of the later action is the former action (i.e. the one which involves the PROG auxiliary). A good 
example of this kind of construction is example (241 ), in which the Sequence function is emphasised 
by the TF clitic -ban. Notice that kiri is not used in this example. This is because the same verb 
cannot be both a main verb and an auxiliary verb in the same clause. For this reason, whenever the 
main verb is giri 'go' ,  the PROG auxiliary is suppletively nyini- ' sit' (there are 35 examples of this 
in my shorter database). As a result, the proportion of actual instances of the Progressive function in 
the shorter da1"abase is 74.5%, and the proportion of instances of auxiliary nyini-dji sit-FUT with 
non-PROG function drops to 7%. Ojapu likewise suppletively changes the auxiliary form, when 
otherwise the auxiliary and main verbs would be identical (Morphy 1983:90). There is one exception 
in Ojinang: the main verb giri- with auxiliary giri- is permitted (it occurs once in my data). 
(241 )  lib.i kiri-ny ny1nl-ny nganaparra-ban-dirri-ny bi1 
IplexcNOM walk-RPC PROG-RPC [buffalo-TF1ACC- 1 sg-ACC 3duERG 
mi.lJirrpi-ni kiri-ny yarraman 
show-RPC PROG-RPC [horseUNM1Acc 
We: were walking along (and) then they showed me buffalo and horses. {34:46-47 } 
Not all instances of PROG kiri- imply sequence, nor even completion. Very often the auxiliary is 
used to merely mark duration, and the termination or completion of the activity is vague. An example 
of this occurs in the second clause of (241 )  above: the context does not indicate when the action of 
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pointing out buffalo and horses ceased - it is left vague. In such a context, the PROG auxiliary 
merely indicates that the subject is preoccupied in or busy doing an activity over a length of time. A 
Djinang speaker explained this to me using the following example: 
(242) bambuJi nyani ngami-n kiri-m 
[bark.paintingUNMJACC 3sgERG paint-PRES PROG-PRES 
He is busy painting the bark. { 67:53 } 
The nuance here is that he is painting 'all the way' till he finishes and so is unavailable for any 
other activity. The activity is done until completion or till the purpose for which it is done is satisfied. 
In English, we would simply say he is 'busy doing' as in the gloss above. However, quite often 
PROG is best left untranslated, provided it is clear from the context that the event is non-punctual. 
The HABIT auxiliary giri- denotes events which are habitually or customarily done. A good 
translation in English is 'used to do X '  or 'always does X' .  Examples of HABIT have occurred 
previously in (10), (21), ( 101) and (164); a further one is found in (32:25). 
The two auxiliaries nyini- ' sit' and djirri- ' stand' mark EXIST aspect. They are used in the 
context of an event which is a durative state. There is sometimes a difference in meaning between the 
two, mainly when these forms are used to indicate an event done either 'while sitting' or 'while 
standing',  respectively. Thus, (243) illustrates an event in PRES tense, where this meaning of 
'standing cutting' obtains. However, the verb suffix -m also may indicate yesterday-past tense, in 
which case EXIST aspect would mean 'was standing cutting' ,  or it could be used to mean 'used to 
cut ' .  The FUT form (djirri-dji) of the djirri- EXIST auxiliary indicates 'will begin to do X' ,  that 
is, the inception of an existential state of 'doing X' .  
(243) djunggi ngarr-irr djari-m tjarri-fJ 
[woodUNM]ACC I sgERG- l sgERG cut-PRES EXIST-PRES 
I am standing cutting wood. 
The djirri- ' stand' EXIST auxiliary does not always indicate ' standing doing '  when used with 
PRES tense. For example, (236) in section 3. 12 illustrates an action done from a lying position, and 
the djirri- EXIST 'stand' auxiliary is used. (Needless to say, the ngurri- 'lie down' INTERM 
auxiliary can be used instead in (236), in which case the meaning of that auxiliary will be 'lying 
doing' .) When either EXIST auxiliary is used in a purely existential sense, there is a preference for 
the nyini- ' sit' form to be used with states involving +HU referents, while djirri- is likely to be 
used with -HU referents - especially with places and towns. Example (244) illustrates the nyini­
EXIST auxiliary used to indicate a state of observing. In this story, a dead relative (MoMoBr) 
watches ego (a living human) whenever the latter eats a certain type of yam. (Later, when ego dies, 
the watcher will tear out his backbone in the afterlife to get at the yam food, then heal the wound) It 
is clear that in this example, the act of watching is a state which obtains over a long time (in fact, over 
ego's whole life). 
(244) nyani ngilitj-angi, ngilitj-angi midji, a litj-ny 
3sgERG Iduinc-GEN l duinc-GEN [MoMoBrUNM]ERG - lduinc-ACC 
nya-ng nyini-dji, midja-r, djirritjirr inydji ga-ngi 
see-FUT EXIST-FUT MoMoBr-ERG [yamUNM]NOM RECIP take-FUT 
And our (male) granny will be watching us: yams being taken ... (for ourselves). 
{ 42:6-7 } 
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By way of summary then: these two EXIST auxiliaries may be used to indicate a durative event in 
which the action is done either 'sitting' or ' standing' according to the auxiliary verb used. 
Alternatively, they may signal an existential state of doing an action, with no connotations of either 
sitting or standing. When djirri- ' stand' EXIST aspect is used with FUT tense, it indicates that at a 
future time an existential durative state is about to begin. The nyini- ' sit' EXIST auxiliary is the one 
typically used with +HU nominal referents; -HU nominal referents are more likely to occur with the 
djirri- ' stand' EXIST auxiliary. Which function of the various functions that may be marked by 
these auxiliarie:s actually obtains in any one clause, is conditioned by semantic rather than grammatical 
factors. Some examples of these auxiliaries occur in the cited texts as follows: djirri- EXIST in 
(22:216); and nyini- EXIST in (34:261).  
We now come to the three remaining auxiliaries: ngurri- ' lie down' Intennittent aspect; 
1]unydjirri 'ru n' , 'go fast' Hastitive aspect; and wali- 'crawl' Ramblitive aspect. Each of these 
auxiliaries may probably also be used to indicate a durative action done 'while lying' , 'while running' 
and 'while crawling', respectively. I have one example of ngurri- INTERM auxiliary being used to 
indicate duration of an action done while lying (see the comments on (236) immediately above). I do 
not have clear examples of the other two being used this way, though I am quite certain that they can 
be used similarly. The 1]unydjirri 'run' HAST auxiliary, not used as a hastitive but used in a sense 
akin to its lexical meaning of 'run',  is illustrated in (245). The semantic subject is a 'road' and, as in 
English, Djinang speakers say that a road 'lies' at a certain location. In English, we can say that a 
road 'runs' to a certain place. It appears that this sense also obtains in the use of 1]unydjirri as an 
auxiliary, when used in such a context. (This example was not elicited, but is taken from a story 
where the cited clause is synonymous with a previous clause in which the PROG auxiliary kiri- is 
used, with DUlR marking as well, and with the same main verb and subject.) 
(245) a nyani gadjigarr ngurri-0 nunydjirri-ma . .  
and 3sgNOM [roadUNM]NOM lie-PRES HAST-PRES+DUR 
And the road there runs on and on. { 50:48 } 
However, the usual meaning of 1]unydjirri 'run' ,  'go fast' when used as an auxiliary is to 
indicate HAST aspect: that is, an action done with haste or a repeated action done with rapidity or a 
state which comes into being very quickly. Example (246) illustrates HAST aspect indicating a state 
which obtains rapidly; the context is that of a husband and wife energetically procreating, and (246) 
refers to the st2.te of affairs which will obtain with respect to the numbers of their children. Example 
(247) illustrate�> the same auxiliary used to indicate a punctual action repeated with extreme haste. The 
context is that of a very overworked bank employee on payday. Notice that FUT inflection on the 
main verb may optionally be omitted when an auxiliary verb follows, as in (246) and (247). (The 
omission of FUT inflection on the main verb is obligatory with class 1 and 2 verbs, which take FUT 
-gi; but is optional with class 3 verbs, which take FUT -dji. In the latter case, one Marrangu speaker 
preferred to retain the FUT marker, while one Murrungun speaker preferred to omit it. The omission 
of FUT -gi is consistent with the fact that these inflections are comparatively recent developments -
see Chapter 4.) 
(246) ga yili bi?-pung-tji-gi glITl, a galbi-dji 1]unydjirri-0 
(247) 
and again DIST-born-THEMSR-FUT COMPL and many-INCHO HAST-FUT 
And again (children) will keep being born, and will quickly become many. { 49:142- 143 }  
nyani wukirri-dji 1]unydjirri-0 
1sgNOM write-THEMSR HAST-FUT 
rrupiya gu-ng 
[moneyUNM]ACC give-FUT 
IJunydjirri-� ganydjirr-dji 
HAST-FUT power-INSTR 
He will rapidly write, quickly giving out money with great haste. { 65 :37 } 
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The verb ngurri-dji lie.down-FUT may be used as an auxiliary, as noted above where we saw it 
can be used to indicate 'lying doing X'.  It is not often used with this sense however. It normally 
indicates one of two other functions: ftrstly, INTERM (durative) aspect; that is, an action which takes 
place for a while, stops for a while, takes place for a while once more, then stops once more, and so 
on. Secondly, it may indicate an action done with concentration on the part of the doer, so that he is 
oblivious to events taking place around him. The latter function may be translated as 'busy doing X' 
or possibly ' single-mindedly doing X'.  The sense 'busy doing X '  is illustrated in (248), where the 
man is oblivious to everything except his painting activity. This example can also mean 'he painted 
intermittently' .  The example is truly ambiguous, and only the context can indicate which meaning is 
intended: either 'busy painting' or 'intermittently painting' .  In (249), the only interpretation possible 
is 'intermittently raining' ,  since raining is not a volitional act. 
The semantic connection between the main verb meanings ' lie down' ,  ' sleep' and the auxiliary 
verb meaning 'do X oblivious to events around oneself' is not hard to perceive, but the connection 
with the meaning 'intermittently do X' is not so easily seen. Possibly the latter obtains because sleep 
is an activity done intermittently throughout the day, according to need, so that sleep is viewed as an 
intermittent punctuator of other human activities. Finally, notice in (248) that the normal -nmi PRES 
inflection for class 2 verbs is shortened to -n before an auxiliary verb. This shortening always 
obtains in such an environment. (This could be evidence that the Djinang and Djinba -nmV sequence 
in class 2 verb inflections historically developed from an earlier *-n-mV sequence; this is supported 
by the fact that in other Yolngu languages the equivalent morpheme is -n(V) whether or not an 
auxiliary verb follows.) 
(248) bambuJi nyani ngami-n ngurri-� 
[bark.paintingUNM]ACC 3sgERG paint-PRES INTERM-PRES 
He is busy painting a bark painting. { 67:50} 
(249) nyani riki-� ngurri-� 
3sgNOM rain-PRES INTERM-PRES 
It is raining intermittently. 
The ftnal auxiliary verb is waH-ki crawl-FUT which may be used to indicate RAMBL durative 
aspect; that is, a motion which involves no speciftc direction or goal, but just rambles about from 
place to place. It may be used with non-motion verbs to indicate an action done at various different 
and arbitrary places, such as in (250). With a motion verb such as 'float', it indicates an aimless 
floating activity, as when a canoe is set adrift. A similar example is given below in (25 1), where the 
mother and father of a dead boy have not properly disposed of the dead son's bones, but continue to 
carry them about with them from place to place. All examples of this auxiliary in my database involve 
only this function of ramblitive activity. 
(250) ngambirra-r gunydjirra-r bil ka-ny waH-ny ngirki 
mother-ERG father-ERG 3duERG take-RPC RAMBL-RPC [boneUNM]ACC 
bil minigi-nyi, wiJtjnyi- wiJ- tj-nyiri-ng 
3duERG carry-RPC REDUP-crooked-THEMSR-NMLSR-NMLSR(archaic) 
(His) mother and father were taking the bones about with them, they were carrying them 
from place to place. { 50:75-76} 
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(25 1 )  giJiwiJim bil ngurri-ny wali-ny 
together 3duNOM sleep-RPC RAMBL-RPC 
They slept together in various places. { 66: 102 } 
kiri 
giri 
nyini-
djirri-
I} unydjirri 
ngurri-
wali­
gukiui-
TABLE 3.3 
FuNCTIONS OF AUXILIARY VERBS 
PROG 'do X all the way/time till done' 
HABIT 
EXIST 
EXIST 
HAST 
INTERM 
RAMBL 
'preoccupied doing X', 'busy doing X'  
'always doing X',  'used to do X' 
'be existential state of doing X' (mostly +HU) 
'sitting doing X' 
'be existential state of doing X', 'begin to do X' 
'used to do X',  ' standing doing X' 
'hastily doing X',  'quickly becoming X' 
'repeat X rapidly' 
'intermittently do X', ' single-mindedly do X' 
'lying doing X' 
'do X from place to place arbitrarily' 
'do while walking about' 
3. 14 REDUCED PRONOUNS 
Reduced pronouns have already been mentioned in sections 2.2, and 2.8. This present section 
will give the reduced pronoun paradigms, their syntax within the verb complex (VC) and their 
function in the Vc. The etymology of reduced pronouns is discussed in Appendix 2. 
Reduced pronouns are used primarily in the system of interclause cohesion, to cross-reference a 
(semantic) subject or non-subject referent. Reduced pronouns may occur in the same clause as a 
coreferential full pronoun. When this obtains, the full pronoun typically marks a switch in participant 
focus (i.e. a switch in reference, usually subject reference). They may also occur with a coreferential 
NP in the same clause. Usually, however, once reference has been established in a given clause, 
overt subject and non-subject NPs are omitted from surface structure, and the coreferential reduced 
pronouns funclion as sufficient referencing forms for the deleted NPs. This function of reduced 
pronouns is typical of bound pronoun forms which occur in very many Australian languages, and 
needs no elaboration here. As in other languages, the Djinang and Djinba reduced pronouns agree in 
person and number with the referent of the NP with which they are coreferential. Reduced pronoun 
inflections may only be NOM, ERG, ACC or DA T, the NOM and ERG forms being homonymous. 
DAT reduced pronouns may also be used as possessive pronouns within an NP. Examples (58), 
(88), (89) and (94) demonstrate DAT reduced pronouns used this way. Further instances of DAT 
reduced pronouns may be seen in the cited texts as follows: (22:203), (24: 152), (32:39, 40, 49) and 
(34:245). Used as a possessive pronoun in a NP, the DA T reduced pronoun usually is last in the 
NP. When such a NP precedes the verb, the DA T reduced pronoun has a high probability of 
occurring imme:diately preceding the subject reduced pronoun. In this circumstance it is difficult to 
tell whether the DA T reduced pronoun is part of the NP or part of the VC. An example illustrating 
this ambiguity follows. The reduced pronoun in.ga 3sgDA T could be a possessive indicating 'his 
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various camps' or a constituent of the VC indicating directionality, as 'we will go to him at (his) 
various camps'. I think the fonner possibility is the more likely in this example. 
(252) gurrbi-gurrbi in.ga lim giri-0 
[camp-campUNM 3sgDAT]ALL 1plincNOM go-FUT 
We will go to his various resting places. { 34:375 } 
In the rest of this section, we shall consider only reduced pronouns within the VC. Reduced 
pronouns immediately precede the main verb. A maximum of two reduced pronouns may occur in 
this position; in certain circumstances only one is permitted (see below). 
The order of reduced pronouns in pre-verbal position is governed by the overt or covert case of the 
coreferential NP: the semantic subject always immediately precedes the main verb, and if another 
reduced pronoun occurs, it will precede the subject reduced pronoun and cross-reference a non­
subject participant. Usually the non-subject reduced pronoun will immediately precede the subject 
one, but if the RECIP particle occurs, then the non-subject reduced pronoun will precede the RECIP 
particle - and it must be a DA T reduced pronoun. Also, if one of the DIRECT particles bi HITH 
'towards' ,  ' to here' or minydji THITH 'away from',  'from here' occurs in the clause, a non-subject 
reduced pronoun rarely occurs as well, though it does happen. For instance, a clause like bi in.ga 
nibi girHJ (phonetically [bin.ga nibi giri] HITH 3sgDAT 1plincNOM go-FUT 'we will come to 
him here' has two reduced pronouns occurring with the bi HITH particle. 
The following diagram illustrates the syntax of reduced pronouns in the VC, where X is an ERG 
or NOM reduced pronoun, and Y is an ACC or DAT reduced pronoun. Parentheses indicate 
optionali ty. 
1 .  ( [Y]non-subject ) [X]subject main verb . . .  
2 .  ( [Y]non-subject ) RECIP [X]subject main verb . . .  
3 .  DIRECT ( [Y]non-subject ) [X]subject main verb . . .  
A third reduced pronoun may occur post-verbally. However this may obtain only provided the 
following conditions all obtain: fIrstly, if a pre-verbal non-subject reduced pronoun occurs then it 
must be ACC; secondly, the post-verbal reduced pronoun must be DAT; and thirdly, the DAT 
reduced pronoun must indicate a peripheral function, such as Benefactive, Malefactive, Aversitive or 
Possessive. 
An example of a post-verbal reduced pronoun occurring with two pre-verbal reduced pronouns 
was given previously in (9 1) ,  section 2.9. Example (253) illustrates a DAT reduced pronoun 
occurring post-verbally with Benefactive function, and possibly no pre-verbal reduced pronoun. (It 
is not clear from the context whether two persons were carrying the flesh, so that the subject reduced 
pronoun was omitted here, or whether the narrator's companion carried it - in which case the reduced 
pronoun would be 0 1 sgERG. I think the fonner possibility is more likely.) 
The subject reduced pronoun is not often omitted, though it does happen sporadically, and with 
slightly increased frequency, when a DIRECT particle occurs in the VC. Sometimes the omission of 
a subject reduced pronoun occurs when the speaker wishes to keep the subject referent vague, so that 
an appropriate English translation is by a passive construction; however, most omissions of this sort 
are just perfonnance slips. 
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(253) wurpm birrangany mi?-minigi-ny kiri-ny libila, 
[oneUNM carcass.sideUNM]ACC DIST-carry-RPC PROG-RPC 1plexcDAT 
dj;wggu 
[fleshUNM]ACC 
(Weihe) carried one side of the carcass for ourselves. ( 34:29 1 ) 
Another context in which reduced pronouns may also occur following the main verb is when 
RECIP is used with either a Reciprocal or a Reflexive function. Typically the RECIP particle, and 
whatever reduced pronouns occur with it in pre-verbal position, are repeated following the verb. This 
unambiguously signals either the Reciprocal or the Reflexive sense; most commonly this construction 
is used for drawing attention to Reciprocality of the action between subject referents. For example, 
biling inydji bil waJi-ngiJi inydji biJi 3duNOM RECIP 3duNOM swear-TPA RECIP 3duNOM 
'they swore at each other' .  This is the one and only environment where subject reduced pronouns 
regularly occur with a final i vowel - hence we get biJi in the above example, whereas before the 
verb the same reduced pronoun must always have the form bil; similarly for irri versus irr 1 sgNOM 
or 1 sgERG and linyi versus liny 1duexcNOM or 1duexcERG etc. 
It is not necessary to cite examples of the use of reduced pronouns in this section; the interested 
reader may tm; to the cited texts instead, where instances of reduced pronouns occur in nearly every 
line. Instead, I will briefly discuss the use of the non-subject reduced pronouns in relation to the 
underlying NPs with which they are coreferential. 
Firstly, in the case of ditransitive verbs, either the referent of the 0 or 10 noun phrase may be 
cross-referenced, depending on which is more salient to the speaker. In the vast majority of clauses, 
an 10 will be +HU, so that it is typically the 10 NP which is cross-referenced. However, when the 0 
is +HU, 0 can receive the cross-referencing, as in ( 195), section 3.7. Example (202) in section 3.7 
illustrates both types of behaviour: in the second clause, +HU 10 is cross-referenced; in the next 
clause, +HU 0 is cross-referenced. The same referent (the narrator) is involved in each instance, 
being salient because the narrator is describing events which he underwent. This example clearly 
shows that it is the salient participant which is cross-referenced, and +HU referents are usually more 
salient than -HU referents. 
An example where +HU 0 is cross-referenced by an ACC reduced pronoun, while 10 is also +HU 
is (75) of section 2.8. In the total database there are only two instances (in ( 50:333-4 ) )  where a 
cross-referencing pronoun refers to a -HU participant. In each case the participant is the bones of a 
dead person. However, since a person's  bones are closely identified with the person's identity, it is 
possible that human bones may be regarded as inherently +HU to Djinang speakers. Given this 
possible exception, we may state that -HU referents are not cross-referenced by reduced pronouns, 
this being a semantic constraint rather than a grammatical one. 
Secondly, when a non-subject reduced pronoun cross-references a core participant, the reduced 
pronoun will be either ACC or DAT, as indicated above. However, a DAT reduced pronoun may 
cross-reference a core NP taking ALL case. In section 2.8 we saw instances of this type of behaviour 
in (79) and (80). The explanation of this lies in the fact that ALL case may be used with core 
participants as a more highly marked Goal-Terminative function which otherwise would be marked 
by ACC case - see section 2.8. Except for such examples, the case of the reduced pronoun will agree 
with the case of the coreferential NP. 
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Lastly, the only peripheral NPs which may be cross-referenced are those which are OAT-marked, 
usually with Benefactive function, and the referent of the OAT-marked NP is +HU, as in (254) where 
the referents of the OAT reduced pronoun are Adam and Eve, with Benefactive function. 
(254) bilngga djama-dji-li-ban warngarrinyi, may pal 
3duDAT work-THEMSR-RPA-TF [what's.its.nameUNM meatUNM 
gilingkaj, Gunydjirra-ri 
skinUNM]ACC Father-ERG 
The Father made animal skins for them. { 53:56 } 
TABLE 3.4 
REDUCED PRONOUN PARADIGMS 
ERG/NOM ACC 
1 sg in irri-ny 
1duexc liny linyili-ny 
1duinc i1 litj-ny(i) 
1plexc nibi/libi nibili-ny 
1plinc lim limili-ny 
2sg � nyin 
2du nyim nyimili-ny 
2pl lidji lidj-ny(i) 
3sg � � 
3du bil bili-ny 
3pl djin dji-ny 
OAT 
irra 
linyila 
litja 
nibila 
limila 
inma 
nyimila 
lidja 
in.ga 
bilingga 
djina 
Table 3.4 gives the reduced pronoun paradigms for NOM, ACC and OAT reduced pronoun forms. 
The ERG paradigm is the same as the NOM one. These forms are those for the smooth dialects, 
which are the older and more conservative forms. Variant forms which obtain in the disjunctive 
dialects are given in the next paragraphs. 
Some Marrangu speakers use fIrst person plural exclusive non-subject forms libili-ny ACC and 
libila OAT (for example, Joe Gigarri uses these forms regularly). Otherwise, the variant forms 
nibi/libi have the following distribution. ERG or NOM libi occurs only initially in the VC (whether 
or not there is a constituent preceding the VC in the same clause). If, in the VC, another reduced 
pronoun or RECIP or one of the OIRECT particles precedes the fIrst person plural inclusive ERG or 
NOM reduced pronoun, then that pronoun occurs as the nibi allomorph. The nibi allomorph is the 
older form. Examples of nibi in non-initial position in the VC, from a smooth dialect speaker, are 
found in (69), ( 1 96) and (21 3). In the cited texts, text 34 is from a smooth dialect speaker. 
Examples of libi in VC-initial position are found in (34:2 1 2,21 5,222,223,226,259,260,261 ), and 
nibi in non-VC-initial position is found in (34:221 ,224,228). The apparent counter-example in 
(34:225) is really a repeat of (34:224), but with the minydji constituent not restated. 
The following are the variant forms used by disjunctive dialects: for fIrst person dual exclusive, 
inyili-ny ACC and inyila OAT; for fIrst person dual inclusive, iltj-ny(i) ACC and iltja OAT; for 
first person plural exclusive, nibi NOM (in all contexts), inbili-ny ACC and inbila OAT; for fIrst 
person plural inclusive, inmili-ny ACC and inmila OAT; for second person plural, ildji NOM, 
ildj-ny(i) ACC and ildja OAT; for third person dual, bili-ny ACC (a rare variant, bil-ny may 
sometimes occur) and bilngga OAT. 
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While in many Australian languages reduced pronouns are clitics, in Djinang the reduced pronouns 
may stand as free forms, and often do. If a reduced pronoun form begins with a vowel and there is a 
preceding constituent in the clause, the reduced pronoun will be bound to that constituent. Sometimes 
this involves epenthesis of a homorganic transition consonant. A common example of this is NOM 
and ERG reduced pronoun irr 1sg, which after word-final n or 1 (or J) receive epenthetic d (or cj), as 
in (202). Reduced pronouns which begin with a consonant are rarely bound to a preceding 
constituent, and usually take normal word stress. When a subject reduced pronoun occurs following 
a non-subject reduced pronoun, sometimes there results a portmanteau combination of the two. This 
is also true when the RECIP particle is present. For example, bilingga 3duDA T plus ildji 2plNOM 
becomes bilingga+ldji; in.ga 3sgDAT plus irr 1 sgNOM becomes in.g+irr in some dialects, 
in.ga+rr in others; nyin 2sgACC plus nibi 1plexcERG becomes nyi+nibi; inydji RECIP plus 
djin 3plERG becomes inydji+n; RECIP plus nyim 2duERG becomes inydji+m. 
3 . 15  DlRECTlONALS bi HITHER AND minydji THITHER 
The DIRECT particles bi HITH and minydji THITH are of considerable interest. Like the 
deictics, which can have spatial or temporal interpretations depending on context, the DIRECT 
particles also have developed Temporal functions in parallel with their Spatial ones, although the 
system is not completely symmetrical. The particle bi occurs in Djapu (Morphy 1983:62,86) and 
Djinba, so it is probably not a recent innovation. The Djapu form is be where e represents long [i:J 
and the Djinba form is ba. The bi particle was mentioned briefly at the end of section 2. 1 2, where 
one of its fUIlctions was discussed. The Djapu particle bala (Morphy 1983:89) has functions 
equivalent to �;ome of the functions of Djinang THITH particle minydji. The etymological obscurity 
of the latter was mentioned at the end of section 3.2, in the discussion of the (kinship) DYAD affix. 
The minydji form is a purely Djinang innovation. There is no equivalent Djinba form. 
Three dimensions of semantic contrast are pertinent to an analysis of the DIRECf particles. These 
dimensions are the following: non-motion versus motion, temporal versus spatial and non-directed 
versus directed. Also, the concept of markedness is involved as well, as we shall see. The preceding 
dimensions of contrast exhibit a partial semantic hierarchy: the non-motion versus motion contrast is 
the primary dimension, and then the non-motion category is further intersected by the other two 
dimensions. Systemic (semantic) networks (Kress 1 976) are an excellent formal device for 
displaying the intersecting dimensions of choice implied by these categories, and a display is given 
below in Tabk 3.5. The analysis is based on 60 instances of bi and 42 instances of minydji. Some 
categories obtain only rarely, and thus there are only a few examples of some combinations of the 
above categories. 
For each dimension of contrast enumerated above, the fITst value in each dimension is the marked 
value, and the second is the unmarked value. (This will be justified later.) Thus, the categories non­
motion, temporal and non-directed are the marked categories. This follows from the fact that 
additional information is required in the clause in order to signal these categories, vis-a-vis the 
unmarked categories. 
r Motion 
(unmarked) 
-Non-motion 
(marked) 
TABLE 3.5 
SEMANTIC NElWORK FOR DIRECTIONAL PARTICLES 
bi [ minydji -{ Non-directed -- minydji 
(marked) 
.-Temporal 
(marked) 
Directed minydji 
Spatial 
(unmarked) 
(unmarked) 
bi 
Non-directed -4 
(marked) minydji 
bi 
Directed� 
(unmarked) . . . . mmyd)1 
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towards X, back to X 
away from X 
indefInite 
later time 
from time X onwards, 
'after then' 
indefmite non-
remote location, 
'over there' 
indefmite 
remote location, 
'away from here' 
back to, towards 
away from, from 
here 
I have called these particles DIRECT particles, not because they always mark a Directional 
function, but rather because this is how they are used in a majority of clauses (63% directional usage, 
37% non-directional) in my shorter database. The labels HITH and THITH are used to distinguish 
between them. The label DIRECT must not be confused with the category 'Directed' in Table 3.5; 
they are not the same thing, though they are closely related concepts. The DIRECT label relates only 
to the meanings HITH 'back to' or THITH 'away from' ,  which happen to obtain in a majority of 
instances; 'Directed' implies an activity directed towards or away from a goal, or temporally extended 
to indefInite times later than a reference time. 
The primary choice to be made is whether the verb is a motion verb or a non-motion verb. A 
motion verb is one whereby a salient participant (usually the semantic subject and usually +HU) 
necessarily must change spatial location as the activity takes place. Without exception, bi and 
minydji indicate motion 'towards X' or 'back to X', and motion 'away from X',  respectively, when 
used with a motion verb. This is the unmarked case. Verbs like 'spear' involve motion, but only of a 
non-salient instrument (the spear). The subject does not change his location as a function of 
performing the action of spearing. The reference location 'X' is situation ally or contextually 
determined. Usually it is the location of the speaker or the location of the semantic subject. 
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Alternatively it can be some place defined in the context. There were 50 instances of DIRECT 
particles used with motion verbs. The verbs were 'go/come' ,  'return ' ,  'run ' ,  'take/bring' ,  
' assemble' ,  'traverse' ,  'carry', 'descend' and the verb 'send' which involved motion of a +HU direct 
object participant. 
The following examples illustrate these comments. Example (255) illustrates that the referent 
location may be other than the speaker's location. In this example, the reference location for the bi 
particle is the place Madjararrk, defined in the preceding context. In (256), the reference location is 
determined by the speech situation, being the location of the speaker. In (257), the reference location 
is the location of the semantic subject (recalling that the speaker is referring to an event which 
occurred many years previously, so that the speaker's location is not the location from which Mr. 
Biyuw was sent ahead), and in (258) the reference location is contextually defmed. 
(255) ngun u-ngiri, maJu-ban, Madjararrk bi liny 
that-ABL [daddy-TF]NOM [MadjararrkUNM]ALL HITH 1duexcNOM 
wi[Ji-ni, maJu Madjararrk 
return-RPA [daddyUNM]NOM [MadjararrkUNM]ALL 
From that place Dad and I came back to Madjararrk. { 34:280} 
(256) "Bukmak, bi+ldji giri-�-ban, ngarri wali 
[aUUNM]NOM HITH+2plNOM come-FUT-TF 1 sgERG [foodUNM]ACC 
ku-ng kiri-�-ban " 
give-FUT PROG-FUT-TF 
"EveryOOdy come here now, I am going to distribute the food now!" (22:202) 
(257) ngarri Mista Biyuw minydji-rr yan-ili ngurrwakng 
1sgERG [Mr BiyuwUNM]ACC THITH- 1sgERG send-RPA first 
I s,ent Mr Biyuw on ahead. { 22:233}  (lit. I sent Mr Biyuw away from (me) first.) 
(258) biling burri-ngir djini-ngir minydji bil milarr-dji-li 
3duNOM backbone-ABL this-ABL THITH 3duNOM go.down-THEMSR-RPA 
From the earth's surface they sank down into (the ground) . { 19:95 } 
Next let us consider instances of the Directed category, when the Spatial category obtains. The 
Directed category is the unmarked category vis-a-vis the Non-directed category. The Directed 
category obtains when the following conditions obtain: the verb is Non-motional; and the verb 
represents an action which may be directed towards or away from some goal. Sometimes the clause 
will contain additional marking indicating a directed activity and the direction in which the activity is 
oriented, such as the ABL-marked deictic in (261). 
My shorter database has six examples of the type Spatial + Directed. Example (260) needs further 
comment. It illustrates both bi and minydji, each used in different ways. At present we are 
concerned only with the use of bi in that example. The fmal clause ends the quote with the phrase bi 
gir-ali which literally means 'he came to me' .  However, giri 'go' is often used as a dummy verb, 
meaning 'do' or 'say' ;  in the present example it means 'say' .  Thus bi here indicates a Non-motional 
action which is directed towards a participant in the story. In (259), an action of thinking is directed 
towards two women participants who had been left behind while the narrator and his father engaged 
on the dangerous task of approaching a wounded buffalo. The father instructs the boy to think about 
the women as a means of diverting his attention from his personal danger. In (26 1 )  an action of 
speaking is directed away from the tree in which the subject sits, and in (262) an action of spearing is 
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directed away from the thrower of the spear. A further example not cited here is minydji with the 
verb gu- 'give' ,  meaning 'give it away' . 
(259) a nyuni butjpu bi bilingga gingi-dji kiri-@ 
and 2sgNOM [ladUNM]NOM mTII 3duDAT think-FUT 
And you lad, (you) keep your thoughts on them (the women). { 34:899 } 
(260) "Nyabini butjpu? Djiningi, djaJk jJ garrpi-g+a, 
(261 )  
how. about ladUNM thisUNM paperbark 1duincERG wrap-FUT+NF 
girr jJ warrdji kiri-¢-ban.. nguJi ' 
COMPL 1duincERG ignite PROG-FUT-TF+DUR thatLOC 
minydji-l ngurri-dji?" bi gir-ali. 
TmTII- lduincNOM sleep-FUT mTII go-RPA 
"How about it lad? Shall we now tie paperbark, and then set it alight - moving off while it 
burns, (and) at that (place) away from here we will sleep?" he said to me. 
a nyani ngun u-ngiri minarr minydji 
and 3sgNOM that-ABL [snakeUNM]NOM TmTII 
And the snake spoke then from that (tree). {53 : 16}  
wangi-n-ban, 
speak-RP A-TF 
(262) ngunu minydji ran.gi-rri 
[thatUNM]NOM TmTH spear-RP A 
That one (i.e. the man) speared from (there). { 34:829} 
Secondly, we shall consider instances of the Non-directed category, when the Spatial category 
obtains. For this combination of categories, the verb must be non-motional, and there will often be 
some indication that the event represented by the verb takes place at a defmite locale. This extra 
information implies that the Non-directed category is the more marked value in the Directed­
Nondirected dimension. Usually the locale is indicated overtly by a deictic such as nguji thatLOC 
'there' ,  or similar form; or the verb djirri- ' stand' ,  'be' is used to indicate the location of a place. 
Even so, verbs which involve inherently directed activities can occur, such as ' look for' and ' spear'. 
However, in the latter instances, there is marking in the clause to indicate indefiniteness of location 
within a defmite locale (see (179) for an example). 
When the Spatial + Non-directed categories obtain, bi and minydji both indicate indefiniteness of 
location within a specific locale. The bi particle is the least marked of the two, and indicates 
indefinite non-remote location; while the minydji particle is more marked, indicating indefinite 
remote location, each within a specific locale (which is usually defined contextually). Thus, in such a 
context, bi can often be glossed as 'over there' or 'around here' or similar. Similarly, minydji can 
be glossed 'away from here' or 'away from location X '  where location X is defmed by the context. 
The bi particle is used far more often than minydji to signal indefmiteness of location: in my shorter 
database there are about 25 instances of the former, but only two or three of the latter, with this 
function. 
Example (263) shows how a deictic and a place name may be used to define the specific locale, 
with bi indicating an indefmite location within that locale. (The narrator was at that locale, and so the 
participants were not remote from his location - hence bi was used rather than minydji.) (Example 
(263) also illustrates how the less marked plural pronoun may be used instead of a dual pronoun, 
once reference to two participants has been established.) 
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Example (264) clearly shows that the only possible sense that bi can have in the context is 'over 
there' .  This follows from the function of the DEIC affix -ngu, which is uttered with a pointing of the 
lip whereby the speaker indicates the specific location of the activity. In this case, the region so 
defined is to be the place in which the searching is to occur, so that bi 'over there' fits the context 
perfectly. Similarly, in my database, phases such as bi tjarri-rJ HITH stand-PRES 'standing over 
there' occur with considerable frequency - referring to some item which the speaker can see as he 
speaks. Also, see ( 1 32) in section 2. 1 2  which involves three instances of bi, each indicating 
indefinite non··remote location within a locale defined in the context as 'the other side' (of a stream); 
here again, the meaning 'over there' obtains. 
(263) biJing nguli-gima, I)angugu ngunu djining, 
3d NOM thatLOC-EMPH [sisterUNM thatUNM]NOM [thisUNMlLoc 
bi djin ngurri-rJ djining Galulmirri-rJ 
HITH 3plNOM sleep-YPA [thisUNM Galutmirri-LOClLoc 
Right there, two sisters (of mine) lived over there at this place Galu!mirri. (34:238) 
(264) "Lidji nyini-y djili, bil nyan+a, djining 
2plNOM sit-IMP thisLOC but 3sgPROM+NF [thisUNM 
m<lypil bi-rr mili-k-ngu. " 
ani.malUNM]DAT llTH- l sgNOM look.for-FUT-DEIC 
Minydji 
THITH 
I)unydjirr-ali . . . 
run-RPA 
"You sit here, but (as for) him (i.e. the animal), I will look for this animal over there in 
that (area)." He went quickly away . . .  { 34: 1089- 109 1 } 
Example (260) above illustrates minydji used to indicate indefinite remote location. Although the 
specific locale is not made explicit, the context indicates that the specific locale was any place distant 
from where the participants were, since they were being troubled by mosquitoes and could not sleep 
at the place where they were standing. The next two examples show minydji used to indicate 
indefinite remote location. This function of minydji does not obtain very often, I know of only two 
or three clear instances. In (265) the subject is diving into water to chase fish to where they can be 
speared, and he surfaces at a place which is relatively remote from the place at which he dives in, so 
minydji can here be glossed as 'away from (reference location X)" where the reference location is 
defined from the context as 'this side' of the water. In (266), the narrator and his father are trying to 
track a trail 0 blood from a wounded wallaby, and the trail is getting hard to follow because the 
wound has al ost ceased bleeding. In this example a suitable gloss is 'away from here' since there 
was no point in following the current trail of blood unless further blood was to be seen later on, 
permitting them to continue tracking the animal until they caught up with it and killed it. Also, I have 
heard the following uttered in camp: minydji batji-rri TllTH cook-IMP 'cook it away from here' 
or, perhaps, 'cook it somewhere else (away from where we are sitting) '. 
(265) djini-ngiri wulkwulk-dji-g+a nguli minydji bUl)arrmi-dji 
this-ABL swim-THEMSR-FUT +NF thatLOC TmTH surface-FUT 
a ngunu-ngir bi yigili-g+a djili bUl)arrmi-dji 
and that-ABL llTH immerse-FUT+NF thisLOC surface-FUT 
He: swam under water from this side, surfacing away from (this side), and from there he 
swam back, surfacing here (again). {34:556-559 } 
(266) Ingki, djini-gim bam barr gurrpI-gI, a ngunu-ban 
NEG [this-EMPH trackUNM]ACC follow-FUT and thatUNM-TF 
bucji minydji-l nya-ng 
[bloodUNM]ACC TIIITH- l duincERG see-FUT 
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No. Let us follow this track, that's the one now (on which) away from here we shall see 
(more) blood. { 34:669-670} 
Now we shall consider the Temporal value in the Temporal-Spatial dimension. This is assumed to 
be slightly more marked than the Spatial value, and is reflected by a relatively high incidence of the 
TF clitic in clauses where this value obtains. Also, I am presuming that Spatial functions would be 
historically older, and the parallel Temporal functions were a development from them. Note the 
asymmetry which occurs here. The bi HITH particle can have no Temporal functions. 
Firstly, we shall examine the category combination of Temporal + Directed. When the category of 
Temporal obtains, the category Directed is the least marked value in the Directed-Nondirected 
dimension. This is suggested partly by the fact that the Directed category obtains far more often than 
the Non-directed category (when Temporal also obtains). 
For the categories of Temporal + Directed to obtain, the verb must be non-motional, and there 
needs to be some indication in the clause, or in the context, that time is in focus. The latter condition 
is typically indicated by the presence of the TF clitic -ban 'now',  'then' in the clause (it occurred in 
12 of the 1 3  examples of this combination of categories). The one example lacking the TF clitic was 
cited as (196), and there is no explicit indication of temporal focus in the clause (although it is hardly 
necessary because the context and the meaning of the verb imply that the possession of the meat was a 
state which continued into the indefinite future). The fact that time is in focus rules out a Spatial 
interpretation of the function of minydji. 
When Temporal + Directed categories obtain, minydji indicates that from some reference time the 
action continues indefinitely into the future, or that a state defmed by the action continues indefinitely 
into the future. That is, the directionality which is involved here is that of increasing time. In 
English, it may be translated 'from now on' (if the time reference is present time) or 'from then on' (if 
the time reference is contextually determined) or similar meanings. Thus minydji may signal an 
event directed forwards along the temporal axis from some reference point on that axis. The 
following two examples illustrate this. 
(267) ngiy, yul-ban minydji nyini-ny, 
yes [Aboriginal.man-TF]NOM THITH sit-RPC 
Murwan.gi-pm, Murwan.gi-p munguy 
[Murwangi-THPRO Murwangi-THPROlLoc continually 
Yes, from that time on Aboriginal people lived at Murwangi only, (they lived) just at 
Murwangi continually. { 22:310-31 1 }  
(268) girr minydji maIJbi-dj-ny kiri-ny-ban 
COMPL TIIITH frrm-INCHO-RPC PROG-RPC-TF 
yarim minydji wana-dj-ny kiri-ny-ban 
just TIIITH big-INCHO-RPC PROG-RPC-TF 
Then (his feet) became firm from then on, they were just enlarged from then on. 
{ 33:57-58 } 
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Lastly, we must consider the category combination of Temporal + Non-directed. I have only one 
instance, given as (269) below, of this combination of categories, and so the identification of this 
function must be regarded as tentative. The verb must be non-motional and incompatible with the 
sense 'from then on', and of course time must be in focus. Then minydji signals an indefinite later 
time which is relatively remote compared to the reference time. Notice that minydji together with 
INCHO indicates a time well advanced from the time that the event began. It would not make sense 
to gloss this * 'It already had from then on become night as well .. . '  or, alternatively, * 'It was already 
from then on night-time as well . . .  ' - the PERF particle makes these interpretations nonsensical. 
(269) n.vani ngurrum minydji maliri-dji-n-ban girri, 
3sgNOM PERF THITH night-INCHO-RPA-TF COMPL 
gar-maliri-dji-ni-ban 
groin-night-INCHO-RP A-TF 
It was already well advanced into the night as well; it had become pitch dark. 
{ 34: 1016-1O17 } 
3 . 16  NEGATIVES 
There are two common negative particles in Djinang: ingki 'no', 'not' ;  and wirr 'no' ,  'not' ,  
'nothing'. The former is used in denials, and as the most common sentential negative. The latter is 
not often used as a sentential negative, but is commonly used with the sense 'nothing' ,  to indicate 
absence of a person or quality, or the non-obtaining of an event. The Wulaki dialect sometimes uses 
the negative ngiki, which is cognate with the ingki form, as well as using the ingki form. 
The comparable Djinba negatives are waba (borrowed from Rembarrnga) and wirr. The Djinang 
form ingki is derived historically from ngiki, and the latter was borrowed from Burarra by the 
Wulaki dialect, from whence it diffused thoughout the other Djinang clans. I do not know the origin 
of the form wirr, since the usual Yolngu form with equivalent meaning is bayngu (which probably 
was formed from bay ' leave it! ' and nominaliser *-ngu), and corresponding to Djinang ingki is the 
form yaka 'no' , 'not' used by many Yolngu languages. The Yanhangu equivalent of Djinang ingki 
is rulka. A relic form cognate with Yanhangu rulka is preserved by the Marrangu clan, the form 
being rulapir (see section 2.3.3 of Appendix 1 )  - a form no longer in use. It would appear that both 
Djinang and Djinba have borrowed their modern negative particles. Koch (personal communication) 
offers an interesting hypothesis: that the final kV syllable in these NEG forms may perhaps be a 
vestigial IMP morpheme (perhaps the NEG particles were once imperative verb forms of the type 
'leave it! ') .  This is a distinct possibility, for example, from Schebeck's ( 1967a) Golpa data, one verb 
class (equivall!nt to Djinang class 1 - the largest class of verbs) has IMP suffix -Ka, the allomorphs 
being -ka, -gil, -wa, -nga and @. 
In Djinang, both NEG particles may take suffixation by the TF clitic -ban 'now', 'then' ,  or by the 
THPRO affix. When the latter obtains, ingki-pm NEG-THPRO means 'still not', ' still has not' or 
'just didn't ' ;  wirr-(i)pm NEG-THPRO means 'still dead' or 'just nothing' .  Both particles may be 
verbalised, fOT example, I have instances of ingki-dji-gi NEG-THEMSR-FUT 'not do' ,  ' say no' ,  
and wirr-dji-o'ji NEG-INCHO-FUT 'become nothing', 'be nothing' ,  'be dead' .  
Both partic:les may be used as  interjections. ingki 'No! ' is  used for denials and prohibitions. 
wirr 'none' ,  'nothing', 'no' is used to affirm non-possession of something, non-obtaining of an 
event or a gentle denial. 
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Both particles may be used as negative qualifiers in a NP, though ingki is by far the more 
common of the two used this way. Some examples are wirr guyi 'no fish' (24:53), ingki 
ngirr-ang-pi-bi manya-nyir-bi NEG 1sg-GEN-OR-OR find-NMLSR-OR (a story) 'not invented 
by me' and ingki birral not trueUNM 'untrue' .  The NEG particles may also qualify other particles, 
for example ingki bilay 'not far away' .  The particle ingki, but not wirr, may be used with the 
+HU interrogative/indefinite pronouns wan whoNOM 'who' ,  and wili whoERG 'who' in the sense 
'nobody' .  When used this way, there is ambiguity of structure. Semantically, the NEG particle 
modifies the interrogative/indefinite pronoun as if the NEG was a nominal qualifier in a NP; at the 
same time it functions as a sentential qualifier, negating the verb (which takes an irrealis tense). An 
example of this occurred in ( 1 8) :  whereas in English we would say 'nobody wants it', the Djinang 
appears to be 'somebody not wants it' . Another example of this kind is given below. 
(270) ingki wiJi ngun u-pilang inma buJtji-nir 
NEG [whoERG that-INDEFJERG 2sgDAT tell-RPI 
nyuni gar-gurriyili giri-m nyini-@ 
2sgNOM groin-outside go-PRES EXIST-PRES 
Nobody told you (that) you are going naked. { 67:4} 
Syntactically, each negative particle occurs most often immediately preceding the constituent it 
negates. Occasionally it may occur following the negated constituent instead, especially in negative 
existential statements such as guyi wirr fishUNM NEG 'there were no fish' .  As a sentential 
negative, ingki shows a slight preference for clause-initial occurrence; otherwise it occurs 
immediately preceding the YC. As a sentential negative, wirr occurs immediately preceding the YC. 
Examples of both particles may be found in the cited texts in the following places: (22: 198,2 15) 
(24:53,99, 102,124) (32:9,20,52,59, 1 1 4, 1 16) and (34:270,272,277). 
3 . 17  RECIPROCAL/REFLEXIVE/MUTUALIS/INlRANSmVISER PARTICLE inydji 
The RECIP particle has four functions. Firstly it may be used to indicate that two participants, or 
two groups of participants, have a reciprocal relationship with respect to the action denoted by the 
verb; for example, if X is hitting Y, then Y is simultaneously hitting X. Secondly, it may be used to 
indicate a reflexive relationship to the verb; for example, X is hitting X. Thirdly, it may be used to 
indicate a mutual activity in which a number of participants take part simultaneously in the action (i.e. 
each participant separately performs the action); for example, X Y and Z each hit W. Lastly, it may 
be used with a restricted set of verbs to intransitivise a transitive verb; for example, for transitive X 
finished Y, using the RECIP particle produces Y is finished, and X ties Y with RECIP becomes Y is 
tied/tangled. The intransitivising function was briefly mentioned at the end of section 3. 10. 
The first and third functions (reciprocal and mutualis) are quite similar. In both, a plural (or dual) 
number of referents are performing an activity. Thus if X and Y are each performing an action, there 
are two possibilities which may obtain: frrstly, X and Y perform the action and each affects the other; 
secondly, X and Y perform the action and each affects a third party, Z. The latter situation is the 
mutualis function; the former situation is the reciprocal function. (The mutualis function is not limited 
to two participants, it applies equally well to plural participants.) It is clear from this discussion that 
when the mutualis function obtains, the valency of the verb is not decreased. However, each of the 
other functions of the RECIP particle results in a decrease by one of the valency of the verb. 
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A good discussion of the functions of the RECIP affix in Djapu is found in Morphy's grammar 
(1983 :1 17-21). Morphy is the first, I believe, to identify in print the mutualis function of the RECIP 
affix in a Yo1ngu language, though she does so only tentatively. She analyses RECIP constructions 
which involve an ACC-marked constituent as a combination of two clauses: one with reduced valency 
(the one contEjning the RECIP affix), and its transitive counterpart, of which only the ACC-marked 
constituent appears in the surface structure. Apparently the warrant for this analysis is a prior 
assumption that the RECIP affix necessarily involves a decrease of valency. 
The analysis I prefer is that there is not necessarily a decrease in a verb's valency when the RECIP 
particle occurs (or affix in the case of Djapu), but only when certain conditions are imposed, such as 
coreferentiality of core participants, or when an undergoer is raised to subject position - as when the 
morpheme is used to form an intransitive verb. There is then no need to view the occurrence of ACC­
marked const'ituents in the clause as implying an underlying combination of two clauses when the 
valency remains unchanged. Instead, the RECIP particle (or affix in Djapu) merely signals the 
mutualis function, which semantically implies coparticipation of more than one subject participant 
without affecting the non-subject reference possibilities for the verb. 
In this analysis, what triggers RECIP is not coreferentiality of participants in the action, but rather 
the obtaining of a category which I will call ' skewed subject reference' (suggested by Bill Foley, 
personal communication). By this term I mean that for a predication of a given transitivity type, the 
subject reference is skewed in some way beyond whatever constitutes unmarked subject reference for 
a predication of that type. Using this category it is possible to explain not only the mutualis function, 
but also the use of the RECIP particle with the function of an intransitiviser, all within one coherent 
framework and without recourse to two underlying clauses (one intransitive and one transitive) for the 
one surface clause. 
There are two ways that subject reference can be skewed. Before I explain these ways, consider 
the following example. If I were to say (in English) "They told me the story", I would not be making 
a false claim about the event even though only one of the referents denoted by ' they' did the actual 
telling. If I want to indicate that each of the referents performed an act of telling, extra marking would 
be required. I would say "They each told me the story". Precisely the same is true in Djinang. The 
least marked way of skewing subject reference is to distribute it across all subject denotata as 
illustrated by the English example. We can then consider an additional feature of 'distributed across 
actors' which obtains only when the referents within the scope of the subject each perform the action. 
A second way in which subject reference may be skewed is when a subject referent(s) is an 
undergoer of the action. This is a more highly marked situation and it is common to the reciprocal, 
reflexive and intransitiviser functions of the RECIP particle. This feature can be called 'undergoer(s) 
as subject' .  Of course, the 'distributed across actors ' feature will be positive for the Reciprocal 
function, since: each of the subject referents is performing the action, as well as being an undergoer of 
the action. For the Reflexive and Intransitive functions, the 'distributed across actors' feature is 
irrelevant, for what is important with these two functions is that the subject referent be an undergoer 
of the action. 
A final feature we need is 'coreferentiality of undergoer(s) and actor(s) ' ;  with the understanding 
that coreferentiality of actors and undergoers is the only possibility which makes sense semantically, 
this can be shortened to 'coreferentiality' .  It is this feature which distinguishes between the Reflexive 
and Intransitiviser functions of RECIP marking. 
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We are now in a position to understand the ambiguity of a sentence such as inydji+n bu-mi 
RECIP+3plERG hit-PRES, which can be interpreted as the Reciprocal ' they are hitting each other' 
or, alternatively, as the Reflexive 'they are hitting themselves'.  Consider Table 3 .6, where the 
system is laid out in diagrammatic form. The Reciprocal and Reflexive functions for transitive verbs 
differ essentially only in the coreferentiality feature. However, if there is no overt indication of 
coreferentiality, then only the context can disambiguate between Reciprocal and Reflexive 
interpretations. A better example may be (232), which is Reflexive in the textual context in which it 
occurred, meaning 'Totemic spirits will not show themselves to us'. However, in another context, 
this could equally well mean 'Totemic spirits will not point each other out to us' ,  that being a 
Reciprocal interpretation. 
The one feature that has a positive value for all instances where RECIP obtains in the clause is the 
feature 'skewed subject reference'.  This feature is thus the trigger for a RECIP construction. The 
various functions of RECIP obtain as the other three features are taken into account. 
With intransitive verbs, often the features are irrelevant (for intransitive verbs are one-place 
predicates). A positive value is represented by 'yes', negative by 'no' ;  X indicates infelicity of the 
feature with verbs of the relevant transitivity type, and 'yes/no' indicates that the feature value is 
irrelevant for that function. The rows of the Table give feature values for transitive (including 
ditransitive) verbs, and for intransitive verbs. Each row of the table thus represents a feature bundle 
which defines which of the functions, 'mutualis' ,  'reciprocal', 'reflexive' or 'intransitiviser', obtains 
when the RECIP particle is used in a predication. A 'no' value for the 'distributed across actors' 
feature means that RECIP cannot have the indicated function when used with that type of verb. 
TABLE 3.6 
SEMANTIC FEATURES GOVERNING TIIE USE OF RECIP PARTICLE 
Skewed subject Distributed Undergoer(s) Corefer-
reference across actors as subject entiality 
trans yes yes yes no 
Reciprocal 
intrans no yes/no X X 
trans yes yes/no yes yes 
Reflexive 
intrans no yes/no X X 
trans yes yes no no 
Mutualis 
intrans yes yes X X 
trans yes no yes no 
Intransitiviser 
I call the particle 'reciprocal' because this was probably the proto-function. Certainly, considering 
the etymology of the Djinang particle (from the kinship dyadic affix - see section 3.2), the Reciprocal 
function is the semantic link betwen the particle and the DYAD affix. However, the Reciprocal 
function obtains less often than the Reflexive or Mutualis functions. In my shorter database, the 
frequencies of occurrence of the various functions are reflexive 36%, mutualis 33%, reciprocal 1 6% 
and intransitiviser 1 5%.  
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( 1 )  Reciprocal function 
An instance of the Reciprocal function occurred previously in ( 1 10), section 2. 1 1 . Two more 
examples are given below. The fIrst involves three instances of the function in three consecutive 
clauses; the example comes from the story of Adam and Eve, and the narrator explains that they were 
not aware of each other's nakedness. In the second example, a charging buffalo dodges a thrown 
spear; the participants are the buffalo and the spear. A further example is (233), section 3. 10. 
(27 1 )  ingk-inydji bil nya-nym, inydji bil nya-ngiI), 
NEG-RECIP 3duERG see-RPI RECIP 3duERG see-RPA 
manymak, yarim-ban-nydji bil pumir-marrbi-ni 
all .right just-TF-RECIP 3duERG forehead-Iose.possession.of-RPC 
TIley didn't see each other, they really did see each other, it's just that when they did they 
faued to perceive (their nakedness). {53 :3-5 }  
(272) inydji bil bangiri-ngili ngunu-ngiri djini-ngiri 
RECIP 3duERG pass-RPA that-ABL this-ABL 
They passed each other, (the buffalo) from there (and the spear) from here. { 34:833 } 
(2) Reflexive function 
Several instances of RECIP having Reflexive function have already been given in (8), (44), (45), 
(7 1),  ( 1 57), (23 1 )  and (232), so just one more will suffIce here. Example (273) illustrates a couple 
of points concerning RECIP used with Reflexive function. Firstly, quite often there is some extra 
marking in the clause in order to make the Reflexive function unambiguous. The verb wangi­
' speak' usually takes DAT object. With singular subject, the phrase inydji wangi- could be 
interpreted ei ther as reflexive or as intransitive. Thus -bi OR case (having Intensive function) is 
added to the subject pronoun in order to signal the Reflexive interpretation of RECIP; similarly in 
(230). Secondly, a singular +HU subject referent is often sufficient to indicate a reflexive meaning 
(but Mutualis is possible instead), excluding the possibility of an Intransitiviser function for RECIP; a 
-HU 0 referent is usually suffIcient to indicate an Intransitiviser function for RECIP. Thus, for 
example, 'The man fInished off the food. '  can occur with RECIP to mean 'The food was fInished 
off. ' (an Intransitiviser function for RECIP). The -HU 0 and implied +HU subject preclude 
coreferentiali�y . 
(273) nyani-bi-nydji wangl-m 
3sgNOM-OR-RECIP speak-TPA 
He spoke to himself. { 67:64}  
(3) Mutualis flmction 
Consider fIrst intransitive verbs. These verbs have no undergoers, and hence only the fIrst two 
features are relevant. When we fInd RECIP used with intransitive verbs, it always indicates the 
Mutualis function. It is not possible to use the RECIP particle with an intransitive verb (such as 
'cry') to expre.ss 'we cried for ourselves'  (reflexive) or 'we cried for each other' (reciprocal); a DAT 
reduced pronoun occurring post-verbally is the normal way of expressing such meanings. (Morphy 
(1983 : 1 1 8) also observed that RECIP may not be used in this way in Djapu.) 
The verb wayku- is an intransitive verb meaning 'to arise', 'to go up' ;  it can be used in the context 
of vertical motion or arising from sleep. This verb is commonly used with RECIP to indicate a 
Mutualis funcltion; that is, each of the subject referents arises (from sleep). An example occurred in 
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(2 1 3) of section 3.7. Another intransitive example occurred in ( 1 17) o f  section 2. 1 1 ,  where the verb 
is gUI]i-dji- shame-INCHO- 'become ashamed' .  
Next consider transitive verbs. A transitive verb has an undergoer, but there i s  n o  possibility of 
subject-undergoer coreferentiality if there is an explicit non-coreferential object participant in the 
clause. Some examples from text are given below. (Recall that these were not elicited.) The fIrst 
example is the transitive verb 'to spear', and two men each did the spearing. 
The next two examples involve the ditransitive verb 'to tell' ,  which takes ERG subject, ACC 
object, and DA T indirect object. In the fIrst the 10 is covert - but from the context the 10 participant 
is the man that the two sisters are planning to burn to death. The second illustrates Mutualis with a 
singular subject referent. This would appear to be a clash of categories, but Djinang speakers have 
extended Mutualis to such situations. With non-singular subject referents, the Mutualis signals that 
each did the action. This has been extended to singular subjects as a kind of emphasis - something 
akin to 'you yourself' for second person, 'he himself' for third person and 'I myself' for fIrst person. 
(There are other strategies also for expressing such meanings, such as using ngirra-r-ki 1 sg-0BL­
DAT 'myself' .) In the case of the verb bultji- 'tell' ,  the phrase inydji bultji- RECIP tell- has come 
to mean 'confess' or 'explain' - both of which are forms of telling, where the focus of attention is on 
the subject. Clearly this is not the Reciprocal function, but an extension of Mutualis, since what 
Mutualis does is to focus the hearer's attention on the subject referent(s) as the doer(s) of the action. 
In this example there has been no reduction of valency, there being explicit +HU referents of S and 
10, and an embedded clause in 0 context. (Incidently, other Yolngu languages, such as Gumatj ,  
Djambarrpuyngu and Gupapuyngu, also use the RECIP affIx with the verb root meaning 'tell' to 
convey the meanings 'confess' or 'explain' .  This is not confIned to Djinang.) Another example of 
this type, in which the subject is singular, occurred in (76), section 2.8, where the subject referent is 
urged to put his trust in the Lord. The literal translation is something like 'If you yourself put (your) 
trust in the Lord' .  A further example of this type is given in (277), in which the subject is the storm 
totem (singular). 
In the last of these examples, Peter and John took the healed cripple to a corner of the Temple 
building (i.e. Mutualis), rather than taking themselves there (*Reflexive) or taking each other there 
(*Reciprocal). Clearly then, the only possibility for skewing of subject reference in examples such as 
these is with respect to the feature of 'distributed across actors ' ,  because there is no possibility of 
coreferentiality of the subject and non-subject referents. Hence the Mutualis function obtains. 
(274) ingki bilay inydji bil parrtji-nir, nganaparra-ngi-nyi 
NEG far RECIP 3duERG spear-RPI buffalo-OBL-ACC 
It was not far away they both speared the buffalo. { 34:869 } 
(275) ngil ingk-inydji bultji-gi 
1duincERG NEG-RECIP tell-FUT 
We will each not tell (him). (24: 124) (or We will not confess it to him.) 
(276) balanda-g+a, u yidjipili-pil-ngir-gi ingki 
European-DAT+NF or child-PL-OBL-DAT NEG 
djina-nydji bultji-gi, buluki lim ran.gi-rri 
3plDAT-RECIP tell-FUT [cattleUNMJACC 1plincERG spear-TPA 
Don't (you sg) confess to Europeans or children (that) we speared cattle. { 34: 1 14- 1 15 }  
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(277) . . . gima gurrbi-ngir inydji wayku-ngi I]ami-li-ban 
because ground-ABL RECIP get.up-FUT high-ALL-TF 
... because (the storm totem) will get himself up into the sky then {66: 18  } 
(278) ga mun.gurr-li inydji bil ga-ngil 
and comer-ALL RECIP 3duERG take-RPA 
And they together took him to a corner (of the building). { 33:81 } 
(4) Intransitiviser function 
The essential characteristic of RECIP functioning as an Intransitiviser is that an undergoer is the 
subject referent. The actor is left unspecified (but is recoverable from the context), which permits the 
undergoer to bt� made the grammatical subject of a predication. The construction is almost exclusively 
used with -HU undergoers when something must be predicated about a -HU referent. Thus, RECIP 
here shares some of the functions of RECIP marking a Reflexive or Reciprocal function, without any 
possibility of coreferentiality, or of p1ural -HU referents being able to perform the action (which leads 
to a 'no' value for the 'distributed across actors ' feature). Example (244) involves RECIP used to 
intransitivise the verb ga-ngi take-FUT; compare it with (278) where the same verb obtains but with 
RECIP indicating Mutualis. Finally, (279) illustrates a -HU noun in subject context, thereby 
requiring an intransitivised form of the verb 'to finish' 'to complete' .  (A better translation of (279) 
would be 'on the next day'.) 
(279) yaJdrr inydji djingiri-ngili-ban 
[sleepUNM]NOM RECIP comp1ete-RPA-TF 
A night's sleep was completed. { 43 :41 } 
3. 1 8  COLLEClWE NOUN mala 
This is a pan-Yo1ngu noun meaning ' group ' .  Some Yolngu languages use it as the productive 
plural morpheme (e.g. DhuwallDhuwala, see Lowe, lesson 83,  and Morphy 1983 :47). 
(DhuwallDhuwala has an apparently archaic PL affix -wurr(u), which is possibly cognate with 
Djinang PL -pili, but while the Djinang PL affix is productive, the DhuwallDhuwa1a affix is not.) 
Djinang also uses the COL noun as a productive p1uralising morpheme, especially when the referents 
of the noun are items of a well-defined set. Hence COL is used for a Plural function in which all 
potential refere:nts are included, while the PL affix is more likely to be used for a Plural function in 
which a subset of all potential referents are included. 
For example, a number of dogs were described in the following way: mala mala galbi COL 
COL lots 'a very large group (of dogs) ' .  Thus mala is used in contexts where set membership, or 
group memben;hip, is in focus, rather than merely plural number. The COL noun may be inflected, 
but this occurs only rarely, and then only with ERG, ACC, GEN, ALL, ABL or DAT case (as far as 
data shows). Probably other cases could be used, but syntactic strategies which avoid marking the 
COL noun for case are preferred. 
When COL is used, there is typically some overt indication of the defining characteristics of the set 
or group being referred to. When overt marking of the set is not given, nor may be implied from 
context, then the COL noun means 'things' ;  when this obtains the idea is still that they are things 
belonging to a set due to some shared characteristics. In (280) the narrator is talking about various 
types of cake made with cycad nut flour; after naming a few types, he names certain ones as 'long 
things' or 'long ones' .  In (28 1 )  the narrator is talking about the things hit by the wind gusts where 
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Paul and Silas were imprisoned; it is not that a large number of the windows were hit, but all the 
windows, so that mala is more appropriate here than the PL morpheme. 
(280) gijiwijing mala, djin batji-ni 
[longUNM COLJACC 3plERG cook-RPA 
They cooked long things. { 43:58 } 
(28 1) . . .  yarim+a window-ban mala pu-ny kiri-ny 
just+NF [window-TF COLJACC hit-RPC PROG-RPC 
... at the same time all the windows were then hit (32:93) 
The most common type of expression involving mala is that in which mala is the head noun of an 
NP, and is modified by a preceding constituent. Usually this preceding constituent is a pronoun or 
another NP. Sometimes it is a clause. However, regardless of what type of constituent precedes the 
COL noun, the function of the preceding constituent is always to specify the set of objects being 
referred to by the COL noun. Descriptive appositional NPs may occur following the COL noun to 
make the set more definite, and the COL noun may, or may not, be repeated at the end of such 
appositional NPs. Example (282) illustrates a set of appositional descriptive NPs with repeated COL 
nouns, while (283) illustrates appositional descriptive NPs without repeating the COL noun. 
Although mala most commonly is used with +HU reference, it may be used with -HU reference 
also: (283) and (284) illustrate the latter. In (284) and (285) mala is modified by the clause 
constituent which immediately precedes. Brackets are included in the vernacular to make the 
constituent structure more clear. In (284) the verb is used with the sense of ' separate parts of a 
whole' .  The context of (285) is that Paul and Silas went to a place where they thought people who 
were worshippers of God would be found at prayer; the second line of (285) was uttered as an NP 
referring to the people who had gone to the place in earlier times. Two previously cited instances of 
mala are found in ( 1 1 6) in section 2. 1 1  and (206) in section 3.7. 
(282) girr gujukng-ban mirrpm-ban yul-pili 
COMPL [crowd-TF INTENS-TF person-PLJERG 
ngunu wana-dji mala ngun-gira-pi-gima, 
[thatUNM big-ERG COL that-OBL-OR-EMPH]ERG 
warngarriny mala, wana-pili ngurnja walangu mala, 
[what's.their.nameUNM COLJERG [big-PL leaderUNM COLJERG 
Then a very big crowd of people, the important people of the place, the important 
leaders . . .  { 33:98-99 } 
(283) djani mala, baman, pirr, history-dji djanguny, 
[3plPROM COL long. time INTENS history-PROM storyUNM 
gayping 
ancientUNM]PROM 
These are ancient history stories, from a very long time ago. { 20:34} 
(284) djani [[[maltji-m giri-m} mala} djanguny} 
3plNOM [separate.part-PRES HABIT-PRES COL storyUNMJNOM 
They (are) separate parts of the story. { 67:32} 
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(285) milrri ngunu djiny gUIJgi-gin-dji-m 
possibly [thatUNMJERG 3plACC head-PROP-TIIEMSR-YPA 
giri-m-ban, [a yul-pili [ngurrwakn djin gir-ali] mala] 
HABIT-YPA-TF a [person-PL before 3plNOM come-RPA COLJACC 
Possibly that (place) used cause them to think/meditate then, and (it did the same) to the 
people who came (there) in times past. (32: 14-15) 
3. 19 PARTICLES AND LINKS 
In this section we shall be concerned with the class of particles and links (or relators). Links are a 
subclass of particles which function as clause-linking morphemes. Links occur clause initially. 
Particles have wider distribution, and may occur initially, medially and finally in a clause; by far the 
most common position is clause initial . I will not attempt to give Djinba equivalents for the particles 
discussed in this section; for the most part I do not yet know what the equivalent forms are. 
( 1 )  Particle bi!fak 'not yet' ,  'wait' 
The particle bigak is sometimes pronounced bagak; both forms mean 'not yet' or 'wait'. It may 
be used to inrucate INCOM aspect; that is, indicating that the event denoted by the clause has not yet 
been complete:d at the time of uttering the clause. Used this way, the particle occurs preceding the 
verb complex . Two other forms of the particle occasionally occur: bigakwa and bigakma, each 
having similar meaning to the bigak form, namely, 'wait a moment' .  The -ma formative on the 
second form is probably the Djinba PROM affix, and possibly the -wa formative is related to it also. 
Further instances can be found in texts (22:206) and (24:101). 
(286) ngarri bigak irr giri-� 
I sgNOM INCOM I sgNOM go-FUT 
I am not yet ready to go. 
(2) Particle yipi 'in a single direction' ,  'for good' 
The particle yipi indicates that in an event in which motion is taking place, the motion is taking 
place in an unchanging direction. It may also occur with a temporal sense, indicating that an event is 
obtaining irreversibly into the future (i.e. with expectation that the new situation will be 'for good'). 
The parallelism of the spatial and temporal meanings is evident. The examples below illustrate the 
particle used with the spatial and temporal senses; (287) illustrates the spatial sense and (288) and 
(289) illustrate the temporal sense. In (288) the use of ngunyili yipi thatALL one. direction 'for 
good' is entirely temporal. The buffalo had been wounded so often that it had only strength left to 
stand and fight; it could no longer run away from the hunters. 
When yipi i s  used in the sense 'for good', it does not preclude the possibility that things may tum 
out to be different from what is expected - so that the event in question may not in fact have 
consequences which are of permanent duration. It only expresses that the consequences of an event 
are expected to be of permanent duration, or that for some indefinitely long time they will not change. 
(287) yl111 bilang irri-ny nya-w, bilang lrTl-ny gurrpi-rri 
one. direction FRAME I sg-ACC see-IMP FRAME I sg-ACC follow-IMP 
Suppose you observe the direction (which I take), (then) you should follow me. 
(288) nyani ngunyili yipi-pm-ban dji?-tjarri-nyi 
3sgNOM thatALL one.direction-THPRO-TF DIST-stand-RPC 
It (the buffalo) was standing (in one place) from then on. { 34:8 19 }  
(289) nyuni yulgu-ng YIPI Darwin-� 
2sgNOM come.to-FUT one. direction Darwin-LOC 
You will come to Darwin for good. (i.e. not return to Raman.giQing) 
(3) Perfective particle ngurru(m(i)) 'already' ,  'have done' 
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The perfective particle is used to signal PERF aspect. Sometimes it may be translated by the 
English modal verb 'have' ;  often it is best translated as ' already' .  For example if one is asked to do 
something, and one goes and does it and is subsequently asked 'Have you done it?' , a sufficient reply 
is ngurrumi 'it's done' .  Typically, however, it is used in a clause. It occurs as the first constituent 
in the VC. An instance where it may be translated as 'already' occurs in (269) in section 3 . 15 .  A 
further example of its use follows. 
(290) bi(]ak ngurrum inmila wangi-ni, nginibi bindji-rri 
INCOM PERF IplincDAT speak-RPA IplexcERG do.thus-YPI 
Wait, he had said to us (that) we would do so-and-so. { 22 : 1 20 }  
The PERF particle i s  the base form for the word ngurr-gima PERF-EMPH ' same' .  This word 
occurs very often in the phrase ngunu(ng) ngurr-gima thatUNM PERF-EMPH 'the same as that', 
'likewise' ,  and in some disjunctive dialects as ngunu(k) ngurrum (with the same meaning) - note 
how the underlying ng has hardened to k (some Murrungun speakers say it this way). 
(29 1) mir ngunu ngurr-gima wanimi-pm djanguny 
like [thatUNM PERF-EMPH old-THPRO storyUNMJACC 
inydji-l bultji-gi 
RECIP- lduincERG tell-FUT 
Just the same as the old story we would tell/explain. { 67 : 1 }  
(4) Semblative miri/migi 'like' and Exemplificatory particle bilapilang 
The particle miri (migi in DjacJiwitjibi dialect) is extremely common. Its basic function is to 
indicate a semblative 'like' ,  'similar to' .  It can be used to signal a metaphorical interpretation of a 
word having mUltiple senses, some of which are figurative and some not. But probably its most 
common use is to signal exemplification; that is, it may be used in any context where the speaker 
wishes to utter a nominal or verbal phrase which adds exemplificatory information to a predication. 
Thus, in some contexts it can be translated as 'for' (see 294 below) or as ' so'  or as 'that is . . .  ' . 
Quite often it can be left untranslated. For example, in (29 1 )  above, miri has semblative meaning, 
but in (1 87) of section 3 .6, it has an exemplificatory sense and may be translated as 'so' or 'for' or 
even as 'that is' .  In (292) below it can be left untranslated, although either ' so'  or 'for' are also 
acceptable translations. In example (73) it is best left untranslated (although the nuance it signals is 
still exemplification), and in (32:6) it can similarly be left untranslated. 
Somewhat rare use of the particle is as a relative pronoun, translatable as 'that', as in (294). 
Another commonly used exemplificatory particle is bilapilang(i) FRAME-INDEF ' it is like that', 
' such a one' ,  'et cetera', and (293) gives an instance of its use. It was discussed briefly earlier, 
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in section 3.6. Further instances can be found in the cited texts (22:2 1 4) (24:9 1 , 1 1 2) and 
(32:24,25,28,62,63). The Dhuwal/Dhuwala equivalent particle is baJanya. 
(292) ngilTri miri djanguny nyi+rr pultji-nmi miyilk-ang 
1 sgERG like [storyUNM]ACC 2sgACC+1 sgERG tell-YPA woman-GEN 
(S ) I told you a story about a woman. { 66: 148 } (or I told you a woman's story.) 
(293) nyani-ban 1)ambigi+n.ga ra-ny ngunu-kirri 
3sgNOM-TF [in sideUNM] ALL +3sgDAT enter-RPC [that-COMPL 
minarr, bilapilang galngayngu 
snakeUNM]NOM [such.as.a King.brown.snakeUNM]NOM 
Then that snake entered into her, a snake such as a King Brown snake. (32:22) 
(294) ga nyani ma]ng-miy-gi-pm burri-bi mir Jitja 
and 3sgERG appear-CAUS-FUT-THPRO backbone-OR that 1duincDAT 
bal. ga garr kiri-0. 
get and eat go-FUT 
And from (our) back he will bring forth (the yam food) that he got from us, and he will 
eat it. {42:30-3 l }  
(5) Probability modal and diminutive qualifier marri 
The particle marri is used in two different ways: as a modal particle expressing meanings such as 
'probably' , 'possibly' and 'must have'; and adnominally as a diminutive qualifier with meanings such 
as 'little bit' ,  ' somewhat' and 'slightly'. Some examples of the latter use are marri djaya] little. bit 
slow 'slightly', marri wana slightly big 'fairly big' and marri gadjiri somewhat yesterday 
'recently'. It is a productive qualifier when used this way, and (295) exemplifies this function; it also 
further illustrates the use of miri and bilapilang having the function of exemplification. 
When the p:article marri takes the TF clitic, an idiomatic sense obtains: marri-ban must.be-TF 
'never mind' . That is, it signals inevitability of some event which was not the event wanted, and so 
is how speakers express 'never mind'. It is possible that this form is cognate with Djinba marrap 
' like' (the semblative particle in Djinba which is equivalent to Djinang semblative miri). An example 
occurs in ( 191)  in section 3.6. 
Then (296) illustrates marri used twice in the one clause with the sense 'must be' .  Further 
examples occw· in ( 1 8), ( 1 68) and ( 169). 
(295) nyi-nya-ny+a bay?, miri yidjipili marri 
DIST-see-RPC+NF leave.it like [childUNM somewhat 
yu wirdjing-ngu bilapilangi, yuwirdji 
new-DEIC it's.like.that newUNM]ACC 
(He.) had a look and left it, for it must have been a fairly young one. { 34:329 } 
(296) nyimbirrangarri, marri djin bultji-n gm-m 
[what's.the.placeUNM]ACC probably 3plERG call-PRES HABIT-PRES 
marri J)ugi]agitjngu 
must.be [J;;>ugi!aQitjngu]ACC 
What's the name of that place? It must be J;;>ugilaQitjngu; that's probably what they call it. 
{ 34 :285 } 
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(6) Contrafactual bipna ' seemingly' ,  'mistaken as' 
The particle bitma is similar in meaning to miri 'like ' .  However, there is an  additional 
component of meaning: the implication is that whatever is being talked about does not in fact actually 
obtain, but only appears to obtain. The particle is used in contexts where a lexicalised presupposition 
does not obtain; hence it indicates a mistaken thought, translatable often as ' mistaken as' or similar 
idea. Alternatively, it may indicate apparent similitude when the reality is otherwise. 
Two allomorphs of bipna are bijn (where the final n is syllabic), and bit; these are performance­
governed, being more likely to occur as the tempo of speech quickens. 
(297) bijn yul-pili nguji bi nyml-nyi, 
seemingly [person-PL]NOM thatLOC IDTH sit-RPC 
bil wari-ban ganba-w 
but [whoeverUNM] NOM-TF [deserted.camp-SPECJLoc 
Presumably people were living over there - but not so, but whoever (used to live there, 
the place was) deserted at that time. { 34:995-996} 
(7) Semblative gaJkngu ' such as ' ,  'for example' 
This particle is rather like miri discussed above, but does not occur with anything like the same 
frequency as miri. galkngu appears to be used only with nominals, whereas miri may be used to 
express a semblative proposition as well similarity between referents of nominals. Two instances of 
gaJkngu occurred in section 3.3, in ( 162) and (1 68). A further one is given below. Incidently, it is 
quite grammatical for miri and galkngu to occur together, in either order, though mir galkngu 
'like for example' is the more common order. 
(298) Wari ngunu-pilang ngunyili girH�, ngarri galkngu 
[whoUNM that-INDEF]NoM thatALL go-FUT IsgNOM for.exampleUNM 
Someone will go there; me for example. 
(8) Coordination particles ga, a 'and' 
The particle ga is used for both nominal coordination and clause coordination. However, the most 
commonly used allomorph is the form a.  The g-initial form is a recent borrowing from 
Dhuwal/Dhuwala, though it is steadily gaining ground in modem Djinang. Older Djinang speakers 
use the shorter form exclusively. 
When used to coordinate clauses, any temporal relations of sequence or overlap between the 
coordinated clauses are not in focus. Example (49) in section 2.8 illustrates ga used both as a 
nominal coordinator and a clausal coordinator. 
While the short form is used to indicate coordination, and therefore may be translated as 'and' ,  
nevertheless, in  many instances i t  has little or no meaning - functioning rather as  a phonological 
marker of the onset of the next breath group. Numerous instances of it can be found in the cited 
texts, for example (32: 6,8, 1 5,29,40,44,5 1 ,60,89, 1 10, 1 1 2, 1 1 3) .  
(9) Other common particles 
I will merely mention the other common particles. Their function and use is as would be expected 
from the gloss supplied with each. If an instance occurs in one of the cited text portions, I will also 
supply the cross-reference. Unless indicated otherwise, these particles occur clause initially and most 
may be regarded as links though u and galkngu are particles. 
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bintji 'in case' ,  'otherwise' ,  'lest' is an invariant form of the pro-verb bintji-@ do.thus­
FUT 'do thus' - see (32:90). 
gam? indicates that exemplificatory information is to follow. It is commonly used 
following either bilapiJang ' like so' or miri bintji 'do like so' ,  where it forces 
them to have cataphoric reference. When gam? is absent these two expressions 
may have either anaphoric or cataphoric reference. This particle is found in other 
Yolngu languages and is used in the same way. 
bil 'but' - see (32:10), (34:268) and (297) above. 
gim(a) 'because' - see (32:61). 
u 'or' (English loan) may also occur before NP. It is rarely used by older speakers. 
marrga 'therefore' ,  'thus' ,  'hence', ' so that' (expresses logical consequence) - see (32:50). 
It occurs in other Y olngu languages, with the same function, but is usually written 
as mm ga in the written forms of those languages. 
ban 'now',  'on the other hand' expresses contrast between events. Alternatively it may 
be used as a semantically neutral episode onset, equivalent to 'now' in such an 
English paragraph as 'Now at that time there was . . .  ' .  If the particle recurs on a 
later clause, then the pair of particles expresses the meaning 'on the one hand . . .  
and on the other hand . .  . '  - see ( 1 8),  and (306) in section 4.4. This particle is 
probably derived from the TF affix -ban 'now', 'then'. 
yarim(i) 'just', 'just for a while' is used clause or phrase initially, primarily to indicate that 
the information in the clause is collateral: that is, extra information about the same 
topic is being given, or an action is taking place simultaneously with the previously 
mentioned action. Thus it signals a halt in the progression of the story while the 
speaker supplies additional information about a participant or event previously 
mentioned. Therefore mostly it functions at discourse level; however it can be used 
at clause level with the sense 'just', in expressions such as yarim ngarri j ust 
1 sgNOM 'just me' .  Also the THPRO-marked form yarimi-pm just-THPRO is 
the way to express English 'until ' .  Some younger Manyarring and Murrungun 
speakers usually affix -ban TF to the yarim form, but the TF clitic has little 
semantic content in this instance other than reinforcing the simultaneity of the 
collateral events, or that the two propositions are true at one and the same time. 
That is, yarimi and yarimban appear to have the same meaning. For examples 
see (22: 199), (32:6), (32: 87,92 and 93). Note: this use of TF is completely 
incompatible with the view expressed by some Australianists that TF marks 
sequence - see section 3.20 for more details. 
manymak 'okay' is used as a discourse-level particle, indicating the beginning of a new 
episode. Its literal meaning is 'good' ,  but it is very evidently being used to mean 
the equivalent of English 'okay' .  Even at clause level it can have this function, as 
in ngarri manymak irr giri-@ 1 sgNOM okay 1 sgNOM go-FUT 'Okay I'll go' .  
See (32:6,29,54 and 74) for its use at discourse level. The same discourse function 
occurs in other Y olngu languages, while some will use Yo 'yes' in the same way 
(e.g. Gumatj). 
girr(i) 
bina 
bili 
ngang(i) 
ingang(i) 
bilangi 
djuy 
rna? 
yaw 
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' then' explicitly marks temporal sequence; see the discussion of the COMPL 
particle in section 3.7. See also (32:26,30,41 ,47,66,70,72,79 and 1 10). 
an interrogative marker, turns a statement into a polar interrogative. Usually it 
occurs clause initially, but clause final is also attested quite frequently. 
'what then?'  interrogative particle, occurring clause finally, is used when a 
proposition has been rejected, and one wishes to ask what the correct situation 
actually is. 
'is that right? ' interrogative particle, occurring clause finally, is used when the 
speaker expects either positive or negative reply and is rhetorically asking for 
confirmation of his presupposition. It is equivalent to the DhuwallDhuwala muka 
interrogative. 
'is that so! ' is probably a variant of the ngangi particle, used to express surprise 
on learning an interesting new fact. 
the FRAME particle - see section 3 .6 for a detailed discussion. 
'that is the one ! ' ,  ' that is correct! ' is used typically as a single word utterance to 
affirm that something is the correct thing or the correct topic under discussion or the 
correct inference, and so forth. The form djuy-ban that's.it-TF means 'that is 
enough! '  (literally 'that's it now'). 
'get on with it' , 'go ahead' is used to encourage a person to get busy doing the 
event referred to in a proposition just put forward. 
'yes ! '  is an emphatic way of saying 'yes ' .  The vowel is  often quite long, 
sometimes receiving two distinct pulses with intervening glottal stop ya?awf. 
( 10) Temporal nouns/adverbs 
There is a small closed class of words which are used (as Morphy states, 1983:88) to 'provide a 
temporal framework for the whole clause' .  As in Djapu, it is difficult to decide if these are a subset of 
nouns, or are better treated as temporal adverbs, or even as temporal particles. They do not inflect for 
the most part. A list of them is given below. Notice that the word for 'now' is formed from the 
Immediate Proximate deictic stem djini- 'this'.  
gadjiri 'yesterday' guejarr 'tomorrow' 
gayping 'antiquity' malip-malir 'tomorrow' (REDUP-night) 
djuli 'earlier today' balnggili 'afternoon' 
ngurrwagi 'before' 'long ago' djamingi ' later today' 
bilimi 'a while ago' guyumi 'later on' 
biligi 'very long ago' djini-guyumi 'on the verge of' 'recently' 
djini?djining 'now' (RED UP-this) guyum-pili 'much later on' 
baman 'long time interval' warrbini 'later today' (Wulaki) 
biJkirr ' long ago' maliri 'night' 
djarribiri 'daytime' yakirri '24 hours' (lit. asleep) 
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munYl 
yiJj 
djamingi 
'night' 
'again' 
' later' 
djayurrkdjurrk 
madjirri 
3.20 TEMPORAL FOCUS CLmc -ban 'now',  ' then' 
'immediately' 
'again' 
The most common allomorph is -ban, although -pan occurs fairly frequently also, especially after 
a fortis stop. The TF clitic is one of the most frequently occurring afflxes in Djinang; for example, it 
occurs 5 10 ti es in my shorter database. Its basic function is to indicate a temporal frame with 
respect to which another event occurs. It may generally be translated accurately by either of two 
meanings: 'now' (when the time being framed and highlighted is the time of the speech event) or 
' then' (when lhe time being framed and highlighted is a contextually determined time - generally the 
time of the preceding event). 
This clitic has various allomorphs in other Yolngu languages, such as -n(a), -a or -nha. I have 
not been satisfied with earlier attempts by other analysts to characterise the function of this clitic. Part 
of the reason for earlier inadequacies in its characterisation must surely be that it has been difflcult to 
analyse in languages other than Djinang and Djinba. This is because in other major Yolngu languages 
it is homophonous with ACC case inflections, and also with certain verbal inflections. 
The situation for Djinang and Djinba is different. In both languages, and especially in Djinang, the 
TF clitic is not homophonous with other inflections, and therefore it is recognised easily. This has 
made the analysis of its function a much simpler matter than the same task has been for analysts of 
other Yolngu languages. I say this to be fair to others, who have had to try to analyse the function of 
TF in the context of having had only a brief exposure to such languages, and therefore have lacked 
the insights that only long exposure and a reasonable degree of fluency can give. In what follows I 
will try to explain the functions of TF as clearly as possible, and also to show it is not a marker of 
sequence. And I point out that all Yolngu languages use the TF clitic in identical ways. 
I have not retained Morphy's term 'IMmediate' (1983:49-50), because it is somewhat misleading. 
She uses ' IMmediate' in either an Imminent or an Inceptive sense. Morphy analyses the equivalent 
Djapu clitic as basically indicating a Sequence function, which in many instances may be translated as 
'now' .  Tchekhoff and Zorc ( 1983) analyse the Djambarrpuyngu IM clitic similarly to Morphy, that 
is, as a SEQU marker. Thus, I call the clitic 'Temporal Focus' ,  Morphy calls it 'IMmediate' and 
Tchekhoff and Zorc call it 'SEQuence'. 
It is certain ly true that in Yolngu languages the TF clitic may be used in contexts where events are 
in chronological sequence, and that it is signiflcant at discourse level. Nevertheless, to label it as 
marking SEQU is misleading, obscuring its basic function. In fact, Tchekhoff and Zorc admit that 
while the morpheme marks ' SEQuence' ,  this characterisation does not always work in practice. For 
those instance�. where it does not work they claim it is marking 'logical events' (p.865) by which they 
mean a '-nha- marked unit in a causal-consequential chain of development' (p.872). To illustrate my 
claim that this is a misleading characterisation I quote one of their own examples (p.860, example 
30), retaining their labellings. 
cjiI'ramu-y-nydja nha-ngal garrtjambal-nha ga 
boy-ERG-OPP see-PI (2) kangaroo-ACC and 
bayngu-n miyalk-thu-nydja 
not-SEQ woman-ERG-OPP 
(It was) the boy (who) saw the kangaroo, and not the woman. 
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In such a sentence, the events encoded by the two clauses are contemporaneous, so there is  no 
possibility of chronological sequence obtaining here. But then, neither does the SEQU-marked 
second clause follow from the frrst necessarily as a logical consequence. Sentences of this type are a 
problem for a SEQU interpretation of TF marking, whether one takes a temporal characterisation or a 
logical characterisation of the Sequence function. 
What the TF clitic is actually doing in this sentence is highlighting that at the time of occurrence of 
the frrst event the predication encoded as the second clause took place contemporaneously. A better 
translation, though more clumsy in English, would be 'The boy saw the kangaroo but not THEN did 
the woman see it ' ,  where the function of TF is the capitalised section, and the italics indicate 
contrastive word stress as an English gloss of the OPP (opposition) clitic in this context. 
Now let us turn our attention to Djinang, and consider how TF is used. We need to remember that 
Djinang has diachronically developed a marker for the Sequence function between clauses in which 
there is temporal sequence of events. The SEQU marker is girri and it developed from the COMPL 
particle by syntactic reanalysis (see section 3.7 for full details). 
For argument's sake let us suppose that TF actually is a marker of a Sequence function. Then, 
given that Djinang developed a particle girri to indicate a sequence relationship between events, we 
must ask what was the motivation for this development - if there already existed sufficient 
morphological resources to mark the Sequence function by the TF clitic? All the more odd is the fact 
that these two supposedly synonymous morphemes are both very much alive and well in the modern 
language, and both very commonly used - even in the same clause. Could they then be both doing 
the same work? Languages may occasionally behave in this way, but two unrelated morphemes, both 
with the same function, must surely warrant a closer look. 
To mark chronological Sequence, Djinang uses the linking particle girri COMPL 'then' ,  and this 
may or may not occur with the TF clitic in the same clause. An example in which TF and COMPL 
both occur is (299), in this example I gloss the SEQU-marking particle (girri) as 'then' and the TF 
clitic as 'at that time' (English uses ' then '  for both functions, which would make the gloss 
confusing). 
(299) girT nyan-in.ga djuy-pultji-djin-ban, girT yarim 
COMPL 3sgNOM-3sgDAT ?never.mind-tell-RPA-TF COMPL just 
minydji wanngi-dji-pm-ban, girT ngunu inydji 
THITH alive-THEMSR-THPRO-TF COMPL [thatUNM]NOM RECIP 
birrin-djingi-ni-pm-ban 
turn-CAUS-RP A-THPRO-TF 
Then He (i.e. God) forgave him at that time, then (the man) just continued living on 
indefinitely (i.e. he had eternal life) at that time, then that (man) repented at that time. 
{ 33:  120-122} 
The above example illustrates how TF and COMPL may co-occur. The TF clitic is here 
highlighting the time frame in which these events occurred (they are in temporal sequence, though this 
is irrelevant to the TF clitic per se). However, the SEQU marking is indicated by girri, not by -ban, 
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for whenever a Djinang speaker wishes to highlight temporal sequence, he or she will use girri 
COMPL (see section 3.7). 
This example is interesting for a further reason. Another function of the TF clitic is, at discourse 
level, to signal the discourse peak, or denouement, of a story. It is used in (299) in this way. If TF 
signalled a sequence relation between clauses per se, then the reasons for the following facts would 
be quite obscure: 
(1)  many clauses where SEQU relations obtain do not have TF marking in either clause; 
(2) the frequency of TF marking rises dramatically at the denouement of a story - whether or not 
the clauses in l:he denouement are in sequential or contemporary relationship; and 
(3) it quite often happens that TF occurs more than once within a single clause. 
Considering (299), the three clauses summarise the three principle themes of the story that the 
narrator had p:reviously discussed in more detail. Example (299) then constitutes the discourse peak, 
and immediately after it the narrator begins to draw out for his hearers the teaching points that he 
considers to be relevant. This is not an isolated instance of the TF clitic being used as a marker of 
discourse peak: see (266) which comes from the same story, at the point in the story where the 
cripple's feet are healed. In general, whenever a story reaches a climax, the incidence of the TF clitic 
rises sharply, because of its temporal highlighting function. When several instances. of TF occur in 
the one clause , it signals an explicit extra highlighting of discourse peak for the event so marked. 
This obsenration about TF occurring with increased frequency in the denouement of a story was 
ftrst made by Joyce Ross in an unpublished and undated typescript written possibly about 197 1 .  In it 
she explored some aspects of discourse structure in Gumatj. A lot of her analysis was devoted to the 
TF clitic's fu ctions at word, phrase, clause, sentence, paragraph and discourse levels. Her basic 
view was that the sufftx signalled emphasis or termination, especially at lower levels in the 
grammatical hierarchy. However she did not succeed in deftning for the clitic a coherent function 
pertinent to all its manifestations. Moreover, I believe it is misleading to consider the clitic as marking 
termination. 
Example (297) in section 3. 19 should be examined carefully. It illustrates the TF elitic used in a 
context in which a Sequence interpretation again makes no sense. In that example the TF clitic is used 
to indicate that at the time at which the party were going to the camp to try to meet up with their 
relatives, the camp was deserted because the relatives had already moved off elsewhere. Clearly a 
Sequence function is out of the question here; the camp was deserted before the narrator arrived. And 
if we try a characterisation in terms of a 'logical' function along the lines of Tchekhoff and Zorc's 
'causal-consequential chain of development', we have no less of a problem, since the camp being 
deserted can hardly be viewed as a consequential development from the narrator's act of mistakenly 
thinking it was not deserted. 
How then should we characterise the Yolngu TF clitic? The TF elitic is part of the generalised 
'Prominence' marking resources of Yolngu languages. In the case of TF, it is making the timeframe 
of an event prominent. The time frame it highlights is contextually or situationally determined. In a 
story, it will be typically the time frame of the previous clause or clauses - which act as a temporal 
frame for the event encoded by the next clause (which may be either in temporal sequence, or 
contemporaneous with the ftrst clause). Example (297) illustrates the latter possibility. 
It is thus irrelevant to the function of TF that the temporal relationship between two clauses 
involving TF marking may in one instance be that of temporal sequence, and in another instance be 
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that of two contemporaneous events. Such temporal relations are functions of the lexical content of 
the two clauses (excluding TF marking itself) and also of syntactic considerations such as the order of 
the clauses. This is a single and coherent explanation of the function of TF marking which covers all 
situations in all Yolngu languages. 
The TF clitic therefore acts something like a temporal equivalent of the FRAME particle discussed 
in 3.6. Recall that the FRAME particle sets up an event frame with respect to which a further clause 
makes an assertion or asks a question or so forth. In a similar way, TF indicates that the clause in 
which it occurs is to be viewed as temporally highlighted in a temporal frame - and the temporal 
frame is typically the time frame of the event(s) of the preceding clause(s). If there is no preceding 
clause, then generally it is the time frame of the speech event itself (that is why TF can often be 
glossed as 'now' ,  particularly in short utterances as in conversational exchanges). The idea of a 
temporal frame is also the reason why the TF clitic may occur in the non-initial clauses of a clause 
chain, but not in the first clause of the chain: the fIrst clause is required in order to establish the time 
frame. (Such non-initial occurrence was cited by Tchekhoff and Zorc as one of the warrants for 
treating the clitic as a marker of SEQU.) 
Quite short utterances can manifest instances of TF marking; for example, it is used on fIrst person 
reduced pronouns in expressions such as lim-ban 1plincNOM-TF ' let' s (go) now ' ,  ili-ban 
1 duincNOM-TF ' let's (go) now' and girri-ban COMPL-TF ' (it's) finished now ' .  In such 
expressions as these, the time frame is situationally determined, and will be the time of the utterance 
because there was no prior utterance to supply a temporal frame. (Note, the first two expressions 
above are common elliptical ones in which the verb giri-@ go-FUT is elided.) Another common 
expression using TF is nyim-ban wajirr what-TF sun 'What is the time now? ' .  
Viewing the clitic a s  having a Sequence-marking function i s  quite misleading for examples such as 
these - even more so if one tries to see it as marking a causal-consequential development, for there is 
no sequence of clauses to be tied together in such single clause utterances. Similarly, Ross's idea that 
it may mark termination does not hold up very well either; though her idea that it might mark 
emphasis is a good one - provided we see the emphasis as temporal highlighting. Single word 
utterances such as djini-pan this-TF are glossed by Djinang speakers as ' (it's) here now' or ' (he's) 
here now' ,  and similarly ngunu-pan that-TF ' (it's) there now' etc. There is nothing to do with 
termination or sequence here; TF is merely serving to mark the time frame for the proposition 
lexicalised by the remainder of the utterance. In these short utterances the time frame necessarily will 
be the time of speaking. 
The form girr(i)-ban given above means simply 'fInished now'.  Not only is it used as a single 
word utterance, but also in extended sections of speech it is used in such contexts as the end of a list 
or the end of a chain of related events or the end of a story. These are all contexts where a 
characterisation in terms of sequence or logical development is not apt. (It is contexts such as these 
that led Ross to postulate that TF was a marker of termination.) The next example shows two 
instances of TF at the end of a story: the fIrst highlights the time of utterance as the time of fInishing 
the telling of the story, which is then explicitly lexicalised in the next clause (redundantly); and the 
second instance reiterates that at the time of utterance the story has reached a state of 
completion. (This example also illustrates FUT marking being used as a dummy tense marker when 
the time of the event is past time.) 
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(300) girr djawar-ban, ngarr nyun-ki malim-dji-gi, girr-ban 
COMPL finished-TF I sgERG 2sg-DAT finish-THEMSR-FUT COMPL-TF 
And so it is completed now, I have finished (the story) for you, (it's) finished now. 
{ 22:320} 
This sense of 'highlighting in a temporal frame' obtains in all instances of the use of the TF clitic. 
It is quite independent of the relations of either temporal sequence or contemporaneity between 
clauses. The latter functional relations in Y olngu languages are marked either lexically or syntactically 
(or both) using different morphemes than the TF clitic. 
There are literally dozens of instances of the TF clitic in the examples cited in previous sections. In 
sections 3 . 14  to 3 . 19  there are fourteen examples. The following examples illustrate the use of TF 
when there is non-sequential temporal relationship between clauses: (256), (266), (268), (276), (282) 
and (297). Others either involve the relation of temporal sequence between clauses, or may be 
construed that way: (254), (255), (260), (261),  (265) and (286). And from earlier sections consider 
the following examples: in (241)  the clauses have temporal sequence relationship, similarly (2 1 3), 
(2 1 5),  (2 1 6) "  (220), (22 1) ,  (224), (227) and (229), while in (212) the second clause is 
contemporaneous with the one which precedes it. Clearly TF occurs more frequently on clauses in 
which there is temporal sequence of events obtaining, but this is a truism about what is typical of 
events in stories, rather than a claim about the properties of the TF clitic. 
To finish off this discussion I will give a number of selected text fragments in which TF occurs in 
the context of contemporaneous events. In (301)  there are two sets of participants. The two fathers 
had earlier speared each other over an argument about women. The two respective sons arrive later 
on, finding them each in a bloody mess. The second clause is clearly contemporaneous with the 
event of arrival expressed in the first clause. Note the full pronouns used to signal change of 
participant reference. This also is the denouement of the story. 
(301)  biling bil yulgu-ngili ngunu-ngir-kirri dju<jitj-pan. 
3dllNOM 3duNOM arrive-RPA that-ABL-COMPL afterwards-TF 
biHng nguli bil nyini-ny bu<ji-giIJing-ban. 
3d NOM thatLOC 3duNOM sit-RPC blood-PROP-TF 
They (the sons) afterwards arrived from back there. They (the fathers) were sitting there 
bloodied then. { 19:25-26} 
Example (302) is even more revealing. Two totemic creatures took up their clapsticks and 
didgeridoo (first clause) and then began to sing (second clause). But the third and fourth clauses also 
contain TF marking. In the third clause it is stated that they made a corroboree (a contemporaneous 
event to the second clause), and in the fourth clause that they sang (a contemporaneous event with the 
previous two clauses). 
(302) biling bil marr-ngil bilmi, wuyimbal, 
3duERG 3duERG pick.up-RPA [clapsticksUNM didgeridooUNM]ACC 
biling bil birrmi-n-ban, 
3duNOM 3duNOM sing-RPA-TF 
bUrlggul-ban biling djama, 
cOIroboreeUNM-TF 3duERG make 
pirrmirri-ny kiri-ny-ban. 
sing-RPC PROG-RPC-TF 
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They picked up clapsticks and didgeridoo, and they then sang, they then made a 
corroboree, (they) were singing then. { 20 : 16- 19 }  
A Sequence interpretation o f  TF simply makes no sense here; the last two clauses are 
recapitulations of the second clause. And if, following Tchekhoff and Zorc, we postulate that the 
'making of a corroboree' is a consequential development of the earlier singing (second clause), does it 
then follow that the singing (fourth clause) is a logical consequence of the 'making of a corroboree' 
(third clause)? Obviously we are missing something significant if we view the function of TF in this 
way. Here TF where it ftrst occurs in the second clause highlights the event of singing in the time 
frame expressed by the preceding clause, and each subsequent clause also has TF marking because 
the same temporal frame is valid for each of the clauses. In fact, this is a denouement of the story, for 
it was the act of making this particular corroboree by these two totemic beings that deftnes the modern 
mortuary rites. 
One fmal example is (303), in which the second clause has TF on the word 'afterwards' . The time 
frame is the ftrst clause, which has DUR vowel change indicating a span of time over which the event 
took place. Within that time frame, the stockmen were taking the cattle after the speaker's party 
(second clause), while the speaker's party took the lead (third clause). Both the second and third 
clauses are contemporaneous with the ftrst clause; they supply extra information about the spatial 
arrangements of the various participants at that point in the story. None of termination, temporal 
sequence or causal-consequential development make sense here. 
(303) libi kiri-ny nywl-ny+a, djani yili-mirri-ban 
1plexcNOM walk-RPC PROG-RPC+DUR 3plERG again-PERL-TF 
buluki djin ka-ny kiri-ny nginibi 
[cattleUNM]ACC 3plERG take-RPC PROG-RPC 1plexcNOM 
ngurrwakng-ban libi gir-ali mal)girri-dji 
frrst-TF 1plexcNOM walk-RPA foot-INSTR 
We were walking along, they (the stockmen) were at that time taking the cattle after (us 
and) we were walking in front (of the cattle). (34:21 3-215) 
The Djinba TF clitic is -(B)ani. In nearly all instances, the allornorph most commonly used is 
-ani, but in a couple of instances (after vowels), I have the form -wani occurring instead. The 
Yanhangu TF clitic is -ba (Alpher 1977). These forms are clearly all cognate, and are quite different 
from the DhuwallDhuwala forms based on -nha/-na. 
The Ganalbingu text at the end of Appendix 5 should be consulted in order to observe how Djinba 
speakers use the clitic in that language. The data strongly confrrms the analysis given above. 
Although the text is ideal for the frequent use of a SEQU clitic (if that were the true function of TF), it 
is conspicuous by its infrequency of occurrence - even in long strings of clauses where the events are 
in temporal sequence. However, it is used for events which are signiftcant in some particular time 
frame deftned by the events in preceding clauses, and especially in the discourse peaks. That is, it is 
used identically to the use of -ban in Djinang. 
CHAPTER 4 
VERB MORPHOLOGY AND THE FUNCTIONS OF VERBAL INFLECTIONS 
In this chapter we shall be concerned with verbal inflections, and the various functions marked by 
those inflections. Unlike other Yolngu languages, which mark various tense, aspectual and modal 
categories with a mixture of verbal inflections and adverbial particles, Djinang and Djinba use verbal 
inflections almost exclusively. Thus, some categories marked by particles in other Yolngu languages 
are marked by inflections in the latter languages. 
Much of the morphological detail of Djinang verbal inflections has already been adequately 
documented (see Waters 1 980a), and so that material will only be summarised here. My 
understanding of the system of functional contrasts has broadened since writing the 1980 paper, and 
continues to be broadened as I further study the language. In this chapter I will give an expanded 
account of the various functional categories that underlie verbal inflectional categories. 
I will also present a summary of Djinba conjugation classes. A full account must wait till another 
time. However, Djinba throws light on Djinang verb morphology, and so a brief account of Djinba 
verb morphology is required. Extensive paradigmatic data for Djinba verbs occurs in Appendix 3. I 
shall also compare Djinang with other Y olngu languages when relevant. To save repeated quoting of 
sources, I list them here: Morphy 1983 for Djapu; Heath 1980a for Ritharmgu; Heath 1980b for 
Dhuwal (Djambarrpuyngu); Lowe's ( 1960) Gupapuyngu grammar lessons for Gupapuyngu; 
Schebeck 1967a and 1967b for Golpa; and Alpher 1977 for Yanhangu. 
In reading this chapter it is important to keep in mind that the system of formal contrasts and the 
system of functional contrasts are not isomorphic. That is to say, a given inflection may mark 
differing functions, according to the context in which it occurs. My aim in this chapter is to 
exemplify the various functions marked by verbal suffixes, and as far as possible to draw them 
together into a coherent system. 
I have retained many of Beulah Lowe's category names for various of the verbal inflections. I do 
this deliberately, for in my opinion some though not all of her categories are hard to improve upon. 
More recent authors employ some labels which are particularly apt for the categories they mark in the 
languages those authors studied. For example, Morphy's ( 1 983:65-73) labels POTential and 
UNMarked are eminently suitable for Djapu (and many other Yolngu languages). On the other hand, 
her category of PERFect fails to bring out that this inflection is used with either of two quite different 
time references: 'earlier today' or 'remote (indefinite) past'. In fact, as far as I could see, Morphy 
does not even mention this contrast, which nevertheless seems to obtain in all Yolngu languages. 
Attempts to use her categories for Djinang lead to loss of insight, so I have retained the Lowe 
categories. 
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The system of tense/mood/aspect oppositions in Djinang has historically undergone some 
significant reshaping. As a consequence, some categories which are suitable for Djapu, 
DhuwallDhawala and Ritharrngu are not well suited to a synchronic description of Djinang verb 
morphology. For example, Djinang retains the Potential function (though rarely used), but no longer 
has a POT affix; the functions of earlier POT are now marked by FUT, IMP or the Irrealis categories. 
Hence the Potential function is now just one of several different functions which are marked either by 
FUT or by an Irrealis marker. Similarly, UNM (tense) is unsuitable in Djinang, since the Future­
referencing function which this category helped to signal has been shifted to Djinang's FUT 
inflection, and so the reflex of the earlier UNM tense marker is now no longer 'unmarked'. 
My approach therefore has been to label all the different functions uniquely, even though this leads 
to some hononymy. The advantage of doing so is twofold: firstly, it leads to a greater isomorphy 
between form and function; and secondly, it permits comparative analysis with other Yolngu 
languages more easily. 
4. 1 VERB CONJUGATION CLASSES 
There are three conjugation classes in Djinang and Djinba. These classes are classes based on 
regularities of form in the marking of various functions. A fourth class of verbs is the class of non­
thematic verbs which are not inflected, and which comprise a set of mono-morphemic verb root forms 
synonymous with various inflecting verbs from the three major conjugation classes (see section 2.2). 
This set of verbs has mainly stylistic and discourse functions. I will not discuss these further here, 
except to say that Djinba has used many roots from this class of verbs to derive suppletive inflecting 
verb forms. Thus fewer non-inflecting verb forms remain in Djinba; while in Djinang, the class of 
such forms is much larger, and maintains its integrity with respect to its resistance to inflection. 
It will be helpful at this point to briefly review the functional labels used in discussing the various 
inflectional affixes. There are twelve in all. In my previous work I used 'non-past' and 'non-past 
irrealis'. However, 'future' now replaces 'non-past', and the former 'non-past irrealis' now becomes 
'present irrealis' (PRI). Otherwise, the categories are as in Waters 1980a: 143.  The list of categories 
is as follows: 
FUT Future PRI Present continuous irrealis 
PRES Present continuous YPI Yesterday past irrealis 
IMP Imperative TPI Today past irrealis 
YPA Yesterday past RPI Remote past irrealis 
TPA Today past TPC Today past continuous 
RPA Remote past RPC Remote past continuous 
That Djinang verbs have three conjugation classes is most readily apparent by comparing verbs 
inflected for YPI. There are only three YPI forms: -wi (class 1 verbs), -rri (class 2 verbs) and -yi 
(class 3 verbs). In my previous work on verb morphology, I used IMP as the label for these forms. 
The choice is somewhat arbitrary, since the same form marks YPI, IMP and PRI functions. I am 
now using YPI as the label for this form because it better facilitates comparison with Djinba. This 
does not mean that there is some kind of covert priority to YPI over the other functions (IMP and 
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PRI) which are marked by the same form. The choice of a function as a label for a form is merely a 
convenience foor the purpose of simplifying our discussion. 
The Djinang classes correspond to the following Djapu classes - the latter may be taken as 
representative of Yolngu languages typically: Djinang class 1 = Djapu class NG; Djinang class 2 = 
Djapu classes L and N together; Djinang class 3 = Djapu class �. Also to facilitate comparison with 
Heath's conjugation classes (in both Ritharrngu and Dhuwal) there are the following 
correspondences: Djinang class 1 = Heath's class 6; Djinang class 2 = Heath's classes 3 and 4 
together; Djinang class 3 = Heath's classes 1 ,  2 and 5 together. The constancy of the 
correspondences (not in the stems, but in the inflections) between the Djinang classes and the classes 
identified in other Yolngu languages is due to independent retention of class distinctions in proto­
Yolngu. 
Although Djinang has but three major conjugation classes, each class has several subclasses. The 
details are outlined fully in Waters 1980a, though the main points are summarised here. Also, some 
subclasses are coextensive with classes defined by Morphy or Heath in other Yolngu languages. 
U sing the YPI forms as indicators of major class divisions would lead to Heath's six classes being 
reduced to four, the same number as Morphy analyses for Djapu. Indeed, we can say that proto­
Yolngu had four major conjugation classes of inflecting verbs. 
Firstly, class 1 verbs. These have FUT inflection -gi, except for some small subclasses having 
FUT ngi. The TPA inflection is -ngiJi, but stems ending with one of the syllables -pi-, -bi-, -dji- or 
- tji- (which includes THEMSR -dji-) take the shorter form -Ji for TPA, while some small subclasses 
preserve older TPA inflections -ngiIJi (for three verbs only) and -pigi (only one verb, bu- 'hit', and 
a few stems which have incorporated this root). In all, there are eight subclasses of class 1 .  
Secondly, class 2 verbs. In Djapu and other Yolngu languages, the POT inflection (marking the 
function ' about to do X', where X is the meaning of the verb) is marked by -l or -IT for those classes 
which correspond to Djinang's class 2 (Heath instead uses IMP in his analysis). Djinang (and 
Djinba) class 2 verbs have incorporated these consonants into the stem when inflecting for PUT, and 
sometimes for TP A also, and these consonants are absent from the stem when other inflections 
obtain. This has led to some Djinang class 2 verbs having two stem forms: an rr-final stem when 
inflected for PUT and/or TPA (e.g. ngagirr-gi cover-FUT, ngagirr-djini cover-TPA); and a 
vowel-final s,tem for other inflections (e.g. ngagi-nmi cover-YPA, ngagi-rri cover-YPI). 
Similarly, some small subclasses have an 1-final stem for FUT inflection (e.g. nga1wartjil-gi 
breathe-FUT)., but vowel-final stem for other inflections (e.g. nga1wartji-nmi breathe-YPA). It is 
analytically simpler to treat the stem-final IT (or 1) as part of the stem for the small number of class 2 
verbs which exhibit these final consonants, than to treat the final rhotic or lateral as part of the 
inflection. This is because the same stem-fmal IT (or 1) will sometimes occur when the same verb 
occurs with FUT inflection. 
In my previous work on Djinang verb morphology, I tried to handle alternations like these in terms 
of morphophonemic rules and phonotactic constraints. But the true explanation lies instead in the area 
of diachronic change. Djinang (and Djinba) once had well-defined subclasses like the Djapu L and N 
classes, but these have long since merged into a single class 2 in modern Djinang (and Djinba). 
Furthermore, there has been extensive levelling in this class, so that there is very little remaining to 
indicate the fon er situation. For example, the IT-final stems preceding PUT inflection sometimes are 
articulated without the final rr (e.g. yami-gi 'spread X out' and yamirr-gi are alternate FUT 
forms), and the TPA inflection stem+IT-djini may sometimes be shortened to stem-ni. (Comparison 
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with Djinba cognates reveals that the elision of the -rr-dji- in fonns of this type is a diachronic 
change still in progress; it is gradually spreading throughout the lexicon.) 
The other common indicator of subclass in class 2 verbs is whether the TP A inflection is -djini or 
-ni. The fonner allomorph occurs not only after rr-final stems, but also after vowel-final stems (only 
the i vowel occurs stem finally). Verbs in class 2 are relatively 'old' fonns; the fonnation of new 
transitive and intransitive verbs produces verbs of class 1 and 3, respectively. Thus class 2 has had 
closed membership for a considerable period, and consequently has the smallest membership of the 
three conjugation classes. There are five subclasses in class 2. 
Lastly, class 3 verbs. There are four subclasses in this class. One of these subclasses is the class 
of INCHO-marked stems, which take YPA inflection -rri; this inflection is -0 in the other subclasses. 
One subclass has but two old verbs: ngurri 'lie down', ' sleep' ;  and djirri- ' stand' .  These are a 
subclass on the basis of unique TPA inflection -nyini, while other subclasses have TPA -ni. The 
-nyini affix is cognate to the -nhan affix (for the two cognate stems) in Djambarrpuyngu and 
Ritharrngu (Heath 1 980b:41  and 1980a:64). Heath states that the affix indicates a punctual sense, 
which is consistent with the Djinang situation. However, Dianne Buchanan (a missionary linguist 
who speaks Djambarrpuyngu fluently) claims that they may be used as irrealis fonns (private 
communication). These two comments are not in conflict. In discussing the 'Past Remote' inflection 
in Djambarrpuyngu, Heath ( 1980b:39) states that the same inflection as is used for Past Remote also 
has Irrealis-like functions. (See below for the implications of this.) A cognate (-nyan TPA) affix 
also occurs in Djinba for the verb ' lie down' ,  and in the Djinba auxiliary verb djarra-nyan 
stand-TP A, which is not used as a main verb. This affix therefore appears to be a shared retention of 
a proto-Yolngu irregUlarity. The other subclasses of class 3 in Djinang are defined by the obtaining 
(or non-obtaining) of the deletion of a stem-fmal rri syllable preceding the TP A inflection. 
In the above discussion, it is clear that the division into subclasses primarily depends on systematic 
differences in the patterns of marking for the inflections FUT and TPA. Comparison with other 
Yolngu languages reveals that Djinang and Djinba have innovated in developing FUT inflections. 
Thus the irregularities with FUT inflections may be viewed as diachronic levelling processes. This 
may well apply to the TPA inflections as well, however the diachronic situation there is not so 
transparent. 
In discussing the verb suffixes, it is important to maintain a conceptual difference between the 
functional labels used for the suffixes, and the functions marked by the suffixes. Usually the two 
will be in agreement, but not always. For example, IMP can be used pragmatically to signal strong 
Disapproval. Labels will be written wholly in upper case (FUT, IMP, TPA etc.), while functions 
will be written with only the first letter in upper case (Future, Imperative, Today past etc.). 
TABLE 4. 1 
MAJOR CONJUGATION CLASSES (ONLY MAJOR ALLOMORPHS SHOWN) 
FUT YPA YPI TPI TPC TPA 
PRES PRI RPI RPC RPA 
IMP NMLSR 
Class 1 -gi, -ngi -nn -wi -nyiri -nyi -ngili, -Ji 
Class 2 -gi -nmi -rn -niri -ni -djini, -ni 
Class 3 -dji -0, -rri -yi -nyiri -nyi -ni 
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Table 4. 1 shows the major conjugation classes. The columns are headed with the set of functional 
categories which the forms commonly mark. The fIrst label of each set is the one we shall use in 
discussing the forms whenever the choice of label is arbitrary for discussion purposes. In each class, 
the YPI, TPI and TPC affIxes are invariant forms (they do not subcategorise verbs). Similarly for the 
YPA affIxes in classes 1 and 2, and the FUT affixes in classes 2 and 3.  (Expanded charts showing 
the subclasses may be seen in my earlier work ( 1980a: 144- 145).) The NMLSR inflection for each 
conjugation is homophonous with TPI and RPI inflections; the same is true for Djinba, and for 
Y olngu languages generally. 
One minor point concerning today past continuous (TPC) inflection for class 2 verbs needs to be 
made. Listening carefully to tapes has shown that there is fluctuation in the shape; sometimes it is -gi 
and sometimes -ni (with the same speaker). Both variants are about equally common. However, on 
questioning speakers as to the precise quality of the nasal, they opt for the non-retroflex articulation as 
the 'correct' way of speaking. Note also that I give the class 2 NMLSRffPIIRPI form as -niri (often 
pronounced just as -nir) instead of the incorrect *-giri in my earlier work. 
One historical observation may be made at this point concerning the etymology of the TPC and 
RPC allomorphs. Considering the RPI and RPC inflections in Table 4. 1 (and remember, the same 
forms mark TPI and TPC, respectively) shows that the only difference between each, for each 
conjugation class, is that the RPC inflection lacks a fmal ri syllable. This suggests the possibility that 
there has been a split of former allomorphs of one proto-inflection. Evidence for this split would be 
that in another Yolngu language the one inflection marks both RPI and a non-irrealis past inflection. 
Heath gives such evidence ( 1980b:39). The Dhuwal 'Past Remote' inflection is also used in 
counterfactual and conditional clauses (i.e. where Djinang uses irrealis inflections). The forms for 
this Dhuwal affIx are -nha, -na and -nya, and for one old speaker of a subdialect, -nhar, -nar and 
-nyar. These forms are cognate to the Djinang forms. Hence the Djinang RPI and RPC categories 
have developed from a split of earlier forms -*nha(ra) (classes 1 and 3) and -*na(ra) (class 2), 
thereby adding a formally marked RPC category to the language. The Dhuwal 'Past Remote' is not 
inherently continuous; the addition of this extra component of meaning to form an RPC category was 
a Djinang innovation under the influence of Rembarmga (and possibly Burarra) as explained below. 
The development of a separate RPC inflection would concomitantly have produced a separate TPC 
function marked homophonously. Heath cites the 'Past Remote' inflection, but does not discuss a 
'Today past' function for the same inflection. It is not clear from Heath's discussion whether or not 
this duality of function also obtains in Dhuwal; however Lowe's grammar (lesson 1 6) of Dhuwala 
makes it quite dear that RPA and TPA are different functions which are marked identically. There is 
no possibility of the duality of function being present in Dhuwala but not Dhuwal. In fact, this 
duality is so widespread that it must be assumed to be a proto-Y ologu feature. 
Djinang split the -*nha(ra) and -*na(ra) proto-forms into markers of two distinct categories on 
the basis of analogical pressure from the prefixing languages to the west. For example, Rembarmga 
has distinct suffixes for the categories of 'past continuous tense' and 'past punctiliar tense' (McKay 
1975 : 1 30). Yolngu languages normally mark the continuous versus non-continuous by means of 
presence or absence, respectively of a particle such as gao The Djinang innovation enabled 
continuous aspect in remote past time to be marked by a suffix rather than by a particle. This must 
therefore be added to the list of grammatical patterns which have diffused into Djinang from the 
neighbouring prefixing languages (see Appendix 2 for others). 
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Before discussing Djinang functional contrasts marked by the inflectional affixes, I will give a 
brief overview of the Djinba verb conjugation classes and the major affix forms. Where possible, I 
will retain the same labels as I use in Djinang, with three exceptions. Firstly, Djinba IMP and YPI 
inflections are different, and so I will give the IMP inflections as well. Secondly, Djinba does not 
distinguish TPC from TPA (nor RPC from RPA). Lastly, Djinba retains the proto-Yolngu Potential 
function, but has innovated a unique marker for it in the modern language, the form of which is closer 
to Djinba's FUT inflections (themselves an innovation) than to the shapes of POT markers in other 
Y olngu languages. 
4.2 DJINBA VERB MORPHOLOGY 
In this section, the broad outline of Djinba verb conjugation classes will be given. The purpose of 
this section is mainly to provide a comparison with Djinang, and so many interesting aspects of 
Djinba verb morphology will be ignored at this time. The data upon which this section is based is 
given in Appendix 3. Djinba text and sentence data can be found in Appendix S. 
Table 4.2 summarises the inflections which obtain in each conjugation class for each of the 
functional categories listed at the top of the chart. These categories are the same as the Djinang ones, 
except for Potential. (Schebeck claims the equivalent class in Golpa marks 'Eventualis ' ,  which is just 
the Potential function by another name.) In Golpa, this category is marked by -Gu(y) (where G = g 
or ng) on verbs which belong to the class 1 conjugation (in my terminology). In Djinba, the POT 
category is marked differently, except for less than a dozen verbs (mostly in class 1 ,  but some are in 
class 2) which take the POT allomorph -Guy, where G = g, k or ng. In the table, where more than 
one allomorph is given the most frequently occurring one is given first, and those below it are of 
lesser frequency (usually of very much lesser frequency). Very uncommon allomorphs are not 
shown. Class 3 involves two major subclasses, similar to the Djinang paradigm, and the suffIxes for 
each subclass are given on the same line in the table. 
The identification of the POT category is quite certain. For example, a POT form may be used as 
an Imperative; it may be used to express potentiality - something is 'about to occur, but has not ' ;  it 
does not occur with a negative particle except to express a negative command (i.e. it can be used to 
express 'don't go! '  but not * 'you did not go'). Comparison with POT in other Yolngu languages 
shows these to be typical properties of POT marking (e.g. Morphy 1983:72-3). The only exception 
is that while in other Y olngu languages a particle such as yurru can combine with POT marking to 
express a Future predication, in Djinba PUT is used instead (with no particle). 
Djinba does not mark TPC and RPC categories by verbal suffIxes. Instead, there is a verbal 
particle ban, which has the same function as DIST reduplication in Djinang. The distribution of ban 
is parallel to the distribution of DIST reduplication in Djinang, so that it occurs with verbs marked not 
only for the TPA or RPA categories, but also for PRES, PUT and YPA. Its distribution may prove 
to be even wider than this, given the collection of further Djinba data. 
Table 4.2 does not show any of the variations in the form of the stems which obtain with various 
of the inflections; nor does it show what criteria govern the allomorphy implied in forms such as 
-NGaJ and -Guy. Both will be discussed in the paragraphs which follow. The Djinba stems which 
exhibit the less common allomorphs will also be cited below; the inflectional paradigms for these 
stems are in Appendix 3. Note, the stem cited may be different from the actual form of the stem when 
a given inflection is affixed; the citing of stems is only to enable the reader to find the verbs in the 
appendices. To do this, look up the stem in Appendix 4, note the Djinang equivalent verb, and then 
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look up that Djinang verb in Appendix 3. Appendix 3 has all the known paradigmatic details for the 
Djinba verbs. The sample of Djinba verbs on which the analysis is based numbers only a few 
hundred; a wider sample would be likely to turn up many more irregular forms. 
TABLE 4.2 
DJINBA VERB CONJUGATION CLASSES 
FUT POT IMP YPI YPA TPA TPI 
PRI PRES RPA RPI 
NMLSR 
-mitj -ng -w -m -nya 
Class 1 -mak -Guy -ang -uw -am -NGa1 -inya 
-ing -im 
-ng -1 -n 
Class 2 -nmak -nmitj -Jk -IT -n -yin -na 
-rrk +rr-yin 
Class 3 -k -tj -y -y -¢ -n -nya 
-rrak -rritj -y -y -IT -n -nya 
Firstly, the FUT inflections. Class 1 regularly takes -mak, except for -k with the verb garkara­
'walk about' and -ng with the verb nyangnya- 'help ' .  Class 2 mostly takes -nmak (42 out of 46 
verbs), the other forms being -k (2 verbs: birrmirra- ' sing', djarra- EXIST auxiliary), -Jk ( 1  verb: 
ngarra wan- 'turn')  and -mak ( 1  verb: barrpu- 'rub firesticks'). In class 3 the form depends on 
whether the verb stem ends in the INCHO affix, which is -yi in Ganalbingu dialect and -dji in Qabi 
dialect. Stems which lack the INCHO affix take FUT allomorph -k, while INCHO-marked stems 
take the -rrak allomorph. 
Secondly, the POT inflections. These are clearly closely related in form to the PUT inflections for 
each class, and there is a diachronic reason for this as we shall later see. In class 1 ,  two verbs take 
POT -nguy. The verbs are ba]ngba]ng- 'soften' and nyangnya- 'help' (this verb is a reduplicated 
form of the common Australian root NHa- 'see' ,  see Appendix 3). Another, the verb gar(a)- 'go', 
takes -kuy. These are archaic affix forms which are no longer productive. They are also clear 
evidence of the genetic affiliation of Djinba to a Northern Yolngu proto-language, since these POT 
affix forms are also found in Golpa, a Nhangu language (Schebeck 1967a). In class 2, there is only 
one certain Valiant affix form, -nguy, which occurs with the verb batja-. In class 3, the tj phoneme 
has diachronically produced regressive assimilation of the preceding vowel, so that always a laminal 
vowel will precede it. (This is true in all classes.) The same assimilatory process also operates 
synchronically, so that when the FUT allomorph -tj obtains, the stem-final vowel changes to the 
laminal vowel i for class 3 stems which lack the INCHO marker. 
Thirdly, the IMP inflections. In class 1 ,  the usual IMP affix is -ng, and sometimes a stem-final i 
vowel changes to a preceding the IMP affix. Following a stem marked by the CAUS affix (-miy), 
the IMP allomorph -ing is used. (Historically, the segmentation was once -*miyi-ng, but in the 
modern language -miy-ing is a better segmentation.) And following a consonant-final stem the 
allomorph -ang is used. The class 1 IMP allomorph -k is attested with four verbs: ngatjurr- 'ask', 
djirriti- 'drag' (Qabi dialect), munu- 'carry' and girrili- 'carry' (Qabi dialect). The allomorph -ki 
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is attested with three verbs: gar(a)- 'go', 1)udjirrgu- 'run' and yan-/yan.ga- 'send' .  And a final 
vowel is retained with the IMP form -ngi which occurs on the 'old' stem bu- 'hit'. 
In class 2, the usual IMP affix is -ng, although nine verbs retain the allomorph -ngi, having a final 
vowel. These verbs are bultji- ' tell ' ,  djaga- 'help ' ,  wiritji- ' scrape ' ,  Jarr- 'fall down' ,  gadji­
'call out' ,  garrmi- 'dig' ,  garrapi- ' tie up' ,  gatji- 'hold' and gurrupi- 'follow' .  Class 2 verbs 
which take the archaic CAUS affix -djungV (or its alternate forms -ngV or -dju) take the IMP 
allomorph -lk. These verbs are gagaJ-djunga- 'knock down' ,  gupurr-djunga- 'reject' , 'resist', 
wirani-ngu- 'cause to return ' ,  ngarra -nga - 'pull ' and the allomorph - lki occurs on 
ngarra wan-dju- 'tum' .  The -lk allomorph also occurs on the Ganalbingu verb nganga- 'cover' . 
Some other verbs take an allomorph -rrk: ga1ka- 'possess' and gi1gi- 'hide ' .  Some other IMP 
allomorphs occur: -ni on two old monosyllabic root forms ma- 'get' and ra- 'spear' (I)abi has -nuy 
with the ra- stem); -limy on the I)abi verb yagi- ' insert' and -lng on the cognate Ganalbingu verb 
ya- ' insert' ;  and -nkuy on the I)abi verb ngangi- 'cover' .  
In class 3, the IMP and YPI categories are not differentiated formally. The IMP allomorph is fairly 
regularly -y, although -yi is attested on three verbs, at least two of which are old stems: guba­
' leave' ,  nyina- ' sit' and ngurra- 'lie down ' .  Because the y phoneme is laminal, regressive 
assimilation of a preceding non-Iaminal stem-final vowel occurs when class 3 verbs are inflected for 
IMP, similarly to the situation for the POT inflection. The IMP allomorph -k is attested on nyina­
'sit' (I)abi dialect), and a -ya allomorph on waka1ngurra- 'play' ,  'dance' (I)abi dialect). 
Fourthly, the YPI inflections. These are cognate with the Djinang YPI inflections. (In Djinang the 
IMP and YPI inflections are formally identical in all classes.) In Djinba class 1 ,  the inflection is 
usually -w, but following the CAUS affix -miy the YPI allomorph -uw occurs. And following a 
consonant-final stem the allomorph -a w occurs. Seven verbs retain an i vowel in the YPI inflection, 
using a -wi allomorph; these verbs include some old monosyllabic verb roots. The verbs are nya­
'see' ,  ga- 'take',  bu- 'hit', ga wurr-bu- 'peel skin off', gar(a)- 'go',  gupurru- ' give' ,  mi1a- 'wait 
for' (I)abi dialect) and milka- 'look for' .  
In  class 2, the predominant allomorph is -1, and preceding this allomorph the stem-final vowel 
becomes a obligatorily. Just two verbs take the YPI allomorph -rr: bi1)djarri- 'swear' and gugi­
'eat', ' spear' .  A further two (the stems ma- and ra- mentioned above) take the allomorph -rri. The 
Djinba class 2 conjugation is a merger of two proto-classes, one which took YPI inflection ' -*la, and 
another taking YPI -*rra. These classes are still differentiated in Djapu, and correspond to Morphy's 
classes L and N, respectively. The CAUS-marked stem wirani-ngu- 'cause to return' takes an 
allomorph -lk. The class 3 YPI inflections are the same as for the class 3 IMP inflections. 
Fifthly, the YPA inflections. The major allomorphs of YPA in each class are cognate with the 
equivalent Djinang YPA allomorphs. Djinba class 1 verbs usually take the -m allomorph, and stem­
final i or u vowels usually change to a preceding the YPA affix. Following the -miy CAUS affix, 
the allomorph -im is used, and following a consonant-final stem the -am allomorph is used. In class 
2, the -n allomorph is used, with the exception of the I)abi verb gilgi- 'hide' which takes an -rr 
allomorph. In class 3 the -0 allomorph is used on stems which lack the INCHO affix, while INCHO 
stems take the -rr allomorph. There is also an archaic allomorph -*p which occurs on just two verbs. 
On I)abi guba- 'leave' it occurs as -p, on Ganalbingu guwa- 'leave' it occurs as -w, and on wa1ma­
'go up' ,  'traverse' it occurs as -m. 
Sixthly, the TPA inflections. In class 1 ,  these are -NOal, except for vestigial forms, -nga1) and 
-pa1), which are cognate with similar vestigial forms in Djinang, these occurring on the verbs bu-
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' hit ' ,  eja wurr- bu- 'peel skin off' and nya- ' see' .  The allomorphy of the -NOal inflection is 
approximately as follows: TPA is often -wal after a stem-final u (though a couple of instances of 
-ngal occur in this environment); it is always -aJ after a stem-final consonant (and this includes CAU 
affix -miy ); and after a stem-final i or a vowel, it is either -ngal or -kal (the former is the more 
productive, the latter appears to be associated with 'old' stems). 
In class 2, the most common allomorph is -n, while -yin (Ganalbingu dialect) or -djin (l)abi 
dialect) are not. infrequent. Seven verbs have variant stem forms which end in rr preceding the -yin 
or -djin allomorphs, and these are represented by the entry +rr-yin in Table 4.2. These verbs are 
gupurr-djunga- 'reject ' ,  'resist' ;  gaejaJ-djunga- 'knock down' ;  mama- 'put down ' ;  gaJka­
'hold ' ;  gila- (l)abi gilgi-) 'hide ' ;  nganga- 'cover'; and l)abi yagi- 'insert' .  The old verbs ma­
'get' and ra- 'spear' take irregular portmanteau combinations of the stem and inflection, man.gu+rr 
and ran.gu+rr, respectively. (See also the Djinba forms corresponding to the Djinang verb 
birrindjingilgi in Appendix 3.) In class 3, the TPA inflection is regularly -n, though there are a 
couple of minor deviations, in particular the irregular TPA allomorph -nyan which occurs with the 
verb ngurra- ' :lie down' ,  ' sleep' .  See also bindji- 'do thus' in Appendix 3. 
Lastly, the TPI inflections. In classes 1 and 3 the form is always -nya. The laminal nasal always 
causes regressive assimilation of a preceding non-laminal vowel to the laminal vowel i, in both 
conjugation classes. In class 2 the TPI affix is regularly -na, except for the verb wirani-ngu- 'cause 
to return' which takes -nya instead. The TPI inflections are cognate with the Djinang TPI inflections; 
Djinba has dropped the *ra formative from the proto-forms - *na(ra) (class 2) and - *nha(ra) 
(classes 1 and 3), a change which has independently taken place in other Yolngu languages. 
The CAUS derivational affix derives class 1 stems; the THEMSR derivational affix (-yu in 
Ganalbingu dialect, -dju in l)abi dialect) derives class 1 stems; the FACT derivational affix (-ya 
in Ganalbingu dialect, -dja in l)abi dialect) derives class 2 stems; the INCHO derivational affix 
(-yi in Ganalbingu dialect, -dji in l)abi dialect) derives class 3 stems. The archaic CAUS affix, 
-djungV deriv·es class 2 stems. As in Djinang, the Djinba NMLSR derivational affix is formally 
identical to the TPI affix. Also, TPA and RPA are marked identically, and so too are TPI and RPI. 
Some diachronic observations can be made from the Djinba data. Firstly, the development of FUT 
and POT inflections in the modern language. Yolngu languages have an UNM inflection in each 
conjugation class. This inflection may be used in future, present or (definite) past time contexts. The 
future context requires a particle to indicate that future time is being referred to. The DhuwalIDhuwala 
particle is yurru, while the Nhangu particle is Ourrku (0 = w or g). However, for present or past 
times a particle. is often unnecessary, since it is clear from the context whether the reference is to past 
or present. Djinba has developed a FUT inflection by suffixing -*gV to the earlier UNM forms of 
the verbs in each conjugation. The earlier UNM affix forms (which are cognate with the YPA 
inflections in Djinang and Djinba) were: -*ma for class 1 ;  - *nma for class 2; and - *rra for class 3.  
(Modern Djinba has lost the *ma formative from the proto-inflection - *nma in class 2 YPA, 
although it is retained in the Djinang class 2 YPA inflection -nmi.) It is highly likely that the Djinba 
development was a consequence of analogical pressure from the Djinang FUT allomorphs, which in 
modem Djinang are -gi in classes 1 and 2, and -dji in class 3. This suggests that Djinba borrowed a 
protoform * g V from Djinang, and dropped the final V (Djinba prefers consonant-final word shapes). 
The word-final. *g would then obligatorily be articulated as fortis k, producing the modern Djinba 
FUT allomorphs. 
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The development of the modem POT allomorphs must be seen as an innovation to prevent merger 
of the Potential function with Irrealis functions, in the face of pressure from Djinang which had 
previously merged non-future Potential functions with Irrealis categories. The origin of the possible 
proto-affix -*tj(V) used to form the new Djinba POT forms is obscure. 
Previously we explained that POT inflections in Yolngu languages may be used to indicate Future 
and Imperative, as well as Potential functions. (In Djinba, the irregular (and infrequent) IMP class 2 
allomorphs -licuy, -nkuy, -nuy, -lk(i), -ni and -uk suggest that the IMP was once formally related 
to POT marking, when compared with Golpa -Gu(y) POT. Comparison with POT in Golpa and 
other Yolngu languages shows that Djinang formed its class 1 FUT afflx (-gi and -ngi), and possibly 
its class 2 FUT afflx (-gi), from some of the allomorphs of POT inflection. And the -*wV allomorph 
of POT became the class 1 marker of IMP. The remaining Potential functions merged with Irrealis 
categories - Potential is a form of Irrealis semantically - and in Golpa the -Gu(y) forms mark both 
Potential and some Irrealis functions. These changes were early in pre-Djinang, and probably took 
place around the time of the Djinang vowel shift. We may surmise that Djinba speakers not only 
developed a FUT allomorph because of pressure from Djinang, but that POT marking (formerly 
marking both Potential and Imperative functions) shifted in meaning to become a marker of IMP only 
- as for Djinang. This would have necessitated either that the Potential functions of POT marking be 
shifted to Irrealis markers (as in Djinang) or the independent development of a unique POT marker. 
Djinba did the latter. 
To substantiate the above comments about Djinang FUT and IMP inflections, consider Schebeck's 
Golpa data. The Golpa conjugation class equivalent to Djinang class 1 has extensive allomorphy in 
the IMP inflections. The forms he cites are -ga, -ka, -nga, -� and -wa; note the -Gu(y) POT and 
Irrealis forms noted above. Comparison with Djinang class 1 FUT and IMP inflections 
(remembering that IMP and YPI are the same form in Djinang) reveals the following: Djinang FUT 
allomorphs are -gi, -ki, -ngi and -�; and the IMP afflx is regularly -wi. If pre-Djinang had marking 
similar to the Golpa pattern, then the Djinang vowel shift would have obscured the distinctiveness of 
marking for FUT, IMP, POT and some Irrealis functions. In these circumstances it is hardly 
surprising that the earlier allomorphy was lost so that the functional contrasts could be maintained. 
That Djinang (and Djinba) should be grouped with Nhangu languages (of which Golpa is one) is 
corroborated by the following. Many YOlngU languages have two different realis inflections for 
future tense. (This information comes primarily from Lowe 1960, lessons 7 and 1 1 ,  but see also 
Schebeck 1 976b:23.) Schebeck states that only Nhangu languages do not have two realis future 
inflections (and we must now add Djinang and Djinba to that list). Lowe states that the verb takes 
UNM inflection (together with a particle dhu) in order to refer to times which are later on the same 
day as the time of the speech event, or in the indeflnite (or remote) future. For times which are future 
and deflnite (whether tomorrow, next week, months or even years ahead), the same particle is used 
with the verb inflected as for POT (in our terminology). The wide distribution of two realis future 
inflections in Y olngu languages suggests it was was a proto-Y olngu feature, with Nhangu languages 
(or perhaps more correctly 'Northern Yolngu' languages) losing the distinction relatively early. (An 
alternative possibility is that proto-Yolngu did not have this distinction, but that a daughter branch 
developed the distinction by analogy with past tense category contrasts. Either way, Djinang and 
Djinba end up on the same branch to which Nhangu belongs.) If Djinang had had the two realis 
future marking patterns at the time of the Djinang vowel shift, it is unlikely that FUT, POT and IMP 
would have been threatened with merger, and the subsequent development of the modem Djinang 
system would have been difficult to explain. 
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The above analysis also works for class 3 verbs. The Golpa data shows that IMP allomorphs 
(mostly -iya/-ilya) for this class are minimally distinguished from POT forms (mostly -i(ya)/-a(y), 
respectively) in the same class. The Djinang vowel shift would likewise have threatened merger of 
IMP with POT - which apparently took place as Tables 4. 1 and 4.2 show (recalling that it is modern 
Djinba's YPI a.nd PRI allomorphs which are cognate with the proto-Djinba POT allomorphs, rather 
than the modem POT allomorphs). This explains in particular why Djinba does not distinguish IMP 
from PRI or YPI in class 3. 
Bringing Ritharrngu into the picture (Heath 1980a), it turns out that Ritharrngu has also developed 
unique FUT allomorphs and, moreover, in precisely the same way as did Djinang (although the 
resulting allomorphs are different from the Djinang ones). That is, Ritharrngu has FUT allomorphs 
which are cognate with what Heath calls 'Past Potential' (the forms of which are cognate with 
Djinang IMP, PRI, and YPI inflections); Ritharrngu likewise does not have a three-way future time 
distinction, similarly to Djinang, Djinba and Nhangu languages. 
To finish off this section, we shall briefly discuss the genetic relationship of Djinang and Djinba to 
each other. While it is clear that the affixes used in the different conjugation classes in Djinang are, 
for the most part, cognate with the equivalent affixes in the equivalent Djinba conjugation classes, 
there are nevertheless very significant differences between the two languages, indicating an extensive 
period of sepaIate development. The differences include mismatch between the categories marked in 
each language (e.g. Djinang has no POT inflection, Djinba has no TPC inflection), different markings 
for certain identical categories (e.g. IMP and FUT are marked differently), and independent 
development of categories as discussed above. 
The facts suggest that Djinang and Djinba developed probably independently from the 'Northern 
Yolngu' proto··language identified by Heath ( 1980a) and also by Tchekhoff and Zorc ( 1983). I am 
presuming that the 'Northern Yolngu' proto-language and the Nhangu proto-language would have 
had many features in common, since the latter would have been a daughter of the former. Djinba 
shares more features with Golpa and Yanhangu (which are Nhangu languages) than does Djinang, 
but there are nevertheless considerable and numerous differences between Djinba and the Nhangu 
languages, especially in the deictic forms and the lexicon. Therefore, as a very tentative hypothesis, 
we may posit the genetic 'tree' below; recall that Nhangu, Dhangu and Djangu are language groups, 
rather than languages. Lack of data prevents further treatment of Djinba at this time. However, 
sufficient data has been given to establish many of its major morphological features, and to arrive at a 
genetic subgrouping hypothesis. 
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4.3 FUNCTIONS OF VERB INFLECTIONS 
The remainder of this chapter is devoted to a discussion of the various functions which may be 
marked by verb inflections. The present section concentrates on the semantic features appropriate for 
characterising the functional contrasts. Exemplification will be left till the following sections. All 
verb inflections in Djinang are multifunctional. Moreover, the several functions that a given form 
may mark do not always have an apparent semantic 'common denominator' ;  for example, the one 
form marks an action which occurs in present time and has continuous aspect, and it also marks an 
action which occurred at a temporally definite time (earlier than the day on which the utterance 
occurred), but without any connotation of continuous or non-continuous aspect. The different 
complexities in the system of verb inflections make it difficult to present an analysis which is elegant, 
and yet accurate. 
My approach in this section is to try to 'unpack' the system sufficiently so that the reader can see 
its component parts, and then to combine the parts into a systemic network which typifies the system 
as a whole. In order to do this we must first define the underlying semantic features which are 
relevant. Then the systemic network will be presented. My use of a network is not merely for 
purposes of display. It is theoretically important as well, because each choice of a semantic feature 
value circumscribes the set of possible subsequent semantic features which may be chosen. Thus, for 
example, if the category Future is chosen, this fully determines the surface form; however if Present 
is chosen, the surface form is specified only when a further choice between Continuous and Non­
continuous has been made. Relationships of this type may be expressed as a network, or as a set of 
Boolean conditions such as: IF Present AND Continuous THEN PRES; IF Past AND Recent THEN 
YP A. I prefer the network approach, because it not only encodes the same information as a set of 
Boolean conditions, but it represents it visually in a way that simplifies the problem of communicating 
the system to those not familiar with it. 
In using semantic features, it is helpful to use + and - as prefixes for those dimensions which are 
binary valued. No prefixes are used for multi-valued dimensions. Thus, instead of 'non­
Continuous' I use '-Continuous' ,  for ' Irrealis '  I use '-Realis' ,  for 'Realis' I use '+Realis' and so 
forth. Y olngu verb inflections are considered to be composites of tense, aspect and mood categories. 
I add a fourth category of 'Definiteness' - by which I mean temporal defmiteness. At each point in 
the network where a choice is possible, we may consider the set of possible choices as a 'dimension 
of contrast', and the semantic features which comprise the dimension of contrast we may consider to 
be 'values' .  For simplicity I refer to a dimension of contrast simply as a 'dimension' .  There is little 
point in naming each of the dimensions, and I do not do so. However, each dimension may be 
characterised by the type of information encoded by its values. Table 4.3 gives the dimensions and 
their values. There are two dimensions which permit choices within the category of Mood; two more 
permit choices within the category of Tense; and the fmal two permit choices within the categories of 
Aspect and temporal Definiteness. Only one dimension is multi-valued. 
The Defmiteness dimension pertains to the referential category of time, rather than the semantic 
category of tense. The Definiteness dimension is binary valued, with values of +Definite and -
Definite. A +Definite value means that the time context of an event is referentially definite with 
respect to a reference time. Or to put this another way, the speaker is referring to a specific time 
relative to some reference time. A -Definite value means that the time context of an event is 
referentially indefinite with respect to some reference time. That is, reference is to a non-specific time 
relative to some reference time. The reference time is usually the time of utterance, so that events 
which are occurring at the present time, or which occurred earlier on the same day or on the previous 
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day, would be +Definite. Events in the remote past would be -Definite for the most part. There are 
redundancies in the system; for example, events which are denoted by a verb taking YP A inflection 
will be redun antly +Definite. Redundancies are not shown on the network diagram presented 
below. 
The features +Recent and -Recent need explaining. The +Recent category refers to events 
occurring at a rime in the recent past, but excluding the same day as the speech event. Such events 
will be redund,mtly +Definite, for the +Recent feature value obtains for events which are regarded as 
having occurred in a time context known to the participants in the speech act. Typically this will be 
within the last day or two, but it could be weeks, months or even years before. Because +Recent is 
used most commonly for events which took place yesterday, I have retained the label yP A (yesterday 
PAst) that Beulah Lowe coined (Lowe 1960) in her pedagogical grammar. But it must be borne in 
mind that 'yesterday' is to be interpreted in the sense of 'recent known time before today' .  The 
-Recent feature value then pertains to an event occurring either at a time in the -Definite past, or on the 
same day as the speech act (i.e. immediate past rather than recent past). 
TABLE 4.3 
SEMANTIC PEA TURE VALUES FOR DJINANG VERB INFLECTIONS 
Type of Category Feature Values 
Mood +Realis -Realis 
Mood +Imperative -Imperative 
Tense Future Present Past 
Tense +Recent -Recent 
Aspect +Continuous -Continuous 
Definiteness +Definite -Definite 
Within any one conjugation class, events in past time are not all marked by a single affix. The 
feature Past is not specific enough. In the preceding discussion we saw that Djinang speakers (and 
Yolngu people generally) have several categories of choice for events which occurred earlier than the 
time of utterance. The time context of a past event may be (a) earlier on the same day as the speech 
act, (b) at a specific known time earlier than the same day as the speech act (usually the previous day 
or within the previous few days, though it may be at a considerably earlier time) or (c) at a non­
specific or unknown time earlier than the same day as the speech act (which could be anything from a 
few days before, to thousands of years before). For the time context of situation (b) I use the feature 
+Recent. Thm, the features Recent and Defmite divide the past time line into three sections: { -Recent 
+Definite } refers to events on the same day as the speech act; { -Recent -Defmite } refers to events in 
the remote past or at an unknown time in the recent past; and { +Recent} refers to events at a known 
time in the recent past. As far as I know, all Yolngu languages split the past time line in precisely this 
way. 
In terms of the functional labels used in the previous sections, events in time context (a) are 
marked by TP A, TPC or TPI, in time context (b) they are marked by YPA or YPI, and in time context 
(c) they are marked by RPA, RPC or RPI. The use of discrete functional labels such as these permits 
a certain economy of description, but it is not as insightful as the use of features. To illustrate this, 
consider the functions RPA and TP A. These are marked, not by two different forms, but by one 
form. The labels given to these functions do not explain why two such apparently diverse tense 
distinctions should be marked by the one suffix. On the other hand, using features we see that the 
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relevant sufflx pertains to the -Recent feature value. To distinguish Remote versus Today categories, 
an increase in delicacy is called for. Thus a further feature of Definiteness differentiates between 
+Definite and -Definite temporal contexts as illustrated in the previous paragraph. 
It should be understood that the tense distinctions implied by these categories are mirrored in the 
lexicon by the distinctions obtaining between members of the set of temporal particles. For instance, 
the particle djuli 'before' (Djinba djuwaJi) refers to times which are earlier on the same day as the 
speech event. But biligi 'a  long time before' indicates a time in the indefinite (remote) past, while 
bilimi 'a while ago' indicates a definite time in the recent past. Similarly, the word gadjiri 
'yesterday' may be used in the context of times which are not just (literally) yesterday, but days or 
even weeks previously; in fact marri gadjiri little. bit yesterday 'recently' is a phrase used for events 
which have happened in recent (definite) past time. So the tense distinctions in the inflections of 
verbs are paralleled by temporal category distinctions implicit in the choice of a temporal particle. The 
parallelism goes even further than this; for just as RP A and TP A are marked by the same inflection, 
the temporal particle ngurrwagi (ngurrwakngi in some dialects) means either 'before' (on the same 
day as the speech act) or 'before' (in the indefinite remote past). It may also be used as a noun 
meaning ' the beginning' or ' the first one' .  (Interestingly, it can also be used in the context of 
indefmite remote future time - a use which may be a relic of a three-way cutting up of the future time 
line, as occurs in several other Yolngu languages.) 
TABLE 4.4 
SYSTEMIC NE1WORK FOR DJINANG VERBS 
[ +lmper -> IMP [ -Cont -> TPI 
-Realis -> Pres -> 
-Imper -> [ +Cont -> PRJ [ +Rec -> YPI 
Past -> [ -Def -> RPI 
-Rec -> 
+Def -> TPI 
-> Fut -> FUT [ -Cont -> TPA 
Pres -> 
+Realis -> +Cont -> PRES [ +R� -> YPA [ -Cont -> RPA 
Past -> [ -Def -> 
-Rec -> +Cont -> RPC [ -Cont -> TPA 
+Def -> 
+Cont -> TPC 
The -Continuous feature should not be interpreted as implying that an event so marked is 
punctiliar. The -Continuous feature really only means that the activity denoted by the verb is 
unmarked with respect to the feature Continuous. +Continuous is the marked value, and when this 
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feature obtain.s continuous aspect is indicated for the activity. But it does not follow that when 
-Continous obtains the activity is necessarily punctual; it is simply unspecified for aspect. We have 
already seen instances of this in the section on DUR marking (section 3.8). If TPA or RPA were 
necessarily punctual categories, then they would not obtain with DUR lengthening on the same verb. 
But TPA or RPA do in fact occur quite often with DUR marking, as exemplified by (222) and (225) 
in section 3 .8 .  One of the reasons why RPA or TPA is used with DUR lengthening in a narrative 
where we would have expected RPC or TPC to have been more appropriate is because RPC and TPC 
are often used to signal backgrounding of information. 
The more salient elements of a narrative are foregrounded, which usually means RPA or TPA 
inflections are used. Hence DUR lengthening may occur on both the continuous and non-continuous 
forms. Strategies for backgrounding in Yolngu languages need attention from Australianists. From 
the Djinang evidence it is possible that backgrounding correlates fairly closely with switches to 
continuous aspect within the backgrounded clause in other Yolngu languages. It is an important 
point. Indeed, discourse studies in Yolngu languages are called for because there are aspects of 
Yolngu grammars which are not yet satisfactorily explained. For example, in Heath's analysis of 
Dhuwal (1980b:39) he states (retaining his categories): 
There is a tendency for the PastRem to occur in contexts involving prolonged or 
habitual activities at a distant time in the past; however, there is a great deal of shifting 
back and forth within the same passage from Past to PastRem and vice versa and no sharp 
semantic: distinction can be made. 
Category shifts of this particular type occur in Djinang narrative, where the shift to what Heath 
calls Past signals an event which has the characteristic of obtaining over an extended period of time, 
(e.g. an habitual action or an existential reality), while the narrative itself is set in the remote past ­
which accounts for the use of PastRem. I discuss this kind of thing for Djinang narrative in section 
4.5.  
In Djinang, alternations between +Continuous and -Continuous inflections correlate to some extent 
with backgrounding and fore grounding, the former category being associated with backgrounded 
information. 1 am quite convinced that Y olngu languages do have strategies for fore grounding and 
backgrounding;; it is certainly there in Djinang. (And not just by verb inflection changes; consider the 
discussion of the particles miri and yarimi in section 3 . 19 and of biJapiJangi in section 3.6.) A 
deeper study is certainly called for, especially in the light of Tchekhoff and Zorc's statement 
(1983:872): 
From our analysis of the three discourse strategies, it does not look as if there were 
special means of foregrounding or backgrounding . . .  parts of discourse as opposed to 
other parts. This is contrary to what obtains in many other languages. 
That is a fairly strong statement, and possibly not appropriate - since I suspect that the 
backgrounding strategies they would have liked to have found probably occur only in a more 
comprehensive set of data than they examined for their study. 
Returning now to the discussion of the -Continuous feature, another example which illustrates its 
unmarkedness for the aspectual category is (304). To assert that one is hungry (at the time of 
utterance), one uses the TPA category. Being hungry is certainly not a punctual activity; it is a state. 
Nevertheless, to assert the fact of being hungry, TPA is used as in (304) . This use of TPA inflection 
to make an assertion which is true at the time of speaking is the normal pattern. An example from my 
field notes is nyani galng-walngi-ni 3sgNOM body-play-TPA 'he is happy'. As may be expected, 
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a negative assertion uses TPI with a NEG particle, a s  in ingki galngi djin walngirri-nyir NEG 
body 3plNOM play-TPI ' they are not happy' .  (Mismatch between tense categories and referential 
time occurs in English. The 'historical present', where present tense is used to refer to past time is an 
example. It is therefore not surprising that an Aboriginal language should exhibit a mismatch of tense 
and time as well.) 
(304) ngarri ngal-but-tji-li 
1sgNOM guts-loose-THEMSR-TPA 
I'm hungry. 
Table 4.4 presents the systemic network for Djinang verbs. The network illustrates well how the 
system has been skewed by the diffusion into Djinang of the Continuous versus Non-continuous 
aspectual distinction in the Today Past and Remote Past categories. The network is divided into two 
by the choice of realis value, but the aspectual choice of +Continuous or -Continuous for past time is 
relevant only to the +Realis value. 
Table 4.4 not only gives the systemic network, but includes realisation statements as well. These 
are given on the right of the table, and indicate how each valid path through the network finally is 
realised as a functional category from the set of categories previously defmed. 
The Table should be read as follows: 
-A -> [ B ­
C -
For a choice of value A, either value B or C may be chosen; that is, the notation represents disjunctive choices. No conjunctive choices are needed in the Djinang systemic network for verbal 
inflections. 
In Table 4.4 the reader will observe that I have not included a YPC (Yesterday Past Continuous) 
function. There are no synchronic grounds necessitating the establishment of such a category 
formally. To mark +Continuous aspect in the context of +Recent past time, Djinang can use an 
auxiliary verb or DIST reduplication. An auxiliary verb is also used to indicate +Continuous aspect 
with the irrealis categories YPI, RPI and TPI. 
Finally note that the Potential function, which in other Yolngu languages has a unique set of 
allomorphs, in Djinang is expressed using either FUT (for future time) or irrealis inflections (for non­
future time). See sections 4. 1 and 4.2 for details, and section 4.7 for some examples. 
4.4 FuTURE 
FUT is used to refer to future time in a majority of instances, but it has a variety of other functions 
as well. We need not cite further instances of FUT marking future tense; some examples occur in 
section 3. 15,  in (256), (260) and (267), and numerous further examples occur in earlier sections. 
One of the functions of FUT marking is to express a facilitative modality, as in English 'can do X' or 
'able to do X' .  An example of this occurred in (191) in section 3.6. 
Djinang does not distinguish proximate future from remote future, except by means of particles. 
One interesting use of the temporal particle ngurrwagi 'before' is to indicate indefinite remote future 
time. An example occurred as ( 1 30) in section 2. 1 2. Another example is (305) below. These are the 
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only examples I have of this particle being used to express indefinite remote future. This use of 
ngurrwagi may be less hard to understand when the following facts are taken into account. Recall 
that this particle: may be used to refer to times either earlier on the same day as the speech act or in the 
indefinite (remote) past. Also, in section 4.3 it was stated that many Yolngu languages have a three­
way time distinction for future time as well; the UNM verb suffix is used for 'Today-Future' (Lowe's 
' same-day future' ,  1960, lesson 1 1) and for 'Indefinite-Future' (lesson 1 1); while the 'Tomorrow­
Future' (lesson 7) uses POT inflection. Perhaps then ngurrwagi may be used in the context of any 
indefinite time reference, whether future or past. 
In (305), a dead relative watches a live grandchild eating a certain yam. When that person 
eventually dies, the dead relative will be waiting in the afterlife to tear open the grandchild's 'body' to 
get at the yams eaten long before. Example (305) is what the dead relative says when he sees the 
yams being eaten; clearly in this context indefinite remote future time is being referred to. 
(305) "Dirra-dji-li, mlglra-ri, manymak, 
eat-THEMSR-TPA SiDaCh-PROM okay 
ngurrwakng" 
before 
Ga-l bali-dji . . .  
And-1duincNOM die-PUT 
inma-rr marrka-ng 
2sgDAT- l sgNOM wait-FUT 
"Go ahead and eat, grandchild, I will wait for you indefinitely." And we die . . .  
{ 42: 1 2- 14}  
FUT may be used in  the context of  normative actions, such as  explanations of cultural or typical 
behaviour, or in procedural discourses. However, a procedural discourse may also be set in a past 
time context, in which case RPC would be the usual verb inflection. Text 43 is a procedural narrative 
set in past time, describing cultural behaviour, where RPC is used with the majority of verbs. The 
following text fragment is taken from text 44, which is also a procedural narrative describing cultural 
behaviour - in this case methods of trapping fish in small tidal streams. The narrative of text 44 is not 
set in future time, although future tense is used throughout. The focus of text 44 is the methodology 
of fish trap making, an activity no longer practised by Djinang people. In this text, time reference is 
unimportant. 
(306) lap··miy-gi, bumalng wik-wik-dji-g+a, 
open-CAUS-PUT [branchUNMJACC REDUP-toss-THEMSR-PUT+NF 
u yurryarr, a gu?-kukirr-dji. Yulku-nga . .  , 
[or grassUNMJACC - DIST-move.about-PUT Come.out-FUT+DIST 
bimtji-@ ngurrgima. 
do.thus-FUT same 
Ban, gaI}(ja-bi djiningi, 
On.the.one.hand thigh-OR thisUNM 
gaI]eJapini-nyir-bi, ban wurpi, ga djurr. 
make.trap-NMLSR-OR on.other.hand anotherUNM also woven.trapUNM 
(One) opens it, (one) throws away the branches or the grass, and (the fish) can get free. 
(The fish) escape, it's done that way. On the one side this is a fish weir. On the other 
side is the other (part of the weir) and a woven fish trap (in the middle). {44:25-30} 
A further use of future inflection is to indicate a polite Imperative pragmatic function. Previous 
examples of this are (259) in section 3 . 1 5, and (210) in section 3 .8 .  FUT can also be used for 
exhortations. The next two examples illustrate these uses: (307) for a polite imperative and (308) for 
an exhortation. 
(307) Ingki! Yirr-yirrpi-gi, a school-ili kiri-� 
(308) 
No REDUP-set-FUT and school-ALL go-FUT 
No! Settle (here) and he can go to school! (34:272-273) 
Yaku-mirrpm 
name-PERL 
giri-�-ban 
walk-FUT-TF 
Djesu-mirrpmi, ga djirri-dji-ban, ga 
Jesus-PERL and stand-FUT-TF and 
In the name of Jesus, stand up and walk! { 33:52} 
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It appears that FUT is the temporally least marked inflection. This may be illustrated by the 
following observations. It is not uncommon for FUT to be be used in a narrative set in a past time 
context. Similarly, FUT may sometimes be used in a present time context. FUT is the only inflection 
which may be used in lieu of past or present inflections, without changing the underlying time 
reference. It may be used instead of other inflections only when the time context is quite 
unambiguous. FUT used instead of past tense inflections may be seen in examples (1 5), (79) and 
( 143). FUT used in the context of a present punctiliar event occurs in (125) and (300), and used in 
the context of a present continuous event occurs in (50). Example (309) is another instance 
illustrating FUT used in a past time context; in this case, the context is remote past time, and the text 
genre is again procedural. Use of future tense in lieu of past or present inflections does not happen 
often, but often enough for it to warrant some attention, and it is important for procedural discourse. 
(309) gU!Jgi libi baltj-ny Irun, wali-gi-ban, 
[headUNM]NOM 1plexcNOM go.up-RPC like, food-DAT-TF 
milga]i-gi djin rar-ki kiri-�, djin 
cycad.nut-DAT 3plERG knead-FUT PROG-FUT 3plERG 
djaltjibi kiri-� . . . 
lift. up PROG-FUT 
We expectantly waited for the cycad nut food; they kneaded it, and they lifted it up (from 
leaching in water). . .  { 43:38-40 ) (lit. We raised our heads for . . . .  ) 
FUT inflection may occasionally be omitted, so long as it is recoverable from the context. A very 
common environment for the dropping of FUT inflection is preceding an auxiliary verb. Example 
(3 10) illustrates FUT elided from a verb, when it is clear that future time is being referred to. In this 
example, two totemic men were about to challenge each other to a duel with spears. One of them then 
uttered (3 10). Example (3 1 1) illustrates FUT inflection elided from the main verb when an auxiliary 
verb follows. A further example is (309) above, where the stem djaltjibi- ' lift up' occurs without 
FUT inflection. The same example shows that FUT is not always elided in this environment -
consider the verb and auxiliary rar-ki kiri-� knead-FUT PROG-FUT. Similarly for the two main 
verbs in (3 1 1 ) below. It is the FUT allomorph -gi of class 1 verbs that is regularly elided before a 
FUT-marked auxiliary verb; other allomorphs such as -ngi or -ki resist the elision. FUT -dji of 
class 3 verbs is almost never elided in this context. 
(3 10) ngili nyaliki-dji 
1duincNOM how-INCHO 
What will we do? { 19:5 1 }  (or How will we go about it?) 
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(3 1 1 ) nyuni yili-mirri gu?-kurrpi kiri-�, 
2sgERG again-PERL DIST-follow PROG-FUT 
nganaparra nyin nya-ng kiri-� 
[buffaloUNM]ERG 2sgACC see-FUT PROG-FUT 
You follow behind (me), the buffalo will concentrate on you. { 34:796-797 } 
In subordinate clauses, the subordinate verb may take future, present or past inflections. 
However, the least marked of these is the FUT inflection. This inflection obtains whenever temporal 
or aspectual nuances do not need to be signalled within the subordinate clause; examples occur in 
(25), (29 1)  and (3 12). Purposive subordinate clauses regularly take FUT inflection, though the event 
is not necessarily set in future time, for example ngarri inma yulgu-mi nyin nya-ngi 1 sgNOM 
2sgDAT come.to-YPA 2sgACC see-FUT 'I came in order to see you' .  
(3 12) nginibi djining ingki djal nibi 
1plexcNOM [thisUNM]DAT NEG desire [lplexcNOM 
maJ'rngirr-dji 
hear-FUT]DAT 
We do not like this (which) we hear. (32:59) 
There is no future irrealis marker in Djinang. With past time, irrealis forms may be used to 
express doubt or uncertainty as to whether an event obtained or not; or may be used to express 
hypotheticality ; or may occur with a NEG particle in the clause to assert the non-obtaining of an 
event. All these functions are possible for events in future time; but the FUT marker is used with 
Irrealis function in such a context. Example (3 13) illustrates FUT obtaining in contexts where doubt 
is clearly being expressed. In (3 13) the subordinate clause contains an irrealis inflection (PRI): the 
whole sentence is expressing doubt. Also, FUT may be used to express the Potential function, as in 
example (3 14). However it cannot be ruled out that in (3 14) the actor is making a simple prediction 'I 
will eat' mther lhan the potential 'I am about to eat'.  Both readings are perfectly correct. 
In the fIrst example, the father tells the son to sit, otherwise the wallaby he is about to stalk may 
see him as he attempts to climb up the rock on which the wallaby is sitting. In the second example, 
the wallaby has run away and the son has managed to injure it as it flees. The father has not seen 
this, but he has heard the noise of a broken spear being dragged along. Example (3 14) is what he 
then thinks. 
(3 13) djiji nyini-y, irri-ny nya-ng djirri-dji 
thisLOC sit-IMP 1sg-ACC see-FUT EXIST-FUT 
rirI'kiyan-ili baltji-wi 
rock-ALL climb-PRI 
Sit here, while it stands it may see me climbing the rock. { 34:615-617}  
(3 14) Ehl'eh walkiri-gir-angi djam lIT girra-dji-gi 
INTERJ son-OBL-GEN later 1sgERG eat-THEMSR-FUT 
maypal ran.gi+rri 
[meatUNM spear-TPA]ACC 
Ah-ha! Later I am about to eat my son's speared meat. { 34:647 } 
In example (3 15) the narrator was describing hypothetical events - creating a hypothetical situation 
in order to explain to me how a certain word may be used in a suitable context. In such a 
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circumstance, and especially when the FRAME particle bilangi is used, an Irrealis function obtains 
for the FUT inflection. Three more examples of this kind are (23), (38) and (77). 
(3 15) mir mitjiyang, ngunung bila bayim-dji-gi 
like [boatUNM]PROM thatUNM FRAME buy-THEMSR-FUT 
a yirrpi-gi mani-mirri . . .  
and set-FUT river-LOC 
For example a boat: suppose (you) buy it and moor it in the river . . .  {66:37-38 } 
FUT inflection used with NEG particles has already been cited - see examples (7 1), ( 135), (232) 
and (273). 
Finally, PUT inflection with Irrealis function may occur within a subordinate clause. See example 
(50), where FUT occurs in the complement of the verb 'see' ;  in this example, the speaker had doubt 
as to whether the father was coming or not. 
4.5 PRESENT CONTINUOUS AND YESTERDAY PAST 
(1)  Present continuous inflection 
The same forms mark present continuous (PRES) and yesterday past (YPA) inflections. The 
forms are -mi, -nmi and -� (or -rri after INCRO), for classes 1 , 2 and 3, respectively. These forms 
are cognate with the forms for UNM inflection in other Y olngu languages. When these forms mark 
PRES, then the feature +Continuous redundantly obtains. Several examples have already been cited 
in which PRES is used to indicate a continuous action in present time: some of these are (16), (36), 
( 1 1 2), ( 126), (236), (242), (243), (248) and (284). 
PRES is also used in the context of past time when the speaker is quoting the speech of others. 
Djinang (along with other Yolngu languages) has no productive means of quoting speech indirectly, 
and hence quotations are uttered as the original speaker would have spoken. Example (3 16) gives an 
instance of this; the actual utterance quoted was made by the narrator about twenty years previously. 
(3 16) HAma! Malu djini ngurrumi, wi!!i-� 
mummyUNM [daddyUNM]NOM thisUNM PERF return-PRES 
kiri-mi gum baja, djarak-nyirringi . . .  " 
PROG-PRES empty. handed spear-PRIV 
"Mum! Dad is now already on his way back empty handed and without spears .. . " 
{ 34:366 }  
A very common function of PRES inflection (and also YPA inflection) i s  to make a statement 
which indicates what is typical or characteristic of the referent. The referent may be a place, in which 
case the statement will usually be a statement of its location, a statement of its name or a characteristic 
of that particular place. Or the referent may be human or animate, in which case the statement gives 
information about a characteristic of the referent, or about the typical behaviour of the referent. 
(Morphy (1983:70) describes the equivalent function of Djapu UNM inflection.) Some examples 
which involve an inanimate referent are (1 80), (1 85), (226) and (296). Some examples involving 
animate referents are (21), (37) and (1 13). Example (3 17) is a further +HU example, where PRES is 
used to describe activities characteristic of a sorcerer. 
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(3 17) a ragalk ngunungi wurpi, nyanng-angi mir 
and [sorcererUNM]NOM [thatUNM differentUNM]NOM 3sg-GEN like 
warngarrinyi, bu-m gm-mi yul-ngi-nyi, 
what's.he.doUNM kill-PRES HABIT-PRES person-OBL-ACC 
Sorl;erers are different; as for them, what they do is to kill people. { 66:22} 
PRES inflection may also be used on verbs in subordinate clauses. When this obtains, it is the 
+Continuous fe.ature which is important. When used in a subordinate clause, PRES indicates a state 
which obtains as a characteristic of the head NP, as in (3 18). Further instances may be found in 
(270) and (284). 
(3 1 8) ga nyibi-wili-dji mir yul-dji dinggi djin 
and other-PL-PROM like man-PROM [dinghyUNM]ACC 3plERG 
ka(ii-nmi ga inydji+n karr-karrpi kira-@ . .  
possess-PRES and RECIP+3plERG REDUP-search PROG-FUT+DIST 
And others, men (who) possess dinghies, they will search thoroughly. { 66:44 } 
(2) Yesterday past inflection 
Because of the etymology of YPA and PRES, it would be expected that the functions of PRES 
inflection would be paralleled by the functions of YPA inflection. This is indeed the case, although I 
do not have an unambiguous instance of YPA in a subordinate clause (this is likely to be an accidental 
gap however). When YPA inflection obtains, the event so marked occurred in a time context which is 
+Definite with Jrespect to some reference time - usually the time of utterance. 
Some previous examples of YPA indicating an event in past time are (79) and (292). When YPA 
obtains, typically the event is unspecified for the continuous aspect feature, so that YPA can be used 
in the context iQf either punctiliar or continuous actions, when the time setting of the narrative is 
+Definite. So, for example, the verb 'bring' in (79) is inherently continuous, while 'tell' in (292) is 
inherently punctiliar. 
As with PRES inflection, YPA inflection may be used to express the typical behaviour or 
characteristic properties of a referent. Example (85) describes a place as the locale where the speaker 
and hearer sat under a coconut tree (this event occurred about a year earlier than the utterance); (285) 
describes a place as one which used to cause people to meditate. These are instances where the story 
as a whole is set in remote past time, and within that time context YPA is used. When this happens, 
what is in focus is that the event denoted by the verb is non-punctiliar, typically a habitual activity or 
continuing property of a referent. 
This brings us to a facet of Djinang grammar which is of some importance. When a narrative is set 
in a remote indefmite time context (so that RP A and RPC are the usual verb inflections in the story), 
occasionally the narrator will switch to YPA inflection. (This kind of tense shifting occurs in all 
Yolngu languages, not just Djinang.) 
Looking carefully at the context, we see that these switches are not random, nor are they mere 
performance slips. Instead, the switch to YPA inflection indicates that the event is being explicity 
signalled as +Continuous. Thus, this shift to YPA is a common way of indicating an event which, 
when it obtains, has the characteristic of being an existential reality for an extended period of time. 
Three excellent examples occur in story 19. That story is set in the Dreamtime, and remote past 
inflections (RPC and RPA) are used throughout, except for the instances to be described now. PRES 
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is used once, to describe the present location of a geopraphical feature. The other exceptions use 
YP A. The use of the TF clitic -ban in these examples precludes the possibility that the inflections are 
PRES rather than yP A. 
(3 19) biling bil ran.gi+rri, manymak, biling bug;, 
3duERG 3duERG spear+RPA okay 3duNOM [bloodUNM]NOM 
nyani bug;, a nyani bug;, a 
3sgNOM [bloodUNM]NOM and 3sgNOM [bloodUNM]NOM and 
ngunu-pan-gim rirrkiyan-ban ngu?-ngurri-� 
that-TF-EMPH [rockUNM]NOM-TF DIST-lie.down-YPA 
They speared (each other). Okay, their blood, his! blood and his2 blood (fell) and right 
then and there (their blood) kept on existing as rock. { 19: 17 -19}  
(320) nyani bug; galmi-ni, nyani bug; galmi-ni, 
3sgNOM [bloodUNM]NOM fall-RPA 3sgNOM [bloodUNM]NOM fall-RPA 
ngunu-pan ngu?-ngurri-� rirrkiyan, ngu ?-ngurri-�-ban 
that-TF DIST-lie-YPA [rockUNM]NOM DIST-lie-YPA-TF 
The blood of one fell, and the blood of the other fell, (and) right then and there it became 
rock (and) stayed that way then. { 19:65-66} 
(321)  bil ran.gi+rri, manymak nyani gapi gir-ali, 
3duERG pierce-RPA okay 3sgNOM [waterUNM]NOM come-RPA 
bi yulgu-ngili gapi, ngunu-pan-gim ngambul 
HITH come.out-RPA [waterUNM]NOM that-TF-EMPH [poolUNM]NOM 
dji?-tjarri-�, mi1)itji gapi 
DIST-stand-YPA [POOlUNM waterUNM]NOM 
The two (women) pierced (each other). Okay, water came, water came to the (surface 
and) at that very instant it there became a pool (or spring) of water. { 19:85-87 } 
It is clear from the use of words like ngunu-pan(-gima) 'right then and there' (or similar 
meanings) that a definite time is being referred to, and that at that time an event takes place which 
thereafter continues as an existential reality. In (319) and (320), two totemic men speared each other 
with spears - and this act is the temporal reference point for the action of the blood turning into (red) 
rock - and continuing to stay that way. In (321), two totemic women pierce each other with their 
digging sticks; this act likewise brings about the creation of a real world feature - a pool of water. A 
further example is (322): again the context is remote past time, and within that context the events of 
trapping and eating are being viewed as habitual activities, hence YPA (or RPC) is appropriate. 
(322) guyi djin ga1)cjapini-ny djin cjirra-dji-mi 
[fishUNM]ACC 3plERG trap-RPC 3plERG eat-THEMSR-YPA 
They were trapping fish (and then) eating them. { 34: 1 1 53 }  
-------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------,-
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4.6 PAST INFLECTIONS: REMOTE PAST, TODAY PAST, REMOTE PAST CONTINUOUS AND TODAY 
PAST CONTINUOUS 
( 1 )  Remote past and today past inflections 
These two homophonous inflections are very commonly used past tense inflections. TPA 
inflection is not often used in narrative, because few stories are set in the time context of the same day 
as the speech event. One story in which TPA is frequently used is story 35, which is a description of 
a fight which occurred earlier on the same day as the telling of the story. Most stories are set in the 
remote past, and hence RPA is extremely common in narrative. As explained earlier, in each 
conjugation class TP A and RP A have the same marking. Thus only the time context of a narrative as 
a whole distinguishes TP A from RP A. 
There is no need to give further examples of RP A inflection here. Some earlier examples which 
contain this inflection are (276), (280), (285), (290), (299), (3 19), (320) and (321).  
The following examples illustrate TPA and are taken from story 35. The section of the story 
which is cited contains a number of sequential actions; the two participants are fighting, but the 
younger man has the advantage. Notice the high incidence of non-thematic verbs (Le. uninflected 
stems), which add colour to the narrative. The COMPL particle at the end of the section signals 
termination of the description of the young man's actions, rather than termination of the fighting. 
(The following clauses introduce a new participant, who comes to try to break the fight up, and who 
hits the antagonists with his woomera as they continue to fight.) 
(323) bat marr-ngil+a, a bat ngu+li, galmi-ni, 
pickup pick.up-TPA+NF and throw throw+TPA fall.down-TPA 
a djarri-nyini, djarri-nyin+a, a madjirri, bat 
and. stand-TP A stand-TPA+NF and again pick.up 
pirrirr-dj-ny, pirrirr-dj-ny, pururr pururr, 
twist-TIffiMSR-TPC twist-TIffiMSR-TPC twist twist 
{lubuk, bat ngu+l+a, a girri 
cany throw throw+TPA+NF and COMPL 
(The young fellow) picked him up, and threw him, and fell over. He (Le. the young 
fellow) stood up, he stood and once more picked him up, and was then twisting (his 
neck). He twisted, and twisted, carried him, and threw him. { 35:57-62 } 
TP A inflecti.on may also be used in the context of present time. An instance was given in section 
4.3, example (304). One uses TPA in this way to make a statement which is true immediately 
preceding the time of utterance and which is still true at the time of utterance. It is very commonly 
used for making experiential statements such as 'I'm tired' or 'I'm hungry' or 'I'm sick' or 'I'm sad', 
for example irr yarr-kin-dji-ni 1 sgNOM ??-PROP-INCHO-TPA ' I'm tired' and irr wargugu-dji­
ni I sgNOM sad-INCHO-TPA 'I'm sad' .  
TP A inflection and RP A inflection may each be used in subordinate clauses. Instances of this have 
already been given. Two examples with RPA in the subordinate clause are (273) and (285); two with 
TPA are ( 132) and (3 14). TPA or RPA (rather than FUT) are used in a subordinate clause when the 
speaker wishes merely to view the event as completed - rather like the function of Greek aorist tense. 
RPA used in the same context likewise indicates just that the event is completed, though in past 
remote time. For both RPA and TPA used in a subordinate clause, aspect is unmarked, so that there 
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is no implication of duration of the activity indicated by the subordinate clause (other than whatever 
inherent aspect categories obtain in the verb). To indicate duration explicitly in the subordinate 
clause, TPC or RPC would be used instead. 
(2) Remote past continuous and today past continuous inflections 
These homophonous inflections are the +Continuous counterparts of RPA and TPA inflections. 
Hence, in any past time narrative, TPC and TPA will be found throughout the text, according to the 
speaker's need (or lack of need) to signal temporal continuity of an action. For a narrative set in 
remote past time, RPC and RPA will be found to alternate in this way. Similarly to TPA and RPA, in 
each conjugation RPC and TPC are marked by the same form. Section 4. 1 discusses the etymology 
of the TPC and RPC inflections, which are Djinang innovations due to the influence of prefixing 
languages to the west of Djinang. 
Example (323) above illustrates TP A alternating with TPC, the latter inflection occurring twice, on 
the verb pirrirri-dji- twist-THEMSR-. Clearly the twisting was an event which took place over a 
span of time; while the actions of throwing, falling and picking up were punctiliar. Numerous 
instances of RPC have already been given. Some instances from previous sections are (276), (282), 
(288), (293), (295), (297), (298) and (309); example (324) is a further example. Notice that the 
pronoun nyani 3 sg is used to refer to a group consisting of a number of members of a -HU species. 
The third person singular pronoun is commonly used this way, even though the reference is to plural 
participants. In (325) the pronoun is used similarly, but referring to a +HU group. 
(324) nyani gurrumba galbi nYJnl-ny, gus-gima 
[3sgNOM gooseUNM 10tsUNMJNOM sit-RPC [goose-EMPH 
gurrumba 
gooseUNM] NOM 
Many geese were sitting (there). { 22:46} 
TPC examples are less numerous in my database, for the same reason as given above for the 
comparative scarcity of TPA examples. I will give some instances of TPC, again from story 35. At 
this point in the narrative, the speaker has already briefly mentioned the fight, but states (325) as a 
digression before continuing to describe the fight in detail (he was not an eyewitness). Notice the use 
of the third person singular pronoun referring to a group of people standing near the office while 
watching the fight. This example also illustrates backgrounding (already mentioned in 4.3), to be 
discussed next. 
(325) a nyan+a, bilngga djani-nyi, mala, ngunu-ku 
and 3sgNOM+NF 3duDAT stand-TPC COL that-DAT 
office-mirri, nyun+a, marrbi-na nginibi 
office-LOC 2sgNOM+VOC not.present-TPC IplexcNOM 
marrbi-ni, nginibi djini-ngir warngarri, 
not.present-TPC IplexcNOM this-ABL [what's.his.nameUNM 
l-iwangu-r, nyini-ny 
J.:,iwangu-ERGJERG sit-TPC 
There was a group from the office standing watching them, you were not present, we 
were not present; we were sitting on this side (of the town) with J.:,iwangu. { 35 : 15-17}  
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It was stated above that TP A can be used in a present time context, to make a factual statement 
about a state which has its inception earlier than the time of the utterance and which still obtains at the 
time of the utterance, for example ' I'm hungry' or ' I'm cold' .  I have just one example, (326), of 
TPC used in what appears to be a similar way. This clause comes from a hypothetical story made up 
by an informant to explain the meaning of a word. In the story, a man hunts others away when they 
try to take food which does not belong to them, and (326) is part of what the man says to them as 
justification fOor commanding them to go away. Contextual present time is indicated, as the deictic 
djining makes clear. The interpretation of this utterance would therefore be as for TP A in the same 
context, except that the speaker is overtly marking the state as prolonged. 
(326) djining ngalbirki liny gukirri-nyi 
thisUNM hungry IduexcNOM walk.about-TPC 
Now we are going about hungry. { 66:89 } 
(3) Discourse functions of RPC and TPC inflections 
(a) Backgrounding 
A further function of RPC and TPC is to mark information as 'background' information. An 
example of this using TPC occurred in (325) above, where the cited text portion is a digression in the 
description of the fight. Backgrounding is a discourse level feature, and to fully validate the claim 
that TPC and RPC may be used to indicate backgrounding requires more space than is available in 
this book. One: example will have to suffice for the present, as given in the following paragraph. 
Most instarlces of RPC or TPC mark continuous aspect, as explained earlier in this section. 
However some instances mark background information; this may be just a clause or two in length, or 
quite a lengthy section of a narrative. Some examples of backgrounding occur in the cited portion of 
text 32. Consider sections (7) and (8) of text 32, where RPC inflection obtains. The section 
numbered (6) introduces Silas and Paul, while (7) to (1 1 )  give background information about them: 
(7) states that they had accepted (i.e. placed their faith in) God; (8) states that he had given them a 
promise; (9) states that He had not come to them; (10) and ( 1 1 )  state that the Holy Spirit and faith had 
come to them. The story proper begins at section ( 1 2). Sections (7) to (1 1 )  are clearly background 
information. Although RPA inflection occurs in ( 1 2), RPC inflection is used in clauses (7) and (8). 
(Sections (9) and ( 10) exhibit RPI inflections, which are unspecified for continuous aspect.) The 
events involved in sections (7) and (8) are the accepting of God and the giving of a promise, both of 
which are inherently punctual. The narrator is not stating that Paul and Silas were continuing to 
accept God and that God was continuing to give promises; instead the narrator is merely indicating the 
beginning of a section of narrative containing background information. 
Another instance of RPC used to indicate backgrounding occurs in (32:89-90). (RPC inflection 
also occurs in the context preceding these two sections, but there it marks +Continuous aspect for 
events belonging to the main theme.) 
(b) Procedmal discourse 
Procedural discourse may use FUT inflection, as has been stated earlier. However, when a 
procedural narrative is set in remote past time, and therefore deals with cultural or typical behaviour of 
ancestors or totemic beings, RPC inflection is used. In this context it may be translated as 'X used to 
do Y' or simply as 'X did Y'.  Story 43 is a procedural narrative explaining how women used to 
process cycad nuts. Several sections of this story have already been cited. The story is in two parts: 
the first 79 sections describe how women used to process the nuts to make flour. With just a couple 
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of exceptions - see (279) and (280) - all the verbs in this part of the story are inflected with RPC. 
Taking the examples in order of occurrence in the text, see ( 1 38), ( 1 3),  ( 198), ( 101 ), (309), (280) 
and ( 1 62). The second part of the story contrasts the present state of affairs with that obtaining in the 
past. This part of the story begins at section (80) and continues to the end. In this part, events are set 
in the context of present time and mostly take FUT inflection. (This use of FUT has been explained 
earlier, in section 4.4.) Two examples from this part of the story are (18)  and ( 1 68). 
It is unlikely that TPC can be used in a procedural discourse or in a discourse dealing with 
normative behaviour or hypothetical events. In the procedural discourses which I have recorded, 
either FUT or RPC categories obtain. Normative or hypothetical behavioUr generally uses FUT 
inflection; and in one case (where hypothetical events are involved), TPI is used. 
4.7 IMPERATIVE AND PRESENT AND PAST IRREALIS INFLECTIONS 
(1)  Imperative 
In Djinang, the IMP inflection is homophonous with PRI and YPI inflections (in Djinba, IMP is 
marked differently than the latter two inflections). Hence in Djinang, the form of the IMP suffix 
indicates the conjugation class of the verb unambiguously. The suffixes are -wi, class 1 ;  -rri, class 2; 
and -yi, class 3. 
There are three pragmatic functions of IMP inflection: one is to give a strong command (if 
addressed to a second person); another is its use as a hortative (if addressed to a first person(s»; and 
the third is to make an emphatic statement expressing strong disapproval. 
Some examples of IMP used as an imperative are (43), (50), (86), (145), ( 179) and (3 1 3). 
Example (327) is a negative imperative, where IMP functions both as an irrealis inflection, and as an 
imperative. (In Djinba, this would be expressed by a NEG particle and POT inflection.) The scope 
of the initial NEG particle extends to the second clause. (Extension of the scope of NEG marking to 
subsequent clauses is a feature of Djinang grammar which occurs not infrequently.) NEG may 
similarly occur with FUT marking to express a polite negative imperative. The verb in non-future 
NEG clauses must always take an irrealis inflection (Le. PRI, YPI, TPI or RPI). Negative imperative 
clauses are an exception to the latter. Note that there is ambiguity between IMP and PRI or YPI so 
that, for example, ingki bini-yi { 65:43 } can be glossed NEG do. thus-IMP 'do not do it that way! '  
or 'do not say that! ' NEG do.thus-PRI '(he) i s  not doing it that way' or ' (he) i s  not saying that', or 
NEG do.thus-YPI '(he) did not do it that way' or ' (he) did not say that'.  
(327) ingki-ban bil-ny-ildji walu-wi a nyaliki-dji-y 
NEG-TF 3du-ACC-2plERG swear-IMP and however-INCHO-IMP 
mari bilng-ildji djama 
[troubleUNM]ACC 3duDAT-2plERG make 
Don't swear at them nor by any means make trouble for them. (32: 155- 156) 
A previous example of IMP used as a hortative appeared in (84). Two more examples of IMP 
used this way are given below. IMP does not occur in subordinate clauses, except that it may occur 
in direct quotations, such as in (328). 
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(328) iml wangi-ni "ll. gubi-yi, yuwirdji-ngir-gi 
1 sgPAT say-RPA 1duincERG leave-IMP new-OBL-DAT 
i1 mili-ki" 
1duincNOM look.for-FUT 
He said to me, "Let's leave it (and) look for a new one". { 34:665-667 } 
(329) "ngiy, yili-mirri lim kiri-wi" 
INTERJ again-PERL 1plincNOM walk-IMP 
"Yes. Let us follow after (you)." { 34:897 } 
Example (330) illustrates IMP used to express disapproval. The example comes from story 35, 
the description of the fight mentioned previously. At this point in the story, a relative is trying to 
intervene to stop the fight and shame the men into submission. The last instance of IMP is the one we 
are concerned with. The speaker is not commanding the antagonists to shame him, but rather he is 
making an emphatic statement expressing disapproval, to the effect that their actions are bringing him 
shame. 
In the first clause the -yi suffix is probably PRI rather than IMP. The narrator is expressing doubt 
as to the existe:nce of feelings of shame in the antagonists, as a means of shaming them (otherwise a 
realis inflection would have been used). The last clause contains the form nyin- which is a rare 
reduced form of the pronoun nyuni 2sgNOM. (A reduced pronoun as semantic subject is commonly 
used in clause··final position in equational (verbless) clauses of the type 'X (is) Y' .) The following d 
phoneme is epenthetic and regularly occurs between a word-final alveolar nasal and a following 
word-initial i vowel. Note that after the reduced pronoun the following pronoun irra 3sgDAT is 
phonologically bound to it, even though grammatically there is a clause break between these two 
pronouns. The final word gU1)i-yi 1 sgDAT shame-IMP also requires further explanation. The root 
gU1)i- shame-, to be strictly grammatical, should have had INCHO -dji as a first order suffix (as in 
the first clause). Its omission here is an instance of a performance error which occasionally obtains. 
(330) "n.rali kU1)i-dji-yi! yul nyini-y! yul 
whereUNM shame-INCHO-PRI [manUNM]NOM sit-IMP [manUNM]NOM 
nyini-y! ... "yul nyin-dirra gU1)i-yi! "  
sit··IMP [manUNM]NOM 2sgNOM- 1sgDAT shame-IMP 
"�rhere's your shame! Be a man !  Be a man !" . . .  "You're a man, (you) shame me!" 
{ 3:5 :69-70,73 } 
(2) Present and past irrealis inflections 
As has been stated above, a NEG particle conditions the occurrence of an irrealis inflection on the 
verb (provided there is a verb in the clause); in the case of FUT inflection, an Irrealis function obtains 
even though not marked on the surface. Examples of NEG conditioning irrealis may be seen in ( 1 8), 
( 1 64), (270), (27 1)  and (276); further examples need not be cited here. 
The essential characteristic of an irrealis inflection is that the event denoted by the verb did not 
obtain. Alternatively, an irrealis inflection indicates that there is doubt or uncertainty in the speaker's 
mind that the event did or will obtain (see ( 1 93), for example). Negative clauses therefore 
obligatorily take irrealis inflections. Clauses which express doubt, uncertainty or hypotheticality will 
also take irrealis inflections (but no NEG particle). Irrealis inflections also may obtain when the 
speaker is tal¥ing about normative or cultural actions, which people typically do. (In the latter 
instance, irrealis inflections are not obligatory. As discussed in the preceding sections, FUT or RPC 
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may be used instead.) Irrealis inflections are also used in protasis-apodosis constructions, as in ( 190) 
and ( 19 1).  
Irrealis inflections may also be used to express potentiality of an event obtaining, as in (3 14). 
Potentiality is somewhat problematical: it is sometimes difficult to distinguish between irrealis being 
used to express doubt and irrealis used to express potentiality (i.e. 'about to do X'). Recalling that 
earlier POT marking was lost and the Potential function was merged with the irrealis categories (see 
sections 4.1 and 4.2), the interpretation of irrealis inflections is therefore sometimes ambiguous when 
no NEG particle is present. (One may unambiguously signal the Potential function by a particle such 
as djini-guyum this-later 'on the verge of', 'about to do'.) Three fairly clear examples of Potential 
function being marked by an irrealis inflection alone are (33 1 )  (332) and (333). The frrst was uttered 
while I was sitting talking to my language teacher. He looked up and saw a stranger alighting from 
the local bus, some two hundred metres away. The second is one in which clearly only a Potential 
interpretation fits the context. It can hardly mean *"Whom will I see? I may be seeing (at the present 
moment) the workers. II The FUT inflection of the frrst clause implies the event of seeing is imminent, 
hence a Potential function obtains. Similarly with (33S), only a Potential function makes sense there. 
(33 1 )  wari yulgu-w 
whoNOM come.to-PRI 
Who is about to arrive? { 6S:30} 
(332) wIrl-nyi-rr nya-ngi? 
who-ACC- 1 sgERG see-FUT 
a djining djama-gil)-pili dji+ny-irr nya-wi 
and [thisUNM work-PROP-PL]ACC 3pl+ACC- 1 sgERG see-PRI 
Whom will I see? I am about to see the workers. { 66: 121-l 22 }  
In (333) the contextual time reference i s  future time, and RPI i s  being used to express 
hypotheticality. Similarly, TPI can be used in the context of present time, as in (334). The Present 
function is +Continuous, so that when -Continuous is required in the context of present time, TPI is 
used instead. 
(333) (. .. ) bintji maliri bil yulgu-nyir 
otherwise nightUNM 3duNOM escape-RPI 
( . . .  ) otherwise they may escape in the night (32:90) 
(334) nyani mil)-dj-nyiri 
3sgNOM cold-INCHO-TPI 
He may become cold. 
Irrealis inflections may apparently also obtain in subordinate clauses. I have few examples of this, 
but two instances occur in (SO) and (3 1 2). It seems that there are no grammatical constraints 
involved; rather, the conditions required for the use of an irrealis inflection in a subordinate clause 
obtain only rarely. 
In section 4.S it was explained that YPA may obtain in the context of remote indefinite time, 
provided the event denoted by the YPA-marked verb is contextually defmite. That is, provided events 
in the narrative define a +Definite time reference for the obtaining of the event marked by yP A. The 
same is true of YPI. The following example illustrates YPI used in the context of remote indefinite 
past time. In this example also, YPI is used with Potential function. The narrator has just explained 
how he had searched for his listener (many years before) at a camp which turned out to be deserted. 
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He states that perhaps the people had gone to Maningrida. Then he states (335). He is telling his 
listener that if at that time the people had been in the immediate area, then he and those with him 
would immediately have come to them. 
(335) inma liny gunydjirri-w kiri-w+a, liny 
2sgDAT 1 duexcNOM go.quickly-YPI PROG-YPI+NF 1duexcNOM 
mili-ny kiri-ny+a, liny mili-ny kiri-ny+a, 
look.for-RPC PROG-RPC+NF 1duexcNOM look.for-RPC PROG-RPC+NF 
O"Jtji-(J ngunung gurrbi 
[Ga!tji-LOC thatUNM placeUNMkoc 
w(� were about to run after you - we were looking and looking (for you); at Ga!tji, at that 
place. { 34:998- 1 00 1 } 
Lastly, as is mentioned in sections 3. 1 1  and 4. 1 ,  the NMLSR inflection is homophonous with the 
TPI and RPI inflections. This is true in Yolngu languages generally. 
CHAPTER S 
SYNTAX 
This chapter deals with Djinang syntax, including noun phrases and the verb complex. As for the 
previous chapters, comparison will occasionally be made with Morphy's analysis of Djapu. The fIrst 
section will deal with noun phrases, the second will deal with the verb complex, the third with 
clauses, the fourth with verbless clauses and the last with sentences and higher levels. 
Because of the phenomenon of 'free word order' ,  it is not very helpful to characterise syntactic 
structures in Djinang according to the principles of immediate constituent analysis. For any posited 
structure, there will always be grammatical exceptions to it; 'word order' is only sometimes a helpful 
concept. It is true that there is considerably more freedom of distribution for constituents of any 
posited unit than for languages which mark grammatical relations using word order. But it is not true 
to assume from this that there are no ordering principles in the language or that ordering principles 
may be violated without changing meaning or without producing an ungrammatical sentence. Where 
order of constituents is variable, it is usually still possible to make useful generalisations in terms of 
the distribution of types of information, rather than the distribution of word classes; that is, to state 
structure in functional rather than formal terms. 
5. 1 NOUN PHRASES 
NPs in Djinang are structured very similarly to NPs in other Yolngu languages, including Djapu. 
Morphy (1983:82-87) gives an account of Djapu NPs which, excepting lexical differences, is almost 
an account of Djinang NPs. This is hardly surprising considering the close genetic ties between 
Yolngu languages. Nevertheless, there are some differences between the two languages in terms of 
the structure of NPs and the patterns of case marking which obtain. 
As we shall see later, it is possible in Djinang (and in any Yolngu language for that matter) for very 
long nominal constructions to be used to refer to participants. These constructions, or expressions, 
may be discontinuous, the verb complex typically intervening between the two parts. There are two 
possible ways of analysing these nominal constructions: one way assumes that each such expression 
consists of one superordinate NP which dominates several subordinate NPs; the other way assumes 
that such expressions are appositive NP constructions, with no dominating NP. The facts favour the 
latter view. For example, there are no markers of subordination of one NP to another; each 
appositive NP is a valid and suffIcient NP structure in itself. In the context of actual speech events, 
speakers very obviously build word pictures of discourse participants by juxtaposing an indefmite 
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number of NPs, each of which refers to the same participant and adds further descriptive detail to 
what has gone before. Each appositive NP is characteristically delimited by pause, and other 
constituents (such as the verb complex) may be interposed between successive NPs which refer to the 
same participant (or even between parts of a single NP). Case, when it occurs overtly, may occur in 
any one or mor'e of the NPs which are in juxtaposition; often it occurs in just one of them, and which 
one it will OCCUI in is not predictable. If it were predictable, we may have grounds for assuming that 
NP to be superordinate and the others subordinate to it. For reasons such as these, I prefer the 
second view to the fIrst. Therefore, in order to refer to these appositive NP constructions in some 
consistent way, I use the term 'complex referential expression' (CRE). This means a stretch of 
speech, possibly discontinuous, comprising two or more NPs, each of which refers to the same 
participant. 
In Djinang, an NP may consist of one or more constituents, one of which must function as the 
head of the NP. One variation from Djapu is that in Djinang it is comparatively rare for more than one 
nominal of a multinominal NP to be marked for the same case. Repetition of the case marker is more 
likely to occur for local cases (PERL, ALL, ABL and LOC), to a lesser extent for ERG, INSTR and 
GEN cases, to a much lesser extent for DA T or OR and rarely for ACC. Djinang frequently marks 
case only once for each complex referential expression - no matter how complex the internal structure 
of that expressj,on is. In fact, the more complex the referential expression, the less likely is the same 
case to be used more than once within it. Most instances of repeated case marking within the one 
constituent involve just two nominals in a single NP. We shall see examples illustrating these 
comments later. 
Yolngu languages permit discontinuous constituents and this is especially prevalent in complex 
referential expressions. Both Djinang and Djapu commonly utilise discontinuous constructions when 
the complex referential expression has numerous constituents; typically a pronoun, or perhaps a 
minimal NP, will occur in pre-verbal position, and in post-verbal position there will occur the head, 
or one or more constituents modifying the pre-verbal constituent - these modifying constituents may 
themselves be NPs. For example, (32: 18)  illustrates a single discontinuous NP. Preceding the verb 
complex there occurs the pronoun and anaphoric deictic, and after the VC occurs the head. And 
(32:21 )  has a !:imilar discontinuous NP (lacking the anaphoric deictic in this instance). In (32:32) 
there occurs a complex referential expression which is discontinuous. Preceding the VC occurs the 
NP ngunung djanguny 'that story' ,  and following the VC occurs the other NP ngunung 
wanngirnyaki!'Jing ' the one having saving (power) ' .  
In Djinang, the basic mechanism for creating complex nominal structures is apposition. 
Expressions of this type typically contain up to eight words, occasionally more. For example, 
consider the following expression, which immediately follows the verb complex (VC) and is found in 
(32:87-88) :  lIgunung, bala, ngunu warngarriny, prisoner-bi bala ngunu wana thatUNM 
houseUNM thatUNM whafs.its.nameUNM prisoner-OR house-OR thatUNM bigUNM 'that large 
building for prisoners' .  This particular expression is also covertly marked for ACC case. The 
expression involves three NPs in apposition, each NP adding descriptive detail to what has gone 
before. Earlier in this book I used the term 'descriptive appositional NP' for NPs used like this. 
Morphy (1983) lists various permitted constituents of an NP. It is worthwhile to repeat her list 
here, since the same set of constituents can be found in Djinang NPs. Where possible I direct the 
reader to examples previously cited which illustrate the various constituents. 
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(a) head function manifested by two or more nominals having generic-specific relationship: 
wali-gi-ban, milgaJi-gi food-DAT-TF cycad.nut-DAT in (309). 
(b) pronoun (with or without other nominals) : biling bucji 3du bloodUNM 'their blood' in (3 19). 
(c) nominals modifying the head: ngunyili bungga wa-Ii-ban, wana-Ii yul-iIi ngunung, 
ngurrgawaJangu djina thatALL boss-ALL-TF big-ALL man-ALL thatUNM leaderUNM 3plDA T 
'to that boss, to that important man, to their leader' (32:54-5). This complex referential expression 
has three NPs, the heads being bunggawa, yul and ngurrgawalangu, and the modifying nominals 
being deictics, a noun and a reduced pronoun. 
(d) a dual or plural modifier (note that in Djinang these have become suffixes): yul-mirIpiJi, 
yulbininggili, girrarrk-mirrpiJi man-PAUC manUNM twoUNM big.name-PAUC 'two 
important-named men' { 19 :2 } .  
(e) a numeral : see above and also bininggili wagirri twoUNM crowUNM 'two crows' 
{ 20:91 } .  
(f) a deictic (either manifesting the head and functioning as a demonstrative pronoun or modifying 
the head and functioning as a deictic determiner): ngunu thatUNM in ( 1 34) functioning as 
demonstrative pronoun; djining yul-mirrpiIi thisUNM man-PAUC 'these two men' in (32:48) 
functioning as a deictic determiner, and similarly gurrbi-w ngunung place-SPEC thatUNM 'that 
specific place' in (32:91). 
(g) an inalienably possessed part: ngirk-irri-ny djin minigi-m boneUNM- 1 sg-ACC 3plERG 
carry-PRES 'they are carrying my bones' (lit. 'bone me they are carrying') in { 50:333 } .  
(h) a genitive qualifier: nyanng-a ganydjarr-mirrpm 3sg-GEN power-PERL 'through his 
power' in ( 146). 
(i) noun-PROP as a modifying nominal: ngunung djanguny VC ngunung wanngir-nya­
kiging thatUNM storyUNM VC thatUNM save-NMLSR-PROP (VC = Verb Complex) 'that story' 
VC 'that one having saving (power) ' in (16). 
G) a quantifying nominal: . . .  yidjipila, bukmak-ban nibi . . . childrenUNM all-TF Iplinc ' . . .  and 
the children, (in fact) everybody . .  . '  in { 22: 170 } .  
(k) a n  indefinite determiner: . . .  wiJi ngunu-pilangi-r. . .  whoERG that-INDEF-ERG 
' .. . whoever . .  .' in ( 187). 
(1) a locational qualifier: gambicji baJa-miTr insideUNM house-LOC 'inside the house' in ( 122). 
Not only do the same constituents occur as in Djapu, but the same constraints on distribution also 
obtain in the majority of cases. Hence, if a pronoun occurs in an NP, then it is always the initial 
constituent of the NP. Nominals having a modifying function may occur either before or after the 
head, though there is a strong tendency for GEN-marked nominals to precede the head. Deictic 
modifiers may precede or follow the head, but there is a preference for pre-head position except when 
the head is manifested by a pronoun. Also, a deictic generally will be contiguous to the head, 
whether in pre-head position or post-head position. Adjectival nominals may precede or follow the 
head, though post-head position seems to be slightly preferred. 
There is a general ordering principle within the NP: that generic elements precede specific 
elements. The requirement that a pronoun, if present, be the first constituent is an example of this 
ordering principle. Similarly, the high incidence of the deictic ngunung (having demonstrative 
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pronoun function) in NP-initial position is another example of the principle. This ordering principle 
may extend over clauses, as well as within the NP. Consider (336), where the subject reference is 
made progressively more definite with each clause. The first and second subject NPs are pronouns, 
the next involves nouns and the last NP gives the names - which in this case are animal names, since 
the story is from the Dreamtime. 
(336) biling bil nyini-nyi, biling bil nyini-ny, 
3duNOM 3duNOM sit-RPC 3duNOM 3duNOM sit-RPC 
bunggawa-mirrpili, mir ngurnjawalangu-mirrpili 
[boss-PAUC like 1eader-PAUC 
bil'ing bil nymI-ny, warngarri, Warpurr, 
3dI.lNOM]NOM 3duNOM sit-RPC [what's.their.nameUNM PossumUNM 
W,flgirri, biling bil nymI-ny, 
CrtOwUNM 3duNOM]NOM 3duNOM sit-RPC 
They were sitting, they were sitting, two bosses, that is, two leaders, they were sitting; 
what's their name - Possum and Crow, they were sitting. { 20: 1 -4 }  
It i s  possible for a deictic marked with the COMPL affix and functioning a s  an anaphoric 
determiner to occur in the same complex referential expression as a deictic Oacking the COMPL affix) 
having a Deictic Determiner function. An example occurs in (208): nyani ngunu-kirri, ngunung 
prisoner djalGl-gil)ing 3sg that-COMPL thatUNM prisonerUNM help-PROP 'that aforementioned 
prisoner caretaker' . This is best viewed as two NPs in apposition, the first being nyani ngunu­
kirri. Another example, almost identical, occurs in (32: 100). 
As stated above, discontinuous NPs or discontinuous complex referential expressions are quite 
common. This is especially true when deictics are present, and very often the deictic is manifested in 
each part of the discontinuous expression. This repetition of the deictic should be considered as 
having a cohesive function, as well as functioning as either a deictic determiner or a demonstrative 
pronoun, as the case may be. For example, consider the following discontinuous expression, where 
VC represents the position of the verb complex: 
(337) . . . 11gunu VC chain ngunung+a, ga warngarriny+a, 
th tUNM VC chainUNM thatUNM+NF and so.and.soUNM+NF 
I)U ga gumbirri gUl)djirr-mirrpili . . .  
footUNM and handUNM wrist-PAUC 
. . .  that one VC the chains, (on) feet and hands, both wrists . . .  (32:96-97) 
In this complex referential expression, the pre-verbal instance of ngunu 'that' functions as a 
demonstrative pronoun, and the post-verbal occurrence of ngununga ' that' in the appositional NP 
after the VC has a cohesive function, indicating semantic linkage to the pre-verbal demonstrative 
pronoun. Below I present some discontinuous NPs to illustrate the phenomenon. VC represents the 
position of the Verb Complex. The examples are taken from story 32 and the glosses may be seen 
there. Note also that ACC case occurs only once in the fifth and the last examples. 
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(32:33) ngunung gurrbi ve ngirki ga nginmili-ny 
(32:44) djani ngunu 
(32:5 1 -52) djini-wil-tji . . .  
ve 
ve 
ngunung miyilk-ang djama-gi1)-pili 
ngunu wurpa-pi yul-bi 
(32:52) rrupiya 
(32:54) ngunu 
(32:60) djin-gira-pi 
(32:95) djabir 
ve 
ve 
djanguny ve 
ve 
wana 
Paul-nyi ga Silas 
a wurpa-pi wurpa-pi 
djabir ngunung 
This is just a sample list,; many more examples of discontinuous referential expressions may be 
seen in the same story. Usually it is the ve which interrupts a referential expression, though it can be 
other constituents (with or without the Ve), as in (32:52). See also (354) in section 5.3, where both 
the Agent and Object constituents are discontinuous, and which also contains a relative clause. This 
example illustrates the considerable complexity that can be attained if many coreferential NPs are 
juxtaposed to form complex referential expressions. 
None of the enumerated potential constituents of an NP is obligatory. There must be a constituent 
manifesting the head for an NP to be present in surface structure; but the head may be ftlled by any of 
the enumerated constituents - except for the PL or PAUe affixes of course. If either PL or PAUe 
occurs, it is affixed to a noun or deictic. 
Djinang, like Djapu and a number of other Australian languages (Morphy 1983:87), has an NP 
construction in which a first or second person non-plural pronoun is used, and only a subset of the 
referents of the pronoun is further specified by one or more nominals (typically names). This is 
because for first or second person pronouns one of the referents (or a group) is fully delimited by the 
pronoun. For example, the pronoun ngilinyi 1duexc 'we two' necessarily includes the speaker, 
while the pronoun nyumi 2du 'you two' necessarily includes the addressee. In such circumstances, 
further marking is required only to make definite the other participant(s) not unambiguously specified 
by the pronoun. Example (338) illustrates; the speaker is speaking to Manbarrarra, so that only Waj. 
needs further specification. (This person is dead, and I have refrained from giving his full name.) 
(338) damba nyuni marr-gi, nyumi Waj. 
[damperUNM]ACC 2sgERG get-FUT [2duERG Wa!.UNM]ERG 
You and Wa! get some damper! {22:27 } 
( 1 )  Inalienable possession 
Alienable and inalienable possession was discussed in relation to the PROP and ALIEN affixes in 
section 3. 1 .  Alienable possession may also be expressed using the GEN suffix, where the possessor 
takes the GEN marking and typically precedes the constituent denoting the possessed item; it is quite 
possible for the construction to be discontinuous, as in (3 14). 
The typical means of indicating inalienable possession is juxtaposition of the possessed item to the 
possessor item. There is no special marker of the possessive relation as there is for alienable 
possession. Instances of this construction occur in (3 1 9) and (320) where biling bucji 3duNOM 
bloodUNM is to be interpreted as a possessive construction 'their blood' ;  similarly nyani bucji 
3sgNOM bloodUNM means 'his blood'.  A further example is (309), where guggi libi headUNM 
1plexcNOM is a possessive construction 'our thoughts' .  (Note that ' thoughts rising up' is an idiom 
for expectant waiting.)  Another example is (55) in section 2.8, where the possessed item occurs in a 
Patient relation to the verb and so is ACe (covertly) in this instance. Body-part nominals (including 
psyche terminology) are prevalent in constructions of this type, and most often are either semantic 
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subjects or to a lesser extent, semantic objects and hence may be marked by NOM, ERG, ACC or 
DAT. 
(2) Coordinate noun phrases 
Multi-head NPs are possible when non-coreferential nominals form coordinate NPs. The particle 
a 'and' (or the borrowed form ga 'and') may optionally be used to overtly indicate the coordination. 
Examples may be seen in the cited texts (32:6,45-46,53,89,96,97, 1 1 3) and (34:275) Further 
examples occur in (49) in section 2.8 and (319) in section 4.5. If more than two nominals are 
coordinated, then a (or ga) usually obtains only preceding the last nominal, though it may occur 
elsewhere instead. An example of this is in (339); another occurs in (160) in section 3.2. 
(339) djin garrarra-miy-gi gunydjirri-r+a mar?mingi-r+a 
3plERG rip.open-CAUS-FUT father-ERG+NF grandfather-ERG+NF 
ga wuwa-r+a marratja-r+a walkir-li 
and o.brother-ERG+NF grandchild-ERG+NF child-ERG 
Thley would crack/tear it open; the fathers, grandfathers and brothers, grandsons (and) 
sons (would do so). (field notes) 
It is quite common for a coordinate NP to lack any overt marker of coordination, with merely 
juxtaposition of the heads as the indicator of coordination, as in a clause such as nyuni, ngarri, 
il giri-@-ban 2sgNOM I sgNOM I duincNOM go-FUT-TF 'You (and) I, let us go now' .  Another 
example is the following: 
(340) bu.k:mak I)uli-dji giri-@, miyilk, yul 
[ UNM]NOM by.foot-INSTR go-FUT [womanUNM manUNM]NOM 
AU went, (both) women (and) men. {22:232} 
Another com on way of indicating coordination is by the use of stem-final a vowels having NF 
function (see section 3.8). These may occur in conjunction with a (or ga), as in (339) above, or they 
may occur without any coordinating particle, as in (22:218). 
5.2 THE VERB COMPLEX 
The only obligatory constituent of a VC is a non-inflecting verb root or an inflected verb. There 
are no compelling grounds for analysing a non-inflecting verb root followed by an inflected verb 
(whether immediately followed by or after other constituents) as being constituents of a single clause. 
When a non-inflecting verb occurs, the inflected verb in a following clause may sometimes be 
synonymous or partly synonymous with the non-inflecting verb. Non-inflecting verbs used in this 
way give stylistic effect. They rarely take reduced pronouns, but merely preview the type of action 
denoted by the inflected verb which follows. Occasional synonymy or near-synonymy is not 
sufficient grounds for treating the non-inflecting verb as part of the clause having the inflected verb; 
further reasons are given below. Example (34 1) illustrates an inflected verb and a non-inflecting 
partly synonymous verb root co-occurring; in this example, warrwarr is regarded as manifesting a 
minimal clause. 
When non-inflecting verbs occur, usually they are not synonymous with the main verb in a 
contiguous clause. In such circumstances, they are being used suppletively for inflecting verbs when 
the events denoted by the non-inflecting verbs are highly predictable. They cannot be regarded as 
constituents of a serial verb construction within a single clause (Foley and Olson, 1984), for instance, 
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since such non-inflecting verbs may be replaced by synonymous inflected verbs (or by clauses 
containing synonymous inflected verbs) whereby the resulting sentence is a paraphrase of the original 
sentence. It is best to regard a string of verbs from the class of non-inflecting verb roots as a string of 
minimal clauses. Examples (342) to (344) illustrate this behaviour. 
Example (342) illustrates two minimal clauses manifested by non-inflecting verb roots, while 
(343) and (344) illustrate typical uses of non-inflecting verb roots. In the latter two examples, after 
the action denoted by the inflected verb, the next action is highly predictable - and involves the same 
participants (and especially the same semantic subject). In this condition such predictable action may 
be expressed by a non-inflecting verb root, provided such a verb root exists which has the required 
meaning. Only a small proportion of inflecting verbs actually may be replaced by synonymous non­
inflecting verb roots, for while the latter number perhaps many dozens, they certainly do not number 
hundreds or thousands. The non-inflecting verb roots are completely unrelated to their inflecting 
counterparts in terms of their phonological shape, and they may not be used to form compound verbs. 
Despite the fact that some of these root forms are of Austronesian origin (see Walker and Zorc, 
1981 ), I believe the class of such verbs is a relic of a much larger class of monomorphemic (and often 
monosyllabic) root verbs which probably pre-dates proto-Yolngu itself. 
(341)  warrwarr Wl!U-ny kiri-nya . .  , Djakalabirri-0 
go.quickly return-RPC PROG-RPC+DUR Djakalabirri-LOC 
Going quickly we returned all the way to Djakalabirri. {22 : 186 }  
(342) warrwarr bur 
go.quickly arrive 
(We) went quickly (and we) arrived. {22: 101 } 
(343) wurp+a djiJ+a garrpi-n+a yarim ga-ngi1+a rarr, 
once+NF thisLOC+NF tie.up-RPC+NF just take-RPA+NF drop 
a madjirri, garrpi-n+a, a rarr, 
and again tie.up-RPC+NF and drop 
(We) tied up (the tools) here once, (then) just took them and dropped them (into the boat), 
and again we tied up (more) and dropped them (in the boat). { 22: 1 35- 1 36}  
(344) nginibi wl!Jl-n+a djut-pan 
IplexcNOM return-RPA+NF sit-TF 
We returned (and) sat down then. (22:201)  
In the remainder of this section we discuss only inflecting verbs. When the VC contains an 
inflecting verb there are a variety of other potential constituents of the VC which may occur with it. 
None of these additional constituents may occur with a non-inflecting verb root. The NEG particles 
ingki and wirr are not analysed as being part of the VC, mainly because they may occur either clause 
initially or immediately preceding the VC. Similarly for modal particles, which likewise may occur 
clause initially or preceding the VC. Also, as far as I know from the data at hand, non-inflecting verb 
roots may not occur with modal particles or with NEG particles. 
It is within the VC that word order is most tightly constrained in Djinang syntax. For this reason it 
is possible to write structural formulae which appear to be exceptionless - allowing of course for 
occasional performance slips. I give the formulae below. There are two possibilities. If the DIRECT 
particle minydji THIlH 'thither' occurs, then it appears that only in very rare circumstances will a 
non-subject reduced pronoun occur with it; all the examples of such co-occurrence so far encountered 
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have involved an ACC reduced pronoun, for example minydj+nyi+rr, which is a portmanteau 
combination of minydji, djiny 3plACC and irr 1 sgERG. The other structural possibility is that 
when the DIRECT particle bi 'hither' occurs, the non-subject reduced pronoun may be from either 
the DA T or ACC paradigm. 
I doubt that there is any semantic constraint prohibiting a DA T reduced pronoun occurring with 
minydji; it's just that the circumstances have not obtained for such a collocation to be uttered. If this 
is so, then the two formulae may be conflated into one, the second element being an optional DIRECT 
particle. 
In these descriptions, + means obligatory, ± means optional and / indicates a disjunctive option. 
PERF is the PERF particle ngurrumi, PRO is a reduced pronoun, RECIP is the particle inydji (see 
section 3 . 17) ,  VERB is the main verb and its inflection, and AUX is an auxiliary verb having the 
same inflection as the main verb. 
VC = ± PERF ± minydji ± PROACC + PROERG/NOM + VERB ± AUX 
VC = ± PERF ± bi ± PROACC/DAT ± RECIP + PROERG/NOM + VERB ± AUX 
There are thus seven potential contituents of a Vc. Only the main verb and subject reduced 
pronoun are obligatory. The combination of THITH particle bi and the RECIP particle is 
uncommon, though it does occur - see (269), also (345) below. Situations in which both are 
required in thl� one clause rarely obtain. DIRECT particles bi and minydji occur most commonly 
with intransitive verbs - such as verbs of motion. (RECIP does not often occur with the latter verb 
class. One ex ample where it does so occur is in (344). The narrator had just speared a wounded 
buffalo, and fat 'jumped out' of the wound made by the spear. The expression for 'jump' is RECIP 
(having Reflexive function) followed by the verb ' throw' ;  hence literally it means ' throw oneself' .) 
(345) yarim guJtji bi+nydji ngu+li-ban, 
just [fatUNM]NoM HITH+RECIP throw+RPA-TF 
The fat just jumped out towards (me) then. { 34:428 } 
Collocations of the various consituents may be seen in earlier chapters, and also in the cited texts. 
The PERF particle does not occur often; an instance of its occurrence preceding the DIRECT particle 
minydji ' thithler' is in (269), section 3. 1 5. Instances of DAT and ACC reduced pronouns may be 
seen in sections 2.8 and 2.9, and RECIP is discussed in section 3.17.  Auxiliary verbs are discussed 
in section 3. 13 .  
The structural descriptions above indicate that only one auxiliary verb may follow the main verb. 
This is true in literally scores of instances in the total database. However, see ( 1 64), section 3.3, 
where two aux.iliary verbs followed the main verb. The first was the PROG auxiliary and the second 
was the HABIT auxiliary. This collocation has occurred only a few times in several years of 
collecting Djinang data. 
5.3 THE CLAUSE 
Most of the complexities of Djinang grammar lie in its morphology and in the syntax of NPs and 
the VC. At levels higher than the phrase, there are much fewer generalisations which can be made. 
Now I will deal with clauses. One way of categorising clauses is by their inherent transitivity type, 
which is a function of the transitivity type of the main verb. This schema generates five different 
clause types: verbless, intransitive, semi transitive, transitive and ditransitive. These clause types 
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differ only in whether or not they contain a verb, how many arguments the verb takes (that is, its 
valency) and the case marking of the various arguments which may obtain. 
Table 5 . 1  gives the different clause types, the valency of the main verb, and the arguments (with 
cases) of verbs belonging to each clause type. The arguments are presented in the order: (semantic) 
Subject, Object, Indirect Object. In the table, CRE represents a complex referential expression of any 
complexity, which may be an NP or a string of NPs, and which may be discontinuous, as discussed 
in section 5.2. It should also be borne in mind that ACC case is rarely marked with -HU nominals, 
and that some nominals require a preceding OBL marker when ACC, DA T or ERG cases obtain (see 
Chapter 2). There is seldom a +HU nominal as the second argument (i.e. the 0 argument) of a 
ditransitive clause, and hence usually the 0 argument is UNM for case overtly. VC represents the 
verb complex, and the subscripts indicate the transitivity class of its main verb. 
Each of the clause types, with the exception of the verbless clause, may take peripheral extensions, 
such as NPs marked for LOC, ALL, ABL or PERL. However, these do not subcategorise clauses, 
and so are omitted from the table. No syntactic significance should be attached to the relative order of 
arguments in the table. Also, 0 or 10 arguments can be marked by ALL case in certain 
circumstances, but this has not been included in the table - see section 2.8 for details. (The use of 
ALL does not impose a subcategorisation of verbs which is different from the one shown.) For 
verbless clauses, the Comment is nearly always NOM case. Most apparent counter-examples actually 
have an underlying verb (usually 'go' ,  ' sit' , 'lie down' or ' stand') which has been deleted from 
surface structure. Besides NOM case for the Comment, DAT or OR can obtain (though this rarely 
happens), for example, [djini wali] [nyung-ki+nma] thisUNM foodUNM 2sg-DAT+2sgDAT 
'this food (is) for you ' and [djinim may pal] [mani-bi] thatUNM meatUNM river-OR 'that meat 
(is) from the river' .  In the table, cases which obtain very infrequently are placed within parentheses. 
TABLE 5. 1 
CLAUSES CATEGORISED BY lRANSITIVITY TYPE 
Transitivity Type Valency Verb Complex and Arguments 
Verbless - CRENOM CRENOM(,IOR/DAT) 
Intransitive 1 CRENOM VCintrans 
Semi transitive 2 CRENOM CREDAT VCsemitr 
Transitive 2 CREERG CREACC VCtrans 
Ditransitive 3 CREERG CREACC CREACC VCwtrans 
3 CREERG CREACC CREDAT VCwtrans 
( 1 )  Independent Clauses 
Classification of clauses by transitivity type is somewhat trivial. A more insightful way of 
describing clauses is by the distribution of types of information within them. There are two basic 
types of clause in this view: 
( 1 )  verbless clauses, which have an information structure of Topic-Comment; and 
(2) verbal clauses which have an information structure of: Onset information - Negator 
information - S etting information - Referential information - Predication information ­
Complementary information - Coda information, in that order. 
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Topic and Comment are discussed in more detail in section 5.4. Each is manifested by an NP or 
string of juxta,posed NPs. The Topic always takes NOM case, while the Comment nearly always 
does. It is the verbal clause structure which I discuss in more detail in this section. 
The constituents which manifest each information type are sometimes of diverse kinds, but 
nevertheless have a well-defined function in the clause. Only Predication information is obligatory in 
a clause. All other information types are optional. There is sometimes variability of order in the 
information types, but it is relatively infrequent. The major proportion of clauses conform to the 
order suggested above. Random sampling of texts reveals that departures from the above order are in 
the range of five to seven percent of clauses. Table 5.2 gives a list of types of constituents which 
commonly manifest each information type. In the table, Opt' is an abbreviation of particle, and 
'interrog' an abbreviation of interrogative. Also, in the Referential column I have listed separately 
some of the less common word classes which may obtain as realisations of the NP head. 
TABLE 5.2 
DISTRIBUTION OF INFORMATION IN VERBAL CLAUSES 
Onset Negator Setting Referential Predicate Complementary Coda 
particle NEG temporal pt interrog pronoun VC qualifying NPs COMPL particle 
INIERJ locational pt deictic nominal locaI NPs some particles 
ABL deictic deictic pronoun adverb 
NP adverbial NP 
ALL NP reported speech 
NEG win complement clause 
some verb roots 
The five to seven percent exceptions to the above order in the random samples were mostly as 
follows: setting information sometimes obtained in post-VC position; an overt Object occurred in 
post-VC position (apparently when the 0 was 'old' information); NEG particle, or a non-inflecting 
verb root, occurred immediately preceding the VC; local NPs occurred in the Setting position; and an 
adverb occurred immediately preceding the VC. 
Table 5.2 is equivalent to a Tagmemic 'function and filler' description of a clause. The main 
difference is that there is no attempt to subclassify clauses to set up an inventory of 'ernic' types by 
some a priori assumption concerning what constitutes diagnostic differences between types of 
clauses. While, I find a Tagmemic approach less than satisfactory in many respects, I nevertheless 
believe that it handles the structure of Djinang clauses well, provided the categories are set up on 
functional grounds. In the following paragraphs, I discuss aspects of the fillers in Table 5.2 and 
explain some of the permutations of order which may obtain. 
Firstly, the Onset and the Coda. Example (346) illustrates COMPL occurring in the Coda; other 
examples are (202) to (204) in section 3.7. Examples (346) and (347) below further illustrate the 
behaviour of non-inflecting verb roots, where the non-inflecting verb root is synonymous with the 
inflecting verb which follows, as discussed in section 5.2. Example (346) would be analysed as 
three consecutive clauses. Example (347) illustrates how the non-inflecting verb may sometimes 
occur preceding the VC. This happens extremely rarely. In such a case, the non-inflecting verb is 
being used pare:nthetically; it is only when the non-inflecting verb root and the following inflected 
verb are synonymous that the former may be used parenthetically preceding the VC as in (347). 
(346) libi wil](ji-kijibi-la. . .  girri. 
1plexcERG ant.bed-place.on-RPA+DUR COMPL 
gugaj. bu-purrtjirri-ny 
roast DIST-roast-RPC 
We cooked (it) in an antbed oven till it was done. We roasted (it). { 34:388-389 } 
(347) I]InlnI marri. gil. bil ran.gi+rri 
[smallUNM little.bitlACc speared 3duERG spear+RPA 
They speared a smallish (buffalo). { 34:94} 
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The full set of particles (other than those confmed to the VC) may occur in clause-initial position. 
Some of these, such as girri COMPL marking the Sequence function ' then next' ,  ban 'on the 
one/other hand' and gima 'because',  can only occur in clause-initial position. Some however can 
occur in the Coda and still have the same function. The most common ones of this type are those 
used for exemplification, such as miri/mi(ji 'like' ,  galkngu 'for example' ,  biJapiJang 'it's like 
that' and bilma ' seemingly'. (See section 3 . 19  for examples.) The COMPL particle (having 
Completative function) can only occur clause finally, as in (346) above (see also section 3.7). We 
have also seen how ABL-marked deictic forms such as ngunu-ngir that-ABL can be used to indicate 
temporal sequence (see examples ( 19) and (20» . 
It is also possible for two particles to occur together manifesting the clause Onset, for example 
bilapilang miri it's.like.that like 'for it's like that' occurs occasionally (quite often in the reverse 
order, mir biJapilang), and the gala 'and' particle quite often occurs before another particle; yarim 
'just' and bil 'but' also commonly occur with other particles. Particle collocations are constrained 
only by the semantic felicity of the resulting collocations. 
Linking particles typically occur clause initially, and similarly for modal particles (though marri 
'possibly' sometimes occurs in the Coda and also may occur within the clause, modifying an NP 
when it occurs with its Diminutive qualifier function). Particles also sometimes occur immediately 
preceding the VC, though this may only be discerned when there is some other information type 
preceding the modal particle, as in (348). 
(348) a nguji-pan marrga-ldji gUl]gi-yigili-gi 
and thatLOC-1F therefore-2plNOM head-swim-FUT 
And at that place therefore you now can be baptised. { 32: 143 } 
Now consider the Negator function. NEG particles occur most frequently in clause-initial 
position; or if a NEG particle occurs in conjunction with another particle, then the NEG particle will 
usually follow it - and especially if the other particle is a linking particle. An example of NEG 
occurring with miri 'like' is given in (349); another example is (32:9), and a further example in the 
wider database is { 33:44} NEG particles will sometimes obtain immediately preceding the VC, as in 
(350). NEG particles may not conveniently be considered part of the VC, for they most often precede 
Referential and/or Setting information. A single NEG particle may occasionally have multi-clause 
scope - the NEG particle occurring in the first clause, and not occurring overtly in one or perhaps two 
following clauses which are also semantically Negative clauses. (This can be treated as deletion of 
recoverable information.) 
(349) miri ingki bi bil giri-� bapiji gurrbi-li 
like NEG lllTH 3duNOM come-FUT thisALL place-ALL 
For they will not come to this place. {66:72} 
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(350) ngarri ingki-ban djina-rr pultji-nir 
1 sgERG NEG-IF 3plDAT-l sgERG tell-RPI 
I did not tell them then. { 34: 1 1 8 }  
Consider now Setting information. This information can be shifted to post-VC position, but it is 
quite rare for this to obtain if the Setting information is 'new' ;  if it is 'old' information, it is more 
likely to occur after the VC. Setting information usually comes early in the clause because its scope is 
the whole clause, and it usually extends to subsequent clauses. Some examples are ( 1 8), ( 19), (20), 
(84), (85), (94) and (97). 
Consider next Referential information. This category includes whatever constituents manifest each 
of the obligatory arguments of a verb of given transitivity type. In the case of ditransitive verbs, it is 
rare for three arguments of the verb to obtain in the one clause; usually only the 0 argument occurs, 
since the semantic S and the 10 are typically cross-referenced by reduced pronouns. When the 0 
argument occurs in such circumstances, it usually precedes the VC, as in (9 1), because such 0 items 
are typically incidental elements in a narrative (and therefore 'new' information), while S and 10 are 
likely to be main participants and therefore appear as pronouns. But if the S and/or the 10 occur 
overtly, then the 0 is likely to occur in post-VC position, as in (351) .  
(35 1 )  mir "yagaJay yagaJay" ngirr-a wuw-wili-ngim 
lik,e nameUNM nameUNM [ l sg-GEN 0.brother-PL-KINPROP1ERG 
biJiny djin bultji-n yagirri 
3duACC 3plERG tell-RPA [nameUNMlACC 
That is, "so-and-so so-and-so" - my older brothers were telling them my name. 
{ 34: 1 86}  
When there� is a change of subject participant focus, the subject pronoun occurs as  a full-form 
pronoun and i$ fronted. Sometimes this happens without change of participant focus, as when the 
speaker redundantly reiterates the full pronoun when he feels there may otherwise be potential for 
ambiguity. The fronting is typically to clause-initial position, though it may occur following a 
clause-initial particle if the latter is present. (Examples ( 15) and (75) illustrate this - and see also 
(32:8 , 16,2 1 ,29,35,44,74, etc.).) This is one instance where Referential information regularly occurs 
in fronted position. This is a discourse level phenomenon, part of the system of interclause cohesion. 
It also appears that in the Referential information position we should include ALL-marked NPs 
(and probably also ABL-marked NPs), provided there is a motion verb or verb of transfer (such as 
ga- ' take' ,  birru- 'bring' or bagili- 'fetch') in the VC. NPs marked for ALL case would normally 
be treated as peripheral extensions to the clause, but with verbs of the type mentioned above, the goal 
of the motion or the terminus of the transfer are marked by ALL case and more often precede the VC 
than follow it. This is probably an instance of analogical change; the goal (or terminus) of such verbs 
is diachronically coming to be regarded as a core argument because a goal (or terminus) is inherent in 
the meaning of such verbs. See (34:2 12,221 ,253,257,268,27 1 ,273,277) for some examples. The 
situation with s.tance verbs and NPs marked for LOC case is more ambivalent: both pre-VC and post­
VC positions are common. It is probably best to treat those as peripheral extensions to the clause, 
which may occur in pre-VC position as an alternative to their normal position as manifesting 
Complementary information following the VC. 
It is not necessary to discuss Predication information further. I will give just one example of the 
Predication manifested by a nominal - the last word of (352). The 'correct' form for the verb would 
have been gun-mal-dj-nyir circumcised-THEMSR-RPI in this example; the presence of a reduced 
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pronoun preceding gurrmal indicates that the speaker has merely failed to verbalise the nominal in 
the normal way using THEMSR. The INCHO morpheme has merged with the stem-final tj of 
butjbutj (i elides between a laminal stop and following ny). 
(352) ngarri butjbutj-ny ingki+rr gurrmal 
1 sgNOM uncircumcisedINCHO-RPC NEG+ 1 sgNOM circumcised 
I was uncircumcised, I was not circumcised. { 34:595-596 } 
Lastly, consider Complementary information. This is the 'catch all' position. Here are manifested 
the latter portions of discontinuous complex referential expressions or NPs. In fact, in this position 
(i.e. after the VC) any modificatory or exemplificatory information is placed, such as descriptive 
appositional NPs, adverbs, adverbial NPs and peripheral extensions of the clause such as NPs 
marked by local cases (ALL, ABL, PERL and LOC). Reported speech is commonly in this position 
(after such verbs as bultji- 'tell ' ,  wangi- ' say'and bintji- 'do thus'), though reported speech is 
sometimes placed preceding the VC (which must be a minimal expression such as 'he said'). An 
example in which this variation of order obtains is (356) below. Post-VC is also a common position 
for complement clauses, as in (25), (50), (270), (273) and (3 12),  and for repetition of 'old' 
information. 
(2) Subordinate Clauses 
In section 3. 1 8  the COL noun mala was discussed. Constructions using mala are NPs in which 
the head is realised by mala and the preceding constituent(s) modify the head. (When mala is being 
used as a plural marker, then it is not the head of the NP.) The constituent preceding mala may be a 
clause, as is explained in section 3. 1 8. This is one type of subordinate clause. Examples (284) and 
(285) illustrate the construction: the embedded clause modifying mala is maltji-m giri-m 
joined.with-PRES HABIT-PRES 'being separate parts' in (284), and a yul-pili ngurrwakn djin 
gir-aJi and person-PL before 3plNOM come-RPA 'and the people came before' in (285). These are 
well-formed clauses in their own right. There is no marker of subordination in mala constructions. 
Another type of subordinate clause, discussed in section 2. 10, occurs when ALL case is used on a 
nominalised verb stem which may then take the THEMSR afflx to form a purposive verb. Examples 
( 103) to ( 105) illustrate the construction, which is apparently also found in Djapu (Morphy 1983: 13 1 -
132, example 261 ). 
In Djinang, there is no obligatory marker of subordination; the subordinate clause is merely 
juxtaposed to the constituent it qualifies, typically occurring immediately following it (mala 
constructions are a regular exception to this order). This is true of complement clauses, relative 
clauses, adverbial clauses, reported speech, and constructions corresponding to English participial 
constructions. However, the exemplificatory particle miri/mifji 'like' is sometimes used as a relative 
pronoun onset to a relative clause, and may be glossed 'that' in such an environment. 
A verb inflected for TPA may be used as a participle to modify a noun. An example is in (314), 
the NP being maypal ran.gi+rri meatUNM spear+TPA ' speared meat' . Alternatively, we can 
analyse this as a relative clause - ran.gi+rri is itself a well-formed clause - so that the gloss could 
equally well be 'meat (which) he speared' .  
Examples of relative clauses appear i n  ( 1 32), (285), (3 1 2) ,  (3 1 8) and the next two examples 
below. Relative clauses tend to be simple in structure. It is possible to embed a relative clause 
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modifying an NP which is itself a constituent of a relative clause, although such constructions are 
rare. One instance occurs in (32:59-60), which has the structure: 
[We do not like [what we hear [concerning the story you bring]]] 
Any NP in the independent clause may potentially be modified by a relative clause. The relative 
clause (or clauses if more than one) is bracketed in the next three examples. In (354), the forms 
ngurrakng and ngurragi are abbreviations of ngurrwakngi 'before'.  There are two relative 
clauses here, each modifying wali 'food' . 
(353) dj,mguny inma-rr bultji-gi Burralang, 
[storyUNM]ACC 2sgDAT - l sgERG tell-FUT [BurralangUNM]yOC 
ngl'Jrrwagi-pi, nginibil-a wali [libi 
[before-OR]ACC [ lplexc-GEN foodUNM IplexcERG 
girra-dj-nyij 
eat·THEMSR-RPC]ACC 
I will tell you a story concerning the past, Burralang, (about) the food we used to eat. 
{ 43: I }  
(354) ngunung ngurrwakngi, wana-piIi-mirringi-ri, 
[thatUNM before]ACC big-PL-ARCHE-ERG 
r;Ji?··girra-dj nYInI-nyi, wana-pili-mirring galkngu 
mST-eat-THEMSR EXIST-RPC [big-PL-ARCHE such. as 
miyilk-pili, miyilk-pil+a, a wan a-pili yul-pili, 
woman-PL woman-PL+NF and big-PL man-PL]ERG 
wali [ngurrakng gingi-nyi mirij, [bush-bi djining 
[foodUNM before remember-RPC like bush-OR thisUNM 
nginibil-ang, ngurragi-pij 
Ipkxc-GEN before-OR]ACC 
That previous (food) the truly important people used to eat, important people such as, for 
example, women and important men, (they ate) the food [remembered earlier] [from the 
bush here, our (food) from the beginning]. { 43:75-79} 
While there is no subordination marker, not only can miri be used as a relative pronoun, but it is 
possible (though uncommon) for a deictic, or for an interrogative/indefinite pronoun, to function 
similarly to an English relative pronoun. Examples in which ngunu ' that' functions this way are 
( 1 32) and ( 134). In the following example, the interrogative/indefinite pronoun nyimi 'what', 
'whatever' behaves similarly. These forms are not obligatory, and in fact are not often used in this 
way. The interrogative/indefinite pronoun wari who NOM is also sometimes used like the English 
relative pronoun 'who', and is probably the most commonly used of the interrogatives for this kind of 
function. 
(355) ngU'n ung wali [nyim nyuni nya-ngiIJij nyi+rr 
[thatUNM foodUNM whatever 2sgERG see-TPA]ACC 2sgACC+lsgERG 
gu-ngi 
give:-FUT 
I will give you whatever food you saw. 
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Complement clauses appear in (25), (50), (270), (273) and (3 1 2). A further one is given below. 
In this example, the complement clause is discontinuous: biJapilak ngurrum . . .  mir djining 
ngiliny liny katjin ' the same .. .like this (which) we possess'. (The complement also contains a 
relative clause.) As for subordinate clauses in general, complement clauses are juxtaposed to 
whatever constituent of which they form the complement. Exceptions involve a discontinuous 
complement. Another discontinous example is (3 12):  djining ' this' occurs in pre-VC position, and 
the rest of the complement clause occurs in post-VC position. The literal structure of that example is 
'We do not like [this we hear] ' ,  which translates into English as 'We do not like this which we hear' . 
(356) "ngun ung nyuni bintji-@-kima, ga nyuni biJapiJak 
[thatUNM]ACC 2sgERG do.thus-FUT-EMPH and 2sgERG like. that 
ngurrum marr-gi mir djining ngiliny liny 
PERF get-FUT [like thisUNM 1duexcERG 1duexcERG 
katji-n ", bindji-n 
possess-TPA]ACC do.thus-RPA 
"You do the same as that, and you will likewise get the same as this (which) we possess", 
he said. 
Finally, (357) contains an example of a temporal adverbial clause, occurring in post-VC position. 
Once again, there is no marker of subordination; the clause is merely juxtaposed to the preceding VC. 
(357) djin rar-ki kiri-@, djin djaJtjibi kiri-@, 
3plERG knead-FUT PROG-FUT 3plERG lift PROG-FUT 
yakirr inydji djingiri-ngili-ban 
[sleepUNM]NOM RECIP complete-RPA-TF 
They would knead it, (then) they would lift it (from water) (when) a sleep had been 
finished (i.e. on the next day). { 43:39-41 }  
5.4 VERBLESS CLAUSES 
There are two sources of verbless clauses in Djinang: firstly, equational structures having the form 
of Topic - Comment, where each part of such a bipartite structure takes NOM case (there is no copula 
in Djinang or Djinba, nor in Yolngu languages generally); and secondly, verbal clauses where the 
predicate is deleted. Each of these will be discussed in turn. 
Before we begin, we must first deal with the class of loanwords. There is a small set of words, 
such as marnggi 'knowledgeable' ,  djaJ(ng) 'desirous' ,  djunga 'ignorant' ,  which may function 
either as verbs or as nouns. They can be inflected by THEMSR or INCHO to form inflecting verbs, 
or be used in uninflected form. Each of these words may take an NP complement, which is always 
inflected for DA T case. (This is not true of English loanwords, which are regularly thematised using 
the THEMSR affix, and then inflected.) Examples (358) and (359) illustrate marnggi and djaJ(ng) 
used as predicators; in such instances these examples are best not regarded as verbless clauses. 
However, in (360) and (361 )  the same forms are used as nominals and are part of true verbless 
clauses. 
(358) djani marnggi mutika-gi 
3plNOM know motor.car-DA T 
They are knowledgeable about motor cars. 
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(359) ngarri djal gapi-gi 
1sgNOM want water-OAT 
I want (some) water. 
(360) dj"ni marnggi-pili yul-pili 
3p OM [knowledgeable-PL man-PL]NOM 
They are knowledgeable people. 
(361 )  ngirr-ang djal wirr-ban 
[ 1 sg-GEN desireUNM]NOM [NEG]NOM-TF 
My desire has gone now. (lit. My desire is nothing now.) 
Examples like (360) in which the Topic is a pronoun, are much more likely to occur with the 
Comment fIrst, followed by the Topic manifested by the reduced form of the pronoun. This structure 
is very common. Thus gagaman djini cleverUNM 3plNOM 'they are clever' is much more likely to 
occur than djani gagaman 3plNOM cleverUNM, which is consistent with the fact that it is the 
Comment which is thematic in such clauses. 
Equational clauses have bipartite structure. Often the Topic occurs fIrst, although the Comment 
may be given first - especially if the topic is realised by a pronoun. Each of the two parts takes NOM 
case (a very few instances of the Complement taking OR or OAT case are cited in section 5.3). This 
means that there is rarely any surface marking of nominals in equational clauses other than adnominal 
relationships such as GEN marking or OAT forms (typically OAT pronoun forms) signalling 
possession, or OR case signalling source. It would in fact be possible to treat the few instances in 
which the Complement takes OR or OAT case-marked constituents as manifesting a Complement 
which is covertly NOM case, since the constituents taking OR or OAT case actually are adnominal 
modifIers of deleted nouns. For instance, the example discussed near the start of section 5.3, djinim 
maypal mani-bi ' this meat (is) from the river' , can be paraphrased as [djinim may pal] [maypal 
mani-bi] thisUNM meatUNM meatUNM river-OR 'this meat (is) meat from the river' .  In the latter 
version, both opic and Comment are in NOM case. Similarly, wali 'foodUNM' can be supplied 
overtly in the Comment of the OAT example discussed at the same time, to form a periphrastic 
equational clause. It is therefore a moot point whether OAT or OR constituents in the Comment 
actually imply that the Comment must be viewed as taking OAT or OR case. My belief is that 
equational clauses should be analysed as having covert NOM case for both Topic and Comment 
constituents. This would involve a greater degree of abstraction due to the assumption that some of 
these clauses are derived by deletion of a coreferential noun in the Comment, therefore I have 
refrained from analysing this way, though in my opinion NOM Topic and NOM Comment is the 
better analysis of the two. 
Both the to:pic and comment may be manifested by complex NP constructions. It is possible, 
though extremdy rare, for an adverb to occur in an equational clause. It is also possible, and not so 
rare, for a linking particle to occur as an Onset to an equational clause. I do not have any instances of 
overt PROM marking of either Topic or Comment in the database. My understanding of Ojinang 
leads me to believe that it could occur with a Topic NP, but would be most unlikely with a Comment 
NP. (Notice, in (362), that ragaJk is not part of the equational clause, otherwise the gloss would be 
*'That sorcerer is different', which is not what the speaker was saying.) 
The following examples illustrate these comments. IIi each example, the Topic and the Comment 
are in square brackets in the vernacular. The fIrst examples, (362) to (368), illustrate a variety of 
equational clauses, showing some of the variation possible for both Topics and Comments. 
(362) a ragalk [ngunung] [wurpi] 
[and sorcererUNM]PROM [thatUNM]NOM [differentUNM]NOM 
As for a sorcerer, that one is different. { 66:2 1 }  
(363) "Way! [Djinim] [ngilinyil-ang guyi midji-gir-angJ" 
INTERJ [thatUNM]NOM [ lduexc-GEN fishUNM MoMoBr-OBL-GEN]NOM 
"Hey! That is our granny's fish!" { 66:87 } 
(364) [a nyani djining djanguny] [birral djanguny 
[and 3sgNOM thisUNM storyUNM]NOM [trueUNM storyUNM 
djini-girri] 
thisUNM-COMPL]NOM 
And this story is a true story, this last one. { 67 :56} 
(365) [djining] [miyilk-ang djama] 
[thisUNM]NOM [woman-GEN workUNM]NOM 
This is woman's work. { 65:50} 
(366) [nyani] [gunyambi-bil)i] 
3sgNOM [trouble-EXCE]NOM 
She is an excessive troublemaker. {65 :54 } 
(367) [nyani] [gulmi-ngim bilingga] 
3sgNOM [younger.brother-KINPROP 3duDAT]NOM 
He is their younger brother. (34:245) 
(368) [djini Yatjilimir] [Yirritjing] 
[thisUNM Ya�ilimirUNM]NOM [YirritjingUNM]NOM 
This (place) Yatjilimir is Yirritjing (moiety). { 19:45 } 
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In example (369) birral 'true' is used adverbially. Note too that the order of the parts is 
reversed, being Comment - Topic. This order is much less common, occurring only once in dozens 
of examples of equational clauses in the database. (But equational clauses with Topic realised as a 
pronoun prefer the order Comment - Topic. I have few of these in the database, but have observed 
many in speech situations.) The narrator said the same clause a little later in the same story, this time 
with normal order, (370). In (37 1 )  there is a linking particle preceding the equational clause (the last 
clause in the example); a similar example occurs in ( 169) in section 3.3. 
(369) a birral-gim [bu4i] [djiningi] 
and true-EMPH [bloodUNM]NOM [thisUNM]NOM 
And truly this is blood. { 34:653 } 
(370) [djini] [bu4i], birral-gima 
[thisUNM]NOM [bloodUNM]NOM true-EMPH 
This is blood, really. { 34:675 } 
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(37 1 )  ingki bilay Jibi ngurri-nyir 
NEG far 1 plexcNOM sleep-RPI 
miriJ-mirri, 
clearing-LOC 
bi} djunggi-mirri ngidjirrkng gim [nganaparraJ [galbiJ 
but [tree-LOC nearUNM]LOC because [buffaloUNM]NOM [manyUNM]NOM 
We did not sleep far out in a clearing, but close to trees because buffalo were numerous. 
{ 34:76-78}  
The second type of verbless clause is  that which obtains due to ellipsis of the verb. The verb may 
be omitted when it is fully recoverable from the context 
(372) "nyanydjili-pan nyuni mur;?" 
thatALL-1F 2sgNOM daddyUNM 
To where are you (going) now daddy? (24:73) 
Example (372) is a verbless clause in which it is obvious that the verb giri-mi go-PRES 'going' 
has been deletted from surface structure. 
Another example occurs as the second clause of (37 1 )  above, where the elided verb is clearly 
ngurri-nyini s1eep-RP A 'slept' .  A further example is (373) below. The latter is typical of a class of 
examples in which an interrogative/indefinite pronoun (typically taking a local case or OR case) is 
used in a ver less construction. Examples of this sort have an 'understood' predicate. In this 
instance it would be nyinH� sit-PRES 'sitting'. Example (374) is a true equational clause where an 
interrogative/i.ndefinite pronoun manifests the Topic function. Here there is no possibility of an 
'understood' predicate (i.e. when the case is NOM). 
(373) nyali-ng Manbarrarra 
where-LOC [ManbarrarraUNM]NOM 
Where is Manbarrarra? { 22:5 } 
(374) [wMiJ [ngunungiJ 
[whoUNM]NOM [thatUNM]NOM 
Who is that? 
5.5 SENTENCE AND mGHER LEVELS 
( 1 )  Sentence 
It is very difficult to define a grammatical unit higher than the clause in Djinang. There is no well­
defined unit which we may call a 'sentence' ,  such that by some set of criteria we would be able to 
unambiguously decide whether any given string of clauses does or does not consitute a 'sentence'. 
Clauses are merely juxtaposed, either with or without an overt linking particle. However, it is 
possible in some instances to decide where sentence boundaries lie and some criteria follow. 
Sentences are best viewed as discourse units rather than syntactic units. Ultimately, what constitutes 
a sentence (that is to say, where the sentence breaks are to be placed in a discourse) is up to the 
subjective judgement of the analyst. I can do no more than describe how I define sentences in 
Djinang. 
(a) Intonation 
Pitch usually drops slightly towards the end of a clause; if the clause is the last of a group of 
clauses having semantic coherence, then the pitch drop on the last word of the last clause of the group 
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will be more marked. If  the speaker adds further constituents as 'afterthoughts ' ,  each such added 
constituent also takes the same marked pitch drop on the last word. Example (375) illustrates this; the 
final two words were uttered as 'afterthoughts ' ,  each following pause and having marked falling 
pitch. Such afterthoughts would be included within the sentence. 
(375) Manymak, a biling gir-aJi, yiJi-ban, 
okay and 3duNOM go-RPA again-TF 
yili-ban biling gir-aJi, bininggili wulgaman-mirrpili, 
again-TF 3duNOM go-RPA [twoUNM old.woman-PAUC 
ngun ung bilay-pilay bi-pirr, bininggili miyilk, 
thatUNM REDUP-far REDUP-very twoUNM womanUNM 
Djangkawu, yuw. 
DjangkawuUNM]NOM INTERJ 
Okay, they went on again then, they went on again, those two old persons (from) very far 
(in the past), the two women, Djangkawu (sisters), yes. { 19:79-82} 
(b) Repeated information 
It is common for information to be repeated or paraphrased. Generally a sentence break can be 
assumed to obtain preceding the repeated or paraphrased information. The following example 
illustrates this. The repeated information is not necessarily contiguous to the section it paraphrases or 
repeats. Repeating earlier information in identical or paraphrased form is a common strategy for 
signalling a return to the main story progression after a digression. The episode marker manymak 
'okay' ,  'good' may alternatively be used to do this. 
(376) libi nya-ngl!Jl ngunu-ngir-pm tjarri-ny, minydji 
IplexcERG see-RPA that-ABL-THPRO stand-RPC THITH 
nibi djundi-ni. 
IplexcNOM descend-RPA 
Nibi djundi-ny kiri-nya . .  , 
1plexcNOM descend-RPC PROG-RPC+DUR 
libi mal-gir-ali, biligi ngunu djin rari-ngili. 
IplexcNOM part-go-RPA long. ago [thatUNMJACC 3plERG smooth-RPA 
Minydji nibi mal-gir-ali, ngunu-ngir-pmi, 
THITH IplexcNOM part-go-RPA that-ABL-THPRO 
.. .  we saw (the place) on the other side, (then) we descended. We descended all the way, 
(and) we crossed over (where) they had smoothed (the river bed) long before. We went 
across, (and) on the other side . . . (34:223-228) 
(c) COMPL particle used as a terminator 
This has already been discussed in section 3.7. Many instances occur in the texts, for example 
(22:200,208,214) and (24:83, 1 1 8). 
(d) The episode marker manymak 'good' ,  'okay' 
This particle can be used as a terminator similarly to the COMPL particle. For some examples, see 
(22:226, 230) and (24: 1 19). Other particles may occasionally mark a sentence break, but in general 
they are unreliable indicators of sentence divisions. 
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(e) Certain syntactic patterns may signal the beginning of a new sentence 
These include complex referential expressions (i.e. introducing new participants); a fronted 
pronoun (signalling a change of participant focus); certain uninflected root verbs, such as warrwarr 
'go quickly' and larr 'set off' ; quoted speech (i.e. a sentence break immediately before and after the 
quotation); reported speech (i.e. the sentence break will be before or after, depending on whether the 
verb of locution is uttered after or before the reported speech, respectively). 
(f) Semantic coherence of a group of clauses 
When a group of clauses is relevant to a single theme, it is reasonable to treat them as manifesting 
one sentence. Fortunately, changes of theme nearly always correspond with sentence breaks 
suggested by one of the criteria above. 
Various particles and affixes, such as the DEF affix -tji or -tjini (section 3.6), the CONTR affix 
-tja (section 3 .7),  the particle ban 'on the one/other hand' ,  and the particle a 'and' ,  indicate 
relationships which extend beyond the clause. However, such particles and affixes do not by 
themselves de:fine sentential units. As far as I have been able to determine, there is no formally well­
defined unit of structure at a level higher than clause, except perhaps for thematic units defmed by the 
occurrence of the episode marker manymak. 
A comment about the use of intonation to signal polar interrogatives is required. Any clause may 
be turned into a question by merely changing the intonation contour so that pitch fails to fall on the 
last word. That is, either level pitch or rising pitch on the last word of the clause has the illocutionary 
force of a polar interrogative. The speaker optionally may include an interrogative particle such as 
ngangi ' is it so' at the end of the clause (still with non-falling intonation), or bina the 'polar 
interrogative' question particle which, if it occurs, more usually occurs clause initially. Questions 
using interrogative/indefinite pronouns are articulated with normal falling intonation on the last word 
of the clause. 
I now discuss briefly some miscellaneous interclausal structures of significance. The first is the 
use of repeated clauses (or phrases) to indicate an action repeated in such a way that at each repeat a 
new participant is involved (the participant may be any core participant). Two instances of this have 
been cited already, in (3 19) and (320) in section 4.5. A further one is given below, where a different 
person receives food corresponding to each repeat of the verbless clause. 
(377) "Nyung-ung wali, nyung inma wali, 
[2sg-GEN]NOM [foodUNM]NOM [2sgGEN 2sgDA T]NOM [foodUNM]NOM 
nyung inma wali nyung inma 
[2sgGEN 2sgDA T]NOM [foodUNM]NOM [2sgGEN 
w<lli" 
[foodUNM]NOM 
2sgDAT]NOM 
"(This is) your food, and yours, and yours, and yours." (22:203) 
In some sit ations it is necessary to indicate that a referent has dual identity in the sense that the 
referent has another-world identity X and a real-world identity Y. That is to say, X is what the 
referent really is and Y is what the referent appears to be. There is a definite way of signalling such 
dual identity. Thus far, I have only observed it in relation to discourses involving spirit-world 
concepts or beings. The construction is as follows: first the speaker will affmn the identity X of the 
referent; then the speaker will deny X; and then the speaker will affirm Y. Hence the structure may be 
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diagrammed as  'X,  not X, but Y' .  At  first sight this looks simply like the speaker made a mistake 
and was correcting himself; however, that is not the case. A structure of this form is a claim that the 
referent is actually X, though he appears to be Y, and that the 'being X' and 'appearing to be Y' are 
concurrent. I give a couple of examples, (378) and (379), of this construction. The first is taken 
from a story (Manbarrarra was the narrator) dealing with a visit of some spirit men from the afterlife. 
(B) indicates a comment by myself. The second is from a story in which the narrator (Gigarri) was 
describing the difference between the real world and the spirit world; the narrator at this point in the 
story had lapsed into a mixture of Djinang and English due to my lack of fluency at the time. The 
narrator is here affirming that the life of a spirit is as real in the spirit world as is ours here in the 'real' 
world. 
(378) (M) A bilingi, wana-mirrpiJj bil nyini-ny, 
(M) - [3duPROM big-PAUC]PROM 3duPROM sit-RPC 
mirri-mirrpili, 
[dead.person-PAUC]PROM 
(B) mirri-mirrpiJj? 
(B) dead.person-PAUC 
ingki mirri-mirrpili bil yul-mirrpiJj+m 
[NEG dead.person-PAUC but man-PAUC+PROM]PROM 
(M) ngiy, 
(M) INTERJ 
(M) They were two large persons, two disembodied spirits. (B) Two disembodied 
spirits? (M) Yes, they appeared to be men. { 47:58-60} 
(379) marri ngunungi, life marri ngunungi, 
[possibly thatUNMlLoc [lifeUNM]NOM [possibly thatUNMlLoc 
another world miri, not another world but djini-gim 
[another world likelLoc [not another world but this-EMPH 
world, marri ngunu wurpi+rri nyini-e 
worldlLoc [possibly thatUNM other+LOClLoc sit-PRES 
Possibly at that (place), maybe life there is like another world, and which appears to be 
like this world, living at that other place. {46:307 -309 } 
(2) Discourse 
This book has not dealt systematically with discourse features, though discourse level phenomena 
have been described briefly when pertinent to the discussion of the function of various forms. Most 
of the important discourse features have been mentioned at some point or other. The following is a 
summary of some of the features which can be found in earlier sections. 
(a) Use of manymak 'okay' ,  'good' as an episode marker - sections 3 . 19  and 5 .5( 1 ). (Other 
synonyms for manymak can be used this way, for example bUJal 'good' and cjiwirring 'good'.) 
(b) An increase in the use of TF clitic -ban to highlight a discourse peak - section 3 .20. 
(c) PROM (formally identical to ERG) to highlight a constituent (usually an NP, though it can 
occur on a predicate also) - sections 2.3 and 2.7. Especially relevant to changes of participant, and 
introduction of new participants. 
(d) Fronting as an indicator of change of participant focus (section 5.3) or of Topicality. 
(e) Reduced pronouns, together with lack of overt full pronouns, used to track salient participants 
(such as actor and patient or goal) throughout a section of discourse in which participant focus is 
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unchanged. This has not been discussed in detail, though allusions to it may be found i n  section 3.14 
and Appendix 2. 
(f) Complex NP structures used in establishing reference and supplying descriptive detail, and 
which typically occur at points in a discourse where new participants are introduced. I have earlier 
only mentioned this briefly. An examination of the database shows that complex referential 
expressions cluster at points in a narrative where new participants are introduced or reintroduced. 
There are some: examples of this in the cited texts. 
(g) The stylistic use of root verbs to add colour to a narrative, in circumstances where events are 
highly predictable - sections 5.2 and 5.3. 
(h) The relationship of verb inflections to Procedural and Narrative discourse types - sections 
4.4, 4.6 and 4.7. 
(i) The use of TPC and RPC to indicate backgrounding of information - section 4.6. 
G) The use of YPA inflection to indicate the obtaining of the feature +Continuous with respect to 
an event which occurs within the context of remote indefinite time - section 4.5. Such an event is 
typically a habitual activity, a characteristic of a referent, or an existential reality which obtains over an 
extended period of time. 
(k) The THPRO marker, typically with a 'contrastive' Delimitative sense, and which is used to 
highlight thematically important referents, actions or adverbial modifications within a clause - section 
3.3. (The PRO marker of other Yolngu languages carries these functions in those languages.) 
(1) The EMPH marker which adds non-contrastive emhasis to a word - section 3.5. 
(m) Repea1:ed information used to signal a return to the main story line - section 5.5 ( 1). 
To finish off I would like to make a typological observation about Djinang and Y olngu languages 
generally (and no doubt it applies more widely). The preceding chapters have concentrated on 
describing the morphemes which are functionally important for realising various kinds of grammatical 
and semantic relationships. One may therefore get the impression that building meaning in discourse 
may be reduce:d to appropriate choices within the set of morphemes available to the speaker. This, 
however, is only half of the picture. 
It should be evident from the cited examples, and especially from the texts, that very often 
expected morphemes (such as case markers) are absent from surface structure, but the grammatical 
and semantic relationships which they realise do nevertheless obtain. Why is this so? Because 
languages generally, and Yolngu languages in particular, use inference based on the collocation of 
units of infonnation to build meaning. That is, the relationship between two adjacent units of 
information (often grammatical phrases) is suggested by ( 1 )  the information they contain, and (2) 
their close proximity in the stream of speech. Thus, for example, a speaker might build quite a 
complex word. picture about a referent by adding phrase after phrase of descriptive detail without 
bothering to maintain correct case marking for each such added unit of structure. It is the fact that 
each unit is juxtaposed to the preceding, and that each piece of added information is felicitous with 
what has already been supplied, that makes elision of grammatical morphemes possible in such a 
situation. The Goddard case system tends to obscure this, because covert markings are made explicit, 
giving the impression that formal marking is what counts. However, the true picture is that meaning 
is built by two basic mechanisms - the formal grammatical apparatus is one and inference is the other. 
One may get some 'feel' for the relative importance of inference by examining the language examples 
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given throughout the book and comparing the free translation supplied with the actual forms in the 
vernacular. 
TEXTS 
The texts are typed as transcribed from tape. There is some fluctuation in the spelling of some 
words beginning with stops, for such words are transcribed as spoken. No ' spelling rules' are used, 
except that the ACC form of the pronoun ngil(i)dj-nyi 2pl-ACC is always spelled with lenis dj to 
distinguish it from the homophonous ACC form of the pronoun ngi1(i)tj-nyi Iduinc-ACC. Some 
stems are obviously reduplicated forms, however, I do not hyphenate the stem when the stem does 
not exist in an unreduplicated form. 
The texts are numbered with the story numbers used in the body of texts supplied to the Australian 
Institute of Aboriginal Studies. These numbers are, for the most part, chronologically ordered. 
(However, ' texts' 65 to 67 are actually selected portions of my field notes, and some short texts 
contained the.rein.) The texts are also divided into sections. For the most part, a ' section' is 
equivalent to a clause - provided the clause is not too long. However, since some clauses contain 
long strings of noun phrases, I have occasionally split the clause into two numbered sections. The 
numberings within texts therefore should be regarded as a matter of convenience. The division into 
sections must not be construed as a claim as to the location of a clause boundary in every instance, 
though for the most part, the section divisions correspond with clause boundaries. I have divided the 
texts into sections with some care to ensure that divisions are made as consistently as possible; 
nevertheless, occasionally clause divisions and text divisions will not coincide. It will usually be 
obvious when this is so. 
The texts are punctuated with ' , '  representing pause and with ' . '  representing a pause which also 
appears to con·espond to a semantic closure. In deciding where to place full stops I have been guided 
solely by my own intuitions; no mother-tongue speaker judgements have been used. Although I 
divided up the: database texts in this way, having subsequently analysed the database I would now 
divide the text into sentences differently in just a few instances. However, such instances are few and 
I believe the sentence divisions are reasonably accurate. Quotation marks are used for reported 
speech and direct quotations, where appropriate. I resort to an exclamation mark only when there is 
phonetic grounds for it. A comment from a listener will be preceded by the name or initial of the 
listener in parentheses; (B) indicates myself. 
Wherever possible, I try to give an English gloss which mirrors the structure of the text 
immediately above, and yet is reasonably meaningful as an English free translation. Occasionally it is 
impossible to keep the English translation adequately in step with the Djinang text, especially when a 
section is con "nued to a new line. When this occurs, I may split the English free translation across 
the line division as well; however there is no way of ensuring that each such split portion will reflect 
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only the Djinang words immediately above it. Sometimes this will be the case, and sometimes not. 
Thus occasionally the vernacular corresponding to a given portion of free translation will be found in 
the following line or the previous line, rather than in the current line. 
TEXT 22 
This is a portion of a text from Manbarrarra, the senior Murrungun clansman at the time of writing. 
The text concerns part of his earlier life, when he and a party of other Yolngu came to the mainland 
from Milingimbi mission in order to build an airstrip at the old Arafura homestead site, and to 
commence the building of what is now the outstation Nangalala. The events in this narrative would 
have taken place in the early sixties. The text was recorded on 31  May 198 1 .  European names are as 
spoken and are not given with their English spellings unless the latter are known. 
Manbarrarra's style is very colloquial; he does not make frequent use of reduced pronouns; he 
makes more use of onomatopoeia and gesture than do the other recorded speakers, and thus he uses 
very simple grammatical constructions. The thematic material is not carefully woven together, but 
rather occurs as a series of discrete units like beads on a string. 
We pick up the story at a point where the narrator and his party are proceeding to Murwangi (the 
old Arafura homestead site), along with some European mission staff, cattle and the families of the 
Yolngu in the party. The party has just finished breakfast and is ready to proceed on the last leg of 
the journey. 
(196) Nginibi gir-ali-ban. 
1plexcNOM go-RPA-TF 
We then went. 
( 197) Djudju-ga-ny kiri-nya .. , djudju-ga-ny kiri-ny+a, 
drove-take-RPC PROG-RPC+DUR drove-take-RPC PROG-RPC+NF 
Murwan.gi-". 
MurwangiUNM-LOC 
(We) were driving (the cattle) along, driving them along to Murwangi. 
(198) Murwan.g+a-", ingki-ban nginibi nyani yat 
Murwangi+NF-LOC NEG-TF 1plexcERG [3sgUNM yardUNMJACC 
ngurrgi-nyiri, 
throw-RPI 
At Murwangi, we did not then erect a yard (for the cattle), 
(199) yarim nginibi yan-ili-ban murrurrt-ili-ban. 
just 1plexcERG send-RPA-TF bunch-ALL-TF 
(instead) we just sent (them) straight into the bush. 
(200) Murrurrt-ili nginibi yan-ili, glrn. 
bunch-ALL 1plexcNOM send-RPA COMPL 
We sent them into the bush, that's all. 
(201 )  Nginibi wl!Jl-n+a djut-pan. 
IplexcNOM return-RPA+NF sit-TF 
We returned (and we) sat down then. 
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(202) "Bukmak, bi+ldji giri-@-ban, ngarri waH 
[allUNM]NOM HITH+2plNOM come-FUT-TF I sgERG [foodUNM]ACC 
kl -ng kiri-@-ban. " 
give-FUT PROG-FUT-TF 
"Everyone,come here now; I will give you food now." 
(203) "Nyung-ung waH, nyung inma waH, nyung inma 
2sg-GEN foodUNM 2sgGEN 2sgDAT foodUNM 2sgGEN 2sgDAT 
"Your food, and your food, and your 
waH, nyung inma wali. " 
foodUNM 2sgGEN 2sgDA T foodUNM 
food, and your food. " 
[Note: each of the NPs of (203) is underlyingly NOM case.] 
(204) Ku-ny kiri-nya .. , Mista Biyuw. 
give-RPC PROG-RPC+DUR [MisterUNM BiyuwUNM]ERG 
Mr Biyuw was giving (food to each of us). 
(205) A girri djining nyibi ngu ?-ngurri-ny. 
and [stuffUNM]NOM [thisUNM]LOC [otherUNM]NOM DIST-lie-RPC 
And other supplies were lying here. 
(206) '�4 birjak, gubi-y. " 
And not.yet leave-IMP 
"Not yet, leave them." 
(207) Nginibi rjutji-la . .  
IplexcERG squeeze-RPA+DUR 
We kneaded (flour dough) 
(208) kukim-dji-la . .  , girri. 
cook-THEMSR-RPA+DUR COMPL 
(and) we cooked it till done. 
(209) l)irra-dji-l+a. 
eat-THEMSR-RPA+NF 
We ate it. 
(2 10) Ngurri-nyini djarja w 
sle:ep-RP A morning.lightUNM 
(Y.le) slept (and) at daybreak (we said) 
(21 1 )  "Nyali-ng airstrip?" 
where-LOC [airstripUNM]NOM 
"Where is the airstrip (to be)?" 
(2 12) "Djiningi, a ngunungi. " 
[thisUNM and thatUNMlLoc 
"(From) here and (to) there." 
(2 1 3) Bumir wurpm nginibi bi-pi1)u . .  
foreheadUNM oneUNM IplexcERG make-RPA+DUR 
We worked on it one time, 
(21 4) a madjirr nginibi bi-pi1)u . .  , girr-ban, bilapilang. 
and again IplexcERG make-RPA+DUR COMPL-TF it's.1ike.that 
and again we worked on it till it was finished; that's how we did it. 
(21 5) Djunggi-gi wirr, ngiy, djunggi-gi wirr. 
tree-DAT NEG INTERJ tree-DAT NEG 
As for the trees, they were no more; yes, they did not exist (there). 
(21 6) Nginibi bin-nyiri djarri-nyiri, 
IplexcERG do.thus-RPI EXIST-RPI 
We would be doing it thus, 
(217) nginibi yak-tji-li. 
1 plexcERG scrape-THEMSR-RP A 
(the ground) we scraped. 
(21 8) Nginibi Wl1)l-nI nyi-li, pinggul-dj+a, 
IplexcNOM return-RPA what-INSTR hoe-INSTR+NF 
shabul-dj+a, nyi-l+a, bulanggitj. 
shovel-INSTR+NF what-INSTR+NF okay 
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We returned; (we did it) by what thing, by hoe, (and) by shovel, by whatever means; 
okay (that's the end of that). 
[Note: pinggpl is a loan from Malay bing?kul 'hoe' 
(A.Walker, personal. communication) ] 
(219) Djimi1)gi nginibi mata-mata-miy-ngi1+a . .  , ngu?-ngurri-ny. 
[wireUNM]ACC IplexcERG REDUP-tie-CAUS-RPA+DUR DIST-lie-RPC 
We erected barbed wire fencing, (till) it lay (round the airstrip). 
(220) Mata-miy-ngi1+a, bUlanggitj. 
tie-CAUS-RPA+NF okay 
We tied (the wire); okay (that finishes that). 
(221 )  Warrwarr nginibi nyml-n+a, waH-ban ngilimi. 
go.fast IplexcNOM sit-RPA+NF [foodUNM]ACC-TF I plincERG [Sic] 
Going quickly (back) we sat and (ate) food then 
(222) "Nyanydjili?" 
whereALL 
"Where to?" 
(223) "Djiti-gi-ban. " 
drag-FUT-TF 
"(You will) drag it now." 
(224) Nginibi bindji-ni-pan buyubuyu-dji-li-ban, 
1plexcERG do.thus-RPA-TF smooth-THEMSR-RPA-TF 
That's what we did then, (we) smoothed it then; 
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(225) gir-al+a nguli, bi I)unydjirr-ali djili, 
go-RPA+NF thatLOC filTH come.quickly-RPA thisLOC 
(we) went to that (end) and came fast back to this (end), 
(226) bi I)unydjirr-ali nguli, bi I)unydjirr-ali djili, manymak. 
rUTH go.quickly-RPA thatLOC filTH come.quickly-RPA thisLOC okay 
(we) went fast to that (end again), and came fast back to this (end again); okay (that 
fi nishes that). 
(227) "piwirri-ng-ban djinim ?" 
[good-NMLS R] NOM-TF [thatUNM]NOM 
"Is that good now?" 
[Note: the -ng NMLSR morpheme is a reflex of the vestigial -*ngu nominaliser.] 
(228) "Yuw." 
INTERJ 
"'( es." 
(229) A madjirri, nibi buyubuyu-dji-li-tja . .  , 
and next 1plexcERG smooth-THEMSR-RPA-CONTR+DUR 
And nevertheless we smoothed it again. 
[Note: CONTR -tja here contrasts the fact that one more smoothing operation took place 
even though the result of the previous operation was pronounced 'good' .] 
(230) g;;'rrkuluk-dji-l+a, manymak. 
clear-THEMSR-RPA+NF okay 
(And then) it was cleared, okay (that finishes that). 
TEXT 24 
This is a portion of a traditional story dealing with the origin of the moon (which is regarded as 
male). Two children who did not share food with their father are drowned by him. The man's two 
wives eventually discover what he did and secretly plan to kill him in revenge. While he sleeps, they 
set fire to his mosquito-proof (woven) hut, burning him severely. He runs about looking for a tree to 
climb to escape the fire; eventually he goes up one and keeps rising. He then declares that he will 
endlessly be renewed, whereas those (humans) who remain will die and will not return alive. 
The story was told to my wife, on 7 June 1979. Sections ( 1 )  to (77) were narrated by Gat].baqa. 
She did not finish the story, so Malan.gi took up the narrative from section (80) onwards. The clan 
affiliation of Gat].baqa is Balmbi. Dialectically, her speech is virtually identical to Malan.gi's speech, 
so clearly Balmbi dialect is of the disjunctive type. Malan.gi is the senior Manyarring (Djuwing 
moiety) clansman; and Gal]baqa is one of Malan.gi's wives. (He resides on his mother's country, 
which is Balmbi territory.) 
Section (54) illustrates the verb giri 'go' used as a pro-verb for the verb wangi- speak. Also, in 
section (1 10) the first word is unclear on the tape: it is given here as ngunu 'that', but that is almost 
certainly not what was said. And in section ( 1 13) the stem magi- is unknown, though it is probably 
a verb belonging to the semantic field 'construction of dwellings'. 
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We take up the story at the point where the children have been hunting a few times, and each time 
have told their father that there was nothing left for him because they had finished it all. The father 
was sitting making a large net-like woven fish trap. He has just told the children to go off once more 
to get food. 
(43) Bil gir-ali 
3duNOM go-RPA 
They (i.e. the two children) went, 
(44) bil pu-ny kiri-nya.. gIrn. 
3duERG kill-RPC PROG-RPC+DUR COMPL 
(and) were busy killing till done. 
(45) Mani-ngi bi1 nYlfl1-nyi, 
river-LOC 3duNOM sit-RPC 
They were at the river 
(46) guyi bi1 pu-nyi, 
[fishUNM]ACC 3duERG kill-RPC 
killing fish, 
(47) gurrbi-wi, ParrparrkilJingi-�, gurrbi. 
[place-SPEC Parrparrkiningi-LOC placeUNMlLoc 
at the specific place (called) Parrparrk:ir)ingi. 
(48) Gurrbi-w ngunung ParrparrkilJing-�, bil pu-ny-ban. 
[place-SPEC thatUNM Parrparrkil)ing-LOClLoc 3duERG kill-RPC-TF 
They were catching (fish) at that specific place (called) Parrparrkigingi. 
(49) Nyan+a bil pu-nya. . nyani pu-ny, 
3sgERG+NF 3duERG kill-RPC+DUR 3sgERG kill-RPC 
One repeatedly caught (fish), and so too did the other, 
(50) a bil ka-ny-ban djiJ-dji. 
and 3duERG take-RPC-TF forked.stick-INSTR 
and they then took (them) on a forked stick (to the fire). 
(5 1 )  Bil batji-djin, 
3duERG cook-RPA 
They cooked (them), 
(52) in.ga bil wangi-n, 
3sgDAT 3duNOM say-RPA 
(and later) they said to him, 
(53) "Muri, wirr guyi. Liny malim-dji-l. " 
daddyUNM [NEG fishUNM]NOM 1duexcERG fmish-THEMSR-RPA 
"Dad, there are no fish (for you). We finished them off." 
(54) "Yuw manymak" gir-ali. 
INTERJ okay go-RP A 
"Yes, all right," he said. 
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(55) Madjirr ngunu-kirri, bilngga wangi-n-ban, 
next [that-COMPL]NOM 3duOAT say-RPA-TF 
Next that aforementioned (man) said to them then, 
(56) bilngga bindji-ni 
3duDAT do.thus-RPA 
he spoke thus, 
(57) "Nyabin nyum try, nyum ra- w-ban " 
how. about 2duNOM try 2duNOM enter-IMP-TF 
"How about you try to get into (the fishing net)?" 
(58) biJ'ldji-n. 
do.thus-RPA 
he said. 
(59) "l\Tyabin nyum ra-w-ban, try" 
how. about 2duNOM enter-IMP-TF try 
"How about you try enter into it?" 
(60) billdji-n. 
do.thus-RPA 
he said. 
(61 )  "Nyim manya-ng, nyim manya-ng, 
2duERG try-FUT 2duERG try-FUT 
"You try it, you try it; 
(62) nyim ra-gi" 
2d NOM enter-FUT 
you get in," 
(63) bindji-n. 
do.thus-RPA 
he said. 
(64) Nyani ngunu-kirri, mir fishing net, wana. 
[3sgNOM that-COMPL like fishing net]NOM [bigUNM]NOM 
That aforementioned fishing net (was) big. 
(65) "Nyabin nyim ra-gi guyi-gi inmila, 
how.about 2duNOM enter-FUT fish-OAT IplincOAT 
"How about you get in (as) fish (do) for us, 
(66) 
(67) 
nyani guyi ra-gi 
[3sgNOM fishUNM]NOM enter-FUT 
(as) fish will enter into it (later) then?" 
Bil bindji-n. 
3duNOM do.thus-RPA 
They did so. 
(68) Bil-um? (false start) 
3du-?? 
ngunyili-pan. " 
thatALL-TF 
(69) minydji bil ra-gili, 
THITH 3duNOM enter-RPA 
They got into it, they entered, 
(70) ra-gili, nyani ngunu ra-gili-ban, bil 
enter-RPA 3sgNOM [thatUNMJALL enter-RPA-TF [3duNOM 
yitjuwili bininggili. 
childrenUNM twoUNMJNOM 
they entered into that (net), the two children (did). 
(7 1 )  Nyani ngunu net marr-ngil, 
3sgERG [thatUNM netUNMJACC pick.up-RPA 
He (i.e. the father) picked up that net 
(72) girr garrpi-n-ban. 
COMPL tie. around-RPA-TF 
then tied it (closed). 
(73) "Nyanydjili-pan nyuni muri?" 
(74) 
(75) 
(76) 
thatALL-TF 2sgNOM daddyUNM 
"To where are you (going) now, Dad?" 
Mini-minigi-ny kiri-ny-ban. 
REDUP-carry-RPC PROG-RPC-TF 
He was carrying them away then. 
Bil-ny minigi-ny kiri-nya . .  
3du-ACC carry-RPC PROG-RPC+DUR 
He carried them all the way to the river 
bat bili-ny ngu-li, 
throw 3du-ACC throw-RPA 
(and) threw them in. 
gapi-li 
water-ALL 
(77) ngunu bili-ny bi-piIJi, ngunu-kima, ran.gu. 
[thatUNMJACC 3du-ACC kill-RPA [that-EMPH moonUNMJERG 
That moon killed those two (children). 
(78) (Glenys) Girr-ban ? 
COMPL-TF 
(Are you) finished now? 
(79) (GaI}baga) Girr-ban. 
COMPL-TF 
(I'm) finished now. 
(80) (Malan.gi) Bil-ngir-ang ngambirri, bininggili, 
[3du-OBL-GEN motherUNM twoUNM]NOM 
Their two mothers 
(81)  biling gir-ali-ban, wali-gi. 
3duNOM go-RPA-TF food-DAT 
went off for food. 
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(82) 
(83) 
WaH biling pu-ny kiri-nya . .  
[foodUNMJACC 3duERG kill-RPC PROG-RPC+DUR 
They repeatedly killed/obtained food from our habitat. 
Bil pu-ny kiri-nya . .  , glrn. 
3duERG kill-RPC PROG-RPC+DUR COMPL 
They repeatedly killed/obtained till done. 
(84) Warrwarr nguji bil batji-djini, 
gOt.fast thatLOC 3duERG cook-RPA 
TIley went and cooked it there (place unspecified), 
(85) ngun-ngiri bil wIlll-ny kiri-ny-ban. 
that-ABL 3duNOM return-RPC PROG-RPC-TF 
after that they came all the way back then. 
(86) BiT wIlll-ny kiri-ny-ban 
3duNOM return-RPC PROG-RPC-TF 
They returned all the way, 
bush-bi nginbil-ang. 
[bush-OR 1 plexc-GENJOR 
(87) gurrbi-li-ban bil wIlll-ny kiri-nya . . 
camp-ALL-TF 3duNOM return-RPC PROG-RPC+DUR 
they returned all the way to camp 
(88) biling yulgu-ngili, nyan-ki-pm-ban, bilnga ngwIpl-ngim, 
3duNOM come.to-RPA [3sg-DAT-THPRO-TF 3duDAT husband-KINPROP 
(and) came to their husband, 
(89) biLnga ngInlpl-ngim, bilnga nginipi-ngim, 
3duDAT husband-KINPROP 3duDAT husband-KINPROP 
nglInu-kima, yul. 
that-EMPH manUNM]DAT 
to their husband, to that man. 
(90) Ah, bilingi, ngurrwakng bili-ny ngu-li, gapi-li, 
3duPROM before 3duACC throw-RPA water-ALL 
walla giyaw. 
[bigUNM fish.netUNMJACC 
Ab, (the children) they earlier had been thrown into the water in the big fishing net. 
(9 1 )  Bili!pilang nginbil-ang, guyi-bi, fish trap. 
it's.1ike.that [ lplexc-GEN fish-OR fishUNM trapUNMJNOM 
It's like that for us concerning fish (and) fish traps. 
(92) 
(93) 
Biling bil llunydjirri-ny 
3duNOM 3duNOM go.fast-RPC 
They had come fast (to their camp) 
bil nYInl-nl, 
3duNOM sit-RP A 
(and) they sat, 
kiri-ny+a 
PROG-RPC+NF 
(94) biling bil yanya-ngig, 
3duERG 3duERG ask-RPA 
(and) they asked (their husband), 
(95) "Way! Yutjuwil+a, nyali biling yutju wili ?" 
INTERJ [children+NF]NOM [whereUNMJLoc [3duNOM chiidrenUNM]NOM 
"Hey! The children, where are the children?" 
(96) "Ngunu biJay bil kukirri-@ bil walngirri-@. " 
[thatUNM farUNMJLoc 3duNOM walk.about-PRES 3duNOM play-PRES 
"They are walking about and playing there at that distant place." 
(97) "Ingangi. " 
INTERJ 
"Is that so! "  
(98) A bil nyini-na . .  
And 3duNOM sit-RPA+DUR 
And they kept sitting, 
(99) bil marrka-ngil+a, wirr. 
3duNOM wait-RPA+NF NEG 
they waited, (but) nothing (happened). 
( 100) "Kwu! Nya-dji-pan biling yulku-ng kiri-@?" 
INTERJ what-TEMP-TF 3duNOM arrive-FUT PROG-FUT 
"Hey! When will they be arriving?" 
( 101)  '� bigak, bigak bil kukirri-@ bil walngirri-@. " 
INCOM INCOM 3duNOM walk.about-PRES 3duNOM play-PRES 
"Not yet, they have not yet fInished going about playing." 
( 102) Manymak, marr-dji bil nywl-na . .  , wirr. 
okay soul-INSTR 3duNOM sit-RPA+DUR NEG 
Well, they sat expectantly for a long time, (but) nothing (happened). 
( 103) "Gwu! Djining+a biling ngu1i-gim bina?" 
INTERJ [thisUNM+NF 3duNOM]NOM thatLOC-EMPH is.that.so 
"Hey, currently the two are distant, are they? 
( 104) biJing bil bindji-n-pan, biling ngambirri 
3duNOM 3duNOM do.thus-RPA-TF [3duNOM motherUNM 
ngun bininggili, 
thatUNM twoUNM]NOM 
those two mothers spoke like that then, 
( 105) yurru bil wIlll-ny hunting-ngir, 
because 3duNOM return-RPC hunting-ABL 
because they (i.e. the children) were returning from hunting (but were not), 
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[Note: yurru 'because' is DhuwallDhuwala, but sometimes is used instead of Djinang 
gima 'because' .  It is an instance of code mixing.] 
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( 106) dJina bili-ny nguligi-ban-gima. 
3plDAT 3du-ACC throw-TF-EMPH [Sic] 
a�; for them he had thrown them (in the water). 
(107) �arr-ban marr l}u-ban bil kurrpi-ni kiri-ny. 
set.off-TF probably [footprintUNM]ACC-TF 3duERG follow-RPC PROG-RPC 
Setting off they must have followed (his) footprints then. 
( 108) 8u bil kurrpi-ni kiri-nya . .  
( 109) 
[footprintUNM]ACC 3duERG follow-RPC PROG-RPC+DUR 
They followed (his) footprints all the way till (they ended up) 
gapi-mirri mani-ngi, djiningi, nguji 
[water-LOC river-LOC thisUNMJLoc thatLOC 
here at the water, at the river (i.e. the Glyde river) 
them, 
bili-ny ngu-li-gima, 
3du-ACC throw-RPA-EMPH 
at that (place where) he had thrown 
( 1 10) ngunu bil djapi-n-ban. 
[thatUNMJLoc 3duNOM be.in.water-RPA-TF 
(where) there they were underwater then. 
( 1 1 1 ) Manymak. Nyani nguji, djanng-a gurrbi dji?-tjarri-ny, 
okay 3sgNOM thatLOC [3pl-GEN placeUNM]NOM DIST-stand-RPC 
Okay. At that place it is their territory, 
[Note: nyani 'it' refers here to the place which is their territory.] 
( 1 1 2) bilapila GUl}gicjamiji. 
it' s.like. that [Gul}gigarni!iUNM]NOM 
BClmbaj, bambij, bambij wana, 
[rnosquito.hutUNM mosquito.hutUNM mosquito.hutUNM bigUNM 
it's (the place) GUl}gigarni!i. Large mosquito huts (which were) 
( 1 1 3) nginbil-ang mala, nginibi mi?-macji-m 
1p lexc-GEN COL]ACC 1plexcERG DIST-??-YPA 
mlItjpini-ny giri-ny, yul-ang. 
assemble-RPC HABIT-RPC [aboriginal.person-GEN]ACC 
OUT things, we used to ?? (we) used to assemble (them, they were) Aboriginal people's 
(huts). 
( 1 14) Nguji-kim biling bil ngurri-ny, 
thatLOC-EMPH 3duNOM 3duNOM sleep-RPC 
In (one of) those they (i.e. the two women) slept, 
( 1 1 5) djanng-a gurrbi. 
[3pl-GEN campUNMJLoc 
in their camp. 
( 1 1 6) Manymak, a maliri-ban, 
okay and night-TF 
Okay, and when it was night 
(1 17) djan ra-gili-ban ngurri-nyir-gi-ban. 
3plNOM enter-RPA-TF sleep-NMLSR-DAT-TF 
they entered (the hut) in order to sleep. 
( 1 1 8) Djani ra-ny kiri-ny-ban, grrn. 
3plNOM enter-RPC PROG-RPC-TF COMPL 
They entered right in then. 
( 1 19) Rarri djin mi1)ibi mala, manymak. 
[mouthUNM]ACC 3plERG close [COL]ACC okay 
They closed the entrance things (i.e. flaps); okay (that's all about that). 
( 120) Djunggi 1)ambigi purrt.J1rn-ny. 
[fITeUNM]NOM [insideUNMJLoc burn-RPC 
A fITe was burning inside. 
( 121)  Manymak. Biling inydji bil wangi-n, 
okay 3duNOM RECIP 3duNOM say-RPA 
Okay. They said to each other, 
( 122) "NgiJi, in.ga-l warrdji-gi. " 
1duincERG 3sgDAT- 1duincERG set.fITe-FUT 
"Let's set fITe to him." 
( 123) "Yuw bulanggitj gig.+a, 
INTER] goodUNM sisterUNM+VOC 
"Yes, all right sister, 
( 124) ngil ingk inydji bultji-gi. 
1duincERG NEG RECIP tell-PUT 
we each will not tell (him). 
( 125) Ngil in.ga-l warrdji-gi bambuJ 
1duincERG 3sgDAT- 1duincERG set.fITe-PUT [branchUNM 
djiningi, gurrbi. " 
thisUNM]ACC [placeUNMJLoc 
On account of him we will ignite these branches (here) at (this) place." 
(126) Nyan ngurri-nyina . .  , 
3sgNOM sleep-RPA+DUR 
He (i.e. the man) kept sleeping, 
( 127) nyani ngurri-nyin mirrpmi, yul, 
3sgNOM sleep-RPA INTENS [manUNM]NOM 
the man was very deeply asleep, 
( 128) mir wana-ban fall asleep-ban. 
like big-TF fall asleep-TF 
he was fast asleep then. 
( 129) Manymak biling in.ga bil djat-djat-dji-l. 
okay 3duERG 3sgDAT 3duERG REDUP-prod-THEMSR-RPA 
Okay, they (i.e. the two women) prodded him (to check he is asleep). 
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( 1 30) "TjiJ ngili-ban giri-�. " 
INTERJ IduincNOM-TF go-FUT 
"(?)Ugh! Let's go! "  
[Note: the meaning of tji i s  unknown; it may be an expression of disgust.] 
( 1 3 1 )  Bil Jap-miy-ngil rarri, 
3duERG open-CAUS-RPA [mouthUNM]ACC 
TIley opened the entrance (of the hut, and) 
(1 32) nyani yulngu-ngil, a wurpi yulngu-ngil. 
3sgNOM come.out-RPA and [anotherUNM]NOM come.out-RPA 
one came out and the other came out. 
( 133) 
( 134) 
( 1 35) 
M.fJdjirr rangan biling wana 
next [paperbarkUNM]ACC 3duERG [bigUNM]ACC 
Ne:xt they got large sheets of paperbark, 
bil' wupwup-dji djunggi, 
3duERG blow-THEMSR [frreUNM]ACC 
(and) they blew it (till it was) aflame; 
bil warrdji-ni kiri-ny-ban .. , 
3duERG set.frre-RPC PROG-RPC-TF+DUR 
they then were igniting (the hut) 
( 1 36) Jiyuw.. gap, 
cicle.around+DUR touch 
in a circle right around, 
( 1 37) bait-pan in.ga bil ngu-li. 
throw-TF 3sgDAT 3duERG throw-RPA 
(and) they then threw (the firebrand) at him. 
( 138) Nyani ngurri-ny kiri-ny-ban . .  
3sgNOM sleep-RPC PROG-RPC-TF+DUR 
He kept on sleeping a while, 
bil marr-ngil, 
3duERG get-RPA 
[Notice the increased use of TF -ban in 138-143, highlighting the discourse peak.] 
( 1 39) bindji-ni, 
do.thus-RPA 
(then) he did as follows: 
(140) marrngi-n-ban ganydjarr-ban 
perceive-RP A-TF strong-TF 
he lhen quickly perceived (that) 
( 141 )  djunggi purrtjirri-ny-ban, 
[fireUNM]NOM burn-RPC-TF 
a fire was burning then, 
( 142) galngi-li-ban marrngi-n, 
body-ERG-TF perceive-RP A 
he felt (that) his body 
(143) burrtjirri-ny kiri-ny-ban. 
TEXT 32 
burn-RPC PROG-RPC-1F 
was burning up then. 
[Sections 144 to 177 are not cited here.] 
23 1 
This is a major portion of a text by Richard Milurrurr in which he retells from memory (having 
read it beforehand in English) the story of the conversion of the Philippian jailer (Acts 16: 16-36). 
The story is of considerable interest, for being culturally 'foreign' material, the narrator has to use 
more of the morphological and syntactic resources of the language in order to convey the meaning 
clearly. He also digresses occasionally to draw parallels with Yolngu beliefs. 
This story was told to me on 29 August 1979. Milurrurr is a Manyarring clansman, aged about 
forty at the time of telling the story. The story can be found in the Bible, so I will not summarise it 
here. Two common features of this story are (1)  quite complex participant referencing constructions, 
and (2) the frequent use of ngunu-kirri that-COMPL (or similar deictic form) as a marker of 
anaphora. Milurrurr, more than the other recorded speakers, also makes use of ngunu thatUNM as a 
deictic determiner and as a relative pronoun. 
(6) Manymak, a yarim ngun u-kirri-tjini mala 
okay and just [thatUNM-COMPL-DEF COL 
mir Silas, ga Paul, 
like SilasUNM and PauIUNM]ERG 
Okay, just that aforementioned group, that is, Silas and Paul, 
[Note: ngunu-kirri-tjini here refers anaphorically to Paul and Silas who were the topic 
of the story when read previously in English.] 
(7) ngunung inydji bil marr-yirrpi-n ngunung God-ali. 
[thatUNM]ACC RECIP 3plERG soul-set-RPC [thatUNM God-ALL]ALL 
they each had set their trust on God 
(8) A nyani bilngga gu-ny, promise, 
and 3sgERG 3duDAT give-RPC [promiseUNM]ACC 
and He had given them a promise, 
(9) ga ingki nyani bilngga yulgu-nyir, 
and NEG 3sgNOM 3duDAT come.to-RPI 
but He had not come to them, 
(10) bil Holy Spirit bilngga yulgu-nyir [sic] faith, 
but [HolyUNM SpiritUNM]NOM 3duDAT come.to-RPI [faithUNM]NOM 
but the Holy Spirit had come to them, 
[Note: yulgu-nyir was a performance error, it should have been yulgu-ngil as in (1 1).] 
(1 1)  faith bilngga yulgu-ngil. 
[faithUNM]NOM 3duDAT come.to-RPA 
(and) faith had come to them. 
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( 12) G.I Jarr-ban bil gir-ali ngunung, gurrbi-li ngunung, 
and set.off-TF 3duNOM go-RPA [thatUNM place-ALL thatUNM 
And setting off, they then went to that place, 
( 13) gl'lrrbi dji?-tjarri-� God-ang, bala?, ngunung prayer-gi, 
pJaceUNM DIST-stand-YPA God-GEN houseUNM thatUNM prayer-DATJALL 
(to) that place (where) God's house stands, the one for prayer, 
( 14) al" mam ngunu djiny gU1)gi-gi1)-dji-m giri-m-ban, 
all possibly [thatUNM]ERG 3plACC head-PROP-THEMSR-YPA HABIT-YPA-TF 
ab, probably that (place) used to cause them to think/meditate 
( 1 5) a yul-pili ngurruwakn djin gir-ali mala. 
and [person-PL before 3plNOM come-RPA COL]ACC 
and (it did the same) to the people who came (there) in times past. 
[Note: Milurrurr uses ngurrwakn in preference to ngurrwakng.] 
( 16) Biling bil kiri-ny nyini-ny ngununga . .  , 
3duNOM 3duNOM go-RPC PROG-RPC [thatUNM]ALL +DUR 
TIley were going along to that (place) 
( 17) ga mal-ngiri ngunung, nyani-ban, mal-ngiri 
and part-ABL [thatUNM 3sgNOM]NOM-TF part-ABL 
yul-pil ngunu-kim nyini-ni, 
[man-PL that-EMPH]NOM sit-RPA 
and part way along those men were part way (along to God's house), 
( 1 8) djilni ngunu-kirri djin nyini-� yul-pili, 
[3plNOM that-COMPL]NOM 3plNOM sit-YPA [man-PL]NOM 
those aforementioned men were living (there), 
( 19) ga ingki djin marnggi ngunung, God-ang, yan-gi, 
and NEG 3plNOM know [thatUNM God-GEN word-DATJDAT 
and they did not know God's word 
(20) ga yaku-gi ingk-in.ga djin marnggi. 
and name-DAT NEG-3sgDAT 3plNOM know 
nor did they know His name. 
(21 )  Ga nyan nguJi-kirri nyini-ny miyilk, 
and 3sgNOM thatLOC-COMPL sit-RPC [womanUNM]NOM 
And a woman was sitting there behind them, 
(22) nyani-ban 1)ambigi+n.ga ra-ny ngunu-kirri 
3sgNOM-TF [insideUNM]ALL +3sgDAT enter-RPC [that-COMPL 
minarr, bilapilang galngayngu. 
snakeUNM]NOM [it's.like.that King.Brown.snakeUNM]NOM 
(and) then had entered into her that aforementioned snake, such as like a King Brown 
snake. 
[Note: the internalised snake is a metaphor for spirit-possession.] 
(23) Galngayngu-gilJing nguji-kirri nyini-ny. 
[King.Brown.snake-PROP]NOM thatLOC-COMPL sit-RPC 
(The woman) possessed by the snake was sitting there behind. 
(24) Bilapilang mir ngilimi, marr lim 
it's.like.that like 1plincNOM [soulUNM]NOM 1plincNOM 
gubu-gubu-tji-m giri-m+a, 
REDUP-twitch-THEMSR-PRES HABIT-PRES+NF 
It is like that for us (too): our inner self twitches 
(25) ga lim gUlJgi-marrayar-dji-m giri-m+a, 
and 1plincNOM head-bristle-THEMSR-PRES HABIT-PRES+NF 
galngi-ngir bilapilang. 
body-ABL it's.like.that 
and our hair bristles from our body, that's the way it is. 
(26) Girr inydji lim bultji-n giri-m-ban 
COMPL RECIP 1plincERG tell-PRES HABIT-PRES-TF 
Then we tell each other 
(27) "Djaming gugarr yulgu-ngi yul-pili, " 
later.on tomorrowUNM arrive-FUT [person-PL]NOM 
"Later tomorrow people will arrive" 
(28) ngunu-ngir djanguny-gilJing bilapilang. 
[that-ABL story-PROP]ABL it's.like.that 
(we say that) after (or, due to) that omen, that's how it is (for us). 
(29) Manymak, a nyani ngunu-kirr miyilk djarri-nyin 
okay and [3sgNOM that-COMPL womanUNM]NOM stand-RPA 
Okay, that aforementioned woman stood up, 
(30) girr bili-ny bultji-djin-ban, 
COMPL 3du-ACC report-RPA-TF 
then she reported them 
(3 1 )  "Djining bil kiri-m nyini-�, 
[thisUNM]NOM 3duNOM come-PRES PROG-PRES 
"These (two) come 
(32) ngunung djanguny bil katji-nm 
[thatUNM storyUNM]ACC 3duERG hold-PRES 
ngunung wanngir-nya-kilJing, 
[thatUNM save-NMLSR-PROP]ACC 
bearing that story, the one which saves, 
(33) ga djining ngunung gurrbi djama-dji-m 
and [thisUNM]PROM [thatUNM placeUNM]ACC work-THEMSR-YPA 
ngirki ga nginmili-ny, 
[boneUNM and 1plinc-ACC]ACC 
and this (one) made the world (lit. earth foundations) and us, 
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[Note: it is not clear what djining refers to here. Perhaps it refers to God as the maker of 
the world and people, or to a further facet of the message that Paul and Silas bear -
namely that He (i.e. God) made the world and its people. The former is the more likely in 
the context.] 
(34) gil djanguny bil ka-m djini wanngir-nya-ki!Jing. " 
and [storyUNM]ACC 3duERG bring-PRES [thisUNM save-NMLSR-PROP]ACC 
and they bring this story (which) saves." 
(35) Ga nyani Silas ngunungi, djarri-nyini, 
and [3sgPROM SilasUNM]PROM thatUNM stand-RPA 
And Silas stood up then, 
[Note: the sense of ngunungi is here interpreted as 'at that time' ,  although it could 
possibly be marking anaphora instead. Normally a temporal nominal precedes referential 
information, except when fronting occurs due to a change of participant focus, as here.] 
(36) djarri-nyin in.ga wangi-n, 
stand-RPA 3sgDAT say-RPA 
standing he said to her, 
(37) "Wiyf" in.ga nguy-mur-mur-dji-l, 
INTERJ 3sgDAT guts-REDUP-hot-THEMSR-RPA 
"Hey!" He was angry with her. 
(38) "Nyuni djinim miyilk dji?-tjarri-fJ, 
2s,gNOM [thatUNM womanUNMkoc DIST-stand-PRES 
"You (snake) existing (in) that woman, 
(39) g�1 djinim in.ga ngunung galngayngu 
[and thatUNM 3sgDAT thatUNM King.Brown UNM 
minarr, yaku-mirrpm Djesu-mirrpm, 
snakeUNM]NOM name-PERL Jesus-PERL 
th,e King Brown snake pertaining to this (woman), through the name of Jesus 
(40) a yulgu-w-ban budjirri-ngiri nyanng-ang, wugiJ 
- come.out-IMP-TF [belly-ABL 3sg-GEN]ABL [spiritUNM 
in.ga djining. " 
3sgDAT thisUNM]NOM 
come out now from her belly, (you who are) this spirit of hers! "  
(41 )  Girri yulgu-ngili-ban. 
COMPL come.out-RPA-TF 
Then it came out. 
(42) Yulgu-ngiJi, nyani ngunu miyilk 
come.out-RPA [3sgNOM thatUNM womanUNM]NOM 
g<rlng-Jay-dji-li-ban. 
body-relief-THEMSR-RPA-TF 
Having come out, the woman was healed. 
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[Note: 4 1  and 42 are a discourse peak. Also note the increase in the use of the TF clitic 
-ban, and the shorter sentences, which together signal a climax in the story.] 
(43) Galng-Jay-dji-li, 
body-relief-THEMSR-RP A 
Having been healed, 
(44) a djani ngunu djin nya-ngiIJi-ban 
and 3plERG [thatUNM]ACC 3plERG see-RPA-TF 
ngunung, miyilk-ang, djama-giIJ-pili, 
thatUNM woman-GEN work-PROP-PL 
and they witnessed it - the woman's workers 
(45) ngunu nguJi-kim djin nylnl-ny, 
thatUNM thatLOC-EMPH 3plNOM sit-RPC 
that were sitting right there, 
(46) 
(47) 
(48) 
ga bunggawa ngun-gira-pi gurrbi-bi. 
and bossUNM that-OBL-OR place-OR]ERG 
and the boss from that place (witnessed it). 
Girr nyim-pi djama-giIJ-pil-ngir djin bultji-djin-ban, 
COMPL what-OR work-PROP-PL-ERG 3plERG tell-RPA-TF 
Then the workers told the boss what (it was about), 
"WiyJ, djining yul-mirrpili bil gurriyilingil-al ngunung, 
INTERJ [thisUNM man-PAUC]ERG 3duERG cause.to.go.outside-RPA [thatUNM 
"Hey! These two men exorcised 
(49) minarr in.ga bil. " 
snakeUNM]ACC 3sgDAT 3duERG 
the snake from out of her, they (did)." 
(50) Marrga nyani ngunu-kirri, 
therefore [3sgERG that-COMPL]ERG 
Therefore the aforementioned (boss said), 
(5 1 )  '� ngilim djini- wil-tji 
and 1plincERG [this-PL-DEF]ERG 
"And we people (here) at this (place) 
(52) ingki-ban lim rrupiya marr-gi wana 
NEG-TF IplincERG [moneyUNM]ACC get-FUT [bigUNM]ACC 
ngunu wurpa-pi yul-bi" 
[thatUNM other-OR man-OR]OR 
will not now get lots of money from these other men", 
(53) bindji-n. 
do.thus-RPA 
(he) said. 
(54) Manymak, nyani ngunu dji-ny ga-ngili, Paul-nyi 
okay 3sgERG [thatUNM]ACC 3pl-ACC take-RPA [Paul-ACC 
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(55) 
(56) 
ga Silas ngunyili, bungga wa-li-ban, 
and SilasUNM]ACC [thatALL boss-ALL-1F 
Okay, he took Paul and Silas to the boss then, 
wana-li yul-ili ngunung, ngurrgawalangu 
big-ALL man-ALL thatUNM leaderUNM 
to the important man, to their leader. 
Ka-ny kiri-ny nguJi, 
take-RPC PROG-RPC thatLOC 
He took (them) all the way there, 
djina. 
3plDAT]ALL 
(57) wangi-n, 
sa.y-RPA 
(and) he said, 
(58) "Nyum djiningi, rum mirkng nyim 
2duERG [thisUNM]ACC [way.of.lifeUNM badUNM]ACC 2duERG 
djama-dji-m djiJi nginbil-a gurrbi-w. 
work-THEMSR-PRES [thisLOC Iplexc-GEN place-SPEClLoc 
"You (two are doing) this: you are instigating bad practices here in our own area. 
(59) Nginibi djining ingki djal nibi marrngirri-dji, 
IplexcNOM [thisUNM]DAT NEG like IplexcERG hear-FUT 
We do not like this (which) we hear 
(60) djin-gira-pi djanguny nyum nyim ka-m, 
[this-OBL-OR storyUNM]ACC 2duERG 2duERG bring-PRES 
a wurpa-pi wurpa-pi 
[and other-OR other-OR]ACC 
concerning this story (which) you bring (and which is) from other different places, 
[Note: 59-60 involves a relative clause embedded in a relative clause, which is an 
extremely rare construction. Some of the labelled bracketing has been omitted to avoid 
over-extending our notational conventions.] 
(6 1 )  gim nginibi djini law nibi katji-nm, 
because IplexcERG [thisUNM lawUNM]ACC IplexcERG hold-PRES 
because we have this law, 
(62) rum bilapiJang mir, Rome-bi mala yul-pili, 
[practicesUNM such. as like Rome-OR COL person-PL]ACC 
practices such as (what) people from Rome (have), 
(63) nginibi bilapilangi-r nibi nyin-�. " 
IplexcNOM it's.like.that-INSTR IplexcNOM sit-PRES 
that's the kind of (way) by which we live." 
(64) Manymak ngunu-ngir-kirri, bili-ny . djin yilbir-tji-li-ban. 
okay that-ABL-COMPL 3du-ACC 3plERG strip-THEMSR-RPA-TF 
Okay, after that they stripped them (i.e. Paul and Silas). 
(65) Bil wirar-tji-li-ban, 
3duNOM hang.by .hands-THEMSR-RPA-TF 
They hung by their hand, 
(66) glIn bilngga djin yilbir-tji-li-ban, 
COMPL 3duDAT 3plERG remove-THEMSR-RPA-TF 
(and) then they removed (their) shirt, 
(67) biri ngun ung, warngarriny bunggawa nyini-ny djina, 
chestUNM [thatUNM what's.his.nameUNM bossUNM]NOM sit-RPC 3plDAT 
(and) that boss was sitting before them, 
(68) ngurri-, djiti-ngil dji-ny djina glIn. 
nose-drag-RPA 3pl+ACC 3plDAT COMPL 
(and) he forcibly dragged/led them in front of them (i.e. the audience) also. 
(69) Ngunu-ngir-kirri bi Wlgl-nI, 
that-ABL-COMPL HITH return-RPA 
After (they) came back 
(70) girr bili-ny djin ga-ngili-ban. 
COMPL 3du-ACC 3plERG take-RPA-TF 
they took them away then. 
(7 1)  Ka-ny kiri-ny+a nguJi, 
take-RPC PROG-RPC+NF thatLOC 
Having taken (them) all the way there, 
(72) gambigi-ban, girri prisoner-ban bili-ny 
[insideUNM]ALL-TF COMPL [prisonerUNM]Acc-TF 3du-ACC 
djin yagirr-djin. 
3plERG insert-RP A 
inside (a prison) they then imprisoned them (as) prisoners. 
(73) Bili-ny djin yagirr-djin, 
3du-ACC 3plERG insert-RPA 
Having put them (in prison), 
(74) manymak, ga nyani ngunu-kirri, ngun ung 
okay and [3sgNOM that-COMPL thatUNM 
prisoner djaka-giging, 
prisonerUNM care-PROP]NOM 
okay, the aforementioned prisoner caretaker 
(75) nguJi-kim dji?-tjarri-ny. 
thatLOC-EMPH DIST-stand-RPC 
was standing right there (guarding them). 
(76) Manymak, nyini-ny kiri-nya .. , 
okay sit-RPC PROG-RPC+DUR 
Okay, (they) were sitting on and on, 
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(77) ngidjirrkng baJnggi-dj-ny kiri-ny-ban, 
close afternoon-INCHO-RPC PROG-RPC-TF 
(and) it was becoming (late) afternoon then, 
(78) waJirr mungin-dji yirrpi-ni, 
[sunUNM lower.back-ERGJERG set.down-RPC 
the sun was setting, 
(79) gin biling ngunu-kirri, biJ 
COMPL [3duNOM that-COMPLJNOM 3duNOM 
nglIrr-yirrpi-n-ban prayer-dji-J-ban. 
nose-set.down-RPA-TF prayer-THEMSR-RPA-TF 
then the aforementioned (i.e. Paul and Silas) began then to pray. 
(80) BiJ prayer-dj-ny kiri-nya . .  
3duNOM prayer-THEMSR-RPC PROG-RPC+DUR 
They were busy praying 
(8 1)  ga nyibi ngunu yuJ-pili nguJi 
and [otherUNM thatUNM personUNM-PLJNOM [thatLOC 
IJambiQi djin nyini-ny, 
insideUNMJLoc 3plNOM sit-RPC 
and other people that were sitting there inside 
(82) warngarriny-mirr ngunungi, IJambiQi prison, 
[what's.its.name-LOC thatUNM insideUNM prisonUNMJLoc 
the what's-its-name, inside the prison, 
(83) ga marrngirri-ny-ban 
and hear-RPC-TF 
and could hear (them), 
(84) ga djin djarri-nyin-ban. 
and 3plNOM stood-RPA-TF 
they stood up then. 
(85) Bili-ny djin marrngirri-ny-ban, 
3du-ACC 3plERG hear-RPC-TF 
They were listening to them 
(86) biJing ngunu biJ prayer-dj-ny. 
3duNOM [thatUNMkoc 3duNOM prayer-THEMSR-RPC 
as they were praying there. 
(87) Yarima.. girr wurrwurr-dj-ny kiri-ny-ban ngunung, baJa ?, 
just+DUR COMPL shake-INCHO-RPC PROG-RPC-TF [thatUNM buildingUNM 
Just (while they were praying) then it began to shake to and fro, 
(88) ngunu warngarriny, prisoner-bi baJa ? ngun u wana. 
thatUNM what's.its.nameUNM prisoner-OR buildingUNM thatUNM bigUNMJNOM 
that what's-it-called that large building concerning prisoners (began to shake). 
(89) A gu bili-ny djin garrpi-n djunggi-l+a, 
and [footUNM]ACC 3du-ACC 3plERG tie-RPC wood-INSTR+NF 
a gugdjarr, chain-dji wana-dji, 
[and wristUNM]ACC chain-INSTR big-INSTR 
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And their feet they had wrapped (or tied) with wood, and their wrists with large chains, 
(90) bintji maliri bil yulgu-nyir. 
otherwise nightUNM 3duNOM escape-RPI 
otherwise they may have escaped during the night. 
(9 1 )  Oirr wurrwurr-dj-ny kiri-ny-ban gurrbi-w ngunung, 
COMPL shake-INCHO-RPC PROG-RPC-1F [place-SPEC thatUNM]NOM 
Then that place began to shake to and fro, 
(92) yarim+a way-ban djin marrngi-n, 
just+NF [windUNM]ACC-TF 3plERG hear-RPA 
(and) they could just hear a wind, 
(93) yarim+a window-ban mala pu-ny kiri-ny 
just+NF [window-1F COL]ACC hit-RPC PROG-RPC 
and (at the same time) just all the windows were being hit (by the wind), 
(94) lap-miri-ny kiri-ny+a, 
open-CAUS-RPC PROG-RPC+NF 
(and) were opening up; 
(95) lap-ban djabir gir-ali djabir ngunung girri. 
open-1F [mouthUNM]ACC go-RPA [mouthUNM thatUNM]ACC COMPL 
open then went the doors (of the prison). That's all (about that). 
(96) Madjirri gu-dji ngunu lap-miri-ngil chain ngunung+a, 
next foot-PROM [thatUNM]ACC open-CAUS-RPA [chainUNM thatUNM+NF 
Next it opened those chains on the feet 
(97) ga warngarriny+a, gu ga gumbirri 
and so.and.soUNM+NF footUNM and handUNM 
gugdjirr-mirrpili lap gir-ali, 
wrist-PAUC]ACC open go-RPA 
and also (the chains on) the feet and hands, (on) both wrists, (they) went open, 
(98) midnight ngunu-kirr. 
midnightUNM that-COMPL 
at the aforementioned middle of the night. 
(99) Wangi-n-ban, 
say-RPA-1F 
He then said (false start), 
( 100) nyani ngunu-kirri, ngunu-kim prisoner 
[3sgNOM that-COMPL that-EMPH prisonerUNM 
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djaka-giI)ing I)unydjirr-ali-ban. 
c3re-PROP]NOM run-RPA-TF 
the aforementioned prisoner caretaker ran then. 
( 101 )  J::lunydjirr-ali nguji, nya-ngiI) 
run-RPA thatLOC see-RPA 
H� ran (and) there he looked, 
( 102) dji-ny minimini-ngiJ ngunu djabiri-gi, 
3pl-ACC look.through-RPA [thatUNM mouth-DAT]DAT 
he peeped at them through that door, 
[1>i ote: although the reduced pronoun is an ACC form, it is implied that when he looked 
through the door he did not succeed in seeing them.] 
( 103) nya-nglI)l ga ejutj ngunyili-pm W1I]l-n. 
sel!-RPA and return thatALL-TIIPRO retum-RPA 
he looked and came straight back. 
( 104) Warrwarr ga wurp+a wangi-n, 
go.fast and [anotherUNM+NF]DAT say-RPA 
And going quickly to another he said, 
( 105) "Djunggi bi ga-w bapiji, 
[fireUNM]ACC HITH bring-IMP thisALL 
"Bring me here a fIrebrand, 
(106) djini wibi-djingi-rr." 
[thisUNM]ACC illumine-CAUS-IMP 
illuminate this (place)!" 
(107) J::lunydjirr-al djunggi gaypi-l 
( 108) 
( 109) 
(1 10) 
(1 1 1) 
run-RPA [frreUNM]ACC take.from-RPA 
He ran (and) took the fIrebrand off him, 
ga nyani-pm I)unydjirr-al 
and 3sgNOM-THPRO run-RPA 
and just he himself ran 
bili-ny nya-ngiI). 
3dlJ-ACC see-RPA 
to see them there. 
nguji 
thatLOC 
A I)unydjirr-al, girr, warngarriny-ban 
and run-RPA COMPL [so.and.soUNM]ACC-TF 
He ran, then and got such-and-such, 
knife-ban marr-ngil. 
[knifeUNM]ACC-TF get-RPA 
he got a knife then. 
(1 12) A djini-kuyim inydji ra-nir, 
and this-Iater.on RECIP stab-RPI 
And he was on the verge of stabbing himself, 
marr-ngili, 
get-RPA 
(1 1 3) a nyani ngunu-ngir, Silas ga Paul, 
and 3sgNOM that-ABL [SilasUNM and PauIUNM]NOM 
in.ga bil bindji-ni 
3sgDAT 3duNOM do.thus-RPA 
and he from within Silas and Paul said to him 
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[Note: The narrator made a performance error when he used nyani 3sg 'he' ; he should 
have used biling 3du 'they'.] 
( 1 14) "Wiy! Ingk-inydji ra-rr. 
NEG-RECIP stab-IMP INTERJ 
"Hey! Don't stab yourself! 
( 1 1 5) Djini nibi warrpam wanngi-pm nibi nyini-@. 
[thisUNMJLoc [ lplexcNOM allUNM]NOM alive-THPRO 1plexcNOM sit-PRES 
We are all here (and) we are still alive. 
( 1 1 6) Ingki nibi l]unydjirri-nyir. " 
NEG 1plexcNOM run-TPI 
We did not run away." 
TEXT 34 
This is a portion of an hour-long discourse by Gigarri concerning a journey undertaken on foot 
with some older relatives, just prior to his circumcision. The story focuses around several dramatic 
incidents, mostly encounters with buffalo but also some other incidents. The portion cited here deals 
with the reception the narrator had when he and his party arrived (on foot) at Mainoru cattle station, 
about 200 kilometres to the south of the Crocodile Islands. He also describes how they outwitted a 
European there who tried hard to have Gi<Jarri sent to school. At the time, Gi<Jarri would have been 
in his very early teens; the events of the story would have taken place in the late fifties. The text was 
recorded on 10 September 1979. 
Gi<Jarri is a Marrangu clansman, and hence his dialect is ' smooth' (the other three texts are spoken 
in disjunctive dialects - see section 1 .3 for an explanation of these terms). We pick up the story at a 
point where the travelling party have drawn near to Mainoru and come in contact with Aboriginal 
stockmen from the station. (The station was run by Aboriginal men, with a European employed to 
give managerial assistance.) 
(212) Maynurru-li libi kiri-ny nyini-ny-ban. 
Mainoru-ALL 1plexcNOM come-RPC PROG-RPC-TF 
We were coming then to Mainoru. 
(2 13) Libi kiri-ny nyml-ny+a, 
1plexcNOM come-RPC PROG-RPC+DUR 
We were walking along, 
(2 14) djani yili-mirri-ban buluki djin ka-ny kiri-ny 
3plERG again-PERL-TF [cattleUNM]ACC 3plERG take-RPC PROG-RPC 
(and) they (Le. the stockmen) following after (us) were bringing the cattle at the same 
time, 
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(215)  nginibi ngurrwakng-ban libi gir-ali, mal}cJirri-dji. 
1plexcNOM first-TF 1plexcNOM go-RPA foot-INSTR 
we went in front of (them) on foot. 
(2 16) Gadjigirr-pma . .  , irra bil bultji-n 
road-THPRO+DUR 1 sgDAT 3duERG tell-RPC 
While on the way, they were telling me, 
(2 17) "Djini-ban eh ? Murrumbitj, 
[thisUNM] LOC-TF INTER] [MurrumbitjUNM]NOM 
Maynurru dji?-tjarri-{J. " 
[MainoruUNM]NOM DIST-stand-PRES 
"Here now (is) the area Murrumbitj , (where) Mainoru is". 
(2 1 8) Nyani ngurrwagi-pi ngunung, 
[3�:gNOM beginning-OR thatUNM 
M,Jrrumbitj, yul-ang-pi-bi. 
MurrumbitjUNM]NOM [person-GEN-OR-OR]NOM 
Murrumbitj has, from the beginning, belonged only to Aboriginal people. 
[Note: reduplicated OR case indicates Exclusive function here.] 
(219) "Djining Murrumbitj dji?-tjarri-{J-ban. " 
[thisUNM]LOC [MurrumbitjUNM]NOM DIST -stand-PRES-TF 
"Here is Murrumbitj now." 
(220) "Ngiyaf " 
INTERJ 
"Yes indeed!"  
(22 1 )  Ngunu-ngir-pmi bukiJ-ngiri minydji nibi mani-yulgu-li, 
tha't-ABL-THPRO cliff-ABL TIllTH 1plexcNOM throat-arrive-RPA 
On the other side from the cliff from there we arrived at the river, 
(222) libi baJtji-li, 
1pkxcNOM climb.up-RPA 
we climbed (the bank:) 
(223) libj nya-ngil}i ngunu-ngir-pm tjarri-ny, 
1pkxcERG see-RPA that-ABL-THPRO stand-RPC 
(and) we could see (the place) standing on the other side; 
(224) minydji nibi djundi-ni. 
THITH 1plexcNOM go.down-RPA 
we went down to it. 
(225) Nibi djundi-ny kiri-nya .. , 
1plexcNOM go.down-RPC PROG-RPC+DUR 
Going down, 
(226) libi mal-gir-ali, 
1plexcNOM part-go-RPA 
we crossed over 
(227) biligi ngunu djin rari-ngili. 
long.ago [thatUNM]ACC 3plERG grade-RPA 
(where) long before they had graded it. 
(228) Minydji nibi mal-gir-ali, 
THITH 1plexcNOM part-go-RPA 
From there we crossed over, 
(229) ngunu-ngir-pmi, djin bin dji-n +a, 
that-ABL-TIIPRO 3plERG do.thus-RPA+NF 
(and) on the other side they did as follows; 
(230) libili-ny djin nya-ngll)l. 
1plexc-ACC 3plERG see-RPA 
they saw us (and said). 
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(23 1 )  "Ku! Yul-pili eh! Yalimirring-ngimi. Nyali-ngiri djining?" 
INTERJ man-PL INTERJ stranger-KINPROP where-ABL [thisUNM]NOM 
"Look, Aboriginal people! Unknown relatives! From where (do) this (group come)?" 
(232) "Ngunu-ngiri, ra wirrang-ngiri. "  
that-ABL sunrise-ABL 
"From there, from the east." 
(233) "Ngiya! "  
INTERJ 
"Yes indeed!"  
(234) djin bindji-n+a. 
3plERG do.thus-RPA+NF 
they said. 
(235) Djin djiri-ngi-n Wil)gu-ny, ngirr-a 
3plERG recognise-CAUS-RPA [Left.Hand-ACC 1 sg-GEN 
wuw-ngim, Wil)gu. 
o. brother-KINPROP Left.HandUNM]ACC 
They recognised Left-Hand, my older brother. 
[Note: 'Left-Hand' is a nickname for the narrator's travelling companion.] 
(236) Djin nya-ngil)i Wil)gu, 
3plERG see-RPA [Left.HandUNM]ACC 
They saw Left-Hand, 
(237) a nglrn-ny ITTI-ny djin nya-ngil)i-ban. 
and 1 sg-ACC 1 sg-ACC 3plERG see-RPA-TF 
and me they saw then (too). 
[Note: in 237 there is a fronted ACC-marked full pronoun, making the 0 participant 
prominent.] 
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(238) Biling nguli-gima, l)angugu ngunu djining, 
3duNOM thatLOC-EMPH [sisterUNM thatUNM]NOM [thisUNM]LOC 
bi djin ngurri-� djining Galulmirri-�. 
lllTH 3plNOM sleep-YPA [thisUNM Galu!mirri-LOC]LOC 
Ri,ght there two sisters (of mine) lived somewhere at this (place) Galutmirri. 
[Note: l)angugu literally means 'worthless ' ;  probably the women were long past the age 
for marriage. Note also: the less marked 3pl pronoun is here used to refer to dual 
prurticipants. This occurs again later in the story.] 
(239) Burinyila gUl)gi-marrngirri-�. 
[BurinyilaUNM]NOM head-hear-PRES 
Burinyila is (their) father. 
[Note: gUl)gi-marrngirri- is an idiom used to assert fatherhood of a participant.] 
(240) A nguli-gim djin nyInl-ny, biling wawayka. 
and thatLOC-EMPH 3plNOM sit-RPC [3duNOM pair.of.sistersUNM]NOM 
Right there the pair of sisters were living. 
(241 )  DJin nyini-ny, 
3plNOM sit-RPC 
They were living (there and) 
(242) ngarri irr yulgu-li-ban. 
1 sgNOM 1 sgNOM arrive-RPA-TF 
I arrived then. 
(243) Yaw, irr yulgu-li-ban. 
INTERJ 1 sgNOM arrive-RPA-TF 
Yes, I arrived then. 
(244) "Djin wari?" "Ah yagalay yagalay. " 
3plNOM whoNOM INTER] so.and.so so.and.so 
"Who are they?" "Ah, so-and-so (and) so-and-so." 
[Note: instead of yagatay, actual names would have been uttered when the event actually 
took place.] 
(245) "Nyani gulmi-ngim bilingga. "  
3sgNOM [y.brother-KINPROP 3duDAT]NOM 
"Ht� is their younger brother." 
(246) "Nyiya, ngirr-a wuw+a, " bili-ny djin bultji-ni. 
INTERJ 1 sg-GEN o.brother+NF 3du-ACC 3plERG tell-RPA 
"Yes indeed, (he is) my brother" they told the two (sisters). 
[Note: (246) seems to be what the two older brothers of the narrator said to the narrator's 
sisters concerning him. If so, then this is an instance of the less marked wuwi 'older 
brother' being used as a term of reference for a younger brother. This happens not 
infrequently.] 
. 
(247) "Djini gulm-ngimi. " 
[thisUNM]NOM [yo brother-KINPROP] NOM 
"This is our younger brother." 
(248) "Ah ngiyaJ "  
INTERJ INTERJ 
"Ah yes!" (said the sisters). 
(249) Girri. 
(250) 
COMPL 
That's all (concerning that). 
Wali ngunu-ngln, libila djin 
[foodUNM]ACC that-ABL IplexcDAT 3plNOM 
Mter that, they cried on account of us. 
[Note: wali 'food' is a false start, see section 25 1 .] 
ngadj-ny kiri-nyi, 
cry-RPC PROG-RPC 
(25 1 )  wali, diy, libila djin pirr-plrn-ny kiri-ny, 
[foodUNM teaUNM]ACC IplexcDAT 3plERG 
They kept on bringing food and tea to/for us, 
(252) libila djin ku-ny kiri-ny-ban. 
IplexcDAT 3plERG give-RPC PROG-RPC-TF 
(and) were giving it to us then. 
REDUP-bring-RPC PROG-RPC 
(253) Ngunyili-ban irri-ny djin ga-li, gurrbi-li, 
thatALL-TF I sg-ACC 3plERG take-RPA camp-ALL 
They then took me to (their) camp, 
(254) IJangU(ju-mirrpilim, irri-ny djin marr-ngili. 
sister-PAUC+ERG I sg-ACC 3plERG pick.up-RPA 
the two sisters (did), they picked me up. 
(255) Ngu]i wal-dirr girra-dji-la . .  , 
thatLOC [foodUNM]ACC- l sgERG eat-THEMSR-RPA+DUR 
There I kept eating food, 
(256) blanket nyim-gunYlrn glrn irri-ny 
[blanketUNM what-kindUNM goodsUNM]ACC I sg-ACC 
djin gu-li, glrrl. 
3plERG give-RPA COMPL 
(and) they gave me blankets and all kinds of goods. 
(257) Ngunyili-pm lrn-ny djin wiIJi-djingi-n WiIJgu-li. 
thatALL-TIIPRO I sg-ACC 3plERG return-CAUS-RPA Left.Hand-ALL 
Later they returned me directly to Left-Hand. 
(258) Balnggi-dji-n-dirra, 
afternoon-INCHO-RP A- I sgDA T 
It had become late afternoon, 
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[Note: the ftrst person singular DAT reduced pronoun 'for me' is best left untranslated] 
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(259) libi ngurri-ny-ban, 
IplexcNOM sleep-RPC-TF 
we slept then, 
(260) libi walngirri-ny, yidjipil-pili. 
IplexcNOM play-RPC [child-PL]NOM 
(and) we children played. 
(261 )  Libi ngurri-ny nyini-ny nyabini? 
IplexcNOM sleep-RPC EXIST-RPC how.many 
(For) how many (days) were we sleeping (there)? 
(262) mfUTi warrngguwili yakirri. 
possibly fewUNM sleepUNM 
Possibly (for) three days. 
(263) A nyani Balanda ngunungi l}unydjirr-ali, 
and [3sgNOM EuropeanUNM]NOM thatUNM]LOC go.fast-RPA 
The European at that (place) came quickly 
(264) wangi-ni 
say-RPA 
(and) said, 
(265) Wil}gu-ny yanya-ngil}i, 
Le:ft.Hand-ACC ask-RPA 
asking Left-Hand, 
(266) "Way! Djining nyung-ung gulm-ngimi?" 
INTER] [thisUNM]NOM [2sg-GEN y.brother-KINPROP]NOM 
"Hey! Is this your younger brother?" 
(267) "Ngiy, ngirr-a gulm-ngimi. " 
INTERJ I sg-GEN y.brother-KINPROP 
"Yes, (he is) my younger brother." 
(268) "Bil nya bin i bila school-ili yani-@?" 
but how.about FRAME school-ALL send-FUT 
"Well how about it if (you) send him to school?" 
(269) Nyani tjarri-ny wangi-n in.ga, 
3sgNOM stand-RPC speak-RPA 3sgDAT 
He (i.e. Left-Hand) was standing talking to him. 
(270) "Wirr! 
NEG 
"No! 
(27 1 )  Djini yalkuy ngunyili-pm wil}i-dji. " 
[thisUNM]LOC briefly thatALL-THPRO return-FUT 
(He is) here (only) briefly (and) will go straight back there." 
(272) "Ingki! 
NEG 
Yirr-yirrpi-gi, 
REDUP-set-FUT 
"No! Choose (to settle) here 
(273) a schooli-li kiri-0. 
and school-ALL go-FUT 
and (he) can go to school! 
(274) A ngarri djining, wali ny+irr gu-ng 
and I sgPROM [thisUNM]PROM [foodUNM]ACC 2sgACC+ I sgERG give-FUT 
in.ga, mundjarr, 
3sgDAT [presentUNM 
And I (will do) this: food I will give to you for him (as) a present; 
(275) a dampa, wurpilim bag-dji ga 
and flourUNM onePROM bag-PROM and 
wurpilim djuga, bag-dji ny+irr gu-ngi. " 
onePROM sugarUNM bag-PROM]ACC 2sgACC+ I sgERG give-FUT 
one bag of flour and one bag of sugar, I will give to you." 
(276) A nyani bindji-ni 
and 3sgNOM do.thus-RPA 
And he spoke thus, 
(277) "Wirr! Djini ngunyili-pm irr yani-0. " 
NEG [thisUNM]ACC thatALL-1BPRO I sgERG send-FUT 
"No! I am sending this one (away) to there!"  
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[Note: the location to which the narrator was t<;> be sent was not specified, but understood 
to be the place from which he came.] 
(278) Yakirri warrngguwili-gim liny ngurri-nyini 
sleepUNM few-EMPH IduexcNOM lie.down-RPA 
Wiggu, ngirr-a wuw-ngImI, 
[Left.HandUNM I sg-GEN o.brother-KINPROP]NOM 
For a few days we slept (there, me and) Left-Hand, my older brother, 
(279) ngunung nguji-girri-ban. 
[thatUNM thatLOC-COMPL]LOC-TF 
at that (place) back there. 
APPENDIX 1 
DIALECf V ARIA TIONS BE1WEEN DJINANG CLANS 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The Djinang people of Australia number about 1 80-200 (based on 1986 Census figures) and 
occupy a narrow strip of land in north-central Arnhem Land, Northern Territory, to the south and 
south-east of the Crocodile Islands (Map 1). The western portion of their territory is higher ground 
(approximately 50 metres elevation), the eastern portion is the flood plain of the Glyde river, and the 
northern portion has numerous shallow depressions or swamps which contain muddy water for all or 
part of the year. The higher land is savannah woodland, mostly stringybark, ironbark and woolly 
butt trees, and is unsuitable for dwelling in unless near perennial water. The flood plain is grassland, 
and supports a large variety of wildlife - especially in the wet season. The northern area near the 
mouth of the Glyde river is mostly mud plains, which become dried and cracked in the dry season, 
often with salt deposits. The coastal fringes are bordered by dense mangrove thickets. Occasional 
patches of jungle can be found, and in moist areas there are usually stands of paperbark trees. 
Because of the characteristics of the terrain, people do not usually live for extended periods in one 
location, nor necessarily in their own clan's territory. Good camping places are located along the 
treeline to the west of the Glyde river flood plain, and also in the west beside waterholes in Ga!tji 
creek and similar places. People now live almost exclusively to the west of the river, since the store 
and facilities are located on that side. In the past, the eastern side of the river was used for residence 
and hunting far more frequently. The Manyarring territory to the west of the river is entirely 
unsuitable for camping, and so Manyarring clansmen live now on 'mother's country' ,  which is 
Balmbi territory. Balmbi clansmen who would have resided in the eastern Balmbi territory have now 
all died. In facl:, the only living Balmbi male is a boy of about 16 years old. Thus, at any one time, a 
good camping place is likely to be occupied by people from a number of clans, including people 
whose father's language is another Yolngu language. These days, however, a large proportion of 
Djinang people are becoming town dwellers, and live at Ramingining. 
Djinang is the western-most member of a family of languages popularly called (in recent literature) 
the 'Yolngu' languages, after the word for 'man' or 'person' used by most of these languages. The 
western languages of this family are not mutually intelligible, and certainly warrant the term 
'language' .  The eastern members are less diverse linguistically and 'dialect' may, for them, be a 
more suitable term (Morphy 1983:3-6). A major linguistic boundary occurs at the western border of 
Djinang territory, the languages to the west (Burarra), southwest (Rembarmga) and south (Ngandi) 
being of the prefixing type, and genetically far removed from the Yolngu languages (see Map 2). 
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To the south-east there is Djinba (actually one of a number of clans, each of which speaks closely 
related dialects - the most numerous one at present being Ganalbingu); to the east there are Dhuwala 
(Gupapuyngu) and Dhuwal (I;"iyagalawumirr), and to the north and north-east, Yanhangu. Djinang, 
Djinba, DhuwallDhuwala and Yanhangu are all Yolngu languages, and are not mutually intelligible. 
Yanhangu is spoken by people who are mostly island dwellers, and varieties of the Nhangu group of 
dialects (of which Yanhangu is one) are spoken from the Crocodile Islands in the west to the 
extremities of the Wessel Islands in the east. Yanhangu is spoken by the landowners of the Crocodile 
Islands, and is related (genetically) to both Djinang and Djinba. Very few Yanhangu speakers 
remain. 
There are presently seven Djinang clans: three belong to the Djuwing (Dhuwa) moiety, and the 
other four belong to the Yirritjing (Yirritja) moiety. Map 3 shows the clan territories, which in several 
cases are discontinuous. The location of boundaries is approximate, but based on careful survey 
work by Ken Nowland of the Uniting Church, when the latter was resident in the area in the sixties; 
the precise year of his survey work is unknown. The territories belonging to the Djinba, I)abi, 
Manydjalpingu, Walmapuy and Ganalbingu clans (all 'Djinba' language clans) are also shown on the 
map. 
The Djinang clans each have one or more names for their own particular dialect, for example 
Murrungun people speak Wulkabi, some Marrangu families speak Wurrki-ganydjarr (lit. 'flower­
power'), others speak Munggurrpi, and others Bumiri-bil]I1giligiI]ing. Different names within a clan 
should not be thought of as indicating subdialects. I have not been able to detect any such differences 
within a clan's dialect. Borsboom ( 1978:21-23) states that there is also a Murrungun clan which 
speaks Wulaki. Its territory is in the north-west. Murrungun clans can be found in several language 
groups, and similarly for Marrangu clans - as Borsboom ( 1978:27-28) indicates. It is not rare for a 
clan to adopt the dominant language or dialect of the geographical region. The Wulaki-speaking 
Murrungun clan is an example. And to the south-west, Rembarrnga is the dominant language of 
Malnyangal}ak, even though it was possibly once Murrungun territory. Geographical proximity, as 
we shall see, is an important factor in the diffusion of dialect variations. 
The people themselves usually give the clan name in lieu of the dialect name when asked for the 
latter, so I will retain this convention in what follows. The clans, and hence the dialects, are as 
follows: 
DJUWING MOIETY 
Marrangu 
Murrungun 
Manyarring 
YIRRITJING MOIETY 
Wulaki 
Djrujiwitjibi 
Mildjingi 
Balmbi 
It is highly likely that more clans once existed, but have become extinct. For example, Schebeck 
( 1967 : 1 03) gives Djawarabing or possibly Djawarrabing (moiety unknown) as a Djinang-speaking 
clan which was almost extinct in the mid sixties. Other Yolngu languages refer to this group as 
Dha:warrawuy; the suffIx change -wuy to -bi-ng(i), together with the change of dh to dj, would 
indicate that the name is definitely of Djinang origin. Also, as mentioned above, Balmbi is nearly 
extinct, and Mildjingi has only one (unmarried) male speaker left. Wulaki appears to be still viable; it 
is spoken in the west amongst Wulaki clansmen who traditionally have been bilingual in Wulaki and 
, Burarra (speaking Burarra as a second language). Borsboom ( 1978:2 1-22) also names a couple of 
small clans which are considered to be closely allied to larger clans: one to the Marrangu clan and one 
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to DjaQiwitjibi. He gives their names as Gorbmorbmal (possibly Gurrpmurrpmal) and Monjebung 
(probably Munyibung or Munyibing), respectively. 
The most yjable Djinang dialects at the present appear to be Marrangu, Manyarring, Murrungun, 
DjacJiwitjibi and Wulaki. Those in danger of extinction are Mildjingi and Balmbi. 
1 . 1  SOCIAL FACTORS IN DIALECT VARIATIONS 
1 . 1 . 1  NATIONAL PRIDE 
It is a feature of Aboriginal society that a 'tribe' will have a well-developed sense of political 
identity. An important treatment is that of Dixon (1976), who deals with this in some detail for tribes 
in the Cairns region of north Queensland. A later treatment is that of Merlan ( 1982), who deals with 
three different areas of Australia. Her work shows that while there is variation of the relative 
importance of certain indicators of social unity, nevertheless both land ties (through totems) and 
linguistic affiliations are of primary significance. This is especially true of the Amhem Land area. I 
once heard a Manyarring young man refer to his area as the 'Djinang nation' (he spoke in English). 
His utterance is significant in two ways: it reflects, firstly, the fact that a principal defining 
characteristic of political unity is linguistic unity; and, secondly, the fact that the self identity involved 
is that of 'nalionhood' .  This is not easy for a European to grasp, since there is remarkable 
homogeneity in north-east Arnhem Land in terms of ceremonies, kinship, culture, semantic 
primitives, wodd view and social organisation. To a nalve outsider the Yolngu peoples would seem 
to be a single political unit. But that is not the case. Even despite such homogeneity, there is a 
strongly developed parochial consciousness. This operates between linguistic entities, so that, for 
example, a woman who could read a little in her father's language (Djambarrpuyngu) refused to learn 
to read Djinang (even though she spoke it fluently), saying "That's not my language!". 
1 . 1 .2 CLAN LOYALTY, CLAN AFFILIATION 
The sense of linguistic solidarity extends down to the level of the clan, and is almost as strong 
there as between major languages. The variations between dialects are relatively insignificant when 
compared with the differences between neighbouring languages, and yet many of the formal 
realisations of the dialect differences are well known, highly visible and, for the most part, 
consistently maintained. This is especially true of differences which involve closed sets of 
morphemes, regular paradigmatic variations, and pronunciation. It is not quite so strongly maintained 
in the area of lexical variations in the open classes of morphemes (i.e. verb and noun stems). 
However lexical variations which signal moiety affiliation seem to be particularly stable. For 
example, all Djuwing people use maju 'daddy', while all Yirritjing people use muri. 
There has been a greater amount of social mixing in recent decades, due to the adoption of fairly 
stable residence patterns which allow easy and fast access to the supply centre (the local store). 
However, diffusion of open class morphemes cannot be explained along these lines, because the time 
depth is but a few decades. 
There is intense rivalry between clans, and quite callous behaviour can be observed from time to 
time because of clan loyalties. Some examples can be cited. A vehicle, procured by one clan, will 
refuse members of another clan permission to ride with them to the store, even though there is room. 
Fighting between men of different clans is not rare, but within the clan is strongly inhibited. Clans 
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try to get someone from their own group to be represented on the local council, otherwise they will 
always get the worst deal in decisions. The positive side of this is that youngsters are taught to 
always put their clan fIrst, above all other groups and individuals. There is ample literature on this 
kind of behaviour, so I need not elaborate further. The important point is that clan affIliation has 
linguistic realisation, just as 'national ' identity has. 
1 . 1 .3 MARRIAGE 
Interclan marriage is about as frequent as intertribe marriage. Traditionally, Djinang and Djinba 
exchange women as marriage partners. Recently, some Gupapuyngu men have been marrying 
Djinang women, which is a souce of irritation to Ganalbingu men who normally would have fIrst 
preference. However, within the Djinang clans there are well-known norms for the distribution of 
women as marriage partners between clans. So Manyarring men may take women from the Balmbi 
clan, Murrungun men may take women from the DjaQiwitjibi and Wulaki clans, Marrangu women go 
to Mildjingi or DjaQiwitjibi men and so forth. More details of the system, though not a full account, 
can be found in Borsboom 1978 (pp.23-34). Marriage must always be to a woman from the opposite 
moiety. Children learn fIrst the dialect (or language) of the mother, and around the age of puberty, 
are expected to begin to master the father's dialect (or language), which becomes one's 'first 
language' for the rest of one's adult life. 
It is not easy to evaluate the influence of the marriage rules on dialect variations. I offer the 
following two hypotheses. 
Firstly: the circulation of women ought to be an effIcient mechanism for the diffusion of 
morphemes from open classes in the lexicon. The facts would seem to support this hypothesis, 
because there has been considerable diffusion of stems, but no consistent direction of drift, nor 
origin, can be deduced for the bulk of the forms which vary (the variation is typically of a suppletive 
kind, though not exclusively so). 
' 
Secondly: the circulation of women can be expected not to reduce paradigmatic variations, since 
the forms concerned involve core vocabulary and must be mastered early in learning to speak a given 
dialect. This stability of paradigmatic variations is also an observed feature of the dialect situation. 
The situation with pronunciation variations is not clear to me, in terms of a child's acquisition of 
language. However, by early adulthood, one's pronunciation conforms to the norms of one's 
father's dialect, provided the person has been living in the Djinang speech community during early 
teens and before. 
1 . 1 .4 RESIDENCE PATIERNS 
As stated earlier, it is usually the case that members of various clans intermix at certain well­
established camping areas. For instance, in 198 1  at Mulugurram, a camp in wooded country a few 
miles west of the Glyde river (see Map 3) in Marrangu country, the people were from the following 
clans: Marrangu, Wulaki, Murrungun, DjaQiwitjibi and possibly other Djinang clans too, and also 
Ganalbingu, I)abi, Walmapuy and Djinba. By 1985 this had become a fairly well established 
outstation of Ramingining, but in 1987 it appeared to be in decline as more people moved closer to or 
into Rarningining. It is to be expected that, if the current trend continues, the intermixing involved in 
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such residence patterns would be an effective means of diffusing morphemes from open classes, 
resulting in significantly increased levelling of the interclan dialect differences. 
1 . 1 .5 CEREMONIAL EXCHANGE AND 1RADE: TIIE INFLUENCE OF PREFIXING LANGUAGES 
Thomson ( 1 949) has written on the patterns of ritual and non-ritual exchange of goods practised in 
former years in the Arnhem Land area. The patterns of exchange involved an influx of certain items 
(stone spear heads, boomerangs etc.) and a reciprocating outflow of locally produced (or acquired) 
goods. The inflow and outflow was along 'paths' defined by each person's location in a chain of 
barter partners, - defined by certain mutual kinship relations primarily. These 'paths' are also 
geographic, so that stone spear heads arrived in the Glyde river area from the south (via the 
Ritharrngu/Wagilak people, then to the Djinba people and thence to the Djinang), or from the east 
along the coast (probably via Yanhangu and Dhuwala-speaking people). When people were gathered 
for ceremonies, ritual obligations of goodwill were at their strongest; at such times there was 
considerable i:nterchange of goods. The 'paths' therefore involved social contact of a religio­
economic nature between members of diverse linguistic groups. For example, boomerangs (used in 
ceremonies and songs only) entered the Djinang area principally from the south-west, via the 
Rembarrnga. 
The question of interest is whether this resulted in significant diffusion of linguistic features? The 
answer appears to be both 'yes' and 'no'. Let us consider the Rembarrnga-Djinang contact. A 
cursory inspection of Rembarrnga vocabulary (McKay 1975) yields negligible results in terms of 
related forms. Of the few found, there were terms for animals; vocabulary related to horses (recent 
vocabulary); a few isolable morphemes such as 'tomorrow', ' far'; ceremonially important material 
such as 'white day'; and just a few items from lexical closed classes (core vocabulary). 
Examples are given below. 
REMBARRNGA DJINANG 
gandaya.la plains kangaroo gandayaJa plains kangaroo 
gugurrku brolga gugurrki/u brolga 
yarraman horse yarraman horse 
bugugup gallop (onomat.) bugugup gallop 
nganaparra buffalo nganaparra buffalo 
djubuy shoo, go away djibay [djibey] shoo (dogs) 
bun- smoke (tobacco) buny- smoke (tobacco) 
? bultji- roast burrtji- roast 
tjitj- return gutj return 
baJay far bilay far 
gugarrtji tomorrow gugarr tomorrow 
gugarr near future gugarr tomorrow 
gamununggu white clay gamun unggu white clay 
djimiggi wire (fish) spear djimiggi wire (fish) spear 
gumurr facing direction of biri chest, facing 
direction of 
Closer examination may reveal more. What is significant is that core vocabulary is not strongly 
represented. gutj is a common non-inflecting verb root from a class of non-thematic verbs. Some 
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Yolngu languages (e.g. Djinba) have fonned thematic (i.e. inflecting) verbs using this class as a 
source of stems, while other Yolngu languages (e.g. Djinang) have preserved these as a non­
inflecting class. gugarr and balay are pan-Yolngu morphemes, and can be presumed to have been 
diffused into Rembarmga from Yolngu contact; these tenns certainly fit Heath's criteria qf syllabicity, 
sharpness of boundaries, unifunctionality and categorical clarity (Heath 1978 : 105) - being some of 
the factors he found to be favourable towards diffusibility. 
gumurr is of interest. The Djinang tenn is biri, a suppletive fonn, since the common Yolngu 
word for 'chest' is gumurr (Djinba: gupurr). And in Yolngu languages it is used metaphorically 
with the sense 'facing the direction of' (and in other senses). Rembarmga has borrowed this from 
Yolngu languages, and Thomson ( 1949) sheds light on how this came to be. In the ceremonial 
exchange cycle, the source of goods was identified by a phrase which began with the word gumurr 
(the Djinang used biri) .  Thomson (fig 1 )  gives: 
gumurr 
gumurr 
gumurr 
gumurr 
gatjirrk 
muwadhak 
me wa tj 
djaJk 
gum urr garin 
(muwadhak 
(mewatj 
clothes, things, stuff) 
east) 
Thus it can be safely asserted that gumurr was diffused into Rembarrnga because of its special 
metaphorical use in these tenns; a conclusion which is reinforced by the fact that it was a secondary 
sense of the morpheme which became the primary sense in Rembarmga. 
Thus it is clear that borrowing has been very much of a peripheral nature in tenns of lexical items. 
Nor has it been unidirectional. For example, djibay (used when shooing away dogs) has been 
borrowed from Rembarrnga djubuy (probably having the same function). The rest of the 
vocabulary in the above list is common animals, ceremonial material, common implements or recent 
tenninology of either European or Austronesian origin. The obvious conclusion is that economic and 
ceremonial activities have had minimal effect on the lexicon of either language. The situation is much 
the same with Burarrra. The Djinang system of verbal auxiliaries can be shown to have some 
similarities to Burarra auxiliaries and may have been influenced by the latter, and some vocabulary 
has diffused in both directions (i.e. Djinang to Burarra and vice versa); but the effect of this diffusion 
has not lead to dialect variations in Djinang with the exception of the negative morpheme ingki (see 
section 2.3.3 below). Thus the origin of interclan lexical dialect differences in Djinang cannot be 
viewed as the result of contact with prefixing languages of the west. (Macassan influence was 
lexically far more significant than was contact with Burarra and Rembarmga). 
To illustrate these remarks, let us look briefly at some of the ways that Djinang and Djinba have 
been influenced by the prefixing languages in the west. Firstly, both Djinang and Djinba have 
palatalised all lamino-dentals to lamino-palatals. While various Yolngu languages exhibit 
palatalisation of interdentals in some structural positions, only Djinang and Djinba have applied this 
process in all positions, thereby losing the contrast entirely. Interestingly, the prefixing languages to 
the immediate west (Burarra in the case of Djinang, Rembarrnga for Djinba) do not have a lamino­
dental versus lamino-palatal contrast. Ngandi, to the south-east does have this contrast, and certainly 
proto-Yolngu had it too (Heath 1978:35). So this western influence has affected all Djinang clans 
uniformly (probably due to a greater time depth). 
Secondly, Rembarmga and Burarra (to the south-west and west) use bound pronominal prefixes to 
the verb, marking person and number, and showing concord with case marking on nominals which 
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are co-referen ial in the same clause. Yolngu languages lack such a system of formally reduced 
pronouns forming preverbal clitic pronominal forms, with the exception of Djinang and Djinba which 
do have precisely this. Furthermore, the Djinang and Djinba forms are fairly transparent reductions 
of full form pronouns, usually being derived by dropping the initial consonant (or syllable) and the 
final vowel, and in Djinang there is vowel change as well (*a and *u > i). This feature of verbal 
morphology in both Djinang and Djinba certainly owes its origin to the influence of the prefixing 
languages to the west (Burarra and Rembarmga). 
Djinang clans exhibit regular paradigmatic dialectic variations in the class of reduced pronouns. 
However, the variations exactly parallel paradigmatic variations in free-form pronouns used in the 
various dialects. From this we deduce that the variations in the full-form pronouns have historical 
priority, and that the bound pronouns arose by a process of phonological reduction under pressure of 
the prefixing languages. Pronominal variations are the most visible sociolinguistic markers of clan 
affiliation. However, while the occurrence of reduced pronominal forms is due to the influence of 
prefixing languages, dialectal variations within the reduced pronouns cannot have the same origin. 
This we shall see in section 2.3 . 1 .  The implication is that most dialectal variations are relatively 
recent internal developments within the Djinang language. (The same is true of dialectal variations in 
Djinba.) 
1 .2 CONCLUSION 
It appears that the most significant factors in dialect maintenance and diffusion of terminology, are 
those factors which are of significance in interclan relations. This means that moiety, marriage rules, 
clan loyalty, geographical proximity and residence patterns would be the most important factors. Of 
these, clan loyalty and moiety differences are dialect-preserving factors; marriage rules, geographical 
proximity and residence patterns are dialect-levelling factors. 
2. CHARACl�ERISTICS OF DJINANG DIALECT DIFFERENCES 
2. 1 PHONOLOGICAL DIFFERENCES: THE 'SMOOTHNESS GRADIENT' 
While learning to speak Djinang, I had been aware from the first that there were speech variations 
from clan to clan. I knew that Milurrurr (a Manyarring man) frequently elided vowels at the end of 
words; that Manbarrarra often used an a vowel at the end of words where i would normally be 
expected; and that Gigarri did not appear to elide word-final vowels very often. Subjective 
impressions are not sufficient, and so a computer has been used to statistically analyse the speech of 
various Djinang men, using tape-recorded narrative texts. 
2. 1 . 1  THE 'NATIVE THEORY' OF DIALECf VARIATION 
Joe Gigarri , a Djinang man from the Marrangu clan, explained the difference between dialects. 
Waving his hand in an undulating wave motion, he said that some dialects (including his own 
Marrangu dialect) were 'like that' ;  changing to a vertical chopping motion, he said the other dialects 
were of that nature, by way of comparison. What he was claiming was that some dialects were 
perceptually ' smooth ' ,  while the others were more 'disjunctive' .  Knowing that Djinang people 
characterise voiceless stops with the same chopping motion of the hand, and from examples supplied 
by Gigarri, I deduced that the difference he was trying to describe was as follows: 
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Disjunctive dialects have a higher proportion of voiceless stops due to hardening of voiced stops in 
some environments, and a lower proportion of vowels due to elision processes (particularly i, which 
is the most common Djinang vowel); smooth dialects do not harden voiced stops as often, and elide 
vowels less often. 
That is not, of course, the only dialectal variable; there are others which are equally significant, 
such as pronoun paradigm differences, certain lexical differences, and other phenomena (deictics, 
negatives etc.), and these shall be dealt with later. However all of these are quantifiable and correlate 
with explicit form differences in words and morphemes. The smoothness gradient, on the other 
hand, is far more vague and not easily quantifiable - being a statistical reality only. Therefore we 
shall examine the evidence for it at some length, and attempt to make explicit what are the linguistic 
correlates of 'disjunctiveness' and 'smoothness' .  
We are claiming that the dialects can be ordered with respect to each other along a gradient, such as 
shown below. The precise placement of some of the dialects on such a gradient is tentative due to a 
lack of sufficient data. This applies to Mildjingi, Balmbi, DjaQiwitjibi and, to a lesser extent, to 
Wulaki. However, Murrungun appears to be the most disjunctive, Manyarring slightly less so; 
Marrangu is smooth and Wulaki is approximately as smooth as Marrangu (but see 2. 1 .2 below). 
DjaQiwitjibi appears to be smooth (from my subjective impressions and the small amount of data at 
hand), and is probably similar to Marrangu. Mildjingi I have heard from only two old men, and it is 
of the disjunctive type (e.g. ngildji iJdji giri 2plNOM 2plNOM goFUT 'you will go', where the 
disjunctive pronoun forms ngildji and ildji are used), so it is reasonable to put it near the disjunctive 
end of the gradient. I have statements from informants in my field notes that Balmbi is the ' same as 
Manyarring',  and clauses 43 to 79 in text 24 are from a Balmbi speaker. The dialect evidenced there 
shows it is indeed indistinguishable from Manyarring. Recent Wulaki texts (which postdate the 
statistical analysis on which this study is based) also verify that Wulaki and Marrangu are equivalent 
in terms of smoothness. For comments on the Wulaki data used in this study, see section 2. 1 .2 
below. 
It must be remembered that this gradient is a statistical reality only. It is not universally true 
throughout the lexicon, for there are forms which violate the pattern. For example, the -bi 'emphatic' 
suffix on pronouns has an allomorph -pi as well as the -bi form only in Wulaki . Thus we have a 
situation something like the following: 
Disjunctive < .. . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . .. . . . . . .. . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  > Smooth 
Murrungun 
Manyarring 
Balmbi 
?Mi1djingi 
Marrangu 
Wulaki 
?DjaQiwitjibi 
The above gradient correlates with paradigmatic differences in the class of pronouns. These will 
be dealt with in detail later, but an example will illustrate. DjaQiwitjibi, Wulaki and Marrangu each 
have the second person plural pronoun ngiJidji and the reduced form of the same pronoun, Jidji. 
These are both 'smooth' pronunciations. The other dialects have ngildji (note the cluster which 
gives a disjunctive effect), with the reduced form being ildji. These latter are both disjunctive 
pronunciations. Furthermore, the territories of the former three clans form a solid bloc to the west 
and south, taking Nangalala as the 'centre' of the Djinang territories. Interestingly, Wulaki and 
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DjaQiwitjibi are Yirritjing moiety, while Marrangu is Djuwing - at the opposite end of the continuum 
from the other Djuwing clans. So we must conclude that smoothness does not correlate with moiety 
(compare Maps 4 and 6). 
The lack of correlation with the direction of women in the marriage system is also of significance 
here. Wulaki women go to Marrangu or Murrungun men, whose two clans are at opposite ends of 
the gradient. Murrungun women go to DjaQiwitjibi or Wulaki men, but their children grow up to say 
Jidji rather than ildji (the mother's form of the second person plural pronoun). It does seem that 
geographical proximity may be the significant factor in paradigmatic identity in those paradigms 
which realise dialectal variations. In support of this, Map 3 shows that Manyarring and Murrungun 
form an easte il and north-eastern bloc of Djuwing clans, which correlates with the fact that both are 
of the disjunctive type. 
In this appendix the following abbreviations will be used for the various clans: 
Manyarring MN DjaQiwitjibi DJ 
Murnmgun MU Wulaki WU 
Marrangu MA Mildjingi MI 
Balmbi BA 
I give here some examples illustrating the pronunciation variations between smooth and disjunctive 
dialects. The following list is a sample; it is by no means exhaustive. 
DISJUNCTIVE SMOOTH 
near ngidjirrkng MN MU ngidjirrgi WU 
ngidjirrgngi MA 
before ngurrwakng MN MU ngurrwagi MA WU 
from before ngurrwaknipi MN ngurrwagipi MA WU 
ngurrwakngipi MU 
be time of bildjirri MN MU bilidjirri MA DJ 
lightweight rakrakng MN MU rakiraking WU DJ MI 
rakiraki MA 
believe marr-pirralkigdjidji MN MU marr-pirralnyakigidjidji MA 
for those ngun wiliki MN ngunu wiliki MA 
ngunuku wiliki MU 
arrive yulkung MU MN yulgung MA 
from that ngunngirpm MN MU ngunungirpm MA 
stab (IMP) rarr MN rarri MA 
deviated malkurdjil MN malkurdjili MA 
Word-final i is optionally elided by all dialects provided no ambiguity is introduced by doing so. 
The difference between disjunctive and smooth dialects in this respect is one of frequency; disjunctive 
dialects elide often, and even often before pause; smooth dialects elide much less often, and are less 
likely to elide before pause. The difference between the speech styles is most readily perceived by 
listening to narratives, where the aural effect is cumulative. 
One important point arises. The voicing distinction in Djinang stops necessarily has low functional 
load in terms of meaning contrasts. However it is contrastive, even if minimally, as shown by 
minimal pairs uch as: 
nginibi 
giri 
ngun u-bilang 
ngurr-bargi 
2. 1 .2. THE DATA 
1 plural exclusive 
habitual aspect 
that-FRAME 
fill in 
nginipi 
kiri 
ngun u-pilang 
ngurrpargi 
husband 
progressive aspect 
that-INDEF 
rush up to, attack 
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The text data is taken from speakers who belong to four different clans. A further speaker 
(Yililpawuy) speaks Djinang as a second language, though fluently. Her father speaks 
Djambarrpuyngu, and her mother Gupapuyngu; however, I have only one short text from this 
woman, and the analysis of her speech will therefore be less reliable than for the other narrators, 
though of interest. The following table gives the speakers' names, their clan affiliations, number of 
texts used in the analysis and total number of words and phonemes for each speaker. The greater the 
number of words, the more useful the statistics are. 
NAME CLAN TEXTS WORDS PHONEMES USEFULNESS 
Gigarri Marrangu 7 6684 36276 excellent 
Manbarrarra Murrungun 4 3 122 16409 high 
Malan.gi Manyarring 3 1542 8305 fair 
Milurrurr Manyarring 2 1410 7735 fair 
Anonymous Wulaki 4 978 5073 very poor 
Yililpawuy (non-Djinang) 1 260 1428 marginal 
The Wulaki data used for the statistics is wholly taken from A. Capell's unpublished c. 1941 
handwritten field transcriptions, which he kindly made available to me. He did not record speakers' 
names. The Wulaki data is about half text; the other half is elicited sentence data. It is inevitable that 
the elicited sentences are transcribed with a minimum of vowel elision, and to a slightly lesser extent, 
so too is the text material. This results in phoneme frequencies which are not typical of natural text, 
although the direction of the bias is quite predictable. 
Another feature of Capell's transcription that must be mentioned is the fact that he did not 
distinguish voiced from voiceless stops, because he was working under the assumption that in 
Australian languages such oppositions are sub-phonemic. Occasionally he does write a double voiced 
stop symbol, which is always voiceless in the spoken language, but non-geminate voiceless stops are 
not distinguished from voiced stops in his transcription. Using comparative dialectal data, I have 
partly corrected his transcriptions (where the correction is reliable). Unfortunately, it is not possible 
to adjust the transcription as reliably as one would like, and for this reason the adjusted text contains a 
much higher proportion of voiced stops than would be expected in natural text. These two effects 
make the Wulaki dialect appear to be much more ' smooth' than it is in reality. (Recently collected 
Wulaki data conftrms this claim.) 
As can be seen from the above table, Gigarri has contributed nearly as much data as all the other 
speakers together (GiQarri 36,276 phonemes; others 38,950 phonemes). This makes the statistics 
drawn from his speech maximally reliable. His dialect is a ' smooth' one, and so I have used his 
dialect as the standard of reference for measuring disjunctiveness. 
Next I give tables showing the phonemes used by each speaker. Counts are given for word-initial, 
word-medial and word-ftnal positions, as well as the total number of occurrences of the respective 
phonemes in the speech of that person. The phonemes are grouped vertically; the ftrst group are 
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voiceless stops, then come voiced stops, nasals, laterals, glides, vowels and, finally, glottal stop. 
(Glottal stop is not a phoneme, but rather a syllable prosody which is a common feature of Yolngu 
languages; it occurs less in Djinang than in other Yolngu languages). 
It must also be stated that all speakers (except in the Wulaki data) used a small number of English 
words in their stories, for example, store, airstrip, net, aeroplane and war-fight. Some phonological 
constraints can be violated by such borrowings. This accounts for the occasional occurrence of t 
word initially, and for occasional occurrences of voiced stops word finally. The frequency of English 
words is so low that their effect on phoneme frequencies can be ignored, except as noted above. 
Gigarri (Marrangu clan) Manbarrarra (Murrungun clan) 
initial medial fmal total initial medial fmal total 
p 1 13 569 1 1  693 p 55 236 28 3 19 
t 60 78 45 183 t 1 5  63 33 1 1 1  
t 0 58 16 74 t 0 27 14 41  
tj 19 396 23 438 tj 5 108 29 142 
k 239 423 79 741 k 1 19 144 95 358 
b 821 902 1 1724 b 363 345 1 709 
d 3 1  64 15 1 10 d 26 27 7 60 
g ] 1 8 161  0 279 g 45 59 0 104 
dj 670 686 9 1365 dj 303 265 0 568 
g 793 692 3 1488 g 265 253 3 521 
m 626 605 27 1 1502 m 301 274 102 677 
n 72 1032 480 1584 n 25 7 1 0  235 970 
!J 68 547 26 641 !J 28 166 10 204 
ny 377 603 461 1441 ny 283 222 145 650 
ng 773 820 27 1 1864 ng 404 401 140 945 
J 446 1050 199 1695 J 44 502 64 610 
1 7 553 58 618  1 16  202 14 232 
IT 0 1454 260 1714 IT 4 643 1 19 766 
r 1.03 869 139 1 1 1 1  r 52 368 36 456 
w 408 214  57 679 w 267 166 73 506 
y 263 201 107 571 y 142 107 99 348 
i 381 6149 2684 9214 i 124 2644 1027 3795 
a 202 3028 895 4125 a 190 1473 533 2196 
u 50 2 190 182 2422 u 14 1030 77 1 121  
? 0 1 1 6 1 1  127 ? 0 3 1  8 39 
CC clusters 2028 CC clusters 961 
CCC clusters 198 CCC clusters 34 
ecce clusters 1 1  ecce clusters 4 
Total clusters 2237 Total clusters 999 
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Malan.gi (Manyarring clan) Milurrurr (Manyarring clan) 
initial medial final total initial medial fmal total 
p 43 128 4 175 P 32 141  2 175 
t 14 24 12  50 t 6 1 8  3 27 
J 0 19 1 20 J 0 6 0 6 
tj 7 66 1 74 tj 1 48 1 50 
k 52 60 57 169 k 4 1  108 26 175 
b 408 172 0 580 b 161  167 . 0 328 
d 4 3 6 1 3  d 2 17 2 2 1  
rj 10  34 0 44 rj 8 20 0 28 
dj 96 106 0 202 dj 158 143 0 301 
g 163 152 0 3 15  g 209 106 1 3 16  
m 163 127 42 332 m 104 124 92 320 
n 7 240 165 412  n 13  266 185 464 
g 16  87 10 1 13 g 23 178 6 207 
ny 99 123 77 299 ny 126 127 125 378 
ng 1 3 1  2 1 3  15 1  495 ng 198 198 124 520 
J 9 375 177 561 J 1 8  255 68 341 
1 7 109 10  126 1 13  79 3 95 
rr 1 321 47 369 rr 3 227 60 290 
r 41  152 43 236 r 23 169 5 1  243 
w 1 10 42 17 169 w 99 25 13  137 
y 67 3 1  1 8  1 16 Y 55 50 9 1 14 
i 3 1  1475 476 1982 i 56 1331  358 1745 
a 43 759 135 937 a 41  668 179 888 
u 5 479 32 5 1 6  u 4 520 42 566 
? 0 25 1 26 ? 0 17 1 18  
CC clusters 533 CC clusters 469 
CCC clusters 20 CCC clusters 47 
CCCC clusters 1 CCCC clusters 6 
Total clusters 554 Total clusters 522 
Capell's 1941  data (Wulak:i clan) Yililpawuy (non-Djinang) 
initial medial final total initial medial fmal total 
p 2 34 0 36 p 5 9 0 14 
t 0 5 0 5 t 0 2 0 2 
J 0 5 0 5 J 0 7 2 9 
tj 0 34 1 35 tj 0 5 0 5 
k 8 52 1 8  78 k 9 23 8 40 
b 101  58 0 159 b 46 25 0 7 1  
d 2 7 0 9 d 0 0 0 0 
rj 12  1 2  0 24 rj 10  0 0 10 
dj 7 1  123 0 194 dj 14 5 1  0 65 
g 127 100 0 227 g 29 2 1  0 50 
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m 70 134 62 266 m 23 15  9 47 
n 7 164 15  242 n 0 57 22 79 
g 15 33 0 48 g 4 3 1  1 36 
ny 164 62 40 266 ny 31  32 13  76 
ng 143 134 42 319  ng 31  41  5 77 
1 25 164 32 221 1 0 47 30 77 
1 0 52 3 55 1 0 4 1 5 
IT 0 216  77 293 IT 0 49 1 2  6 1  
r 6 1 2 1  21  148 r 1 40 4 45 
w 8 1  24 4 109 w 28 3 3 34 
Y 32 21  14 67 Y 5 6 3 14 
i 84 835 560 1479 i 20 242 1 12 374 
a 1 5 13  48 562 a 4 121  17  142 
u 0 220 6 226 u 0 84 12  96 
? 0 19 1 20 ? 0 0 0 0 
CC clusters 227 CC clusters 94 
CCC clusters 21  CCC clusters 8 
CCCC clusters 1 CCCC clusters 0 
Total clusters 249 Total clusters 102 
An indication of the ages of the speakers may be helpful, and also their background. Malan.gi and 
Manbarrarra are in their mid to late fifties; Milurrurr is in his mid forties; Gigarrl is about 40, and 
Yililpawuy is about 50. Malan.gi and Manbarrarra are the most senior men in their clans, and both 
have had over two decades of close contact with missionaries and government workers at Milingimbi 
and Ramingining, though neither can speak English. (Malan.gi can speak a little Kriol.) Gigarrl has 
had rather more European contact, mainly at Maningrida during his teens. He also speaks elementary 
English. Milurrurr has had a lot of European contact at Milingimbi, and has recently had some 
training at Nungalinya College. He has a good command of elementary English, and can read 
English with difficulty. For all these speakers, the influence of English on their idiolects has been 
minimal, except for Milurrurr who is using a greater proportion of English loans in his speech as he 
gets older. 
2. 1 .3 ANALYSIS OF THE PHONEME AND CONSONANT CLUSlER FREQUENCIES. 
( 1 )  General principles. 
From the 'native theory' (section 2. 1 . 1  above) we see that the smoothness gradient should involve 
variation in (a) elision of vowels, particularly i in word-final position, and (b) hardening of voiced 
stops. Since vowels in word-initial position cannot be elided, we are therefore concerned with the 
frequencies of vowels in word-medial and final positions. 
A disjunctive dialect ought to have decreased vowel frequencies in word-medial and final 
positions. Also, word-medial elisions will create consonant clusters, so that a disjunctive dialect 
ought to have a higher incidence of consonant clusters. 
To obtain a measure of the amount of stop hardening� we must compare the number of voiceless 
stops with the total number of both voiced and voiceless stops; that is, we need a ratio of the number 
of voiceless stops as opposed to the total number of stops, for each speaker. 
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Because the tables reflect different total amounts of speech from each speaker, they are not directly 
comparable. We must flrst perform a normalisation process to convert the number of occurrences of 
each phoneme into comparable frequencies. There are two possible ways to do this. One way is to 
divide phoneme occurrence values by the number of words (for each speaker); the other way is to 
divide by the number of phonemes (for each speaker). The latter method is used, and preferred, 
because the number of words depends on the analyst's assessment of where word boundaries lie, 
which introduces a slight but unknown amount of subjectivety into the results. Thus, if F is the 
number of occurrences of some linguistic feature for speaker Y, then we convert this to a normalised 
value by the following formula: 
F x 100 
total number of phonemes for Y 
In this formula, F is such variables as number of word-fmal occurrences of i; number of word 
medial occurrences of a; ratio of voiceless stops to total number of stops; and number of consonant 
clusters. 
One flnal methodological point needs to be made. Since GiQarri's speech is to be taken as a 
standard of reference, we can subtract the normalised value of a feature in Gigarri's dialect from the 
normalised value of the same feature in another speaker's dialect. In this way we obtain a table with 
both positive and negative entries. A negative entry signals that the respective feature is of lower 
frequency than it is in Gigarri's dialect, while a positive value indicates that it is more frequent. A 
further advantage of such a table is that the normalised values of the various features can be added for 
each speaker, to arrive at an index which is a measure of the disjunctiveness of a dialect with respect 
to Gigarri's dialect. This is the method we shall employ. 
(2) Randomness 
Variations in lexical content of the texts will inevitably introduce a certain amount of randomness 
into the results. It is therefore desirable to be able to obtain some measure of randomness in the text 
data. Since the smoothness gradient involves stops and vowels primarily, we are able to use nasals, 
liquids and glides to construct an index of the amount of randomness. There are problems in doing 
this. For example, Milurrurr uses words based on the deictic stem ngunu- ' that' very frequently in 
his stories. (This is a dialectal feature at discourse level - he uses it for purposes of anaphora more 
frequently than do the other speakers.) Hence there will be a considerably higher incidence of nasals 
in his speech. This will have the effect of inflating the randomness index by a non-random factor; to 
put it another way, the 'randomness index' will be larger than it should be due to the presence of 
covert dialectal variations that have not been taken into account The only way of minimising such 
effects, although it does not eliminate them, is to average the randomness indices of the various 
speakers, and this is what we shall do. 
Using the normalised frequencies of each class of sounds (nasals, laterals, rhotics and glides) and 
taking Gigarri's speech as the standard of reference, variations from this reference will be computed. 
Then, for each speaker, a randomness index will be computed as the square root of the sum of the 
squares of the deviations from Gigarri's values. Finally, these are averaged to arrive at a composite 
index. 
I now give the table of frequencies (normalised and converted to percentages, as per the formula 
above) of the nasal, lateral, rhotic and glide sound classes. The randomness indices for each speaker 
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are given in the bottom line of the table; GicJarri's  speech, being the standard of reference, must by 
definition have a randomness index of zero. 
Gigarri Manbarrarra Malan.gi Milurrurr Wulaki Yililpawuy 
Nasals 19.385 21 .00 1 1 9.880 24.42 1 22.492 2 1 .989 
Laterals 6.376 5 . 1 3 1  8 .272 5 .637 5.441  5 .742 
Rhotics 7.788 7.447 7.285 6.891 8 .693 7 .423 
Glides 3.446 5 .204 3.432 3.245 3.469 3.361 
R. index .70 .50 1 .29 .80 .68 
From the values in the table, the averaged randomness index is approximately .8 .  
How shoul.d the index be interpreted? If randomness is significant, we would expect that the 
randomness index would be significantly greater in magnitude than variations in the linguistic 
correlates of the smoothness gradient. On the other hand, if the randomness index is significantly 
smaller than the dialectal variations, we can be confident that the variations are valid indicators of 
dialectal differences - provided that the database underlying the frequencies is large enough to 
minimise variations due to lexical content. For this reason, the Wulaki data and Yililpawuy's speech 
are unreliable: the former is not natural text (see the preceding discussion), and the latter involves only 
260 words. 
When the randomness index is of about the same magnitude as the variation in a certain linguistic 
feature, the situation is somewhat ambiguous. Nevertheless, the polarity of the variations (Le. 
whether positive or negative) correlates with my perceptions of the differences between dialects, 
which suggests that a true index of randomness would be significantly lower than the one that I 
construct; to put it another way, it suggests that the figures for deviations are more significant than the 
randomness index would imply. 
Percentage differences from Gigarri's dialect. 
The following table gives the normalised frequencies in GicJarri's speech for a variety of linguistic 
features, expressed as percentages. These figures are in the left column. The columns to the right 
give the deviations from the Gigarri norms, expressed as percentage point differences, for each 
speaker. The last row of the table gives an index of disjunctiveness for each speaker. The more 
negative the index, the more disjunctive the idiolect. These indices are computed by summing the 
first six figures of each column, and then subtracting the sum of the seventh and eighth figures in the 
column. (The seventh and eighth figures must be subtracted because these figures will be positive for 
disjunctive dialects.) 
Gigarri FACfOR 
7.400 wd-fm i 
2.467 wd-fin a 
0.502 wd-fm u 
16.95 wd-med i 
8 .35 wd-med a 
6.03 wd-med u 
30.01 voiceless 
stop ratio 
6. 1 67 C-clusters 
0 Index 
Manbarrarra 
- 1 . 1 4  
0.78 
-0.03 
-0.84 
0.63 
0.25 
3 . 10  
-0.08 
-3. 12  
Malan.gi 
- 1 .67 
-0. 84 
-0. 12  
0.83 
0.79 
-0.26 
-0.29 
0.5 1 
- 1 .49 
Milurrurr 
-2.77 
-0. 1 5  
0.04 
0.26 
0.29 
0.69 
0.33 
0.58 
-2.55 
Wulaki 
3.64 
- 1 . 52 
-0.49 
-0.49 
1 .76 
- 1 .69 
-6.39 
- 1 .26 
8.86 
Yililpawuy 
0.37 
- 1 .28 
0.34 
O. 
0 . 12  
-0. 1 5  
-3.79 
0.98 
2.21 
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Two points need to be made now. The fIrst is that the above indices are not the only possible ones 
that can be constructed. The table shows that word-fmal u vowels are not signifIcant as contributing 
to the indices, and can be ignored. Also, ignoring the effects of a vowels does change the indices in 
terms of their absolute values, but does not affect the relative ordering of the idiolects on a 
smoothness gradient. 
The second point is that the above indices must not be confused with perceptual cues for dialectal 
variations. One reason for this is that certain words and affIxes carry a high functional load as 
sociolinguistic markers, but do not contribute markedly to the statistics represented in the above table. 
For example, soft dialects will say ngunugirri ' that last one' while hard dialects will say 
ngunukirri, and soft dialects will say ngurrwagi 'first' ,  'before' while hard dialects will say 
ngurrwakng(i), and so forth for a relatively small set of words. Such words are not frequent 
enough to affect the statistics of phoneme occurrences to a marked extent, although they are 
prominent markers of dialectal affiliation. 
Also, how perceptual cues can differ markedly from the characterisation of the smoothness 
gradient as defIned by the above indices can be seen in the following table. The table gives the 
relative frequencies of occurrence of each vowel in word-fInal position expressed as a percentage. 
The fIgures were computed as follows: the number of occurrences of a given word-fInal vowel was 
divided by the total number of words uttered by the speaker, and the resulting fIgure was converted to 
a percentage. Expressed this way, my feeling that Milurrurr's speech is highly disjunctive is readily 
explained: since words are primary conveyors of meaning, variations in their form are quite obvious, 
so that the frequent elision of word-fInal i is readily perceived. Since nearly all Djinang words end in 
either a consonant or an i vowel, it is the relative differences in the frequencies of occurrence of 
word-fInal i vowels which are most signifIcant. (The very high fIgure for Wulaki reflects the fact that 
much of the data is carefully elicited sentences; that also explains the very low fIgures for word-fInal a 
and u in that dialect. The primary source of word-fInal u is the elision of a fmal consonant or syllable 
in words such as ngunungi 'that' and ngurrumi 'perfective'. In elicited sentences, such fInal 
syllable dropping is uncommon.) 
word-fm i 
word-fm a 
word-fm u 
Gigarri �anbrurrrurra 
40.88 
1 3 .63 
2.77 
32.90 
17 .07 
2.47 
�an.gi 
3 1 .09 
8.82 
2.09 
Milurrurr 
25.8 1  
12.91 
3.03 
Wulaki 
57.26 
4.9 1 
0.61 
Yililpawuy 
43.36 
6.64 
4.69 
One other thing which is noteworthy is the following. Consider the relatively high percentage of 
word-fInal a vowels in �anbarrarra's speech. This confmns my impression that he replaces a word­
final i with an a far more frequently than the other speakers here represented. The use of word-fInal 
a instead of i has semantic content, primarily as a cohesion mechanism. For example, it can indicate 
that the nominal is a non-fInal item in a list; or it can be used syntactically to indicate that the current 
event is non-fInal in a series of events or even just to indicate that the speaker has not yet fInished 
speaking (see Chapter 3 section 8 for details). The high incidence of a is also represented in the 
earlier tables, but is not so obvious there. 
It should be clear from the above table that the index of disjunctiveness which was constructed 
earlier does not give a measure of the perceptual disjunctiveness of an idiolect or dialect. The index is 
a statistical construct, which has value only as a quantifIable measure. From it we can obtain two 
types of information: fIrstly, the relative scaling of dialects on a linear gradient of 'smoothness' ;  and 
secondly, the relative scaling of idiolects within a dialect, on the same gradient. 
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2. 1 .4 CONCLUSIONS 
On a linear scale, the various idiolects are plotted as follows: 
-6 -5 -4 -3 -2 - 1  0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  1 1  
'-' -- '-1 '-1 ' -I ' - j- ' - ' -I ' - ' - ' - ' - ' - ' -f - ' - ' 
Man Mil Mal Gig Yil Wul 
As we stated earlier, u is of minimal dialectal significance, and ignoring a does not change the 
relative positions. So, for purposes of comparison, we can construct another index using just the 
four factors: word-final i, word-medial i, voiceless stop ratio, and consonant clusters. This gives the 
following indices for each speaker, expressed as percentage deviations from the Gigarri norms, as 
before: 
Gigarri Manbarrarra Malan.gi 
0 -5 .00 - 1 .06 
Plotted on the same linear scale, we have: 
-6 -5 
Man 
Clan: MU 
-4 -3 -2 -1  0 
1 1 1 
Mil Mal Gig 
MN MN MA 
1 
Milurrurr Wulaki Yililpawuy 
-3.42 10.8 3 . 1 8  
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1  
1 1 
Yil Wul 
WU 
The advantage of this set of indices is that the relative degree of use of a in word-fmal position as a 
stylistic device. is excluded. It is a dialectal variation, but it obscures the 'smoothness' variations. 
The use of word-final a and the smoothness gradient are really independent dialectal variables. 
Smoothness versus disjunctiveness really pertains to the elision of the unmarked vowel i, the 
consonant clusters thereby created, and the hardening of voiced stops. For this reason, I prefer the 
latter set of indices as a measure of disjunctiveness. 
The most disjunctive dialect is Murrungun; the most significant factor in this is the high proportion 
of voiceless stops with respect to the total number of stops. 
Of lesser disjunctiveness is the Manyarring dialect. The two speakers in this dialect do not have 
significantly different ratios of voiceless stops when compared to the Marrangu dialect; their 
disjunctiveness is primarily a function of the elision of word-fmal i vowels - especially for Milurrurr, 
who has a much higher incidence of fmal i elision than all the other speakers. 
Yililpawuy' speech is of interest. She has a fairly high value for word-final i and u vowels. 
Nevertheless, she very often elides the word-final vowel of verbs inflected for 'today past' - a 
characteristic of Milurrurr's speech (Manyarring). She used muri 'daddy', the Yirritjing form. 
However, her lexical choices seem to follow mostly Djuwing (Dhuwa) norms. Her ratio of voiceless 
stops to total stops is quite low. It therefore appears that she has not learnt any one Djinang dialect, 
but rather uses dialectal features from each of them. This is to be expected from the fact that Djinang 
is a second lan!,'Uage for her. 
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Wulaki is a smooth dialect, although the extent to which this is true is greatly exaggerated by the 
fact that the data is from written text and elicited sentences. The statistics therefore seem to be a good 
indicator of 'idealised' utterances where performance effects have been edited out. Further fieldwork 
has now revealed that except for a few minor lexical differences, Wulaki and Marrangu are very 
similar dialects. Both are smooth, and except for an occasional lexical difference, it is very difficult to 
tell Wulaki apart from Marrangu. Also, Djinang and non-Djinang people group both these dialects 
together. 
Finally, we note that the difference in disjunctiveness between two speakers within one dialect can 
be as great (or maybe greater) as between speakers of different dialects. Data from other speakers is 
needed in order to judge the extent to which this is a valid generalisation. For example, 
Manbarrarra's true sister, Gi!arr, who is also in her late fifties, speaks less disjunctively than her 
brother. She hardens stops less frequently than him, and elides final i vowels less often. She also 
uses the smooth second person plural pronoun forms ngilidji and lidji. She married a man from 
one of the eastern Yolngu languages and has spent most of her life away from the Djinang area, 
which may account for the smoothness of her idiolect, but not for her choice of pronoun forms. In 
her case the probable explanation is that she speaks her mother's dialect, and never actually lived with 
her parents long enough for her to have switched to her father's dialect. (Girls traditionally marry 
about the age of puberty, give or take a year or two.) 
In conclusion, we can state that a 'smoothness gradient' is one of the dialectically significant 
linguistic variations between Djinang clans, and even between individual idiolects. The primary 
linguistic variables which characterise the relative smoothness or disjunctiveness of dialects are the 
amount of elision of i vowels, especially word fmally, and the amount of hardening of voiced stops 
to voiceless stops. 
2.2 PHONOLOGICAL DIFFERENCES: MORPHEME REDUCTION DUE TO SYLLABLE DELETION 
Some dialects are more prone to dropping an entire CV syllable (sometimes CVC) than are other 
dialects. Murrungun appears least prone to this behaviour, tending more to drop vowels - thereby 
creating consonant clusters. Similarly for Manyarring. Marrangu appears to be quite prone to 
syllable loss in certain positions, and Wulaki follows the Marrangu pattern. In one important case, 
syllable loss is regular in Marrangu, and the same phenomenon occurs in the Wulaki data from Capell 
( 1941), though apparently not quite as regularly. 
The regular cases I will treat first. Djinang has a today past (TPA) verb inflection for events which 
occur at the time of speaking or at a time before that on the same day. In verbs of class 1, the usual 
form of the suffix is -ngili. However, Marrangu speakers regularly delete the ngi syllable if the 
suffix is preceded by a stem ending in a peripheral stop followed by an a or u vowel. They say that 
this is a 'short way' of saying it. A Marrangu man (Gigarri) claimed that Marrangu, Wulaki and 
Djagiwitjibi people speak this way. In Capell's Wulaki data, the elision is evidenced before a stem 
final u vowel, but not before stem final a. In all dialects, the elision does not occur before stem 
final i. 
gave 
took 
arrived 
gu-ngiJi 
ga-ngili 
yulgu-ngiJi 
MN MU 
MN MU WU 
MN MU 
gu-li 
ga-li 
yulgu-Ji 
MA WU 
MA 
MA WU 
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arose 
pulled 
placed down 
wayku-ngili 
djiti-ngili 
galwupiQi 
MN MU 
all dialects 
MN MU Ml BA 
wayku-li 
galbu-li 
MA 
MA DJ WU 
The stem -bu- 'hit' in a compound verb usually takes an irregular TPA inflection -piQi. MA, DJ 
and WU have suppletively replaced the -piQi suffix with -Ji by way of analogy. All dialects use 
bi-piQi as the TPA form for 'hit' when the verb is not part of a compound verb. 
Another fairly consistent dialect variation involves an irrealis/nominaliser suffix -nyiri/-nyira 
when followed by the -kiQing PROP morpheme ('having') .  Murrungun usually retains the full form 
of the irrealis/nominaliser, while Marrangu normally deletes the ir sequence to form the allomorph 
-nga. Thus we have: 
an approver yitjidj-nyira-kiQing MU yitjidj-nya-kiQing MA 
a finisher malimdj-nyira-kiQing MU malimdj-nya-kiQing MA 
long-lived wanngidj-nyira-kiQing MU wanngidj-nya-kiQing MA 
(also, MA can shorten it further to wanngi-ga-kiQing) 
It is a feature of Marrangu linguistic competence that -nya- is a reduced form of -nyira. 
Manyarring appears to follow the Marrangu pattern, e.g. wanngi-nya-kiQing MN ' saving one' .  
A similar eli�.ion can be seen in  other formatives, such as  the OBL yul-ngiri-nyi MU MN, 
yul-ngi-nyi MA man-OBL-ACC. 
All dialects appear to shorten the auxiliary verbs giri and kiri by eliding the second syllable when 
the verb is in an inflected form: 
kID 
kiriny 
kirim 
[kiri] 
[kiny] 
[kim] 
and similarly for giri, giriny and girim. 
Djinang (arJd other Yolngu languages) have a class of non-inflecting verb roots, which Heath calls 
'non-thematic" verbs. These root forms can be used as stems, and in particular as transitive verbs, by 
adding a transitivising suffix to form a transitive stem. The Marrangu and Murrungun dialects use the 
form -miy- (cf. Djinba -miy-), while the Manyarring dialect uses -mir(i)- (cf. -mara- in several 
other Yolngu languages such as Ritharmgu and DhuwallDhuwala; Nhangu languages appear to have 
a form cognate with the MA MU form -miy-), for example: 
will cause to open Jap-mir-gi MN Jap-miy-gi MU MA 
This probably is due to retention of an archaic morphophonemic alternation, each dialect 
productively using one of the former alternants. 
There are also a large number of apparently sporadic differences involving deletion of a syllable or 
a consonant, or an unusual alternation of consonants or vowels. 
two bininggili MN bin.gili MU MA DJ MI (WU uses both) 
light fire rarrtjalkung MN rarrtjilkung MU MA 
will sit nyin-dji MN nyini-dji MA MU DJ MI WU 
for this djin-ki MN djin-gir-ki MU MA 
from before ngurrwaknipi MN ngurrwakngipi MU ngurrwagipi MA WU 
this djinangi WU djiningi MU MN MA DJ MI BA 
wrestle ngurrbitj MU wurrbitj MA 
child gurrminang DJ MI BA 
alone ngigawirrka WU 
fresh water djurrmuJ MN MU 
was pregnant gapaJ-mirrpil-djini MA 
make clean ngalwirrki-djigi MN 
wurrming WU 
ngigawa 
djurrmuk 
gapaJm-gin-djin 
ngalwirrgi-djigi MA 
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(yidjipili MA MU MN) 
MU MN MA DJ MI  
MA 
MN 
ngalwirr-djigi MU 
Lastly, WU sometimes appears to leave off the ng (or ngi) of the -gi1)ing(i) PROP suffix when 
the latter is word fmal, while MU, MN and MA retain it in that position. 
married miyilk-kiI]i WU miyilk-kiI]ing MU MN MA 
There are other sporadic differences. Stop lenition is one of these. As a general statement we can 
say that there is no productive stop lenition in Djinang (i.e. dj > y, and/or b, g > w are not 
productive). This kind of lenition is evidenced in various other Yolngu languages; Djinba and 
Gumatj, for example, are two that have undergone a regular lenition process. However, there are 
just a few examples in Djinang, perhaps a few dozen in all. An example follows, and one occurs in 
the list above: 
immediately djayurrkyurrk MN MU djayurrkdjurrk MA 
An important conclusion can be drawn from this fact, namely, that proto-Djinang must have 
separated from those branches of the Yolngu language family which exhibit lenition before the 
process became productive in the latter. This would imply a considerable period of separate 
development for Djinang. Indeed, lenition of lamino-dental stops was systematic in some positions in 
the word in Djinba, implying that palatalisation was a later development in that language, whereas 
Djinang must have lost (by palatalisation) its lamino-dentals earlier than lenition, thereby bleeding 
from the language those sounds on which the latter process operates. This strongly implies that 
Djinang has had longer and more intensive contact with the western prefixing languages than has 
Djinba. (There is a lot of evidence in support of this, but that is beyond the scope of this discussion -
see Appendix 2). 
2.3 P ARADIGMA TIC V ARIA TIONS IN LEXICAL CLOSED CLASSES 
2.3. 1 PRONOUNS 
There are two basic sets of pronoun paradigms: Marrangu, Wulaki and DjaQiwitjibi use one 
paradigm set; the other dialects use the other set. Comparison with other Yolngu languages 
(Ritharrngu, Golpa, Dhuwal, Djapu, Yanhangu and Djinba) indicates that the MA-WU-DJ pattern is 
historically the older paradigm and the MN-MU-MJ-BA pattern is an innovation. The latter pattern is 
derived from the former mainly by elision of an i vowel, thereby forming a medial cluster. Since 
clusters have a disjunctive effect, this change can be considered as a further realisation of the 
' smoothness gradient' discussed earlier. 
Map 4 shows the distribution of disjunctive versus smooth dialects; the disjunctive ones are found 
in the north on either side of the river (no smooth dialects are located on the east side of the river). 
The conclusion is that the areas further from the river mouth were more conservative, particularly in 
the areas adjacent to prefixing languages. The question arises: did the disjunctive speech style arise as 
an internal innovation, or was it imported? 
This speech style is not a characteristic of the Dhuwala language to the east, and from the small 
amount of Yanhangu data available it does not appear to be a feature of that language either, e.g. 
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Yanhangu miringu 'bad' ,  Ojinang mirgi/mirkngi 'bad' ,  Yanhangu mirribuIu/mirripuIu ' two' ,  
Ojinang mirrpili ' two' .  Eliding a vowel, particularly i, in the environment [rhotic] _ [stop] is 
common in Oj inang in all dialects, and it can hardly be claimed that Yanhangu has a disjunctive 
speech style if vowels are not elided in this environment. 
However, turning to the language in the south-east, Ojinba, we find that that language often lacks a 
word-final vowel where the Ojinang cognate has one, e.g. Ojinba gurak 'nape' ,  Ojinang guraki 
' nape' .  The same appears to be true to a lesser extent in morpheme-final position, e.g. Ojinba 
nyumal-kuru :from stem nyumaIa- versus Ojinang nyumili-ki from stem nyumiIi- 2du OAT. It 
is therefore highly probable that the disjunctive speech style diffused into the Ojinang clans located 
east of the river, under the influence of Ojinba-speaking dialects to the immediate south. On the other 
hand, if it is an internal innovation in the MN-MU-MI-BA group of dialects, then I cannot offer any 
suggestion as to its origin. 
Let us now consider the pronoun paradigms themselves. The following terminology is used: sg = 
singular; du = dual; pI = plural; inc = inclusive; exc = exclusive; 1 , 2 and 3 refer to person; NOM = 
nominative; GEN = genitive. The set of a-final stems are used when pronouns are inflected for OBL 
(always with he form -r(i)),  OR (usually in the reduplicated form -pibi) ,  ALL (-Ii) or ABL 
(-ngir(i)). That is, the stems are forms such as ngirra- I sg, ngiIinyiIa- I duexc and ngilitja-
1duinc. But in the GEN paradigm, the a should be considered as part of the suffix, so that the stem 
suffix morpheme break is made one phoneme earlier than for the OBL, OR, ALL and ABL 
paradigms. GEN on pronouns is the form -ang(i) (-ung(i) on 2sg pronoun). The etymology of the 
a-final stems is discussed in the main part of this book in section 2.4. The 'root' forms are the forms 
to which ACC -ny(i) and OAT - regularly -ki on pronouns - may be appended; sometimes there is 
elision of the root-final vowel when the OAT suffix follows. The 'root' forms are older than the 
a-final stem fOIms. 
CONSERVATIVE DIALECTS 
(MA, WU, OJ) 
NOM 'root- ' GEN 
1sg ngarri ngirri- ngirr-ang 
1duexc ngilinyi ngilinyili- ngilinyil-ang 
1duinc ngili ngilitj(aI)i- ngilitj-ang 
1plexc nginibi nginibili- nginibil-ang 
1plinc ngilimi ngilimili- ngilimil-ang 
2sg nyuni nyuni- nyung-ung 
2du nyumi nyumiIi- nyumil-ang 
2pl ngilidji ngilidji- ngilidj-ang 
3sg nyani nyani- nyanng-ang 
3du bilingi bilingi- biling-ang 
3pl djani djani- djanng-ang 
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lNNOv A TIVE DIALECfS 
(MN, MU, BA, MI) 
NOM 'root-' GEN 
I sg ngarri ngirri- ngirr-ang 
Iduexc ngilinyi ngilinyili- nginyil-ang 
Iduinc ngili ngiItj(al)i- ngiltj-ang 
Iplexc nginibi nginbili- nginbil-ang 
Iplinc ngilimi nginmili- nginmil-ang 
2sg nyuni nyuni- nyung-ung 
2du nyumi nyumili- nyumil-ang 
2pl ngildji ngiidji- ngildj-ang 
3sg nyani nyani- nyanng-ang 
3du bilingi bilngiri- bilng-ang 
3pl djani djani- djanng-ang 
The next table of pronouns contains the reduced pronominal forms in each group of dialects, in 
NOM, ACC and DAT inflections. It can be seen that they are simple reductions of the free form 
pronouns, formed primarily by syllable or consonant deletion and/or vowel change (to the 
'unmarked' vowel). Deletions of this type are common in the pronoun paradigms of Yolngu 
languages, though the vowel changes are characteristically Djinang. Note that in the Iplexc forms 
some Marrangu speakers use I-initial forms. 
CONSERVATIVE DIALECTS lNNov ATIVE DIALECfS 
NOM ACC DAT NOM ACC DAT 
I sg irr(i) irriny irra irr(i) irriny irra 
Iduexc liny linyiliny linyila liny inyiliny inyila 
I duinc il(i) litjny(i) Htja il(i) iltjny(i) iltja 
Iplexc nibi nibiliny nibila nibi inbiliny inbila 
(MA) nibi/libi libiliny Iibila 
Iplinc Iim(i) limiliny limiia lim(i) inmiliny in mila 
2sg nyin/nyi- inma nyin/nyi- inma 
2du nyim nyimiliny nyimiia nyim nyimiliny nyimiia 
2pl lidji lidjny(i) lidja ildji ildjny(i) iidja 
3sg in.ga in.ga 
3du bi1 biliny bilingga bil biiny biingga 
3pl djin djiny djina djin djiny djina 
The 2pl ACC forms are homophonous with the Iduinc ACC forms, since a surface devoicing rule 
obligatorily devoices any voiced stop occurring in syllable-final position. I have retained the 
underlying dj form in the spelling however. 
A Marrangu informant claimed that ngilbi (with a reduced form of iIbi) is a rare variant form of 
the 1 plexc nginibi. He did not say it belonged to any particular dialect, though his own may be 
assumed because he used it in a narrative (once only). It is probably a back-formation, as will be 
explained below. 
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Let us brielfly examine the changes that produced the disjunctive paradigms of the free form 
pronouns. The changes can be most easily discussed by concentrating on the 'root' forms, for this is 
where the charJges started. 
Starting from the 'smooth' forms, the disjunctive dialects ftrst elided a medial i in some long stems 
(Le. with 3 or more underlying syllables) : 
Iduinc *ngilitj(al)i-
Iplexc *nginibili-
1 pIinc *ngilimili-
2p l *ngilidji-
> 
> 
> 
> 
ngiltj(al)i­
nginbili­
*ngilmili­
ngildji-
Notice that in the Iplexc form there is an nb sequence, and in the Iplinc form there is an *lm 
sequence. It is at this point that we may infer that subsequent changes were of an analogical nature in 
both the disju nctive and smooth dialects. The disjunctive dialects analogi sed on the basis of a 
NASAL+LAHIAL cluster; the rare variant Iplex ngilbi can be explained as a back-formation on the 
basis of a LA TERAL+LABIAL cluster. Consider the disjunctive dialects ftrst. By analogy we posit 
the further change: 
*ngilmili- > nginmili-
so that in these dialects both 'root' plural forms commence with a ngin formative. The reduced 
pronoun derived from this form becomes inmili-. At this point, analogy operated once more: 
consider that in the disjunctive dialects the 'root' non-singular reduced pronoun forms begin with a 
vowel, but in the smooth dialects they mostly begin with a lateral. (Probably libiliny and libila 
were analogised from nibiliny and nibila; since NOM nibi is the older form, libi occurs only after 
pause.) Hence the disjunctive dialects on the basis of analogy underwent the following change in the 
root form for Iduexc: 
*linyili- > inyili-
thereby regularising the paradigm, so that initial i is followed by NASAL wherever possible. 
Hpwever the smooth dialects retained the initial 1 and some Marrangu speakers used it as the 
analogical basis for the change in the root Iplexc: 
nibili- > libili-
In this way, an initial LATERAL became a distinctive trait of the smooth dialect pronominal forms, 
while initial Ji and following nasal became the distinguishing trait of disjunctive dialects. Thus, 
ngilbi and ilbi as rare variant Iplexc Marrangu forms can be seen as a back-formation: the 
LATERAL trait has been analogi sed to the position of the nasal in the form nginbili- as if this form 
occurred in the Marrangu dialect (but it does not), and therefore would be derived from a NOM form 
ngilbi. Furthermore, comparison of pronoun paradigms in other Yolngu languages uniformly 
shows an n in the 1 plexc pronoun forms in those languages. 
The 3du ro t form, bilngiri-, in the disjunctive dialects arises probably by loss of the i vowel 
following the lateral, which makes the root rhythmically deviant, so that adding the ri formative 
makes the resulting stem-final ngiri formative homophonous with the OBL marker (having zero 
meaning), and solves the rhythm problem at the same time. This then would have been an analogical 
change. 
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2.3.2 DEICTICS 
There are a number of deictics in Djinang, as in other Yolngu languages. Four forms in particular 
are productive in forming derived deictic formatives, and it is these which we will examine as they 
exhibit dialect variations. The four forms may be arranged from left to right along a gradient of 
increasing distance: 
Immediate proximity 
djining(i) 
djina ng(i) 
Near proximitiy 
djinim(i) 
djinam(i) 
Moderately distant 
ngunum(i) 
ngunam(i) 
Distant 
ngunung(i) 
hgunang(i) 
In the fIrst row are the forms used by all dialects. The second row contains older Wulaki forms 
which are losing ground to the forms in the fust row. The Wulaki forms are the more archaic, and 
are seldom heard these days. The language name Djinang is the archaic form for the Immediate­
Proximity deictic 'this', and this is a well-known indigenous system of classifIcation of languages in 
the Yolngu family (Schebeck 1967).  (The equivalent Djinba form is djininy.) Thus in this 
paradigm a dialectal feature correlates systematically with an archaic versus modern dichotomy. Of 
interest is the fact that the archaic forms were preserved in the Wulaki dialect - which is immediately 
bordered to the north, west and south by prefIxing languages (Burarra and Rembarrnga). This again 
fits the picture of the area to the east near the Glyde river mouth as having been an area of greater 
innovation (see Map 5). 
Using the deictics given above, particularly the Distant deictic in its stem form, ngunu- (nt:zma­
WU), we can observe the same kind of smooth versus disjunctive pronunciation styles. 
nguna-ngir-girri 
ngun(u)-ngir-kirri 
wu 
MI, MU 
ngunu-ngir-girri 
ngun-ngir-kirri 
MA 
MN, MU 
In the above forms, MU speakers usually elide the u as shown, but not always. In MN the u is 
always elided. The above forms mean ' after that' , 'the one left behind' and various other meanings. 
The next forms are signifIcant: 
ngunu-wili-tji MA ngunu-wil-tji MU, MN 
MU and MN elide i before the anaphoric defmite suffIx -tji, but they do not elide u before the plural 
allomorph -wili. Thus we see that MU and MN are not using a deictic stem form *ngun-, but the 
underlying stem is ngunu- and the elision of u is a rhythm-related feature manifesting the disjunctive 
speech style. The implication is that all dialects use the same deictic base forms, and dialect variations 
in pronunciation (i.e. disjunctive versus smooth pronunciation) are a surface phonetic feature. 
Exceptions to this would be the Wulaki deictic stems. 
2.3.3 NEGATIVES 
Djinang and other Y olngu languages have two types of negative. The stronger one is used when 
denying the truth value of a proposition, and the other is used to aff1IlI1 'nothingness' or 'emptiness'. 
(These are only approximate characterisations). As might be expected, Wulaki has a form for one of 
these which differs from that used by the other dialects. 
not 
nothing 
ngiki 
wirr 
WU 
(all dialects) 
ingki (other dialects) 
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Which is the older form, ingki or ngiki? From our previous discussion we could presume that 
the Wulaki fonn is older, and that the other dialects metathesised the ngi sequence. That this is what 
actually happened can be seen from the fact that ngiki clearly has been borrowed from Burarra, 
which has the strong negative ngika 'no' ,  (Glasgow and Garner 1980:65). Similarly, Djinba 
borrowed waba 'no'  from Rembarrnga (McKay 1975). No other Yolngu languages have these 
negative forms. 
It is easy to see the reason for the change *ngild > ingki in the other Djinang dialects. Djinang 
has only a few words which may begin with a vowel and, except for the a 'and' morpheme, all such 
vowel-initial words begin with an i. Furthermore, these words are etymologically derived from 
words or morphemes which began with a consonant, and often the following vowel was a. 
Examples are the reduced pronouns given earlier in section 2.3. 1 ;  these may all occur at the beginning 
of a Verb Complex (the group of words which form the predication portion of a clause). Another 
example is the RECIP morpheme inydji, which can be traced back to the -manydji ' kinship 
DYADic' morpheme in many Yolngu languages (Morphy 1983:45). The form inydji also often 
occurs as the first element of the Verb Complex. I know of no other vowel-initial words in Djinang. 
What is significant about the class of vowel-initial words is that they each commonly are found as 
the first element in the Verb Complex, and vowel-initial formatives in Djinang have the phonotactic 
property of attaching themselves to whatever formative precedes in the same breath group, unless a 
pause intervenes, for example nyanibi 'he (emphasised) ' + inydji ' reflexive ' becomes 
nyanibinydji. The formation of ingki from a former *ngiki can thus be seen to be an analogical 
development, because ingki typically immediately precedes any Verb Complex with which it occurs. 
So again we observe that Wulaki uses an older form than the other dialects. The Wulaki resistance to 
the diffusion of the change is undoubtedly due to the fact that very many Wulaki people are fully 
bilingual in bolh Wulaki and Burarra, and have important social ties with the Burarra people. 
All dialects use wirr 'nothing' ,  'empty' ,  'have none' etc. as the other negative form, and it is used 
in Djinba also. The origin of this form is obscure. In Capell's (undated) comparative word list, he 
gives wa:rrang 'nothing' for Yanhangu, and this form is unattested in the other 1 3  Yolngu 
languages he sampled. Probably Djinang and Djinba wirr was derived from the Yanhangu form by 
loss of the final syllable, and then *a: > i. 
Several dialects have an archaic alternative form which is regarded as characteristic of that dialect. 
I have never heard these forms used in everyday speech. Capell ( 1941)  has one instance of the WU 
birpm 'nothing' being used in a text, and wirr occurs elsewhere in his data. The following are the 
forms known to me: 
ruJapir 
birpm 
manyim(i) 
MA 
WU 
MI, DJ, BA 
(cognate with Yanhangu rulka 'no' ,  rulkangu 'nothing')  
(Wood, 1973, is  the source of this Yanhangu data.) 
(Yirritjing moiety) 
(this correlates with moiety, all are Yirritjing) 
I have not been successful in obtaining MU and MN forms other than wirr, but this may be an 
accidental omission. Quite possibly these two dialects have only wirr and this form has diffused 
from MU -MN into the other Djinang dialects. 
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3. VARIATIONS IN LEXICAL OPEN CLASSES 
Most of the variations in lexical open classes are of a suppletive kind. While one or more dialects 
will have a certain form, other dialects will have an unrelated form. I give a sample list below. Most 
of the items are extremely hard or impossible to find in other Yolngu languages, but this may be due 
to insufficient documentation; for example, djunggi 'wood', 'tree', 'firewood',  'fire' does not occur 
in Gupapuyngu (though GUP djunggaJin 'hair' , 'leaves' may be a reflex), nor in Yanhangu, nor in 
Ritharrngu. Each of these use gurtha 'fire',  'firewood'.  Ritharrngu has several words for lighting a 
fire, one of which has a stem dhunggul-, which is probably related to Djinang djunggi, since 
*dh> dj was a sound change in pre-Djinang. The other common Djinang word for 'fire' ,  'wood' 
etc. is mirwijgi (apparently a Yirritjing word); this word is even more opaque - I cannot trace it 
anywhere with certainty (Djapu marwat 'hair', 'leaf' may be a reflex). The situation is much the 
same when other words are examined. 
To give another example, 'place down' ,  'put' in some Djinang dialects is galbung(i) and in 
others it is ma!]pung(i). There is nearly full correlation with moiety, Djuwing dialects and 
DjaQiwitjibi using galbung while the other Yirritjing dialects use ma!]pung. The fact that both 
forms have irregular TPA forms, galwupi!](i) and ma!]wupi!](i) respectively (cf. the irregular TPA 
form of the archaic verb bu- 'hit' which is bi-pi!]i in Djinang, bi-pa!] in Djinba), shows that these 
verb forms were formed by compounding with the bu stem: *gal+bu- and *ma!]+bu-. Now 
Capell's (undated) comparative wordlist gives the forms rulwangdhun, rulanggun, rulbanggun, 
gurrunhan (or possibly gurrunan), gundawunmarama, gunhan (or possibly gunan ), gunyan 
and gurrunhan (Yanhangu) for the words having the meaning 'place down' or 'put' .  Clearly the 
Djinang forms are unrelated to the other Yolngu forms. The Djinba stem is mam(irri)-, which is 
probably not cognate with Djinang mavpu-. 
Another example is the forms in various Y olngu dialects/languages for ' short' .  Capell's 
comparative wordlist gives gurriri and dhumbuJ for many languages (Lowe's Gupapuyngu 
dictionary lists both), and other cognate forms (such as gugi, gup and gugingu). The Djinang 
words are djubirri WU (which may be cognate with dhumbuJ ), and gambing(i) (all other 
dialects). The latter form does not seem to be cognate with dhumbuJ. However, comparison with 
Djinba yields some interesting information; Djinba has gambi 'short', while the Djinang and Djinba 
verb forms ' shorten' are gampijing-djigi and gampujung-yun, respectively. The problem in 
claiming that gam bing is cognate with dhumbuj is the g - dh correspondence, which although rare 
is not otherwise unattested (e.g. Djinang cjirra- 'bite' ,  Yanhangu dharra- 'bite'). An a - u vowel 
correspondence is also attested sporadically. Thus it is quite possible that the Djinang and Djinba 
forms are cognate with the form dhumbu], though a considerable time depth can be inferred for the 
changes which produced the Djinang and Djinba forms. 
We could go on in this vein for some time, but the above should be sufficient to illustrate the 
following point. The forms which vary widely in Djinang are (a) often 'core' vocabulary, and (b) 
indicate a very long period of separate development of Djinang (and probably Djinba too) vis-a-vis the 
other Y olngu languages. 
The following is a list of variant forms. It is not exhaustive, many more items could be added. 
Occasionally it can be observed that a formal difference correlates with moiety, and Wulaki often has 
a unique form. Undoubtedly moiety difference was a significant factor in dialect variations in the 
past; subsequent diffusion has partly obscured the systemicity of the variations. 
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lots 
daddy 
under 
again 
hard 
call out 
break 
fire, tree 
light fire 
visit 
short 
salty 
rainwater 
place down 
child 
ironbark tree 
father 
heavy 
err 
sister 
illuminate 
small 
enclosed area 
dry up 
galbi (all dialects) wikng DJ MI BA 
wiJirritja MU (claimed by a Murrungun man to be archaic) 
guJukng MU MN 
maju MU MN MA muri DJ MI BA WU (correlates with moiety) 
djatimirri WU nguymirri (other dialects) 
girr-gima MU MA girr-ban MN 
ma!Jbingi MA map! MN MU WU 
witjigi MA MU MN bugiligi WU 
gapiJidjigi MA WU DJ wubirdjigi MU MN BA MI 
djunggi MA MN MU WU mirwiJgi MI DJ BA 
rarrtjilkung MA MU rarrtjalkung MN 
balpargi MA MU gurultjigi MN 
djubirri WU gambingi (other dialects) 
djalkngi MU MN djalgi MA WU 
djurrmuk MI djurrmuJ MN MU 
m8!Jpung(i) WU MI BA galbung(i) MA MN MU DJ 
gurrminang MA wurruming WU 
cf. yidjipili (all dialects) 
gi<Jitjirri MU MN ngacjitjali MA 
bandjili(gi) WU 
muyki MA 
gunydjirri (all dialects) (cognate with Yolngu gunhu 'father') 
nyunyi WU nyunyang MA MU MN 
(the latter forms diffused from Burarra) 
murrbi!Ji MU MN WU gU!Jgan MA 
murgungi MA murkungi MU MN 
muginyinymigi MU ga<JiJi (all dialects) 
wibidjingilgi MN miluwmiygi MU 
!Jinini (all dialects) 
miliyirring MA 
miliny MN 
bingtjidji MA 
yinbilngi MU 
guJmung MA 
wirrpildjidji (other dialects) 
milngmiygi MA 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
Djinang is a Y olngu language which has undergone a long period of separate development from 
the Yolngu languages to the east. Its lexicon has been only minimally affected by prefixing languages 
to the west and south, and the influence of these languages has not been a significant cause of dialect 
variation within Djinang clans. The area near the mouth of the Glyde river appears to be the kernel 
area for the ditTusion of innovative change, the area in the west (bordering the prefixing languages) 
being the mos,t conservative. A good number of dialect differences have their origin in moiety 
differences, but the picture is complicated by diffusion. Geographical proximity is an important 
factor in the diffusion of innovation. The innovative dialects have developed a set of pronoun forms 
which conform to the disjunctive speech style. The kernel area has developed this disjunctive speech 
style which contrasts with an older and smoother speech style spoken by dialects to the west of the 
kernel area. The disjunctive speech style is characterised primarily by the elision of i vowels, 
particularly in word-final position, and by a greater proportion of voiceless stops compared to the 
total incidence of stops. 
APPENDIX 2 
DIFFUSION IN THE WESTERN YOLNGU AREA 
Jeffrey Heath ( 1 978a etc.) has recently embarked on a long term study of linguistic diffusion in 
Arnhem Land. His work has resulted in the publication of several significant monographs outlining 
the grammar of various languages of the area. Each such monograph incorporates a lexicon and 
many texts (with interlinear glosses). Geographically his work centred on languages to the east and 
south of Arnhem Land. 
A major linguistic boundary runs through Arnhem Land, beginning in the north (roughly) at Cape 
Stewart and running in a semi-circle to Blue Mud Bay in the Gulf of Carpentaria just north of Groote 
Eylandt. Languages to the north and east of this boundary are popularly called the Yolngu languages 
(Schebeck 1967). They are a subgroup of the common Pama-Nyungan typological group, and are 
genetically descended from a common parent which we may call proto-Yolngu. To the west and 
south of the boundary are found prefixing languages (Yolngu languages are entirely suffIxing) which 
are genetically unrelated to the Yolngu languages (except perhaps via proto-Australian, if the latter 
once existed). These two families of languages lend themselves to a study of diffusion because they 
are almost totally divorced from each other in lexicon, morphology and syntax (although they are 
similar in phonology and semantics - which is true of Australian languages generally). Consequently 
it is possible to isolate linguistic features in one language which are aberrant in the family of 
languages to which that language belongs. It then becomes possible to examine the languages of the 
other family to see if the aberrant features could have diffused from that source. 
It is unfortunate that Heath was not able to study the languages in the west of Arnhem Land. For 
information on them he has been restricted to what has been available in the literature, which is not 
very much, though several linguists are currently working in that area. The goal of this present 
discussion is twofold. Firstly, to look at Arnhem Land as a linguistic area, showing how various 
linguistic traits have diffused across the major linguistic boundary separating prefixing from Yolngu 
languages. Secondly, to add further examples of diffusion from my own field notes in Djinang and 
Djinba, since Heath had no opportunity of collecting data from these two geographically western 
Yolngu languages. Djinang is bounded on the west by Burarra, which is certainly of prefixing stock, 
and Djinba is bounded in the west by Rembarrnga (another of the prefixing languages). A number of 
traits have diffused across this linguistic boundary (Map 2). 
The discussion is arranged as follows: I discuss a number of characteristic linguistic features, 
contrasting their realisation (or lack thereof) within the prefixing group and the Yolngu group. This 
gives an indication of the vast genetic distance between the two groups. Also, where relevant, I 
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discuss how (;ertain traits which are related to these linguistic features have diffused. Any data or 
claims which are based on my own field notes are not acknowledged; data or claims based on 
languages ot er than Djinang and Djinba are based on the works of the authors cited in the list of 
references. Some of the best of this material is unpublished, such as that from Capell, Schebeck and 
Lowe. 
A methodological point needs to be made here. In giving what I claim is a 'typical Yolngu' 
linguistic feature, I am explicitly excluding the features which, on statistical grounds, may be 
assumed to be aberrant within that family of languages. There is some subjectivity in this, and also 
some danger, but this methodology is indispensible to this study. 
Djinang is named from an archaic form of the ' Immediate Proximate' deictic: djining 'this ' .  The 
older form is still occasionally used by the Wulaki dialect of Djinang. Djinba, like Ritharrngu (see 
Heath 1 97 8a: 2), is named (probably only by Europeans, I have not heard Djinba speakers refer to 
their group of dialects by this term) after one dialect of a number of closely related dialects: Djinba, 
Ganalbingu, pabi, Walmapuy and Manydjalpingu. The name 'Djinba' is perhaps derived from an 
older form of the Immediate Proximate deictic in the Djinba dialect. The ba formative in djinba is 
unusual. However, the Djinba clan has a form ngunba-pani that-PERL 'that way ' ,  in which the 
otherwise unattested deictic stem ngunba- occurs, so it is not unreasonable to assume that a stem 
*djinba- once. existed. It appears that deictic forms have undergone extensive adjustments in this 
group of diale:cts. I have continued to use the name Djinba to refer to these dialects, since it is well 
established in the literature. 
For the sake of consistency, I use the standard Yolngu orthography in all forms cited, irrespective 
of their source, with the exception that ng is the velar nasal symbol. Lamino-dentals are dh, th and 
nh; lamino-palatals are dj, tj and ny; velar nasal is ng; an n+g sequence is written as n.g; 
retroflection is indicated by an underline diacritic; the rhotic trill is IT. Vowel length is non-contrastive 
in Djinang and Djinba. 
Before I begin, it is worth quoting from Heath concerning the prefixing and Yolngu languages. In 
commenting on the available data from various Yolngu languages, Heath ( 1 978a:2) states: 
ComlParison of the paradigms shows that most of the morphology is identical except 
for intemal phonological developments in each language, minor analogical reshapings, 
and minor semantic shifts. The sharings are clearly due to common retention of a proto­
system, rather than to recent diffusion. 
And in commenting on the prefixing languages and their relation to Yolngu, he writes: 
The prefixing languages are much less homogeneous than are the Yolngu languages. 
( 1 978a:4) 
It should also be noted that whereas Proto-Yuulngu was a relatively recent proto­
language, Proto-Prefixing was quite ancient. ( 1978a: 1 O) 
Within the overall Australian linguistic picture, the prefixing languages of Arnhem 
Land and the Yuulngu languages are not closely related. Indeed, the two subgroups are 
as remote from each other genetically as any two subgroups in the continent . . . .  By the 
time they came together, the two groups had diverged structurally and lexically to the 
point where only a handful of cognate affixes and lexical items could be found, and where 
even some of these had been obscured by various internal phonological, analogical, and 
semantic developments. ( 1978a: 1 2) 
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1. NOUN CLASSES 
Prefixing Languages: 
Nouns characteristically occur with noun class preflxes, especially in text. The number of classes 
varies from language to language, but normally ranges from four to nine. There is some correlation 
with semantic categories gender, humanness, animateness, number, neuter (i.e. unmarked), and so 
forth, but such categorisation is not rigorous in terms of European categories, and so class marking is 
necessarily included in the lexical citation form for each noun. 
Y olngu Languages: 
There is no formal class marking of nouns or any other non-verbal parts of speech. 
Rembarrnga (McKay 1 975:73-76) has a greatly reduced system of nominal preflxing when 
compared to other preflxing languages (including Burarra). McKay writes: 
While verbal preflxing in Rembarrnga is extensive and complex, nominal preflxing is 
very limited and, in the main, restricted to small groups of nominals including kinship 
terms and clan . . .  names. (p.73) 
He cites da-, which derives feminine kinship terms from their masculine counterparts; nayig­
(masculine) and ngaJig- (feminine) (or reduced forms na- and ngal-, respectively), prefixed to 
names of clans to indicate 'a  man of . .  . ' ,  'a  woman of . .  . ' ;  ba- 'on' used with body parts to indicate 
point of contact or point affected. He gives two other preflxes, but they do not subcategorise nouns 
and so are not class markers. Interestingly, McKay points out that the reduced forms na- and ngal­
are identical in form and function with two Gunwinggu (Oates 1964:24) noun class preflxes. 
Presuming that the nayig- and ngaJig- forms are borrowings from Gunwinggu, it seems that 
Rembarrnga has simply never developed noun class marking as a productive morphological 
subcategorisation of nouns, in contrast to other members of the preflxing languages which surround it 
(Burarra to the north, Gunwinggu to the west, Ngandi to the south-east). The most likely reason for 
this is contact with Yolngu languages to the east (i.e. Djinba and Djinang), which entirely lack noun 
class marking. That there has been a long history of social contact is made clear in Thomson's study 
of the ceremonial exchange cycle in this region (Thomson 1949). Lack of development of noun class 
marking in Rembarrnga appears to be the most signiflcant example of Yolngu influence on that 
language; the only other influence that I have been able to detect is the diffusion of a very small 
amount of lexical material. 
2. PRONOUNS (FREE FORMS) 
Preflxing Languages: 
These languages characteristically have an extra number category, which is semantically a flrst 
person dual inclusive ( 'you and me')  but is better analysed as an autonomous category in the person 
dimension. This type of system is often called 'minimal' versus 'augmented' (McKay 1975). Using 
1 , 2 and 3 for first, second and third person, the person dimension can be given as 1 ,  1/2, 2, and 3. 
The first analysis of pronouns along these lines was that of Glasgow ( 1964), although the 
terminology differed from the above. Similar analyses have subsequently been given by McKay 
( 1975) for Rembarrnga pronouns, and Carroll ( 1976) for Gunwinggu. Heath ( 1 978b) lines up the 
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chart of Ngandi pronouns in the same way as the previous authors, but does not depart from the 
cannonical dual versus trial categories. 
Thus the prefixing group has a pronominal system in which the principal contrasts are person ( 1 ,  
1/2, 2, 3) and number (singular, dual, plural). There are considerable variations i n  form for a given 
person and number combination when prefixing languages are compared with each other, although 
there are also some similarities which indicate genetic subgroupings. The most common vowels in 
cardinal pronouns are a and u, while i is common only in morpheme-final (or word-final) position. 
Y olngu Languages: 
In contrast with prefixing languages, the Yolngu pronominal paradigm is engagingly simple. 
There are tlu'ee person categories ( 1 ,  2, 3) and three number categories (singular, dual, plural). 
Several of the cardinal pronominal forms are clearly cognate with pronoun forms which have wide 
distribution throughout the continent. There is very little variation from language to language, most 
of the variation being characteristic of internal Yolngu phonological processes such as syllable 
dropping, some vowel fluctuations, and fluctuation within the voiceless versus voiced stop contrast, 
(which is a quite minimal contrast in Yolngu in terms of functional load, and can be analysed better as 
fortis versus lenis). The most common vowels in cardinal pronouns are a and u, while i is less 
common, exc(�pt word finally. 
There are tremendous differences between the pronominal systems of the two groups of 
languages. Formal realisation bears almost no similarity between languages of the two groups. The 
only real simi larities are in the semantic categories, which is a truism by nature of the case. I can fmd 
no evidence of any diffusion of form or category from Y olngu to prefixing, or vice versa. 
However, there is some evidence, admittedly speculative, that the vowel qualities in Djinang 
pronouns have been influenced by Rembarrnga. In Djinang, an i vowel occurs systematically in 
positions where, in other Yolngu languages, an a occurs. Indeed, this neutralisation of vowel quality 
occurs not only in Djinang pronouns, but also regularly in nominal and verbal suffixes, on 
incorporated verbs stems within verbs, word finally in all parts of speech, and often within stems as 
well. The only systematically 'resistive' position within a word is the initial syllable, which is the 
stressed syllable in Yolngu languages. Such a distribution of the i vowel is entirely lacking in other 
Yolngu languages (including Djinba), and is lacking in the surrounding prefixing languages! But in 
Rembarrnga there is such a neutralising and vowel-height raising process which operates in one 
specific area of Rembarrnga morphology. It is that which we must now look at in more detail. 
Rembarrnga has a distinctive way of marking an adjoined clause (e.g. a relative clause, and other 
types as well). Two rules are involved, and they operate on the pronominal prefixes to the verb in the 
adjoined clause (McKay 1975: 147- 148). The first rule states, roughly, that a CVC- pronominal 
prefix has an i vowel added, forming a CVCi- form. The second states that any non-i vowel is 
neutralised and raised to i. This simplifies the paradigm of pronominal verb prefixes slightly, as well 
as providing a means of marking an adjoined (subordinate) clause. There is some grounds for 
presuming that this phonological process was adopted into Djinang when the latter developed its own 
set of pronominal clitics. 
Firstly, it derives the correct vowel qualities in Djinang. Secondly, it is restricted to one paradigm 
in Rembarrnga, but was generalised in Djinang, which is consistent with what often happens in a 
diffusion situation. Thirdly, it started in the right class of formatives, namely the reduced pronouns, 
which can be shown to have been a Djinang innovation under the influence of Rembarrnga (and 
probably Burarra too). Fourthly, it occurred in Djinang but not in Djinba, which seems to argue 
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against the proposal unless Djinba developed its pronominal clitics later than Djinang - and due to 
Djinang influence primarily. There is independent evidence that this is what in fact happened (to be 
discussed in a later section). Fifthly, for this process to diffuse into Djinang, granted the enormous 
genetic differences between Djinang and Rembarrnga, it must have involved bilingual speakers of 
these languages. 
Interestingly, the camp called Malnyanganak, on the eastern fringe of Rembarrnga territory and the 
western fringe of Djinang territory, was once either owned by a Murrungun clan or adjacent to an area 
owned by a Murrungun clan. Those living there speak Rembarrnga as their rrrst language, and some 
can speak limited Djinang as a second language. It is possible that ownership of this area has 
changed hands in non-recent times, possibly formerly being a Djinang-speaking area. Murrungun is 
one of the larger Djinang clans, and their main territory is close to the Glyde river mouth, on both 
sides of the river. Another Murrungun clan in the north-west of Djinang territory is now a Wulaki­
speaking clan, since their territory adjoins that of Wulaki speakers and is geographically isolated from 
the main Murrungun territory. Hence it appears that the former south-western Murrungun area may 
once have identified with Djinang linguistically, but is now with Rembarrnga, since its territory is 
also isolated from the main Murrungun territory. Change in affiliation is not unknown in Amhem 
Land; Heath mentions it in his writings. 
Thus, while the evidence is somewhat circumstantial, all the necessary conditions are in evidence, 
and the change itself is phonologically reasonable - particularly so in respect to its distribution. If it 
was simply a sound change, how could we explain its restriction to just closed-class paradigms? 
Besides, I know of no internal evidence in Djinang which would motivate the necessary changes. I 
am therefore inclined to think that the change started in the class of reduced pronouns, as Djinang 
speakers developed them under Rembarrnga (or Burarra/Rembarrnga) influence, and that it spread to 
the free form pronouns as a back-formation, and from there to the full inflectional resources of the 
language (although there are a couple of exceptions where a functional contrast would be otherwise 
lost). 
3. PRONOMINAL VERB PREFIXES 
Prefixing languages: 
These languages have a very complicated verb morphology. The verb stem takes an initial 
pronominal prefixal form which, for bi-referential verbs, is usually an unanalysable portmanteau form 
showing concord in person and number with the person and number categories of the subject and 
non-subject referents. (Note: the contrast between agent and subject is neutralised in the realisation of 
this concord.) Partial analysis of the fused pronominal prefix forms is possible only in certain subject 
and non-subject combinations. There is other complexity too: pronominal prefixes may be followed 
by one (sometimes more) non-initial prefix to express various modal or adverbial nuances; or a 
nominal may be incorporated preceding the verb stem; and tense/aspect is marked by suffixes to the 
stem. 
Y olngu Languages: 
Yolngu languages characteristically do not have a separate paradigm of clitic pronouns 
(phonologically reduced forms of full form pronouns) for each paradigm (NOM, ACC etc.) of full 
form pronouns. In the Yolngu languages, free form pronouns are normally present in a clause, but 
may be dropped if reference is unambiguous. Switching reference requires the pronoun (or 
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corresponding; nominal or both) to be present, and there is also a PROM marker (often formally 
similar to ERG in one of its allomorphs) which may be used on a free form pronoun to provide 
various contrastive nuances (such as emphasis) or to signal switch reference. 
There are three Yolngu languages which depart from these norms; each of them is adjacent to, and 
has had close social ties with, a prefixing language. These Yolngu languages are Djinang (to the 
immediate east of Burarra and north-east of Rembarmga), Djinba (to the immediate east of 
Rembarmga) and Ritharrngu (to the immediate north of Ngandi). Each of these languages has 
modified the pronominal system in a non-Yolngu way, according to the pattern of the neighbouring 
prefixing languages. The Djinang modifications have been the most extensive (see 2. above), Djinba 
follows the Djinang pattern except for the vowel change phenomenon, and Ritharmgu (Heath 1980a) 
has an intermediate pattern, being the least changed of the three with respect to Yolngu norms. 
Djinang and Djinba are alike in that both can have a free form pronoun and a coreferential clitic 
pronoun in the same clause. This is typical, in both languages, when a reference switch is required. 
However Ritharmgu cannot have a full form pronoun and a coreferential clitic pronoun occurring in 
the same clause (Heath 1980a:102- 103 and texts), but it does use a clause-initial free form pronoun 
typically when marking switch reference. 
The behaviour of the PROM morpheme is also of interest. In Dhuwal, which appears to be a fairly 
' typical' Yolngu language, it has the allomorphs -ny and -tja (Morphy 1983). In Djinang, the -ny 
allomorph has been lost, and lenition together with vowel change (see 2. above) have caused merger 
with the principal allomorph of the ERG, -dji. In Ritharmgu, the nasal allomorph has also been lost, 
and the other .one appears in the form -ya. In Djinba, there appears to be mainly a suppletive form 
-rna (which also occurs in the Nhangu languages Golpa and Yanhangu) and a form -(a)rndja. The 
distribution of these morphemes is significant: 
Djinang: -dji PROM occurs only on nominals, never on pronouns (deictics+PROM are 
portmanteau forms in Djinang) 
Djinba: -rna PROM occurs on nominals and pronouns (and possibly elsewhere) -
(-(a)rndja seems to be phonologically conditioned) 
Ritharmgu: -ya PROM occurs on nominals, deictics and pronouns 
The distributional restriction in Djinang reflects the regularity with which a full form pronoun is 
used as an indication of switch reference, and also in a highlighting (or prominence) function when 
there is no reference switch. The important point is that the dropping of suffixal switch-reference 
marking in Djinang would not have been possible without a parallel development of an alternative 
means to maintain the function. 
Djinba, on the other hand, probably developed elitic pronouns later than Djinang, merely 
borrowing the Djinang patterns, although it cannot be ruled out that there was parallel development of 
clitic pronouns in both languages under the influence of the prefixing languages to the west. 
However, it can be shown (see the discussion of lamino-dentals below) that Djinba came under 
western influence later than Djinang, and therefore it is likely that Djinang was the source of the 
Djinba development. Ritharmgu only went 'part way' in developing clitic pronouns. The Ritharmgu 
clitic pronominal forms are formed merely by dropping an initial syllable, and this is a Yolngu feature 
(e.g. Gupapuyngu lirnurru from a proto-form which must have been something like *ngalirnV . . .  ). 
Ritharmgu the.refore just extended the domain of a phonological process already available within the 
Yolngu language family. 
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Interestingly, in all three languages, the clitic pronouns are enclitic to whatever constituent 
immediately precedes in the same breath group. In Djinang, enclitic pronouns beginning with a 
vowel are closely bound to the preceding fonnative, while the consonant-initial enclitics are more able 
to stand as free fonns, and quite often do. Djinba appears to behave the same way. This is in 
contrast to the prefixing languages. In these languages, the reduced pronouns are proclitics to 
whatever follows in the Verb Complex; often it is the stem, but it can also be an incorporated nominal 
or another morpheme. 
Finally, we must note that the development of Djinang clitic pronouns involved three phonological 
processes and probably two distinct periods of development. The Ritharmgu' pattern is probably the 
end point of the first period of development, and the modem Djinang pattern the end point of the 
second period. Two of the phonological processes are internal to the Yolngu family, and one is not 
(see 2. above). The NOM paradigm will be sufficient to illustrate the changes. 
Djinang pronouns (reconstructed) reduced fonn pronouns 
1sg 
l duexc 
1duinc 
l plexc 
1plinc 
2sg 
2du 
2pl 
3sg 
3du 
3pl 
ngarri 
ngilinyi 
ngili 
nginibi 
ngilimi 
nyuni 
nyumi 
ngilidji 
nyani 
bilingi 
djani 
*ngarra irr 
*ngalinyu liny 
*ngali i1 
*nganapu nibi Oibi in some dialects) 
*ngalima lim 
*nhunu 
*nhuma nyim 
?*nyurrula lidji (ildji in some dialects) 
*nhani 
*bala bil 
*dhana djin 
The putative Djinang proto-fonns are based mostly on pan-Yolngu evidence and especially on 
Yanhangu (Wood 1973, Alpher 1 977), Golpa (Zorc 198 1 )  and Djinba. We will not be concerned 
here with the palatalisation of the lamino-dentals. The dropping of a pronoun-initial nga sequence is 
evidenced in various Yolngu languages, but usually only first person plural fonns were involved. 
The Djinang innovation was to extend this process to all fonns with initial *nga. This is one of the 
processes mentioned above. 
Another process was the dropping of a final vowel. This is also a Yolngu feature (e.g. it is the 
major difference between the Dhuwal and Dhuwala dialects (Morphy 1983:29); Djinba also follows 
the Dhuwal pattern in this respect). 
The third process is non-Y olngu in origin and was discussed in section 2. above. All vowels were 
changed to i. This derives the modem clitic pronoun fonns. Djinba underwent only the first two 
processes. As stated in section 2., the most likely origin for this non-Yolngu vowel neutralising and 
raising process is the identical process in Rembarmga which derived pronominal clitic fonns marking 
subordinate (appositional) clauses. 
The first period of development probably only entailed the above changes, so that whenever a 
pronoun was not simultaneously marking a reference switch, the reduced fonn was used - as is the 
case in the modem Ritharmgu system. However, this meant that reduced pronouns occurred in a 
majority of clauses, which allowed a further period of semantic development in which full fonn 
pronouns became sufficient markers of a switch in reference (unless, of course, a nominal was used), 
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and the 'becoming redundant' PROM clitic was no longer required on the full form pronouns - hence 
the modem distributional restriction. 
But in orde:r for these changes to occur, some explicit means was needed for making the full form 
pronoun (marking switch reference) prominent. The means used was to make reduced pronouns 
obligatory in every clause, so that the full form pronouns contrasted with their own absence rather 
than with a reduced form (as in Ritharrngu). In this way the presence or absence of a full form 
pronoun became functionally equivalent to the presence or absence of the PROM clitic, allowing the 
latter to be dropped (except on nominals). 
4. VERBAL AUXll.-IARY CONSTRUCTIONS 
Preflxing Languages: 
McKay ( 1 975 :  1 65) summarises the general behaviour as follows, when discussing the 
Rembarrnga situation: 
A verb used in an auxiliary capacity .. .is fully inflected for person, number, 
tense/aspect and so on, and is used in conjunction with an uninflected verb stem. 
The verbs which may function as auxiliaries are only a few; the common ones in Rembarrnga are 
many 'went', ga ' take' (Yolngu has the same stem), rna 'get' (Yolngu has the same stem) and a few 
other stems which are used only rarely. Monosyllabic verb roots are found in all parts of the 
continent, and are the main evidence for linking preflxing and non-preflxing languages together as 
one Australian family (Dixon 1980:403). Semantically, the addition of an auxiliary verb often 
changes the meaning sufflciently that the original meaning of the auxiliary stem is lost, for example 
ga can signal a causative sense. The Ngandi situation is similar, but more auxiliary verbs are attested: 
bu 'hit' (also in Yolngu), dhu ' stand' ,  ya ' sleep' ,  na 'bum' etc. Gunwinggu (Carroll 1976: 1 1 2) 
has a similar s,et of forms, but these have become suffixes to the preceding main verb. 
Y olngu Languages: 
There is evidence for auxiliary incorporation into the preceding stem in some Yolngu verbs, similar 
to the Gunwinggu situation. However, it is free form auxiliaries that we shall be concerned with in 
the present discussion. Yolngu allows at least one verb, the form for 'sleep', as an auxiliary marking 
temporal duration (Morphy 1983). Morphy mentions that Djapu (a Dhuwal dialect) can also use the 
forms for 'sit' ,  ' stand' and 'go' as auxiliaries - although they are used almost synonymously with the 
form for ' sleep ' .  In Yolngu, in contrast to the prefixing languages, both the main verb and the 
auxiliary verb take normal inflection for tense/aspect/mood. 
It is possible that the auxiliary construction diffused into Yolngu from the south; note, for 
example, Heath's statement (1978b:89): 
. .  .in the Mara-Alawic family to the south (including Warndarang) , auxiliary 
constructions are extremely productive and only a few verbs can be directly inflected. 
Although Heath is here speaking more about auxiliary incorporation, his remarks do indicate from 
where auxiliary constructions may have originated. Alternatively, this could be an example of 
convergent development, for it occurs also in other distant Pama Nyungan languages. 
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Djinang has a relatively rich set of auxiliary verbs; they are drawn from the class of 
behavioural/motion verbs and are etymologically 'old' forms, although sound change has resulted in 
some phonological reshaping. Djinba has some too, but I do not as yet know what the full set of 
auxiliaries is for that language. In Djinang, the semantic contribution of the auxiliaries is to provide 
various aspectual nuances of a non-punctual kind. In this respect Djinang seems to have a richer 
system than the other Yolngu languages. In the other languages, there are fewer auxiliaries and more 
semantic levelling. For example, Morphy (1983) deals with auxiliaries in her account of Djapu. She 
claims that they may be used in conjunction with a main verb to denote durative aspect. She also 
states that ' sit' and ' stand' tend to be used only when the participants are sitting or standing 
(respectively) to perform the activity. 
In Djinang, it is true that ' sit' and 'stand' can be used as Morphy indicates, but their function is 
wider than that. For example, ' sit' most often is used to indicate an existential state which applies to 
the category of higher animates (which includes humans), while 'stand' is used to indicate an 
existential state which applies to inanimates. 'Sit' is also used suppletively after the main verb 'go' 
when the latter takes 'go' as an auxiliary. The set of Djinang auxiliaries is as follows (citation form is 
future tense): 
kiri progressive aspect (Djinang speakers gloss it 'all the way' indicating progression 
towards a contextual goal - the latter is typically the next main event of the story or 
speech act) 
giri habitual aspect (same main verb as kiri; note the voicing contrast when used as an 
auxiliary) 
I]unydjirri rapid activity aspect (i.e. frenzied or hurried activity) 
nyinidji existential aspect (usually +animate), or action done 'while sitting' 
djirridji existential aspect (usually -animate), or action done 'while standing' 
waliki random motion aspect, or action done 'while crawling' 
ngurridji intermittent aspect, or action done 'while lying down' 
gukirridji an action done 'while walking about' 
The meanings of these eight auxiliaries, when used as main verbs, are as follows: 'go' (giri and 
kiri), 'move fast', ' sit' ,  ' stand', 'crawl' ,  ' lie down' and 'walk about'. In each case it is not hard to 
see how the aspectual nuance could have been derived by metaphorical extension of the primary sense 
of each verb, although giri 'go'  marking habitual aspect possibly developed as a split from the 
progressive kiri, or vice versa. 
Rembarrnga does not have a similar set of auxiliaries, but Burarra has a very extensive set 
(Glasgow and Garner 1980:47) - more so than the Djinang set. Furthermore, the Djinang aspectual 
contrasts mirror (as far as can be seen from the examples given by the authors) the Burarra contrasts. 
Burarra also permits two successive auxiliaries to occur. The paradigms given by the authors are: 
Aux 1 Aux 2 
dji be (standing) bamba go steadily 
ni be (sitting) workiya do habitually 
yu be (lying) 
boy go 
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yurtja 
gomarrya 
rrigirrga 
djal 
rrika 
run 
circle 
walk about 
hasten 
crawl 
The question is, did Djinang derive its variety of aspectual auxiliaries by diffusion from Burarra 
(via speakers of the Wulaki dialect, whose territory adjoins Burarra territory, and who are 
traditionally bilingual in both languages), or does the Djinang paradigm reflect a proto-Yolngu pattern 
which has been levelled out within the Yolngu languages not adjacent to prefixing languages? I am 
inclined to think that there is truth in both alternatives. The Djapu pattern mentioned before does seem 
to closely follow the Djinang pattern, even though Djapu is remote from both the prefixing languages 
and from Djinang. Djinba also appears to have a fairly extensive set of auxiliaries, though it remains 
to be seen if the set is coextensive with the Djinang set. This suggests some antiquity for the 
auxiliaries in Yolngu. Even so, there are some indications that the Burarra paradigm has influenced 
the Djinang one (besides the semantic evidence already cited). Two things need to be mentioned. 
Firstly, Burarra can take two auxiliaries in the one clause. This does not happen in Yolngu 
generally, but in one Djinang text I have an example of a double-auxiliary construction. The forms 
are: 
ingki giri-nyir nyini-nyir giri-nyir 
not go-RPI sit-RPI go-RPI 
he could not habitually walk around 
In this example, the first auxiliary marks progressive aspect and the second marks habitual aspect. 
Notice, in the Burarra paradigms given above, that the habitual always occurs in the second positional 
class - although this is obvious in surface structure only when an auxiliary from the first positional 
class is also present. So in this respect at least, Djinang behaves like Burarra and unlike Y olngu 
languages. 
Secondly, Djinang has two auxiliaries derived from the one main verb: kiri PROG and giri 
HABIT. They decline identically, and the only contrast between them is the voicing distinction in the 
initial stop. The k is never articulated as a long stop (i.e. geminate). This is the only place in the total 
lexical resources of Djinang that a voicing distinction is consistently maintained in word-initial 
position. Both roots derive from the proto-Nhangu (or proto-Yolngu) word *gara 'go' (cf. Golpa 
gara- 'go';  Yanhangu gara- 'go'; Djinba gar(a)- 'go'). There are no grounds for assuming that the 
k versus g contrast is anything but an internal development within Djinang. 
It is, I feel, unwarranted to say that proto-Djinang had a stop voicing contrast on the basis of one 
modern contrast. We could analyse, in Djinang, 'main verb + kiri ' as a compound form, and 'main 
verb + giri ' as an auxiliary construction. The problem is that such an analysis is completely 
unsupported by morphological and phonetic criteria. It certainly appears to be true that the double 
auxiliary construction diffused from Burarra. What is not clear is whether this fact bears any 
historical relationship to the voicing contrast, kiri versus girL 
5. VERB COMPOUNDING BY NOMINAL INCORPORA nON 
PrefIxing Languages: 
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This is a productive process in some of the prefIxing languages. The incorporated nominal occurs 
before the stem of the main verb and after any word-initial prefIxes (such as pronominal clitics). 
Semantically, the nominal is often just a direct object; but in the case of body-part terminology, the 
semantics of the compound form may be more metaphorical (e.g. the body part may be the locus of 
the activity of the main verb). Nominal incorporation is easy to discern because of the prior 
pronominal proclitic. 
Y olngu Languages: 
Yolngu languages do not productively incorporate nominals prior to the main stem, with the 
exception of the lexical class of body-part nouns, which form literally hundreds of compound verbs 
when incorporated preceding the main stem. The primary sense of a Yolngu compound verb formed 
in this way is typically a metaphorical extension of the sense of the main verb's stem, although the 
semantic connection between the simple verb and the compound verb can often be quite obscure. 
However, the body-part nominal is usually analysed as being closely bound to the stem, and does not 
generally have the property of being able to be dissociated from the stem as is the case with the 
incorporated nominals in prefIxing languages. 
Djinang (and Djinba too it appears - more data is needed in order to be certain) often permits the 
body-part nominal to be removed from the verb and to be placed in preposed position to the preceding 
reduced pronoun (in which case the reduced pronoun is bound to the preposed nominal if it begins 
with a vowel). This does not happen in a majority of cases, but it does happen often enough for it to 
cause problems in making decisions about whether a given body part plus verb is a compound (and 
therefore to be hyphenated in the dictionary) or just a close-knit constituent. In making such 
decisions, other criteria can sometimes help, such as the semantic opacity of the compound vis-a-vis 
the semantic sum of the two parts. But there are plenty of cases when the situation is simply 
ambivalent. The most economical analysis is to treat all such compounds as close-knit constructions. 
An example may help at this point. 
in.ga-djin marr-yirrpi-ni 
3sgDAT-3plNOM soul-set-TPA 
they accepted him 
This can also be expressed as: 
marr-in.ga-djin yirrpi-ni 
soul-3sgDAT-3plNOM set-TPA 
they accepted him 
I am not sure if this metathesis of incorporated nominal and pronominal elements would be 
permitted in Yolngu languages which lack reduced pronouns; I have not come across a statement to 
that effect in my reading thus far. If Yolngu languages do not permit such metathesis, then we can 
legitimately suppose that Djinang permitted the weakening of the juncture between the incorporated 
body-part nominal and the verb stem in imitation of the optionality of nominal incorporation in the 
prefIxing neighbours. 
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6. LAMINO-DENTAL SERIES 
Prefixing Languages: 
As a general rule, preflxing languages lack a lamino-dental series of phonemes. This is certainly 
true of the preflxing languages to the west of Arnhem Land (Rembarrnga and Burarra in particular), 
but not necessarily true of eastern preflxing languages (e.g. Nunggubuyu and Ngandi). Heath's 
work indicates that the preflxing languages which have larnino-dentals probably developed them due 
to a contact siluation, but the diachronic details are not simple in many cases. 
Y olngu Languages: 
I agree with the statement by Heath, quoted earlier, that lamino-dentals must have been firmly 
established in proto-Yolngu. Some Yolngu languages have palatalised lamino-dentals in some 
structural positions (e.g. word initially), and throughout the language family there is a certain amount 
of sporadic palatalisation as well. However, as a general rule, Yolngu languages have a lamino­
dental (or interdental) series of phonemes. 
Djinang and Djinba are the only two Yolngu languages which have fully lost the lamino-dental 
series. Most such sounds have been diachronically changed to the corresponding lamino-palatal 
phoneme. So, for example, a t-iyagalawumirr man whose name is Dhathangu is often called 
Djatjangu by Djinang people. This is the normal diachronic change. Also, a number of lamino­
dentals have changed into Djinang apicals (e.g. the verb root gudhaJ 'roast' in Djinang is gugaJ). 
This change characteristically occurs when the lamino-dental was the initial consonant of the second 
(open) syllable of a disyllabic rhythmic unit. 
The problem is not what phonemes the original lamino-dentals are merged with in modern Djinang 
(and Djinba) but, rather, why were they systematically lost, in contrast with their viability elsewhere 
in Yolngu? While Djinang and Djinba are both closely related to Yanhangu, spoken in the Crocodile 
Islands to the immediate north of Djinang territory, Yanhangu has the lamino-dental series. The 
preflxing language Burarra is situated to the immediate west of Yanhangu, and if language contact 
were the explanation for the loss we might expect Yanhangu to have undergone the loss of lamino­
dentals as wel1. But Yanhangu is separated from the Burarra on the mainland by a crocodile infested 
channel, and similarly from the Djinang. In such circumstances we would expect Yanhangu to have 
been highly resistant to the influences which led to changes in Djinang and Djinba. The loss of 
larnino-dentals in Djinang and Djinba therefore looks like a clear case of loss due to contact with the 
Burarra and Rembarrnga to the west: the latter two languages have only one laminal series. 
However, we can go further than this. There is evidence, to be presented below, that Djinang 
came under w(�stern influence flrst, and Djinba later (or possibly there was a chain of influence from 
the preflxing hmguages to Djinang, and from there to Djinba). 
There are two diachronic changes to be considered: flrstly, palatalisation, as mentioned above; and 
secondly, stop lenition (in the class of peripherals and laminals). Both processes are well known in 
Yolngu languages, and all linguists who have worked on Yolngu languages have commented on the 
latter. A well-known example is Gumatj, in the north-east, which has systematically lenited non­
apical stops of the voiced stop series to the appropriate glides: *dh, *dj > y; *b, *g > w. This 
occurs either as a diachronic process, or as a synchronic process producing allomorphy, in various 
Y olngu languages. 
There is no evidence that systematic lenition ever occurred in the pre-history of Djinang. Voiced 
stops are common, more so than voiceless stops, for example Yolngu ERG allomorph -dhu, Djinang 
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-dji; proto-Yolngu DAT allomorph - *gu, Djinang -gi; Ritharrngu -ya 'contrastive emphasis ' ,  
Djinang -tja; and Yolngu -thi INCHO, Djinang -dji. 
However, cognate forms in Djinba very often have a glide where Djinang has a voiced (or 
voiceless) stop. This is most evident in the THEMSR -dhu (the form in most Yolngu languages). In 
Djinang it is regularly -dji; in Djinba it is regularly -yu, except after laminal consonants, where it is 
-dji. (Note that the I)abi clan, contiguous to Djinang territory, often has -dja instead of -ya, and 
-dju instead of -yu etc. which strongly supports the analysis presented below. See Appendix 3 for 
examples.) 
flxed 
will write 
Djinang 
manymak-dji-mi 
wukirri-dji-gi 
Djinba 
manymak-yu-m 
wukirri-yu-mak 
What is most signiflcant is that the sound correspondence is dh - y, not dj - y. Heath (1980b:8) 
states: 
. . .  we deal with alternations involving fortis stops like k, lenis stops like g, and 
continuants like w. The relevant continuants are w (related morphophonemically to g/k) 
and y (related to dh/th, not to c/j). 
I agree with Heath, having observed in Djinang and Djinba that when cognate forms have a tj/dj 
(Heath's c/j) - y correspondence, comparison with other Yolngu dialects shows cognate forms 
which have th/dh. That is, the correspondence is th/dh - tj/dj - y, not tj/dj - y. Or, to put it 
another way, lamino-dentals may be lenited to the palatal glide y, but lamino-palatals cannot be 
similarly lenited. (I have noticed a rare surface phonetic lenition of dj to y in Djinang.) 
For example: 
Djapu 
Djinba 
Djinang 
buwayak-thi­
buwayak-yu­
buwayak-dji-
become faint (Morphy 1983) 
ditto 
ditto 
Djinba has plenty of lamino-palatal stops, so that the lenition process has not been systematic. 
However, where it has been regular is in closed class morphemes - dative (-wu, cf. Djinang -gi, 
from -*gu), temporals (e.g. Dhuwal-Dhuwala ngiithili, cf. Djinba ngayil 'long ago'), and so forth. 
The probable explanation of these facts is that proto-Djinba partially underwent a lenition process, 
as outlined above, but that the process was blocked when, in a later period, the palatalisation of 
lamino-dentals bled off all remaining candidates for lenition. In Djinang, the palatalisation sound 
change must have been historically antecedent to the lenition process, so that Djinang had lost its 
lamino-dentals before lenition had a chance to operate. 
The most likely explanation for Djinang losing its lamino-dentals before Djinba is that it had earlier 
ties with preIlXing languages to the west. This is consistent with the geography of the area: the main 
Djinba territories are to the east of the Glyde river, and it is more than a ten-mile hike from the river 
westwards, over a range of hills, before one nears Rembarrnga territory. The Burarra however, and 
to a lesser extent the Rembarrnga, were right on the western doorstop of Djinang territory. 
Diagrammatically, we can represent the situation as follows: 
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PrefIxing 
influence 
------'> 
proto-Djinang 
pre-Djinang loses 
larnino-dentals 
palatalised pre­
Djinang begins to 
influence Djinba 
--------- -------------> 
modern Djinang 
7 .  LEXICON 
proto-Djinba 
pre-Djinba begins to 
lenite larnino-dentals 
under Yolngu-internal 
influence 
serni-lenited pre-Djinba 
loses larnino-dentals under 
influence of Djinang and 
prefixing languages 
modern Djinba 
There has been some diffusion of lexical items, probably in both directions, between 
Djinang/Djinba and the prefixing languages. I have not systematically studied the extent of this, but it 
does appear to be relatively minimal. The kind of vocabulary that has diffused is that which would be 
desirable to have in common in order to be able to satisfactorily interact in a socially functional 
manner: for trade, ceremonial items, kinship terminology, animal names, and a few common non­
thematic verb roots such as bat 'get' ,  'pick up' ,  gutj 'return' etc. Since I do not know very much 
prefIxing language vocabulary, I cannot say very much here about diffusion into Yolngu. However, 
in Glasgow and Garner's article ( 1980) I note such Yolngu items as: Djuwinga 'moiety name',  
Yirritjinga 'moiety name' ,  gurruta 'kin ' ,  ya wirriny 'unmarried man ' ,  djanguny ' story' ,  
munya 'nigh t' (Yolngu munha, Djinang munyi), bulay 'far' (Yolngu balay, Djinang bilay),  
munguy 'continue on ' .  
Two of the more signifIcant borrowings by Djinang and Djinba are the words used for the strong 
negative 'no' .  The usual Yolngu word is yaka; however, both Djinang and Djinba have a different 
form: Djinang ingki (Wulaki sometimes uses cognate ngiki); and Djinba waba. We find that the 
Burarra word for 'no' is ngika, and the Rembarrnga word is waba. The latter indicates some 
significant Rembarrnga past influence on Djinba. In the case of Djinang, ingki is a later development 
from Wulaki ngiki by metathesis in the first syllable. The reason for the change is dealt with in the 
discussion of Djinang dialect differences in Appendix 1 .  
8. DEVELOPMENT OF TPC AND RPC VERB INFLECTIONS IN DJINANG 
Rembarrnga has a unique verbal suffix for marking past continuous tense, while Yolngu languages 
do not have continuous aspect as an inherent category of their past tense markers. Djinang is the 
exception, in that Djinang has a unique marker of Today Past Continuous, and of Remote Past 
Continuous, these being homophonous forms in each verb class. This is a Djinang innovation which 
diffused from Rembarrnga. See the main body of the book, at the end of section 4.2, for a detailed 
discussion. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
I have not included in this discussion the various linguistic features which Heath has found to have 
diffused between Yolngu and prefixing languages. My aim has been rather to complement his work 
by examining the western Y olngu area, with a view to adding further possible instances of diffusion. 
Some of the things I have tentatively identified are (a) lack of development of noun class marking in 
Rembarrnga (Yolngu influence ); (b) vowel neutralising and raising in closed classes of morphemes in 
Djinang (Rembarrnga influence); (c) development of reduced pronouns (sometimes enclitic to a 
preceding constituent) in Djinang and Djinba (Rembarrnga influence at least); (d) enhancing of the 
Yolngu paradigm of auxiliary verbs (Burarra influence); (e) possible weakening of the juncture 
between incorporated body-part nominals and the following verb stem in Djinang (and probably 
Djinba) - permitting metathesis with the reduced pronouns; (f) loss of lamino-dentals, first in Djinang 
and then in Djinba; (g) a small amount of lexical diffusion; and (h) development of RPC and TPC 
verb inflections in Djinang, but not in Djinba (Rembarrnga influence at least). 
APPENDIX 3 
JDJINANG-DITNBA (GANALBINGU) COMPARATIVE DICTIONARY 
This appendix is based on data collected in 1981 from George Milpurrurr of the Ganalbingu clan, 
and from a group of ladies who remembered how the Qabi dialect (now effectively extinct) was 
spoken. The language I refer to as 'Djinba' could be called 'Djininy' equally well. (Although the 
latter name ha.s never appeared in the literature, it would be the 'correct' name, given the convention 
amongst the Yolngu people themselves to name a language by its form for the proximate deictic.) 
The English glosses, added in 1986, apply to the Djinang forms only. This is because Djinba has 
not yet been �malysed reliably enough to permit accurate morpheme identification and labelling in 
every instance, and because there is not always a one-to-one correspondence between morphemes in 
corresponding; word forms in the two languages. Information about Djinba inflections and stems that 
is not found in the body of the text of this book is given in parentheses. 
When there is more than one form after the Djinang (given bold), the forms are either allomorphs 
or synonyms, in the one dialect (unless otherwise noted). 
Differences in the order of clan variants have no significance, and if a form has no following 
initial, it will be a Ganalbingu form. Examples, lists of suffixes and glosses (given where the forms 
are complex) apply to the Djinba forms, not the Djinang. 
Abbreviations of grammatical terms are the same as those given in the list at the beginning of the 
book. The following ones are used only in this appendix. 
o 
G 
M 
J 
W 
Qabi 
Ganalbingu 
Mmydjalpingu 
Djinba 
Walmapuy 
+ tentative morpheme break 
(uncertain position) 
? uncertain 
?? unknown 
« *  . . .  ) proto-form from which the modern 
word came 
D, G, M, J :md W each represent one of the clans which together comprise the Djinba language. 
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-ang 
-wirriy G, -birriy D (on nouns); 
-kung G,D (on pronouns) 
-GEN 
-a w 
-kay 
-KINGRP 
ba baki1)-dji-dji 
baba1)a1)yi-rrak (stem baba1)ag-yi- ) 
become crazy 
babaki1)ing 
babagag 
crazy 
babuJu 
babuJu 
carrying stick 
baga tj 
bagatj 
unsuccessfull y 
bagay 
bagay 
banyan tree 
bagayala 
bagayala 
garkambarr 
bright 
ba gayala -dji- dji 
bagayalayi-rrak (stem 
bagayala-yi- ) 
become bright 
bagiri-dji-gi 
bu-mak 
hit, kill, make 
bagurru 
bagurru 
milky way 
badji-djirridji 
gawurr-djarra-k 
be protector of 
badji-wangidji 
marrarraka-n-mak (stem 
marrarra-ka- probably) 
hunt away 
bagapaga-dji-gi 
bagapagayu-n (TPA) 
stagger 
bagili-gi 
balu-mak G (stem balu-) 
POT -mitj IMP -ng 
YPI -w YPA -m 
TPA baJ-aJ TPI bali-nya 
fetch 
bakala 
bakala 
harpoon hook 
bala 
baJa (e.g. bala djiwirr?ya-n-mak) 
astride 
bala 7 
bala? 
house 
bala-ngurri 
bala-wagbu-mak (stem bala-wagbu-) 
(see wagbumak ' throw') 
POT -mitj IMP -ng 
YPI -w YPA -m 
TP A -ngal TPI -nya 
stride 
balay-ili 
mirka-ril 
to far away 
balay ngurrum 
balay-ani 
already gone 
balaypalay 
mirka-wani 
marri mirka 
far away 
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balba w-miy-gi 
ba1ba1-mak (stem ba1ba1-miy- ) 
split along 
balibi-gi 
ga]pami-mak (stem gaJpa-miyu-) 
Note: -miyu- TRVSR 
IMP -ng 
YPI -w YPA gaJpa-mi-m 
TPA -wal TPI ga]pa-mi-nya 
extinguish 
balidji 
burrpi1yi-rrak G (stem burrpi1-yi-) 
POT -rritj IMP -y 
YPI -y YPA -rr 
TPA -n TPI burrpi1-dji-nya 
banyin-mak D 
die 
bali-nyir-b i  
burrpil-dji-nya-wirriy 
death 
balnggi-dji-dji 
djinygurrurryi-rrak (stem 
djinygurrw'r-yi- ) 
POT -rritj IMP -y 
YPI -y yP A -rr 
TPA -n TPI djinygurrurr-dji-nya 
become afterno n 
balnggi]i 
djinygurrurr 
afternoon 
balpar-gi 
ba1war-mak (stem ba1war- ) 
POT -mitj IMP -ang 
YPI -aw YPA -am 
TPA -a1 TPI -inya 
come to, visit 
balpar-nya -kiging 
ba1war-inya-!Jag 
visitor 
baJtji-gi 
wana1-mak (stem wana1- ) 
POT -mitj IMP -ang 
YPI -aw YPA -am 
TPA -a1 
climb 
TPI -nya 
baltj-nyir-bi 
waga1-nya-wirriy 
step 
baJanga w-dji-gi 
ba]angawya-nmak (stem 
ba]angaw-ya- ) 
inundate 
baJarra 
ba]arra 
pubic covering 
baJdji 
djaya] 
slowly 
baJdjurr-dji-gi 
ba]djurriya-nmak (stem 
ba]djurri-ya- ) 
POT -nmitj 
YPI -1 
IMP -ng 
YPA -n 
TPA ba]djurri-yi-n TPI -na 
kick 
baJkup 
ba]kup 
lower head 
baJkup-dji-gi 
ba]kup-ya-ng (IMP) 
lower one's head 
baJmargiltjigi 
ba]martji-ya-ng (IMP) 
fart 
baJmarrk 
ba]marrk 
walkitj 
storm 
baJngunda 
buyurmarr 
yam type 
baJpaJ 
ba]paj 
feather fan 
ba1pi-gi 
bajpu-mak D,G (stem baJpu-) 
POT -mitj IMP -ng 
YPI bajpa-w YPA baJpa-m 
TPA -ngal TPI -nya 
pound, bash 
ba1pir 
gujiyirri 
in company with 
ba1pir giging 
gujiyirrigag 
companion 
baman 
baman 
long duration 
bamanpi 
baman wirriy G 
gayawirriy G 
from long ago 
baman pirr 
ngayil pirr 
long time 
baman pirr bi1kirr 
baman pirr nga.vil 
very long time ago 
bamaluka 
bama.tuka 
pipe 
bama w-dji-dji 
wugiya-nmak 
become invisible 
bam ba1 
ngujurr 
hut 
bambarr 
bambarr 
track, footprints 
bam bay 
bampay 
old woman 
bam b u1i 
ngagan G 
bagag G 
gaki D 
bark 
bamburr 
munydjurrng 
gift 
-ban 
-banmi D (on some forms) 
-ani - -pani - -wani G,D,M 
-TF (temporal focus) 
Banambarridji 
Banambarrmurr 
place name 
bananydjarr 
giggi-ra-na-wirriy 
sorcery bone 
bandayama 
bandayama 
milawuy 
lightning 
banimbirr 
banimbirr 
morning star 
bagga 
guwaygag 
copulation 
baggany 
baggany 
dry 
bag gany-dji-dji 
bagganyyi-rrak (stem baggany-yi-) 
POT -rritj IMP -y 
YPI -y YPA -IT 
TPA -n TPI baggany-dji-nya 
become dry 
ballgarr 
gari-baggarrk 
pain in groin 
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ba1)gitj 
bal}gitj 
kidney 
ba1)im 
rarrpuj 
middle 
ba1)im inyclji yu1gu-ngi 
rarrpuj niy wapira-k 
meet in middle 
ba1)imngiri 
rarrpujngur 
in the middle 
bangari-gi 
bangara-mak (stem bangara-) 
POT -mitj IMP -ng 
YPI -w YPA -m 
TPA -1 TPI bangari-nya 
djujka-n-mak 
pass by, ignore 
banggama ti 
banggamatj 
spear type 
bangguJ 
bararrk 
stone-axe han e 
bapi 
biri G 
gurruwiji G 
milipi D 
shoulder 
bapi+nydji nya-ngi 
niy giliny-nya-ngi (see nya-ngi ) 
look over shoulder 
bapi djun upangir 
biri djunupangur 
right shoulder 
bapiJi 
guwang G 
guwabi D 
to here 
bapiJi-ngu 
guwang-ngu 
to here 
bapiJipm 
gu wangpim G 
straight here 
bapipi 
mukujk 
aunt (FaSi) 
bapi wi1)gungir 
biri wil}gungur 
left shoulder 
bap urrurr 
bapurrurr 
tribe 
bararrk 
bararrk 
stone-axe handle 
bardjining 
bariyana 
white 
bar-gi 
bari-mak G,D (stem bari-) 
POT -mitj IMP bara-ngi D 
YPI bara-w 
TPA -ngaJ D,G 
be on, incubate 
bart 
gungurru 
tendon 
barra 
barra 
monsoon wind 
barrara 
bararra 
club 
baru-ng G 
YPA bara-m 
TPI -nya D,G 
barrbilpiling- dji-gi 
barrwaJpuJung-yu-mak 
TPA -waJ 
split lengthwise 
barrkirri-dji-dji 
bu1warriya-nmak (stem 
bu1warri-ya- ) 
POT -nmitj 
YPI -1 
IMP -ng 
YPA -n 
TPA bu1warri-yi-n TPI -na 
spread, disperse 
barrpi-gi 
barrpu-mak (stem barrpu-) 
POT -mitj �P -ng 
YPI barrpa-1 YPA barrpa-n 
TPA barrpa-n TPI parrpa-na 
rub frresticks 
barrtji 
buyumarr 
yam type 
barrwag 
barr wag 
badly wounded 
bat 
wagbu-mak G,D (see ngurri 'UJIow' )  
throw 
baJ 
manda-nmak G 
mandi-nmak D 
gatja-nmak G 
djakirrdji-nmak D 
get, pick up, grab 
baJbaJ- tji-gi 
gawurrbu-mak (stem gawurr-bu-) 
POT -mitj IMP -ngi 
YPI -wi YPA -mi 
TPA gawurr-bi-pag (see bu-ngi 'hit ')  
TPI -nya 
pluck (lit. get-get) 
baJi 
rirritji 
stone 
ba tjba tj 
garriyin 
disease 
batji 
batji 
dilly bag 
batji-gi 
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batja-nmak G, batji-nmak D (stem 
batja-) 
POT batju-nguy (also batja-nmitj G, 
batji-nmitj D) IMP batju-ng 
YPI -1 YF'A -n 
TPA batji-yin G, batji-n D 
cook 
batjikali 
bamaluka 
pipe 
batjirr-giri 
TPI -na G, batji-na D 
burrkuJ-ma-k (stem burrkuJ-ma- )  
POT burrkuJ-mi-tj � P  burrkuJ-mi-y 
YPI burrkuJ-mi-y YPA -n 
TPA -n TPI burrkuJ-mi-nya 
cross over 
batjparra 
batjparra 
string bag 
ba wang 
bawang 
potato 
ba wul 
bawuJ 
bush fowl 
ba wupa-r 
mukuJk-ung 
aunt (ERG) 
ba wupi 
mukuJk 
aunt (FaSi) 
bay? 
guwiy (�P) (see gubi-dji ) 
leave, leave alone 
bayarra-dji-gi 
bayarra?yu-mak (stem bayarra-yu-)  
reward 
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bi 
ba 
HITH 
-bi 
-wirriy G, -bi;rriy D, -wi (rarely 
e.g. nyuni-wi) 
-OR 
-bibi 
-wi (e.g. ngarri-wi, nyunu-wi) 
-EXCL (-OR-OR) 
bidal 
buwirri 
burrucjil 
lily fruit 
bicjaga 
djirrpacja 
plant type 
bicjak 
bacjak 
wait, not yet 
bicjakwa 
bacjakway 
just a moment 
bicjaykang 
mil)cjirryi-nmak 
POT mincjirr-yi-nmitj 
carry hanging 
bicjiJmi 
birkarr 
herring, silverfish 
bicjipicjing 
burrumbi 
undeviating 
bil 
buJ 
but 
bil 
baJa 
3duNOM 
bilang 
bila (also biJak-) 
bilkang D (see also nyabini ) 
if, then etc. 
-bilang 
-pilak (e.g. ngunu-pilak) 
-INDEF 
bilapilak ngurrum 
bilakmaraj ngaJkamdja 
always the same 
bilapilang 
bilakmaraj 
it's like that 
bila wili 
jurrkul)bul 
few 
bilay 
baJay 
mirka 
far 
bildjirri 
-djang (e,g.bunggujng-djang; 
barra-djang) 
time, times 
bili (interrog) 
buJ 
then what? 
biligi 
gaya 
ngayil 
very long ago 
bilimi 
ripurrum 
ngayil 
long ago 
bili-ny 
bala-ny G,D 
3du-ACC 
biliny-tji-gi 
biying-mak 
bend 
biling 
bala G,D 
3duNOM/ERG 
bilinga-li 
baliki-ril 
3du-ALL to them 
bilinga-ng 
bali-kung G,D 
3du-GEN 
bilingga 
baliyi G 
3duDA T for them 
bilingi-nyi 
bala-ny G,D 
3du-ACC 
biling-ki 
bali-kuru G,D 
3du-DAT 
bilitj- bilitj 
bilitj-bilitj 
lorikeet 
bilnyi-rr 
balnya-rra 
3duACC- lsgERG 
bi1ngarr-dji-gi 
bilngarr?ya-nmak (stem 
bilngarr-ya- )  IMP -ng 
spear, eat 
biJa 
bija 
place, one's position 
biJandji 
gumburr bijanydji 
fingernail 
biJbaJ-dji-gi 
bajngbaJngyu-mak (stem 
bajngbajng-yu- ) 
POT -nguy (or -mitj) IMP -ng 
YPI -w YPA -m 
TPA -wal TPI -nya 
be soft 
biJbaJdj-nyir-dji-gi 
bajngbaJng-yu-mak (stem 
bajngbajng-yu- ) 
soften 
biJbaJing 
bajngbajng (or bajngpajng )  
soft 
biJibiJigili-dji-gi 
bijibiJingyu-mak (stem 
biJibijing-yu- ) 
POT -mitj 
flatten, smooth 
biJi wurrwarr 
riJmurr (also rijmurrmurr) 
djamurr 'rib cage' 
ribs 
biJkirr 
ngayil 
long ago 
biJkirr- bi 
baman-wirriy G 
from long ago 
biJ wir-tji-gi 
biJwarr-mak (stem biJwarr-miy-) 
POT bijwarr-mitj IMP -ing 
YPI -uw YPA -im 
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TPA -a1 TPI bijwarr-mi-nya 
slap, whip 
bimbi 
wagay 
Yoice, echo 
bimbi-nyirring 
wagay-nyarrang 
yoiceless 
bim bugi 
birkarr 
tarpin fish 
bindjirr kirim ngurrgima 
bindjirr garmi ngalkamdja 
always doing thus 
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bininggili 
maltjaIJa 
two 
bin tji 
bintji-rrak D (stem bintji-) 
bindji-rrak G (stem bindji-) 
POT -rritj IMP -y 
YPl -y YPA -IT 
TPA -yin TPl -nya 
do thus, say 
biygalngu 
bUIJgajngu 
middle of back 
biygirrk 
biIJgirrk 
hard 
biydjarra 
biIJdjarra 
stone-axe 
biydjarr-dji-gi 
biIJdjarri-ya-lImak (stem 
biIJdjarri-y[;!- ) 
POT biIJdjaui-yi-nmitj 
YPl -rr 
TPA biIJdjarri-yi-n 
abuse 
-biyi 
-gagung 
-EXCE 
biyiny 
gumburr 
finger 
biyinggiyi 
biIJinYIJaIJ 
water goanna 
binyga-dji-gi 
niy biringgiyu-mak (stem 
biringgi-yu - ) 
awaken 
IMP -ng 
YPA -n 
TPl -na 
biragagarr 
birarrirr 
wumbar ' inside' 
lung 
birapira -dji-gi 
bira?biraya-nmak (stem 
bira?bira-ya- ) 
TPA bira?bira-yi-n 
be twilight 
birarrgirri-dji-dji 
birarriyi-rrak (stem birarri-yi-) 
POT -rritj IMP -y 
YPl -y YPA -IT 
TPA -n TPl birarri-dji-nya 
laugh 
bir-bilbaling 
gupurr-balngpajng 
agreeable, fiiendly 
bir-djararrk 
gupurr-djararrk 
pitiable, helpless 
bir-djunga 
gupurr-djunga 
ignorant person 
bir-gagaman 
gupurr-gagaman 
clever 
bir-galmarr ka tji-gi 
gupurr-gajmarran (? TPA) 
reach to chest level 
bir gaJtji-gi 
gupurr gatja-nmak (see gaJtji-gi ) 
stuck at chest 
bir-gatji-gi 
gupurr-gatja-nmak (see gatji-gi ) 
clasp, hold to 
biri 
gupurr G ,M,l 
mirriki D 
chest 
biringgi-dji-gi 
niy biringgiyu-mak (stem 
biringgi-yu- ) 
clear a path 
birirritjirring 
birrirri-ya-nyarrang 
pandanus fan 
bir-kiri 
gupurriya-nmak (stem gupurri-ya- )  
IMP -ng 
go to meet 
bir-magbi 
gupurr-bil)girrk 
difficult 
bir-maIil 
gupurr-bil)girrk 
difficult 
bir-mirrpili-pm 
gupurr-yarr-pani 
met together 
bir-gami 
gupurr-l)akam 
higher than normal 
birngarr 
birungurr 
testicles 
bir- warrarr a 
gupurr-warrarra 
red sunset 
bir-ya b ulu  
gupurr-ya buJu 
temperate 
bir-yirrpi-gi 
gupurrdjunga-nmak (stem 
gupurr-djunga-) 
POT -nmitj IMP gupurr-djungu-1-k 
YPI -1 YPA -n 
TPA gupurr-djungu-rr-yin 
TPI -na 
reject, knock back 
bir-yulgungi 
gupurr-wapira-k (see yulgungi ) 
come to meet 
birraku-ngi 
birraku-mak 
vow to kill 
birral 
burral 
true 
birrsl-dj-nyir-dji-gi 
birra1yu-mak (stem birra1-yu-) 
find, discover, make come true 
birral-gims 
burral-amdja (PROM) 
truly (EMPH) 
birrsl ingki 
burral marri wirr 
not true 
birralku 
burrakungi 
deep sleep 
birrang 
birrang 
knife 
birrangany 
birrangany 
side of carcass 
birrangany-dji-gi 
birranganyyu-mak (stem 
birrangany-yu- ) 
halve a carcass 
birrarri 
galiwurr 
waterlily flower 
birrbirr-dji-gi 
birrbirrya-nmak (stem 
birrbirr-ya- ) 
disperse quickly 
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birrgili 
rurrang?nga-nmak G (stem 
rurrang?ng<l- ) 
IMP rurrang?nga-ng 
giJgi-nmak D (see gilgirr-gi ) 
take cover 
birrin-djingi-l-gi 
bujuJ-mak G (stem bujuJ-miy-) 
POT bujuJ-mitj IMP -ing 
YPI -uw YPA -im 
TPA -al TPI bujuJ-mi-nya 
ngarrawan-dju1-k D (meg. archaic) 
POT unknown (probably 
ngarrawan··dju1-kuy) 
IMP ngarrawan-djil-ki 
YPI ngarrawan-dja-1 
YPA ngarra wan-djinga-n 
TPA ngarrawan-djil-k (suppletive) 
TPA birrin-djingi1-ka1 
turn, change 
birrip-pirrip 
birrip-pirrip 
bustard 
TPI ngarra wan-djingi-na 
birrirri-djJi-gi 
birrirriya-nmak (stem 
birrirri-ya-) IMP -ng 
TPA birrirri·-yi-n 
twist, wring 
birrk 
birrk 
crescent moon 
birrmirrdjl 
birrmirra-k D (stem birrmirra- ) 
gar?gariya-nmak (stem 
gar?gari-ya-) 
POT -nmitj 
YPI -1 
TPA -n 
sing 
IMP -ng 
YPA -n 
TPI -na 
birrpirru -l�i 
gurrkurrma-nmak (stem 
gurrkurr-ma- ) 
POT -nmitj 
YPI -w (irreg.) 
TPA -n 
bring repeatedly 
birru-gi 
IMP gurrkurr-mu-ng 
YPA -n 
TPI -na 
ganga-k D,G (see ga-ngi) 
bring 
bilma 
bunba1a 
seemingly 
biyalngi 
gaga 
weak, coward 
blik 
wurrunimiy (?) 
come back, return 
bu 
bungun G 
bugug D 
nguwuji G (rare) 
faeces 
b ubali 
birrka 
randomly, wrong 
bubalikigim 
birrkagag 
any, any time 
b u  balikiging 
birrkagag 
every, everyone 
b ubali-kig -mirri 
birrka-gag-murr 
at any time, random-PROP-LOC 
bubali-kig-ngir 
birrka-gag-uy ERG 
birrka-gag-ngur ABL 
everyone (OEL + ERG or ABL) 
bubali-kig-ngir-gi 
birrka-gag-wu 
for any, random-PROP-OBL-DAT 
bugi 
gujang G,M,J 
gawiy D 
blood 
b ugibugigiJj 
gujangI)aI) 
bright red 
b ugugup 
bugugup-bugugup 
gallop 
b uguyurr 
buguyurr 
whirlwind 
budjirr b uJil-dji-dji 
gujuI) manymakyi-rrak (see 
manymak-dji-dji ) 
become glad 
budjirr gatji-gi 
gujuI) gatja-nmak (see gatji-gi ) 
feel emotion 
budjirrgi ngadji-dji 
gujuI)uI)i ngaya-k (see ngadji-dji ) 
cry distressfully 
budjirri 
gujuI) G,D,M,J 
mujkurr D,G 
stomach 
budjirr inydji par-gi 
gujuI) niy bar-mak (see bar-gi ) 
lie flat 
budjirr marrkap-dji-dji 
gujuI) bulanggitjyi-rrak (stem 
gujuI) bulanggitj-yi- )  
become very pleased 
budjirrminy 
mulkurryun 
midstream 
b udjirr-m u!}ing 
gujuI)-muI)ungu 
murderer 
budjirr-!}irrp-miy-gi 
gujuI)-I)irrp-mak (also 
gujuI)-I)irr7mak) (stem 
gujuI)-I)irrp-miy- ) 
suddenly surprise 
budjirr-nguymi!} 
gujuI)-ngujbitj 
calm, controlled 
budjirr-piJj 
gujuI)-mirring 
intestines 
budjirr-pm 
gujuI)-pim 
stomach-THPRO 
budjirr- wayirri 
gujuI)-wayirra 
cruel and ruthless 
budjirr- wayirri-gi!}ing 
gujuI)-wayirra-I)aI) 
having devil-guts (i.e. ruthless) 
b uga b uga 
bugaga 
very many 
bugili-gi 
gaya-nmak G, gadji-nmak D (see 
witji-gi ) 
shout, call to 
b ugi!}-dji-dji 
gagayi-rrak (stem gaga-yi-) 
become cowardly 
b ugi!}ing 
gaga 
quiet person, coward 
bugirri 
I)imburr 
bujungun 
yam type 
buka 
buka 
meat taboo 
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b ukal 
bukuJ 
sheer, steep 
b ukaling 
bukuJ 
cliff 
b ukmak 
bukmak 
all 
b uku 
1)ipirri 
barbed spear 
buku-lim b�lk 
buku-jimbak 
blunt-ended 
b uk ulk- tji-gi 
bukujkya-n-mak (stem bukuJk-ya- )  
signal the wet season 
b ukulul 
bukuJuJ 
moonrise 
b ukurr-gi 
bukurr-mak 
pillow (verb) 
b ulanggitj 
bu1anggitj 
good, well 
b uliya 
buJiya 
small catfish 
b ulmug. u 
djunggu 
hat 
bUltji-gi 
IMP bukurr-ung 
bu1tja-nmak G (stem bu1tja- ) 
POT bultji-nmitj IMP bu1tju-ng 
YPI -1 YPA -n 
TPA bu1tji-yin TPI -na 
bu1tjinmak D (stem bu1tja-) 
POT bultji-n-mitj IMP bu1tji-ngi 
YPI -1 
TPA bu1tji-n 
tell, report 
b ultji-na-kig.ing 
bu1tja-1)a1) 
storyteller 
bultji-nir-bi 
bu1tja-n-wirriy 
traditional 
bulubul-dji-dji 
YPA -n 
TPI bu1tji-na 
bu1ubu1?ya-nmak (stem bu1ubu1-ya- )  
IMP -ng 
abate, die down 
buluki 
bu1ugi 
cattle 
b ulu-ngurri 
bu1u-wa1)bu-mak (see ngurri ) 
banish 
b ulu-ngurrigi-nyir- bi 
bu1u-wa1)bi-nyara 
banishment 
b u1 1warr-miy-gi 
bu1?warr-mak (stem bu1?warr-miy- ) 
scatter, spread 
bulalkitj-pi 
bujaJkitj- wirriy 
gayawirriy 
ancient 
b ulga b ulga 
bujgabuJga 
lily 
buli 
buJki 
fly (insect) 
b ulkidji 
mawayi-rrak (stem maway-yi-)  
(y+y contracts) 
POT -uitj TPI maway-dji-nya 
dream 
b ulki-nyir-bi 
ma way-dji-nya-wirriy 
a dream 
b ulki tj 
bujkitj 
destroyed, broken 
b uJ ?manydji 
buj?manytji 
shark 
b ulping 
djiyavav (see djidji) 
wounded, injured 
bulul 
bujuj 
roof purlins 
b ulug b ul 
bujugbuj 
greyed beard 
b ulwarr 
yaji 
nest 
b umalng 
wunguj 
leaves 
b uming 
djunga 
stupid 
b umir-bilbaling 
buku-bajngbajng 
willing, weak-willed 
bumir-giy 
buku-giy 
avoid, turn away 
bumir-t}u wal nyinidji 
buku-luwaltjang nyiniy (IMP form) 
persistently sit, live stubbornly 
b umir-gal bi 
buku-wutji 
many times 
b umir-gig-dji-dji 
buku-Vav-yu-mak (stem bukuVag-yu-) 
pray, concentrate on 
bumiri 
buki G,D,M,J 
forehead 
bumir-kalikali-gi 
buku-yalwitjyi-rrak (stem 
buku-yalwitj-yi- ) 
(variant buku-yalwi ?yirrak) 
approve of 
bumir-kirrbi-gi 
buku-wuvga-nmak 
please, give thanks to 
b umirlili 
bukujiji 
bald 
b umir-mag bi 
buku-bivgirrk 
stubborn, relentless 
bumir-pangari-gi 
buku-bangari-mak 
pass by, exchange 
b umir-par-gi 
buku-bar-mak (see bar-gi) 
stand on edge 
b umir-rirrkiyan 
buki-bakaga 
rocky prominence 
bumir-liy-dji-gi 
buku-giya-nmak (stem buku-giy-ya-)  
(y+y contracts) 
jealously turn away 
bumir-tjami-gi 
buku-gurrma-nmak 
trade 
b umir-yabulu 
buku-yabuju 
serene 
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b un api 
bugapi 
trepang 
bU1)arrmidji 
bangya-nmak 
surface (verb) 
b U1)ba 
bugba 
butterfly 
bU1)barr 
bugbarr 
grass type 
bUI)(ji-gi 
butjuwak 
excrete 
bU1)girri 
yitjirr 
kneecap 
bU1)guk 
bugguk G,D 
woomera 
buggurr 
buggurr 
surname 
b unyan 
djuri G,D 
buttocks 
b unyan -dj�ll 
djuri-djakal 
cheek of buttocks 
bunyi+nydii yirrpi kiri 
djuri niy djip-mak gar-mak 
setting rear end down 
bunyin - balpi-gi 
djuri-balpalpu-mak (see balpi-gi ) 
IMP djuri-bajpajpu-ng 
press from behind 
b unyin-dji·-pm 
djuri-djuru+ngur 
backwards 
bunyin djiti-gi 
garraywurumi-mak (?) 
push from behind 
b uny- tji-gi 
buny-ya-nmak (stem buny-ya- )  
IMP -ng 
smoke tobacco 
bungbul-dji-gi 
bungbulnga-nmak 
give off smoke 
bungga wa 
bunggawa 
boss 
bu-ngi 
bu-mak G,D (stem bu- archaic) 
POT -mitj IMP -ngi 
YPI -wi YPA -mi 
TP A bi-pag TPI -nya 
hit, kill, make 
b ungtji-gi 
dja wal-ginga-k (see gingi-dji ) 
be born 
bupi1)i 
mamin 
mosquito 
b upi1)i-nyirring 
mamin-nyarrang (PRIV) 
lacking mosquitoes 
bur 
bur?ya-nmak (stem bur?-ya-) 
wapira-k G 
milkalyi-nmak D 
arrive 
b ursli 
wakin 
unmarried 
b urbur-dji-gi 
burburya-nmak (stem burbur-ya-)  
ascend, rise (smoke) 
burtjal 
munyurr 
soft 
b urtjil-dji-dji 
munyurryi-rrak (stem munyurr-yi- ) 
become mashed 
b urtjil-dji-gi 
munyurryu-mak (stem munyurr-yu- )  
IMP -ng 
pulverise 
b urralku 
yakarr 
abode of dead 
burrdji gung 
cjiltji-gupurru-mak (see gu-ngi ) 
face away from 
b urrdjing 
burryi G 
burrdjing D 
dry 
b urrdjing-dji-gi 
burriyiyu-mak G (stem burriyi-yu- ) 
make dry 
b urr-dju tjdjutj-dji-gi 
djarrbu-nmak 
incite from behind, tempt 
burri 
cjiltji G ,M,D 
backbone, hill 
burri Jambirring 
cjiItji-ja warr 
tableland 
burriJi 
bulki 
to the rear 
burring 
cjiltjimurr 
high ground 
burri-par-gi 
mani-bar-mak (see bar-gi ) 
fill in, cover over 
burrkburrk 
rirrkminy 
fever, disease 
b urrkb urrk-gining 
rirr kmin y -gag 
sick, feverish 
b urrkburrk-ka tji-gi 
rirrkminy ban gatja-nmak 
singe fur off, have fever 
b urrmalila 
burrmalala 
cyclone 
burrming 
bimulu 
countryman 
b urrngunga 
buyurmarr 
yam type 
b urrtjirr-dji 
ga.ta-k (stem gap-) 
POT -tj IMP -y 
YPI -y YPA -0 
TP A gaJa-n TPI -nya 
burn, scald 
burru 
burrupurru 
ringworm, rust 
b urru burru-par-gi 
burrupurru-bar-mak (see bar-gi ) 
spread it out 
b urrugu 
burrngu 
shark type 
b urruku - b urruku 
burruku-burruku 
?? 
b urrunga 
burrunga 
while in progress 
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b urrup urr u 
burrupurru 
flea 
b urrurru 
burrurru 
log coffin 
b urrurruki 
rjiltji-gatja wurju 
wooden joist 
but 
buJ 
lacking spear:; 
but 
djiwirr?-ya-nmak (see djirri-dji ) 
djarridjarri-ya-ngu (IMP) 
stand up 
bulal 
garray 
good 
b uJi-gi 
badjarrwu-mak 
fill up 
b Ul-nyir-dJi-gi 
rjarrk-mak (stem rjarrk-miy-) (see 
rindi-gi ) 
release, break off 
b Ul- tji-gi 
rjarrka-nmak 
get loose, unsnare 
b u tjalak 
butja1ak 
yellow ochre 
b u tj al a tj amirring 
butja1a tjamirring 
eel 
b u tjalmi-dJi 
ngatjurr-mak G,D (stem ngatjurr- ) 
POT -mitj IMP -k 
YPI -uw YPA -urn 
TPA -a1 TPI -inya 
ask 
b u tjb u tj 
butjputj 
uncircumcised lad 
b u tjbu tj-dji-dji 
butjputjyi-rrak (stem 
butjputj-yi- ) 
be uncircumcised 
b u tjir-balpir-giging 
ginydji-gujiyirr-!]a!] 
companion 
b u tjir-djanguny-giging 
ginydji-djanguny-!]a!] 
one who already knows 
b u tjir-djarrkul 
ginydji-djarrkuJ 
sharp hearing 
b u tjir-djumili-dji-dji 
ginydji-mirjiyi-rrak (stem 
ginydji-mirji-yi-) 
become deaf, disobey 
b u tjir-djumiling 
ginydji-mirji 
deaf, disobedient 
b u tjir-gig -dji-gi 
ginydji-!]a!]-yu-mak (stem 
ginydji!]a!]-yu- ) 
inform, let know 
b u tjir-gurr ugurru 
ginydji-gatjawurju 
forked pole 
b u tjiri 
ginydji 
ear 
butjir inydji kungi 
ginydji niy baJpu-mak (see 
balpi-gi ) 
listen, pay attention 
butjir-karri 
raypirrya-nmak (stem raypirr-ya- )  
IMP -ng 
warn, teach law 
b u tjir-marnggi 
ginydji-marnggi 
overhear 
b u tjiy 
djanyarr G ,D 
dog 
b u tjp u 
butjpu 
uncircumcised boy 
b u walbu wal-dji-gi 
buwalbuwal-ya-nmak (stem 
buwalbuwal-ya- ) 
well up (fluid), gush 
b u wala 
buwala 
bustard 
b u wayak-dji-dji 
buwayakdji-rrak (stem 
buwayak-dji-) 
vanish, become faint 
b u wayak-dji-gi 
buwayak-yu-mak (stem buwayak-yu- ) 
obliterate, erase 
b uygung 
garrarrka-mak 
sing totem's songs 
b uyi-gi 
banydja-nmak 
blow with mouth 
b uyiri 
buyar 
pimple 
buyir-kiri 
burraku-mak 
gossip 
b uyp ur u  
buypuru 
flat grinder rock 
b uy u b uyu 
buyubuyu 
smooth, flat 
b uy ub uyu-dji-gi 
buyubuyu-yu-mak (stem 
buyubuyu-yu- ) 
make smooth 
gabaga ba-dji-gi 
gabagaba-ya-nmak (stem 
gabagaba-ya-) 
shake head, deny 
tjatja-dji-dji, tjatja w-dji-dji 
gagaw-yi-rrak (stem gagaw-yi-) 
worn out, fed up, cease 
tjatja w-dji-gi, gatja ?-dji-gi 
gagaw-ya-nmak (stem gagaw-ya-) 
make clear, cause to stop 
gagiy 
bumbuwiy 
stick 
tjagagaga 
gagagagaya-nmak (stem 
gagagaga-ya-) 
snap off twigs 
gak 
gawka-mak (stem gawka-miy-) (see 
tjapili-dji-gi ) 
snap 
gal? 
bu-mak (see bu-ngi ) 
hit 
galtjal-dji-gi 
galgalya-nmak (stem galgal-ya-)  
IMP -ng 
cut up, fragmentise 
galnggirr 
bu-mak (see bu-ngi ) 
hit 
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cjalwur 
gaJwur 
dull-witted, stupid 
cjalwur-dji··dji 
gaJwuryi-rraJ( (stem cjalwur-yi-) 
become stupid. 
cjamarran 
djanabu 
bamboo 
gamarr-miy-gi 
gamarr-mak (stem gamarr-miy- ) 
gamarr-ya-nmak 
get something caught 
gambidji 
gambuy 
short one (ERG) 
cjambing 
gambi G 
gambingu D 
short, short time 
gamili 
gama] 
sea eagle 
gampiling-dji-gi 
gampuJung-yu-mak (stem 
gampuJung-yu-) 
IMP -ng 
gambiyu-maJ( (stem gambi-yu-)  
shorten 
gag.cjanga 
gag ganga 
tin container 
cjanycjany 
ganygany 
midday 
cjapalal 
Jirri 
blue-tongue lizard 
cjap-dji-gi 
g.api-ya-nmak (stem gapi-ya-)  
immobilise, cramp, clench 
cjapi 
gapi 
thorny plant 
cjapili-dji-gi, cjapiling-dji-gi 
g.awka-mak (stem gawka-miy- ) 
IMP -ing 
TPI gawka-mi-nya 
break, snap off 
gapili-dj-nyir-bi 
ga wka-mi-nya-wirriy 
broken one 
cjarrarra 
garrarra 
stone lizard 
cjaTTarr-miy-gi 
garrarr-mak (stem garrarr-miy- ) 
IMP -ing 
tear open, burst 
cjarrk 
bingiy (IMP) (see cjirra-dji-gi ) 
bite, eat 
cja wcja w-dj-nya-kig.ing 
gaga w-ya-gag 
something broken up 
cja wcja w-miy-gi 
gawgaw-mak (stem gawgaw-miy-) 
break in pieces 
cja w'f-dji-gi 
gaw7ya-nmak (stem gaw-ya-) 
IMP -ng 
break in pieces 
cjibarr 
marra gibarr 
kill by spear 
cjicjuyngu 
mirawuy 
rainbow snake 
cjigi€Jigi-dji-gi 
cjigicjigi-yi-n (TPA) 
shake loose 
qimbi-dj-nyir-dji-gi 
qimbi-yu-mak (stem cjimbi-yu-) 
subdue, overpower 
qil)qimi-gi 
cjup-mak 
pinch 
qir 
wunguJ 
sacred bough shelter 
qirra-dji-gi 
wurrk-mak G (stem wurrk-miy-) 
TPA -al 
cjal-miy-al (TPA) G 
bi-nmak G,D (stem bi- irreg.) (? 
also biyangi) IMP bingi-y 
TPA birr-tjan YPA -nmi 
eat, bite, drink 
qirrka 
ngacjal) 
stringy-bark tree 
cjirrpaJ 
rirrpaJ 
tooth 
qilqiy 
cjilcjiy 
native almond tree 
cjitji-gi 
cjiycjiya-nmak 
scratch an itch 
qiyqiy-dji-gi 
cjiycjiya-nmak (stem cjiycjiy-ya-)  
(y+y contracts) 
delouse, scratch 
cjubitji-gi 
cjubitja-nmak 
twitch a muscle 
cjubuqubuk 
cjubucjubuk 
carry on head 
qubuqu b u - tji-gi 
cjubucjubi-tja-nmak 
repeatedly twitching 
qubuk 
cjubuk 
carry, pick up 
qugu 
cjugu 
waves 
quguqugu-dji-gi 
cjugucjugu-ya-nmak (stem 
cjugucjugu-ya- )  IMP -ng 
shake loose 
quJ? 
cjuJ? 
spear 
quJbirr 
cjuJbirr 
kindle, ignite 
quJi 
Jurrku 
rotten 
qujing 
Jurrku 
rotten, spoiled 
quJi-tji-dji 
Jurrku-yi-rrak (stem Jurrku-yi- ) 
become putrid 
quJpi 
cjuJpi 
sated, full up 
quJpi-dji-dji 
cjuJpiyi-rrak (stem cjuJpi-yi-) 
TPA -n 
become sated 
quJuJ 
cjuJuJya-n (TPA) 
swell up 
qUI) barr 
nganybak 
armband 
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gunggung-dji-gi 
gunggungya--nmak G (stem 
gunggung-Jla- ) 
gunggungdji-·nmak D (stem 
gunggung-dji- ) 
gunggung-miy-ing (IMP) (? FUT 
gunggung-mak) 
suck, drink 
gupal) 
gupuI} 
hollow log 
gurkgurk 
gurkgurk G,M,D,J 
ngurumburr G 
ngir G (? lung) 
heart 
gutj 
gutj 
return 
gutji-gi 
gu?gumA-ng G (IMP) 
squeeze, cares.s 
gutji-gi 
gUluma-nmak (stem gUlu-ma-) 
IMP -ng 
squeeze, caress 
gu warr 
guwarr 
bushfire 
dja barrk-d}i-gi 
djabarrka-nmak 
orate, preach 
dja barrkgiging 
dja barrk1) a1) 
preacher, orator 
dja barrk- wangi-dji 
dja barrk-wanga-k (see wangi-dji ) 
make a speech 
dja batjkil)ing 
bulum1)a1) 
fresh track 
dja bir-gurrkung 
rarri-gurriyukurriyu-mak 
mix together, join 
dja biri 
rarri 
rarri-yi ERG 
mouth, entrance, end 
dja bir-mari 
rarriyi-mari 
troublemaking mouth 
dja bir-nga w-tji-gi 
rarri-ngawkiya-nmak (stem 
rarri-nga wki-ya- ) 
yawn 
dja birrmarr 
gagiy 
beard 
djagarrk 
wurridjarra 
cabbage palm 
djaga w 
djaga w?ya-nmak 
daybreak 
djaga w-dji-gi 
biraya-nmak 
become dawn 
djadjiri 
ban djurram yula 
plant shoot (growing new) 
djadjugitj 
djadju1)itj 
lastly, following 
djaga -dji-gi, djaka-dji-gi 
djagadji-nmak D (stem djaga-dja-) 
POT -nmitj IMP djaga-dji-ngi 
YPI -1 YPA -n 
TP A djaga-dji-n TPI djaga-dji-na 
nyangnya-ng G (stem nya- ' see' 
reduplicated) (see nya-ngi) 
POT nya-ng-nya-nguy 
IMP nya-ngi 
YPI nya-w-nya-w YPA nya-m-nya-m 
TPA nya-mi TPI nya-ny-nya-nya 
look after, take care of 
djaga -djingi-l-gi 
djaga-djap-mak 
cause to be taken care of 
djagagiI)ing 
djaka1)a1) 
caretaker, keeper 
djagaJ 
djagar 
saliva 
djaganda 
djaganda 
young kangaroo 
dj agiJ-ng urri 
djagar- wa1)bu-mak (see ngurri ) 
spit, curse 
djagiJwari 
djara 
cycad nut cakes 
djaguJpa 
djagujpa 
dja wujpa 
old man 
djaka 
djaka 
height 
Djakala birri 
Djakala wirrka 
place name 
djakirri 
djakajanggarr 
cycad palm trunk 
djakiy 
djakay 
taste, experience, kind 
djakmarrarra 
djakmarrarra 
brown frog 
djal 
djakal 
cheek 
djal 
djalng 
desire, want 
djala tjang 
djalatjang 
south-east wind 
djalbini-gi 
djalbun-mak IMP djalbunu-ng 
join together 
djal-ejambing 
djakal-gambi 
island 
djal-ejampiling 
djakal-gampulung 
islands, archipelago 
djaldjal 
djaldjalyang 
high grass 
djalgi 
gU1)djalng 
salty, angry 
djalgi-dji-dji 
gU1)djalnyi-rrak 
be hurting, become angry 
djalgi-dj-nyir-dji-gi 
gU1)djal-yu-mak (stem gU1)djal-yu- ) 
make wild, hurt 
djalim-dji-gi 
djalim-yu-mak (stem djalim-yu- ) 
IMP -ng 
sell (loanword) 
Djalinymirri 
Djalnginymirringa 
place name 
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djaJir-gi « *dja1kara-) 
dja1kar-mak (stem dja1kar- ) 
IMP -ang 
bury 
djalkngi 
gUl]djalng 
salty, angry 
djalng 
dja1ng 
want, desire 
djalng-dji- dji 
dja1ngi-rrak G (stem dja1ng- ) (ng+y 
contracts to ng) 
dja1ngdji-rrak D (stem dja1ng-dji- )  
want, desire 
djal-ngurni 
dja1+ngarri 
leave an island 
djal-rani 
djakal-rani 
plant food 
djaltji 
munatja 
earth 
djaJtjibi-gi 
wa-mak (?) (stem wa-miy-) 
TPA -aJ IMP -ing 
lift up, raise 
djal- waJi 
djakal-waJi 
fruit 
dja1rurr 
djajkarang 
ground oven 
dja1k 
djaraw 
paperbark sheet 
dja1ku1gining 
burumu 
bush apple 
dj a1 wirrirr-dj i -gi 
djajwirrirriya-nmak (stem 
djajwirrirri-ya-) 
slip, slide 
djama 
djama 
work 
djama-dji-gi 
djamayu-mak G (stem djama-yu-) 
djamadju-mak D (stem djama-dju-)  
work, do 
djama -giging-mirrpili-gi 
djama-I]al]-yarr-nguru 
work-PROP-PAUC-DAT 
for the two workers 
djambaku 
djambaku 
tobacco 
djamba tj 
djambatj 
outstanding, top class 
djambi-dji-gi 
djambi-yu-mak (stem djambi-yu- ) 
IMP -ng 
change 
djam birrgi 
gUl]mu1 
growing season 
djami-gi 
djawuku-mak D (stem dja wuku-miy- ) 
POT djawuku-mitj IMP -ing 
YPI -uw YPA -im 
TPA -al TPI djawuku-mi-nya 
gurrma-nmak G (stem gurrma- ) 
POT -nmitj IMP gurrmu-ng 
YPI -1 YPA -n 
TPA gurrmi-yin 
gurrmi-n 
take, steal 
djami1i 
micji 
blunt 
TPI -na 
djaming 
bicjapi G,M 
djinba J (possibly incorrect) 
djinipuy G 
micjipi D 
later 
djam-pili-gi 
birapi-ril 
much later on, for later 
djam un um un 
djamunumun 
muri 
chin, jaw 
djan am baJ 
ratjuk (or raytjuk) 
barramundi 
djan . gi- tji-gi 
djan.gi7-ya-nmak (stem 
djan.gi?-ya-)  IMP -ng 
embrace, cuddle 
djani 
djani G ,M,D,J 
3plNOM 
djani-nyi 
djana-ny G 
djani-ny D 
3pl-ACC 
djan-ki 
djani-kuru G ,D  
3pl-DAT 
djanng-ang 
djanu-kung G 
djani-kung D 
3pl-GEN 
djanng-ar 
djani-kar G,D 
3pl-OBL 
dja1) b uJ-dja1) b uJ 
dja1)bu]-dja1)bu] 
ga1)angarra 
mosquitoes 
Djanyirrbirri 
Djanyarrbirrik 
place name 
djanggu 
djanggu G,D,J,M 
flesh, meat 
djanguny 
djanguny 
story, news 
djapi 
djaki 
vulva 
djapirji 
djapicji 
coolamon 
djapi-mungan 
djaki-mungun 
groin, sunset 
djapinying 
djapany 
generous, kind-hearted 
djarak 
djarak 
wood spear 
djarbirrgili-dji-gi 
djarwirrlingyu-mak (stem 
djarwirrling-yu- ) 
(?) death-dealing blow 
djar-gi 
djar-mak G,D (stem djara-)  
POT djari-mitj IMP djaru-ng 
YPI -w YPA -m 
TPA -ngal TPI djari-nya 
cut, chop 
djarngurri 
wa1)buma munatja 
grow many 
djarwarri 
guringi1) (takes -ril ALL, -wu DAT) 
honey 
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djarratjar1'8 
djarratjarra 
south wind 
djarrbarbar 
djarrbarbar 
yinbulngu 
thin 
djarrdjarr-·dji-gi 
djarrdjarr-Y:i-nmak 
poke around to fmd 
djarribi-dji-dji 
mukya-nmak (stem muk-ya-)  
become silent 
djarrk 
djarrk 
spear, pierce 
djarrka 
djarrka 
water goanna 
djarrkdjauk 
djarrkdjarrk 
dust, dirt 
djarrkul 
djarrkut G ,M,D 
sharp 
djarrma 
djarrma 
gossip, slander 
djarrma- bi!'li 
djarrma-gagllng 
gossip monge:r 
djarr nya-ngi 
djarr nya-ma* (see nya-ngi ) 
keep eyes on, gaze 
djarrngu-tji-gi 
djaranggulk-yu-mak 
throw a tantrum 
djarrtjirr 
yalki waIJbu-mak 
straight-limbed 
dja t  
ra-ni (IMP) 
spear, stab 
dja tdja t-dji-gi 
wama-mak (stem wama-miy- ) 
IMP -ing 
poke awake 
dja tja 
djatja 
spring of water 
dja wal 
djawal 
area, country 
dja walkitj 
djawalkitj 
birthplace 
dja war 
djawar-yi-n (? TPA) 
exhausted, fed up 
dja war-dji-dji 
djawar-yi-nmak (stem djawar-yi- ) 
POT -n-mitj YPA -n 
become expended 
djayaJ 
djayal 
slowly, less 
djayaJ-gima 
djayaJ-amdja 
very slowly 
djayarr 
gultja 
pandanus palm 
djayarr ngirgi 
gultja ngambul 
pandanus fruit 
djaydjaying 
djay-murr (LOC) 
extending down, below 
djay dju]kim 
djay dju]kyan 
umbilical cord 
djay-ga tji-gi 
djay gatja-nmak (see ga tji-gi ) 
gutjarr gatja-nmak 
hold under, be undecided 
djayi-gi 
djaru-ng (IMP) 
submerge, dip 
djayurrkdjurrk 
djayurrkyurrk 
immediately 
djay- wuywuy-dji -gi 
djay-wurtja-nmak 
move to-and-fro below 
-dji 
-ri (unmarked form) 
-di (after t, e.g. gayit-di) 
-uy, sometimes -nguy 
-yi on rarri 
-nyu, sometimes -u 
-ERG 
-dji 
-ma G (on nouns, e.g. gayit-ma, on 
pronouns, e.g. nyan-ma) 
-amdja, 
-imdja G (after palatal, e.g. 
baliny-imdja ?dji]i-kima?) 
-PROM 
djibu 
djibu 
it's good! 
djib uy 
djibuy 
shoo! 
djidi-dji- dji 
yanydjayi-rrak (stem yanydja-yi-) 
collapse 
djiging 
mugu] 
steady, unchanging 
djidji 
djiyi 
crack, split, sore 
djikaga 
djikaga 
large catfish 
djilaku 
djilaku 
black wallaby 
djilang 
djalangaI) 
tongue 
djilang-mag bing 
gurrngu] biI)girrk 
hard talk 
djil-dji-gi 
djil-ya-nmak (stem djil-ya-)  
einbrace, cuddle 
djiJi 
bilak 
here 
djiJidjiJ 
ba]pu-mak 
tap together 
djiJi-kirri 
bilak ngalkamdja 
back here behind 
djiJim 
balipa 
near here 
djiJim-kima 
baliny-imdja (PROM) 
right near here 
djiJinydjaJ 
dja]inydja] 
flood debris 
djiJi ngurr-gima 
bilak ngalkamdja 
the same as here 
3 1 5  
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djiJ- tji-gi 
djiJ-tja-nmak 
leak, bleed, drip 
djimil}(ji 
djimiI)gi G ,D 
wire 
djim uku 
djimuku 
steel or iron 
djim urru 
djimurru 
east wind 
djin 
djan 
3plNOM reduceAi form 
djin djalma 
djindjalma 
nyinga 
mud crab 
djini 'ldjiniJrlg 
djinirpa-ny (note stem) 
now, today 
djini guyu,mi 
miJapI)aI) 
about to do 
djinimi 
baliny G 
nguniny-amdja D 
this (near) 
djini-mirri 
djiniku-pani (note stem) 
this way, this-PERL 
djinim-kirri 
balipa-nya-wu (note stem) 
this last one (nearby) 
djining 
djininy G 
I)ikirrmany D,M 
this 
djini ngurrgima 
djininy ngalkamdja 
same as this 
djinipan 
djinak+ani 
this now, here now 
djini-pan-gima 
djina+kal-imdja (OBL stem?) 
it's right here now 
dj ini -pil ang 
bilak-murr (LOC form?) 
this (indefInite) 
djini-pilang-mirri 
bilak-murr-ngu 
at somewhere here 
djini-pilang-ngu 
bilak-murr-ngu 
somewhere there 
djini-pili 
djina+kal-yarr (OBL stem?) 
these two 
djini-pm 
djinirpa-ny-pim 
just this 
djini- wil-angi 
djininy-mala-k (-k DA T) 
these ones 
djini- wili 
djininy-mala (mala as PLUR) 
these ones 
djini- wili-pm 
djina+kal-yarr-pim 
just these ones 
djini- wili- tji 
djininy-mala+ny 
these ones (DEF) 
djin-ngir-pm 
djini-ngur-pani 
this side 
djin-ngir Y1Pl 
djini-ngur yipi 
straight on from here 
djiIJ 
dji1) 
lump, wart 
djiIJi 
djinirpa-ny G 
1)ikanmi D 
this (ERG) 
djinyi+rr 
djany+arr 
3plACC+l sgERG 
djinyinydjarrak 
djinyinydjarrak 
thorny plant 
-djingi-1-gi 
-djunga-nmak (also -djunga-1- for some 
tenses) 
-CAUS-l-FUT 
djingiri-gi 
djap-mak (stem djap-miy- ) 
YPI -uw 
TPA -al 
finish off 
djip 
IMP -ing 
YPA djap-mi-m 
TPI djap-mi-nya 
djip-mak (stem djip-miy-) 
IMP -ing 
stop moving 
djiri-ngil-gi 
djara-nga-nmak G,D (cf. Dhuwala 
dharangan ) 
recognise, realise 
djir ?mak-dji-gi 
djir?maka-nmak YPA djir?maka-n 
TPA djir?maka-n 
make rainbow 
djirrbal 
gupay 
tuber food 
djirrdjarring 
djirang?djirang-1)a1) 
rough ground, bumpy 
djirri-dji 
djiwirr?ya-nmak G (stem 
djiwirr-ya- ) 
POT -nmitj 
YPI -1 
IMP -ng 
YPA -n 
TPA djiwirr-yi-n TPI -na 
djiwirrdji-nmak D (stem 
dji wirr-dja-) 
POT djiwirr-dji-nmitj 
YPI -1 IMP -ng 
YPA djarri (suppletive, cf. Djinang 
djarri) 
TPA djarri-nyan (suppletive, cf. 
Djinang djarri-nyini) 
TPI djiwirr-tji-na 
djarra-k G,D (stem djarra-) (used as 
EXIST auxiliary) 
TPA djirri-nyan G 
djarri-nyan D 
stand up 
djirrilbi-gi 
gagaj-djunga-nmak G (stem 
gagaj-djunga- ) 
POT -nmitj IMP gagaj-djungu-1-k 
YPI -1 YPA -n 
TPA -IT-yin TPI -na 
djarrajbu-mak D (stem djarraj-bu- ) 
YPI -w YPA -m 
TPI djarraj-bi-nya 
jarrdji-nmak D,  jarriya-nmak G 
(see galmi-dji ) 
knock down, drop 
djirrimiri 
wukutj G,D 
bidjay G 
djaragi D 
goanna 
djirritjirri 
djirritjirrinydja (note -nydja 
fossilisation) 
ngalnyin 
pubic covering 
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djirrk 
madjirr 
net bag 
djirrtjarr 
yajman 
waterlily root 
djitdjin - djl -gi 
djunupa-yu-mak (stem djunupa-yu-) 
POT -mitj 
make straight, vertical 
djiti-gi 
ngarranga-nmak G,M (stem ngarra-nga-) 
POT -nmitj IMP ngarra-ngu-1-k 
YPI -1 YFA -n 
TPA -n TPI -na 
djirriti-mak D (stem djirriti-) 
YPI djirrita-w 
TPA -kaJ 
drag, push 
dji! 
djit! 
forked carrying stick 
dju b urr 
djuburr 
behaviour 
IMP djirritu-k 
YPA djirrita-m 
TPI ngarra-nga-na 
(suppletive) 
djuburr djunupa 
djuburr djunupa 
correct behaviour 
dju b urrgiging 
djuburraI} (-'j,'gaI} > -aI}) 
well-behaved 
djuburr m<lyali-giging 
djuburr marali-gag 
polite behaviour 
dju b urr-p ultji-gi 
djuburr-bu1tj.r-nmak (see 
bultji-gi ) 
discuss behaviour, criticise 
djugap-dji-gi 
djugapya-nmak (stem djugap-ya-) 
creep up, sneak up 
djugitj 
djugitj 
last, next 
djugitj-ping 
djugitj-wirriy 
the last one 
djugup ra-gi 
djugap gurrkuwa-k (stem gurrkuwa-, 
irregular, see ra-gi) 
approach and merge with 
djudju-ga-ng 
djudju-gar-mak (see giri) 
djudju-war-mak (alternate form) 
IMP djudju-war-ang 
muster 
djukal 
djukaj 
garfish 
djuk-marr-gi 
djubaya-nmak 
guyuka-nmak 
spit, curse 
djuli 
djuwali G 
djaJi D 
before 
djuldjul-dji-gi 
djujdjuj-yu-mak (stem djujdjuj-yu- ) 
dig up 
djulkim 
buwal G,M 
djujkumi D 
navel 
djulng-dji-gi 
djujka-nmak 
pass by, disbelieve 
djuJng-miy-gi 
bangari-mak 
make go past, overtake 
djuJugu 
djujugu 
cool season 
djuJ udjuJu-dji-gi 
djujudjuju-ya-nmak (stem 
djujudjuju-ya- ) 
TPA djujudjuju-yi-n 
strike, club 
djuJuk 
ruj 
fresh water, flood 
djumala 
djumala 
mast 
djumbal- tji-gi 
djumbalya-nmak (stem djumbal-ya- )  
lose track, doubt 
djumiJing 
migi G,M 
blunt, lacking facility 
djumiJi-tja tji-gi 
dja waldjana-mak 
butt against 
djun djarr 
djundjarr 
barramundi 
djun-dji-gi 
djumbal-ya-nmak (stem djumbal-ya-)  
disabled, confused 
djun ungguyangu 
djunungguyangu 
dugong 
djun upa 
djunupa 
straight, correct 
djun upa-dji-gi 
djunupa-yu-mak (stem djunupa-yu- ) 
straighten 
djunga 
djunga 
ignorant, unknowing 
djunga -dji-dji 
djunga-yi-rrak (stem djunga-yi- ) 
become ignorant 
djunga -pm 
djunga-pim 
still ignorant 
djunga-pm bigak 
djungany-pim bagak 
wait - <n still don't know 
djunga yigili-nyir-gi 
djunga wugapa-na+ruw 
unable to swim 
djunggay 
djunggay 
advocate for mother's moiety 
djunggay-pili 
djunggay-puli (PAUe) 
djunggay-mirring (PL) 
advocates for mother's moiety 
djunggi 
djunggi G,M,D 'tree' ,  'fire' ,  'wood' 
gurrmulJ D 'ftre' 
log, wood 
djunggi mak 
djunggi mak 
message stick 
djunguJ u  
djunguju 
daydreamer, insane 
djurumuJ 
gapi 
water 
djurr 
djurr-amdja (-amdja PROM) 
woven ftsh-trap 
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djurra 
djurra 
paper, book 
djurr-gi, ah:o djurri 
djurru-mak G (stem djurra-) 
YPA -m 
gacjungudji-r.rak D (stem 
gacjungu-dji- ) 
grow 
djurrku cju-miy-gi 
djurrkucju-mak (stem djurrkucju-miy- ) 
YPI -ing (irreg. same inflection as 
IMP) TPI djurrkucju-mi-nya 
dive 
djuJjdjulU 
djuJidjiJi 
djutidjiJingi 
hair paintbrush 
dju wayka 
dju wayka 
mutual brothers-in-law 
djuy 
djutjtjutj 
that's it! 
djuy-p ultji-gi 
bay-bultja-nmak (stem bay-bultja-) 
POT bay-bultji-nmitj 
forgive, say 'never mind' 
ga birring 
djuJkumu 
scallop 
gacjaman 
gacjaman 
clever 
gacja -ngimi 
yapak-pani 
sister (KINPROP) 
ga cjil-a w 
yapaka-yarr 
group of sisters 
gacjili 
gacjak D 
yapak G,M 
sister 
gacju wgacjuw 
gacju wgacju w 
bumpy 
gadjigarr 
djukurr (cf.Dhuwal dhukurr) 
road, way 
gadjigirri-ng(i) 
djukarra+m (LOC ?) 
on the road (LOC) 
ga djira-pi-ng 
ripurrum-birriy 
yesterday's one (OR + NMLSR) 
gadjiri 
rip urr um 
yesterday 
gaka 
riJmi 
bush snail 
gaka warr 
gakawarr 
ceremony initiates 
galadjarr 
galadjarr G 
?? 
galal- tji-gi 
Juwal-mak 
root up, open up 
galbi 
wutji 
burr-gag 
many, lots 
galbi-cjambing 
djakal-cjambi 
islands 
galbi-dji-dji 
wutji-yi-rrak (stem wutji-yi- ) 
become many 
galbi-dji-gi 
wutji-yu-mak (stem wutji-yu-)  
IMP -ng 
make many 
galbi- wili 
wutji-pu1 
very many 
galb u -ngi 
mama-nmak G, mami-nmak D (stem 
mama- irregular) 
POT -nmitj G 
mami-nmitj D 
YPI -1 
IMP mamu-ng G 
mami-ng D 
YPA -n 
TPA mami-rr-yin G TPI -na G 
mami-n D mami-na D 
put down, replace 
galgal 
Jurridja 
vomit 
galikali 
ga1yarra 
classificatory husband 
gali-ki 
galka-nmak G, galki-nmak D (stem 
galka-, irregular) 
POT -nmitj G IMP galku-rr-k G 
YPI -1 YPA -n 
TPA ga1ki-rr-yin G TPI -na G 
ga1ki-rr-djin D, ga1ki-na D 
keep, store up 
galiy 
ga1iy 
side 
gaJiyi-gi 
garrany-dja-nmak G (stem 
garrany-dja-) (note dj after ny) 
paddle, pedal 
galk 
ga1ka 
shaman killer 
galkngu 
ga1?ngu 
really like 
galmi-dji 
Jarriya-nmak G (stem Jarri-ya-)  
POT Jarri-yi-nmitj IMP Jarri-yu-ng 
YPI -1 YPA -n 
TPA Jarri-yi-n TPI -na 
Jarrdji-nmak D (stem Jarr-dja- ?) 
TPA Jarr-dji-n 
fall down, blow (wind) 
galngarrarra-dji-gi 
ga1ngarrarra-ya-nmak (stem 
ga1ngarrarra-ya-) 
make ready 
galngayngu 
ga1ngagag 
king brown snake 
galng-galng-dji-gi 
miggu-mak 
go hunting 
galngi 
ga1ngi 
body, human 
galngibira 
ga1ngibiraya-nmak (stem 
ga1ngibira-ya- ) 
happy, feeling well 
galngi bulanggitj-dji-dji 
galngi bulanggitjyi-rrak (stem 
bulanggitj-yi- ) 
feel well 
galngi-giy ?giy 
galngi-giy?giy 
bad tempered 
galngi-magbi 
galngi-biggirrk 
tough, got sturrina 
gaJaka -ngi 
binbu-mak 
uncover, sweep aside 
gaJanyan 
gaJanyan 
ironbark resin 
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gaJ ?gal-miy-gi 
gaj?gaJ-mak (stem gaj?gaJ-miy- ) 
make drift about, creep across 
galigali 
gaJigaJi 
boomerang 
galitjirringi 
gaJi tjirringu 
fIrstborn female 
galiwarr 
gaJiwarr 
goose spear 
galmarr 
gaJmarr 
chest scar 
galngbuy 
gaJngbuy 
meat taboo 
galpang 
gaJpang 
honey 
galtjining 
garkman 
green frog 
galul 
gaJul 
high water 
galwug 
yukuga 
sweet potato 
gami-gi 
garrma-nmak G, garrmi-nmak D 
(stem garrma-) 
POT garrmi-l1mitj G IMP garrmu-ng G 
garrmi-ngi D 
YPI -1 YPA -n 
TPA -n 
garrmi-na D 
dig 
TPI -na G, 
gam ugunggu 
gamuIJunggu 
guJiny 
white ochre, warrior 
gam urr 
gamurr 
tooth decay 
ganba 
wirrpim 
absent, deserted 
gandarr 
Jurrkun 
width, size, waist 
gandayala 
gandaya1a 
male kangaroo 
gandji 
gandji 
jabiru 
ganingalkngalk 
gananga1knga1k 
bee type 
gagal 
gaIJay 
yam type 
gagangarra 
gaIJangarra 
mosquito 
gag bala tj 
gawurr 
red-breasted lorikeet 
gaggalp urru 
gaIJgaJpurru 
female kangaroo 
gaIJgi 
giIJ{ji D,M,G,J 
djarrpaJ G 
thigh 
ga!]rji yirrpi-gi 
djarrpaj-djunga-nmak (stem 
djarrpaj-djunga-) 
set poles into ground, start to rain 
ga!]i 
ga!}i 
digging stick 
ganydjarr 
ganydjarr 
power, ability 
ganydjirr- bi!]i 
ganydjarr garjung 
too powerful 
ga -ngi 
ga-mak G,D (stem ga-) 
POT -mitj IMP -ngi 
YPI -wi YPA -mi 
TP A -ngal TPI -nya 
take, bear, bring 
gap 
djari-mak D,G (see djar-gi) 
cut, chop, slit 
gapaJ-mirrpili 
djarrpaj-murjullG 
pregnant 
gapi 
gapi G,D 
wuydji (or possibly wudji) D 
water 
gapi djagaJ 
gapi djagar 
foaming water 
gapi djalgi 
gapi gundjaJng 
salt water 
gapi-gu-ngi 
gapiri-mak 
get into water, launch 
gapi-m ugu 
gapi-mugu 
dry country 
gapi!]ing ( < *gapi-giIJing) 
gapi-IJaIJ G 
giybaJuw D 
wet 
gapi-nyirring 
gapi-nyarrang 
waterless 
gapi-nguy 
gapi-nguy 
overseas, within water 
gapir-gi 
gapir-mak (stem gapir- )  
IMP -ang 
irrigate, wet 
gapirri 
gaparra 
nephew (SiSo) 
gap ula 
gapuJa 
old woman, blind 
garak 
djawaJ 
gap, open space 
garak-nya-ng 
djawaJ-nya-mak (see nya-ngi ) 
see far through a gap 
garapa 
garapa 
wire 
gar- ba!]rjarrk 
gar-baIJrjarrk 
front thigh muscle 
gar-dji-gi 
gar-ya-nmak (stem gar-ya- )  
lower, whisper, cool 
gar-garJuI 
gar-garjutl 
puddle, depression 
gar-gi 
gari-mak 
pluck from fIre 
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gar-gi!)ing 
guway-gag 
long-necked turtle 
gar-gurriyili 
gar-gurriya1i1 
outside, naked 
gari 
gari 
groin, low part, dark 
gari-pm 
gari-pani 
lowlands 
gar-maliri 
gar-mal uk 
darkness 
garngarri 
guJun-gambi 
billabong 
garpa!) 
garpag 
eucalyptus tree 
garpi-gi 
giykiny-dja-nmak (stem 
giykiny-dja- ) (note dj after ny) 
cool, alleviate 
garpi-nyir1'ing 
giykinydja-n-nyarrang 
unrelieved, hot, uncooled 
gar- wali-ki 
gari-waka1-mak (see waliki ) 
scavenge, salvage 
garr 
garr 
spider 
garrayarr 
garrayarr 
cluster, many wives 
garrbil 
garrpu-ng (IMP) (see garrpi-gi ) 
tie around 
garri 
bingi (IMP), bi-nmi (YPA) (see 
girra -dji-gi ) 
ingest, copulate 
garriyu wa 
garriyuwa 
sea turtle 
garrka tdji 
garrkatdji 
cross-cut saw 
garrkuluk 
garrkuJuk 
pure, clean, open area 
garrpi-gi 
garrpa-nmak G (stem garrpa- ) 
POT garrpi-nmitj IMP garrpu-ng 
YPI -1 YPA -n 
TPA -n TPI -na 
garrapi-nmak D (stem garrapa- ) 
IMP garrapi-ngi 
YPI -1 YPA -n 
TPA garrapi-na (note final a retained) 
TPI -na 
tie, roll up, coil 
garrung 
garrung 
sack 
garrurrurr 
garrurrurr 
sail mat 
garrwur-dji-gi 
ma1garrama-nmak 
(stem ma1garrama-) 
TPA -n 
share out, disperse, scatter 
ga ta 
girriJik 
star 
galp urr 
gaJpurr 
wounded 
galtji-gi 
gayja-nmak G (stem galtja- )  
POT gaJtji-nmitj IMP gaJtju-ng 
YPI -1 YPA -n 
TPA gaJtji-yin 
gayja-n TPI -na 
djakirrdji-nmak D (stem djakirr-dji-)  
get stuck, bogged 
ga tji-gi 
gatja-nmak G (stem gatja-) 
POT gatji-nmitj IMP gatju-ng 
YPI -1 YPA -n 
TPA -n 
gatji-yin TPI -na 
djakirrdji-nmak D (stem 
djakirr-dji- ) IMP gatji-ngi 
YPI gatja-1 
(suppletive) 
TPA -n 
hold, have, reach 
ga warrka 
gawarrka 
distant place 
ga wirarr 
gawirarr 
darkness 
gayit 
gayit 
shovel-nosed spear 
gaykiy 
watak 
uncle (MoBr) 
gaynggarr 
gaynggarr 
vengeance fight 
gaypi-gi 
(suppletive) 
YPA gatja-n 
(suppletive) 
TPI gatji-na 
(suppletive) 
gaypu-mak G,D (stem gaypu-) 
POT -mitj G IMP -ng G 
YPI gaypa-w G -ngi D 
-w D YPA gaypa-m 
TPA -ngal TPI gaypi-nya 
deprive of, snatch 
gay-ping 
gaya-wirriy 
old, ancient 
-gi 
-kuru G,D (on pronouns) 
-wu G (elsewhere) 
-nguru D (elsewhere) 
-DAT 
gibiejipi 
gibigipi 
freshwater eel 
gibil bal 
gaJitjarr G,M,D 
coals, embers, ashes 
giejagieja 
baIJga-ngi (IMP) (see 1] unydjirri ) 
hurriedly 
gi eji djirring 
gagung-pim 
huge, enormous, great quantity 
gidjirri-ngi-l-gi 
giyngarranya-ng (IMP) 
spread out to dry 
gikanggi 
gikanggi 
bowerbird 
gikuwa 
gikuwa 
?? 
gilgilngirri-dji-dji 
JiJawka-nmak 
peel off, scratch off 
gilgi-rr-gi 
gi1gi-nmak D (stem gilgi-, irreg.) 
YPI gi1ga-1 
TPA -rr-djin 
IMP gilgu-rr-k 
YP A gilga-rr 
TPI -rr-na (cf. 
Dj inang gilgi-ni) 
gi1a-nmak G (stem gili- < *gilgi-) 
POT gilgi-nmitj IMP gi1u-rr-k 
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YPI gila-l 
TPA -rr-yin 
hide 
gilitjili-gi 
YPA gila-n 
TPI gila-na 
gulbaya-nm<lk (also gujba ?ya-nmak) 
float, balance 
giJang- tj-nya -ki!Jing 
wandja-gag 
spy, scout 
giJibi-gi 
gajuwu-mak G 
(stem gaju-wu- <*gaju-bu- ) 
POT -mitj IMP -ng 
YPI gaju-wa-w YPA gaju-wa-m 
TPA gaju-wa-l TPI -nya 
runggujbu-mak D (stem rungguj-bu- ) 
IMP -ng 
YPI -w YPA -m 
TPA rungguj-ba-l TPI rungguj-bi-nya 
put on top, hang from 
giJigiJi- tji--gi 
djikdjikkal-mak 
tickle 
giJingkaJ 
ngajag G,D,M 
skin, shell, roof 
giJi wiJa-pi 
djujaj- wirriy 
from a long way 
giJi wiJim 
djuJaJ 
together 
giJiwiJing 
djujaj 
long, long time 
giJi wurr warr 
rijmurr 
rijmurrmurr 
djamurr (side of rib cage) 
ribs 
giJkaJ 
ngujurr G 
hut, platform shelter 
gima 
gam 
because 
-gima 
-amdja (PROM) 
-imdja (PROM) 
-EMPH or -PROM 
gimirrpi 
bawang 
sweet potato 
gimnyarr 
gimnyarr 
grandchild (VOC) 
gimnyirri 
gimnyarra 
grandchild (DaCh, SiDaCh) 
-gig-
-gag- PROP 
-PROP 
giggi-bi 
djarrpaj-wirriy 
shorts 
giggili 
giggiril-mak G,D (stem giggiril-) 
bring to land 
giggig 
giggig 
yam type 
-gigimi 
-gag PROP 
-ALIEN 
gi!Jimbi 
gagambi 
dew, fog 
gigimbirri 
wukul 
ngugungul 
cloud 
gil)imil)i 
miku 
red ochre 
-gil)ingi 
-gal) PROP 
-PROP 
ginyipirr-dji-gi 
ngatjirriyu-mak (stem ngatjirri-yu- ) 
sneeze 
gingi-dji 
ginga-k G (stem gingi-, archaic) 
POT -tj IMP -y 
YPI -y YPA -� 
TPA ginga-n TPI -nya 
giyinga-k D (stem giyingi- ?) 
think, remember 
giri 
gara-mak D (stem gara-, archaic) 
POT -kuy IMP -kiy 
YPI garu-wi YPA -mi 
TPA -kal TPI gari-nya 
gar-mak G (stem gar- < *gara-) 
POT -kuy IMP -ki 
YPI garu-wi YPA -mi 
TPA -kal TPI gari-nya 
marrtji W (stem marrtji-) 
go, walk, come 
girra biJi 
gaJitjarr 
ashes 
girraJa 
gajamug 
ibis 
girr- ban 
banbim 
finished now 
girrbi-gi 
wugga-nmak 
be called, named 
girrgili 
birrukuwa 
paperbark canoe 
girrgima 
banbim 
also, only, okay 
girri 
girri 
goods 
girri 
ga (SEQU marker) 
SEQU marker 
girri-dji-gi 
girri-ya-nmak (stem girri-ya-)  
many arrive 
girriny- tji-gi 
girriny-dja-nmak (stem 
girriny-dja-) (note dj after ny) 
bloodsucking 
girri-pili 
girri-mirring 
goods, merchandise 
girriwal 
miku 
red ochre 
girrkiJing 
ray piny G,J 
girrkirrkugu D 
sweet, fresh water 
girrkirrmirring 
gugdjalng 
Burdekin duck 
gitkit-dji-gi 
birarri-yi-rrak (stem birarri-yi) 
YPA -rr 
laugh 
giyany 
guykuy 
ant 
giya w 
batji 
net bag 
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giy-gi1) - dji-gi 
mapu-IJaIJ-yi··rrak (stem map UIJ aIJ-yi- ) 
lay an egg 
giyi 
mapu G 
giyi D 
egg 
giyka -ngi 
djarratj-mak 
net (verb) 
gubi-dj i 
guba-k D (stem gubi-, archaic) 
IMP -yi 
YPI -yi YPA guba-p (note 
archaic form) 
TPA guba-n TPI -nya 
guwa-k G (stem guwi- < *gubi-) 
POT -lj IMP �  
YPI -y YPA guwa-w (note 
TPA guwa-n 
leave, abstain 
gubugu 
gubugu 
archaic form < -*p) 
TPI -nya 
gubugu+mdja (PROM) 
spear type 
gugal 
djalkar-mak 
roast 
gugarr 
gugarr 
tomorrow, near future 
gugi tjiman 
girriJik 
star 
gugitjirri 
gugitjinirri 
iron bark tree 
gugi- tj-nyi:r-dji-gi 
gugi?yi-nmak (stem gueji.-yi-) 
POT -nmilj IMP gugi?ya-ng 
YPI gueji.?ya-rr 
cut, chop, eat 
gugurri 
girirri 
woolly butt (tree) 
gugurrki 
gugurrguk 
brolga 
YPA -n 
TPI -na 
gudjirr-dji-dji 
guyirr?-yi-n (TPA) 
nguyilkiyi-n (TPA) 
become worn out, tired 
gudjuw 
gudjuw 
group of (followed by subsection) 
gukirri-dji 
garkara-k G (irreg. stem gariIJgara­
by reduplication of gara- 'go') 
POT gar-kuy (suppletive) (see giri) 
IMP gar-kuy 
(suppletive, also gukirri-yi) 
YPI -w YPA -m 
TPA -n 
(gaya-r < *gara-r used for RP A but not TPA) 
TPI gariIJgari-nya 
wander, be free 
gu 1-kurr-gi 
gurru-kurru-ng (REDUP,IMP) 
be on top, ride 
gulgul-miy-gi 
burrpurr-mak 
make drown 
gulk 
djari-mak (see djar-gi ) 
cut, chop 
gulm-a w 
gulmangu-yarr 
group of younger brothers 
gulmigi 
gulmangu G,D,M 
younger brother 
gulmi-gir-ki 
gu1mangu-ru-w 
younger brother-OBL-DAT 
gulmig- u w  
gulmangu-yarr 
younger brother-KINGRP 
gulmi-ngim 
gu1mangu-pani 
younger brother-KINPROP 
gulmi- wili-ngi 
gu1mangu-yarr 
younger brother-PL-NMLSR 
guJ 
guj-mak (see guJ-miy-gi ) 
halt, stop, cease 
guja wurr 
gujawurr 
bush fowl 
gujdjidji 
gujyi-rrak (stem guj-yi- )  
become stopped 
gujdji-gi 
gujya-nmak (stem guj-ya-)  
be stopped 
gujinydjarr 
gujiny 
white clay, warrior 
gujkmig 
gujkmiIJ 
maliyi 
python 
gujku 
gujku 
mullet 
guj-miy-gi 
guj-mak (stem guj-miy-) 
IMP -ing 
stop, make cease 
guJtji 
yarawi G,M 
yarwi G 
yarabi D 
body fat 
guJu 
guju 
tree species 
guJugi 
gurubuk 
bar-shouldered dove 
guJukuJ ung 
gugurrguk 
one's dreaming 
guJuku-ng 
gurrpa-nmak (stem gurrpa-) 
YPI -1 YPA -n 
TPA -n TPI -na 
affect, bother, frighten 
guJuminy 
gujuminya 
poisonous type of leaf 
guJungurr 
butjajak 
bright yellow ochre 
gujupag 
IJitgi 
paperbark tree 
gujurwi 
gulki 
crescent moon 
gujwirri 
ba1anggul 
cabbage palm 
gumbaJa 
wakin 
empty-handed 
gumbirri 
gumburr G,D,M,J 
hand, forearm 
gumbirr-m ungan 
gumburr-mungun 
wrist 
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gumirdjidjJi 
ngujbitjyi-rrak (stem 
ngujbitj-yi- ) 
be unripe, unco ked 
gumiring 
gumir 
unripe, green, uncooked 
gU1)arr 
gU1)ir 
mudfish 
gU1) b ulurru 
wuyi 
grass species 
gU1)b urrk 
gU1)burrk 
a dance 
gU1)gir-dji-gi 
gU1)gur-ya-nmak (stem gU1)gur-ya-) 
thunder, growl 
gU1)djarr 
yangal 
arm, tributary 
gU1)djarr �'apili-dj-nyira-ki1)ing 
yangal gi-gawka-na 
broken-armed 
gU1)djirr-mJil 
yangal-mil 
elbow 
gU1)djirr-m u1)ing 
yangal-mu1)ungu 
a murder 
gU1)djirr- wayirri 
yangal- wayarra 
devil arm (i.e. ruthless fighter) 
gU1)djirr-yirrpi-gi 
yangal-djip-mak (stem 
yangal-djip-miy- ) 
appoint as 
gU1)gan 
gU1)gun 
heavy 
gU1)gi 
gU1)gi G,D,M,J 
head, top, thoughts 
gU1)gi balpi-gi 
gU1)gi-bajpu-mak (can contract to 
gU1)gi-bajp-mak) 
hit on head 
gU1)gi batji-gi 
guya-nmak 
cook from above 
gU1)gi bildji-gi 
gU1)gi bijya-nmak (stem bij-ya-)  
YPI gU1)gi bij-tju-w 
TPA gU1)gi bij-yi-n TPI -na 
be inattentive, tum head 
gU1)gi bul-nyir-dji-gi 
gU1)gi garrka-nmak 
divide up, remove top 
gU1)gi gambingi 
gU1)gi gambi 
short-headed 
gU1)gi djarrkul 
gU1)gi djarrkuJ 
sharp-witted 
gU1)gi galbi 
gU1)gi wutji 
many thoughts, schemer 
gU1)gi-gi1)-dji-gi 
gU1)gi-1)a1)-yu-mak (stem 
gU1)gi1)a1)-yu- ) 
make remember, remind 
gU1)gili 
gU1)girilyu-mak (stem gU1)giril-yu-) 
TPA -m 
memorise 
gU1)giJiJing 
gU1)gira wa 
bald 
gU1)gi marrayar-dji-gi 
gU1)gi marrayar-ya-nmak (stem 
marrayar-ya-) 
bristling hair 
guggi yaku 
gUI)gi yaku 
top name 
guggi yirrpi-gi 
gUI]gi djip-mak (stem djip-miy-) 
memorise 
gugi 
gUI)i 
shy, shame 
gugi-bigi 
gUI]i gagung 
very shy 
gugi-dji-dji 
gUI)i-yi-rrak 
become shy, ashamed 
gugkurtji-gi 
gUI)gi-djupunma-nmak 
heap up, collect 
gugmaJ 
gUI]mul 
monsoon, wet season 
gunyam bi 
mari 
trouble 
gunydjirri 
gunydjarra G , M  
gunydjarrak D (or possibly gunydjirrak) 
father 
gunyirri 
baliny 
indefmite semblative like 'a sort of' 
gungga tji-gi 
gupurru-mak G (stem gupurru-) 
gunggayu-mak D (stem gungga-yu-) 
help, get involved 
gu-ngi 
gupurru-mak (stem gupurru-) 
IMP -ng 
YPI -wi YPA -m 
TPA gupurra-l 
give 
TPI gupurri-nya 
gupidjidji 
mungbu-mak 
be on the way, be still coming 
gupirr-gu-ngi 
gupurru-mak (see gu-ngi ) 
give away, give 
gup wugaJing 
waJawuI] 
spiral pointed shell 
guraki 
gurak G,M,D,J 
nape of neck 
guraki gurrpi-gi 
gurak gurrpa-nmak (see gurrpi-gi ) 
follow behind, come next 
guraki ra-gi 
gurak gurrkuwa-k (see ra-gi )  
enter the narrows of 
guraki wangidji -
gurak wanga-k (see wangidji ) 
talk about, discuss 
gurapaJa 
mukuJuk 
spear grass 
guridji 
guJtja 
pandanus 
gurkirr-gi 
djan.gi7ya-nmak (see djan.gitjigi ) 
IMP djan.gi7ya-ng 
embrace, cradle 
gurtji-gi 
gUI]guyu-mak G (stem gUI)gu-yu- ) 
POT -mid IMP -ng 
YPI -w YPA -m 
TPA -wal TPI -nya 
manda-nmak G, mandi-nmak D 
gather, collect 
guruJtji-gi 
(see marr-gi ) 
balwar-mak (see baJpari-gi ) 
come to, visit 
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gurrbi 
ngirri G,M,D,J 
camp, place 
gurrbi- bi 
ngirri-wirriy 
from camp 
gurrbi-gu -iugili 
ngulgurrkur;rmirri-yin 
stack up, heap up 
gurrbi- wi 
ngirri-ji 
the place (SPEC) 
gurriykurriy 
gundjalng 
overseas 
gurrkaganJ�arr 
gurrkagangarr 
catfish 
gurrkarr 
gurrkurr G,D 
root, vein, sinew 
gurrkiging 
gurrkiIJiIJ 
little boy 
gurrku -ngJi 
gurriyu-kunriyu-mak 
join, put together, add to 
gurrkurrpi-gi 
gurrupa-nmak (see gurrpi-gi ) 
repeatedly follow 
gurrmal 
gurrmul 
circumcised 
gurrmil-dji-gi 
gurrmulya-nmak (stem gurrmul-ya- )  
be circumcised 
gurrpi-gi 
gurrupa-nmcrk G, gurrupi-nmak D, 
(stem gurrupi-) 
POT -nmitj IMP gurrpi-ng G 
-ngi D 
YPI gurrupa-l YPA gurrupa-n 
TPA gurrupa-n G 
-na D TPI gurrupa-na G 
-na D 
follow, chase, continue 
gurrp ugu 
madjika 
darter (bird) 
gurrpuJu 
gurrpuju 
plain, treeless country 
gurrtji 
djunggi 
tree (generic) 
gurrtjirtjir 
gurini 
hawk, kite 
gurru biliny 
gurruwiling 
swamp 
gurru birbir 
gumang 
magpie goose 
gurrugurru 
gatja wugu 
forked branch 
gurrulk 
gurrulk 
baby, infant 
gurrulk muggi 
gurrulk miyalk 
baby girl 
gurrumba 
gumang 
magpie goose 
gurrumu 
gurrumu 
rope fibres 
gurrung 
gurrung 
cousin (FaSiDaCh) 
gurrurruk 
gurrurruk 
abnorrnal behaviour 
gurruli 
gurruJu G 
gurrup D 
kinsperson 
gurru/i-giging 
gurruJu-gag G 
gurrup-gag D 
a relative 
gurryili, gar-gurryili 
garu-gurriyal 
outside, naked 
gu/idjidji, gulumdjidji 
cjuJpiyi-rrak (stem cjuJpi-yi-) 
become sated, be full of 
guwa 
gaga 
come here! 
gu waguwa-dji-gi 
yangalya-nmak (stem yangal-ya- )  
call to come 
guway girr-dji-gi 
girr?ya-nmak (stem girr-ya-) 
get a surprise 
guwu 
guwu 
garray-mak (?) 
off you go! 
guyi 
guya G,M,J 
guyi D 
maygi D (archaic, 'meat')  
fish (generic) 
guyili 
cjawurr 
body hair 
guying 
cjiJtji 
backbone, hill 
guyum-ban 
bicjap-ani 
later on 
guyumi 
bicjapi 
later on 
iltja 
Jitj 
IduincDAT 
in.ga 
ngan 
3sgDAT 
in.ga-rr 
ngan+garr 
3sgDAT-lsgNOM 
inma 
nyu 
banyu 
2sgDAT 
inydji 
niy 
RECIP etc. 
inydji bangari-gi 
niy bangari-mak 
pass each other 
inydji birrin-djingil-gi 
niy buJuJ-mak (stem buJuJ-miy- ) 
turn oneself, repent 
inydji bultji-gi 
niy bultja-nmak 
confess, explain, discuss 
inydji yuli 
burruJ-mak (stem burruJ-miy- ) 
TPA -al 
miss, lie 
ingki 
waba 
NEG 
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irr 
ngarr 
barra 
-IT 
I sgNOM 
irra 
ra 
I sgDAT 
irra-djin 
ra-yan (from ra + djan) 
l sgDAT-3plNOM 
irri-ny 
ra-ny 
Isg-ACC 
kaf 
kaf 
give it here! 
-li 
-ril 
-&1 (after t) 
-ALL 'to' 
libi, nibi 
naw 
IplexcNOM 
libila, inbila 
nawala 
IplexcDAT 
libili-ny, inbili-ny 
nawala-ny 
Iplexc-ACC 
lidja, ildja: 
ngiyi 
2plDAT 
lidji, ildji 
ngi 
2plNOM 
lidj-nyi 
nyula-ny G 
2pl-ACC 
lim 
lim 
IplincNOM 
limala, inmila 
limila 
IplincDAT 
limili-ny, inmili-ny 
lima1a-ny 
Iplinc-ACC 
liny 
liny 
IduexcNOM 
linyila, inyila 
1inya1a 
IduexcDAT 
linyili-ny, inyili-ny 
linya1a-ny 
Iduexc-ACC 
lip a lip a 
1ipalipa 
dugout canoe 
litj-nyi, iltj-nyi 
litj 
Iduinc-ACC 
labul 
ngarrku 
wallaby 
lakaga!]ga 
gak 
hip joint 
lambirring 
Jawarr 
wide 
lam u-dji-gi 
Jamu-djunga-nmak (stem 
Jamu-djunga- archaic) 
plant (crops) 
langgarr 
Janggarr 
septum bone 
IMP Jamu-djungu-1-k 
Jang- tji-gi 
langya-nmak (stem lang-ya- )  
be limp, disabled, slack 
Japarr 
Japarr 
pigeon 
Jap giri 
lapya-nmak (stem ]ap-ya-) 
open 
Japitji-gi1)ing 
]apitji-1)ag 
leper (English loan) 
Jap-miy-gi 
]ap-mak G,D (stem lap-miy- ) 
IMP -ing 
open 
Jarr 
gar-mak G (see giri) 
set off (going) 
Jarradjidja 
gupug 
hollow burial log 
Ja tju 
manymak 
]atju 
nice, pretty 
Jay-dji-gi 
]aya-nmak (stem ]ay-ya-) 
feel relief, comforted 
Jayki1)-gi1)ing 
galang-gag 
shaman healer 
JayJay 
]ay]ay 
yam leaf 
JayJay-dji-gi 
]ay]aya-nmak (stem ]ayJay-ya- )  
be busy 
Jaytjin 
]aytjin 
mangrove worm 
Jimbik 
limbik 
two-edged barbed spear 
Jipini-gi 
randa-nmak (see rani ) 
harass, torment 
Jiw 
]iw]iw-mak (see Jiw-miy-gi ) 
circle around 
liw-miy-gi 
Jiwliw-mak (stem liwJiw-miy-) 
encircle, corner 
lula tjidji 
]u]atji-rrak (stem ]ula-tji- ) 
YPI -y YPA -IT 
TPA -n TPI -nya 
unconcerned, at ease, satisfied 
lU1)bu 
djamurr 
girth, waist 
Junggurrma 
]unggurrma 
north wind 
Jurrkan 
]urrkun G,D 
waist, middle 
ma ? 
rna? 
do as you said 
ma bugal 
mabugal 
pubic covering 
magakarritj 
magakarritj 
angry, dangerous 
ma gakarritjtjidji 
magakarritji-rrak G (stem 
magakarritj-i- ) 
POT -ITitj 
YPI -y 
IMP -y 
YPA -IT 
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TP A -n TPI -nya 
magakarritjdJi-rrak D (stem 
magakarritj-dji- ) 
YPI -y (dj elides) 
TPA -n 
become angry 
magayin 
magayin 
sacred object, a god 
magim 
maram 
swim bladder 
madja wurr 
gubugu 
bamboo spear 
madjirri 
bulu 
again 
magaya 
magaya 
peaceful, peace 
makarrla 
makarrta 
big vengeance fight 
mala 
mala 
group, plural 
mal-dja ttji-gi 
jurrkun-djal)a-mak 
prod in side, touch 
mal-gapi 
jurrkun-gapi 
mal-gapi 
IMP -y (dj elides) 
YPA -IT (dj elides) 
TPI -nya 
fleshy part of animal's flank 
mal-giri 
lurrkun-gar-mak G (see giri ) 
burrkujmiyal-mak G,J 
cross over 
malimdji-gi 
djap-mak (stem djap-miy-) 
YPI -uw 
TPA -a1 
finish off 
malipmalir 
gugarr 
tomorrow 
maliri 
ma1uk 
gugaIT 
YPA djap-mi-m 
TPI djap-mi-nya 
night, 24 hours 
maliya 
maliya 
catfish 
malk 
ma1k 
subsection 
malkal)a 
ma1kaga 
incisor tooth 
malkur-dji-gi 
ma1kurya-nmak (stem ma1kur-ya- )  
cut across to 
malmal 
raytjuk 
barramundi 
mal-mayurrk 
ma1-waltjal) 
near end of wet season 
malngiri 
ma1nga 
part way 
maltji-gi 
ma1?ya-nmak 
maltja-nmak 
join in with, separate the parts of 
malupu-ngi 
minyirranyu-mak 
fail to recognise 
maJa wurru 
djarratjarra 
south-east wind 
mani 
mani 
djarnggu1k (or possibly djarlJgu1k) 
river, neck 
ma1}bi-dj-nyir-dji-gi 
bilJgirrk-ma-nmak (stem 
bilJgirrk-ma-) IMP -ng 
make hard 
ma1} bingi 
bilJgirrk 
hard, strong 
ma1} gigi1}ingi 
bari G,M 
crocodile 
ma1}ngibirri 
djarribir?-djang (TEMP suffix) 
daylight, daytime 
manya-ng 
djapurryu-mak G (stem djapurr-yu-) 
POT -mitj IMP -ng 
YPI -w YPA -m 
TPA -wal TPI -nya 
djapurrdju-mak D (stem djapurr-dju- )  
YPI -w 
TPA -wal 
find, test, try 
manydjidji 
IMP -ng 
YPA -m 
TPI djapurr-dji-nya 
wugiya-nmak (stem wUlJi-ya-)  
vanish, be gone 
manyigani 
djamalJgarr 
lotus plant 
manymak 
manymak 
good, fitting, well 
manymak-dji-dji 
manymak-yi-rrak (stem manymak-yi- ) 
become good, well 
manymak- dji-gi 
manymak-yu-mak G (stem manymak-yu- ) 
manymak-dju-mak D (stem 
manymak-dju- ) 
be well, be good 
mapaJ 
marrkugu G (also marrakugu) 
(g is a flap) 
marrkurr G,D 
marrakiQi D 
marrkarrgay D 
hair, feathers 
mapaJgi1}ing 
marrkugalJ 
hairy, feathery 
maraJkur 
mari 
cousin (MoMoBrSo) 
marnggi 
marnggi 
know, understand 
marr 
marr 
soul, intellect 
marr baltji-gi 
marr walJal-mak (see baltji-gi ) 
hope in, trust, worship, admire 
marrbi-gi 
milka-mak G (stem milka-)  
POT -mitj 
YPI -wi 
(see mili-ki ) 
IMP -ngi 
YPA -mi 
TP A -ngal TPI -nya 
marrbi-nmak D (stem marrbi- ) 
YPI marrba-l 
TPA -n 
IMP -ngi 
yP A marrba-n 
TPI -na 
forget, lose, omit 
marr-bulanggitj-dji-yi 
marr-bulanggitj-yi-rriy 
loved (YPI form) 
marr- bul ang gi tj-nyir-bi 
marr-bulanggitj-dji-nya-wirriy 
love, respect 
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marrga 
marrga 
therefore, and so 
marr-gi 
manda-nmak G, mandi-nmak D 
(stem irregular, archaic) 
POT mandi-nmitj G 
IMP ma-niy, 
ma-nuy (before -ani TF) 
YPI ma-rri YPA man+dan 
TP A man+gurr G, man+garr D 
TPI ma-na 
cjap-mak (stem cjap-miy-) 
TPA -al IMP -im 
get, pick up, n�ceive 
marriyang 
marriyang 
gun 
marrka -ngJ! 
wandja-nmak G (stem wandja-)  
POT wandji-nmitj IMP wandju-ng 
YPI -1 YPA -n 
TP A wandji-yin TPI -na 
mi1a-mak D (stem mila- ) 
POT -mitj IMP -ngi 
YPI -wi YPA -mi 
TP A -ngal TPI -nya 
marrgaka-ng D (IMP ?) 
wait 
marrngirrCJ1ji 
giyngurra-k G (stem giy-ngurri-) 
POT -tj IMP -y 
YPI -y YPA giyngurr 
TPA giynguIT-a1 TPI -nya 
marrngirra-k D 
hear, feel 
marr-pirraJ-kig-dji-dji 
marr-burra1-�Jag-yi-rrak (stem 
marr-burraJgag-yi- ) 
believe 
mali! 
bigcjirrk 
hard, strong 
ma tjal 
djaJnginy 
leech 
mayaJi 
marali 
meaning, idea 
maypaJ 
warrag G,M 
warragan D 
warrangun D 
mayngi D 
maygi D 
meat, animal 
mayurrk 
waltjag G,M 
mayurrk D 
storm, rain 
micjipili 
macjuwiy G,D 
wirrku1 D,M 
unmarried girl 
midji 
mununu G 
minini D 
grandperson (MoMo, MoMoBr) 
midji-gir-ki 
mininik D 
MoMo-OBL-DAT (or MoMoBr-) 
midjirri 
dju1 
dust, dirt 
mil 
mil G,J,D,M 
eye, sweetheart, seed, waterhole 
mil-bi1ba1-dji-dji 
mil-ba1ngba1ng-nyi-rrak 
kind, indulgent, soft-eyed 
mil-ga -ngi 
mi1-ga-mak (stem mil-ga-)  
(see ga-ngi ) 
catch one's attention, steal off with 
mili-ki 
mila-mak D (stem miJa-)  
POT -mitj IMP -ngi 
YPI -wi YPA -mi 
TP A -ngal TPI -nya 
wandja-nmak G 
look around for 
mil-Jirrpi-gi 
miJ-karrwa-nmak G (stem mil-karr-wa-)  
POT mil-karr- wi-n-mitj 
IMP -ng 
YPI -J YPA -n 
TP A -n TPI -na 
miJ-kirrbi-nmak D (stem miJ-karr-ba- ) 
IMP -ng 
YPI -J YPA -n 
TPA -n TPI mil-kirr-bi-na 
show, reveal (cf. Dhuwal mcJ-gurrupan) 
milwartjidji 
biray?yi-nmak 
TPA biray?yi-n 
become morning 
minarr 
manarr D 
majiyi G,D,M,J 
snake 
mini 
munu-mak G (stem munu-) 
POT -mitj IMP -k 
YPI muna-w YPA muna-m 
TPA -kal TPI muni-nya 
girrili-mak D (stem girrili- ) 
POT -mitj IMP girrilu-k 
YPI gjrrila-w YPA girriJa-m 
TPA -kal TPI -nya 
Ji-mak D (from girrili-mak, realis 
fonns only) IMP Ju-k 
TPA li-kal YPA Ja-m 
carry, wear, be with child 
minini 
munuk (?) 
classificatory wife 
mininggaJ 
ngaJparr (actually 'phlegm') 
saliva, mucus 
mig 
ngujbitj 
cold 
migcJirrpi-gi 
ngujbitji-rrak (stem ngujbitj-yi- )  
TPA -n 
eat 
mig-dj-nyir-dji-gi 
ngujbitju-mak (stem ngujbitj-yu-) 
IMP -ng 
make cold 
miggu-ngi 
miggu-mak (see gu-ngi ) 
go camping 
migibi-gi 
migiyu-mak G (stem migi-yu-) 
POT -mitj IMP -ng 
YPI -w YPA -m 
TPA -wal TPI -nya 
migidju-mak D (stem migi-dju-) 
YPI -w 
TPA -wal 
close, block off 
mirgi 
djaJi G 
djaJgu D 
bad 
mirgidjidji 
IMP -w (note not -ng) 
YPA -m 
TPI migi-dji-nya 
djaliyi-rrak G (stem djali-yi- ) 
POT -rritj IMP -yi 
YPI fJ YPA -rr 
TPA -n TPI djali-tji-nya 
djaJgudju-rrak D (stem djaJgu-dju- ) 
become bad 
miri 
marrap 
like 
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mirkng 
djaJi G 
djaJgu D 
bad 
mirrbili 
mirril-mak ( stem mirriJ-) 
POT -mitj 
YPI -aw YPA -mi 
TP A -kaJ TPI -nyiri 
withhold 
mirrdjing 
magiwi 
non-firstborn girl 
-mirri 
-murr 
-LOC 'at' 'on ' 
mirringi 
marringi 
ripe, cooked 
-mirrpili 
-pul 
-yarr (see -aw) 
-maJtjani J 
-PAUC or dual number 
mirrpmi 
murruka 
very (intensifier) 
miwini 
raytjarr G ,D 
net bag 
-miy-, -miI-
-miy- (also -miyu- occurs once) 
-CAUS 
miyilk 
miyaJk 
woman, wife 
m Ukdjigi 
mukdjiya-nmak (stem mukdji-ya- )  
IMP -ng 
YPI -J YPA -n 
be unspeaking, not operating 
mukul 
mukuJ 
(taboo relative ?) 
mulngi 
muJtjaJnya 
black 
mu ?-m urtji-mi 
ban garriyi-n 
ban garriyi-nmi (alternate form) 
keeping on being unwell 
mun a tja 
munatja 
ground, soil 
mugi 
muomi 
tuber food 
mugibi 
mungunbirriy G 
yargiobirriy D 
wuyuwirriy G 
ga warrkawirriy G 
rarranyabirriy D 
wiyawin G,M 
dingo 
munydjal 
djanggu G,D 
warrangun D 
flesh, meat 
munyi 
maluk 
night, 24 hours 
m ungan 
mungun 
lower back, base 
murmur-dji-gi 
mur?mur-ya-nmak (stem mur?mur-ya- )  
TPA mur?mur-yi-n 
make hot 
murm ur-dj-nyiri-ng 
mutmurao ( < *murmur-oao) 
hot 
m urrbigi 
mucjuJ 
heavy 
m urr-randi-nir- bi 
mulkurr-ra-na-wirriy 
a promise (lit. stomach pierce) 
murrurrt 
1]i1im 
bunch, bush 
m ulitj 
Japarra7yu-n (TPA ?) 
smoothly, calmly 
nibi, libi 
naw 
1plexcNOM 
-nir-bi 
-na-wirriy 
-NMLSR-OR 
-nir-gi 
-naru-w ( < -*nara-gu) 
-NMLSR-DAT 
gami 
1]akam G 
djiwarr 
bakacji D 
above, high, top 
ginini 
1]inini G,D,J,M 
nyumugi1]iny J 
small 
gu 
1]uki G,D,J,M 
foot, foundation 
gu djarrtjirr ngurridji 
1]uki yalkuwa1]bu-mak (stem 
yalku wa1]-bu- ) 
TPA 1]uki yalkuwa1]-bu-ngal 
lying with legs straight 
gukidji 
binmi (YPA) (see tjirradjigi) 
swallow, copulate 
g umpg um 
gucjucji 
small mud wasp 
g unydjirri 
ba1]cjanga-k G (stem ba1]cjangi-, irreg.) 
(cf. Gupapuyngu wa1]cjirri) 
POT -tj IMP -y 
YPI -y YPA -@ 
TPA -@ 
bagcjanga-n 
TPI -nya 
gudjirrgu-mak D (stem irreg.) 
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YPI 1]udjirr-ku-w 
TPA gudjirr-kal 
run, go quickly, fly 
IMP gudjirr-ki 
YPA 1]udjirr-ga-m 
TPI gudjurr-ki-nya 
nya bini 
nyakalng G 
nyabilkang D 
how about, how many 
nya bini ngun upilang 
nyakalng ngunupilak 
however many 
nyadji 
nyadjunuk D 
nyinuk G 
when 
nyali-ngi 
nyirri G ,D ,J 
where 
nyani 
nyani D 
nyan G 
nguniny W 
3sg he, she, it 
nyani- bi 
nyan-bi G 
3sgNOM-INTENS 
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nyani-nyi 
nyan-nyi 
3sg-ACC 
nyan-ki 
nyan-guru G 
nyan-kuru D 
3sg-DAT 
nyanng-angi 
nyan-gung G 
nyan-kung D 
3sg-GEN 
nya -ngi 
nya-mak G,D (stem nya-, archaic) 
POT -mitj IMP -ngi 
YPI -wi YPA -mi 
TPA -ngaIJ (d. Djinang -ngiIJi) 
TPI -nya 
see, inspect, lo k at 
-nyi 
-kany (e.g. yulngir-kany) 
-ny on pronouns 
-ACC 
nyi+rr 
nyu+rr 
2sgACC+ 1 sgERG 
nyibirri 
nyibirrik D 
nyarrka G 
where (LOC) 
nyiknyik 
djirrkiny G,J,M 
rat, pygmy possum 
nyili 
nyagidji D 
nyayi G 
how (INSTR), with what 
nyimi 
nyami G,J 
nyagi D 
what 
nyimila 
nyumala 
2duDAT 
nyimili-ny 
nyumala-ny 
2du-ACC 
nyim-ki 
nyamu-wu G 
nya-kuru D 
what for, why 
nyim-pi 
nyami-wirriy G 
from what (OR), about what (ASSOC) 
nyin 
nyun 
2sgACC 
nyini-dji 
nyina-k G,D (stem nyini-, archaic) 
POT -tj IMP -y G, nyina-k D 
YPI -y G, -yi D YPA -@ 
TPA nyina-n TPI -nya 
sit, be, live 
nyini-nyir- bi 
nyinakbanmi D 
a seat 
nyinga 
nyinga 
mud crab 
-nyir 
-nya 
-TPI (class 1 or 3) 
-nyir-bi 
-nya-wirriy G 
-banmi (7) D (see nyini-nyir-bi ) 
-NMLSR-OR 
-nyirring 
-nyarrang 
-PRIV 
nyumi 
nyumi G,D,W,J,M 
2duNOM 
nyumigi 
yumyuma-nmak (stem yumyuma- ) 
YPA -n 
smell, stink 
nyumil-ang 
nyuma1-kung G 
nyumil-kung D 
2du-GEN 
nyumili-ki 
nyuma1-kuru G 
nyumi1-kuru D 
2du-DAT 
nyuni 
nyuni G,D,W,J,M 
2sgNOM 
nyuni-bi 
nyuni-wi G 
2sg-INTENS 
nyuni-ny 
nyuna-ny G,D 
2sg-ACC 
nyun-ki 
nyu-kuru G,D 
2sg-DAT 
nyung- ung 
nyu-kung G,D 
2sg-GEN 
ngadji-dji 
nyaya-k (stem ngayi-, archaic) 
POT -lj YPA -� 
TPA nyaya-n TPI -nya 
cry, wail, grieve 
ngagirr-gi 
nganga-nmak G (stem nganga-, archaic) 
POT -milj IMP ngangu-1-k 
YPI -1 YPA -n 
TPA ngangi-rr-yin TPI -na 
ngangi-nmak D (stem nganga-) (see 
yagirrgi ) IMP ngangu-n-kuy 
YPI -1 YPA -n 
TP A ngangi-rr-djin 
cover over, obscure 
TPI ngangi-na 
ngamangamadjigi 
ngamangamaya-nmak (stem 
ngamangama-ya- ) 
ngamangamayu-mak (stem 
ngamangama-yu- ) 
TPA -wal 
create, make 
ngambirri 
ngambarra G,M 
ngambarrak D 
mother 
ngamb ulgil]ing 
djakalal] 
having seeds 
ngami-gi 
ngama-nmak G (stem ngama-)  
POT ngami-nmilj IMP ngamu-ng 
YPI -1 YPA -n 
TPA -n TPI -na 
ngami-nmak D (stem ngama-) 
TPI ngami-na IMP ngami-ngi 
YPI -1 YPA -n 
TPA -n (cf. Djinang ngami+rr-djini) 
paint (verb) 
nganaparra 
nganaparra 
buffalo 
ngangi 
ngangi 
is it so? 
ngarngartjigi 
ngar7ya-n (TPA) (FUT probably 
ngar7ya-nmak) 
pant, be breathless 
ngarri 
ngarri 
I sgNOM 
ngarri-ban 
ngarri-wani 
I sgNOM-TF 
ngarrku 
ngarrku 
wallaby 
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ngalnyin 
ngalnyin 
grass pubic covering 
nga tjirrdjigi 
ngatjirr7yi-n (YPA) 
bark (dog), cough 
ngiga wa 
ngagawa 
alone, singly 
ngidjirrigi-li 
galki-ril 
near-ALL 
ngidjirrkn,gi 
galki G,D 
near, close, soon 
ngiki 
waba 
no, not 
ngili 
ngali G,D,W 
IduincNOM 
ngilidji 
nyuli G 
nyurruli D 
2plNOM 
ngilidji-ki, ngildji-ki 
nyulu-kuru G 
nyurrul-kuru D 
2pl-DAT 
ngilidj-nyJi, ngildj-nyi 
nyula-ny G 
nyurrula-ny D 
2pl-ACC 
ngilimi 
ngalimi G 
ngilimi D 
IplincNOM 
ngilimili-nyi, nginmili-nyi 
ngalimala-ny G 
ngilimili-ny D 
Iplinc-ACC 
ngilinyi 
ngalinyi G 
ngilinyi D 
IduexcNOM 
ngilinyil-angi, nginyil-angi 
ngalinyal-kung G 
ngilinyil-kung D 
Iduexc-GEN 
ngilinyili-nyi, nginyili-nyi 
ngalinyala-ny G 
ngilinyala-ny D 
Iduexc-ACC 
ngilitj-angi, ngiltj-angi 
ngalitjal-kung G 
ngilitjil-kung D 
Iduinc-GEN 
ngilitji-ki, ngiltji-ki 
ngalitjal-kuru G 
ngilitjil-kuru D 
Iduinc-DAT 
ngilitj-nyi, ngiltj-nyi 
ngalitjala-ny G 
Iduinc-ACC 
-ngimi 
-pani 
-KINPROP 
nginibi 
nganu wi G 
nganabi D 
IplexcNOM 
nginibil-angi, nginbil-angi 
nganiwal-kung G 
nganabal-kung D 
Iplexc-GEN 
nginibili-nyi, nginbili-nyi 
nganiwala-ny G 
Iplexc-ACC 
-ngi-nyi 
-kany 
-OBL-ACC 
-ngir- (also -gir- ) 
-kar G,D (on pronouns) ( < -*Gara-, 
Northern Yolngu) 
-OBL 
-ngir 
-nguy 
-kir (after k) 
-ERG after PL or PROP 
-ngiri 
-ngur 
-ABL 'from' 
ngirimbiy 
maJki G,D,M,J 
smoke 
ngirim-ngimi 
ngariyim G 
mother (KINPROP) 
-ngiri-nyi 
-ka+ny 
-OBL-ACC 
ngirki 
ngaraka G,M,J 
ngaragarr D 
djarrmar D 
bone, bullet 
ngirr- angi 
ngarr-kung G 
ngarra-kung D 
I sg-GEN 
ngirra-r 
ngarr-kar G 
ngarra-kar D 
I sg-OBL 
ngirri-nyi 
ngarri-nyi G 
ngarra-ny D 
I sg-ACC 
ngirr-ki 
ngarr-kuru G 
ngarra-kuru D 
Isg-DAT 
ngirrtjnyakiging 
gurrmuI) D 
burnt log 
ngiy 
ngiy 
yes 
ngugugi 
ngugugi 
bee (stinging type) 
nguJi 
ngun uku G 
ngunuki D 
thatLOC, there 
nguJi-pmi 
ngunuJ-pani 
(perhaps ngun u-S PEC-pani) 
just there 
ngun u-gir-ki 
ngunurpa-k 
that-OBL-DAT 'for that' 
ngun umi 
nguniny G 
I)ikirrmany D 
thatNOM (near) 
ngun u-mirri 
ngunba-pani (note stem) 
that-PERL 
ngun ung 
nguniny G,D 
ngunukurrmany D,M 
thatNOM 
ngun u-ngiri 
ngunu-ngur 
that-ABL 'from that' 
ngun u-ngir-pmi 
ngunu-ngur-pani 
the other side 
ngun u-pilang 
ngunu-pilak G 
bilkang D 
that-INDEF 
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ngun u- wili 
nguniny mabJ 
ngun ukuJbarr D 
that-PL 
ngugi 
ngunurpany G (ERG form) 
thatERG 
ngunyil-a tJuy 
buku bini G, 0 
thatALL-BEY 
ngunyili 
bini G 
banbala D 
thatALL, to there 
ngunyili-pm- ban 
bini -pim-ani 
thatALL-THPRO-TF, just to there then 
ngurri 
ngurri 
nose 
ngurri 
wavbu-mak G,D (stem waVbu-) 
POT -mig � -ng 
YPI waVba-w YPA waIJba-m 
TPA -ngal TPI wav-bi-nya 
throw, toss, impel 
ngurri-dji 
ngurra-k G,D (stem ngurri-, archaic) 
POT -g IMP -y G, -ya D 
YPI -y G YPA -@ G,D 
-yi D 
TPA -nyan (d. Djinang ngurri-nyini) 
TPI -nya 
lie, sleep 
ngurrum 
ngalpim 
PERF already, had 
ng urr wagi, ngurrwakngi 
ngayiJ (cf. Yolngu ngathili) 
before, the flrst 
nguy 
nguy 
below, under, within 
nguy-m ar-giging 
nguy-mari-vav 
hater, enemy 
nguy-mirri 
nguy-murr 
beneath, within 
-pili 
-mirring 
-PL 
-pi-ng 
-wirriy (-birriy after m) 
-OR-NMLSR 
pirr 
pirr 
very 
ra-gi 
qurrkuwa-k G,D (stem qurrkuwi-) 
POT -g IMP -y G 
YPI -y G, 
qurrku-y D 
TPA cjurrkawa-n 
enter 
rakiraking 
burwalng 
light (weight), frail 
ran.gu 
guJkiy 
moon 
rani 
qurrku-y D 
YPA qurrka w-@ 
TPI -nya 
randa-nmak G ,D (stem ra-, irregular 
archaic) 
POT randi-nmig 
ypr -rri 
TPA ran+gurr 
IMP -ni G, 
-nuy D 
YPA ran+dan 
TPI -na 
witj-miy-a1 (TPA) G 
spear (verb), pierce 
rangan 
biki 
paperbark 
rar-ki 
bujwar-mak G (stem bujwar-) 
POT -mitj IMP -ang 
YPI -aw YPA -am 
TPA -al TPI -inya 
watin-mak D 
kn�ad (with heel of hand), grade 
rarri 
rarri G,M,J,D 
mouth, entrance, end 
rarrtjal 
rarrtjaj G,M 
rarrngadjin D 
full 
rarrtjilkung 
ngata-k (see burrtjirridji ) 
milgu-mak 
ignite a fITe 
raybalngi 
raybalngki 
whistling duck 
-ri 
-uy, -nguy, -yi 
-ri, -di, -ir, -nyir 
-ERG 
riki-dji 
cjijtja-nmak G,D (stem cjijtja-)
. 
IMP cjijt.Ju-ng G 
YPI -l G YPA -n G 
TPA cjijtji-yin G TPI -na G 
rain (verb) 
rindi-gi 
darrk-mak G,D (stem cjarrk-miy- ) 
POT darrk-mitj G IMP -ing 
YPI -�w YPA -im G 
TP A -al(i) TPI cjarrk-mi-nya 
sever, partition, divide, cut off 
rirrkiyan 
bakacja (cj is  a flap) 
bakarr G 
rock 
rirrtji-gi 
djajkar-mak G (stem djajkar-) 
POT -mitj IMP -ang 
YPI -aw YPA -am 
TPA -a1 TPI -inya 
djajkiri-mak D 
roast 
rurrtjirrmi-gi 
ru7warriya-nmak (stem 
ru7warri-ya- )  IMP -ng 
wash, rub 
-tja 
-tja 
. 
-CONTR (cognate with Yolngu (ny)d]a) 
-tji 
-ny (?) (see djini- wili-tji ) 
-DEF 
wagirri 
wakiya 
crow 
wakal 
waka1 
fun, game 
wali 
wali 
food (vegetable) 
wali-ki 
wakal-mak G (stem wakal-) 
POT -mitj IMP -ang 
YPI -aw YPA -am 
TP A -a1 TPI -nya 
wakili-mak D (stem wakal-) 
YPI waki1-aw 
TP A waki1-al 
crawl 
IMP -ang 
YPA -am 
TPI -inya 
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wa lkiri 
walkur G,D 
child (of male ego) 
walmi-dji 
wal-mak G,D (stem wal-ma-) 
POT wal-mitJ IMP walmi-y G 
walmi-yi D 
YPI walmi-y YPA -m 
TPA -n TPI walmi-nya 
go up, advance, cross to 
walngirri-dji 
wakulngurra-k G,D (stem 
wakulngurri- ) 
POT -tj IMP -y 
YPI -y YPA wakulngurr-@ 
TPA -nyan (see ngurridji ) 
dance, play 
waJwaJdjigi 
bujyi-n (YP A) 
swell, enlarge 
waJirr 
djarribir 
sun, time 
wana 
gagung 
big, important 
wana djidji 
TPI -nya 
gagungyi-rrak G (stem gagung-yi-) 
gagungdji-rr,ak D (stem gagung-dji-) 
become big 
wanadjigi 
gagungyu-mak G (stem gagung-yu-) 
gagungdju-mak D (stem gagung-dju-) 
make big 
wan a -pili -mirring 
gijarrpulnguy (ERG form) 
big-PL-ARCHE, truly great ones 
wanngi 
walnga 
alive, living 
wanngi-dj-nyir-dji-gi 
walngu-yu-mak (stem walngu-yu-) 
alive-INCHO-NMLSR-THEMSR-FUT 
make alive, cause to live 
wanngir-nya-kigingi 
walnga-yu-nya-I}aI} 
saviour, rescuer 
waggurra 
waI}gurra 
bandicoot 
wangi-dji 
wanga-k G,D (stem wangi-) 
POT -tj IMP -y 
YPI -y YPA -@ 
TPA wanga-n TPI -nya 
say, talk to, speak 
wari 
nyalung G,M,J 
wari D 
whoNOM 
warngarriny 
nyaliyukany G 
so-and-so, what's-it 
warrpam 
warrpam 
all 
wa# 
walkitj 
wind, breeze 
wa wayka 
wawayka 
pair of brothers 
wa wayka -mirrpili 
wa wayka-pul 
two pairs of brothers 
wa wtjigi 
bujyi-n (YPA) 
swell, bruise, enlarge 
waykiging 
yangalaI} ( < *yangal-I}aI}) 
wakinaI} 
bird (generic), having arms 
wayku-ngi 
gajkaju-mak (stem gajkaj-, irreg.) 
POT -u-mitj 
TPA -wal 
djiwirrtji-nmak D 
get up, arise 
wili 
nya1ung G 
warinyun D 
whoERG 
wil-tj-nyiri-ng 
wiji-ya-na G 
wij-yi-na G 
wiJ-dji-na D 
crooked, meandering 
wilJi-dji 
wirandi-rrak G,D (stem wirani-, irreg.) 
(see wilJidjingilgi ) 
IMP -y G POT wirandi-rritj G 
YPI -y G YPA wirandi-rr G 
TPA wirana-n G TPI -nya G 
return 
wilJi-djingil-gi 
wirani-ngu-nmak G (stem 
wirani-ngu-, archaic) 
POT -nmitj IMP -1-k 
YPI -1-k YPA -n 
TPA -n TPI -nya 
wiraningu-nmak D (stem 
wirani-ngu- ) IMP -1-k 
YPI -1 YPA -n 
TPA -1-ka 
cause to return 
TPI -nya 
wira-pil-ngir 
nya1ung-mirring+uy 
who-PL-ERG 
wira- wili 
nya1ung-nyarr G 
wariyu-barr D 
who-PL 
wirr 
wirr G 
ngirr D 
nothing, no 
wirrdjidji 
wabayi-nmak 
TPA wabayi-n 
become nothing, die 
witji-gi 
gaya-nmak G (stem gaya-) 
POT gayi-nmitj IMP gayu-ng 
YPI -1 YPA -n 
TPA gayi-n TPI -ria 
gadji-nmak D (stem gadji-) 
YPI gadja-1 
TPA -n 
call out, shout 
wugili 
nguwiJi 
shadow, spirit 
IMP -ngi 
YPA gadja-n 
TPI -na 
wukirri-dji-gi 
wukirri-yu-mak G (stem 
wukirri-yu- ) 
POT -mitj IMP wukirri-ya-ng 
YPI -w YPA -m 
TPA -wal TPI -nya 
wukirridji-nmak D (stem 
wukirri-dji- ) 
IMP wukirri-dja-ng 
YPI wukirri-dju-w 
YPA wukirri-dja-n 
TP A -n TPI -nya 
write 
wukutj 
wukutj 
goanna 
wulgaman 
wu1gaman 
old woman (Engish loan) 
wulma 
wulma 
thunder 
wurgi 
manyi 
wood swallow, bird (generic) 
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wurpi 
wiypi G,D 
other, different 
wurpi-li 
wiypu+ny 
other-ERG 
wurpi-li 
wiypi-ril 
other-ALL 
wurpi-li-tja 
wiypu+ny-tja 
other-ERG-CONfR 
wurpi-li- w'urpi-li 
wiypi-ri1-wiypi-ri1 
other-ALL-otner-ALL, to various others 
wurpi- tja 
wiypi-tja 
other-CONTFt 
wurpmi 
wiypani 
oneNOM 
wurrki 
wurruki G,D,M 
flower 
wuwa 
wuwa 
older brother (VOC) 
wuwi 
wuwak G,D,M 
older brother NOM) 
wuyim bal 
garabak G 
garambak D 
yigaki G 
didgeridoo 
yagirr-gi 
ya-nmak G (stem ya-) 
POT -nmitj IMP -1-ng 
YPI -1 YPA -n 
TPA -n TPI -na 
yagi-nmak D(stem yagi-) 
IMP yagu-l-kuy 
YPI yaga-l YPA yaga-n 
TPA -rr-djin (cf. Djinang 
yagi-rr-djini) TPI -na 
insert 
yagirri 
garrarrk G 
yagatay D 
name 
yak-dji-gi 
yatja-nmak G (stem yatja-) 
POT yatji-nmitj IMP -ng 
YPI yatji-yal YPA -n 
TP A -n TPI -na 
yakya-nmak G (stem yak-ya-)  
YPA -n 
wiritji-nmak D (stem wiritji- ) 
IMP -ngi 
YPI wiritja-l 
TPA -n 
YPA wiritja-n 
TPI -na 
scrape, shave, polish smooth 
yakirri 
yakarr 
sleep (noun) 
yan 
yan 
word, language 
yani 
yan.gi-mak D (stem yan.ga-, archaic) 
IMP yan-ki 
YPI -w YPA -m 
TPA yan-kal TPI yan.gi-nya 
djaywar-mak G (stem djaywar- ) 
POT -mitj IMP -ang 
YPI -aw YPA -am 
TPA -al TPI -inya 
send 
yanya-ngi 
yanyu-mak D (stem yanya­
probably < *yan-nya-) 
YPI -nyaw (irreg.) YPA -m 
TPI -nya 
rarr-birrkaya-nmak G (stem 
rarr-birrka-ya- ) 
POT rarr-birrka-yi-nmitj IMP -ng 
YPI -1 YPA -n 
TPA rarr-birrka-yi-n 
ask 
yarimi 
gana 
yarim 
TPI -na 
just, marks collateral information 
yarrarramiygi 
yarrarra-mak (stem yarrarra-miy- ) 
TPA -a1 
aim, point at 
yaJi 
yalki 
lower leg 
ya wirriny 
yawirriny 
a youth 
ya wngi-dji 
yuwdji-nmak D 
gurriya-nmak G (stem gurri-ya-) 
POT gurri-yi-nmitj IMP rjurri-yu-ng 
YPI -1 YPA -n 
TPA gurri-yi-n 
be afraid 
yidjipili 
yuyung G,M 
yudji D 
child 
yigili-gi 
TPI -na 
wugapa-nmak G (stem wugapa-) (also 
wurrapanmak) 
TPA wugapi-rr-yin 
wugapiyi-nmak D 
djulurrya-nmak G 
swim, burrow, submerge 
yiki 
yiki 
sharp metal object, knife 
yilbirtjigi 
yibuk-mak (stem yibuk-miy- ) 
TPA -al 
remove, undress 
yili 
bu1u 
again 
yilimirri 
djugitj 
following, next 
yilitjigi 
yarrka-n (TPA) 
move something 
yilitjirrdji 
yarrka-nmak G (stem yarrka- ) 
POT -mitj IMP -ng 
YPI -1 YPA -n 
TP A -n TPI -na 
yarrkidji-nmak D 
move (intransitive) 
yingarraydjigi 
yingarrayu-mak (stem 
yingarray-u- < *yingarray-yu-) 
IMP -ng 
TPA -wal YPA -m 
yingarray djar-mak (see djargi ) 
mark out, label 
yirrpi-gi 
djip-mak G (stem djip-miy-) 
POT -mitj IMP -ing 
YPI -uw YPA -im 
TP A -a1 TPI djip-mi-nya 
ya1purbu-mak D (stem ya1purbur- ) 
IMP -ung 
YPI -uw yP A -um 
TPA -a1 TPI ya1purbi-nya 
set, place in definite position 
yitjidjidji 
bunggu?ya-nmak G (stem bunggu-ya- )  
POT -mitj IMP -ng 
YPI -1 YPA -n 
TPA bunggu-yi-n TPI -na 
bunggu?yi-nmak D 
give assent, say 'yes' 
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yul 
yulngi G,D,M,J,W 
man, person 
yulgu-ngi 
wapira-k G (stem wapiri-) 
POT -tj 
YPI -@ YPA wapir-@ 
TPA -n TPI -nya 
mil-kaldji-nmak D (stem mil-kal-dji- ) 
YPI -y YPA -n (also wapi) 
TPA -n TPI -nya 
come to, arrive, come out, escape 
yurryarr 
wuyi 
grass (generic) 
yu wirdji-dji-gi 
yutayu-mak (stem yuta-yu-) 
renew 
yu wirdjing 
yuta 
new, fresh, newborn 
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-amdja bagay bala ? 
-gima bagay bala? 
-amdja, -imdja bagayala bala-ny 
-dji bagayala bilingi-nyi 
-ani - -pani - -wani ba gayalayi-rrak bili-ny 
-ban bagayala-dji-dji balanggul 
ba gurru gujwirri 
ba bagurru bala- wagbu-mak 
bi badjarrwu-mak bala-ngurri 
babagag buti-gi balay 
babakiI}ing bagapagayu-n bilay 
ba baI}agyi-rrak bagapaga-dji-gi balay-ani 
ba bakiI}-dji-dji bakaga balay ngurrum 
ba bulu rirrkiyan balbal-mak 
babuju bakagi balbaw-miy-gi 
bagak I}ami baliki-ril 
bigak bakala bilinga-li 
bagakway bakala bali-kung 
bigakwa bakarr biling-ang 
bagag rirrkiyan bali-kuru 
bambuji bala biling-ki 
baga tj bala baliny 
bagatj bil djinimi 
biling gunyirri 
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baliny-imd'ja 
djijim-kima 
balipa 
djijim 
balipa-nya - wu 
djinim-kirri 
baliyi 
bilingga 
balnya -rra 
bilnyi-rr 
balu-mak 
bagili-gi 
balwar-iny a-!}a!} 
balpar-nya-Jdging 
bal war-ma.K 
balpar-gi 
gurujtji-gi 
baJanga wy a -nmak 
bajangaw-dji-gi 
baJarra 
bajarra 
baJdjurriy,a -nmak 
bajdjurr-dji-gi 
baJkup 
bajkup 
baJkup-ya-·ng 
bajkup-dji-gi 
b aJmartji-ya -ng 
bajmanjiJtjigi 
baJmarrk 
bajmarrk 
baJngbaJng 
bijbajing 
baJngbaJngyu-mak 
bijbaj-dji-gi 
bijbajdj-nyir-dji-gi 
baJpaJ 
bajpaj 
baJpu-mak 
bajpi-gi 
djijidjij 
baman 
baman 
baman pirr ngayil 
baman pirr bijkirr 
baman- wirriy 
bijkirr-bi 
baman wirriy 
bamanpi 
bamaluka 
bamaJuka 
batjikaji 
bam barr 
bambarr 
bampay 
bambay 
Banambarrm urr 
Banambarridji 
ban bala 
ngunyili 
banbim 
girr-ban 
girrgima 
bandayama 
bandayama 
ban garriyi-n 
mu?-murtji-mi 
ban garriyi-nmi 
mu?-murtji-mi 
ban djurram yula 
djadjiri 
banim birr 
banimbirr 
-banmi (?)  
-nyir-bi 
-banmi D 
-ban 
ba!}gany 
baggany 
ba!}ganyyi-rrak 
baggany-dji-dji 
ba!}ganga-k 
gunydjirri 
ba!}ga -ngi 
gigagiga 
ba!}gitj 
baggitj 
banydja-nmak 
buyi-gi 
banyin-mak 
balidji 
banyu 
inma 
bangara-mak 
bangari-gi 
bangari-mak 
djujng-miy-gi 
banggama tj 
banggamatj 
bangya -nmak 
bugarrmidji 
bapurrurr 
bapurrurr 
bararra 
barrara 
bararrk 
bangguj 
bararrk 
bari 
maggigiging 
bari-mak 
bar-gi 
bariyana  
bardjining 
barra 
barra 
irr 
barrp u-mak 
barrpi-gi 
barr walp ulung-yu-mak 
barrbilpiling-dji-gi 
barrwag 
barr wag 
b a tja -nmak, batji-nmak 
batji-gi 
batji 
batji 
giya w 
ba tjparra 
batjparra 
ba wang 
ba wang 
gimirrpi 
bawul 
bawul 
bayarra 7yu-mak 
bayarra-dji-gi 
bay-b ultja-nmak 
djuy-puJtji-gi 
bigap-ani 
guyum-ban 
bigapi 
djaming 
guyumi 
bidjay 
djirrimiri 
biki 
rangan 
bila 
bilang 
bilak 
djili 
bilakmaral 
bilapilang 
bilakmaral ngalkamdja 
biJapilak ngurrum 
bilak-m urr 
djini-piJang 
bilak-m urr-ngu 
djini-pilang-mirri 
djini-pilang-ngu 
bilak ngalkamdja 
djili-kirri 
djili ngurr-gima 
bilitj-bilitj 
bilitj-bilitj 
bilkang 
bilang 
ngunu-pilang 
bilngarr 7ya-nmak 
bilngarr-dji-gi 
bila 
bila 
bili bilingyu-mak 
bili biligili-dji -gi 
bilwarr-mak 
bilwir-tji-gi 
bim ulu 
burrming 
bin bu-mak 
galaka-ngi 
bin dji-rrak 
bintji 
bindjirr garmi 
ngalkamdja 
bindjirr kirim ngurrgima 
bini 
ngunyili 
bini-pim-ani 
ngunyiJi-pm-ban 
bi-nmak 
girra-dji-gi 
binmi (YPA) 
gukidji 
bin tji-rrak 
bintji 
biggirrk 
biggirrk 
mag bing 
maM 
biggirrk-ma -nmak 
magbi-dj-nyir-dji-gi 
bigdjarra 
bigdjarra 
big djarri-ya -nmak 
bigdjarr-dji-gi 
biginygag 
biginggigi 
bingi (IMP) , 
bi-nmi (YPA) 
garri 
bingiy (IMP) 
garrk 
bira 7biraya-nmak 
birapira-dji-gi 
birapi-ril 
djam-pili-gi 
birarrirr 
biragagarr 
birarri-yi-rrak 
gitkit-dji-gi 
birarriyi-rrak 
birarrgirri-dji-dji 
biraya-nmak 
djagaw-dji-gi 
biray 7yi-nmak 
milwartjidji 
biri 
bapi 
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biri djunupangur 
bapi djunupangir 
biri wiggungur 
bapi wiIJgungir 
birkarr 
bigi]mi 
bimbugi 
birungurr 
birngarr 
birraku-m�lk 
birraku-ngi 
birralyu-mak 
birral-dj-nyir-dji-gi 
birrang 
birrang 
birrangany 
birrangany 
birranganyyu-mak 
birrangany-dji-gi 
birrbirrya oonmak 
birrbirr-dji-l?i 
birrip-pirrip 
birrip-pirrip 
birrirriya -nmak 
birrirri -dji -gi 
birrirri-ya -nyarrang 
birirri tjirring 
birrk 
birrk 
birrka 
bubali 
birrkagag 
bubalikiIJim 
bubalikiIJing 
birrka-gago-murr 
bubali-kiIJ-mirri 
birrka-gag-·ngur ABL 
bubali-kiIJ-ngir 
birrka-gag-uy ERG 
bubali-kiIJ-ngir 
birrka-gag-wu 
bubali-kiIJ-ngir-gi 
birrmirra-k 
birrmirrdji 
birruku wa 
girrgili 
biying-mak 
biliny-tji-gi 
bugugup-bugugup 
bugugup 
buguyurr 
buguyurr 
bugaga 
bugabuga 
bugug 
bu 
buka 
buka 
buki 
bumiri 
buki- bakaga 
bumir-rirrkiyan 
bukmak 
bukmak 
b uku- baJngbaJng 
bumir-bi]ba]ing 
b uku-bangari-mak 
bumir-pangari-gi 
buku-bar-mak 
bumir-par-gi 
buku bini 
ngunyil-a tjuy 
buku- big girrk 
bumir-maIJbi 
buku-giy 
bumir-giy 
buku-giya-nmak 
bumir-Jiy-dji-gi 
buku-gu wattjang 
nyiniy 
bumir-guwaJ nyinidji 
b uku-gurrm a -nmak 
bumir-tjami-gi 
bukuJ 
buka] 
buka]ing 
bukuJiJi 
bumir]i]i 
buku-Jim bak 
buku-]imbak 
b ukuJkya-n-mak 
buku]k-tji-gi 
b uk uJuJ 
buku]u] 
buku-gag-yu-mak 
bumir-giIJ-dji-dji 
b ukurr-mak 
bukurr-gi 
buku- wugga -nmak 
bumir-kirrbi-gi 
buku-wu tji 
bumir-galbi 
b uku-ya b uJu 
bumir-yabu]u 
b uku-yalwitjyi-rrak 
bumir-kalikali-gi 
bul 
bi] 
bili (interrog) 
bulanggitj 
bulanggitj 
b uJiya 
buliya 
bulb 
burri]i 
b ultja -nmak 
bultji-gi 
bultja-n - wirriy 
bultji-nir-bi 
bultja-gag 
bultji-na-kiI)ing 
bultjinmak 
bultji-gi 
bulu 
madjirri 
yili 
bulubu1 1ya-nmak 
bulubul-dji-dji 
b ulugi 
buluki 
bulu- wagbi-nyara . 
bulu-ngurrigi-nyir-bl 
bulu- wagbu-mak 
bulu-ngurri 
bulwarriya -nmak 
barrkirri-dji-dji 
bu1 7warr-mak 
buJ7warr-miy-gi 
bulalkitj- wirriy 
bujajkitj-pi 
bulga b ulga 
bujgabujga 
bulki 
buji 
bulki tj 
bujkitj 
bu] ?manytji 
buj?manydji 
bulul 
bujuj 
bulumgag 
dja
-
batjkiI)ing 
bulug b ul 
buluI)buj 
b ul ungun 
bugirri 
bulut-mak 
bir�i�-djingi-l-gi 
bulwar-mak 
rar-ki 
bulyi-n 
walwaldjigi 
wawtjigi 
bu-mak 
bagiri-dji-gi 
bu-ngi 
gal? 
galnggirr 
bumb u wiy 
gacjiy 
bun bala 
bipna 
bugapi 
bUI)api 
bugba 
bUI)ba 
bugbarr 
bUI)barr 
buggalngu 
biI)gajngu 
bugguk 
bUI)guk 
buggurr 
bUI)gurr 
b uny-ya-nmak 
buny-tji-gi 
b ungb ulnga-nmak 
bungbul-dji-gi 
bungga wa 
bunggawa 
b unggu1ya -nmak 
yitjidjidji 
b ungg u 1yi-nmak 
yitjidjidji 
b ungun 
bu 
b urb urya-nmak 
burbur-dji-gi 
b urumu 
dj ajku1cJirring 
bur walng 
rakiraking 
bur 1ya-nmak 
bur 
burraku-mak 
buyir-kiri 
b urrakungi 
birralku 
burral 
birral 
burral-amdja 
birral-gima 
burral marri wirr 
birral ingki 
b urrdjing 
burrdjing 
b urriyiyu-mak 
burrdjing-dji-gi 
burrkul-ma -k 
batjirr-giri 
b urrkulmiyal-mak 
mal-giri 
burrmalala 
burrmalila 
burr-gag 
galbi 
burrngu 
burrugu 
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burrpil-dji-nya- wirriy 
bali-nyir-bi 
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b urrpilyi-nak 
balidji 
b urrpurr-mak 
gulgul-miy-gi 
burrugil 
bidal 
b urruku-b flrruku 
burruku-burruku 
b urrumbi 
bigipiging 
b urrunga 
burrunga 
b urrup urru 
burru 
burrupurru 
b urrUp Urrll- bar-mak 
burruburru-par-gi 
b urrurru 
burrurru 
burrul-maJr 
inydji yuli 
b urryi 
burrdjing 
bul 
bul 
b u tjalak 
butjalak 
b u tjala tjamirring 
butjalatjamirring 
b u tjalak 
guJungurr 
b u tjp u 
butjpu 
b u tjp u tj 
butjbutj 
b u tjp u tjyi··rrak 
butjbutj-dji-dji 
b u tju wak 
bUl]gi-gi 
buwalbu wal-ya -nmak 
bu walbuwal-dji-gi 
bu wal 
djuJkim 
bu wala 
buwaJa 
bu wayakdji-rrak 
buwayak-dji-dji 
bu wayak-yu-mak 
buwayak-dji-gi 
buwirri 
bidal 
buyar 
buyiri 
b uyp uru 
buypuru 
b uyubuyu 
buyubuyu 
b uyubuyu-yu-mak 
buyubuyu-dji-gi 
buyumarr 
barrtji 
buyurmarr 
baJngunda 
burrngunga 
-di 
-dji 
-dil 
-Ji 
ga bagaba-ya-nmak 
gabagaba-dji-gi 
gaga 
biyalngi 
bugil]ing 
gaga w-ya -nmak 
gagaw-dji-gi 
gaga w-ya-I]al] 
gawgaw-dj-nya-kil]ing 
gaga w-yi-rrak 
gagaw-dji-dji 
gagayi-rrak 
bugil]-dji-dji 
gagiy 
djabirrmarr 
gagagagaya -nmak 
gaga gaga 
gak 
Jakagal]ga 
galgalya-nmak 
galgal-dji-gi 
gal-miy-al 
girra-dji-gi 
galpami-mak 
balibi-gi 
galwur 
gaJwur 
galwuryi-rrak 
gaJwur-dji-dji 
gamal 
gamiJi 
gamarr-mak 
gamarr-miy-gi 
gamarr-ya-nmak 
gamarr-miy-gi 
gambi 
gam bing 
gambingu 
gam bing 
gambiyu-mak 
gampiJing-dji-gi 
gambuy 
gambidji 
gamp ulung-yu-mak 
gampiJing-dji-gi 
gal]ganga 
gal]ganga 
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ganygany giltji guJbirr 
ganygany burri gujbirr 
gapi guying guJpi 
gapi giltji-ga tja wugu guJpi 
gapi-ya-nmak burrurruki guJpiyi-rrak 
gap-dji-gi giltji -gup urru-mak gujpi-dji-dji 
gap-mak burrdji gung guydjidji, guJumdjidji 
marr-gi giltji-Ja warr guJuJya-n 
gar ?gariya-nmak burri jambirring gujuj 
birrmirrdji gil tjim urr gunggungdji-nmak 
garrarra burring gunggung-dji-gi 
garrarra giJtja-nmak gunggung-miy-ing 
garrarr-mak riki-dji (IMP) 
garrarr-miy-gi gimbi-yu-mak gunggung-dji-gi 
garriyin gimbi-dj-nyir-dji-gi gunggungya-nmak 
batjbatj gilgiy gunggung-dji-gi 
garrka-nmak giJgiy gungurru 
buJ-tji-gi giygiya -nmak barJ 
garrk-mak gitji-gi gup-mak 
buJ-nyir-dji-gi giygiy-dji-gi giI)gimi-gi 
rindi-gi gubitja -nmak gupug 
ga wga w-mak gubitji-gi gUP8IJ 
ga wga w-miy-gi gubugubi- tja -nmak jarradjidja 
ga wka -mak gubugubu-tji-gi gurkgurk 
rjak gubugubuk rjurkrjurk 
cjapiji-dji-gi cjubucjubuk gurriya-nmak 
ga wka -mi-nya- wirriy gubuk yawngi-dji 
cjapiji-dj-nyir-bi cjubuk gurrku wa -k 
ga wurr gu ?guma -ng ra-gi 
gaI)bajatj gutji-gi guluma-nmak 
guyili gugu cjutji-gi 
ga wurrbu-mak cjugu gutj 
baJbaJ-tji-gi gugugugu-ya -nmak cjutj 
cja wurr-djarra-k cjugucjugu-dji-gi gu warr 
badji-djirridji gu}? cjuwarr 
ga w?ya-nmak cjuj? dja barrka -nmak 
cjaw7-dji-gi gug baya-nmak djabarrk-dji-gi 
gigigigi-yi-n gilitjili-gi dja barrkgag 
gigigigi-dji-gi dj a barr kgiI)ing 
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dja barrk- wanga -k 
djabarrk- wa,ngi-dji 
djaga w?ya-·nmak 
djagaw 
dja djugitj 
djadjugitj 
djaga-djap-mak 
djaga-djingi-l-gi 
djagadji-n mak 
djaga-dji-gi, djaka-dji-gi 
djaganda 
djaganda 
djagar 
djagaj 
djagar- wa11 bu-mak 
djagij-ngurri 
djagu1pa 
djagujpa 
djaka 
djaka 
djakal 
djal 
Djakala wLrrka 
Djakalabirri 
djakal-gam bi 
djal-gambing 
gal bi -gam bi ng 
djakal-gamp ulung 
djal-gampiJing 
djakal-ran i 
djal-rani 
djakal- wali 
djal-wali 
djaka1ag 
ngambujgiIJing 
djaka1anggarr 
djakirri 
djakagag 
djagagiIJing 
djakay 
djakiy 
djaki 
djapi 
djaki-mungun 
djapi-mungan 
djakirrdji-nmak 
bat 
gatji-gi 
gattji-gi 
dj akmarr arr a 
djakmarrarra 
djalangag 
djiJang 
djalatjang 
djalatjang 
djalbun-mak 
djalbini-gi 
djaldjalyang 
djaldjal 
djalgu 
mirgi 
mirkng 
djalgudju-rrak 
mirgidjidji 
djaJi 
djuli 
mirgi 
mirkng 
djalim-yu-mak 
djalim-dji-gi 
djaliyi-rrak 
mirgidjidji 
djalkar-mak 
djalir-gi 
gugaj 
djalng 
djal 
djalng 
djal+ngarri 
djal-ngurri 
djalngdji-rrak 
djalng-dji-dji 
djalnginy 
matjaj 
Djalnginymirringa 
Djalinymirri 
djalngi-rrak 
djalng-dji-dji 
dja1inydja1 
djijinydjaj 
dja1karang 
djajrurr 
dja1kar-mak 
rirrtji-gi 
dja1kiri-mak 
rirrtji-gi 
dja1 wirrirriya-nmak 
djaJwirrirr-dji-gi 
djama 
djama 
djamadju-mak 
djama-dji-gi 
djama-gag-yarr-nguru 
djama-giIJing-mirrpili-gi 
djamaIJgarr 
manyigani 
djamayu-mak 
djama-dji-gi 
djambaku 
djambaku 
djambatj 
djambatj 
djam bi-yu-mak 
djambi-dji-gi 
djamun um un 
djamunumun 
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djamurr munydjal djarraJb u-mak 
giji wurrwarr djanguny djirrijbi-gi 
jugbu djanguny djarratjarra 
djamurr 'rib cage' djapany djarratjarra 
biji wurrwarr djapinying majawurru 
djan djapigi djarra tj-mak 
djin djapigi giyka-ngi 
djanabu djap-mak djarrbarbar 
gamarran djingiri-gi djarrbarbar 
djana-ny malimdji-gi djarrbu-nmak 
djani-nyi djap urrdju-mak burr-djutjdjutj-dji-gi 
djan . gi 7ya -nmak manya-ng djarrdjarr-ya -nmak 
gurkirr-gi djap urryu-mak djarrdjarr-dji-gi 
djan .gi 7-ya -nmak manya-ng djarribir 
djan.gi-tji-gi djara wajirr 
djani djagijwari djarribir 7-djang 
djani djaragi magngibirri 
djani-kar djirrimiri djarridjarri-ya -ngu 
djanng-ar djarak but 
djani-kung djarak djarrk 
djanng-ang djara-nga -nmak djarrk 
djani-kuru djiri-ngil-gi djarrka 
djan-ki djarangguJk-yu-mak djarrka 
djani-ny djarrngu-tji-gi djarrkdjarrk 
djani-nyi djara w djarrkdjarrk 
djan u -kung djajk djarrkuI 
djanng-ang djari-m'ak djarrkut 
dja1) b uJ-dja1] buJ gap djarrma 
djagbuj-djagbuj gulk djarrma 
djany+arr djar-mak djarrma-ga gung 
djinyi+rr djar-gi djarrma-bigi 
djanyarr djarngguJk djarrmar 
butjiy mani ngirki 
D j any arr birrik djaru-ng djarr nya-mak 
Djanyirrbirri djayi-gi djarr nya-ngi 
-djang djar wirrlingyu-mak djarrpaJ 
bildjirri djarbirrgili-dji-gi gaggi 
djanggu djarra-k djarrpaJ-djunga -nmak 
djanggu djirri-dji gaggi yirrpi-gi 
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djarrpaJ-m uduJ 
ga paj-mirrpi Ii 
djarrpaJ- wirriy 
gil)(ji-bi 
dja tja 
djatja 
dja wal 
dja wal 
garak 
dja waldjana -mak 
djumiji-tjatji-gi 
dja wal-ginga-k 
bungtji-gi 
dja walkitj 
dja walkitj 
dja wal-nYB!-mak 
garak-nya-nl? 
dja war-yi-ll 
dja war 
dja war-yi-nmak 
dja war-dji-dJi 
dja wuku -lItak 
djami-gi 
dja wuJpa 
djagujpa 
djayaJ 
bajdji 
djayaj 
djayaJ-amclja 
djaya]-gima 
djay djuJkyan 
djay djuJkim 
djay ga tja-nmak 
djay-gatji-gi 
djay-murr 
djaydjaying 
djayurrkyurrk 
djayurrkdjurrk 
djaywar-mak 
yani 
djay- wurtja -nmak 
djay-wuywuy-dji-gi 
djibu  
djibu 
djibuy 
djibuy 
djikada 
djikacja 
djikdjikkal-mak 
gi]igi]i-tji-gi 
djilaku 
djilaku 
djil-ya-nmak 
djil-dji-gi 
djiJ- tja-nmak 
djij-tji-gi 
djimil]di 
djimilxJi 
djimuku 
djimuku 
djimurru 
djimurru 
djina +kal-imdja 
djini-pan-gima 
djina+kal-yarr 
djini-pili 
djina +kal-yarr-pim 
djini-wili-pm 
djinak+ani 
djinipan 
djin ba 
djaming 
djindjalma 
djindjalma 
djiniku-pani 
djini-mirri 
djininy 
djining 
djininy-mala 
djini-wili 
djininy-mala-k 
djini-wil-angi 
djininy-mala +ny 
djini-wili-tji 
djininy ngalkamdja 
djini ngurrgima 
djini-ngur-pani 
djin-ngir-pm 
djini-ngur yipi 
djin-ngir yipi 
djinipuy 
djaming 
djinirpa -ny 
djini7djining 
djinirpa-ny 
djil]i 
djinirpa -ny-pim 
djini-pm 
djil] 
djil] 
djinygurrurr 
balnggi]i 
djinygurrurryi-rrak 
balnggi-dji-dji 
djinyinydjarrak 
djinyinydjarrak 
djip-mak 
djip 
yirrpi-gi 
djirang ?djirang-l]al] 
djirrdjarring 
djir ?maka-nmak 
djir7mak-dji-gi 
djirriti-mak 
djiti-gi 
djirritjirrinydj a 
djirritjirri 
djirrkiny 
nyiknyik 
djirrpaga 
bigaga 
djil 
djiI 
djiwarr 
Varni 
djiwirrdji-nmak 
djirri-dji 
djiwirrtji-nmak 
wayku-ngi 
djiwirr ?ya-nmak 
djirri-dji 
djiwirr ?-ya-nmak 
but 
djiyagag 
bujping 
djiyi 
djidji 
djubaya -nmak 
djuk-marr-gi 
djub urr 
djuburr 
djub urrag 
djuburrgiving 
djuburr- b ultja-nmak 
djuburr-pultji-gi 
djuburr djunupa 
djuburr djunupa 
djuburr marali-gag 
djuburr mayali-giving 
djugap gurrku wa-k 
djugup ra-gi 
djugapya -nmak 
djugap-dji-gi 
djugitj 
djugitj 
yilimirri 
djugitj- wirriy 
djugitj-ping 
djudju-gar-mak 
djudju-ga-ng 
djudju- war-mak 
djudju-ga-ng 
djukaJ 
djukaj 
djukarra+m 
gadjigirri-ng(i) 
djukurr 
gadjigarr 
djuJ 
midjirri 
djuJaJ 
gijiwijim, gijiwijing 
djuJaJ- wirriy 
gijiwija-pi 
djuJdjuJ-yu-tnak 
djujdjuj-dji-gi 
djuJka-n -mak 
bangari-gi 
djuJka -nmak 
djujng-dji-gi 
djuJkumi 
djujkim 
djuJkum u 
gabirring 
djuJugu 
djujugu 
djuJudjuJu-ya -nmak 
djujudjuju-dji-gi 
djuJurrya-nmak 
yigili-gi 
djumala 
djumala 
djum balya -nmak 
djumbal-tji-gi 
djum bal-ya -nmak 
djun-dji-gi 
djundjarr 
djundjarr 
djun ungguyangu 
djunungguyangu 
djun upa  
djunupa 
djun upa -yu-mak 
djitdjin-dji-gi 
djunupa-dji-gi 
djunga 
buming 
djunga 
-djunga-nmak 
-djingi-l-gi 
djungany-pim bagak 
djunga-pm bigak 
djunga-pim 
djunga-pm 
djunga wugapa-na 
+ru w  
djunga yigili-nyir-gi 
djunga -yi-rrak 
djunga-dji-dji 
djunggay 
djunggay 
djunggay-mirring 
djunggay-pili 
djunggay-p uli 
djunggay-pili 
djunggi 
djunggi 
gurrtji 
djunggi mak 
djunggi mak 
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djunggu 
bulmu!]u 
djungulu 
djunguju 
djuri 
bunyan 
djuri-balp�llp u -mak 
bunyin-ba!]p.i-gi 
djuri-djakall 
bunyan-djal 
djuri-djunr +ngur 
bunyin-dji-pm 
djuri niy djip-mak 
gar-mak 
bunyi+nydji yirrpi kiri 
djurra 
djurra 
djurr-amdja 
djurr 
djurrkugu-mak 
djurrkugu-miy-gi 
djurru-maJ� 
djurr-gi, dju.rri 
dju#djili 
djuJidjuJu 
dju#djilingi 
djuJidjuJu 
dju tjtju tj 
djuy 
djuwali 
djuli 
dju wayka 
djuwayka 
ga 
girri 
gagak 
gagiJi 
gagal-djunga-nmak 
djirrijbi-gi 
gagaman 
gagaman 
-gagung 
-bi!]i 
gagung 
wana 
gagungdji-rrak 
wanadjidji 
gagungdju-mak 
wanadjigi 
gagung-pim 
gigidjirring 
gagungudji-rrak 
djurr-gi, djurri 
gagungyi-rrak 
wan a djidji 
gagungyu -mak 
wanadjigi 
gagu wgaguw 
gaguwgaguw 
ga dji-nmak 
witji-gi 
gaga 
guwa 
gaka warr 
gakawarr 
gala djarr 
galadjarr 
galitjarr 
gibilbal 
girrabiji 
galiwurr 
birrarri 
galiy 
galiy 
galka 
galk 
galka -nmak, 
galki-nmak 
gali-ki 
galki 
ngidjirrkngi 
galki-ril 
ngidjirrigi-li 
galngagag 
galngayngu 
galngarrarra-ya -nmak 
galngarrarra-dji-gi 
galngi 
galngi 
galngi-biggirrk 
galngi-ma!] bi 
galngibiraya-nmak 
galngibira 
galngi bulanggitjyi 
-rrak 
galngi bulanggitj-dji-dji 
galngi-giy ?giy 
galngi-giy?giy 
gal ?ngu 
galkngu 
galyarra 
galikali 
galamug 
girraja 
galanyan 
gajanyan 
galang-gag 
jayki!]-gi!]ing 
gaJ ?gal-mak 
gaj?gaj-miy-gi 
galigali 
gajigaji 
gali tjirringu 
gajitjirring 
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gaJiwarr gagi gar-baggarrk 
gajiwarr galli gar-baI)garrk 
gaJkaJu-mak ganydjarr gar-garJul 
wayku-ngi ganydjarr gar-garjut 
gaJmarr ganydjarr gagung gar-gurriyala 
gajmarr ganydjirr-biI)i gar-gurriyili 
gaJngbuy ganga-k gari 
gajngbuy birru-gi gari 
gaJp ang gaparra gari-bag garrk 
gajpang gapirri baI)cjarr 
gaJut gapi gari-mak 
gajut djurumuj gar-gi 
gaJu wu-mak gapi gari-pani 
gijibi-gi gapi djagar gari-pm 
gam gapi djagaj gari-wakal-mak 
gima gapi gundjalng gar-wali-ki 
ga-mak gapi djaJgi garkambarr 
ga-ngi gapi-m ugu bacjayaJa 
gamug unggu gapi-mugu garkara-k 
gamuI)unggu gapi-gag gukirri-dji 
gamurr gapiI)ing garkman 
gamurr gapi-nyarrang gajtjining 
gana gapi-nyirring gar-mak 
yarim gapi-nguy giri 
ga n angalkngalk gapi-nguy jarr 
ganingaJkngaJk gapiri-mak gar-maluk 
gan dayala gapi-gu-ngi gar-maliri 
gandayaJa gapir-mak garpag 
gandji gapir-gi garpaI) 
gandji gap ula garu-gurriyal 
gaI)ambi gapuJa gar-gurryili 
giI)imbi garabak gar-ya -nmak 
ga1]angarra wuyimbaj gar-dji-gi 
djaI) buj-djaI) buj gara-mak garr 
gaI)angarra giri garr 
ga1]ay garam bak garrany-dja -nmak 
gaI)aJ wuyimbaj galiyi-gi 
gaggaJpurru garapa 
gaI)cjajpurru garapa 
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garrapi-nm!ak 
garrpi-gi 
garrarrk 
yagirri 
garrarrka-mak 
buygung 
garray 
buJaI 
garrayarr 
garrayarr 
garray-mal'c 
guwu 
garraywurumi-mak 
bunyin djiti··gi 
garriyu wa 
garriyuwa 
garrka tdji 
garrkatdji 
garrkuJuk 
garrkujuk 
garrma -nmak, 
garrmi-nmak 
gami-gi 
garrpa-nmak 
garrpi-gi 
garrpu-ng ( IMP) 
garrbiJ 
garrung 
garrung 
garrurrurr 
garrurrurr 
galpurr 
gaJpurr 
galtja -nmak 
gaJtji-gi 
ga tja -nmak 
baJ 
gatji-gi 
ga tja wudu 
gurrugurru 
ga warrka 
gawarrka 
ga warrka wirriy 
mUlJibi 
ga wirarr 
gawirarr 
ga wiy 
bucji 
gaya 
biligi 
gaya-nmak 
witji-gi 
gaya-nmak, 
gadji-nmak 
bugiji-gi 
gaya wirriy 
bamanpi 
bujajkitj-pi 
gaya- wirriy 
gay-ping 
gayit 
gayit 
gaynggarr 
gaynggarr 
gaypu-mak 
gaypi-gi 
gibidipi 
gibidipi 
gikanggi 
gikanggi 
giku wa 
gikuwa 
gila -nmak 
giJgi-rr-gi 
gilgi-nmak 
birrgili 
gilgi-rr-gi 
giJarrp ulnguy 
wana-pili-mirring 
gimnyarr 
gimnyarr 
gimnyarra 
gimnyirri 
giIJdi 
g81Jcji 
giIJdi-ra-na- wirriy 
bananydjarr 
giIJ diril-mak 
gilJgiIi 
giIJgiIJ 
gilJgilJ 
ginydji 
butjiri 
ginydji-djanguny-IJaIJ 
butjir-djanguny-gilJing 
ginydji-djarrkul 
butjir-djarrkuJ 
ginydji-ga tja wugu 
butjir-gurrugurru 
ginydji-guJiyirr-IJaIJ 
bu tjir-baIpir-gilJing 
ginydji-marnggi 
bu tjir-marnggi 
ginydji-migi 
bu tjir-djumijing 
ginydji-migiyi-rrak 
bu tjir-dj umiji-dji -dji 
ginydji niy baJpu-mak 
butjir inydji kungi 
ginydji-IJaIJ-yu-mak 
butjir-gilJ-dji-gi 
ginga-k 
gingi-dji 
girirri 
gugurri 
girri 
girri 
girrili-mak 
mini 
girriJik 
gata 
girriJik 
gugitjimarr 
girri-mirring 
girri-pili 
girriny-dja-nmak 
girriny-tji-gi 
girri-ya-nmak 
girri-dji-gi 
girrkirrkun u 
girrkiJing 
giybalu w  
gapiI)ing 
giyi 
giyi 
giyinga-k 
gingi-dji 
giykiny-dja -nmak 
garpi-gi 
giykinydja-n -nyarrang 
garpi-nyirring 
giyngarranya -ng 
gidjirri-ngi-l-gi 
giyngurra -k 
marrngirrdji 
guba-k 
gubi-dji 
gubutju 
gubugu 
madjawurr 
gub utju+mdja 
gubugu 
gutjarr 
gugarr 
malipmalir 
maliri 
gutjitjinirri 
gugitjirri 
gutji ?yi-nmak 
gugi-tj-nyir-dji-gi 
gutjurrguk 
gugurrki 
guJukuJung 
gudjuw 
gudjuw 
gulmangu 
gulmigi 
gUlmangu-pani 
gulmi-ngim 
gulmangu-ru- w 
gulmi-gir-ki 
gulmangu-yarr 
gulm-aw 
gulmig-uw 
gulmi-wili-ngi 
guJang 
burji 
guJanggag 
bugi bugigili 
guJa wurr 
guJawurr 
guJiny 
gam UI) unggu 
guJinydjarr 
guJiyirri 
baJpir 
guJiyirri1]a1] 
baJpir giI)ing 
guJki 
guJurwi 
guJkiy 
ran.gu 
guJkmig 
guJkmiI) 
guJku 
guJku 
guJ-mak 
guJ 
guJ-miy-gi 
guJtja 
djayarr 
guridji 
guJtja ngambuJ 
djayarr ngirgi 
guJu 
guJu 
guJuminya 
guJuminy 
guJun -tjambi 
garngarri 
guJug 
budjirri 
guJu1] bulanggitjyi 
-rrsk 
budjirr marrkap-dji-dji 
guJug gatja-nmak 
budjirr gatji-gi 
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guJU1] manymakyi-rrak 
budjirr bUlil-dji-dji 
guJu1]-mirring 
budjirr-pili 
guJu1]-mu1] ungu 
budjirr-muI)ing 
guJug niy bar-mak 
budjirr inydji par-gi 
guJug-girrp-mak 
budjirr-I)irrp-miy-gi 
gulug-nguJbitj 
budjirr-nguymiI) 
guJug-pim 
budjirr-pm 
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guJugugi ngaya-k 
budjirrgi ngadji-dji 
guJug- wayirra 
budjirr-wayirri 
guJug- wayirra-gag 
budjirr- wayirri-gil)ing 
guJya-nmak 
gujdji-gi 
guJyi-rrak 
gujdjidji 
gumang 
gurrubirbir 
gurrumba 
gumburr 
bil)iny 
gumbirri 
gumburr biJanydji 
bijandji 
gumb urr-m ungun 
gumbirr-mutlgan 
gumir 
gumiring 
gundjalng 
gurriykurriy 
gugb urrk 
gUl)burrk 
guggur-ya -Jrjmak 
gUl)gir-dji-gi 
gugdjalnyi-rrak 
djalgi-dji-dji 
gugdjalng 
djaJgi 
djaJkngi 
girrkirrmirring 
gugdjal-yu-mak 
djalgi-dj-nyir-dji-gi 
guggi 
gUl)gi 
guggi- baJpu-mak 
gUl)gi baJpi-gi 
guggi biJya-nmak 
gUl)gi bijdji-gi 
guggi gambi 
gUl)gi gam bing 
guggi garrka-nmak 
gUl)gi bUJ-nyir-dji-gi 
guggi djarrkuJ 
gUl)gi djarrkuJ 
guggi djip-mak 
gUl)gi yirrpi-gi 
guggi-djup unma-nmak 
gUl)kurtji-gi 
guggi marrayar-ya 
-nmak 
gUl)gi marrayar-dji-gi 
gU1Jgi-gag-yu-mak 
gUl)gi-gil)-dji-gi 
guggira wa 
gUl)gijijing 
guggirilyu-mak 
gUl)gili 
guggi wutji 
gUl)gi galbi 
gU1Jgi yaku 
gUl)gi yaku 
guggun 
gUl)gan 
gugguyu-mak 
gurtji-gi 
gugi 
gUIJi 
gU1Ji gagung 
gUl)i-bil)i 
gUl)ir 
gUl)arr 
gUl)i-yi-rrak 
gUl)i-dji-dji 
gU1Jmul 
djambirrgi 
gUl)mal 
gunydjarra 
gunydjirri 
gunydjarrak D 
gunydjirri 
gunggayu -mak 
gunggadji-gi 
gupay 
djirrbaj 
gup urr 
biri 
gupurr-baJngpaJng 
bir-bij bajing 
gupurr- big girrk 
bir-mal)bi 
bir-maM 
gup urr-djararrk 
bir-djararrk 
gupurr-djunga 
bir-djunga 
gup urrdjunga-nmak 
bir-yirrpi-gi 
gup urr-gagaman 
bir-gagaman 
gup urr-gaJmarran 
bir-gajmarr katji-gi 
gupurr ga tja-nmak 
bir gaJtji-gi 
gup urr-ga tja-nmak 
bir-gatji-gi 
gup urriya -nmak 
bir-kiri 
gup urr-g akam 
bir-l)ami 
gup urru-mak 
gunggatji-gi 
gu-ngi 
gupirr-gu-ngi 
gupurr- wapira-k 
bir-yulgungi 
gupurr- warrarra 
bir-warrarra 
gup urr-ya b uJu 
bir-yabuju 
gup urr-yarr-pani 
bir-mirrpili-pm 
gurak 
guraki 
gurak gurrkuwa-k 
guraki ra-gi 
gurak gurrpa-nmak 
guraki gurrpi-gi 
gurak wanga-k 
guraki wangidji 
gurini 
gurrtjirtjir 
guringi1) 
djarwarri 
gurubuk 
gujagi 
gurriyu-kurriyu-mak 
gurrku-ngi 
gurrka1)angarr 
gurrka1)angarr 
gurrki1)i1) 
gurrkiI)ing 
gurrkurr 
gurrkarr 
gurrkurrma -nmak 
birrpirru-gi 
gurrma -nmak 
djami-gi 
gurrm ul 
gurrmal 
gurrm ulya -nmak 
gurrmil-dji-gi 
gurrmu1) 
ngirrtjnyakiI)ing 
gurrmu1) ' fire ' 
djunggi 
gurrnguJ bi1)girrk 
djilang-maI)bing 
gurrpa-nmak 
gujuku-ng 
gurrp uJu 
gurrpuju 
gurru-kurru-ng 
gu?-kurr-gi 
gurrulk 
gurrulk 
gurrulk miyalk 
gurrulk mUI)gi 
gurrumu 
gurrumu 
gurrung 
gurrung 
gurrupa -nmak 
gurrkurrpi-gi 
gurrupa-nmak, 
gurrupi-nmak 
gurrpi-gi 
gurrurruk 
gurrurruk 
gurru/i 
gurruli 
gurruli-1)a1) 
gurruli -giI)ing 
gurrulu 
gurruli 
gurrulu-1)a1) 
gurruli-giI)ing 
gurru wiling 
gurrubiliny 
gurru wiJi 
bapi 
gutjarr ga tja-nmak 
djay-gatji-gi 
guwa bi 
bapiji 
gu wa-k 
gubi-dji 
gu wang 
bapiji 
gu wang-ngu 
bapiji-ngu 
gu wangpim 
bapijipm 
guway1)a1) 
bagga 
gu way-1)a1) 
gar-giI)ing 
gu wiy (IMP) 
bay? 
guwu 
guwu 
guya 
guyi 
guya-nmak 
gUI)gi batji-gi 
guyi 
guyi 
guyirr1-yi-n 
gudjirr-dji-dji 
guykuy 
giyany 
guyuka -nmak 
djuk-marr-gi 
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-imdja 
-gima 
ka ! 
kat 
-ka +ny 
-ngiri-nyi 
-kany 
-ngi-nyi 
-nyi 
-kar (on pronouns) 
-ngir-
-kay 
-aw 
-kir 
-ngir 
-kuru 
-gi 
lim 
lim 
li-mak 
mini 
limala-ny 
limili-ny, inmili-ny 
limila 
limala, in mila 
liny 
liny 
linyala 
linyila, inyi1<1 
linyala-ny 
linyili-ny, inyili-ny 
lip a lip a 
lipalipa 
litj 
iltja 
li tj-nyi, iJtj-nyi 
lamu-djunga -nmak 
jamu-dji-gi 
langgarr 
janggarr 
langya -nmak 
jang-tji-gi 
laparr 
japarr 
laparra 1yu-n 
muptj 
lapitji-gag 
japitji-giI)ing 
lap-mak 
jap-miy-gi 
lapya-nmak 
jap giri 
larrdji-nmak 
galmi-dji 
larrdji-nmak, 
larriya -nmak 
djirrijbi-gi 
larriya-nmak 
galmi-dji 
la tju 
jatju 
la warr 
jambirring 
laya-nmak 
jay-dji-gi 
laylay 
jay jay 
laylaya -nmak 
jayjay-dji-gi 
laytjin 
jaytjin 
lila wka -nmak 
gilgilngirri -dj i -dj i 
lim bik 
jimbik 
lirri 
gapajaj 
li wli w-mak 
jiw 
jiw-miy-gi 
lula tji-rrak 
jujatjidji 
lunggurrma 
junggurrma 
lurridja 
galgal 
lurrku 
guji 
gujing 
1 urrk un 
gandarr 
jurrkan 
lurrkun-djaga -mak 
mal-djattji-gi 
lurrkun-gapi 
mal-gapi 
lurrkun -gar-mak 
mal-giri 
lurrkug bul 
bilawili 
lurrku-yi-rrak 
guji-tji-dji 
lu wal-mak 
galal-tji-gi 
ma? 
rna? 
-ma 
-dji 
mabugal 
mabugaj 
magakarritj 
magakarritj 
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ma gakarritjdji-rrak maltja-nmak manymak 
macjakarritjtjidji maltji-gi 1aytjuw 
ma gakarritji-rrak maltjaga manymak 
macjakarritjtjidji bininggili manymak-dju-mak 
ma gayin maluk manymak-dji-gi 
macjayin maliri manym ak-yi-rrak 
magiwi munyi manymak-dji-dji 
mirrdjing mal- walt jag manymak-y u-mak 
magu wiy mal-mayurrk manymak-dji-gi 
micjipi1i mal 'ya-nmak map u  
madjika maltji-gi giyi 
gurrpucju maliyi mapu-gag-yi-rrak 
madjirr minarr giy-gig-dji-gi 
djirrk malki marali 
magaya ngirimbiy mayali 
magaya mama -nmak, maram 
makarrla mami-nmak magim 
makarrla galbu-ngi mari 
mala mamin gunyambi 
mala bupigi mara1kur 
mal-gapi m amin -nyarrang marnggi 
mal-gapi bupiI)i-nyirring marnggi 
malgarrama -nmak manarr marr 
garrwur-dji-gi minarr marr 
maliya manda -nmak marra gibarr 
maliya baJ cjibarr 
maliyi manda -nmak, marrakigi 
gu1kmiI) mandi-nmak mapa1 
gurtji-gi, marrgi 
malk marrap 
malk mandi-nmak miri 
baJ marrarraka-n-mak malkaga 
malkaI)a mani badji- wangidji 
mani marrbi-nmak malkurya-nmak 
malkur-dji-gi mani-bar-mak marrbi-gi 
burri-par-gi marr-bulanggitj-dji malnga 
malngiri manyi -nya- wirriy 
wurgi marr-bulanggitj-nyir-bi 
-maltjani 
-mirrpili 
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marr- bulanggi tj-yi 
-rriy 
marr-bulanggitj-dji-yi 
marr-burrajHJag-yi 
-rrak 
marr-pirral-kig-dji-dji 
marrga 
marrga 
marrgaka-ng 
marrka-ngi 
marri mirka 
balaypalay 
marringi 
mirringi 
marriyang 
marriyang 
marrkarrtjay 
mapa1 
marrkutjag 
mapa1giging 
marrkutju 
mapa1 
marrkurr 
mapa1 
marrngirra ··k 
marrngirrdji 
marrtji 
giri 
marr wagal-mak 
marr baltji-gi 
ma way-dji-.nya 
-wirriy 
bu1ki-nyir-bi 
ma wayi-rrak 
bu1kidji 
maygi 
guyi 
maypal 
mayngi 
maypal 
mayurrk 
mayurrk 
mitji 
djami1i 
djumiJing 
mitjidju-mak 
migibi-gi 
mitjipi 
djaming 
mitjiyu-mak 
migibi-gi 
miku 
gigimigi 
girriwal 
mil 
mil 
mila -mak 
marrka-ngi 
mili-ki 
mila wuy 
bandayama 
mil-balngbalng-nyi 
-rrak 
mil-bi1ba1-dji-dji 
mil-ga-mak 
mil-ga-ngi 
milgu-mak 
rarrtjilkung 
milipi 
bapi 
mil-kaldji-nmak 
yulgu-ngi 
milkalyi-nmak 
bur 
milka-mak 
marrbi-gi 
mil-karrwa-nmak 
mil-1irrpi-gi 
mil-kirrbi-nmak 
mil-1irrpi-gi 
milapgag 
djini guyimi 
minini 
midji 
mininik 
midji-gir-ki 
migtjirryi-nmak 
bigaykang 
miggu-mak 
galng-galng-dji-gi 
miggu-ngi 
minyirranyu-mak 
malupu-ngi 
mira wuy 
giguyngu 
mirka 
bilay 
mirka-ril 
balay-ili 
mirka- wani 
balaypalay 
mirriki 
biri 
mirril-mak 
mirrbili 
-mirring 
-pili 
-miy-
-miy-, -ruir-
miyalk 
miyilk 
mugul 
djiging 
murrbigi 
m ukdjiya-nmak 
mukdjigi 
m ukul 
mukuj 
m ukujk 
bapipi 
bawupi 
m ukulk- ung 
bawupa-r 
m uk ul uk 
gurapala 
m ukya -nmak 
djarribi-dji-dji 
mulkurr-ra -na- wirriy 
murr-randi-nir-bi 
m ulk urryun 
budjirrminy 
m ultjalnya 
mulngi 
mujkurr 
budjirri 
mun a tja 
djaltji 
munatja 
m un uk 
minini 
m unu-mak 
mini 
m un un u  
midji 
mugmi 
mugi 
m unydjurrng 
bamburr 
m unyurr 
burtjal 
m unyurryi-rrak 
burtjil-dji-dji 
m unyurryu-mak 
burtjil-dji-gi 
m ungbu-mak 
gupidjidji 
mungun 
mungan 
m ungun birriy 
mugibi 
muri 
djamunumun 
murmurag 
murmur-dj-nyiri-ng 
m ur ?mur-ya-nmak 
murmur-dji-gi 
-murr 
-mirri 
m urruka 
mirrpmi 
-naru-w 
-nir-gi 
naw 
nibi, libi 
nawala 
nibila, libila, inbila 
na wala -ny 
nibili-ny, inbili-ny, 
libili-ny 
-na- wirriy 
-nir-bi 
niy 
inydji 
niy bangari-mak 
inydji bangari-gi 
niy biringgiyu-mak 
binyga-dji-gi 
biringgi-dji-gi 
niy bultja-nmak 
inydji bultji-gi 
niy buJul-mak 
inydji birrin-djingil-gi 
niy giliny-nya-ngi 
bapi+nydji nya-ngi 
gakam 
djiwarr 
gami 
gaki 
bambuji 
-gag- PROP 
-gig-, -gigimi, -gigingi 
gala-k 
burrtjirr-dji 
gikanmi 
djigi 
g ikirrm any 
ngun umi, djiningi 
!!ilim 
murrurrt 
gim burr 
bugirri 
ginini 
ginini 
gipirri 
buku 
girr?ya-nmak 
guway girr-dji-gi 
gitgi 
gujupag 
gugugi 
gumpgum 
g udjirrgu-mak 
gunydjirri 
guki 
gu 
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guki yalkuwagbu-mak 
gu djarrtjirr ngurridji 
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-ny (7 )  
-tji 
-nya 
-nyir 
nya bilkang 
nyabini 
nya djun uk 
nyadji 
nyagi 
nyimi 
nyagidji 
nyili 
nyakalng 
nyabini 
nyakalng J'lgun upilak 
nyabini nguJ1upiJang 
nya -kuru 
nyim-ki 
nyaliyukany 
warngarriny 
nyalung 
wari 
nyalung 
wiji 
nyalung-mi'rring+uy 
wira-pil-ngir 
nyal ung-nyarr 
wira-wili 
nya-mak 
nya-ngi 
nyami 
nyimi 
nyami- wirriy 
nyim-pi 
nyamu-wu 
nyim-ki 
nyan 
nyani 
nyan-bi 
nyani-bi 
nyan -gung 
nyanng-angi 
nyan-guru 
nyan-ki 
nyani 
nyani 
nyan -kung 
nyanng-angi 
nyan-kuru 
nyan-ki 
nyan -nyi 
nyani-nyi 
nyangnya-ng 
djaga-dji-gi, djaka-dji-gi 
-nyarrang 
-nyirring 
nyarrka 
nyibirri 
-nya-wirriy 
-nyir-bi 
nyaya-k 
ngadji-dji 
nyayi 
nyili 
nyibirrik 
nyibirri 
nyin a-k 
nyini-dji 
nyin akbanmi 
nyini-nyir-bi 
nyin uk 
nyadji 
nyinga 
djindjalma 
nyinga 
-nyir, -ir 
-dji 
nyirri 
nyali-ngi 
-ny (on pronouns) 
-nyi 
nyu 
inma 
nyu -kung 
nyung-ung 
nyu-kuru 
nyun-ki 
nyuIa-ny 
lidj-nyi 
ngilidj-nyi, ngiJdj-nyi 
nyuli 
ngiJidji 
nyuIu-kuru 
ngiJidji-ki, ngiJdji-ki 
nyumala 
nyimila 
nyumaIa -ny 
nyimili-ny 
nyumal-kung 
nyumil-ang 
nyumal-kuru 
nyumili-ki 
nyumi 
nyumi 
nyumil-kung 
nyumil-ang 
nyumil-kuru 
nyumili-ki 
nyum ugiginy 
ginini 
nyun 
nyin 
nyuna -ny 
nyuni-ny 
nyuni 
nyuni 
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nyuni- wi ngaJal) ngangi 
nyuni-bi gijingkaj ngangi 
nyu+rr ngaJparr ngangi-nmak 
nyi+rr mininggaj ngagirr-gi 
nyurrula -ny ngama -nmak ngaragarr 
ngilidj-nyi, ngildj-nyi ngami-gi ngirki 
nyurruli ngamangamaya -nmak ngaraka 
ngilidji ngamangamadjigi ngirki 
nyurrul-kuru ngamangamayu -mak ngariyim 
ngilidji-ki, ngildji-ki ngamangamadjigi ngirim-ngimi 
ngagan ngam barra ngar?ya-n (TP A )  
bambuji ngambirri ngarngartjigi 
ngagal) ngambarrak ngarr 
girrka ngambirri irr 
ngagawa ngami-nmak ngarra-kar 
ngigawa ngami-gi ngirra-r 
ngali ngan ngarra-kung 
ngili in.ga ngirr-angi 
ngalimala -ny ngana bal-kung ngarra-kuru 
ngilimili-nyi, nginibil-angi, ngirr-ki 
nginmili-nyi nginbil-angi ngarra-ny 
ngalimi ngana bi ngirri-nyi 
ngilimi nginibi ngarranga-nmak 
ngalinyala -ny n g an a p a r r a  djiti-gi 
ngilinyili-nyi, nganaparra ngarra wan - djul-k 
nginyili-nyi ngan -garr birrin-djingi-l-gi 
ngalinyal-k ung in.ga-IT ngarri 
ngilinyil-angi, nganiwala -ny ngarri 
nginyil-angi nginibili-nyi, ngarri-nyi 
ngalinyi nginbili-nyi ngirri-nyi 
ngilinyi nganiwal-kung ngarri- wani 
ngali tjala-ny nginibil-angi, 
ngarri-ban 
ngilitj-nyi, ngiltj-nyi nginbil-angi 
ngalitjal-kung ngan u wi 
ngarr-kar 
ngili tj-angi, ngiltj-angi nginibi 
ngiITa-r 
ngali tjal-kuru nganybak 
ngarrku 
]abuJ 
ngili tji-ki, ngiltji-ki gugbarr ngarrku 
ngalpim nganga -nmak ngarr-kung 
ngurrum ngagirr-gi ngirr-angi 
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ngarr-kuru 
ngirr-ki 
ngala-k 
rarrtjilkung 
ngalnyin 
djirritjirri 
ngalnyin 
nga tjirriyu -mak 
ginyipirr-dji-gi 
nga tjirr 1yi-n 
nga tjirrdjigi 
nga tjurr-m"k 
butjalmi-dji 
ngayil 
biligi, bilimi, 
bi]kirr 
ngurrwagi, ngurrwakngi 
ngayil pirr 
baman pirr 
ngi 
lidji, ildji 
ngiIimi 
ngilimi 
ngiIimiIi-ny 
ngilimili-nyi, 
nginmili-nyi 
ngiIinyala-JrlY 
ngilinyili-nyi. 
nginyili-nyi 
ngiIinyi 
ngilinyi 
ngilinyil-kllng 
ngilinyil-angi, 
ngin yil-angi 
ngiIitjil-kung 
ngilitj-angi, ngiltj-angi 
ngiIitjil-kUllU 
ngili tji-ki, ngiltji-ki 
ngir 
gurkgurk 
ngirr 
wirr 
ngirri 
gurrbi 
ngirri-]i 
gurrbi-wi 
ngirri - wirriy 
gurrbi-bi 
ngiy 
ngiy 
ngiyi 
lidja, ildja 
ngugugi 
ngugugi 
ngugungul 
gig.imbirri 
ngulgurrk urrmirri-yin 
gurrbi-gu-ngili 
ngu]bitj 
mil] 
nguJbitji-rrak 
mig.girrpi-gi 
nguJbitju-mak 
mig.-dj-n yir-dji -gi 
nguJbitjyi-rrak 
gumirdjidji 
nguJurr 
bamba] 
gi]ka] 
ngun ba-pani 
ngunu-mirri 
nguniny 
ngunumi, ngunung 
nyani 
nguniny-amdja 
djinimi 
nguniny mala 
ngunu-wili 
ngun uki 
ngu]i 
ngun uku 
ngu]i 
ngun ukuJbarr 
ngunu-wili 
ngun ukurrmany 
ngunung 
ngun uJ-pani 
ngu]i-pmi 
ngun u-ngur 
ngunu-ngiri 
ngun u -ngur-pani 
ngunu-ngir-pmi 
ngun u-pilak 
ngunu-pilang 
ngun urpa-k 
ngunu-gir-ki 
ngun urpany 
ngug.i 
-ngur 
-ngiri 
ngurumburr 
gurkgurk 
ngurra-k 
ngurri-dji 
ngurri 
ngurri 
ngu wiJi 
wugi]i 
ngu wuJi 
bu 
-nguy 
-ngir 
nguy 
nguy 
nguyilkiyi-n 
gudjirr-dji-dji 
nguy-mari-g.ag. 
nguy-mar-giving 
nguy-murr 
nguy-mirri 
-pani 
-ngimi 
-pilak 
-bilang 
pirr 
pirr 
-pul 
-mirrpili 
ra 
irra 
ran da-nmak 
jipiVi-gi 
rani 
ra-ni 
djat 
ra-ny 
irri-ny 
rarranya birriy 
muvibi 
rarr-birrkaya -nmak 
yanya-ng 
rarri 
djabiri 
rarri 
rarri-gurriyukurriyu 
-mak 
djabir-gurrkung 
rarri-nga wkiya -nmak 
djabir-nga w-tji-gi 
rarri-yi E R G  
djabiri 
rarriyi-mari 
djabir-mari 
rarrngadjin 
rarrtjaj 
rarrpul 
bavim 
rarrpul niy wapira-k 
bavim inydji yuJgu-ngi 
rarrp ulngur 
bavimngiri 
rarrtjal 
rarrtjaj 
ra tjuk 
djanambaJ 
ra-yan 
irra-djin 
raybalngki 
raybaJngi 
raypiny 
girrkiling 
raypirrya-nmak 
butjir-karri 
raytjarr 
miwini 
raytjuk 
maJmaJ 
-ri 
-dji 
-ri, -cli, -ir, -nyir 
-ri 
-ril 
-Ji 
rilmi 
gaka 
rilmurr 
bili wurrwarr 
giji wurrwarr 
rilm urrmurr 
giji wurrwarr 
ripurrum 
bilimi 
gadjiri 
rip urrum- birriy 
gadjira-pi-ng 
rirritji 
bali 
rirrkminy 
burrkburrk 
rirrkminy ban gatja 
-nmak 
burrkburrk-ka tji-gi 
rirrkminy-g.ag. 
burrkburrk-giving 
rirrpal 
girrpal 
rul 
djuluk 
runggul bu-mak 
gijibi-gi 
rurrang7nga -nmak 
birrgili 
ru 7warriya-nmak 
rurrtjirrmi-gi 
-rr 
irr 
-tja 
-tja 
-uy. -nguy. -yi 
-dji 
-ri 
waba 
ngiki, ingki 
wa bayi-nmak 
wirrdjidji 
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wagay 
bimbi 
wagay-nya;rrang 
bimbi-nyirring 
wakal 
wakal 
wakal-mak 
wali-ki 
wakili-mak 
wali-ki 
wakin 
buraJi 
gumbaJa 
wakinag 
wayki1)ing 
wakiya 
wagirri 
wakulngur1'8-k 
walngirri-dji 
wali 
wali 
walkitj 
baJmarrk 
wap 
walkur 
walkiri 
wal-mak 
walmi-dji 
walnga 
wanngi 
walnga -yu-nya-gag 
wanngir-nya-.ki1)ing 
walngu-yu-mak 
wanngi -dj-n yir-dji -gi 
walt jag 
mayurrk 
waJa wug 
gupwugaJing 
wa-mak (?)  
djaltjibi-gi 
wama -mak 
djatdjat-dji-gi 
wanal-mak 
baltji-gi 
wandja -nmak 
marrka-ngi 
mili-ki 
wagal-nya- wirriy 
baltj-nyir-bi 
wagbu-mak 
bat 
ngurri 
wagbuma munatja 
djarngurri 
wandja-gag 
giJang-tj-nya-ki1)ing 
waggurra 
wa1)gurra 
wanga-k 
wangi-dji 
wapira -k 
bur 
yulgu-ngi 
wari 
wari 
warinyun 
wiJi 
wariyu-barr 
wira-wili 
warragan 
maypaJ 
warrag 
maypal 
warrangun 
maypal 
munydjal 
warrpam 
warrpam 
watak 
gaykiy 
walin-mak 
rar-ki 
wa wayka 
wa wayka 
wa wayka-pul 
wa wayka-mirrpili 
-wi 
-bibi 
wiJ-dji-na 
wiJ-tj-nyiri-ng 
wiJi-ya-na 
wiJ-tj-nyiri-ng 
wiJ-yi-na . 
wiJ-tj-nyiri-ng 
wirandi-rrak 
wi1)i-dji 
wirani-ngu-nmak 
wi1)i-djingil-gi 
wiraningu-nmak 
wi1)i -djingil-gi 
wiritji-nmak 
yak-dji-gi 
wirr 
wirr 
- wirriy 
-pi-ng 
- wirriy, -birriy, -kung 
-ang 
-wirriy, -birriy, -wi 
-bi 
wirrkuJ 
micjipiJi 
wirrpim 
ganba 
witj-miy-al 
rani 
wiya win 
mugibi 
wiypani 
wurpmi 
wiypi 
wurpi 
wiypi-ril 
wurpi-li 
wiypi-ril- wiypi-ril 
wurpi-li-wurpi-li 
wiypi- tja 
wurpi-tja 
wiyp u+ny 
wurpi-li 
wiypu+ny-tja 
wurpi-li-tja 
-wu, -nguru 
-gi 
wugapa -nmak 
yigili-gi 
wugapiyi-nmak 
yigili-gi 
wugiya-nmak 
bam a w-dji-dji 
manydjidji 
wukirridji-nmak 
wukirri-dji-gi 
wukirri-yu-mak 
wukirri-dji-gi 
wukuJ 
gigimbirri 
wukutj 
djirrimiri 
wukutj 
wulgaman 
wulgaman 
wulma 
wulma 
wumbar ' inside ' 
biragagarr 
wugga-nmak 
girrbi-gi 
wunguJ 
bumalng 
<Jir 
wurridjarra 
djagarrk 
wurrk-mak 
girra-dji-gi 
wurruki 
wurrki 
wurrunimiy 
blik 
wutji 
galbi 
wutji-pul 
galbi- wili 
wu tji-yi-rrak 
galbi-dji-dji 
wu tji-yu-mak 
galbi-dji-gi 
wuwa 
wuwa 
wu wak 
wuwi 
wuydji 
gapi 
wuyi 
gugbulurru 
yurryarr 
wuyu wirriy 
mugibi 
yagaJay 
yagirri 
yagi-nmak 
yagirr-gi 
yakarr 
burralku 
yakirri 
yakya-nmak 
yak-dji-gi 
yalki . wagbu-mak 
djarrtjirr 
yalp urbu-mak 
yirrpi-gi 
yaJi 
bulwarr 
yaJki 
yap 
yaJman 
djirrtjarr 
yan 
yan 
yan.gi-mak 
yani 
ya-nmak 
yagirr-gi 
yanydjayi-rrak 
djidi-dji-dji 
yanyu-mak 
yanya-ng 
yangal 
gugdjarr 
yangalag 
waykiging 
yangal gi-ga wka-na 
gugdjarr 
gapiJi-dj-nyira-kiging 
yangal-djip -mak 
gugdjirr-yirrpi-gi 
yangal-mil 
gugdjirr-mil 
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yangal-mu!rJ ungu -yarr yingarray djar-mak 
gUI)djirr-mU!ling -mirrpili yingarraydjigi 
yangal- wayarra yarrarra-mak yingarrayu-mak 
gUI)djirr-wayirri yarrarramiygi yingarraydjigi 
yangalya-nmak yarrka-n yitjirr 
guwagu wa-dJi-gi yilitjigi bUI)girri 
yapak yarrka -nmak yudji 
gagiJi yilitjirrdji yidjipili 
yapaka-yarr yarrkidji-nmak yukuga 
gagi!-aw yilitjirrdji gajwuI) 
yapak-pani ya tja-nmak yulngi 
gaga-ngimi yak-dji-gi yul 
yara bi ya wirriny yumyuma-nmak 
gultji ya wirriny nyumigi 
yara wi yibuk-mak yula 
gultji yilbirtjigi yu wirdjing 
yargi1) birriy yigaki yulayu-mak 
mUI)ibi wuyimbaj yuwirdji-dji-gi 
yarim yiki yu wdji-nmak 
yarim yiki ya wngi-dji 
yarwi yin b ulngu yuyung 
gultji djarrbarbar yidjipili 
APPENDIX 5 
SOME DJINBA SENTENCE DATA AND TEXT 
This appendix gives selected Djinba data, mostly comprised of elicited sentences. Most of this 
data was collected in 1981-2, and a little more in 1985. The primary source was George Milpurrurr 
(Ganalbingu clan), and the text is from him also. All the data in this appendix is Ganalbingu dialect. 
The text is an account of the killing of a buffalo which was seen in the vicinity of the old Arafura 
homestead (Murwan.gi). The text is given with glosses where known, and a free translation. While 
every attempt has been made to identify the morphemes, there will be some words where the 
segmentation is tentative (marked by +), and a few where no segmentation is given but which 
presumably could, if my knowledge of the language was better, have been segmented. 
The first thirty-eight examples are 1985 data, and are simple sentences as might be useful for 
someone starting to learn the language. After them comes some further 1985 data dealing with 
functions of POT marking on verbs. Then follows 1982 data which is from a survey I conducted and 
gives sets of examples illustrating various non-verbal afflxes; then lastly comes the text. A Djinang 
transliteration (with morphemes marked but not glossed) is also given, following the free translation. 
( 1 )  nya-ngur nyuni gar-kali 
what-ABL 2sgNOM go/come-TPA 
From where did you come? 
(2) ngarri ngarr gar-kal ngirri-ngur 
IsgNOM IsgNOM come-TPA camp/place-ABL 
I came from camp. 
(3) ngarri ngarr gar-kal store-ril 
IsgNOM IsgNOM go-TPA store-ALL 
I went to the store. 
(4) ngarri ngarr gar-kal ngunu-ngur 
1 sgNOM 1sgNOM come-TPA that-ABL 
I came from that place. 
(5) nyuni nyayan gar-kali 
2sgNOM thatALL go-TP A 
Where did you go to? 
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ngirri-ngur 
place/camp-ABL 
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(6) ngarri ngarr gar-kal wali-ril 
1 sgNOM 1 sgNOM go-TPA (vegetable)food-ALL 
I went to the food. 
(7) ngarri ngarr gar-kal ngirri-ril ngarrki-ril 
1sgNOM 1sgNOM go-TPA camp-ALL IsgOBL-ALL 
I went to my camp. 
(8) ngarri ngarr gar-kal ga wali ngarr batji-yin 
I sgNOM I sgNOM go-TPA then foodUNM IsgNOM cook-TPA 
I went and then I cooked (some) food. 
In the following example nya-kalng is equivalent to Djinang nyabini 'how many' ,  'how much',  
'how about' .  The -kalng (tentative) morpheme is obscure (as also is the +bini formative in the 
Djinang word! nya+bini) .  The stem nya- is the -HU root form 'what'. 
(9) nya-kalng nyuni 
w at-?? 2sgNOM 
How are you? 
(10) ngarri manymak 
l s.gNOM good/okay 
I'm fine. 
( 1 1 ) ngarri marri djaya] ngarr garri-yi+n 
l s.gNOM little.bit slowly 1sgNOM sick-FACT+TPA 
I am not feeling well. (lit. I am a little bit sick.) 
( 12) ngarri djaya] marri ngarr manymak-dji-n 
1 s.gNOM slowly little.bit 1 sgNOM good-INCHO-TPA 
I am feeling a little bit better. 
( 13) b,rrra garri-ya-n 
l s.gNOM sick-FACT-PRES 
I am sick. 
( 14) ngarri dja war-yi-n 
l sgNOM expended/fed.up-INCHO-TP A 
I have become tired. / I have become fed up with it. 
( 15) nyami ngan.gi malk 
whatNOM 3sgDAT skin.groupNOM 
What subsection is he/she? 
( 16) nyami nyu malk 
whatNOM 2sgDAT skin.groupNOM 
What is your subsection? 
( 17) nyami nyu mala 
whatNOM 2sgDAT groupNOM 
What is your clan/group? 
( 18) nyuni nyami gurrutu-IJaIJ ngarr-kuru 
2sgNOM whatNOM kin-PROP Isg-DAT 
What kinship relation have you to me? 
(19) nyami djininy 
whatNOM thisNOM 
What is this? (immediate proximate) 
(20) nyami baliny 
whatNOM thatNOM 
What is that? (near proximate) 
(21 )  nyami nguniny 
whatNOM thatNOM 
What is that? (remote, or remote-proximate) 
(22) nyami nyuni ban djama-yu-mi 
whatNOM 2sgNOM DIST work-TIIEMSR-PRES 
What are you doing? / What are you making? 
(23) nyarrka ban wakuJngurri-� 
whatLOC DIST play-PRES 
Where is he/she playing? 
(24) nyami-wani djarribir 
whatNOM-TF sunNOM 
What time is it? 
(25) nyaJung nguniny garrarrk 
whoNOM thatNOM nameNOM 
What is that (person's) name? 
(26) nyamu-wu 
what-DAT 
Why? / What for? 
(27) ngarri nyu-rr gupurru-mak ga bigap-ani 
I sgNOM 2sgACC- l sgERG give-FUT then later-TF 
nyuwa-rr wirani-ngun-mak 
2sgDAT- l sgERG return-CAUS-FUT 
I will give it to you and then later on I will return it to you. 
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Note that the reduced pronoun ngarr can occur as barra I sgNOM or I sgERG. This change of 
initial consonant is not restricted to the I sg pronoun nor to pronouns beginning with ng. There are 
two possibilities. One is that b-inital forms occur when a reduced pronoun commences the verb 
complex. In this view, the b or possibly ba formative acts something like a catalyst, as in desert 
languages to the south-west. The other possibility is that b-initial forms are portmanteau 
combinations of ban, the DIST marker, and a following reduced pronoun. There is evidence both for 
and against both of these possibilities; it may even be that both have part of the truth. For example, in 
(29) the Djinba clause translates an equivalent Djinang clause having DIST reduplication. I have 
analysed data according to the first of these two possibilities. Whichever is the case, this behaviour is 
an internal development in Djinba alone as far as I know. There does not seem to be anything 
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equivalent to it in other Yolngu languages. It is certainly not a retention of a proto-pattern. (Some 
instances of initial ba may actually be the HITH particle, see the comments preceding (92).) See also 
( 13) above, where HITH would lead to a nonsensical interpretation * 'Over there I am sick. '  
(28) b�r.rra Jay-Jay-ya-n djininy ga bicjap-ani 
1sgNOM REOUP-busy-FAcr-PRES thisNOM then later-TF 
rany baJwar-mitj 
1 sgACC come. to-POT 
I am busy right now, so visit me later on. 
(29) g�!Da barra gukirr 
just 1sgNOM walk.aboutPRES 
I'm just walking around (that's aU). 
(30) g�!na barra djapurr-yu-m Ganalbingu gurrnguJ-wu 
just 1 sgERG try-THEMSR-PRES Ganalbingu tongue-OAT 
I am just trying (to speak) Ganalbingu dialect. 
(3 1 )  djama banbim-ani 
wtJrkNOM COMPL-TF 
TIle work is finished now. 
(32) ngarri yakarra-n ngarr ngurra-k 
l sgNOM sleep-TF 1 sgNOM lie-FUT 
I will sleep now. / I will lie down now. 
(33) nyami-l)al) biJak gucjarr-ani ngal djama-yu-mak 
whatNOM-PROP FRAME tomorrow-TF 1duincERG work-THEMSR-FUT 
111en how about tomorrow we will work (together)? 
(34) djutj-djutj-ani 
REOUP-continue-TF 
Goodbye now. / Keep on (with it) now. 
The next ,example includes bay-amdja leave.it-PROM, which is cognate with the common 
Yolngu word biiydhi expressing 'never mind' .  The Ganalbingu word shows clearly that the dhi 
formative on the latter is a reflex of earlier PROM marking. 
(35) bily-amdja ngal guwa-k-ani 
leave.it-PROM 1duincERG leave-FUT -TF 
Never mind, we will forget about it for now. 
(36) ngarri ngarr milarra-yi-n 
lsgNOM 1sgNOM hungry-INCHO-TPA 
I have become hungry. / I am hungry. 
(37) bin-ani ngarr wirandi-rrak Raman.gil)ing-ril 
thatALL-TF 1sgNOM return-FUT Raman.gining-ALL 
I returned there to Rarningining. 
(38) ngarri nyu-rr gupurru-mak ga 
IsgNOM 2sgACC- l sgERG give-FUT then 
bigap-ani nguniny ra wirani-ngun-mitj 
later-TF thatACC IsgDAT return-CAUS-POT 
I will give (it) to you, and then later (you) return it to me. 
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The following is a negative statement, which uses FUT inflection having Irrealis function. 
However, Irrealis must be distinguished from the Potential function, since (40) is deviant with the 
sense * 'he didn't go' .  It is possible to combine NEG and POT only to form a negative imperative. 
(39) waba gar-mak 
NEG go/come-FUT 
He/she will not go/come. 
(40) waba gar-mitj 
NEG go/come-POT 
(*He/she did not come.) Don't go! / Don't come! 
(41 )  nyun gar-mitj-ani 
2sgNOM go-POT-TF 
Are you about to go? 
Since POT can be used for an Imperative function, and since there is also a separate IMP 
inflection, there is therefore a contrast of meaning which may obtain: IMP is preferred for imperatives 
in which the action is immediate, while POT is preferred for imperatives in which an action (not 
necessarily the action of the cited verb) is imminent. 
(42) wandju-ng 
wait-IMP 
Wait! 
(43) bagak wandji-nmitj 
not.yet wait-POT 
(I'm) not yet (ready), wait! 
The FUT inflection is preferred in (44) when the subject is plural, but if the subject is singular, or 
is a group of people treated as a unit, then (45) is the preferred syntax. 
(44) nyin uk djan gar-mak 
whatTEMP 3sgNOM go-FUT 
When will they go? 
(45) nyin uk nyuni gar-mIt) 
whatTEMP 2sgNOM go-POT 
When will you go? / When are you about to go? 
In the portmanteau reduced pronoun form nyu warr in (46), the w is probably epenthetic. 
Example (46) was offered to me, rather than being elicited. Notice how the FRAME particle, PRES 
(or it could be YPA) inflection with DIST, and also ngayiJ conspire to indicate a future perfect 
(continuous aspect) sense. 
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(46) nyuni balipu-ngur nyinuk gar-mitj guwang, 
2sgNOM this(near)-ABL whatTEMP go-POT thisALL 
ngarr ban nyuw+arr wandja-n bilak ngayil 
IsgNOM DIST 2sgDAT+l sgNOM wait-PRES FRAME firstlbefore 
Whenever you might be about to come here to this place, I will have been waiting for you 
be:forehand. 
(47) r�purrum yulngu-y bu-mi miyalk 
yesterday man-ERG hit-YPA womanUNM 
Yesterday a man hit a woman. 
(48) nyan bu-mi bUl)guk-ir 
3sgERG hit-YPA woomera-INSTR 
He hit her with a woomera. 
(49) birrka-I)al)-uy djan bi-nmi warr8l) 
random-PROP-ERG 3plERG eat-YPA meatUNM 
Everyone ate meat. 
In the next example, the k in miyilkir is phonetically long, therefore can be written as a geminate. 
Notice also the ka formative which carries ACC case on the word for 'man' ;  this may be related to 
OBL -Gar. 
(SO) miyalk-kir bu-mi yulngi-r+ka-ny 
woman-ERG hit-YPA man-??+OBL?-ACC 
A woman hit a man. 
(S 1 )  nyan ban+nyu wandja-n (note: phonetically banyu) 
3sgNOM DIST+2sgDAT look.for/wait-PRES 
He/she is waiting for you. / He/she is looking for you. 
(S2) nyan ban wandja-n djarak-wu 
3s.gNOM DIST look.for-PRES spear-DAT 
He is looking for a spear. 
In the next example banbim COMPL is apparently used having a Sequence function (like Djinang 
girri in clause-initial position). This is very rare in Djinba. Alternatively we could translate this as 
'Yesterday he went for fish, (and) he also went for (vegetable) food'. 
(S3) ripurrum nyan gar-mi guya-wu, banbim gar-mi wali-wu 
ye!sterday 3sgNOM go-YPA fish-DAT COMPL go-YPA food-DAT 
Yesterday he hunted fish, then he went for vegetable food. 
(S4) ngan.ga-rr bultja-nmak mununu-w 
3sgDAT-lsgERG tell-FUT MoMoBr-DAT 
1 1mll tell it to (my) classificatory 'granny' (MoMo or MoMoBr). 
(SS) djininy miyalk- wirriy djama 
thisNOM woman-OR workUNM 
This is woman's work. 
(56) nguniny yuyung-wlrI1y djarak 
thatNOM child-OR spearUNM 
That is a child's spear. 
(57) nguniny bambay-wirriy ngirri 
thatNOM old. woman-OR campUNM 
That is the old woman's camp. 
(58) 
(59) 
djininy djanyarr- wirriy 
thisNOM dog-OR 
This is the dog's bone. 
ngarri ngarr gar-mak 
IsgNOM IsgNOM go-FUT 
I will go to Marrpi. 
ngaraka 
boneUNM 
Marrpi-ril 
Marrpi-ALL 
(60) ngalimi lim gar-mak guya-ril 
1plincNOM 1plincNOM go-PUT fish-ALL 
We will go fishing. 
(61 )  nganuwi naw nyina-k Marrpi-@ 
1plexcNOM 1plexcNOM sit-FUT Marrpi-LOC 
We will stay at Marrpi. 
(62) bala ban bala nyini-@ djarnggujk-murr 
3duNOM DIST 3duNOM sit-PRES stream-LOC 
They are sitting at the river (lit. neck). 
(63) ngarri ngarr ngurra-k djunggu-murr 
1 sgNOM 1 sgNOM lie-PUT fire-LOC 
I will lie beside the fire. 
(64) waH ngarri mama-n ngirri-ji 
foodUNM IsgERG put.down-YPA camp-SPEC 
I place the food down in (my) camp. 
(65) bacjav ban ngurri-@ munatja-murr 
barkUNM DIST lie-PRES ground-LOC 
The bark is lying on the ground 
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Note the form guwang thisALL 'to here' .  This appears to be an innovation based on the Djinang 
non-inflecting verb root guwa 'come here ! ' .  
(66) nyan guwang-pim gar-kal 
3sgNOM thisALL-THPRO come-TP A 
He came straight here. 
(67) 
(68) 
nguniny ngarra-kung-pim 
thatNOM 1sg-0R-THPRO 
That's my food only! 
bacjak, ban nyml-plm 
wait, DIST sit-THPRO 
Wait on, he's still sitting down. 
wali 
foodUNM 
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(69) ngunu-ngur ngarri wirandi-rr guwang-pim 
that-ABL 1sgNOM return-YPA thisALL-THPRO 
From that place I returned straight here. 
(70) Marrpi-ngur ngarri ba1Jganga-n ngirri-ril 
Marrpi-ABL 1 sgNOM run-YPA camp-ALL 
From Marrpi I ran to (my) camp. 
(7 1 )  yulngu-y niy bulut-miy-al miyalk-ngur 
man-ERG RECIP tum-CAUS-TPA woman-ABL 
TIle man turned himself away from the woman. 
(72) nyami baliny marali 
whatUNM thatNOM meaningUNM 
What does that mean? 
(73) nguniny miyalk gugungul gagung 
thatNOM womanUNM tongue big 
TIlat woman talks too much! 
(74) nguniny milkuru yirral gagung nyini-{J gari-mi 
thatNOM strangerUNM slanderUNM bigUNM sit-PRES HABIT-PRES 
TIlat stranger is (habitually) a big slanderer. 
(75) nyan mari gagung 
3sgNOM troubleUNM bigUNM 
He/she is a big problem. 
Note in (78) that when the final y of the KINGRP affix is followed by an affix-initial y, then the 
y-y combination is phonetically just a slightly lengthened y sound. This applies in general 
throughout Djinba grammar, hence I shall unpack such reductions wherever I know them to obtain. 
(76) djani ngarra-kung wuwa-kay 
3plNOM 1sg-0R older.brother-KINGRP 
TIley are my group of older brothers. 
(77) djani nyu-kung gunydjarr-kay 
3plNOM 2sg-0R father-KINGRP 
TIley are your fathers. 
(78) bala nyu-kung gunydjarr-kay-yarr 
3duNOM 2sg-0R father-KINGRP-PAUC 
They are your two fathers. 
(79) gi]arr-pulu+ng djan wapira-k Darwin-ngur 
important?-PAUC?+?? 3plNOM arrive-FUT Darwin-ABL 
Some important people will arrive from Darwin. 
(80) giJarr-pul-nguy ray-yan bultja-n 
important?-PAUC?-ERG 1 sgDAT-3plERG tell-YPA 
Some important people talked to me. 
(8 1 )  nyan yulngi rrupiya-gag 
3sgNOM manUNM money-PROP 
The man is rich (lit has money). 
(82) ngarra-kung ngambarra yuyung-gag 
1 sg-0R motherUNM child-PROP 
My mother is pregnant. / My mother has children. 
(83) ngarri ngarr bi-nmak-ani ngarr-kung-birriy 
1 sgERG 1 sgERG eat-FUT-TF 1 sg-0R-OR 
I will now eat my own (food). (lit. I will now eat of my (food).) 
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In (83) note how the OR affix -kung occurs in the first order position to form a nominal stem 
which then takes the -birriy OR allomorph. The two OR labels have different functions, however, 
since ASSOC and OR cases have merged in Djinba. The first instance of OR realises Associative 
function (signalling a Possessive construction) and the second realises Originative function. In (84) 
note the gana 'just' occurring post-positionally to ngarrakung. The synonymous Djinang 
expression is just a single pronoun form, ngirra-r-ki 1 sg-0BL-?DAT, where the -ki formative is 
homophonous with DAT marking and may in fact be DA T. The Djinang form means 'myself' or 'by 
myself' . 
(84) ngarri barra bi-nmak-ani ngarra-kung gana 
1 sgERG 1 sgERG eat-FUT-TF 1 sg-0R just 
I will now keep eating just by myself. 
(85) maliyi bu-ngi nyunu-wi 
snakeUNM kill-IMP 2sgERG-INTENS 
You yourself kill the snake! (I won't.) 
(86) lim gar-mak-ani 
1plincNOM go-FUT-TF 
Let's go now. 
(87) nguniny bilak nyan burrpil-yi-rrak, ngan.ga-rr ngaya-k 
thatUNM FRAME 3sgNOM die-INCHO-FUT 3sgDAT-l sgNOM cry-FUT 
If he dies I will mourn for him. 
(88) gayit nyan baJpa-m gari-mi 
shovel.noseUNM 3sgERG pound-PRES HABIT-PRES 
He is always fashioning shovel-nosed blades. 
(89) naw gukirr-� gari-mi naw 
IplexcNOM walk.about-YPA PROG-YPA IplexcERG 
nya-mi gari-m-ani nganaparra 
see-YPA PROG-YPA-TF buffaloUNM 
We were walking about and seeing buffalo (while we walked). 
(90) nyan djiJdja-n gari-m-ani 
3sgNOM leak/rain-PRES HABIT-PRES-TF 
It always rains (at the present season) now. 
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(91 )  nyan ban djiJdja-n-pim 
3sgNOM DIST leak/rain-PRES-THPRO 
It's still raining. 
In (92) note the ACC pronoun form baliman with initial ba. Similar examples occur in the text 
below, where: we can find: balinyaJa-ny 1duexc-ACC, banuwaJa 1plexcDAT and banuwaJa-ny 
1plexc-ACC. Also banyu 2sgDAT, or perhaps ban-nyu DIST-2sgDAT, occurs in (5 1 )  above, and 
barra 1 sgNOM in (84), (28) etc. It should be borne in mind that some of these forms may be 
portmanteau combinations of DIST ban and reduced pronoun forms. 
An alternative analysis is possible as follows. The particle ba is the Djinba form of the HITH 
particle 'to here' (bi in Djinang), so that some or all of these ba-initial forms may in fact be just close­
knit phrases comprised of the HITH particle followed by a reduced pronoun. Milpurrurr himself 
transliterated such ba-initial forms using HITH in two places at the end of the text given below. 
However he did not do so elsewhere, and in some places such an interpretation would not be suitable 
semantically. 
(92) miJ-biI)4irrk-ngung baJiman +djan nya-mi gari-mi 
eye-hard-KINPROP? 1plincACC+3plERG see-PRES PROG-PRES 
People are staring (offensively) at us. 
(93) ngali ngirri-ril ngaJ gar-mak 
1duincNOM camp-ALL 1duincNOM go-FUT 
Lds go to the camp. 
(94) ngaJinyi ngirri-ril liny gar-mak 
1duexcNOM camp-ALL 1duexcNOM go-FUT 
We (but not you) will go to the camp. 
(95) nyumi ngirri-ril nyum gar-ki 
2duNOM camp-ALL 2duNOM go-IMP 
You two go to the camp! 
(96) nyuli ngirri-riJ ngiy gar-mak 
2plNOM camp-ALL 2plNOM go-FUT 
You all go to the camp. / You can all go to the camp. 
The next example can be treated as a syntactic frame for the DA T reduced pronoun forms. Where 
ra 1 sgDA T occurs, the full paradigm of DA T reduced pronouns can be substituted, the forms being 
nyu 2sgDAT, ngan 3sgDAT (variant ngan.ga before another reduced pronoun), litj 1 duincDAT, 
linyaJa 1duexcDAT, limaJa 1plincDAT (possibly Jiman before another reduced pronoun - see (92) 
above), nawaJa 1plexcDAT, nyumaJa 2duDAT, ngiyi 2plDAT, baliyi 3duDAT and djana 
3plDAT. 
(97) nguniny yuJngi ra wanda-nmak 
thatNOM manUNM 1sgDAT look.for-FUT 
The man will look for me. 
Similarly, the next example is a frame for ACC reduced pronoun forms. These are nyun 
2sgACC, @ 3sgACC, Jitj 1duincACC, linyaJa-ny 1duexc-ACC, limaJa-ny 1plinc-ACC, nawaJa­
ny 1plexc-ACC, nyumaJa-ny 2du-ACC, nyuJa-ny 2pl-ACC (nyurruJa-ny :pabi dialect), baJa­
ny 3du-ACC and djana-ny 3pl-ACC. 
(98) nyan ra-ny bi-pal) 
3sgNOM 1sg-ACC hit-TPA 
He/she hit me. 
(99) ngalpim lim birr-tjan 
PERF 1plincERG eat-TPA 
We have already eaten. 
( 100) nyuni manymak-yu-mitj, ga ngarri wiypi-tja 
2sgERG good-THEMSR-POT then 1 sgERG another-CONTR 
djama-yu-mak ngarr bindji-rrak ngalka-mdja 
work-THEMSR-FUT 1 sgERG do.thus-FUT PERF-PROM 
You flx it up, and then I will make another the same (as the fIrst). 
( 101)  ngarri ngarr bi-pal), ga nyan burrpil-yi-n-ani 
1 sgERG 1 sgERG hit-TPA then/and 3sgNOM die-INCHO-TPA-TF 
I hit him and then he died (right away). 
( 102) Yurrwi galki ban djiwirr?-ya-n ga Darwin 
MilingimbiUNM near DIST stand-FACT-PRES and DarwinUNM 
mirka ban djiwirr?-ya-n 
far DIST stand-FACT-PRES 
Milingimbi is close by but Darwin is far away. 
( 103) ngarri ngarr nyina-k ga nyuni djiwirr?-yi-nmitj 
1 sgNOM 1sgNOM sit-FUT and 2sgNOM stand-FACT-POT 
I will sit but you are about to stand. I will sit but you can stand. 
( 104) nyan gari-mi ripurrum gam guya-wu milara-yi-rr 
3sgNOM go-YPA yesterday because flsh-DAT hungry-INCHO-YPA 
He went yesterday because he become hungry for flsh. 
( 105) baliny marrap nyu-kung djurra 
thatNOM like 2sg-0R bookUNM 
That one, it's similar to your book. 
(106) waba djiniku-pani gambatj mati nyu gar-mak 
NEG this-PERL lest troubleNOM 2sgDAT come-FUT 
Don't do this in case you get into trouble. 
( 107) yulngi miyaJk bala gar-kal guya-wu, walu-wu 
manNOM womanNOM 3duNOM go-TPA fish-DAT food-DAT 
garrimirring+pani 
separate+PERL ? 
The man and the woman went for flsh and vegetables, each going separately. 
( 108) warrag ngarr birr-tjan Jurrku?, ngun ung-ngur 
meatUNM 1sgERG eat-TPA rotten, that-ABL 
banbim guJUl) ngarr garri-yi-n 
COMPL bellyUNM 1sgNOM sick-INCHO-TPA 
I ate putrid meat (and) after that got a pain in the belly. 
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(109) 
(1 10) 
(1 1 1) 
( 1 1 2) 
( 1 1 3) 
( 1 14) 
(1 15) 
( 1 1 6) 
nyuni gar-Initj, ngarri ngirri-li ngarr nyin-nyini-0 bilak 
2sgNOM go-POT IsgNOM camp-SPEC IsgNOM REDUP-sit-PRES FRAME 
Off you go, I will just keep sitting in the camp now. 
ngarri nya-mi wayarra, bunbala yulngi bul wayarra-pim 
I sgERG see-YPA devilUNM mistaken. thought manUNM but devil-THPRO 
I saw a devil which I mistook for a man but it was really a devil. 
bulu nyuni 13 bultji-nmitj djanguny 
again 2sgERG IsgDAT tell-POT storyUNM 
You tell me the story again. 
nyuni gar-mitj ngayil ga ngarri djuditj 
2sgNOM go-POT before and IsgERG after 
nyu-rr gurrupa-nmak 
2sgDAT-lsgERG follow-FUT 
You go first and I will follow after you. 
gUI]mil-djang nyan gar-mak Darwin-dil 
wet. season-TEMP 3sgNOM go-FUT Darwin-ALL 
He will go to Darwin in the wet season. 
ngarr marrkap-ya-nmak bay nyan wirandi-rrak guwang-pim 
IsgNOM happy-FACT-FUT later. on 3sgNOM retum-FUT thisALL-THPRO 
I will be happy (when) later on he returns here. 
wirr bala-ny gupurri-nya guya-mirring 
nothing 3du-ACC give-TPI fIsh-PL 
Hc� gave them none of the fish. / He didn't give them some fish. 
w;irr ngarr djapurru-nya 
nothing IsgERG fInd-TPI 
I found nothing. / I didn't find anything. 
In ( 1 17) the segmentation shown for baniyala is very tentative. It is possible that this form is a 
surface reshaping of an underlying niy-bala RECIP-3duERG, or it could be as shown, or else it is 
another of the ba-initial forms discussed earlier. 
( 1 17) djanguny ba+niy+ala bultja-n 
storyUNM DIST+RECIP+3duERG tell-PRES 
They are discussing the news with each other. 
( 1 1 8) nyan limini+niy milkarrwa-n nguwiji 
3sgERG 1 plincACC+RECIP show/reveal-TP A spiritishadowUNM 
The spirit showed himself to us. 
Now follows the text, which was recorded in July 198 1 .  It was recorded on the afternoon of the 
same day as the events took place, hence referential time is +DefInite throughout. Then using the 
recorder, Milpurrurr transliterated the text into the Djinang text given following the English free 
translation. 
( 1 )  ngarri ngarr djapurri-yu-wal nganaparra, 
l sgERG l sgERG fmd-THEMSR-TPA buffaloUNM 
I found a buffalo, 
ngarri irr manya-ngiI]i nganaparra, nganaparra 
(2) nganaparra ngarr djapurri-yu- wal, 
buffaloUNM l sgERG fmd-THEMSR-TPA 
I found a buffalo, 
(3) ngarr nya-ngaI] ban djarri-fJ. 
l sgERG see-TPA DIST stand-PRES 
I saw it standing still. 
irr manya-ngiQi, irr nya-ngi[Ji dji7-tjarri-fJ. 
(4) ngarr gar-kal 
l sgNOM go-TPA 
I went 
(5) ngarr man-gurr, 
l sgERG get-TPA 
and got a bullet, 
marriyang ngaraka, 
gunUNM boneUNM 
irr gir-ali irr marr-ngiJi marriyang ngirki, 
(6) ngarr gar-kal 
l sgNOM go-TPA 
I went 
(7) ngarr bi-pa[J nganaparra. 
l sgERG shot-TPA buffaloUNM 
and shot the buffalo. 
irr gir-aJi irr bi-pi[Ji nganaparra. 
(8) wiypu-ny ngalpim marriyang-ir ngarr bi-paI] 
another-INSTR PERF gun-INSTR l sgERG shoot-TPA 
three-oh-nyir ngaraka 
303-INSTR boneUNM 
With another gun I had shot it with a .303 rifle bullet 
wurpi-li ngurrumi marriyang-ir irr bi-pi[Ji 303-dji ngirki 
(9) ngarr mamarr-yin three-oh, 
l sgERG put.down-TPA 303UNM 
I put him down (on the ground) (with) a .303 rifle, 
irr galbu-Ji 303, 
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(10) a wiypi-tja ngarr man-gurr 
and another-CONTR I sgERG get-TPA 
nyaliyukany marriyang banbim, 
what's.itUNM gunUNM COMPL 
and I got yet another the what's-it-called rifle also, 
a wurpi-tja irr marr-ngili warngarriny marriyang girr-gima, 
( 1 1 )  nyami nguniny djan bultja-n gari-mi. 
whatUNM thatUNM 3plERG tell-PRES HABIT-PRES 
w atever they call it. 
nyim ngunung djin bulti-n giri-mi. 
( 12) ngarr man-gurr wiypu-ny-tja 
l sgERG get-TPA another-PROM-CONTR 
I had gotten another (gun) 
Irr marr-ngili wurpi-li-tja 
( 13) ngarr bi-PaIJ, 
l sgERG shoot-TPA 
(and) had shot it, 
(14) nJ�arr bi-pag 
l sgERG shoot-TPA 
I shot it 
{15) Jarri-yi-n, 
fall.down-FACf-TPA 
(and it) fell down, 
irr bi-pigi, irr bi-pigi galmi-ni, 
( 16) gil naw guwa-n, 
and 1 plexcERG leave-TP A 
and then we left it lying (there) 
(17) ban ngurri-f} djucjitj walnga-pim 
DIST lie-PRES behind alive-THPRO 
behind (us) still living. 
g,� nibi gubi-ni ngu?-ngurri-f} djucjitj wanngi-pm 
( 1 8) nganuwi na w gar-kal bilak 
1 plexcNOM 1 plexcNOM go-TP A FRAME 
Having set off, 
( 19) naw wapiri-n ngirri-Ji Murwan.gi-f}, 
IplexcNOM arrive-TPA place-SPEC Murwan.gi-LOC 
we arrived at the place (called) Murwan.gi, 
nginibi nibi gir-ali bilang nibi yulgu-li gurrbi-w Murwan.gi-f}, 
(20) naw man-gurr bulu gayit-mirring ga bUl)guk-mirring, 
1plexcERG pick.up-TPA again shovel.nose-PL and woomera-PL 
we picked up once more some shovel-nosed spears and woomeras, 
nibi marr-ngili yili gayit-pili ga bUl)guk-pili, 
(21 )  ga bulu liny gar-kal ngunuku, 
and again 1duexcNOM go-TP A thatLOC 
and once more we (two) went (and duly arrived) there, 
ga yili liny gir-ali nguji, 
(22) ga nyan Malcolm picture-ny balinyala-ny 
and 3sgERG MalcolmUNM picture-ACC 1duexc-ACC 
and Malcolm (station manager) was taking pictures 
ga nyani Malcolm picture-ny linyili-ny 
(23) gap-miy-im, 
immobilise-CA US-PRES 
of us 
gap-nyi, 
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(24) ga balinyala-ny man-dan, ngarri-ny a Djilminy-ka-ny balinyala-ny. 
and 1duexc-ACC get-PRES 1 sg-ACC and Djilroiny-OBL?-ACC 1duexc-ACC 
and was getting (pictures) of us, of myself and of Djilminy. 
ga linyili-ny marri-nyi, ngirri-nyi a Djilminy-giri-ny linyili-ny. 
(25) Djilminy ngalpim ngan djujudjuju-yi-n gayit-di; 
DjilroinyUNM PERF 3sgDAT poised. to. strike-FACT -TP A shovel.nose-INSTR 
Djilminy had been poised to strike with his shovel-nosed spear 
Djilminy ngurrum in.ga djujudjuju-dji-li gayit-dji, 
(26) burruJ-miy-al. 
miss-CAUS-TPA 1sgERG-CONTR 
(but) he missed it. 
(27) ngarri-tja ngan.ga-rr djujudjuju-yi-n galki, 
3sgDAT- 1sgERG poised.to.strike-FACT-TPA near 
However nearby I was poised to strike, 
inydji yulili. ngarri-tja in.ga-rr djujudjuju-dji-li ngidjirrkng, 
(28) ga munatja-pim ngan.ga-rr ran-gurr. 
and ground-THPRO 3sgDAT-1sgERG spear-TPA 
and then I speared it on the ground. 
girr munatja-pm in.gi-rr ran.girri. 
(29) ga bulu ngunu-ngur, Djilminy galki-ril bal)ganga-n 
and again that-ABL DjilminyUNM near-ALL run-TPA 
Then once again after that, Djilminy ran close to it 
ga yili ngunu-ngir, Djilminy ngidjirrgi-li l)unydjirr-ali 
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(30) nyan nganaparra-nyir gurrupa-n, 
3sgERG 3sgERG buffalo-ERG chase-TP A 
(and) the buffalo chased him, 
nyani nganaparra-dji gurrpi-ni, 
(3 1 )  gLlrrupa-n, 
chase-TPA 
and chased him, 
(32) ga nyan-ma guki ngan yajku-wagbu-ngal, 
and 3sgERG-PROM foot 3sgDAT leg-throw-TPA 
(33) 
and he (i.e. Djilminy) extended his limbs (along a tree trunk) for fear of it, 
gurrpi-ni, ga nyani gu in.ga djarrtjirr ngurri-nyini, 
ga' 
and 
bagatj 
failed. to 
bajpu-ngal 
strike-TPA 
and the buffalo failed to make contact, 
gc,1 bagatj bajpi-li 
(34) nganaparra-nyir, bagganga-n 
buffalo-ERG, run-TPA 
it harged 
(35) djarri-nyan. 
stand-TPA 
(and then) it stood still. 
nganaparra-dji, gunydjirr-ali djarri-nyini. 
(36) yurr yangal nguniny ga wuka-n marriyang-ir djuwali 
because arm thatUNM break-TPA gun-INSTR earlier 
Because its foreleg had been broken earlier by the gun. 
Yllrru gugdjarr ngunung gapiji-dji-li marriyangdji djuli 
(37) yc,lngal cji-ga wka-na-wani 
ar:mUNM REDUP-break-NMLSR-TF 
(Being) a foreleg-broken one, 
(38) bini nyan banuwala djumbal?-ya-n-ani, 
thatALL 3sgNOM 1plexcDAT cripple-FACT-TPA-TF 
its foreleg was crippled then due to us, 
gugdirr gapiji-dj-nyira-kiging-ban ngunyili nyani nibila djun-dji-m-ban, 
(39) banuwala-ny gurrupa-n 
1plexc-ACC chase-TPA 
(but) it chased us 
(40) ban djumbaJ?-ya-n-ani. 
DIST cripple-FACf-TPA-TF 
even though crippled. 
nibili-ny gurrpi-ni dji?-djun-dji-m-ban. 
(41 )  bulu nguniny bi-PaIJ, 
again thatUNM strike-TP A 
Again that (buffalo) struck, 
(42) ngarri-tja ngarr bagganga-n 
1sgNOM-CONTR 1 sgNOM run-TPA 
but I ran 
yili ngunung bi-pigi, ngarri-tja irr gunydjirr-ali 
(43) ngarr man-gurr, 
1 sgERG get-TPA 
and picked up (a spear) 
(44) ngarr witj-miy-al bulu djarak-ir, 
lsgERG spear-CAUS-TPA again spear-INSTR 
and speared it again with a spear, 
irr marr-ngili, irr ran-girri yili djarak-dji, 
(45) yarrka-n wiypi-ril djarri-nyan, 
move-TPA another-ALL stand-TPA 
moving to another (spear) sticking out of the ground, 
(46) ngarr bagganga-n 
l sgNOM run-TPA 
I ran 
yilitji-ni wurpi-li djarri-nyini, irr gunydjirr-ali 
(47) ngarr gigigigi-yi-n gayit, 
1 sgERG pull.to.and.fro-FACf-TPA shovel.noseUNM 
(and) I pulled the spear to and fro (to loosen it), 
(48) munatja-ngur ngarr yibuk-miy-al gayit 
ground-ABL l sgERG extract-CAUS-TPA shovel.noseUNM 
and from the ground I pulled it out, 
irr gigigigi-dji-li gayit, munatja-ngir irr yilbir-tji-li gayit 
(49) ngarr yarrarra-miy-al, 
lsgERG aim-CAUS-TPA 
(and then) I aimed it, 
irr yarrarra-miy-ngili, 
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(50) juukun malgapi ngarr ran-gurr. 
waistUNM fleshy.partUNM IsgERG spear-TPA 
(and) speared the waist area. 
jUl'Tkun malgapi irr ran-girri. 
(5 1 )  ga gayit-ma nguninyi mungun-ma gawka-n-ani, 
and shovel.nose-PROM thatUNM rear-PROM snap-TPA-TF 
And the rear of that blade then snapped off, 
ga gayit-dji ngunung mungan-dji inydji gapijing-dji-li, 
(52) gayit mungun gawka-n, 
shovel.nose UNM rearUNM snap-TP A, 
the shovel-nosed blade broke at its base, 
gayit mungan inydji gapijing-dji-li, 
(53) ga but-ani ban ngurri-�. 
and bladeless-TF DIST lie-PRES 
and then was lying bladeless. 
ga but-pan ngu?-ngurri-�. 
(54) ga wiypani bulu bal}ganga-n, 
and one again run-TP A 
And once more running 
(55) ng,ayil witj-miy-al Djilminy, 
before/first spear-CAUS-TP A DjilminyUNM 
Djilminy fIrst speared it, 
ga wurpmi yili l}unydjirr-ali, ngurrwagi ran-girri Djilminy, 
(56) ng.arr bal}ganga-n 
IsgNOM run-TPA 
(and) I ran 
(57) ng,an.ga-rr mil-ga-ngal 
3sgDAT- l sgERG eye-take-TPA 
(to) take its attention off him 
(58) ny,an bal}ganga-n 
3sgNOM run-TPA 
(an.d) he (i.e. Djilminy) ran 
irr l}unydjirr-ali in.gi-rr mil-ga-ngili nyani l}unydjirr-ali 
(59) djarak man-gurr, 
spear get-TPA 
and got a spear, 
(60) ga bagQanga-n galki 
and. then run-TPA near 
and then he ran close to it 
djarak marr-ngili, girr gunydjirr-ali ngidjirrgi 
(61 )  bunbala ma-na 
seemingly get-TPI 
as if to grab it 
(62) ngan Qurri-yi-n 
3sgDAT afraid-FACf-TPA 
(and it) was afraid of him 
(63) bini-pim bagQanga-n. 
thatALL-lHPRO run-TP A 
(and) ran away. 
biJma marri-nyir in.ga ya wngi-ni ngunyili-pm I)unydjirr-ali. 
(64) ngan Qurri-yi-n 
3sgDAT afraid-FACf-TPA 
It was afraid of him 
(65) bini-pim bagQanga-n, 
thatALL-lHPRO run-TP A 
and ran away, 
in.ga ya wngi-ni ngunyili-pm gunydjirr-aJi, 
(66) ga ngarri-tja ngarr bagQanga-n 
and l sgNOM-CONTR l sgNOM run-TPA 
but then I ran 
(67) ga djarak ngarr man-gurr. 
and spearUNM l sgERG get-TPA 
and picked up the spear. 
girr ngarri-tja irr I)unydjirr-ali ga djarak irr marr-ngili. 
(68) nyan ra wanga-n 
3sgNOM l sgDAT say-TPA 
He said to me, 
nyan-dirra wangi-n 
(69) ga? wuwa ngarri-nyi ra-ny gupurru-ngi, 
give.it.here brother l sg-ACC l sg-ACC give-IMP 
"Give it here brother! Give it to me, 
ga? wuwa ngirri-ny irri-ny gu-wi, 
(70) ngarri-tja ngarr randa-nmak. 
l sgERG-CONTR l sgERG spear-FUT 
it's my turn to spear it!" 
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(7 1) n1�arr rjambi-yu-wal, 
lsgERG short-TIIEMSR-TP A 
I shortened it, 
ngarri-tja irr rani-�. irr gambi-dji-li 
(72) y;�lki [Jirrgl-Yl-n 
legUNM cut.off-FACf-TPA 
broke off the protrusions, 
(73) gr�rrpa-n, 
wind-TPA 
wound it up, 
(74) ga rjambu-y ran-gurr, 
and short-INSTR spear-TPA 
and with the shortened one I speared it, 
yap rindi-ngili garrpi-ni ga gambi-dji ran-girri, 
(75) bagganga-n ngunuku. 
run-TPA thatLOC 
(and I) ran there (to it). 
(76) gcr bulu bagrjanga-n 
and again run-TPA 
ll1en again I ran 
(77) yibuk-miy-al 
extract-CAUS-TP A 
(and) removed it, 
gllnydjirr-ali nguli. ga yili gunydjirr-ali yilbir-tji-li 
(78) g;.! bulu ran-gurr, 
and again spear-TPA 
and again speared it (the buffalo), 
(79) g�! bulu bagganga-n, 
and again run-TPA 
and again ran 
(80) yibuk-miy-al 
extract-CAUS-TP A 
(and) retrieved it, 
ga yili ran-girri, ga yili [Junydjirr-ali, yilbir-tji-li 
(8 1 )  ga bulu ran-gurr. 
and again spear-TPA 
and speared it again. 
(82) blllu bagganga-n 
again run-TP A 
Having again run, 
(83) yibuk-miy-al 
extract-CAUS-TPA 
retrieved, 
(84) ran-gurr, 
spear-TPA 
and speared, 
ga yili ran-girri. yili !]unydjirr-ali yilbir-tji-li ran-girri, 
(85) ga ngan.ga-rr wanga-n 
and 3sgDAT-l sgNOM say-TPA 
I said to him. 
(86) ngarri-nyi-tja ra-ny gupurru-ngi, 
l sg-ACC-CONTR l sg-ACC give-IMP 
"Give it to me, 
ga in.gi-rr wangi-ni ngirri-nyi-tja irri-ny gu-wi, 
(87) ngarri-tja ngarr ran-gurr. 
l sgERG-CONTR l sgERG spear-TPA 
it's my turn to spear!". 
(88) ga bulu ngarr ran-gurr, 
and again l sgERG spear-TPA 
And again I speared it; 
ngarri-tja irr ran-girri. ga yili irr ran-girri, 
(89) bulu nguniny liny ran-gurr 
again thatUNM 1duexcERG spear-TPA 
we speared that (buffalo) again 
(90) nyan-ma djarri-nyan-ani, 
3sgNOM stand. still-TP A-TF 
(and) it then stood still, 
yili ngunung liny ran-girri nyani djarri-nyini-ban, 
(9 1)  djiyi burr-!]a!]-ani, wutji djiyi. 
cutUNM many-PROP-TF lots cutUNM 
having very many wounds. 
(92) djiwirr?-yi-n 
stand-FACT-TPA 
Standing 
djidji galbi, galbi djidji. djarri-nyini 
(93) ngan.ga-rr wanga-n-ani, 
3sgDAT-l sgNOM say-TPA-TF 
I spoke to Djilminy 
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(94) /pI 1'8 wanga-n Djilminy 
and 1sgDAT say-TPA DjilminyUNM 
and he said to me, 
in .gi-rr wangi-ni ga ura wangi-ni Djilminy 
(95) ngay7yi ngay7yi knife 
knifeUNM knifeUNM knifeUNM 
"A knife, a knife, a knife!". 
(96) lmife ra-ny gupurr-al, 
knifeUNM 1sg-ACC give-TPA 
He gave me a knife, 
knife knife knife. knife irri-ny gu-ngili, 
(97) n!'5uniny larri-yi-n bini-pim 
thatUNM fall.down-FACf-TPA thatALL-THPRO 
(and) that (buffalo) fell down just there. 
(98) ngarri-ma walnga barra djara-m gar-m-ani 
lsgERG-PROM living.oneUNM 1sgERG cut-PRES PROG-PRES-TF 
The buffalo) was still alive (and) I was cutting it 
ngunung galmi-ni ngunyili-pm ngarri wanngiban irr djari-ny · kiri-ny-ban 
(99) walnga-pim nyan-ma ban ngar7-ya-n-pim, 
alive-THPRO 3sgNOM-PROM DIST breathe-FACf-TPA-THPRO 
while it still lived, (and) it still kept on breathing, 
wanggi-pmi nyani ngar-ngar-tji-mi-pm, 
(100) b�m ngar7-ya-n-pim 
orST breathe-FACf-TPA-THPRO 
it still kept on breathing, 
( 101)  djanggu ngarr man-gurr, 
fleshUNM 1sgERG get-TPA 
(and) I got (some of its) flesh, 
ngar-ngar-tji-mi-pm munydjal irr marr-ngili, 
(102) go! nyani-tja bagganga-n 
and 3sgNOM-CONTR run-TPA 
however it flailed its legs (but I) 
ga nyani-tja gunydjirr-ali 
(103) ban djara-m gar-m-ani 
DIST cut-PRES PROG-PRES-TF 
kept on cutting 
( 104) djanggu man-gurr, 
fleshUNM get-TPA 
to get flesh, 
dji 7-djari-ny kiri-ny-ban munydjal marr-ngili, 
( 105) ga djucjitj nyani ngunu-pilak burrpil-yi-n. 
and afterwards 3sgNOM that-INDEF die-INCHO-TPA 
and sometime afterwards it died. 
ga yilimirri nyani ngunu-pilang bali-ni. 
( 106) nganuwi-ma mutika naw man-gurr 
IplexcERG-PROM vehic1eUNM IplexcERG get-TPA 
We got a car 
nginibi mutika nibi marr-ngili 
( 107) naw birrirri-yi-n 
IplexcERG twist-FAcr-TPA 
(and) we started it up 
( 108) ba naw gar-mu-wani, 
illTH IplexcNOM go-PRES-TF 
(and) we went hither (to the buffalo), 
nibi birrirri-dji-li bi nibi giri-nyi-ban, 
( 109) ba naw wirandi-rr-ani guwang-pim. 
lllTH 1 plexcNOM return-PRES-TF thisALL-THPRO 
and then we returned here. 
bi nibi wigi-ny-ban bapi]i-pmi. 
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